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Today new skin inaugurates the old wall, 

because the stone, like a man, breathes, 

and rising stronger and tall 

fortifies the air that once more receives.

The home is embers, that purer

transmits the lineage from which it derivces:

the ancient blood, for ages dust obscure,

that further your sang here now revives.

How this terrain contains, reformed, 

the peace that there now inhabits

to you bestowing distances of the past !

The house is no longer time, neither inheritance

solely of space with love encompassed.

It is a lot more, because it is conscience.

Rafael Santos Torroella (August 1964, dedicated to Juan Antonio Coderch’s renovated family 
house in Espolla), source: Pizza Antonio and Rovira Josep M. (eds.), Coderch 1940-1964. En busca 
del hogar, Col·legi d’Arquitectes de Catalunya, Barcelona, 2000, p. 159 (author’s adaptation in 
English)
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Il fait peau neuve aujourd’hui le vieux mur,

parce que la pierre, comme l’homme, vit,

et en se dressant plus fort et plus sûr

flatte l’air qu’à nouveau il convie.

Braise est le foyer, qui plus pure

vous confie la lignée dont elle dérive :

le sang ancien, si longtemps poussière obscure,

que votre sang mieux ici ravive.

Combien cette enceinte inclut, rénovée, 

la paix qui en son sein maintenant s’établit

vous restituant les distances du passé !

Mais la maison n’est plus temps, ni héritage

que d’un espace d’amour ceinturé.

Car elle est une conscience, et donc bien davantage.

Rafael Santos Torroella (Août 1964, dedié à la maison parentale de Juan Antonio Coderch en 
Espolla, maison rénovée par l’architecte à la fin de sa vie), source: Pizza Antonio & Rovira Josep 
M. (éds.), Coderch 1940-1964. En busca del hogar, Col·legi d’Arquitectes de Catalunya, Barcelona, 
2000, p. 159, l’adaptation du poème en français a été faite par Raphaël Heyer.
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Prelude

Before actually beginning this essay, I feel I should note down my reasons for 
undertaking this investigation work. My interest, as an architect and a scholar, goes 
primarily to the domain of housing and especially the one of collective housing, 
meaning plainly the apartment. My preoccupations have always been sufficiently 
practical and my ambition to trace a moderated path, finding a balance between what 
tortures my head – the ideal, morally and sentimentally – and what may actually 
take place – the practically possible, the understood and accepted by the majority. 
It has thus been an obvious question for me as an architect and human being, how 
some square meters of standard residential surface, only a sharing of a destined to 
dwelling construction, could actually be transformed to a real place of living memory, 
adventure, poïesis. The field of housing competitions in Switzerland seemed sufficiently 
divided between the ideal and the practical, satisfactorily large and at the same time 
conveniently delimitated, for to serve as a working arena. I consider this study only a 
first attempt to elucidate the mystery of the apartment, of that which Bachelard calls 
“oniriquement incomplet”1 and keep hope for continuing the work on this same issue in 
the future. But in any case, you know now this is what I hope to develop a theoretical 
discourse on; so, you can judge my work consequently.

In the second place, I feel I have to comment on two additional questions, first with 
regard to architectural research in general, and second, with regard to conducting 
research away from the country of origin, meaning for me personally the place where I 
initially studied architecture and of which domestic architecture in particular, concerns 
me most deeply and is closely situated to my heart. Architectural research is a domain 
of investigation that, as the discipline of architecture itself, stumbles between the 
practical and the theoretical, the real and the imaginary, the useful and the glorified. 
A question that I kept asking myself is what purpose could my work serve. “The 
architect’s handbook of professional practice” of the American Institute of Architects 
notes down concerning architectural research a comment worth mentioning: “There are 
many reasons for architects to conduct research. The architect may explore a topic of interest by 
delving into historical archives for design inspiration. […] Regardless of the size and intent of 
the project, research is crucial to the architecture profession because it can lead to innovation. 
Without innovation, an architecture practice and the profession, in general, can stagnate, 
leaving clients and communities undeserved.”2 That turned to be my aspiration, and I must 
say that discussing the subject and my own research filters with colleagues and seeing 
the spark of newly-born ideas emerge through these discussions, gave me confidence 
that this study could at least provide grounds for further reflection. 

At this point, I would like to put up another incident marking the course of my 
investigation: in the final semester of my dissertation work, right at the moment where 
I should be going back to the goals set at the beginning, I took a course taught by Prof. 
Ron Sanchez on the subject of “Philosophy of Science – Engaged Scholarship”. As this 
is a course that one should normally take while launching his research, and exactly 
because it is a course directed by the Doctorate School of Management of Technology 
in the EPFL, I had the chance to state once more the distance that separates (and 

1  Bachelard Gaston, La poétique de l’espace, Presses Universitaires de France, Paris, 1957, p. 42.

2  Demkin Joseph A. (ed.), The architect’s handbook of professional practice, The American Institute of Architects, 
14th edition, Wiley & Sons, Hoboken, New Jersey, 2008, p. 62

Prelude
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distinguishes) architecture from applied sciences. It made me also realise that despite 
the differences, one has to demonstrate equal rigor with regards to his investigation 
objectives and working plan. I can only hope I have focused successfully. 

Another point troubling me during this theoretical study was the fact that it meant 
commenting on other people’s work; I find that particularly stressful especially 
for someone that considers himself evenly engaged to practice. I beg pardon to the 
colleagues that have so helped for this work to be completed, for any judgments 
they find extraneous and remote from their own intentions; my only hope (and 
excuse) can be that in this case, it will maybe incite them to take a different look on 
the fruit of their efforts. As to conducting research away from the country of origin, I 
learned in my “philosophy of science” course that there are two ways of investigating 
things, “from the inside” and “from the outside”; the first means rather being 
implicated in the matter and struggle for impartiality, while the second offers the 
advantage of objectivity trying this time to understand inherent, hidden particulars 
of given situations. I hope the latter way is what will likely bring me more insight, 
regarding my primary subject of interest, and will cast, for my Swiss colleagues, 
additional (though different) light to their everyday reality. I would like also to thank 
especially Prof. Roberto Gargiani, for offering me at the right moment, during these 
years of almost exclusive research on Swiss ground, the opportunity of reconnecting 
myself with issues from my own dear country, and thus, of making my work more 
productive.

Feeling that this was my chance for speaking, directly in relation with, and yet 
independently from this dissertation, I hope I have provided sufficient clarification 
regarding my investigation angle. I still have one comment to make about writing in 
a different than the mother-tongue : as the mere translation of the following literary 
text has proven me, it is indeed a completely different working progress. Beatriz 
Colomina, whose work I admire deeply, points out that “language takes us on an 
excursion of its own”3. For me, this excursion in “foreign territory”4 has been fascinating, 
and fully rewarding, sentimentally. Let’s hope this can be an adequate allibi for what 
is about to follow.   

3  As cited in the preface of Colomina Beatriz, Privacy and Publicity. Modern Architecture as Mass Media, The 
MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts / London, England, 1994.

4  Ibidem

Prelude
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Ζούμε στην εποχή του τσιμέντου και της πολυκατοικίας.

Κι εγώ τώρα κάθουμαι σε πολυκατοικία. Έχω ένα εσωτερικό δυάρι στον τρίτο όροφο. 
Εσωτερικά τα λένε τώρα τα διαμερίσματα που δεν βλέπουν στο δρόμο αλλά στην 
αυλή. Μα και η αυλή πια δε λέγεται αυλή αλλά ακάλυπτος χώρος.

Στις περισσότερες από αυτές τις πολυκατοικίες που χτίζονται η μια ύστερα απ’ 
την άλλη, σπάνια θα δεις παράθυρο. Είναι όλο μπαλκονόπορτες και βγαίνουν σ’ένα 
μπαλκόνι που ζώνει την πολυκατοικία ένα γύρο και θυμίζει κατάστρωμα βαποριού. 
Έτσι λοιπόν, μπαλκονόπορτα και κάμαρα, και η κάθε κάμαρα μοιάζει διάδρομος. 
Πώς επιπλώνεται, πώς κατοικείται αυτός ο χώρος, δεν έχεις ανάγκη να το σκεφτείς 
εσύ. Το αποφάσισε προκαταβολικά ο αρχιτέκτονας. Σου έβαλε την πρίζα για την 
τηλεόραση εκεί που πρέπει να την τοποθετήσεις, σου έβαλε τις απλίκες εκεί που 
θα μπει το «καθιστικό», δηλαδή ο καναπές, το χαμηλό τραπέζι και οι δυο τεράστιες 
πολυθρόνες της μόδας.

Δεν υπάρχει κατάλληλη γωνιά για να εγκαταστήσει η νοικοκυρά την «κόχη» της. 
Εκεί που θα κουρνιάσει να πιει το καφεδάκι της, να πάρει τη γάτα στην αγκαλιά της, 
και να αφουγκραστεί την ανάσα του σπιτιού της. Ίσως γι’ αυτό η σημερινή γυναίκα 
δεν αγαπάει το σπίτι της. Ξένο πράμα. Όλα τυποποιημένα, όλα προμελετημένα. Η 
απόσταση που μπορείς να απλώσεις το πόδι σου και το χέρι σου. Πόσο πρέπει να 
σκύψεις το κεφάλι σου όταν σηκώνεσαι όρθιος μέσα στη μπανιέρα, έτσι που να μην 
κουτουλήσεις στο σώμα του καλοριφέρ που κρέμεται στον τοίχο.

Αλλάζουν οι καιροί, αλλάζουν και οι άνθρωποι […]

Τα μούτρα των συγκατοίκων μου ας μην τα ξέρω. Ξέρω όμως τη φωνή τους, το βήχα 
τους […]

Ιορδανίδου Μαρία, Η αυλή μας, Εκδόσεις Εστία, Αθήνα, 1981, σσ. 11-12 
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On vit à l’époque du béton et de la polykatoikia*.

Moi aussi maintenant, j’habite une polykatoikia. J’ai un deux-pièces intérieur au troisième 
étage. Intérieurs, on appelle maintenant les appartements qui ne donnent pas sur la rue mais 
sur la cour intérieure. Et même la cour n’est plus une cour, on l’appelle l’espace libre.

Dans la plupart de ces polykatoikia qui s’érigent l’une après l’autre, c’est rare les fenêtres. 
C’est tout des portes-fenêtres qui donnent sur un balcon qui entoure la polykatoikia et qui 
rappelle le deck d’un bateau. Alors, porte-fenêtre et pièce, et chaque pièce on dirait un couloir. 
Comment meubler, habiter cet espace, tu n’as pas besoin d’y refléchir toi-même. Il a été decidé 
en avance par l’architecte. Lui, il t’a mis la prise de la télé là où tu devrais la placer, les 
apliques là où il sera situé le « living room », c’est-à-dire le canapé, la petite table et les deux 
fauteuils encombrants qui sont de la mode.

Il n’y a pas de coin approprié pour que la femme au foyer fasse son propre « niche ». Là où 
elle se repliera pour savourer son petit café, pour tenir dans ses bras la chatte, et pour prêter 
l’oreille au souffle de son foyer. C’est peut-être pour cela que la femme actuelle n’aime pas sa 
maison ; chose étrange. Tout standardisé, tout mesuré. La distance que tu peux éteindre la 
main et le pied. Combien faut-il se pencher quand tu te tiens debout dans la baignoire pour 
que tu ne te cognes pas contre le radiateur accroché au mur.

Les temps changent, les personnes changent aussi. […]

J’ai beau ne pas reconnaître les visages de mes voisins. Mais je connais leurs voix, leur toux. 
[...]

* [terme employé pour les immeubles de rapport en Grèce, prononcé [polikatikía], n.d.l.r.]

Cité d’Iordanidou Maria, I avli mas (Notre court), éditions Estia, Athènes, 1981, pp. 11-12 
(traduction de l’auteur)
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We live in the times of concrete and of polykatoikia*.

Me too nowadays, I live in a polykatoikia. I have an interior two-room [flat] on the third floor. 
Interiors are now called the apartments that do not look onto the street but onto the courtyard. 
But the courtyard too is no more a courtyard, it is called the free space.

In most of these polykatoikias that are raised one after another, you will rarely see a window. It 
is all glazed doors that give to a balcony encircling the polykatoikia and recalling a boat’s deck. 
And so it goes, every glazed door and a room, and every room looks like a corridor. How it may 
be furnished, how this space may be inhabited, you do not need to think about it yourself. It 
was decided in advance by the architect. He arranged the TV socket for you exactly where you 
should put your TV, and he put the sconces where will be situated the “living room”, that is to 
say the sofa and the coffe table and the two huge, fashionable armchairs.

There is no convenient alcove for the housewife to make up her “nook”. There were she will rest 
to sip her coffee, to take in her arms the cat, and eavesdrop on her home’s breathing. Maybe it 
is for that reason that today’s women do not love their homes; extraneous thing. Everything 
standardized, everything measured. The distance you can stretch out your hand and leg. How 
much you should bend your head when you stand in the bathtub, so that you will not stumble 
upon the radiator that hangs on the wall.

Times change, and people change too […]

I may not recognize my neighbors’ faces. But I do know their voices, their coughing […]

* [term employed for the typical apartment building in Greece, pronounced [polikatikía], abr nf.]

Quoted from Iordanidou Maria, I avli mas (Our courtyard), Estia editions, Athens, 1981, pp. 11-12 
(author’s translation)
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Dissertation abstract
Keywords: architectural competitions / conception / innovation, collective housing, urban 
forms, typology, architectural representation, domestic iconography 

Architectural competitions have a long tradition in Switzerland that is usually cited 
as one of the European countries with the largest numbers of competition procedures 
per year, along with Germany and some Northern countries — Finland, Denmark and 
Sweden. During the last fifteen years this tradition, concerning till recently, primarily 
projects of public character — such as schools, museums and other institutional 
buildings — is reactivated in the housing sector of the construction market. A 
significant number of housing competitions are organized systematically not only by 
State-driven services but also by private developers; the innovative aspect of desired 
solutions is set forward as crucial requirement, and an extended discussion on the 
quality of living in the new housing units, is promoted. Collaboration between public 
administration services and cooperative housing societies, has produced during the 
last decade impressive results, especially in the German-speaking part of the country.

Despite the fact that bibliographical sources of previous decades report (mostly 
fragmentarily) Switzerland’s competition culture, so far few scientific studies focus 
exclusively on the subject. Especially the situation in the housing market and the 
competition framework deserves to be analysed in detail, since it may provide 
important information not only with respect to the competition system in general, but 
also concerning most common housing types and contemporary domestic ideals. 

The dissertation examines competitive procedures held recently in the country, and 
attempts to cast additional light on different visions and applications of the system 
in various regions of Switzerland. In the first part of this study, emphasis is given, 
apart from the institutional aspect of competition procedures, to the prerequisite of 
innovative ideas and the way architectural innovation is generally perceived by 
implicated in this framework, actors. In the second part, significant tendencies of 
contemporary Swiss architecture in the domain of collective housing — as manifested 
in the framework of housing competitions — are identified through the morphological 
and typological analysis of a series of case studies, based on an already established 
classification; architectural devices bearing traces of groundbreaking investigation 
lines and particularly resourceful solutions, answering changing social and urban 
statuses, are highlighted. 

In the last part of the dissertation, the question of contemporary architectural 
representations concerning domestic spaces is discussed. It is argued that well-
known domestic “myths” from the past — either originating from collective housing 
types or single-family house typologies — persist in contemporary architectural 
proposals; current versions of these ideals are presented and a contemporary domestic 
iconography is traced. The system of housing competitions is finally examined in 
relation with its materialised outcome: competitions are analysed as “discursive fields” 
that generate an active (though indirect) dialogue between architects, assessors and 
promoters; the influence of this interactive model, during and after a competition’s 
completion, to the evolution of designs submitted in its framework, is commented and 
evaluated.
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Résumé de la recherche
Mots clés: concours d’architecture, conception / innovation architectural, logement collectif, 
formes urbaines, typologie, représentation architecturale, iconographie domestique 

Les concours d’architecture ont une longue tradition en Suisse, citée de façon récurrente 
comme l’un des pays européens organisant le plus grand nombre de concours par 
année, au même titre que l’Allemagne et les pays nordiques (Finlande, Danemark et 
Suède). Jusqu’à il y a peu ces mises en concurrence concernaient essentiellement des 
programmes publics et institutionnels tels que les écoles, les musées, etc. Or, depuis 
une quinzaine d’années, nous assistons à l’émergence d’un nombre significatif de 
concours de logements collectifs organisés non seulement par les collectivités publiques 
mais aussi par des maîtres d’ouvrage privés. Le programme de ces concours insiste 
souvent sur l’aspect innovant des solutions recherchées et met en avant un discours 
concernant la qualité de vie dans les nouvelles unités de logement. Dans ce sens, on 
peut constater, qu’en Suisse, la collaboration étroite entre les administrations publiques 
et les sociétés coopératives d’habitation ont produit ces dernières années des résultats 
impressionnants, spécialement dans la partie germanophone du pays. 

Malgré le fait que des sources bibliographiques des décennies précédentes ont 
commenté (mais de façon fragmentaire) la culture des concours en Suisse, il faut 
néanmoins reconnaître que les études scientifiques qui se focalisent exclusivement sur 
ce sujet sont peu nombreuses. Or la situation dans le marché du logement, telle qu’elle 
est illustrée par le cadre des concours d’architecture récents, mérite d’être examinée 
en profondeur, puisqu’elle peut offrir des indications importantes autour du système 
des concours en général mais aussi sur les types de logement les plus courants et les 
idéaux domestiques contemporains. 

Cette recherche étudie donc des procédures de mises en concurrence pour la création 
de logements collectifs organisées récemment en Suisse et apporte un éclairage 
additionnel sur les spécificités de la perception et de l’application de cette démarche 
dans les différentes régions du pays. Dans la première partie de ce travail, notre 
regard s’est orienté vers l’aspect institutionnel des concours, en mettant un accent 
particulier sur l’intérêt porté aux solutions novatrices et à la façon dont l’innovation 
architecturale est généralement perçue par les multiples acteurs impliqués dans 
le cadre de ces démarches. Dans la deuxième partie de cette étude - et à partir des 
types mentionnés – nous avons identifié les tendances marquantes de l’architecture 
contemporaine suisse dans le domaine du logement collectif, notamment par le biais 
d’analyses morphologiques et typologiques d’une série des cas d’études issus des 
concours. Nous avons pu ainsi mettre en exergue des dispositifs architecturaux issus 
de recherches significatives ou des solutions particulièrement imaginatives répondant 
aux changements actuels des structures urbaines et sociales. 

Dans la dernière partie de la thèse, nous avons abordé la question de la représentation 
architecturale contemporaine d’espaces domestiques. Nous avons ainsi apporté la 
preuve que des mythes domestiques bien connus dans le passé (appartenant soit 
au logement collectif soit au logement unifamilial) persistent dans les propositions 
architecturales contemporaines ; leurs versions actuelles sont discutées et mises en 
évidence et une iconographie domestique contemporaine est tracée. Finalement, le 
système des concours a été étudié par le biais de ses résultats concrets : les concours 
sont analysés en tant qu’« espaces discursifs » engendrant un dialogue vivant (bien 
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qu’indirecte) entre architectes, jury et maîtres d’ouvrage ; l’incidence de ce champ 
d’interaction sur l’évolution des projets architecturaux, durant et après la procédure 
de sélection d’une mise en concurrence, est examinée.
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Introduction 

Our research focuses on the subject of collective housing in the framework of 
architectural competitions. Housing competitions have not, until recently, been 
that frequent in Switzerland, even if the country has a long tradition on competition 
organizing. And this because, on one hand, the housing construction domain has been, 
under the control of a private market that merely repeated well-known apartment 
typologies, the efficiency of which, especially on financial level, had already been 
proven; on the other hand, because the Federal State or various departments of 
municipal administrations were not often interested in making competitions part of 
their agenda in matters of urban planning strategies. Organizing competitions has not 
been a common practice for deciding on the best solutions in urban and architectural 
problems, even when public authorities were in possession of appropriate land. It is 
noteworthy that real estate milieus – and even construction cooperatives – have often 
perceived innovation in a negative manner. Very reluctant towards the competition 
system, these stakeholders have manifested extreme caution as to assigning 
commissions to young architects, fearful of their lack of experience. Overall, the housing 
market for a long time has not taken advantage from the richness of ideas or the innovative 
solutions produced by the architects’ concurrence.

Over the past fifteen years, this situation has radically changed with the launching 
of a series of collective housing competitions that have been intensely published 
and promoted. Unlike the French-speaking part of Switzerland, where competitions 
continue to be relatively scarce, the cities of Zurich, Basel and Bern, among others in 
the German-speaking region, have adopted the competition system, both for entirely 
new constructions and for the renovation and rehabilitation of existing buildings. 
We are witnessing therefore a real evolution concerning the commitment of public 
authorities, housing cooperatives and even of some private investors, who appear  
increasingly aware of the fact that the housing issue is not limited only to – however 
important – financial problems, but implies a deeper reflection on lifestyles and quality 
of domestic spaces.

Our research covers the incidence of this form of emulation over collective housing 
projects, in gross during the last ten to fifteen years. This span concerns mostly changes 
happening after the application of the GATT/WTO agreement in Switzerland (1996) 
and measures taken primarily in this period by the most characteristic case study, the 
city of Zurich. We will focus on publications in the specialized press and jury reports 
edited by state administrative services. This graphic material, of a particularly large 
range and diversity, provides a contemporary, new and extremely rich overview of the 
evolution and innovation in the domain of housing conception through the competition 
framework during the last decade because: 

It represents a “ – large éventail de possibilités”5. Indeed, participating architects, 
confronted to the same conceptual problem in the same piece of land, produce, 
multiple solutions asnwering to distinct concepts, forms and compositional 
principles.

5  Devanthéry Patrick, “Le concours, une contribution à la culture” in Frey Pierre A., Kolecek Ivan, Concours 
d’architecture et d’urbanisme en Suisse Romande. Histoire et actualité, Éditions Payot, Lausanne, 1995, p. 9.
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It represents also a field propitious to comparative analyses – competition  –
proposals being varied answers to the same program and context.

It represents finally a singular conceptual production since “ – l’architecte oeuvre en 
dehors de tout contact avec son éventuel mandant.”6 It is a material of unique value, 
since it has not yet been subject to transformations – necessary most of the times 
for the materialisation of the project – and is representative of its authors. This 
exceptional conceptual situation is, according to our perception of things, a 
very positive one with regards to the final result: the architect remains, through 
the competition’s duration, “protected” from the investor’s requirements and 
interferences. This form of isolation – beneficial, if it is limited to this phase 
of the project – allows architects to address in a relatively free, personal way 
the competition program. The interpretation of this last may therefore lead to 
new ideas and innovative schemes, essentially favorised by the competition’s 
framework and to the opposite of constant repetitions of the same organizational 
patterns regarding distribution and separation of functions in the apartment7.

Certainly, similarities or differences with procedures of the same kind with other, 
European of American countries with a tradition in competition practice – of urban 
or architectural design – and where the principal goals8, implicated actors9 and 

6  Dresco Jean-Pierre, “L’attente du maître de l’ouvrage” in Frey Pierre A., Kolecek I., Concours d’architecture 
et d’urbanisme en Suisse Romande. Histoire et actualité, Éditions Payot, Lausanne, 1995, p. 27.

7  See on that question Moley Christian, L’architecture du Logement ; culture et logiques d’une norme héritée, 
Anthropos, Paris, 1998 : in the cover page, an axonometric plan of a project submitted to the cité Rotterdam 
competition in Strasbourg (1951), of which we will talk later on (chapter 2, Innovation). The author, in 
page 2, comments on the repetitivity of well-established plans of housing units and wonders about it: 
“Il semblerait qu’on puisse ramener les plans du logement à quelques shcémas d’organisation relevant d’un même 
principe séparatif et distributif. […] À quelques variantes près, ce principe régirait tendanciellement  les plans de 
production courante, en secteur aidé aussi bien que privé. Il aparaîtrait en outre particulièrement stable, depuis 
plusieurs décennies, au point de susciter actuellement des interrogations sur une telle immuabilité. Correspond-elle à 
une conception tacite, partagée et reconduite par les acteurs du logement comme par les habitants ? Ou bien indique-t-
elle un ensemble de contraintes particulièrement pesant ?”

8  “Competition it seems, has always been sought as a way to solve a particular kind of problem, […], that has to 
do with finding a method to provide the best designs for a commission of special importance […]” in Bassin Joan, 
Architectural Competitions in Nineteenth-Century England, UMI Research Press, Michigan, 1984, p. 1.

9  “The rhetorical aspect of competition material becomes particularly interesting in relation to the audience, which 
is wide and differentiated. […] the jury’s decisions aims not only at convincing the promoter of the rectitude of 
the result, but also to persuade an often sceptical public of the necessity and importance of the project. Moreover, 
in the inter-professional sphere, the participants aim at convincing the jury, and the jury seeks to convince all the 
participants as well as the community of architects […].” in Tostrup Elisabeth, Architecture and Rhetoric: text and 
design in architectural competitions, Oslo 1393-93, Oslo School of Architecture, Oslo, 1996, p. 8.
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issues10 are not fundamentally distinct, can be detected11. An initial comparison in the 
European scenery can be performed through Europan sessions, launched every two 
years simultaneously in many participating countries, for different sites but for the 
same current housing topic. The first competition of this type (1998 – till this moment 
named simply PAN, Programme Architecture Nouvelle, competition) on the subject 
“Evolution of living modes and housing architectures” has enlarged the relative 
context from contemporary French housing practices to the European framework 
taking however into consideration diversities based on varied political, social and 
cultural contexts12. Despite the interest of the Europan sessions, a comparison with 
the situation in Switzerland is not always obvious. Europan represents a framework 
focused to innovation but not forcibly of a “constructible” character; participants are 

10  “Competitions are battlegrounds of opposing ambitions and antagonistic solutions, giant architecture classrooms 
with invisible boundaries and often, open enrolments […]” in Lipstadt Hélène, “The Experimental Tradition”, 
in Lipstadt Hélène (ed.), The Experimental Tradition. Essays on Competitions in Architecture, The Architectural 
League of New York, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 1989, p. 9, who also comments the renewed 
(since 1960 in the north-american background) popularity of competitions among architects speculating 
“that the organization of the profession – with a miniscule elite of honoured practitioners, a small number of large, 
national firms, and the tendency for these very architects to receive major commissions – gave the impression that 
it was monolithic. Competitions offered an antidote to the sense of impenetrability that must have beset young 
architects and smaller firms. Open competitions offered the chance to solve challenging problems of a scale and type not 
encountered in the daily practice of these architects. Moreover, competitions offered younger firms a chance to publicize 
their ideas, a practice well demonstrated by the competition record of Venturi and Rauch […]” See Lipstadt Hélène, 
“Transforming the Tradition: American Architecture Competitions, 1960 to the Present”, Ibidem, p. 97.

11  Judith Strong provides valuable information regarding this point: “The competition system is well established 
in Europe and within the European Union countries but its use is not evenly spread. For many years, competitions 
tended to be associated with the Scandinavian and German speaking countries. In the 1970s, between 200 and 400 
competitions were held each year in Germany and between 70 and 100 in Switzerland. Each of the Scandinavian 
countries held about 10 a year and France and the UK each managed five or so. The system was virtually ignored in 
both southern and eastern European countries, except for the occasional grand gesture of an international competition.” 
In Strong Judith, Winning by design. Architectural competitions, Butterworth architecture, Oxford, 1996, p. 110. 
It should be noted though that information on the success of the competition system in each country 
remains confused; the reason for that is also the lack of systematic research on the subject. Competitions 
in Switzerland are also juxtaposed with the American system in a special number of the review Archithese 
(1975). The author Dolf Schnebli (that has lived and worked in U.S.A. as well as taught in the Swiss Federal 
Institute of Technology Zurich) reports that architectural competitions are not very common in U.S.A. and 
if their number actually increases, it is only because emulation can serve also as a way of finding the most 
economic solution for a project. He writes characteristically: “Alle den Schweizern – seien sie Politiker oder 
einfache Wähler und Steuerzahler – , die als erste und wichtigste Qualität der Bauten deren niedrige Erstellungskosten 
sehen, möchte ich eine Reise durch die grossen amerikanischen Städte und Vororte empfehlen. Das Wettbewerbssystem, 
wie wir es bei uns kennen, würde vielleicht von den selben Leuten wieder geschätzt und unterstützt.” (“To all the 
Swiss –  whether politicians or ordinary voters and taxpayers – who see as first and most important quality of the 
buildings their low building costs, I would like to recommend a trip through the big American cities and suburbs. 
The competition system, as we know it [in Switzerland, abr nf], would probably be by the same people once more 
appreciated and supported.” — author’s translation). He also adds that is is mostly the younger generation 
of architects that wishes a well-conducted competition system and that Switzerland and Finland are often 
mentioned as good examples of competition organizing countries: “Es ist vor allem auch die jüngere Generation 
der Architekten, die ein gut eingeführtes Wettbewerbssystem wünscht. Die Schweiz und Finnland warden oft als gute 
Beispiele dafür erwähnt.” In Schnebli Dolf, “Erfahrungen mit einem Bauverlauf” (“Experiences with a Buidling 
Process“) in Archithese n. 16, 1975, pp. 37-44.

12  “Les organisateurs de l’Europan sont conscients de la diversité des situations et des mécanismes qui régissent le 
logement à travers l’Europe. Il importera de mieux cerner, pour mieux les comparer, les spécificités propres à un pays, 
à une région, voire à une situation particulière […]”, introduction text regarding the general orientation of the 
competition, as cited by Eleb-Vidal Monique et al., L’habitation en projets : de la France à l’Europe : Europan 
France 1989, Éditions Pierre Mardaga, Liège, 1989, p. 5.
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asked to form their own architectural scenarios, the competition’s program is relatively 
vaguely defined and aims on concepts rather than projects. 

Our research is situated in the crossroad of two major investigation issues, collective 
housing and competitions. At this point, we will give some hints as to the state of the 
field, concerning competitions in general, and then we will bring up some important 
points with regard to collective housing. Competitions and most essentially housing 
competitions in Switzerland will be further analysed in the first chapter of this book.

Scientific research on the subject of architectural competitions – 
state of the field

In 2008, a symposium dedicated to the subject of competitions was organized by the 
Royal Institute of Technology in Stockholm. Researchers from various fields of study 
participated to this meeting illustrating clearly the diversity of scientific disciplines 
concerned by this investigation issue but also marking the need for a more dynamic 
collaboration between scholars for the sake of a systematic approach of the subject. 
The symposium – Architectural Competitions Nordic Symposium13 – attracted some of 
the most important scholars in the field (Hélène Lipstadt, Elisabeth Tostrup, Paul 
Spreiregen), as well as representatives of countries presenting a long tradition in 
the subject; secretaries of professional bodies and special competition branches from 
Finland, Denmark, Germany, Sweden and Norway. The success of this meeting 
was crowned by establishing an international network of scholars working in the 
field, and confirmed ultimately by the organization of a second meeting on the 
subject – Copenhagen Business School, Conference Construction Matters and among 
“conferences in the conference” the “Architectural Competitions” (2010)14. The second 
conference was characterized by an enlarged range of participants, with scholars also 
from the United Kingdom, Holland and Austria, as well as from overseas countries 
USA, Australia, Canada – Prof. Pierre Chupin, scientific director of the Laboratoire 
d’étude de l’architecture potentielle (LEAP – www.leap.umontreal.ca) conducting research 
on the architectural project and the phenomenon of competitions. It has however been 
less effective for the field in general; to this moment it has led only to fragmentary 
publications that have not particularly promoted networking. 

The concrete fruits of the KTH symposium on the other hand, were a collective 
publication in a special number of the Nordic Journal of Architectural Research (directed 
by the association Nordic Architecture Research) and a collection of papers in the recently 
published The Architectural Competition; Research Inquiries and Experiences by Rönn 
Magnus, Kazemian Reza Andersson Jonas (eds). The conference – organized mostly 
by architects – focused both on the theoretical and practical aspect of architectural 
research, a fact also demonstrated by the selection of the keynote speakers. The 
organizers pointed out a contemporary academic interest in the subject: “The 
symposium in Stockholm can be seen as an expression of an academic interest in competitions. 

13  See KTH, School of Architecture and the Built Environment, Architectural Competitions, last viewed on 
25 January 2011, <http://www.kth.se/abe/forskning/arcplan/competition/architectural-competition-nordic-
symposium-october-16-18-2008-1.12618>.

14  See Center for Management Studies of the Building Process, Copenhagen Business School, Conference 
2010: Constructions Matter, last viewed on 25 January 2011, <http://www.clibyg.com/en/for_researchers_
and_students_/conference_2010_constructions_matter_/>.
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A growing number of PhDs devoted to architectural competition projects is another side of the 
scientific interest. Through the sysmposium we have been able to identify about 10 ongoing PhD 
projects in Europe, from newly started to almost finalized theses. These PhD projects vary from 
architectural history to a contemporary complex of problems. Competition in architecture and 
urban design is turning into a scientific field of its own. There is therefore a need for a research 
network, a critical group of researchers, who have architectural and urban design competitions 
as a common field of research at universities and colleges.”15 They also acknowledged and 
underlined the importance of competitions in the construction market, the political 
scenery and finally, for the profession itself. The organizing Swedish group continues 
to this day the effort to keep track with competition research on PhD level; in May 
2010 Magnus Rönn reported 13 PhD studies on this issue.

In these two occasions, Switzerland has been represented by our research (Swiss 
Federal Institute of Technology Lausanne) and the group of Prof. van Wezemael (at the 
time of the Stockholm conference representing the Swiss Federal Institute of Zurich, 
while in Copenhagen, the University of Fribourg). His study group investigates the 
subject of competitions from an ethno-geographical point of view, interested mostly 
in decision making within the competition framework and presenting affinities with 
the investigation angle of Prof. Kristian Kreiner (Copenhagen Business School – Center for 
Management Studies of the Building Process). Kreiner describes architectural competitions 
as “important and complex institutions in modern society”16 and seems fascinated by this 
complexity, underlining the randomness of the results. He points out that “aim and 
focus may diverge in complex and uncertain realities”17 such as competition participating, 
and explains: “The aim of participation in architectural competition is to win, no doubt. With 
a focus on the quality of the design proposal in itself, winning becomes a side-effect […]”18

Competitions have indeed many different facets, social, financial, political, as well as 
the subject of contemporary housing that will occupy us in the following. But the fact 
that they concern primarily a cultural production coming from a specific professional 
field should not be omitted; nowadays, it seems that a lot of research about architects 
and architecture is conducted without actually taking into account the nature of 
architectural work and its specificity that can only be thoroughly addressed by 
direct collaboration with members of the profession. Interdisciplinarity is a desirable 
prerequisite of successful research; it seems though that another condition for in-depth, 
all-round conclusions is the range of interacting disciplines and the nature of their 
collaboration and exchange. With these remarks in mind and along with our interest 
in collective housing, we have set as primary objectives for this research work, and in 
relation with the state of the competitions field, both nationally and internationally, the 
following points.

15  Rönn Magnus, Kazemian Reza Andersson Jonas (eds.), The Architectural Competition; Reserch Inquiries and 
Experiences, Axl Books, Stockholm, 2010, p. 12.

16  Kreiner Kristian, “Architectural Competitions: Empirical Observation and Strategic Implications for 
Architectural Firms”, Ibidem, p. 101.

17  Ibid., p. 123.

18  Ibid.
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Research objectives

Objective 1: Explore the field of architectural and urban conception and innovation through the 
analysis of collective housing competitions between 1995 and 2008. Which are the recurrent 
urban and architectural devices in the domain of collective housing and among them, 
which are the most interesting ones that allow envisaging conceptual evolutions? 
What are the contemporary tendencies in the field? By nature, proposed by architects 
plans describe the contemporary socio-cultural conditions while at the same time 
they express a potential underlying these specific conditions, in relation with future 
transformations and according to the author’s personal perception. Analysis of 
architectural proposals issued from competitions can offer insight regarding these 
questions.

Objective 2: Better understand the specific conditions of collective housing competitions, 
notably the relations established among the implicated actors, their roles and respective 
expectations. How does a competition work? What are the roles of the competitors/
architects, of the jury and of the investor/organiser? Which  are the incidences of this 
specific framework to the proposals’ content?

In relation with the investors: What types of programs are most popular among 
developers and stakehorlders? What are the recurrent indications – with respect 
to room numbers, architectural devices, etc. – offered by this field of conception? 
Competition briefs provide information about the way investors translate the users’ 
demands. 

In relation with assessment juries: What are the criteria for the projects’ evaluation? What 
are the tendencies represented by jury experts and their relation to stakeholders? 

In relation with the competitors: To what extent taking into account the particular 
conditions of a competition influences the projects’ content? Are new family practices 
and a desire for the individualisation of the unit decisive elements for the design of 
domestic spaces? 

Objective 3: Focus on architectural representation, primarily the pictorial kind, and its most 
common characteristics in the competition framework, where a particular rhetoric is being 
developed. The material produced in the framework of competitions obtain, by means 
of its publication – its making known to the public –  the value of an autonomous 
cultural good, as well pointed out in the exhibition “Le concours d’architecture est 
un bien culturel” celebrating the centenary of the foundation of the Swiss Architects’ 
Federation, on March 200819. The issue of architectural representation has always 
been closely related to the building’s linkage to its conception, by extension to the 
relation between real and ideal, practice and theory. It has finally to do with the 
definition of architecture as an art or a profession, definition that, according Lipstadt, 
cannot be completed but by the conjunction of its two identities in the final result of 
the architectural work. The study of representations and figurations in the field of 

19  See Fédération des Architectes Suisses, last viewed on 21 December 2010, <http://www.architects-fsa.
ch/files/images/ortsgruppen/zuerich/Plaene.pdf>. In the same line of thinking is the following comment by 
Devanthéry: “L’extraordinaire source que constitue le corpus des concours et la profusion de travaux réalisés à cet 
effet ces cent dernières années permettent de fixer différents états de la culture archiecturale et de les confronter avec 
l’histoire de notre discipline. Cette manne offerte par la profession à la collectivité montre la véritable usine productive 
d’architecture que constitue le concours ; [...]”, Devanthéry Patrick, “Le concours, une contribution à la culture” 
in Frey et al., op. cit., p. 11.
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competitions should guide us to a better understanding of current predominant values 
in the design of housing spaces. It will be sometimes completed by the analysis of 
accompanying textual representations and narratives.

Research hypotheses

Hypothesis I. Competitions can stimulate new ideas and lead to morphological and typological 
innovations in the housing field. In a general way, the critical lecture of the housing units’ 
plans, should guide us to better outlining a whole series of questions having to do with 
the organization and their taking into account of contemporary living modes: what are 
the new relations between the spheres of representativity and intimacy in the house? 

Hypothesis II. Competitions not only stimulate innovative ideas but also help creating a more 
positive attitude towards them, on the investors’ side. Competitions, till almost fifteen years 
ago, normally concerned the institutional sphere of architectural conception. Obligatory 
by legislation on public markets, the organization of such types of procedures is also 
normally considered as a secure means for obtaining architectural proposals of quality, 
especially to what concerns integration to the context, functionality and efficiency of 
the projects, but also architectural rhetorics and expression of particular identities.

The recent enlargement of the competitions’ field to domestic programs poses evidently 
the question of influence of this type of procedures, to the content and evolution of 
an architectural field that some consider as eminently utilitarian and conservative. It is 
therefore imperative to focus on the specific conditions of the competitions’ framework, 
the forces and fields of influence operating within this last, as well as try to better 
understand the influence of these factors to the proposed by the participants, projects.

Hypothesis III. The representation of competition issued projects points to a systematic research 
on the architects’ part for an enhanced living experience and offers important data about a 
“sensitive” dimension (atmosphere, ambiances) of collective housing. The representation 
of projects in the framework of competitions pursues several objectives: first, that of 
delivering in a through and comprehensible way the various data of the project; then, 
explicitly framing the proposed hierarchy of relative values – the architect’s vision 
of the place, his interpretation of the program, his basic concept, etc; lastly, seducing 
the jury in an efficient way, by enticing graphics, images of synthesis, etc. Visual 
representations are often accompanied by explicative texts. The analysis of architectural 
representation through competition proposals concerning units of collective housing 
offers also clues concerning special ambiances and spatial characters proposed as 
alternatives to single family typologies – that remain constantly popular among a 
majority of users – and aiming to making collective housing complexes more attractive 
to their users.

Limits of this research

This research is limited to competitions of collective housing in Switzerland. Limited 
comparison with similar situations internationally, will be attempted only regarding 
selected questions and when offering additional insight for our principal area of 
interest.

This research does not pretend to be exhaustive. Such a work would seem of a rather 
statistical interest not desirable in relation with our objectives and simply, not possible; 
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for many competitions organized by the private initiative, detailed information cannot 
always be obtained.

This research does not aim on establishing a differentiation among various types of collective 
housing (social housing, subsidized housing, owner-occupied housing, etc). Since the post-
war era, social and private housing have progressively developed the same issues, 
provoking a certain “rapprochement” of their respective typologies, though it is true 
that in some parts of Switzerland – notably Geneva – the notion of social housing 
is quite different from the one predominant, for example in the city of Zurich, and 
related to a more restricted regulatory framework. Competitions dealing with this 
type of housing (in any case of a limited number) were not often taken into account 
since they did not seem offering sufficient creative space to their participants, judging 
from respective proposals.

Criteria for the formation of our corpus of study 

A specific theme: collective housing. We excluded housing for special categories of users, 
like elderly people or students, as well as transformations of existing buildings, 
because of these specific interventions’ particularities.

A specific framework: competitions of collective housing. Our analysis has not been limited 
only to awarded projects; in every study case the totality of a competition’s published 
proposals, was taken into consideration. It is a choice that played a fundamental 
role on our research approach for it offered the possibility to study a larger range 
of solutions and therefore, find references in relation with a less hegemonic part of 
contemporary architectural production20. 

A contemporary period:  roughly, the last fifteen years of architectural and urban 
conception in the field of collective housing, through competitions organized between 
1997 and 2010; a time lapsus that refers to a significant period of competition 
organizing in Switzerland and offers a sufficiently large investigation field.

A geographical area: essentially competitions of urban and suburban context in 
Switzerland compared sometimes to similar situations in other occidental countries. 

Methodology 

 A three-fold set of data

The systematic study that Elisabeth Tostrup21 proposed in relation with competitions in 
the city of Oslo during the Second World War as well as during the post-war period, 
has been crucial for the eleaboration of our methodological framework. Tostrup refers 

20  The term “hegemonic” is here understood as the predominant, in the particular historical moment, 
architectural tendencies, imposed mostly by realised projects and prototypes.

21  Tostrup speaks of the “dialectal condition of the competitions” in Tostrup, op. cit., p. 10 and continues: 
“The competition projects and the jury’s statements both represent well-defined dialectical moves; moves which 
are addressed to the other competitors as well as to jury members and an anticipated audience of architects and the 
general public. The moves of each competition consist of ‘the question,’ the competing ‘proposals for the answer’ 
and the ‘assessment’.”. She speaks of a “threefold rhetorical set; a trinity which consists of (1) the prize-winning 
architectural designs, (2) the graphic or visual representation, and (3) the texts.” (ibidem, p. 11). Lastly she 
points out that “The specific rhetorical material in architectural competitions comprises two forms of argument, the 
visual and the verbal.” (ibid., p. 10, emphasis according to original).
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to a “special dialogue” developed in the framework of competitions and of indirect 
communication between interacting stakeholders based on three different tracks22:

The plans, sections and façades necessary for the projects’ comprehension. –

The texts, be it the briefs elaborated by the investor and the jury or the explicative  –
texts issued from the participants.

The graphic representation constituted essentially by perspective images, in  –
three-dimensions, of graphic compositions conveying information on the project’s 
materiality, and the models.

Typomorphological analysis of housing projects

Typo-morphological analysis was applied on three different scales to reveal similarities 
and differences among selected case studies, organized according hypothetical 
categories23 (see introduction of Part II): 

the scale of the city and the neighbourhood, where analysis focused on  –
integration to the existing tissue (built / void space) and the natural landscape 
(viewpoints, visual openings), relations with the networks of public and green 
spaces.

the scale of the complex, where emphasis was given to urban form and to entire  –
compositions of housing complexes, the treatment of outdoor and transition 
spaces between the public and private domain, the buildings’ internal layout and 
the complexes’ compositional logics.

the scale of the housing unit, examined from the point of view of the apartments’  –
internal distribution (entrance halls, corridors, antichambres/lobbies), collective 
and intimate spaces’ articulation, distinct levels, relations between various 
apartment zones, nature and quality of the apartments’ exterior prolongations, 
innovative architectural features and devices “borrowed” from the individual 
single-family house.

Analysis of texts

Typomorphological analysis of drawings was often combined and cross-examined with 
each competition’s textual data – notably specific publications, competition briefs and 
jury reports, when available – regarding special requirements and objectives in terms 
of target publics and spatial demands coming from the investors’ part, as well as in 
terms of evaluation criteria and remarks made by the juries. Texts accompanying the 
architects’ presentation boards were also studied, when available.

Analysis of graphic representations

This type of analysis was not completely dissociated from the typo-morphological 
analysis, but reached, in a sense, beyond that and beyond a first observation level, 
addressing perception issues of forms and spaces. As the majority of competition 
projects examined in this work have not been realized, observations based on in situ 

22  We should maybe add the oral presentations made by the architects in front of the jury, in some cases of 
parallel study commissions, cases that we will not examine in this research.

23  See Lamunière Jean-Marc, “Le classement typologique en architecture. Tentative d’explication” in 
Habitation n°4, 1988, pp. 6-11.
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visits were not possible. But three dimensional representations of interior and exterior 
spaces of housing projects provided important data on the architects’ investigation 
lines through observations relative to the envisaged quality of light and proposed 
materials, the proposals’ spatial complexity in terms of sequences, trajectories, 
openness and privacy, the character of exterior prolongations and possible references 
between proposed illustrations and other pictorial representations, characteristic of 
well-recognized architectural movements of the past. 

Interviews 

A series of interviews aiming to clarifying certain issues revealed by our primary 
investigation work, have been realised, with people responsible for competition 
organizing in State services in Zurich, Bern, Lausanne, Geneva; also, with architects 
participating regularly to housing competitions and jury members. These discussions 
have not only provided further insight to our subject of interest but offered 
additionally, more original material, extremely valuable to our research.

Principal bibliographical resources

A first source of information has essentially been the journal hochparterre.wettbewerbe, 
publishing regularly a wide range of competitions and normally, including also non-
awarded projects. Starting from these publications, we have established a first list 
of competitions, especially of public initiative, organized during recent years. This 
list was cross-examined with information coming from other Swiss architectural 
periodicals such as Tracés and tec21 (Swiss Technical Bulletin). The web is also an 
inexhaustible field of research where, in particular through the official websites of 
the architectural bureaus, we could collect a whole new set of data. It has thus been 
possible to extend our competitions’ list with some procedures held by the private 
initiative, often with a relatively limited number of participants. Finally, publications 
of various cities in the German-speaking part of the country, especially descriptions of 
competitions organized by the city of Zurich providing a clearer idea of the political 
framework and the planned development of the housing sector, were consulted. As 
an exclusive site publishing the results of past competitions does not (at least not yet) 
exist in Switzerland – the site <https://www.simap.ch/> communicates information 
only in relation with public markets – original data coming directly from the projects’ 
authors were particularly appreciated.

As to the general bibliography on competitions and collective housing, detailed 
references may be found in the final part of this book. The sources having played a 
particular role in the evolution of our subject of study have already been mentioned 
or will be mentioned in detail later, on appropriate occasion. However, it would be 
useful to note that not a lot of bibliography exists on architectural competitions in 
Switzerland, a fact proving so far the lack of systematic research24. At the beginning of 

24  “A ce jour, l‘histoire du concours dans l‘architecture est très peu documentée et fait l‘objet de recherches 
scientifiques insuffisantes. Ceci fut la conclusion d‘un congrès sur le thème du concours dans l‘architecture, organisé 
en 1998 par Association Suisse des Historiens et Historiennes de l‘Art en collaboration avec la section SIA Waldstätte 
(actuellement section Suisse centrale). Non seulement l‘historique n‘est pas classifié, mais encore les expériences 
provenant du déroulement des concours actuels ne peuvent à peine être évaluées systématiquement. La richesse du 
savoir, représentée par plus de 200 concours classiques se déroulant chaque année en Suisse, n‘est que difficilement 
accessible et n‘est pas disponible sous forme méthodique.”, Kundig Daniel, “Recherche Concours d’Étude; Une 
Initiative de la SIA”, Press Communication, Zurich, March 1st, 2007, last viewed on 26 January, 2011, 
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Cover of the book Concours d’architecture et 
d’urbanisme en Suisse Romande (1995) and 
author’s photo of the FSA exhibition Le concours 
d’architecture est un bien culturel (2008)
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Cover of the Cahier de Théorie n. 5, Concevoir des 
logements (2008)
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this work, the only overall publications on the subject were the Concours d’architecture 
1920-1940 : une qualité en projet, by Richard Quincerot et Michel Nicolas, published in 
collaboration by the Comité de la recherche et du développement en architecture France and 
the Centre de recherche en architecture et architecturologie of the Université de Genève, in 
1980 and the Concours d’architecture et d’urbanisme en Suisse romande. Histoire et actualité, 
published under the direction of Pierre Frey and Ivan Kolecek, at the Éditions Payot, 
Lausanne, in 1995. The first one concerns a period particularly important for the 
evolution of modern architecture; the authors juxtapose a series of competitions held 
in France and Switzerland during this time lapsus, but they also lay a theoretical base 
for the explanation of the competition phenomenon in the market, and in relation with 
the profession’s characteristics. The second book was edited at the occasion of the 
homonymous exposition held at the Musée des arts décoratifs de la Ville de Lausanne, from 
January 19 to 26 February 1995. 

In January 1998, Metron AG publishes with their annual review Themenheft (launched 
in 1986) the issue Wettbewerb und Wettbewerbswesen (n. 15) focused mostly on the 
procedural and administrative part of competitions in Switzerland, obviously on the 
occasion of the newly established norm SIA 142. Another publication of the Swiss 
Federal Institute Zurich (EPFZ) in the same year, by Prof. Paul Meyer-Meierling, 
provides the most recent statistical data on competition organization in the country: 
Wettbewerbswesen in der Schweiz. Eine Studie von 1985 bis 1998. In 1999, two issues of the 
official SIA review, numbers 21 and 23 (May 28 and June 11) present in two parts the 
history of architectural competitions. In 2006, the number 2 issue of the cooperative 
review Habitation (published by the Association Suisse pour l’Habitat) is also dedicated to 
competitions, connecting them to the construction of new housing units25 and offering 
a brief analysis of a few case studies. The number 15 issue (April 10, 2007) of the 
tec21 (the official review of the Swiss Society of Engineers and Architects – SIA) focuses 
also on competitions, on the occasion of SIA’s launching of the Foundation Research 
Design Competitions (March of this same year); the issue includes an interview with 
Fritz Schumacher, cantonal architect of the canton of the City of Basel, on new forms 
of competition, like the Volta Mitte joint architects / investors competition. As to the 
Foundation Research Design Competitions, the results so far have not been particularly 
impressive, current PhD researches in the country are vaguely presented in the site. 
In March 2008, an exposition featuring more than 350 architectural models (in scale 
1:500), prepared for competitions held in Switzerland during the last century, has been 
organized in Zurich’s Main Train Station to travel later to other parts of Switzerland, 
on the occasion of the centenary of the Federation of Swiss Architects; it was entitled 
“Le concours d’architecture est un bien culturel”26 and inaugurated a series of round 

<http://www.sia.ch/d/aktuell/presse/mitteilungen/20070301_fpw_df.pdf>.

25  Jolliet François, Nicollier Guy, “Logement et concours” in Habitation n. 2, 2006, p. 3. The authors 
mention the Caisse de prévoyance du canton de Genève (CIA) as an investor applying the competition system 
since already numerous years and point out the fact that certain cities in the German-speaking area – 
notably Zurich – do not grant land leases for housing construction unless a competition is orgnanized for 
the selection of the "appropriate" project. They also mention that devoting the review's specific issue to 
competitions is done in order to plead for their cause and utility: “Qu’il n’y ait pas davantage de concours de 
logement, on peut le déplorer. Mais au-delà de la plainte, on trouve des arguments plus objectifs en faveur de la mise 
en concurrence des projets.”

26  See Fédération des Architectes Suisses, “100 Jahre bund Schweizer Architekten BSA – eine fiktive Stadt 
im Hauptbahnhof Zürich” (“100 years Federation of Swiss Architects – a fiction city in Zurich’s main train 
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tables and discussions on the subject. In 2008, the Concevoir des logements. Concours 
en Suisse 2000-2005, by Bruno Marchand and Antigone Katsakou, published by 
the Presses Polytechniques Universitaires Romandes, was dedicated exclusively to 
the subject of housing competitions, although the focus this time was placed onto 
architectural projects; competitions were seen as a background for the analysis of a 
proliferal architectural production in the domain of collective housing during the 
years 2000 to 2005.

station” –  author’s translation), last viewed on 26 January 2011, <http://www.architects-fsa.ch/files/images/
ortsgruppen/zuerich/Pressetext.pdf>.
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A total of 106 competition procedures, covering rougly a period of fifteen years (from 1995 
to 2010), are listed separately in the end of this study, classified by the year and the canton 
in which they have been organised (see Appendix Housing Competitions' Database). 50 
out of these, and in total 82 projects, are mentioned in the following chapters. However, it 
should be once more noted that our database (although, to our knowledge, one of the first 
efforts to thoroughly document contemporary housing competitions in Switzerland) does not 
pretend to be exhaustive; especially information concerning parallel study commissions held 
by private promoters was hard to retrieve.
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Part i

Some introductory remarks on the evolution of collective housing

During the course of the 20th century, collective housing has often been synonymous 
with social housing, or with subsidized housing in general. It has thus answered 
in various historical periods, primarily to distinct requirements, corresponding 
to conceptual aspects of the housing project that took every time the place of a 
priority investigation line. From hygienic (housing cellule conceived according to the 
course of the sun) and urban design (modern movement and ville verte) concerns, to 
experimentations more focused on the unit and functional (rooms dimensioning 
according to their use), financial and regulatory questions; as a matter of fact, norms 
and regulations have long been evoked by the architects as one of the most restrictive 
aspect of their work27.  

This tendency of mingling collective and social housing, dating primarily from the 
interwar period, is solidly established after the “trente glorieuses” (the thirty glorious 
years, 1945-75) of the French housing production, when the need for accommodating 
large numbers of users and the implementation of mass-scale industrial production 
principles into the housing sector, turn it into a uniform and repetitious part of the 
construction market28. Despite some innovative experiences, among which we could 
easily include the “collectif horizontal” related to a “spécificité helvétique”, that of the 
“habitations en terrasse”29 of the Halen colony in the periphery of Bern, dominant 
conceptual patterns reducing the spectrum of proposed typologies, persist. The latter 
makes even more wonder, if one considers that banalisation of the users’ identity has 
been criticized by the architectural avant-garde already in the beginning of nineteenth 
century30.

27  See on that question Moley, op. cit., 1998, p. 2: “Dans tout leur champ, c’est en effet sans doute le plan du 
logement en immeuble collectif qu’ils [les architectes, n.d.l.r.] ressentent comme le moins favorable au plein exercise 
de la conception. Parmi les conditions et données qui la restreindraient, les architectes invoquent la plupart du temps 
le carcan des règlements, dont l’application stricte condurait aux mêmes solutions.” Indeed, this is the case with the 
critic addresed by many architects to state-driven competitions of the French-speaking part of Switzerland, 
as we will see later on. Would it be an inherited characteristic from the mother-culture of their neighbouring 
country?

28  See on that subject Huet Bernard, Lambert Michèle, Toussaint Jean-Yves, Le logement collectif contemporain 
: émergence d’une typologie architecturale, Research Report, Ministère de l’Equipement, des Transports et du 
Logement, Paris, 1992.

29  See on these questions and terms Marchand Bruno, “Au delà de la cellule. Modèles et mythes domestiques 
dans la seconde partie du vingtième siècle en Suisse” in Construire des logements : l’habitat collectif suisse [1950-
2000], Cahiers de théorie n. 4-5, Presses Polytechniques et Universitaires Romandes (PPUR), Lausanne, 2000, 
pp. 4-19. The author notes in page 12: “Face aux modèles de haut-gabarit […] se profilent, dès la fin des années 
cinquante, d’autres formes alternatives d’habitat – basées sur le groupement de logements contigus et communément 
appelées ‘habitat groupé’ – dont l’émergence découle des critiques formulées à l’égard du rôle déstructurant des zones 
monofonctionnelles de villas et de la densité excessive, de l’échelle démesurée et de l’anonymat des grands ensembles 
et des cités satellites.” The fact that these kinds of experiences unite some aspects of the collective with 
characteristics coming from the individual family house is also underlined. 

30  “The minimum dwelling, as the current battle cry of the architectural avant-garde, is supposed to be the answer to 
all the particulars of the ongoing housing crisis. To avoid any future misunderstanding concerning this slogan, we wish 
to point out from the start that in this book the term “minimum dwelling” is not to be understood as a tiny dwelling 
for a little man! […] Besides, the term “little man” is really a petit bourgeois invention and an architectural fiction, 
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In general, during that period the prevalence of certain urban forms, such as slabs 
and housing towers, over other types may be noted (courtyard buildings that together 
with the model of the “cité-jardin” has dominated the interwar period in France31). 
“Les grands ensembles sont presents alors comme un type morphologique, à tours et barrres 
orientées, et non pas comme on le pense aujourd’hui comme un habitat reserve aux classes 
populaires.”32 The modern has tried to rationalize the architectural conception of 
collective housing, connecting it with logics of standard uses and minimum surfaces, 
correct hygienic (aeriation and orientation) conditions, and construction processes 
employing new materials and industrial techniques. Associating the unit as a “new 
product” with its materialization procedure led to an ordinary and commonplace 
production process of a large part of our contemporary urban environment33. Through 
the modernity, the apartment building breaks off with its context (pilotis) and the 
debate focuses more on the scale of the building and its form.

As a reaction to this sort of “a-contextual” buildings, different principles of 
“anchoring” architecture to the landscape emerge, from the nineteen seventies to the 
nineteen nineties: from the phenomenological approach of Steven Holl (Anchoring, 
1989) to Frampton’s contextualism34, a tendency persisting today and reflecting 
a radical change of mentality as to what constitutes our environment35. After the 
nineteen seventies, the grands ensembles become the object of severe criticism 
and “le logement, bien que conçu pour le plus grand nombre doit être « personnalisable ». 
Le retour au petit immeuble devient la règle et le logement populaire se confond désormais 
avec la production banale, il n’est plus stigmatisant et pendant un temps l’investissement des 
architectes et des pouvoirs publics fait du logement social le fleuron de la production d’avant-
garde française.”36 The significant differences between the assumptions of collective 
housing production nowadays and in the years of the postwar period also reflect 
the fundamental change of the economic and social conditions and the gradual 
substitution of a holistic architectural and urban thinking by practices looking for 
fragmentary effects. Applying qualities issued from the individual family house to the 
collective housing types, is one of the most prominent investigation lines during the 
last decades. “L’attention aux nouvelles formes de groupes domestiques […], les changements 
de regards sur l’environnement et l’entrée dans l’habitation des nouvelles technologies, 

used by social science to put a label on a nonexistent creature.” In Teige Karel, The Minimum Dwelling (translated 
by Dluhosch Eric), The MIT Press, Cambridge, Massachusetts / London, England, 2002, p. 32 (originally 
published as Nejmenší byt, Václav Petr, Prague, 1932).

31  Eleb Monique, “Social, populaire ou adapté ? Le logement au XXe siècle” in Cité de l’architecture & du 
patrimoine, Vers de nouveaux logements sociaux, Silvana Editoriale, Milano, 2009, pp. 10-15. 

32  Ibidem, p. 14.

33  Huet, op.cit.

34  Pallasmaa Juhani, A contemporary observatory for new dialogues among humans and non-humans in 2006 
Steedman Fellowship: International Design Competition Program, Washington University, St.Louis, 2006.

35  “In recent years we have witnessed an important shift: every location has started to be regarded as a landscape, 
either natural or artificial, and it has ceased to be a neutral background on which more or less decidedly sculptural, 
artificial, architectural objects stand out. Instead, it has become the primary interest, the focal point of the architect. 
In this way, by changing the point of view, the landscape loses its inertia and becomes the subject of possible 
transformations; it is the landscape that can be designed and become artificial.”, ibidem, p. 4.

36  Eleb, op. cit., p. 14.
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conduisent à la fois à innover et à revisiter des types proposés à différents moments de l’histoire 
récente […]”37.

We can therefore focus on certain characteristics of the collective housing design that 
have changed considerably in the course of these last decades:

The diversity of the built environment – . Nowadays, no particular type of urban form 
seems to prevail over others; forms and types of collective housing introduced 
and studied during the interwar and postwar period constitute today an 
immense pool of architectural patterns and spatial configurations, equivalent in 
the conscience of contemporary conception38. 

The renewed interest in the landscape –  as a reference point for the urban form and 
also for the arrangement of housing units, their external ramifications and 
interaction with natural areas. It is a point that seems related not only with an 
elevated attention to the design of exterior spaces but also with a pronounced 
tendency towards more dynamic, organic forms and spatial sequences.

A generalized character of “urbanity” and density. –  The distinction between centers 
and periphery tends to fade and disappear. The current generalized effort 
for densification – induced by the need to control the phenomenon of urban 
sprawl – motivates the search for denser forms of housing both in urban and 
rural or suburban areas. This effort is also promoted by a generalized faith to 
the undisputable qualities of dense urban nucleuses, a discourse that, as we will 
see in the following, dates from the nineteen seventies – when the qualities of 
traditional urban ensembles are re-discovered and studied – remaining still up-
to-date39.

Therefore, the following points are to be confirmed, in the competition issued 
production of collective housing that we are about to study: diversity of urban forms, 
a generalised concern for the landscape, a marked trend towards the organic and 
finally, especially in suburban contexts, the search for creating and most importantly, 
expressing a qualitative density, often in combination with an effort for the unit’s  
individualization and the adaptation into the collective of architectural devices and 
spatial qualities originating from the single family housing.

The act of “dwelling” nowadays and corresponding investigation 
lines

The great majority of housing production till nowadays, proceeds by a functional 
and normative definition of domestic spaces, by a clear separation between the two 

37  Ibidem, p. 15.

38  See also on the subject of increasing diversity of types, the article “In the Residential Buidling: Type, Style, 
Model. An Introduction” in Ebner Peter et al., Typology +, Innovative Residential Architecture, Birkhäuser, Basel 
/ Boston / Berlin, 2010, pp. 15-17. And also Häussermann Hartmut, “Changing Lives: the return to urban 
living” in Open House. Architecture and Technology for intelligent living, Vitra Design Museum, Weil am Rhein, 
2006, pp. 210-227: “Greater diversification of domestic arrangements as a whole has been accompanied by greater 
diversification within individual biographies.”

39  Häussermann speaks of an “urban renaissance”, referring to a change of “migration patterns between 
German cities and their surroundings”: “Are we experiencing the end of suburbanization and the start of renewed 
urban economic growth? Economic trends and population movements suggest that we are.” Ibidem, p. 221. The same 
phenomenon is confirmed by State services in various cities of Switzerland, as we will see in the following.
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zones called “day” and “night”, finally by determining standard living modes 
that correspond to a “typical” user, created by statistical averages and most of all, 
of what is understood as a “typical” family: two parents, two children, and their 
car. This particular conception of the dwelling space, dictated by a rather narrow-
minded and rigid functionalism40, does not answer any more to the needs of an in 
full-motion society, characterized by its elevated diversities and presenting easily 
perceived signs of profound structural alterations: increasing divorce numbers, single-
parents’ households, constant influx of different cultures and languages, etc. We are 
witnessing a certain individualization of living ways, consistent with current changes 
of professional practices and lives, the equalization of women’s status, an “on-line” 
way of living (overflow of information, growing influence of communication and 
media strategies) and the rapid rhythms of daily life41.

“The residential building viewed as a suit tailored to the subjective desires of the occupants 
is a relatively recent phenomenon in the history of housing. The “dream house”, seen 
as the subconscious rendered in stone, has become the psychological profil of the client’s 
individuality.”42 Architects continue to be fascinated by the idea of a housing design 
adequately responding to the evolution of living ways. Bruno Marchand notes on 
that subject: “Le débat entre architectes […] insista sur la nécessité de dépasser la vision 
fonctionnaliste du logement comme «une suite logique des fonctions» et d’adopter de nouvelles 
règles architecturales face aux besoins changeants et à l’émergence de différents modes de 
vie et d’habiter.”43 The same author points out two significant tendencies in the quest 
for “new solutions” in the housing issue, adopted by the Swiss architectural scene; 
“neutralizing” the unit’s layout, by proposing “interchangeable” rooms of equal size 
and proportions that can be assigned to various uses according to the users’ choice, 
or indeed “flexible” layouts, however with less dramatic devices than the patterns 
emerging during the late nineteen seventies and eighties: “En réalité, il semble que, pour 
les architectes suisses, il s’agisse plutôt d’un retour à des schemas déjà connus […]”. Other 
contemporary approaches deal mostly with the housing unit’s technical aspects and,  
fascinated by technological advancements, propose solutions that break with social 

40  The comented situation is very accurately described by Gustau Gili Galfetti: “Historically, collective 
housing, as distinct from the “villa” or town house, was classified in the category of “construction” rather than that of 
“architecture”. It was something vernacular, constructed by unknown master builders. The Modern Movement effected 
a break with that traditional view: architects began to design collective housing and, more importantly, to argue about 
it. The entry of the architect into the creation of “mass-produced” housing brought with it a lack of contact with 
the ultimate users of the architecture. In order to overcome this difficulty, the artifice of the average, standard man 
was invented. From this point on, the architect would work to a fictitious programme of requirement put forward 
by the developer – private or public – and based on statistical data. In the property market, this absence of a “real” 
client gives rise to a series of postulates and assumptions with regard to how people want to live which represent 
an impediment to the evolution of the domestic sphere.” In Gustau Gili Galfetti, Pisos Piloto. Células domésticas 
experimentales = Model Appartments. Experimental Domestic Cells, Gustavo Gili Editions, Barcelona, 1997, 
pp. 7-8.

41  Steinmann Martin, Zurbuchen Bernard, “Habiter aujourd’hui” in Construire des logements, op. cit., pp. 20-
31.

42  “In the Residential Buidling: Type, Style, Model. An Introduction” in Ebner, op. cit., p. 15.

43  See Marchand, op. cit., 2000, pp. 17-18. The following references are also cited by the author, regarding 
the same questions: “Réflexions sur le logement contemporain. Débat entre Michael Alder, Roger Diener, 
Meinrad Morger, Rainer Senn et Martin Steinmann” in Faces n. 27, 1993, pp. 4-9, and “Loger? ou bien 
réinventer le monde? Débat entre R. Gailhoustet, P. Chemetov, Y. Lion et J. Nouvel” in L’architecture 
d’aujourd’hui n. 252, 1987, pp. 21-23.  
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practices and established realities – the “bandes servantes” of Yves Lion could produce 
a characteristic example of this last tendency. In any case, the debate on collective 
housing is certainly open again, after a period (nineteen nineties) where certain authors 
in neighbouring countries ascertained the absence of a substantial discourse on the 
subject44.

To conclude, we will cite an interesting remark by Galfetti, pointing out that many 
of the most representative examples of experimental domestic cells “are directly 
associated with trade fairs, exhibitions, art galleries, museums, publications or competitions. 
The media – in the broadest sense of the term – have provided the catalyst for many of the 
most innovative interiors.”45 Lipstadt also compares competitions to fairs, situations 
where liberation from standard rules produces frameworks of reversed hierarchies46. 
It seems therefore that as competitions participate in making public the debate about 
contemporary housing and secondly, provide particular creative conditions, they can 
promote experimentation and new proposals. Although we do not aim to retrieving 
purely experimental situations in the domestic sphere, it seems plausible to think that 
the study of competitions opens a path for investigating in detail what the real impact 
of social changes, on contemporary architectural conception and current housing 
development practices, may be. 

44  See Seraji Nasrine, “Logement, matière de nos villes = Housing, substance of our cities” in Seraji Nasrine 
(ed.), Logement, matière de nos villes = Housing, substance of our cities, Éditions du Pavillon de l’Arsenal / 
Éditions A. & J. Picard, Paris, 2007, pp. 10-17. The author notes since more or less the year 2000, the relaunch 
of the debate on housing, but wonders: “We have moved from the Paris of the “post-neo-moderns” with their 
white buildings – monochrome façades hiding sometimes genuine attempts at improving ordinary domestic space 
in accordance with modernist precepts – to the Paris of the “neo-postmodernists”, with their coloured housing – 
polychrome façades that fail to mask the absence of renewal in typology, and investigation into today’s lifestyles and 
housing. Are architects condemned to cynicism?”, ibidem, p. 15.

45  Gustau Gili Galfetti, op. cit., p. 11 (emphasis proposed by the author).

46  Lipstadt, op. cit., 1989, pp. 16-17.
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Chapter 1: Competitions!

Official framework of architectural competitions and some historical 
data

The current regulation guaranteeing correct elaboration of the various competition 
procedures in Switzerland is the 142 norm of the Swiss Society of Engineers and 
Architects (SIA), dating from 1998 and replacing the older 152 and 153 norms 
concerning architectural and engineering competitions. The regulation revision 
regarding commission assignment by means of competing procedures, followed the 
GATT agreement (General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade) by the WTO (World Trade 
Organization) of the 15th of April 1994 concerning public markets, and the federal law 
of January 1996 regulating the procedures of tendering and commission of construction 
works (architectural services included) in Switzerland47.

The first competition regulation was composed by the 1837 founded SIA in 187748, and 
laid the foundations of liberal emulation between professionals in the country. Among 
the aspects treated was the composition of the jury (should be constituted by a majority 
of professionals that should not belong to a particular “school” or “movement” and 
could not participate to the procedure in any other way), the elements defined by the 

47  See on this subject « Wettbewerb und Wettbewerbswesen » in Themenheft no. 15, Janvier 1998, Metron 
editions, Zurich 1998 and Ducret André et al., Architecte en Suisse. Enquête sur une profession en chantier, 
Presses Polytechniques et Universitaires Romandes, Lausanne, 2003, pp. 18-25.

48  It coincides with the year the first rules for architectural competitions were established in Sweden. The 
first Finnish competition rules were established a little later, in 1893, following the example of Sweden and 
the foundation of the Finnish Architects’ Chamber (1892). See for more details Kaipiainen Maarit, Huotelin 
Paula (eds.), 130 vuotta suomalaisia arkkitehtuurkilpailuja = 130 years of Finnish architectural competitions. 
Dreams and comp(L)eted projects, Suomen arkkitehtiliitto, Helsinki, 2006 (publication of the homonymous 
exhibition, Museum of Finnish Architecture, Helsinki, 13.09-05.11.2006). Cees de Jong and Erik Mattie 
mention regarding the establishment of official regulations during the nineteenth century: “Although 
the Institute of British Architects (IBA) had already drafted a set of rules in 1839, these did not have the weight of 
the formal regulations drafted by the Royal Institute of British Architects (RIBA) in 1872. In later years, standard 
regulations were also drafted by the Association of Swiss Engineers and Architects (SIA) and the Union Internationale 
d’Architectes.” In Cees de Jong, Erik Mattie, Architectural Competitions = Architektur Wettbewerbe = Concours 
d’architecture, Benedikt Taschen Verlag, Köln, 1994, p. 8. Bassin, regarding the process of establishment of 
official competition rules in Victorian England, an era unique with respect to the system because of “its 
extent and pervasiveness”, points out that a first effort was made by “the newly-formed Institute of British 
Architects” with an investigative Committee on Competitions. Then another report in the form almost of a 
complete code of regulations – “more detailed and specific than the Institute report of 1839” – was made by the 
“newly formed Architectural Association” in 1850. Finally, “As a result of the reports ot the General Conference of 
Architects held by the now-Royal Institute of british Architects in 1872, a document entitled “General Rules for the 
Conduct of Architectural Competitions” was drawn up by a special committee of the Institute.” See Bassin, op. cit., 
pp. 13-14. Nicolas Aymone notes, with respect to competitions during the nineteenth century: “L’usage du 
procédé competitif dans le choix du maître d’œuvre s’intensifie au XIXe siècle.” And highlights the importance of 
the Prix de Rome competitions established in the beginning of the eighteenth by the Académie des beaux-
arts de Paris: “C’est à cette époque que d’autres formes de concours voient le jour, au sein des lieux d’enseignement 
ou d’institutions telles que l’Académie des beaux-.arts de Paris qui décerne, à partir de 1720, le fameux Prix de Rome. 
La réussite à ce concours deviendra un siècle plus tard le but ultime de la formation à l’École Nationale supérieure des 
beaux-arts. L’obtention du premier Grand Prix permettait au lauréat non seulement d’entreprendre un voyage d’étude 
à la Villa Médicis à Rome, mais également d’accéder à la commande publique. À la visée de qualité architecturale se 
substitue ici l’idée du concours comme méthode pédagogique fondée sur l’émulation.” In Nicolas Aymone, L’apogée 
des concours d’architecture. L’action de la UIA 1948-1975, Éditions Picard, Paris, 2007, p. 25.
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program (indications concerning construction costs and prizes should be part of it as 
well as reasons of projects’ exclusion), the copyright (remaining with the authors of the 
project) and the public aspect of the projects that should be exposed for at least two 
weeks in public49. These principles are generally maintained by the current regulation. 
Along with the reformation of the rules, in 1998 an SIA commission for architectural 
and engineering competitions50 was appointed, with the task to promote this solution 
with appropriate authorities, control the legitimity of organized procedures and deal 
with appeals in case a competition was held according SIA norms. 

Several competition types for different kinds of project studies and 
stakeholders

The current regulation specifies principally two types of competitions: the first one, 
under which idea and project competitions are classified, concerns only the elaboration 
of project studies, while the second refers both to study and realisation of a new 
project. A third competition type is mentioned in the relevant norm, competition in 
several rounds, that is no more than the first two types when completed in more than 
one progressive rounds. As a general rule, competitions respect the clause of their 
participants’ anonymity, until the assessment of the proposals is completed, following 
the precisions provided in the norm’s section “Bases de concours” (Competition basics), 
except for one special case of tendering, a fourth competition type, the parallel 
study commissions51. In this last case, stakeholders assign the project’s study to 
several architectural bureaus, usually of a limited number, at the same time; they 
are all equally rewarded for this work. A panel of experts is in this case responsible 
for the final decision, after having normally discussed the projects directly with the 
participating teams. This last characteristic of the parallel studies procedure is one of 
the most disputed among the implicated actors; stakeholders argue that they have 
thus the chance to better evaluate their future collaborators, some jury members and 
members of the architectural profession – especially those having already built a solid 
professional trajectory – think that project authors have thus the chance to better 
explain their concepts, while other professionals argue that such procedures deprive 
the younger ones from their fair chances to important commissions.

In general, the degree of precision as to the architectural problem’s definition and 
the stakeholder’s intention to assign or not immediately the respective commission 
(and therefore proceed immediately to the project’s realisation), are two factors that 

49  See on this subject Ducret André et al., ibidem.

50  See also Fischli Klaus, “Wettbewerbe in Zeiten des Wettbewerbs” in Anthos n. 1, 2001, pp. 4-7

51  Author’s translation for the French term “mandats d’étude parallèles”, or “Studienauftrag” in German. 
It seems that the English equivalent term would be “restricted” or “invited” competitions, or even 
“commissioned competitions” (for this last term see the Guidelines for Architectural Design Competitions by 
the Royal Australian Institute of Architects, October 2003, last viewed 27.01.2011, <http://www.architecture.
com.au/i-cms?page=13547>). Another term would be “closed” competitions used by Cees De Jong and Erik 
Mattie (op. cit., vol. 1, p. 9) for describing distinctions between competition types during the nineteenth 
century: “In closed competitions, the organizing body invites a handful of celebrated architects, generally at a more 
than reasonable fee, who usually help to draw attention to the project and increase the chance that an architectural 
masterpiece will be erected.” Of course SIA’s “mandats d’étude parallèles” are also held by invitation; we 
opted though for the term “parallel study commissions” because it seemed closer to the spirit of the Swiss 
regulation.
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influence strongly the decision on the competition type adopted. In this sense, idea 
competitions help the investor take specific decisions concerning the future intervention 
and usually realise and take into consideration contributing factors that were not yet 
completely clear. On the contrary, they do not allow a scheme’s immediate realisation 
since the proposed ideas still refer at that stage to the project’s broader framework and 
remain quite roughly sketched. Thus an ideas’ competition is clearly distinguished 
from a projects’ competition or from a competition referring to a project’s study and 
realisation, by the simple fact that it does not forcibly conclude to the assignment of a 
specific commission. It is also possible that an ideas’ competition studies a conceptual 
problem that is not yet attached to a specific land plot, or for which future users are 
not yet targeted. This is why it may often be succeeded by a project competition, a 
competition concerning a project study and its realisation or even by a parallel studies 
procedure; the ideas competition constitutes in this case, a kind of preliminary study 
of a project, of which the planning particulars and solider features will be examined by 
a second competition, of a different type, more focused on the construction procedure. 
Project competitions aim, not only to the decision of the most adequate solution but 
also to finding for the particular investor the most appropriate partners with regards 
to the project’s realisation; lack of experience on the architect’s part, has often been 
discussed as a risk factor for bringing about complicated building schemes52. As to idea 
competitions, they are often matched with the privilege of providing a larger – and 
more “daring” – range of solutions, engendered by the lack of specific constraints to 
the conceptual problem. Nevertheless, even for this form of emulation, the submitted 
proposals are more likely to serve the purpose for which they have been created, if this 
last is not “overdefined” by the competition’s program53.

When “le maître de l’ouvrage souhaite obtenir, par le concours, un projet prêt à la 
réalisation”54, he will organise a competition concerning both the study and the 

52  See the cases of the Sydney Opera House and the Centre Pompidou in Paris as described by Sudjic Deyan, 
“Competitions: The Pitfalls and the Potential” in Malmberg Catherine (ed.), The Politics of Design: Competitions 
for Public Projects, Policy Research Institute for the Region, Princeton University School of Architecture, New 
Jersey, 2006, pp. 53-66, also online, last viewed on 6 February 2011, <http://wws.princeton.edu/research/prior-
publications/conference-books/design.pdf>.

53  Maarit Kaipiainen makes an important remark concerning the level of the task’s definition by the 
competition’s program and how this factor may also influence competition rules in a country: “There often 
is discussion about the balance between the goals of the competition brief and the creative approach of architects. When 
chief editor of Arkkitehti, Hilding Ekelund, criticized that program requirements are followed too meticulously: “Still I 
would wish to add the frequently seen practice of screening out entries on the grounds of often petty flaws instead of 
looking at their positive architectural values and overall approach; this certainly explains why quite mediocre design 
–equally free of virtues as of faults – often have won many high prizes” (Arkkitehti 3/1930, 44). Because of critique 
of this type, an amendment was made to the competition rules stipulating that although an entry that diverts from 
central instruction in the brief cannot be given a prize in an open competition, it is eligible of purchase. On the other 
hand, SAFA’s competition rules do not require the first-prize winner to be commissioned, so it has been possible to 
give the task to a designer who has been less strict about the program.” See Kaipiainen Maarit, “Introduction” 
in Kaipiainen, Huotelin (eds.), op. cit., p. 27. Sudjic also notes the importance of the brief: “All competitions 
depend for their success on well-written briefs, clear rules, efficient organization and fair conduct.” (Sudjic, op. cit., 
p. 63). Finally Kaipiainen includes the brief into a competition’s unique characteristics: “From the viewpoint 
of architects, competitions offer better opportunities for artistic, functional or structural innovation than ordinary 
commissions do. Still one has to remember that every architectural competition belongs to its place and time (just as an 
ordinary commission does); it is programmed and judged in the context of its time.[…] Every competition is a unique 
case with its own brief and jury; just as a building project usually is unique.” (Kaipiainen, ibidem, p. 29).

54  Nicollier Guy, “Le concours : Questions et Réponses, entretien avec Eric Gysin” in Habitation n. 2, 2006, 
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Table illustrating competition and procedures 
types, according to SIA.
(source: SIA 142, 2009 edition)
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realisation of the project that allows him decide, not only with regards to the 
architectural project but also, by means of the received offers, with regards to 
realisation costs. He can thus ensure, since the beginning of the operation and the 
study phase of the project, its timeframe and respective budget. In this case, emulation 
concerns not only the functional and morphological characteristics of the scheme but 
also its financial parameters. It is an advantage that could possibly make up for the 
cost of organising such a competition procedure, normally more elevated than for other 
types – not only for the organiser himself but also for the participating professionals 
that have to produce more detailed proposals.

Direct communication between the investor and / or his representatives – if the jury 
or the panel of experts can be supposed as such – and the participating architects, 
authorised in case of parallel study commissions, is one of the reasons that, as already 
said, may recommend this kind of “competition”. The usually limited number 
of submissions, dictated both by the obligatory equal reward of the participating 
teams, is another; this condition allows the jury to devote more time to a better 
comprehension of the participating projects, which cannot very often be the case, 
when an open procedure is preferred. In the case of parallel study commissions, the 
architectural problem is usually better delineated and the proposed solutions more 
adapted to the specific recommendations of the program. The established dialogue 
may also enhance a better understanding of the problem; most of all in case of design 
projects requiring a certain degree of specialisation. It offers also to project authors 
the possibility of exposing their ideas (especially to the laymen), in a more thorough 
way and allows sometimes for a joined reflection on the scheme that may already 
facilitate upcoming stages of the particular study. Parallel study commissions present 
one more particularity in relation with other types of competitions that is taken into 
consideration by certain stakeholders: these last are not obliged to carry on with the 
project, by assigning it to the winning bureau, if they are not fully satisfied with the 
competition results. On the other hand, the limited number of competitors deprives 
the organiser of a larger choice, corresponding normally to a broader call for offers. 
Even more, certain stakeholders tend to address professionals with whom they have 
collaborated with success in the past, further diminishing the possibility of fresh ideas, 
and according the work load of these particular architectural teams at that precise 
moment; more conventional and frequently applied proposals that can keep, in a way, 
the investor more easily satisfied may thus find their way to yet another realisation. 

Apart from the competition type, the SIA norm defines one more factor playing a 
predominant role to the actual result of the competition: the type of the adopted 
procedure. The competing procedure may be open to all professionals, aiming 
theoretically to a larger spectrum of architectural proposals but possibly posing certain 
“technical” problems to its elaboration (such as the large number of participants 
that may turn out difficult to handle both time and spacewise), or selective, where 
normally a limited number of architects is invited on the basis of a portfolio evaluation 
– criteria such as the realised work of the specific architectural bureau or the number 
and expertise of its collaborators, its experience with issues of sustainable construction 
or specific materials defined by the organiser, are usually taken into consideration. 
Another possibility, with regards to the selection of the teams participating to a 
restricted competition procedure, is the competition’s development in more that 

pp. 4-5.
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one rounds; in that case, simple conceptual sketches are often demanded by the 
participants, during the first competition stage, on the basis of which the selection 
will be performed. The main disadvantage of this procedure lies in the fact that even 
preliminary drawings take sometimes up considerable amount of time and effort 
from the interested architectural teams. Finally, there exist invited procedures, where 
the organiser picks directly the architects he wishes to challenge often leaving out 
younger professionals. The procedure type is another characteristic of the competition 
insitution often largely disputed. Even when the participation of less experienced 
architects is guaranteed in restricted procedures, the question of defining and applying 
relatively objective selection criteria remains pending. 

It is important for the success of all different competition types and distinct 
procedures that the organiser’s goals are clearly explained, that the selection criteria 
– if a preselection phase is to take place – are explicit since the very beginning, and 
that requested documents are precisely indicated. That way, architects have better 
chances of correctly measuring the effort demanded to participate while the risk of 
appeals is diminished. A considerable experience in competition organising ensures 
from the part of a state service as Zurich’s Office for Building Construction (Amt für 
Hochbauten – AHB), the evolution of the competition institution by means of refining 
procedures or competition types, according to those evaluated as more efficient. Due 
to the repetition of certain competition types, the most appropriate processes for 
designing different building types are detected and improved in every new occasion; 
this is also one of the main reasons that the AHB is nowadays brought forward as 
an equally dynamic partner, for organising competitions, as a private bureau. We will 
examine later the characteristic case of Zurich that may provide us with important 
data concerning the Swiss competition system, especially with regards to collective 
housing. We could maybe only add, for now, that it also opts, as a large majority of 
private stakeholders, for certain competition types55, like situations established in other 
European countries56  or to the contrary of other cases57, where new types of tender 
procedures are systematically tested.

55  Interview with Jeremy Hoskyn, Director of the Project Planification Department – Competitions Section 
of the city of Zurich, on 30 March 2009; according to Hoskyn, the SIA recommended to competitions’ 
organizers, at least at that moment in time, not to experiment with new procedures and forms of the 
system. 

56  Kaipiainen and Huotelin (op. cit., p. 117) also confirm for Finland the diminution of the ratio of open 
competitions towards invited ones, at least during the nineteen nineties. The hypothesis that the competition 
system follows a vicious circle condemning it to know a period of decadence after one of full blossom could 
be formed. However, the system’s utility, at least to what concerns the participants, remains to a great 
extent with the possibility of more publicity and attention to their ideas, even if they are not awarded first 
prize. Another interesting remark from Finland, relates competition types with building type commissions:  
“[…] A closer look into the categories in this classification by the Museum of Finnish architecture shows that in some 
categories open competitions are favored, while competitions by invitation dominate in others. […] Competitions for 
low-rise housing have been mostly open, but those for apartment houses often invitational.” ibidem, p. 31.

57  In Denmark, for example, that presents, as Switzerland, an impressive tradition in competition 
organizing, several “new” competition types are proposed especially since 1993. See Danielsen Tom, “New 
Architectural Competitions: Communication and Dialogue” in Rönn Magnus, Kazemian Reza, Andersson 
Jonas (eds.), The Architectural Competition. Research Inquiries and Practices, Axl Books, Stockholm, 2010, pp. 19-
36. The author notes: “[…] nothing has had more influence on the quality of Danish architecture than architectural 
competitions” and mentions the examples of “competitions with several winning entries and subsequent 
negotiation with the winning entrants; restricted competitions with 12-15 entrants and the award of prizes rathen 
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The myth of quality and other competition stories…58

In the norm 142 of the SIA, in the part entitled “Bases du concours – Raisons d’être du 
concours” (Competition basics – Reasons for making a competition)59 we find the 
following passage: 

“Dans le concours, c’est la qualité de la démarche qui est en évidence. Cette qualité se 
caractérise par sa valeur culturelle, de nombreux avantages pour la collectivité autant que pour 
les utilisateurs, ainsi que par la prise en considération des exigences techniques, écologiques et 
économiques.

than fixed fees; interactive, internet-based competitions; […]” (ibidem, p. 21) Tom Danielsen is a Danish architect, 
partner in the architectural bureau C. F. Møller (Århus, London, Oslo, Sockholm, etc.) that has also served 
as Chairman of the Competition Committee at the Danish Association of Architects; he is also a member 
of the Competition Committee at the Danish Academy of Fine Arts. He also lists the following forms of 
architectural competitions: program dialogue competitions, multi-winner competitions, chapter 99 competitions 
or ´dogme` competitions, competitions with the possibility of adding more phases, extended invited competitions, 
competitions with no anonymous final judgment, interactive competitions, competitions based on dialogue, design & 
build competitions, property sales competitions, parallel competitions, open ideas competition (ibid., pp. 22-23). He 
advocates “dialogue based competition” that “may generate competition solutions beyond the “safe-play” solutions 
of traditional architectural competitions.” (ibid., p. 19) and points out that “following the adoption of the Services 
Directive by the European Union in 1993 and rapid growth in the Danish economy, there was an almost explosive 
increase in the number of competitions organized.” (ibid., p. 20) As to the case of Finland, Mikael Sundman in 
his lecture (key-note speaker) during the first scientific conference on Architectural Competitions, held in 
Stockholm, 16-18 October 2008 (Architectural Competitions Nordic Symposium) refers specifically to housing 
competitions organized by the municipal authorities of Helsinki and states three categories of social housing 
competitions: competitions in which the promoter is chosen in advance (4 different companies for social 
housing production in Helsinki, in this case city planning authorities and the company agree on 3-5 invited 
architectural firms of which at least one should be young, the company agrees to commission the designer 
of the winning entry), landlease competitions with fixed selling prize (tendering open to all companies and 
promoters in Finland, in that case a joint team of architects and promoters is chosen, offered a 100 year land 
lease and expected to sell the apartments on a fixed price), land-selling competitions with fixed prize for the 
plot (same case as before, only referring to land-ownership instead of leasing) – cited also fron information 
provided by Sundman by e-mail on November 11th, 2008. Sundman worked at the time for the Helsinki 
Town Planning Office (since 1971) and from 1991 to 2007 he was also Chairman of the Finnish Society of 
Architecture. 

58  “The story of competitions, as Janus-faced witnesses to the promises and the difficulties of an art profession, bears 
repeating, as history and as myth.” See Lipstadt, op. cit., 1989, p. 17. Competitions are often compared to top 
sports by Scandinavian authors. See Kaipiainen, op. cit., p. 35: “If  you won’t gamble you can’t win”: “Anyone 
who has done a lot of architectural competitions knows that it’s a bit like top sport – you have to keep doing to stay in 
shape. You have to be in touch with the latest trends of visual presentation in order to know what is the killer of the 
day when you draw glass walls and windows; what colours that will guarantee attention to your entry; and is it in 
fashion that this season to cover the drawings with plexi or is it passepartout time again, maybe?” Tostrup compares 
competitions with a Norwegian traditional sport, the ski jumping: “In ski-jumping, competitors are judged based 
on length and style of their jump. […] Architectural competitions and sports competitions share value systems typical 
of modernity. However, ski jumping competitions as an analogy or allegory for architectural competitions should not 
be pushed too far as the assessment of architectural quality is much more complex and the objectively measurable 
factors are more fragmented, less decisive, and more tentative.” See Tostrup Elisabeth, “Promoting the best: on 
competition rhetoric” in Rönn et al., op. cit., pp. 77-96. On the other hand, competitions are also described as  
“vampires draining the blood of professional life” by William Robert Ware, as cited by Richard Guy Wilson, “The 
Experimental Tradition: Essays on Competitions in Architecture by Hélène Lipstadt”, review in The Journal of 
Architectural Historians, vol. 50, n. 3, September 1991, pp. 339-340.

59  SIA Norme 142 – Règlement des concours d’architecture et d’ingénierie, 1998 edition, Société suisse des 
ingénieurs et des architectes, Zurich 1999, p. 5.
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Pour le maître de l’ouvrage, le concours représente un moyen d’obtenir un projet optimal, de 
haute qualité, et d’identifier le partenaire pour la réalisation du projet. 

Pour le participant, le concours offre la garantie d’un jugement objectif de son travail créateur. 
Quel que soit le genre de concours, les meilleures (n.d.l.r.) propositions sont récompensées par 
un prix ou une mention […]”

A critical question is immediately posed. How one defines quality? How criteria for 
judging quality are formed? How can it be guaranteed that truly the best proposals – 
best with regards to the investor’s expectations and/or with respect to the true nature 
of the architectural problem for its context, the city and its inhabitants, two objectives 
not necessarily identical – will be awarded? We will see in the following that, even if 
it is difficult to establish objective evaluations of quality, the hope that they will be 
publicly recognized for their work, is precisely what leads the architects to participate 
repeatedly to competitive procedures, despite the disadvantages they face in their 
framework.

The definition of quality concerning a competition result is inherently related to the 
definition referring to the quality of architectural work, in general. Is it primarily 
about the functional value of the built object (and the user’s satisfaction) or about 
its artistic value? Obviously the question has been treated through various historical 
periods and consequently distinctly perceived. Philippe Dehan in his study Qualité 
architecturale et innovation60 accentuates the particularity of the architectural project 
concerning the production of housing, as this last touches various anthropological 
and social issues, as well as questions referring to the project’s symbolic power (that 
seem more pressing in the domain of dwelling). He proposes talking of qualities rather 
than quality as a generic term, given that a project’s success may be evaluated by its 
capacity of answering to multiple requirements: functional, structural and technical. In 
the history of architecture, various authors have undertaken the task of defining more 
“tangible” criteria of evaluating quality. Dehan mentions, among others, Christopher 
Alexander with his Pattern Language and Herman Hertzberger with his Ten lessons of 
architecture. 

However, every specialized author or anyone pronouncing an opinion on the built 
environment’s quality, even without having received an architectural education61, 
applies on the object of interest a personal value system. In the case of architectural 
competitions, this system of values, unique for every person of the jury, takes on an 
additional importance, since it influences directly the architectural commission62. As 
the object of judgment in the framewok of housing competitions are housing projects 

60  Dehan Philippe, Qualité architecturale et innovation, Plan Urbanisme Construction Architecture, Paris, 
1999.

61  Dehan comments also on the case of the Prince of Wales that sets, without being an architect, 10 
principles of quality with respect to the architectural project, describing his own vision of contemporary 
architecture. Sudjic uses the same example of the Prince of Wales to argue on the role of the competition 
system in corrupted political scenery. See Sudjic, op. cit., p. 54.

62  See also Sudjic’s example of the competition for the CCTV building in Beijing, where he discusses the 
role the theoretician Charles Jencks – that made part of this competition’s jury and was a close friend of 
Rem Koolhaas’s – played to the final decision, or even his comment on the role of a jury’s professional 
members to the competition’s result: “A jury with a majority of architects, or even one exclusively made up of 
them, is an arrangement that will produce a Sydney Opera House, or a Pompidou Center […]” ibid., p. 62.
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primarily important for their future users and their neighbours, we could suppose that 
the impact of factors such as personal values and assessments is attenuated; the final 
result appears for the collective life of a community less significant than a building of 
common use and institutional goal. However, as housing competitions take up such an 
increasingly important role for the construction market (the case for the German part 
of Switzerland during the last decade), the assessment criteria applied by the jurors 
take up an even more consequential role.

The evaluation of quality seems a question even more difficult to answer when it comes 
to the architectural object’s artistic value and where subjectiveness almost becomes the 
rule. But even in this case, it is necessary that a number of factors grossly outlining 
at least the notion of architectural quality, be set especially in the competitions’ 
framework, where the question of the assessment criteria is simultaneously posed 
to the participating architects, the expert members of the jury (whose authority is 
sometimes presented as a sufficient criterion on itself), the laymen and the public 
(specialized or not in architectural matters): the investor and organizer, the users and 
the members of specialized press that produce their critical views on the projects 
issued by the competition. It is important, according to Dehan, “d’établir un corpus 
plus explicite de critères, […], en les rassemblant dans une trame d’analyse, […] améliorer et 
enrichir la culture du spécialiste, et surtout lui permettre de mieux faire partager son point de 
vue par des non spécialistes et d’autoriser un dialogue plus ouvert et plus constructif […]”63 
To this aim, some countries traditionally promoting the competition system organise 
nowadays educational courses for the jury members64.

The architects and the competition system

Since so many questions are raised around their work’s evaluation and their chances 
of distinction via the competition framework, why do architects keep on doing 
competitions backing up the system? “[…] given the odds are against newcomers, why do 
so many architects expect a competition to provide the breakthrough?”65 Kari Jormakka and 
Mark Gilbert make reference to Adam Smith’s theory about liberal markets, to answer 

63  Dehan, op.cit., p. 23.

64  A point mentioned by Tom Danielsen regarding the competition system in Denmark, during his 
presentation as key-note speaker in the Architectural Competitions – Nordic Symposium. In his article from 
the symposium-issued publication (see Rönn et al., op. cit., p. 25), he presents the suitability of the judging 
committee as one of the future challenges for architectural competitions, which he describes as “the most 
important innovative force of the architectural trade” (ibidem, p. 35). On the other hand, Kaipiainen points 
out that there is no formation available for judging architecture and discusses the number of appointed 
professional jurors depending the competition’s type as well as, “unsuitable architect jurors” like a criterion 
for not doing competitions, ibid., p. 25: “In the jury of an open architectural competition, two members are always 
appointed by the SAFA competition board; in a competition by invitation there is an architect juror nominated jointly 
by the competitors. The jury may include architects representing the organizer. In competition held by authorities for 
the procurement of planning or design services, a third of the members of the prize jury must have the same competence 
as is required of the competitions, according to the EU directive on public procurement. The SAFA-appointed jurors 
can be interpreted as supporting the association’s goals. It is their task to ensure that the architectural aims of SAFA 
rules are fulfilled. In this context, one of the motives for not doing a competition is interesting: “unsuitable architect 
jurors”. This bit of architects’ jargon points to an internal discourse in the profession, and to the experience of some 
architects that their views are on the losing side in this discourse.”

65  Gilbert Mark, Jormakka Kari, “The Willing Suspension of Disbelief” in UmBau n. 22: “Wettbewerb! 
Competition!”, pp  67-78.
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this question. They note that according to Smith, in liberal professions such as law, 
literature and philosophie, no more than one over twenty people can ensure his means 
of living by his principal occupation, to the contrary of manual professions, where a 
sufficient reward for the work performed is normally the elementary condition. “And 
still, these uncertain prospects seem to attract the best and the brightest. Smith suggests two 
reasons: first, the public admiration for the few who do succeed; second, the overconfidence, 
not only in one’s own abilities, but in one’s own good fortune.”66According to these two 
authors, the architects continue to place their trust for their professional destiny to 
sheer luck – as many other individuals coming from the field of liberal professions 
– through the competition system, simply because they are primarily interested in 
the public recognition of their efforts and aptitudes. And in this conceptual model, 
faith in a moral value – that of well-merited fame – remains infinitely stronger than a 
pragmatic evaluation of the actual probability of succeeding, which would not, most 
likely, recommend participation to emulation procedures.

Hélène Lipstadt, on the other hand, in her classical essay “The experimental tradition” 
in the homonymous edition of the Canadian Centre of Architecture, presents 
competitions as “ephemeral events with permanent results [that] are endlessly repeated 
and always changing.”67 Among the system’s advantages, as the majority of authors 
treating the subject confirm, are the chances offered to young talents, the possibility 
of their serving even to more experienced professionals as inspiration sources and a 
sort of continuing education, as well as the fact of guaranteeing professional success 
to architects awarded first prizes. In the list of drawbacks should be included, 
the asymmetry between the participants’ artistic efforts as well as their financial 
sacrifices in order to take part to a competition and their feeble recompensation 
(young architects are often obliged to start without any kind of remuneration at all, 
while already established professionals are often forced to finance a competition 
by “staling” time from already attributed commissions), while doubtful remains if 
the special dialogue developed in the competitions’ framework, with regards to the 
architectural program in question, is sufficient for replacing the direct contact and 
close collaboration between the client and the architect in case of a direct commission. 
Lipstadt talks in an evocative manner of “the competition’s most salient characteristic: the 
disproportionate ratio of the competitor’s effort to likely gain.”68 She emphasizes on the fact 
that “the satisfactory resolution of that puzzle clarifies, in turn, the competition’s relationship 
to all of architecture.”69 And points out: “The competition process appears to encapsulate both 
autonomy and dependency, the pleasure and freedom of pure creation and the limitation of the 
practice of architecture. These paired oppositions are none other than the familiar ones of the 
aesthetic and the social – antinomies that have always structured architects’ representations 
of their profession and of themselves. Consider the pairs of opposites that have held away 
since Vitruvius. The competitions enterprise has been described in terms of the polarities of 
theory/practice, design/building, and art/profession. Each of these pairs parallels the others and 

66  Ibidem, p. 78.

67  Lipstadt, op. cit., 1989, pp. 9-20.

68  Lipstadt Hélène, “Theorizing the competition: the sociology of Pierre Bourdieu as a challenge to 
architectural history” in Thresholds n. 21, 2000, pp. 23-36.

69  Ibidem, p. 32.
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encapsulates the fundamental oppositions that serve, in most of Western culture, as ways of 
making sense out of things, as ordering taxonomies.”70

To solve the competition puzzle, Lipstadt applies Bourdieu’s definition of social 
fields, understood as social sub-spaces specialised in the accomplishment of specific 
social activities. Every field is a “space of positions, or jobs” to which “are attracted job-
holders with the requisite amount and kind of capitals, or real and symbolic resources, and the 
habitus, or dispositions, that is the most efficacious in that particular field.”71 The habitus is 
the constant incorporation of experiences that allow an agent to interprete the social 
world and to which primary socialisation plays an important role. Also acquired by 
socialisation but “operating closed to consciousness” is the illusio, a social agent’s interest 
for a particular field, implying a belief and an illusion of certainty that a determined 
social “game” is important enough for him to take part in. A field’s agents are taken by 
the illusio and acquire the habitus (action matrix) that is specific to the field, formed by 
its proper history and logic. The illusio allows the agents to improvise while it remains 
susceptible to be transformed by them. Fields are doted by a relative autonomy and 
their principal operating feature is struggle. The hierarchy reigning in a particular 
field as well as among various interacting fields is based on opposition and struggle 
between dominating and dominated agents. Emulation is the basic principle forming 
the boundaries of a field that co-exists in dynamic relation with other antagonistic 
fields. According to Bourdieu’s theory: “structured by contests for domination or power, 
both symbolic and real, fields inevitably take the form of spaces of unequal relations […]”72

Lipstadt evokes the idea that it is exactly via the competition institution that 
architecture may be defined also as an artistic profession and therefore justify 
the duality of its nature in juxtaposition with other, strictly Cartesian, disciplines. 
“Competitions, […], offer a glimpse of the essential differences between architecture and the 
other professions, a difference that lies in architecture’s claim to be an art as well as a profession 
[…]”73 She defines architecture as a field of cultural production, within which the 
produced result is quite symbolic and of which the general value cannot be compared 
to its functional quality, a line of thinking corresponding to fields such as music, 
painting, etc. “Symbolic goods circulate on their own market, an up-side-down world in which 
an anti-economic logic of disinterest prevails, and where cultural capital has a far higher value 
than social or economic capital.”74 According to her, the characteristic disinterest of agents 
operating within a field applying to cultural production would be the explanation 
of the architects’ persistence as to participating to competitions. “The competitors’ 
characteristic tolerance of the lottery-like odds of the competition … marks architecture as one 
of the fields of cultural production, whose members – artists, intellectuals, researchers, and 
scholars – compete over valuable resources in order to obtain legitimate recognition for their 

70  Lipstadt, op. cit., 1989, p. 16.

71  Lipstadt, op. cit., 2000, p. 33.

72  Ibidem

73  Lipstadt, op. cit., 1989, p. 15.

74  Lipstadt Hélène, “Sociology: Bourdieu’s Bequest” in Journal of the Society of Architectural Historians, vol. 64, 
n. 4, December 2005, pp. 433-436.
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works from other producers and the often mostly symbolic capital of the authority to define 
what a legitimate cultural product is.” 75

Architects' disinterest would be justified exactly by their engagement (as legitimate 
agents of their field) towards the value of excellence in their field. “Disinterest exists 
whenever an action is taken in accordance with the highest requirement of the field, but 
in ignorance of the sacrifice incurred in doing so, thereby meeting the field’s very definition 
of excellence. Disinterest is the name of the game so to speak, the defining quality of the 
competitions, conferring on architects the symbolic profit that Louis Kahn laconically termed 
as “an offering to architecture” and which is incomprehensible to others. […] The readiness 
to compete, whatever the cost, is the sacrifice that is the mark of the art architect and the 
aspiration of every architect to be one, whatever the nature of their daily activities.”76 An 
architect’s disinterest for guarantees as to his work’s recompensation would be 
essentially justified by his field’s illusio, that is to say by the engagement of the 
agents towards the predominant values of their “space” of interest. The autonomy 
of a field of cultural production depends on its capacity to convert its artistic capital 
to other kinds of capital, fully recognized by financial fields or by fields of force in 
general. And if we turn back to the more specific context of competitions, we should 
conclude that the necessity of acknowledging the architectural field’s capital by other 
social groups is the one ensuring competitions continuation through time; through 
competitions, architecture becomes public and publicly evaluated. Professionals take 
part to this procedure by assuming various roles: both as concurrents and as jury 
members.

For the jury members, it is the professional habitus in combination with the illusio, 
springing from their role as representatives of the field, that offers them gratification 
when they happen to ensure recognition to a yet unknown talent and ensure to 
a young professional his place in the field’s board of fame. Lipstadt notes: “Being 
architects, jurors share the illusio, and the discovery of a Lin redounds well on them. However 
as much as there is a legitimate need for innovative works in a field to sustain an illusio, 
there is an equally legitimate need that they be rarely found. Constant innovation constantly 
changes the definition of legitimacy and, in the end, destabilizes any field which produces 
it, as well as the value of the lengthy apprenticeship required for acquiring its professional 
habitus. The well-attuned professional habitus will find the innovative work if, and only if, 
the field can sustain it in that time and place […]”77 That way organizing a competition 
is set directly in relation with the current situation of the field of architecture and 
the social expectations, at this specific historic moment, by this field. If we turn again 
to the domain of collective housing and take into account the social conditions that 
change rapidly during the last decades, wouldn’t competitions and their systematic 
organizing be a mechanism for pushing the profession to mobilize its best potential 
and provide new solutions manifesting its inventiveness? 

75  Lipstadt, op. cit., 2000, p. 35.

76  Ibidem. Kaipiainen comments on that by citing Aalto: “You need to strike with surprise, as Alvar Aalto used 
to say – but how hard can you stir the soup at which occasion?”, op. cit., p. 35.

77  Lipstadt, op. cit., 2000, p. 35.
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Stakeholders and the competition system

Lipstadt underlines in her analysis of the system also the fact that stakeholders take 
a risk by opting for the organisation of a competition: “In today’s competition system, 
in which open or invited competitions conform to professional expectation of equity and 
correct procedure, clients who sponsor competitions do so at some cost and, when they give 
over the responsibility for choice to a jury of experts, at some risk.”78 Jeremy Hoskyn (the 
responsable of the AHB department for competition organizing) confirms that the most 
significant fear of cooperative societies seeking the AHB’s help, is to find themselves 
stuck with a project they do not want, obliged – by the competition rules – to build 
a project that they do not think as representative of their society’s image – in terms 
of the apartments’ standards79. Hence, in the document Der Architekturwettbewerb 
im Wohnungsbau80, one of the principal preoccupations of the AHB is to attack the 
stakeholders’ reticence with regards to the competition system’s efficiency, convincing 
them that their voice remains strong inside the jury and during the selection sessions81. 
Of course the jury’s expert members constitute its majority but it is pointed out that 
the required result refers primarily to a general consensus; therefore, laymen will 
also be listened to. In addition, it is accentuated that even after the competition’s 
completion, a winning project can still be modified and improved according to the 
investor’s wishes. AHB underlines the fact that the competition can be the best means 
not only to track down the best architectural solution but also to optimize construction 
costs and development potential for a given terrain, by simply considering all, possibly 
contributing to the scheme’s success, factors, right from the very start. Emphasis is 
also placed on the fact that AHB accompanies the client into every single phase of the 
competition’s organisation, even after its completion, providing sufficient update to all 
interested parts and thus minimizing the risk of appeals. 

Concerning construction costs, it is made clear that projects arriving to the last 
competition phase, are examined and controlled by financial experts whose role is 
to provide the jury with important data regarding the projects’ feasibility, in relation 
with cost barriers set by the competition program, and with possible optimising 
modifications. Besides, AHB praises its cost calculating tool, in relation with final rental 
prices that are often fixed by the competition brief and by a specific target public. It is 
made available to competition participants, in order for them to control in every stage 
of their work the financial aspect of their proposals. According to AHB, an additional 
asset of competitions is that participants usually hand over three-dimensional images 
of their projects, a fact facilitating their proposal’s comprehension by the jury and the 
investor, and providing more data on the envisaged materiality of the architectural 
approach. These images are obligatory neither by the SIA regulation nor by the AHB 
standards; they are nevertheless important since “Stimmung, Haptik, Konstruktion und 

78  Lipstadt, op. cit., 1989, p. 12.

79  Interview with Jeremy Hoskyn (see n. 55).

80  Kurz Daniel, Der Architekturwettbewerb im Wohnungsbau. Das Amt für Hochbauten als Partner 1998-2007, 
Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 2008.

81  Ibidem, see “Wird die Bauherrschaft in der Jury überstimmt?” (“Is the building owner outvoted in the jury?” – 
author’s translation).
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“Der Architekturwettbewerb im Wohnungsbau”, 
information leaflet by the city of Zurich
(source: Stadt Zürich, 2008)
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Bildqualität sind in der aktuellen Architektur zentral Themen.”82 It is also pointed out that in 
addition to drawings normally demanded by competitions, according to SIA standards, 
in black and white, AHB also requests a detailed section of a façade which can be very 
helpful for calculating construction costs, according to the proposed system. AHB 
favours and promotes a public discussion over the project since already its launching 
– with media conferences on competition results, public jury sessions, etc. – enabling 
a positive climate among the interested parts, most of all from the neighbours’ side 
– especially in the case of single family houses owners – often opposed to new large 
scale projects.  

Appeals are another worry for most of the investors examining the competition 
solution in relation with a standard real estate operation. They are in general, relatively 
frequent when preselection procedures are included, mostly when a complicated 
system of calculating points is used. AHB argues that criteria such as efficiency for 
construction management and economic viability are adequate, evaluation must be 
performed on the basis of a bureau’s past experience or creative potential – number 
and qualification of collaborators, instructive role for interns, etc. The state department 
tries to ensure the participation of younger professionals even in restricted procedures 
but this remains doubtful as in many cases of restricted procedures, only one “young” 
architectural bureau is included, almost as an alibi for the rest of the participants more 
well-known to the investor, or generally to the public. 

The issue of the competition type or of the most appropriate competition procedure 
– question always provoking large debates in the field – is also treated by the AHB 
publications. For them, this decision depends largely on the future building’s size 
and importance. According to Jeremy Hoskyn, usually cited arguments for, or against 
a specific procedure, should be put into perspective83.  A restricted procedure, often 
criticized by architects, may reveal useful in the case of an investor intimidated by 
large participation numbers frequent to open procedures. In open procedures the 
time dedicated to each project by the jury is often limited and probably insufficient, 
implying the use of questionable criteria for a rapid filtering of the projects and 
constituting for many professionals a reason for turning their back to such competition 
types. Evidently, this argument assumes difficultly handled proposal numbers; it could 
turn though out that this is not the case if the whole number of open competition 
procedures multiplied.

A preliminary overview of competition briefs revealed in the investor’s part concern 
for mainly the following aspects of architectural proposals:

the project’s integration to its context and the quality of the landscape design. –

the innovative intention and the particularity of the project’s form, the way  –
of conferring a strong image to the whole operation, image that also reflects 
the investor’s identity, an important factor especially with regard to housing 
cooperatives.

the originality and variety of the typological proposal. –

82  Hoskyn Jeremy, “Praxis einer Stadt” in tec21, n. 49-50, 2004, pp. 14-16: “Atmosphere, haptic impressions, 
construction and quality of image are central themes in contemporary architecture.” (author’s translation)

83  Interview with Jeremy Hoskyn (see n. 55).
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a certain flexibility on typological level and in relation with future necessities. –

the adoption of construction systems easily applicable and economical. –

the possibility of constructing in phases, preserving in each of them, the  –
coherence of the ensemble.

Architectural competitions, a complex planning tool

Beyond interpretations of the competition system based on sociological or philosophical 
points of view, it is important for all actors to keep in mind the complexity of the 
competition process and realize that competitions represent interaction fields between 
different social groups, where multilateral interests converge. “[…], there are no direct 
bridges between diverse fields of society such as politics, aesthetics, law, economy, science – so 
communication between those fields must be established by some kinds of couplings. Design 
competitions constitute such temporary platforms for communication.”84 And within their 
framework, communication is established on the basis of various means: images, texts, 
models or three-dimensional representations, in short the rhetorics of the implicated 
parties during distinct competition phases. The results of this type of communication 
may promote conventional solutions or genuinely innovative ones, to the point of 
forming the avant-garde of a whole era: “ [they] produce a range of solutions between 
groundbreaking innovation and predictability […]” Jury decisions remain profoundly 
political given their impact on built environment: “We view design competitions as 
significant decision-making procedures towards the built environment, which open-up towards 
alternative urban futures, and which act as “sorting machines” for those futures. These 
decisions are political – at least in their consequences.”85 Thus, simple interpretations of the 
system based on its alleged advantages and disadvantages can illustrate neither the 
whole range of its potential nor its limits. Zurich’s case with an intensive organization 
of competitions during the last years, offers a significant case study, and will be 
examined separately in the following. 

Finally, it is true that competitions are sometimes related to the manifestations of the 
political scene’s corruptions. Examining this question, Sudjic goes as far as arguing 
that competitions are extremely popular in some countries because of their political 
aspect. He adds that they operate sometimes as “trick” procedures distracting public 
attention and falsifying a consensus around an already decided scheme86. It is a point 
deserving particular attention in terms of widely-accepted architectural patterns. 
Shamiyeh notes: “Today […] architects have become subject to the conditions of the market 
economy and the accompanying worldwide tendency, currently evident, towards privatisation 
or the abolition of numerous government regulatory agencies and laws […] and are asked 
to conform their construction projects and urban design to a populist market consensus. 
This means that they are being called upon, more than ever, to try to achieve “What people 
want” […].”87 And continues regarding the same issue: “Does successful design in 
today’s world have to correspond to the wishes of the masses? What exactly are trends and 

84  Van Wezemael Joris, “The Complexity of Competitions – the quest for an adequate research design”, 
Architectural Competition Nordic Symposium, Stockholm, Sweden, 2008, p. 1

85  Ibidem (see cover).

86  Sudjic, op. cit., p. 60.

87  Shamiyeh Michael (ed.), What people want. Populism in architecture and design, Birkhäuser, Bâle, 2005, p. 26.
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the expectations of the general public based on? Is design always a response contra popular 
trends, or can adapting to popular tendencies also generate the potential to create a better living 
environment?” 88 Such questions are extremely pertinent in the framework of housing 
competitions that are being here examined since a lot of talking is going on nowadays 
about more conscientious and demanding users, insisting on the quality of their 
dwellings.

Sudjic also speaks of public architecture: “Public architecture can be understood as a 
reflection of a culture’s view of itself, it’s a means of demonstrating what a community sees 
as important, of projecting a sense of its values to itself, and to the outside world. It can be 
understood as a kind of branding, as well as a pursuit of excellence for its own sake. And a 
competition is a clear way of acknowledging that understanding and the importance of 
architecture’s cultural role.”89 Contemporary architecture of collective housing, produced 
as it is in Switzerland to its majority by private investors, but during the last decade 
also through a concrete political will, should not be considered as clearly representative 
of this epoch’s culture? We reach therefore a delicate aspect of the impact that the 
competitions’ singular framework exerce on architectural conception. To what point 
architects, follow lines of investigations defined by the demand of the public – as 
expressed by the developpers’ requests or by State-driven analyses concerning users’ 
preferences with regard to domestic space, and to what point do they adhere to their 
own preferences – these last either, cannot be completely independent from the spirit 
of their times – thus guiding themselves, the preferences of the public? In a general 
way, does the framework of competitions preserve a certain space for liberty of 
expression and research for innovation or do architects remain “victimes systématiques 
des contraintes ou des agents de la norme”?90. What exactly gets materialised through 
residential competitions? Is it exclusively the “experts’ field” or are the market’s 
expectations and the architects’ choices reciprocally formed and developed?

88  Ibidem

89  Sudjic, op.cit., p. 55. He points out: “Architectural cultures are a complex ecology: they require a mix of 
opportunity and ability” (p. 58). And discusses competitions in relation with the fact that American architecture 
is not equally recognised internationally as the European or Japanese: “One of the reasons for that situation 
may be the marginal place occupied by the architectural competition in America. […] In America there are insufficient 
opportunities for younger architects to make a mark, thanks in part to the lack of open competitions.”

90  Moley, op. cit. p.2.
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Five largest Swiss agglomerations: Zurich 
15%, Geneva 7%, Basel 6%, Bern 5%, Lausanne 
4% (percentage on overall population)  and 
Switzerland’s linguistic regions
(source: Office fédéral de la topographie, 2007; 
FSO, 2005)

German
French
Italian
Romansch
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Competitions in Switzerland – regional differences

What is interesting about the Swiss case, in matters of subsidized housing construction 
is that the state, most of all on federal level, offers help only in an indirect way. This 
means that it does not construct housing by its own services, but rather incites housing 
construction via procedures boosting primarily private initiatives. In this framework, 
cooperative housing societies are a case worth analyzing, located somewhere between 
private initiative and state provision, taking up tasks assumed in other countries by 
State departments and services91 (as providing affordable housing units to households 
of lower incomes). During the last fifteen years, systematic organization of architectural 
competitions, mostly in the German-speaking part of the country, for the rapid 
production of a considerable number of new housing units, offers a complementary 
arena also for the role of cooperative societies to be observed and analyzed. A short 
presentation of the situation and, on the other hand a comparative analysis between 
various sceneries of this policy in different parts of Switzerland, can shed additional 
light to the system’s logic and essential qualities. Representing a valid alternative to 
ownership, cooperative societies of construction with non-lucrative character become 
attractive also to groups of middle scale income, and play the role of exemplary 
promoters guiding other investors in matters of housing typologies and urban forms. It 
is interesting to look into the social meaning of these associations and the incidence of 
the competition system transforming an exceptional, in terms of quantities and during 
the last decade, construction activity, to a qualitative spectrum of offered proposals.

General overview of the situation

During 2009, some 39’410 housing units were constructed in Switzerland, but the 
number of new housing units was by 4% lower in relation with the year 200892. 
The decrease concerns mostly small agglomerations, while in bigger cities housing 
production has increased by 3%, thanks mostly to construction numbers in the cities 
of Basel, Lausanne and Geneva. In 2002, 28’644 new housing units were completed, 
a number as weak as not yet recorded since 1945. Although this result seems more 
positive than some previsions at the moment, that judging from the numbers recorded 
in the first 2003 trimester, anticipated only some 27’500 units in the end of the year93, 
the total of new units remains relatively low in relation with annual construction 

91  Cuennet Stéphane, Favarger Philippe, Thalmann Philippe, La politique du logement, Presses Polytechniques 
et Universitaires Romandes, Lausanne, 2002.

92  Office Fédéral de la Statistique, Recensement fédéral de la population 2000, 2004, last viewed on 28 May 2010, 
<http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/fr/index/themen/09/02/blank/key/wohnungen/eigentuemer.html>. Also 
Office Fédéral de la Statistique, Le nombre de logements autorisés à nouveau en hausse, media release N° 0351-
1002-50, media release, 8 March 2010, last viewed on 28 May 2010, <http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/
fr/index/themen/09/22/press.Document.129344.pdf>. Also Stadt Zürich, Startseite Präsidialdepartement, 
Stadtentwicklung, Stadt- und Quartierentwicklung, Wohnen, Über 13’000 Wohnungen, 2010, last viewed on 
28 May 2010, http://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/prd/de/index/stadtentwicklung/stadt-und_quartierentwicklung/
wohnen/10_000_wohnungen.html>. Finally, Ville de Genève, Objectifs politiques, last viewed on 28 May 
2010, <http://www.ville-geneve.ch/administration-municipale/departement-constructions-amenagement/
objectifs-politiques/>

93  Thalmann Ph. (2003) “... und der Staat? Möglichkeiten und Realitäten staatlicher Interventionen gegen die 
Wohnungsnot = ... et l’état? Possibilités et réalités d’intervention de l’État contre la pénurie de logements en 
Suisse?” in Archithese vol. 33, n. 4, 2003, pp. 48-51.
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New housing units per city (increased territory since 1934) and 
vacancy rates per canton, 1st June 2008
(source: Annuaire statistique de la Suisse, vol. 1917-1984; Ergebnisse 
der schweizerischen Sozialstatistik 1932; Annuaire statistique de 
l’union des villes suisses / Statistiques des villes suisses, vol. 1935-
2004; FSO, 2009)
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numbers of the eighties and beginning of seventies. But is there a serious housing 
shortage in Switzerland that calls for an amelioration of annual construction numbers?

Apart from changing social structures – increasing numbers of single persons’ 
households and increasing dwelling surface per person – that can testify for new needs 
in housing units (even if population numbers do not change dramatically), another 
serious indicator is the percentage of vacant units. Thalmann points out: “Il faut au 
moins 1,5% de logements vacants pour éviter que la pénurie ne permette aux propriétaires 
d’augmenter les loyers au-delà de ce qu’autorise le droit de bail.”94 In 2009, the canton of 
Geneva held with a 0.20% the lowest ratio of vacant units, while in the canton of 
Zurich, not presenting extremely reassuring results either, this percentage reached the 
0.60% of its total housing stock95. The situation seems to preoccupy the authorities; at 
least enough to promote also housing projects in neighboring France. Recently, CoDHA 
(Coopérative d’Habitat Associatif), one of the most active cooperative societies of Geneva, 
a cooperative of new generation (as we will explain in the following), has entered to 
a collaboration scheme with the Haute-Savoie Habitat, for the construction of an eco-
friendly neighbourhood in the region of Haute-Savoie, Viry; this will be a project of 
mixed tenures – subsidized housing, renting and owned apartments – co-financed by 
the Grand Projet, joint initiative for the wider French-swiss agglomeration of Geneva.

On the other hand, in Zurich between 1998 and 2008, over 13000 housing units were 
constructed as a result of two important legislative frameworks: “10’000 apartments 
in 10 years”96 launched in 1998 and “Housing for all” (2002-2006), re-evaluating the 
original 1998 objectives and further promoting initialized procedures. The objective of 
constructing 10’000 housing units in 10 years was an ambitious one, considering that 
in the beginning of this period the average number of new apartments per year was 
only around 70097. It meant that construction rhythms had to be increased by almost 
30%. Firstly, one of the main goals was to increase significantly the number of big 
apartments after counting with a large number of families with children that were 
leaving the immediate city perimeter to move into the suburban periphery where more 
spacious units on affordable prices could be found. Between 1991 and 1995, Zurich 
has lost almost 5000 families to its periphery, or else almost 1000 families per year98. 
The households leaving the city would ameliorate their living conditions by moving 
into more spacious units for relatively smaller rents or, in many cases, into their own 
housing properties. Even more, the vacant housing units’ percentage concerned in 1998 
mostly small or middle-sized apartments, a fact indicating that a need for bigger units 
within the city limits was forming up. Another interesting point as to the baseline of 
the measures set into action, was the elevated percentage of big (more than 5-room) 

94  Ibidem

95  Office Fédéral de la Statistique, Statistique suisse de la construction et des logements vacants, 2008/2009, 
Neuchâtel, 2010, p. 14 (also online, last viewed on 18 March 2011, <http://www.bfs.admin.ch/bfs/portal/fr/
index/themen/09/22/publ.html?publicationID=3925>)

96  Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Amt für Städtebau, Legislaturschwerpunkt “10‘000 Wohnungen in 10 
Jahren“. Konzept – Zusammenfassung, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, May 1999.

97  Ibidem, p. 7.

98  Ibid., p. 3.
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New apartments during the period 1920-2004 by owner type and year of 
construction (red-colored graphic: cooperative societies, blue: other investors); 
number of people per room, evolution 1860-2000 in the French-speaking part 
of Switzerland, data by SCRIS (canton de Vaud)
(source: Wohnbaugenossenschaften in der Stadt Zürich 6, 
© Präsidialdepartement – Statistik Stadt Zürich, 2006; Habitation n. 3, 2003)
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apartments owned by private stakeholders99 that did not leave necessary space for 
controlling the market’s prices as to renting price heights.

New living conditions and comfort standards (a unit of 3.5 rooms that could in the 
past serve a family, in 1998 represents mostly an apartment appropriate for a smaller 
household), place emphasis to an increasing need for more spacious housing units. The 
dwelling surface per person is steadily increasing also because working home is now 
possible for many professions, setting as requirement more flexible space distribution 
logics. On the other hand, a varied use of leisure increases the users’ needs not only in 
terms of square meters but also in terms of quality space. All these factors contribute 
to demands for units doted by different qualities: adequate surfaces with a sufficient 
room number, flexible and multifunctional plans, generous exterior prolongations as 
loggias or balconies, private gardens or terraces, attractive housing environments, of 
urban but at the same time, calm and green character, with home-office possibilities 
and made with natural materials and warm colours, easy to maintain and sparing 
energy consumption. All the above points, were fixed as goals for building new units 
or renovating existing ones, by the city of Zurich, after performing various analyses 
on distinct population groups100. What is more important, the city has also fixed as 
priority the need for innovative solutions that could face the housing shortage problem 
in rapid and efficient ways.

In 2002, the city redefined its objectives in order to construct also smaller apartments 
for young or elder people living alone, as well as for immigrant families lacking the 
means of paying for a large apartment. In every aspect of the project the measures 
taken have been successful: almost half of the new apartments are of four or more 
rooms, while with regard to general urban planning principles, the densification of 
certain city areas seems working, revitalization of other districts and reinvention of the 
character of specific neighborhoods is in progress. 

Some years later in Lausanne, the city’s administration started reacting dynamically 
to the same kind of problems and housing shortages. In this case, financial means 
of the population’s majority were more limited and evaluation of the housing types 
needed, seemed a more difficult task. From the former Municipal Directory Plan in 
1996 and the objective of 2’000 housing units that were to be constructed in twelve 
years101, the city, with the inauguration of a new series of legislative measures – “3’000 
logements durables”102 – in 2005, aims not only to the construction of a certain number 
of units but also to specific ecological standards for the sustainable development of its 
urban and suburban tissue. In 2007, with the project Métamorphose103 it aspires to the 
“modernisation” and densification of its region, via participative processes and various 

99  A percentage reaching, at the moment of the program's launching, almost a 90% of the total large units, 
see Legislaturschwerpunkt “10‘000 Wohnungen in 10 Jahren“, op. cit., p. 5.

100  Ibidem, p. 6.

101  Marchand Bruno, Teraud Robert, “Logement, pouvoirs publics et societés cooperatives. Quelques aspects 
de la situation en Suisse Romande” in Archithese n. 4, 1996, pp. 42-45.

102  See on that subject Hahne Antoine, “3000 logements à Lausanne” and “Projets de logements Victor-Ruffy 
à Lausanne” in Habitation n. 4, 2005, pp. 4-11.

103  Site officiel de la ville de Lausanne, Grands projets, Projet «Métamorphose», last viewed on 27 January 
2011, <http://www.lausanne.ch/UploadedAsp/34585/2/F/ContentExterne.asp?DomID=64114&Version=2>.
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Cover of the document concerning the conceptual framework of 
the program 10'000 units in 10 years and cover of a newsletter (17 
September 2009) by the city of Lausanne concerning the program 
Métamorphose
(source: Stadt Zürich; Ville de Lausanne)
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projects concerning athletic and transport infrastructure as well as the creation of an 
eco-friendly neighbourhood. In Geneva, it is only recently (2009) that the municipality 
undertakes intensive housing construction promising to realize till 2020, 10% of the 
total number of new constructions in the canton per year (around 360 units), and to 
incite promoters of non-lucrative aim, to the construction of housing appropriate for 
the ensemble of the population. 

In 1998, the greater potential for construction of new units in Zurich (either by 
densifying the existing tissue, or by reconstructing existing ensembles – modifications 
of plans or extensions in height) remained with private developers, followed by 
cooperative construction societies. With regards to the city’s land reserves, the majority 
of them was located near the airport area and should be re-examined in the years to 
come as to their aptitude for serving as dwelling zones. In this context, the city had 
decided to promote new forms of housing and in general, quality of housing, as the 
only way to answer immediate and pressing needs in this sector. Not being able to 
directly influence private investors and following a long tradition of support to the 
cooperative institution, Zurich reacted by offering once more a boost to cooperative 
housing.

Cooperative societies 

Still in 1998, cooperative societies were reported as a not very popular financing way 
in Switzerland: “En ce qui concerne les coopératives d’habitation, […], il faut savoir que ce 
type de financement n’est pas très répandu en Suisse. Certes, face à la pénurie de logements 
salubres et bon marché, un certain nombre de coopératives se sont formées sur la base de 
différentes mouvances politiques et sociales.”104 This statement must be attributed to the fact 
that the percentage of cooperative societies as owners of housing units is indeed not 
particularly high. In 2010, cooperative housing societies are the owners of 4.5% of the 
total housing units in the country. Adding other types of not-for-profit organizations 
(pension institutions and other not-for-profit foundations) this percentage reaches 
though the 10%. The Confederation/Cantons/Municipalities are owners of only 
a 2.4% of the housing stock. But it has to be noted that the ratio of cooperatives as 
owners of residential buildings varies significantly depending on the canton and the 
different regions of the country. In the city of Zurich it reached in 2008 a 12.7%, while 
the percentage of units owned by non-profit organizations in general, reached almost 
a fourth of the total number of available housing units105. According to the federal 
inventory of 2000, in Zurich as well as in the canton of the City of Basel, units owned 
by housing cooperatives of construction represented a ratio of 10% of the total stock, 
while in Geneva, Lausanne and Bern, respective percentages were 5.2%, 2.8% and 3.8%. 
It is probably one of the reasons that cooperatives societies are considered more of a 
phenomenon of the German-speaking part of the country than of the French-speaking 
one106.

104  Rabinovich Behrend Adriana, “Innovation et coopératives d’habitation en Suisse”, RECMA – Revue 
internationale de l’économie sociale n. 267, 1998, pp. 52–60.

105  Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten,  Bauen für Zürich. Das Amt für Hochbauten 1997-2007, Verlag Neue 
Zürcher Zeitung, Zurich, 2008.

106  Walter François, La Suisse urbaine 1750-1950, Éditions Zoé, Genève, 1994.
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Information leaflet on housing cooperatives, and bibliography 
on not-for-profit housing promoters, publication of the Verband 
für Wohnungswesen, Sektion Zürich
(source: Etat de Genève, 2007; SVW, 2007)
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A short history of the movement’s evolution

The history of the movement, whose genesis is related closely to the German-
speaking part, is probably another. In 1892, there was the foundation of the first 
renting cooperative, not due to the philanthropic initiatives of rich citizens focusing on 
ameliorating also the “moral standards” of the industrial workers’ lives, the Zürcher 
Bau- und Spargenossenschaft. In Zurich, already in 1907, the politics of supporting 
housing cooperatives (as well as creating land reserves for the development of 
the city) had already found their first legal expression107. In 1916, the Allgemeine 
Baugenossenschaft Zürich – nowadays the bigger cooperative of Zurich and maybe the 
bigger in Switzerland, the first to be born from a coalition of workers without special 
financial means – was founded. This cooperative marked a great success in a short 
period of time, based on the simple functioning logic of public shares that members 
could repay by means of monthly payments. Naturally, the serious housing problem 
manifested during the First World War must be one of the reasons of this success, 
as well as for the foundation, during that period, of a large number of cooperative 
societies in all Switzerland. In 1919 and for the first time in the canton of Geneva a 
cooperative society is founded; it is the Société Coopérative de logement (SCHG) counting 
in its ranks representatives of various political parties. Also in 1919 there is the 
foundation of the Union Suisse pour l’Amélioration du Logement (USAL), still existing 
today under the name (1993) Association Suisse pour l’habitat (ASH). 

The nineteen twenties, were the first blooming decade of the cooperative institution on 
national level, certainly due to state aids after the serious crisis of previous years: “Sur 
dix logements, six appartiennent à des particuliers, un est sous le régime de la copropriété, un 
autre appartient à une société immobilière et deux relèvent d’une coopérative, de collectivités 
publiques ou de fondations.”108 A new golden era for the cooperative movement came 
with a new series of federal aid measures in the housing construction domain during 
the period of war (and since 1942). After the ceasing of these aids in the fifties a large 
number of housing cooperatives are substituted by other investors – pension funds, 
real estate societies, etc. In 1974, a new law encouraging construction and home 
ownership (the LCAP – Loi encourageant la Construction et l’Accession à la Propriété des 
logements) comprises once more measures favorable to investors of public utility, such 
as cooperative societies. In more recent periods Federal aids are reduced, and since 
1998 subsidies regarding the construction of housing destined to renting tenures are 
reserved to investors of public utility109. As a consequence, and during the last decade, 
the number of smaller cooperatives increases. Changing social ideals – re-evaluation of 
dense urban tissues and of a more collective way of life by an increasingly intellectual 
society – lead also to such a growth. Manifestation of early similar tendencies is the 
foundation in 1981 of the cooperative Wogeno in Zurich that promotes self-management 
of its buildings by the inhabitants, and marks a new generation of the institution. In 
Geneva this same movement is represented by CoDHA, founded in 1994 and sole 
member of the Wogeno association in the French-speaking part of the country. Wogeno-

107  Koch Michael, Kurz Daniel “Mehr als Wohnen: Auf der Suche dem neuen Zürich”, in Durban Christoph 
et al., Mehr als Wohnen. Gemeinnütziger Wohnungsbau in Zürich 1907-2007. Bauten und Siedlungen, gta Verlag, 
Zurich, 2008, pp. 16 – 33.

108  Walter, op. cit., p. 259.

109  Cuennet Stéphane et al., op. cit. 
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Housing ratios depending on ownership status and on tenure 
type, Switzerland; Market ratio corresponding to cooperative 
societies of different types per canton, census data 1970-2000
(source: FSO, Population Census 2000; FSO, Population Census 
2000; Peter Schmid-SVW, <http://www.svw-zh.ch/resources/1/
uploads/Präsentation_Zürich_Präsitreff_April_05.pdf>, last 
viewed 22 February 2011)
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type cooperatives are qualified as a third type of cooperative societies, following 
the logic that there are two major sorts in Switzerland: those of a character of public 
utility with a long tradition in the field and those constituted only for the realization 
of a specific project and often transformed, after the operation’s completion, into 
ownership tenures. Wogeno-type cooperatives combine the characteristics of the first 
two types, with a central managing committee but also smaller groups of inhabitants 
deciding independently for the cooperative’s property where they live. In CoDHA’s 
case, produced housing type corresponds to mixed criteria, with a majority of the units 
being subsidised110.

The importance of the cooperative movement on the general market scenery

Cooperatives, taking advantage of an important part of state aids concerning housing 
construction play, as already pointed out, an important role in the Swiss housing 
market. Primarily, because of their founding purpose – to provide housing in moderate 
prices: “En 2000, les loyers des logements coopératifs étaient d’environ 20% inférieurs à la 
moyenne des logements locatifs. Cette différence est encore plus marquée dans les dix plus 
grandes villes de Suisse, où se concentrent 63% des logements coopératifs du pays.”111 But 
moderate prices, do not always mean economic units, even if cooperative housing 
in Zurich’s case is considered as a substitute of social housing: “Die Geschichte der 
Wohnbaugenossenschaften in Zürich ist zugleich die Erfolgsgeschichte des gemeinnützigen 
Wohnungsbau insgesamt. Denn rund drei Viertel aller gemeinnützigen Wohnungen wurden 
durch Wohnbaugenossenschaften erstellt.”112 It is a particularly important point because it 
marks the difference between social housing – often synonym of cramped units and 
negatively perceived standardization – and cooperative one that sometimes addresses 
middle-range incomes. Providing usually the lower prices in the market, and staying 
active also during periods of crisis, cooperatives offer an operating example to other 
type of investors, while their historical trajectory attaches them to certain housing 
types during different historic periods: the “garden cities” of the beginning of the 
20th century and row-house properties, later on to housing buildings of larger scale 
and finally to various types of collective housing during the last decades. Besides, 
the fact that cooperatives normally bloom in cities and urban peripheries instead of 
the country, shows the urban character of the movement and justifies its increasing 
importance; in a period of a “return to the cities”, cooperatives meet an even greater 
success. 

Another reason that this kind of institution preserves its importance on social level, is 
the fact that it constitutes an alternative to renting tenures and offers to its public an 
intermediate tenure status, between renting and owning its housing unit. Cooperatives 
were affronted with the problem of ownership for their members, since the first years 
of their existence. The history of the SCHG offers an eloquent example. It is worth 
mentioning that the founders tried to offer to the cooperators the option of buying 
their house, with the society remaining proprietor of the land, despite the objections 

110  Rabinovich Adriana, Poschet Lena, Vivre autrement. La Coopérative de l’Habitat Associatif (CoDHA). 
Evaluation comparative de deux réalisations d’habitat collectif à Genève, (sur mandat de  l’Office Fédéral du 
Logement),  École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne, 2006.

111  “Habiter en Coopérative” in Habitation vol. 76, n. 4, 2004, p. 22.

112  Schmid Peter, “Eine Erfolgsgeschichte” in Durban et al., op. cit., pp. 14-15.
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Ratio of housing units occupied by their owner per canton, 
between 1990 and 2000
(source: Federal Statistics Office, Population Census 2000)
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of many, considering that this arrangement could lead to speculation jeopardising 
the movement’s principles. The scheme proved to be unrealizable in legal terms113. 
Nevertheless, the co-operators’ intermediate tenure status seems quite attractive 
when juxtaposed with the fact that a large majority of the population in Switzerland 
lives under renting tenures. In the end of 19h century in Basel, three quarters of the 
total housing units were under renting tenure, with even higher ratios in Zurich and 
Bern, while in the middle of the 20th century, 55% of the housing units in the whole 
surface of the country are occupied by tenants114. This situation remains more or less 
the same nowadays, only with changing ratios. Traditionally there are more housing 
units occupied by their owners in the country or in small cities that in the bigger ones, 
as Zurich, Lausanne or Geneva. There again certain differences seem to exist between 
different parts of Switzerlandd: in the canton of Zurich, the percentage of units 
occupied by their owner reached in 2000 the 25%, while in Geneva it was a little more 
than 15%115.

Finally, it would be worth mentioning a difference marking the image of cooperative 
societies in various Swiss regions. “Contrairement à d’autres cantons (alémaniques en 
particulier), les coopératives genevoises construisent presque uniquement du subventionné, qui 
bénéficie d’une priorité politique: dans un context de pénurie, l’État veut réserver le terrain au 
social.”116 In the French region, cooperatives seem more related to subsidized housing, 
a fact provoking sometimes reactions to the implantation of a new ensemble in a 
particular district. Negative reactions seem attenuated in the German-speaking part as 
cooperatives build also a considerable number of “free-market” apartments. Variety 
of the target public can be guaranteed only by the variety of proposed housing types 
and it should be a key element for every planned operation to avoid social segregation 
phenomena. Cooperatives of new generation in the French part, try to combine, as 
already mentioned, different housing types.

Cooperatives and architectural competitions

So what is new since mid-nineties in the housing construction market is the widespread 
use of the instrument of architectural competitions, till that moment mostly adopted for 
institutional programs. Competition organisation becomes obligatory in every case of 
land lease bestowed to private housing developers or investors of public utility. To this 
point, it is rather essential to clarify that according to public markets’ laws architectural 
competitions are not obligatory in order to decide for a building commission; any 
tender procedure could do, since tendering concerning costs and overall construction 
budget can be assured; the choice of architect could be based too, only on tendering 
concerning offer prices for the contract. The city could operate by direct commissions 

113  Lescaze Bernard, Hiler David, Frei Anita, La Société Coopérative d’Habitation Genève & L’Histoire du logement 
social à Genève (XIXe & XXe siècles), Société coopérative d’Habitation, Genève, 1994.

114  Walter, op. cit.

115  Recensement fédéral de la population 2000. Bâtiments, logements et conditions d’habitation, Office Fédéral de la 
Statistique, Neuchâtel, 2004.

116  Jolliet François, Bürgisser Michel, Favarger Philippe, “Pénurie génevoise: Le point de vue du DAEL 
(Département de l’aménagement, de l’équipement et du lodgement). Interview de Michel Bürgisser, 
directeur du logement et de Philippe Favarger, chef de la division immobilière/logement” in Habitation n. 4, 
2004, pp. 4-7.
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Arnold Hoechel, cité Aïre (1920-21 / 1922-23), Genève, bird’s 
eye view perspective and house  typology; row houses at the 
Chemin des Sports.
(source: Lescaze et al., La Société Coopérative d’Habitation Genève & 
l’Histoire du logement social à Genève (XIXe & XXe siècles), Genève, 
1994)
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for projects limited to a budget of 250’000 Swiss Francs (at this moment). Beyond 
this amount, it was obliged to organize a tendering process that could nevertheless, 
simply refer to working fees and not necessarily to architectural solutions. Organizing 
architectural competitions manifests on the State’s part, a concern for guaranteeing 
diversity, for solving problems with inventivess and originality. In the period of these 
ten years (1998-2008), Zurich and its Amt für Hochbauten becomes one of the most 
important competition organizers in Switzerland and maybe one of the most important 
promoters in the country. Organizing competitions is from this point on, posed as a 
necessary condition for leasing the State’s land. Nowadays, the Department is adressed 
by cooperative or private investors even when these last dispose of their own land, 
in order to organize on their behalf, architectural competitions, operating almost as a 
private enterprise117.

Cooperative societies and architectural competitions are not automatically related. 
From that point of view, the example of the first housing colony constructed by a 
cooperative in Geneva, offers significant information. Even before the foundation of 
the SCHG, the Ateliers Piccard, Pictet & Cie – a private enterprise, owner of a beautiful 
piece of land overlooking Rhône River, in the Aïre region, has launched a national 
competition for the construction of a garden city with multiple common spaces and 
utilities (the famous Pic-Pic competition, 1918). The architects’ response was quite 
enthusiastic, counting on the whole 80 submitted proposals, but the project was not 
destined to realisation due to lack of sufficient financial means. Later in 1920, the 
SCHG buys a part of this land and completes there, till the end of 1923 (four years 
after its foundation), the first 52 detached houses making part of the colony of Aïre. 
The cooperative builds on the plans of an architect engaged already in 1920 to seek  
appropriate grounds, Arnold Hoechel. The fact that the results of the architectural 
competition organized in 1919 by the Ateliers Piccard, Pictet & Cie. are not taken into 
consideration – the first prize was awarded to the architects Robert Rittmeyer and 
Walter Furrer from Wintherthur118 – is coupled by the cooperative’s limited interest for 
the aesthetic aspect of the realization. The important was the independence of every 
worker’s family in the ensemble: for every unit, a private garden and the means of 
“modern comfort”. Cooperative houses of the colony of Aïre get equipped with private 
bathrooms, hot water and heating, comforts that a considerable number of bourgeois 
houses still lack at that moment.  

What is therefore the connecting link between cooperative societies and competition 
organization during the last decade? The problem of constructing new housing units 
is posed for cooperatives on the same basis as the rest of investors: “Si ces derniers 
[constructeurs de logements] ne construisent pas davantage c’est plutôt parce que les terrains 
sont rares et chers et les prix de la construction élevés.”119 From this point of view, the 

117  Interview with Jeremy Hoskyn (see n. 55).

118  For more details on this emblematic for Switzerland competition – 500 housing units were to be built in 
the 28 hectares of the available grounds “En comparaison, le «Freidorf » de Hannes Meyer fera figure de nain avec 
ses 150 familles et ses 8.49 hectares”, p. 82) see Gubler Jacques, Nationalisme et internationalisme dans l’architecture 
moderne de la Suisse, Éditions Archigraphie, Genève, 1988 (first edition Édition de l’Age d’Homme, Lausanne, 
1975). It should be said that for Gubler the Pic-Pic competition “se situe dans le cadre general d’une politique 
de «paix du travail »” (p. 82) that also pushes certain industrial manufacturers to support the cooperative 
movement.

119  Thalmann, op. cit., 2003.
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problem is more serious in the case of Geneva than in that of Zurich. Geneva cannot 
count on a larger periphery, its cantonal territory being relatively fixed with preserved 
by the federation rural areas and an urbanization extending toward the arc lémanique 
and neighboring French regions120. The problem of finding suitable grounds lies mostly 
on the densification of suburban areas populated by villas and generally under-used, 
or on the de-classification of rural areas: “Les cantons […] peuvent probablement encore 
faire des sacrifices en matière de déclassement de terrains.”121 As it happens, the canton of 
Geneva has a high percentage of rural grounds in relation with its entire surface: “Peu 
de gens savent que Genève est le canton le plus agricole de Suisse proportionnellement à sa 
superficie. La vraie réserve, ce sont les terrains agricoles! Alors ne devrait-on pas examiner la 
possibilité de déclasser de nouvelles parcelles?”122 

Zurich, on the other hand, makes part, along with Basel and Bern, of the municipalities 
having showed in the past, the foresight to reserve lands for the future development 
of urbanized territories, with the hope of preserving a certain control onto the real 
estate market and to speculative tendencies123. This policy, being already in place since 
the end of the 19th century, is a reaction, on cantonal and communal level, against 
the lack of coherent politics regarding the housing market, on federal level. Through 
Switzerland’s history, the housing sector has been almost entirely left to the private 
initiative, with the federation intervening to the construction market only during 
periods of crisis, for the first time in 1914 and the second being around 1942. With the 
same logic, State construction aids on communal and cantonal land, take rarely the 
form of direct construction, again except for the cases of Bern, Zurich and Geneva. 

Land reserves become therefore an obvious means of control for housing investors, 
most of all for those parties with non-profit activity and with a strong link to State 
aid. Cantonal and communal services adopt the measure of land lease to provide 
cooperative societies with various advantages: the needed amount of their own 
capital to construct is reduced, lower rents are guaranteed during a timeslot in the 
beginning of the project’s life circle, thanks mainly to lower lease prices in the first 
years of exploitation124. Notably in the case of Zurich, land lease represents a means 
for promoting the variety of architectural solutions and a qualitative construction. The 
authorities pose as a condition for leasing land to cooperatives the organization of an 
architectural competition. A considerable number of competitions have therefore seen 
light in the German part of Switzerland during the last fifteen years. Since important 
constructible land reserves, lack from the city of Geneva, the task of “directing” the 
housing market to a desired situation, becomes less obvious.

French-speaking vs. German-speaking part

But differences between German and French-speaking parts of the country do not end 
to land reserves and related planning mechanisms. Although the city of Geneva tries 

120  Jolliet et al., op. cit., 2004.

121  Thalmann, op. cit., 2003.

122  Nicollier Guy, “Le point de vue d’Edouard Galley” in Habitation n. 4, 2004, pp. 8-9.

123  Walter, op. cit. 

124  Favarger Philippe, “Le droit de superficie, une bonne affaire pour qui ?” in Habitation n. 3, 1999, pp. 12-
13.
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to intensify housing construction, given its serious shortage, there seems that various 
factors make the application of an intensive policy, more difficult: “[…] Mais le véritable 
problème se manifeste sur le terrain, au moment de « passer à l’acte »: les résistances sont 
multiples et finissent par hypothéquer la réelle disponibilité des réserves foncières.”125 City-
driven procedures, such as densification projects, seem to find considerable resistance 
from the population; neighbours, owner of villas in the surrounding tissue are not 
particularly keen for this kind of operation. In a regime as democratic as Switzerland 
– every state decision is subject to public vote – opposition options may transform, 
with less good will from actors of influence, to a mechanism protecting only individual 
interests and impeding the application of urgent measures for the common good. In 
addition, there is also some reluctance to sell, on behalf of proprietors of large pieces 
of land, either because they hope for a better rendering in the future, or because of 
strong sentimental links with theirs properties. Finally, construction procedures seem 
to take generally longer in the French-speaking part: construction permissions are 
handed by the canton (Basel and Geneva are the only cantons where municipalities are 
not responsible for this task), and then the plan has to be submitted to a consultation 
from municipalities. Plans for districts (Plans Localisés126) decided in advance, prefigure 
often the urban form to be adopted in a specific lot, with extremely limited liberty left 
to architects in case of an architectural competition. In the case of Lausanne, architects 
complain for too tight interstitial distances dictated by building regulations (PGA – 
Plan Général d’Affectation changed in 2005) that offer restricted choice to architectural 
projects. In Zurich, construction regulation can be modified for land parcels measuring 
over a certain limit, while building procedures seem simplified thanks to organizational 
principles adopted in mid-nineties. An interesting point related to PGAs is that they 
constitute a pressure instrument for some cantonal services, as for example, in the 
canton of Bern. For specific zones, where the population has already decided in favour 
of this specific measure, a general plan of district does not have to be voted in advance, 
if the investor agrees to organize an architectural competition for the project127; an 
option reducing the project’s timeframe and often preferred because of the normally 
time consuming character of voting for a general district plan.

In the case of Zurich, the extraordinary building activity in the housing sector since 
mid-nineties is also due to the efficiency of City Departments and their general 
operating principles, fixed since the beginning of the period. Amt für Hochbauten, 
the appropriate service for building construction and competition planning, has 
organized since 1997 almost 70 competitions128, at least half of them treating the 
subject of housing with renovations, extensions, and completely new constructions of 
residential ensembles. Moreover, proving its efficiency and professional performance 
is the fact that it operates as an independent planning office for third parts, searching 
to take advantage of its acquired experience129. During the same period (1998-2008) 
coinciding with the legislative measures described before, Zurich’s Office for Building 

125  Jolliet et al., op. cit., p. 6.

126  The term is employed in a generic way as the exact designation is different for every canton and the 
overall system can get quite complicated. 

127  Interview with Christian Wiesmann, city planner of the city of Bern, on 10 June 2009.

128  Bauen für Zürich, op. cit. 

129  Interview with Jeremy Hoskyn (see n. 55).
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Construction has organized more that 40 competitions for external to the municipality 
parts, of which at least 30 were on behalf of one or more collaborating cooperative 
societies or associations of public utility. In a leaflet concerning competition 
organization in the housing sector, released in 2008, the city of Zurich counted 30 
competitions (2’600 apartments) during the period 1998-2007130. “In Zürich blüht der 
Wohnungsbau. […] Das AHB engagiert sich für ideenreiche Architektur für ein vielfältiges 
Publikum und fördert nachhaltige Erneuerungskonzepte. […] Der Wohnungsbau ist in 
Zürich, mehr als in jeder andern Schweizer Stadt, eine öffentliche Angelegenheit. Schon seit 
hundert Jahren fördert die Stadt den gemeinnützigen Wohnungsbau. Heute sind rund 50000 
der 206000 Wohnungen in Zürich gemeinnützig erstellt: 37000 befinden sich im Besitz von 
Baugenossenschaften, 9000 gehören der Stadt und 4000 städtischen Stiftungen.”131

Zurich’s results seem particularly impressive if we take into consideration the fact 
that Switzerland is, along with neighbouring Austria, Germany, as well as the 
Scandinavian countries, one of the countries of northern Europe with the highest 
ratios in competition organizing – between 70 and 100 during mid-seventies and 
reaching an average of 130 in the nineties132 – but with only a feeble percentage of this 
total concerning housing production. In the sole publication of the nineties treating the 
subject of architectural competitions in the French-speaking part of the country, on a 
total of 750 competitions organized during 1870 and 1990, only around 50 competitions 
concerning housing are recorded; their majority refers to the last three decades 
of this period and a small number concerns the production of economic housing 
in the beginning of the 20th century133. In the Italian-speaking part of the country – 
although we are not going to deal in detail with this district of Switzerland in this 
essay, as it has not played a particularly important role in competition organising134 

130  Koch, op. cit.

131  “Hohe Ansprüche an Wohnarchitektur” in Bauen für Zürich, op. cit., p. 85: “In Zurich, housing construction 
is in full blossom […] The AHB is engaged for imaginative architecture for a various public and encourages lasting 
renovation concepts. […] Housing construction is in Zurich, more than in all other Swiss cities, a political affair. 
Already since hundred years the city encourages cooperative housing. Today, almost 50000 of 206000 apartments in 
Zurich are cooperatively built : 37000 are in the possession of cooperatives, 9000 are owned by the city and 4000 by 
municipal foundations.” (author’s translation)

132  Strong, op. cit., 1996.

133  Frey, op. cit., pp. 170-187.

134  See Chimchila Chevilli Jacqueline (a cura di), “La cultura del concorso: intervista a Luigi Snozzi” in 
Archi n. 4, 2000, p. 12: “In Ticino, la cultura del concorso, non è mai veramente esistita. Negli anni Settanta, quando 
si sono progettate e poi construite le scuole, non sono stati organizzati dei concorsi, ma si sono formati dei gruppi di 
lavoro, di cui hanno fatto parte alcuni architetti. Poi, le somme di quelle esperienze purtroppo sono state sottovalutate 
e con il tempo abbandonate.” (“In Ticino, the competition culture has never really existed. In the seventies, when the 
schools have been designed and built, competitions were not organized, but were formed working groups, of which 
certain architects made part. Then, the results of these experiences have unfortunately been underestimated and 
abandoned.” — author’s translation) In the editorial article of the same number of Archi, acknowledgements 
are addressed to the Mayor of Lugano, Giorgio Giudici, for having altered the official (municipal) attitude 
towards architectural competitions and having organized two competitions, one for the lake front and 
another for the Palace area. The editor (Alberto Caruso) salutes the winning projects and talks of “realismo 
ed appropriatezza” (realism and appropriateness) as two of the essential virtues of competition proposals. 
The need to keep on organizing competitions is accentuated, although the author refers only to commission 
of public character: “[…] bisogna che tutte le opera pubbliche, grandi e piccole, siano affidate attraverso concorsi, 
bisogna che la cultura del confronto e della competizione si imponga, divenga costume.” (“[…] it is necessary 
that all public works, large and small, are commissioned through competitions, it is necessary that the culture of 
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– a list of competitions, published between 1935 and 2005 in the two more important 
architectural reviews of the region, features a total of over 200 competitions, with less 
than ten among them dealing with residential projects, three of which organized after 
1996135. In a study concerning competitions in Switzerland during the period 1985-1998, 
housing competitions represent 20% of the total number of competitions recorded136; 
a percentage that Zurich succeeds in elevating to 50%, exclusively for its district, in 
the next ten years. In the immediately following part, details from our competition 
database will further present the situation in recent years.

Anyway, this kind of performance depends of course, on various factors. In Zurich, 
since 1996 there was a change of political scenery that gave way to a general change of 
policies regarding urban planning. Long years of unfruitful discussions and reluctant 
politicians have been succeeded by a clear and decisive will to change the way the 
built environment is produced. The first necessary step was to restore a dialogue 
between various interested parts – citizen associations, land owners, financial investors, 
politicians, press; it consisted the beginning of a new form of urban planning, a sort of 
consensual one137: “Avant, on faisait un plan et tous ceux qui étaient contre essayaient de 
le démolir. Maintenant, on fait autrement. On invite tous ceux qui sont intéressés, on parle 
jusqu’à ce qu’on trouve un compromis et après, on fait un plan.”138 The City Forum for 
Zurich West, launched in 1996, was the first time, after a long period, that concerned 
actors met together to discuss. The case of Zurich, deserving attention also with regards 
to urban planning in general, will be examined in detail and with concrete examples 
of representative projects in the sub-chapter of “Consensual urban planning”, forming 
a short parenthesis in the subject of competition strategies; this will be useful also to 
familiarize the reader with the scenery of a majority of study cases, the analysis of 
which will be presented in the second part. Implicating all interested parts to dialogue 
and releasing in every step considerable amount of information, made everyone feel 
concerned by the matter and therefore better disposed to proposed changes.

Evidently, for to achieve a wider consensus to this already promising beginning, 
decisions for concrete solutions should be taken on, to the best possible degree – 
objective grounds. Architectural competitions seemed an appropriate solution to this 
framework. It became standard procedure to apply ideas competitions for the design 
of large sectors in the city where solutions could not be decided yet, followed by 
competitions aiming to the production of housing units in this same area, serving as a 
canvas for further changes. Competitive procedures and publicity around them allowed 
for generalised discussions to take place. Sufficient diffusion of information was a key 

confrontation and emulation be imposed, becomes a habit.”— author’s translation). See Caruso Alberto, “Realismo 
e appropriatezza” in Archi n. 4, 2000, p. 5.

135  Brocchi Bruno, Piazzoli Niki (a cura di), Concorsi pubblicati da Rivista Tecnica e successivamente da Archi 
1935-2005, Fondazione Archivi Ticinesi, Ticino, 2005 (last update July 2007).

136  Meyer-Meierling Paul, Wettbewerbswesen in der Schweiz. Eine Studie von 1985 bis 1998, Eidgenössische 
Technische Hochschule Zürich, Zurich, 1998.

137  Katsakou Antigoni, “Consensual Urban Planning – Zurich’s model” in Aboutorabi Mohsen, Wesener 
Andreas (eds.), Urban Design Research: Method and Application. Proceedings of the International Conference held 
at Birmingham City University, 3-4 December 2009, Birmingham City University (BCU), United Kingdom, 2010, 
pp. 190-201.

138  Loderer Benedikt, “Zurich, le centre de la Suisse” in Tracés, n. 12, 2007, pp. 19-21.
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factor in this process. At the end of the “10000 apartments in 10 years” program, a 
series of publications attributed to the applied programs and the achieved results, 
appropriate honours: Wohnen in Zürich. Programme, Reflexionen, Beispielen (2006); Mehr 
als Wohnen. Gemeinnütziger Wohnungsbau in Zürich 1907-2007 (2007)139, an exhaustive 
presentation of cooperative housing in the city of Zurich since 1907 and reaching the 
contemporary era; Zürich baut / Building Zurich (2007)140, a publication dedicated to 
the City’s urban planning tactics; Wohnen morgen. Standortbestimmung und Perspektiven 
des gemeinnützigen Wohnungsbaus (2008)141, study regarding the future of cooperative 
housing and the principal evolution axes of housing in the upcoming years; Bauen für 
Zürich. Das Amt für Hochbauten 1997-2007 (2008), presenting the work performed by 
this city department during the years 1997-2007; the leaflet Der Architekturwettbewerb 
im Wohnungsbau (“The architectural competition in Housing Construction” in 2008), 
listing roughly the main housing projects issued by competitions during the period 
1998-2008.

On the other hand, in the French part of Switzerland authorities seem to be less at ease 
with this kind of practices. Publications by the organizers of terminated competitions 
are not always complete – featuring only the jury’s final commentary and not offering 
sufficient data on the participating projects – while some procedures do not appear 
in the specialised press at all, being organized by private investors under the form 
of restricted competitive procedures. In Geneva, it is as a protest against the lack of 
political will for effective measures, and for implicating the designers in the process 
of urban planning,  that the Geneva section of the Swiss Federation of Architects 
organizes in 2006 the ideas’ competition “Genève 2020” for a large perimeter of 
industrial districts near the city. “Déplorant l’absence systématique de projets urbains de 
qualité, la FAS [Swiss Federation of Architects] a par son initiative […], décidé d’exprimer 
son ras-le-bol envers la méfiance de la classe décisionnelle. Cette prise de responsabilité a la 
valeur et les convictions d’un manifeste qui prône les vertus visionnaires du concours, la 
reconnaissance des enjeux de la ville de demain et le potentiel d’une planification urbaine à 
long terme.”142 

Some competition data from our database

In the following, we will note some information coming from a competition database, 
built through the years of our study in the field. Without going into excessive details, 
that would require an expertise and consistence in data gathering beyond our 
qualification, we hope that the information mentioned below will help the reader 
form a rough idea of the competition phenomenon nowadays in Switzerland. In total, 

139  Durban, op. cit.

140  Eisinger Angelus et al., Zürich baut / Building Zurich, Birkhäuser, Basel, 2007

141  Schmid Peter et al., Wohnen morgen: Standortbestimmung und Perspektiven des gemeinnützigen 
Wohnungsbaus, Verlag Neue Zürcher Zeitung, Zurich, 2008.

142  Dreier Yves, “Genève 2020: Concours-Manifeste” in werk, bauen + wohnen n. 1-2, 2006, pp. 58-61. On 
the same subject see also Nicollier Guy, “Genève 2020 : Visions Urbaines. Un plaidoyer pour le projet” 
in Habitation n. 4, 2005, pp. 16-18, and finally Della Casa Francesco, “« Genève 2020 » réaménagement et 
densification des quartiers Praille-Vernets-Acacias” in Tracés n. 20, October 19, 2005, pp. 6-15. It should be 
noted though that even if the competition has opened the debate around the subject, it has not yet produced 
concrete results. 
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Publications concerning the transformation of Zurich during the 
last decade: Wohnen in Zurich (2006), Mehr als Wohnen (2007), 
Building Zurich (2007), Wohnen Morgen (2008), Bauen für Zürich 
(2008).
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106 competitions have been listed, at least fifteen more (for which we did not have 
enough information and were not particularly significant for our subject, not reaching 
sufficient detail on the scale of the housing unit or touching slightly special questions) 
to our knowledge could be added, some of them coming from our systematic research 
of the review AWS or hochparterre.wettbewerbe. Of these competitions (procedures 
of parallel study commissions are also included, as in the SIA directives), 58 were 
held in the canton of Zurich, 11 in the canton of Bern, 7 in Basel (6 of them in the 
canton of Basel-Stadt and 1 in the canton of Basel-Land) and also 7 in the canton of 
Geneva, 6 in the canton of Aargau, 5 in Ticino, 4 in the canton of Vaud (Lausanne), 
3 in Zug, 2 in each of the cantons of Lucerne and Valais, and 1 in the canton of St. 
Gallen. In Zurich’s region, an average of 4-5 housing competitions are held every year 
since roughly 1997 (1996 being one of restructuring for State administration services); 
these numbers increase especially during the period 2003-2010, reaching sometimes 7 
housing competitions per year (listed in our database).

These numbers have to be seen in perspective in relation with various factors; for 
instance, the elevated number of competitions in the canton of Aargau is due to five 
competitions making part of the same framework (but nevertheless noted as distinct 
procedures in the database because they concerned different sites and urban districts). 
It should also be taken into consideration the fact that 69 out of these 106 competitions 
have been organized with a direct implication of the State, either as collaborator in 
the competition’s organization and / or for the materialization of the project, but only 
11 of these 69 procedures correspond to State services on cantonal level; the majority 
refers to initiatives on communal level. Thus the numbers concerning the sum-total of 
competitions in different cantons should be seen in perspective also in relation with 
the number of cities corresponding to each canton; Zurich counts with numerous well-
populated agglomerations in its periphery (as Winterthur or Dietikon) that fall into 
its immediate range of influence, while Geneva corresponds practically to a limited 
metropolitan area; in that line of thinking, the results of the canton of Vaud, counting 
only with the less-populated city of Lausanne appear more impressive. Another 
significant point in relation with that remark is that, apart from the 5 competitions 
corresponding to the same framework set by the canton of Aargau, the remaining 6 
procedures organized by the State’s initiative in cantonal level refer to Basel's region, 
which is in itself a special case, since the city and its periphery correspond to two 
separate cantons, a unique case in Switzerland’s territory. Out of these 6 competitions, 
3 were organized exclusively by the canton of Basel-Stadt and the remaining 3 in 
collaboration (or collaboration to be, as in the case of joint architects / investors 
competitions of VoltaMitte and VoltaZentrum) with other promoters. 

Out of the 58 competitions where the State was implicated in communal level, 1 
competition was organized exclusively by City Services in the cases of Geneva and 
Lausanne, 2 exclusively by the city of Bern and 3 exclusively by the city of Zurich, 
among which the Rautistrasse competition that has not been realized (the competition 
was realized by the Hochbau department of the city; strong objections persisted by 
the Städtebau department, regarding the particularly dense aspect of the multi-
storey blocks in the winning project143). In at least 9 out of the 37 competitions where 
no direct implication of State Services is noted, the Swiss state, either on cantonal 
or communal level, may still be indirectly implicated, through organizing, state-

143  Interview with Jeremy Hoskyn, see n. 55.
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dependent institutions (such as the Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano, the 
Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de l’instruction publique et des fonctionnaires de 
l’administration de Genève, the Promotionsgemeinschaft Baudeld 11 in Bern or the Fondation 
Pro Habitat in Lausanne). Finally, out of these 37 procedures only 13 were held by 
completely private developers while in the rest, not-for-profit cooperative societies or 
other associations were mentioned as organizers and promoters. As already noted, 
this result should be put into question since access to information on more “private” 
procedures has been more difficult as available information is less systematized in 
this sector of the market. Nevertheless, it allows for an important point to be made: 
not-for-profit housing developers answer the State’s call regarding the benefits of 
the competition system and organize competitions even if they are not in need (and 
thus not depending by the State) of constructible land. In almost 60% of the listed 
competitions, housing cooperatives or other not-for-profit associations (in 46 and 15 
procedures respectively) are mentioned as developers. 

On the total of 106 listed competitions, almost 50% (52) have already been 
realized, more than half of these (30) in the canton of Zurich. It has to be taken 
into consideration here that almost 30% of the listed competitions date from 2007, 
a relatively short period for a project’s full materialization; some of these recent 
schemes may already be in construction but not yet completely realized (construction 
is normally planned in several phases, often to ensure the project’s global rendering 
and success). Finally, regarding competition types, almost 56% of the listed procedures 
concerned project competitions, while of the 40% corresponding to parallel study 
commissions, a significant ratio (15%) made part of procedures held in various stages, 
thus following for example an idea competition or a project competition organized in 
the first phase of the project’s planning. Out of the 106 competitions in this database, 
only 18 were held via an open procedure, the rest addressing either invited bureaus, 
or architectural firms complying with fixed selection criteria. Thus, apart from the 
importance of the State’s attitude and strategic goals as well as Zurich’s preponderance, 
in matters of competition organizing, a constant preference of housing developers to 
limited competition procedures is confirmed.

Evolution of the competition system in Switzerland

At this point it would be useful to make an additional remark regarding the way 
competitions are organized nowadays in Switzerland. Speaking of regional differences, 
it should nevertheless be pointed out a clear evolution of the system regarding the 
scope of the professionals to which these competitions are addressed, despite of 
the geographical area in which they are launched. Judith Strong commenting on 
competitions in Swizerland in 1976, noted: “Apart from volume, competitions differ most 
from those organized in the UK on the question of eligibility. Competitions can be open, but are 
often restricted to canton or parish or even by religious belief. This has the effect that in normal 
time and in normal conditions, entries would be no more than about fifty.”144 Restrictions 
of this type were often decided depending on the importance of the commission145. 

144  See Strong Judith, Participating in architectural competitions: A guide for competitors, promoters and assessors, 
The Architectural Press, London, 1976, p. 87.

145  Ducret André et al., op. cit., p. 20: “En règle générale, la participation à ces joutes était ouverte aux architectes 
établis sur un territoire géographique donnée – commune, canton, région, pays voire au-delà, selon l’importance de 
l’ouvrage.”
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Although their effect on limiting the number of participants cannot be ignored, 
especially during recession periods, when architects – and as always especially the 
younger ones – seem veritably in alert for competition procedures, it is possible 
that other ways for arriving to limited numbers of participants could be found; the 
most obvious one being to increase the number of open, unrestricted procedures. 
In present days, competitions in Switzerland, according also to the internationally 
established situation by agreements over tendering procedures, either restricted or 
open, address normally architects coming from all geographic parts of the country 
without taking into consideration other factors (as the ones noted by Strong), longtime 
applied in the past. Such a change, affects positively the range of proposed solutions 
and promotes equally the transparency of assessment procedures, easily questioned 
in case of exclusivist, introverted systems adressing continually the same groups of 
professionals.

The canton of Valais is one characteristic example of this change of course, regarding 
the scope of participating architects to competitions organized by State services. 
Valais is a mountainous canton in the southern part of Switzerland, rather isolated 
from the rest of the country because of the land’s contour, but in which competitions 
– as always concerning mostly programs other than housing – have a long tradition; 
however, results have often been contested because of professional clans that 
seemed often prevailing in commission distribution146. Revealing to this point is 
the interview of the cantonal architect, Bernard Attinger in 1991 (assigned to this 
post since 1978; to the moment of the interview it is commented that he is already 
organizing competitions during ten years147 with a lot of success and an “opening” 
to other parts of Switzerland): “La première répercussion [de l’ouverture de la « scène » 
architecturale valaisanne, n.d.l.r.] est certainement l’ouverture vers des modèles extérieurs 
de qualité mais aussi l’ouverture du Valais aux architectes de l’extérieur et inversement celle 
des architectes valaisans vers la Suisse. On peut comparer cette évolution au phénomène 
économique de l’ouverture des marchés. Il est très facile de vivre en autarcie en restant entre 
soi et en vivant son petit train-train quotidien. Dès que les frontières s’ouvrent, les problèmes 
affluent : concurrence, échanges. Grâce à cette concurrence venue de l’extérieur, le canton y 
a gagné en dynamisme. […] Bref, si la concurrence a d’abord été vue d’un mauvais oeil, on 
s’aperçoit maintenant qu’elle a été bénéfique tant pour l’architecture que pour les architectes 
valaisans.”148 A completely different image than the one described by Attinger is 
communicated by competitions launched nowadays in the region, also by private 

146  Attinger Bernard, “Lo sviluppo dei concorsi di Architettura in Vallese” in Archi n. 4, 2000, p. 6: “Così, 
dopo molti anni caratterizzati da «pseudoconcorsi» […] è stato possibile ricollegarsi alla tradizione con l’organizzazione 
di un vero concorso […]” (“Thus, after many years characterized by “pseudo-competitions” [...] it has been possible to 
resume the tradition with the organization of a true competition [...]” — author’s translation).

147  Ibidem: “Gli anni ’70 sono tuttavia stati caratterizzati da un netto rallentamento e da un atteggiamento politico 
sfavorevole ai concorsi, in quanto l’allora Consiglio di Stato non volle più lasciarsi imporre da una giuria l’attribuzione 
dei mandati.” (“The ’70s were characterized by a definite slowdown and by an unfavourable to competitions political 
attitude, as the State Council of that time did not want to let a jury impose the assignment of commissions.” — 
author’s translation). 

148  “Le concours : une façon d’aborder le débat sur l’architecture” (Interview de Bernard Attinger, architecte 
cantonal du Valais par Christoph Allenspach) in Archithese n. 3, 1991, pp. 14-17.
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investors and for housing complexes, in collaboration with cantonal and communal 
services, as the recent one for the La Matze complex in Sion149. 

On the other hand, a large part of these procedures remains restricted, with 
preselections concerning the shortlist of participants. Luigi Snozzi points out, in 
relation with that subject: “Se da una parte, oggi, è possibile individuare alcuni miglioramenti 
con l’apertura, ad esempio, sopra una certa soglia, ai professionisti di altri cantoni e paesi, 
credo, purtroppo, che con o senza le normative europee, la situazione stia peggiorando di 
giorno in giorno. Penso, ad esempio, ai concorsi su preselezione.”150 In fact Snozzi condemns 
categorically competition procedures conducted on the basis of preselection, for the 
sake of young professionals: “Ora nel processo sopra decrito della preselezione, l’architetto 
è messo da parte, diventa l’ultima pendina del gruppo. […] Questo è molto grave, perché 
comporta, in practica, l’eliminazione dei giovani, cioè proprio di quelle figure che necessitano 
del concorso per potere emergere.”151

Competitions offer to architects access to commissions. and their opening to a larger 
number of participants, as the one imposed by the agreements of free circulation in 
Europe, may have an immediate impact on the quality of the submitted projects – due 
to increasing concurrence and input coming from strongly varied backgrounds. These 
two aspects of competing procedures should be seriously taken into consideration 
from professional, political and social actors, planning changes in the application of the 
system. The function of competitions for procuring work to architects and even more, 
for equally distributing it to professionals, has been often commented, as well as the 
opportunity offered through their framework to architects for a “formation continue”152: 
the chance to work on programs they may not often encounter during their professional 
career and measure their own innovative capacities in a concurrential context. To this 
aim, Bernard Attinger accords two types of operating functions to the competition 
system: the “funzioni manifeste” and the “funzioni latenti” pointing out: “[…] con le sole 
funzioni manifeste, risulta difficile giustificare una tale mole di lavoro e capire il fenomeno 
dei concorsi; è la ragione per cui vanno affrontati dall’angolatura delle funzioni latenti, in 
quanto sono quelle che meglio giustificano questa pratica.”153 In the second type (the “latent 
functions”) he comprises, with respect to the expectations of the professionals, the fact 
“di rimettersi in questione, di confrontarsi, di classificarsi, di ottenere il riconoscimento dei loro 

149  See Katsakou Antigoni, “Wettbewerb: Zum Studienauftrag für die Überbauung «Matze» in Sitten” in 
werk, bauen + wohnen n. 12, 2010, pp. 52-54 (original text in French “Réinterpréter l’îlot”, last viewed January 
on 18 January 2011, <http://www.werkbauenundwohnen.ch/otext_read.php?oid=141>).

150  Chimchila, op. cit., p. 12: “While today it is possible to identify some improvements with the opening, for example, 
above a certain degree, to professionals of other cantons and countries, I, unfortunately, think that with or without the 
european regulations, the situation is getting worse day by day. Take, for example, competitions with preselection.” 
(author’s translation).

151  Ibidem: “Now, in the process of preselection above mentioned, the architect is left aside, he becomes the last part 
of the group. [...] This is very serious because it entails, in practice, the elimination of the young, that is of the very 
figures who need the competition for to be able to emerge.” (author’s translation).

152  Devanthéry, “Le concours, une contribution à la culture” in Frey, op. cit., p. 11.

153  Attinger, op. cit, 2000, p. 7: “[…] with only the obvious functions, it is difficult to justify such a huge amount of 
work and understand the phenomenon of competitions; this is the reason why they must be addressed from the angle of 
latent functions, as they are those that best justify this practice.” (author’s translation)
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pari, e per quelli più anziani di mantenere il contatto con la professione, con questa forma di 
formazione continua, e di conservare un certo livello di qualifica professionale.”154 

Another important competition characteristic: artistic autonomy

Additionally, there are scholars connecting the question of the impact of competitions 
on the quality of submitted projects with the relative autonomy, of which architects 
take advantage in their framework. Certainly, following this line of thinking, 
architectural projects issued from competition procedures stand for a particular kind 
of conceptual production, since the architect remains relatively “detached” from 
possible tensions and pressure from the investor. A certain isolation of the creator 
during the elaboration phase of his project is promoted in the classic competition 
framework, appearing rather like a positive trait of the system: the architect is in a 
way “protected” from additional demands, requirements and interferences of the 
organizer and / or land owner, things that can be quite common in the case of direct 
commissions. This operating way allows for him to confront the specific conceptual 
problem in a relatively liberal, personal way. 

Hélène Lipstadt sees in that characteristic of the competition system “the patent of 
architecture’s nobility”155: “Because the competition project is conceived in the authonomy of 
a relation of designer to program and not in the give-and-take of eschange with the client, it 
is the preeminent example of architectural creation that is at once autonomous and socially 
legitimated as a part of practice.”156 Following this line of thinking, Magali Sarfatti 
Larson argues that competition sponsors take advantage in more than one aspects 
of the competition procedure, of the myths assocating them and architecture as a 
discipline with “the ideology of art”157. That way, not only the profession’s standards 
of achievement are subversed by the process of architectural contests, which takes for 
granted that excellence may be found in the least experienced members as much as 
among the elites - thus the author emphasizes on Lipstadt carnivalesque metaphor of 
competitions - but the system’s ability of distinguishing worthy winners is specifically 
and traditionally related to “freedom from the utilitarian constraints tha come, presumably, 
with the client’s active intervention.”158 The creator’s autonomy and the client’s absence 
through the competition process are linked to this last’s adeptness for promoting 
the best solutions to given architectural problems, according to Larson particularly 
in open competitions: “The open competition is not similarly rooted in the concreteness of 
commissioned design. Althought the client seldom is totally excluded from the jury, he is not 
assiduously and regularly involved in the design [...] The romantic ideology expects the best 

154  Ibidem, p. 7: “to question one’s self, to confront one another, to classify, to obtain the recognition of their equals, 
and for the older ones to keep in touch with the profession, with this form of continuous learning and to maintain a 
certain level of competence.” (author’s translation)

155  Lipstadt, “The Experimental Tradition”, op. cit., p. 15.

156  Ibidem.

157  See Sarfatti Larson Magali, “Architectural Competitions as Discursive Events” in Theory and Society, 
vol. 23, n. 4, 1994, pp. 469-504.

158  Ibidem, p. 477.
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art to spring free of material constraints, in the absence of strict programmatic or budgetary 
considerations, with the artist-architect confronting the telos of architecture alone.“159

A particular importance may thus be granted, according to Bernard Attinger, also 
to the jury’s report, since it is often “l’unico contatto tra chi ha lavorato nell’isolamento 
del proprio studio ed i «saggi» che li valutano o li condannano.”160 The jury seems to be 
marking the end of the creator’s isolation or else the concretization of a till then, latent, 
conditioned dialogue between the creator and the investor. 

159  Ibid., pp. 476-477 (emphasis according to the original).

160  Attinger, op. cit., 2000, p. 8: “the only contact between him that worked in isolation from his own studio and the 
«savants» that value or condemn him” (author’s translation).
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Zurich, resident population and changes by 
precinct, 1998-2008
(source: Statistik Stadt Zürich, Essential Zurich, 
2009)
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Consensual Urban Planning – Zurich’s Model

Since 2001 Zurich occupies the highest ranks of the Mercer Quality of Living Survey161, 
an indicator of living conditions in cities of the world based on criteria that concern 
the general political, social and economic environment, the quality of public services, 
like transportation, various infrastructure, etc. It has been well-earned. In Switzerland 
a strong collective conscience, promoting, and promoted by the traditional federalist 
ideals of the political system, forms the basis of an acute interest for spatial planning 
and the definition of public spaces. With almost 400000 people living in the city, 1.1 
million in the agglomeration, 1.7 million in the metropolitan area, its international 
airport and the concentration of workplaces and financial activities – almost 40% of 
Switzerland’s banking establishments have there their head offices – Zurich is the most 
dynamic city and literally the centre of Switzerland162.  

The city’s population started increasing again in the end of the nineties – due mainly 
to the large number of foreign citizens that have moved in that part of the country 
– after almost two decades of constant diminution. During the boom decades 1960-
1980 there has been a rather uncontrolled spatial arrangement of various commercial 
activities and services that resulted to the phenomenon of urban sprawl with all its 
negative consequences. Peripheral lots, representing easier and cheaper investments 
compared to grounds within the city’s boundaries attracted industrial enterprises and 
other economic services of international interest, increasing the needs for adequate 
infrastructure, threatening the characteristic Swiss natural landscape and depriving the 
city’s centre from an important potential as to population densities163. This situation, 
as well as the severe recession period of the early nineties, revealed urgent the need 
for an efficient form of planning and land-use control and made clear the pressing 
necessity for daring initiatives that could bring the city again to a competitive level in 
relation to other European metropolises.  

Since the mid nineties, the situation in Zurich starts manifesting some extraordinary 
parameters regarding the construction market and the way urban planning is 
performed following a new cooperative kind of logic. With the Amt für Städtebau (Office 
for Urbanism) in the heart of operations, the city develops new tactics regarding 
planning and executing small or large scale interventions. Dialogue with various 
implicated actors forms the basis of this new form of action, during all different 
phases of the planning and realisation process; from tracing test-plans to step-by-
step materialisation and result evaluation for re-assessing the fixed objectives. A new 
strategy that combines collaboration between distinct interested parts, and most of all 
sufficient diffusion of information to the public on planned projects: the rehabilitation 
and transformation of former industrial areas, the densification of certain town 
districts, the planning of administrative and cultural buildings or a series of high-rise 
constructions dispersed in the city’s fabric and destined to shelter various uses. Within 

161  Mercer 2009 Quality of Living survey, last viewed on 2 November 2009, <http://www.mercer.com/
qualityofliving>. 

162  Zurich (Town) Statistics, Essential Zurich. Zurich: Stadt Zürich and also Zurich (Town) Statistics (2008). 
Statistical Portrait, issue 2, April 2008, Stadt Zürich Zurich, 2008.

163  Ringli Helmut, “Plan-making in the Zurich region” in Healey Patsy et al. (eds.), Making Strategic Spatial 
Plans. Innovation in Europe, UCL Press, London, 1997, pp. 111-128.
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the housing sector and as we have already seen, we can also speak of an exceptional 
construction activity from the State’s and the not-for-profit investors’ part.

The operational framework

As we have seen earlier, in Switzerland state authorities act on three different 
levels: federal, cantonal and communal. The Federal Spatial Planning Act that came 
into force in 1980 defined the assigned tasks on each operative level. Before that, 
communal administration played a more important role on urban development. Plans 
were approved by the local population on public vote164. The Federal Act reposes 
the responsibility for the conceptual part of spatial planning at national level, to the 
Federation, while the cantons produce guiding plans and the communes, land-use 
plans. “This planning system works neither on a top-down nor a bottom-up mode, but in the 
form of dialogue and cooperation between the national confederation and the cantons”165. In 
matters of territorial and urban planning, infrastructure network has always been a 
priority on cantonal and communal level in Zurich. The focus that local authorities 
made to the transportation system’s development is the main factor that led the city 
to Switzerland’s top regarding population numbers during the 19th century, as well 
as the main reason of its metropolitan expansion. The “Greater Zurich” controls 
nowadays various agglomerations, from Schaffhause to Zug in the north-south axis 
and from Winterthur to Baden, from east to west, to which it is linked by a well-
functioning transportation network166. 

In Zurich, at cantonal and communal level, the last one by definition more directly 
attached to specific projects’ realisation and since 1986 there was the political will – 
represented by Ursula Koch, Zurich’s City Councilor from 1986 to 1996 – opting 
for the creation of the Lebendige Stadt, a lively city of diversified uses that would be 
developed in the available disused railway and industrial areas in the centre of the 
city and along the Limmat valley towards Baden. But this idea found significant 
opposition most of all by economic interests that aimed on installing banking and 
other tertiary services in the area. The launching of the City Forum for Zurich West 
(1996), marked a new era in the city planning.  

City Departments, are re-organized with a customer-oriented attitude towards 
concrete solutions. Besides, the contribution of external architectural offices, either in 
the form of workshops or in the framework of ideas or project competitions, is often 
sought for. A new theoretical concept of urban planning, the concept of conceptual 
urbanism is introduced and defended by the authorities. Conceptual urbanism means 
“controlling and accompanying processes of change, bringing together a wide variety of 
players, consolidating visions with urban planning design, and giving the city’s neighborhoods 
a more distinctive image.”167 The notion of urban planning as a private financial matter 
or as a world reserved exclusively to architects, represented principally by building 
and zoning regulations is rejected. With reference André Corboz’s historic vision of the 

164  Ibidem. 

165  Ibid., p. 115. 

166  Loderer, op. cit.

167  Eisinger et al., op. cit.
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city168, “conceptual urbanism understands that a city’s development cannot be fully planned 
or controlled.”169 The existing city and its continuous discovery and interpretation is the 
basis for specific solutions that take into account social conditions and particularities of 
complex urban situations with the objective of preserving and promoting diversity. 

Traditional methods – ex ante drawings, land-use plans – have their own utility, 
but they are too abstract for to exert a real influence on intricate urban conditions: 
“Conceptual urbanism accepts as fact imponderabilities and the unpredictable, which until 
now have repeatedly been the downfall of urban planning in various epochs, and elevates 
them to serve as conceptual point of orientation for its own work […] The existing city – with 
its fissures, facets, expanses, and range – is the point of reference for the design process and 
provides creative friction. This allows the innovative to embed itself in the city’s social and 
spatial community and identity.”170. Such an approach does not mean that there is no 
overall plan and no specific objectives for every neighborhood of the city that requires 
special attention. On the contrary, goals are clearly fixed and get gradually, better 
defined, by continuous detailed and pragmatic studies of special contextual situations, 
by an established process / key methodological instrument of social negotiation, and 
via cooperative strategies that implicate essentially political and economic aspects. 

The cooperative model of this new approach is clearly expressed also by the adopted 
communication policy. Since 1996, a part of the planning budget is regularly devoted 
to the communication of information to the public so that the projects’ chances 
of realization can be increased171. Exhibitions, public walks and Web presence are 
organized; publications explaining the City’s commitments and its various goals 
come out in superior quality. The results of the City’s Office for Constructions (Amt 
für Hochbau) actions since the end of the nineties in the housing sector, provide a 
concrete example of the new concept’s application and success. There, the architectural 
competition tool in its various forms, reveals itself of particular value. 

Significant interventions

Three projects may be considered as key interventions that marked the application of 
new planning strategies. First in 1996, there was the relatively restricted area of the 
Hürlimann brewery in the centre of the city, by the river Sihl. The factory had seized 
to function in the mid-nineties and new uses could be implemented in the complex. 
Discussions with the land owner and other influencing parties concerned various 
visions for the area’s future exploitation and questions such as preserving the urban 
tissue or entirely replacing it, before decisions could be taken and a private land-
use plan could be established on the basis of an urban concept proposed by the 

168  Corboz in his book Die Kunst, Stadt und Land zum Sprechen zu bringen (Birkhäuser, Basel, 2001) describes 
the creative processes that form contemporary cities as developments of a dynamic univers concerning 
architects, landscape architects, urban planners, architectural and social historians, towards which their 
work converges. More precisely Eisinger et al. cite Corboz’s text “Die vier Phasen der theoretischen 
Auseinandersetzung mit der Stadt im 20. Jahrhundert“ in Eisinger et al., op. cit., p. 81. By his work, Corboz 
tries to highlight the hypercomplex character of contemporary cities and territories in general. See also 
Corboz André, Le territoire comme palimpseste et autres essais, Les editions de l’Imprimeur, Besançon, 2001. 

169  Eisinger et al., op. cit., p. 82.

170  Ibidem, p. 84.

171  Ibid.
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Zurich, the developping city; aerial view and “hot points”: along 
the railway (Zürich-West and Letzi) or in the city's periphery 
(Affoltern, Oerlikon, Seebach, Leimbach, Altstetten).
(source: Stadt Zürich: Building Zurich, 2007; Zürich wandelt sich. 
Zürich bleibt Zürich. Planen und Bauen für die Stadt von morgen, 
2008)
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city. Although the project was privately controlled, it served as a first experience of 
collaborative planning for the appropriate state services. Till this day, a new housing 
complex – completed in 2003 by the architects Althammer and Hochuli on a study 
competition by invitation in 1999 – a residence for elderly people, office buildings and 
luxury apartment houses make part of the new ensemble, while a hotel with a wellness 
centre are still to be constructed.   

But the first area of considerable surface to be treated on a discursive and collaboration 
basis by the City, was Zurich West, the former industrial area including the Escher-
Wyss factory and maybe the most emblematic one with major projects of international 
radiance172. Nowadays, it is already one of Zurich’s most cult neighbourhoods with 
its famous Turbinenplatz and the Schiffbau, former naval construction building 
rehabilitated for the integration of cultural activities and residential units, already sold 
in extremely elevated prices. The Viadukt (2004) and the Toni Areal projects by EM2N 
architects, the Hardturm Stadion and the MAAG tower, a 2004 competition won by 
Gigon and Guyer architects, planned to be completed in 2010, are other important 
interventions in this district. At first, a series of workshops were organized in 1998, 
with the participation of three internationally renowned architectural bureaus – the 
Office for Metropolitan Architecture being one of them – that were to propose their 
own scenarios for the development of the area and the creation of a new centre in the 
neighbourhood. No single project was authorised but test plans were produced and 
the Office for Urbanism synthesised different ideas into concrete plans, specifying 
land-uses and morphological principles for the urban spaces to be envisaged. The Letzi 
District project, on the other side of the railway track, followed a bit later, with the first 
planning scenarios brought to light in 2000. In this case improvements to provisions 
for open spaces were decided. Former industrial sites were to be organized as central 
areas for the integration around them of residential buildings, that would change 
the neighbourhood’s identity without destroying the plurality of the existing tissue’s 
characteristics.  

In a workshop organised on March 2001, the urban tissue became the object of detailed 
examination that allowed specifying its static or dynamic areas: neighbourhoods where 
local characters should be preserved, and others where they should be re-sculpted, 
where new identities had to be sought. In the Office for Urbanism’s plans the city is 
compared to a residence with various rooms, each one with its particular character 
and role as to the entire urban complex. Twelve development areas as well as other 
specific urban development projects can be traced today; currently in execution 
or being planned in the centre of the city, the Main Train Station project (workshop 
organised in 2002) and the one for the University District (education and cultural 
mile designed by the landscape architect Christophe Girot), as well as high-rise 
zones, guidelines for which the City of Zurich released in 2001; in its edge, the garden 
room of Schwamendingen, the terrace of Affoltern and Seebach or the Leutschenbach 
disctrict towards north; projects that evoke as a whole the significance of public 
space for the city’s urban development, one of the main principles of Zurich’s current 
transformation. In every case, discussions among various parts resulted to concrete 

172  See on that point “Dem Hürlimann-Areal die Krone aufgesetzt” in Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 14 October 
2008, last viewed on 2 November 2009, <http://www.nzz.ch/nachrichten/zuerich/dem_huerlimann-areal_die_
krone_aufgesetzt_1.1102710.html>. 
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Proposals for the arrangement of public spaces in Zurich-West: Prime Tower, 
MAAG-Areal, architects Gigon & Guyer, (competition: 2004, execution: 2005-
2011); Toni-Areal, architects EM2N, (competition: 2006, execution : 2006-2011)
(source: Stadt Zürich, Building Zurich, 2007)
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objectives and test realisations. In the beginning, a reduced scale was treated for to 
sufficiently control possible impacts before proceeding to more important alterations.  

Planning and constructing housing complexes constituted an important part of this 
operational model as an indispensable canvas for the city’s evolution. In the projects 
encouraged so far, a variety of solutions is constantly sought. The location of the 
projects’ majority in areas of reduced density, as already described, grants probably to 
the architects a certain degree of conceptual freedom, even if there are also considerable 
constraints to be taken into account, as to the immediate or the larger context. On the 
other hand, the City has incited subsidized or private investors to a research of less 
“standard” solutions that could be in accordance with users’ demands, attracting them 
back to the city and associated to various contemporary styles of living. This was a 
factor influencing towards a certain liberality as to proposed plans. It seems that the 
main priority is the creation of sufficiently dense, urban situations, paying particular 
attention on their integration to the city’s network of open spaces, and on creating a 
new type of urban culture; various parameters complicate the task but aim originally 
to high-quality designs and realizations. “Anzustreben ist eine hohe städtebauliche Dichte 
mit einem substanziellen Wohnanteil, abhängig von Qualität, Nutzung und Lage […]” as 
noted in a 2000 publication for the development concept of Zurich West, like one of 
the main goals of cooperative planning173. Densification is praised for the construction 
of the “city of tomorrow”, in relation with the housing sector and the substitution 
of outdated housing ensembles by new ones: “Ersatzneubauten bringen meistens eine 
Verdichtung mit sich […] Verdichtung ist sinnvoll. Etwa aus ökologischen Gründen: Dichte 
Städte brauchen weniger Energie und produzieren weniger Schadstoffe als locker bebaute 
[…] Wärme kann besser genutzt werden, Wege sind kürzer. Zudem ist Verdichtung auch ein 
Rezept gegen die Zersiedlung der Landschaft: Konzentriert sich das Wohnen, dehnt sich der so 
genannte «Siedlungsbrei» in der Region nicht weiter aus.”174. But it has to be realised in a 
qualitative framework: “Die Stadt verfolgt eine nachhaltige Siedlungsentwicklung mit einer 
qualitative hochstehenden baulichen Verdichtung, die eine gute Versorgung der Quartiere mit 
öffentlichen Grün- und Freiräumen sowie Einkaufsmöglichkeiten berücksichtigt.”175.

In the following, we will take a closer look to two different neighbourhoods, the first 
one making part of the city’s dynamic districts and the second presenting a more static 
character. In these contexts we will look into four projects of housing developments 
presented in distinct architectural competitions. These projects will be principally 

173  Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Amt für Städtebau, Entwicklungskonzept Zürich West. Kooperative 
Entwicklungsplanung, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, June 2000, p. 3: “We are stiving for an elevated urban density with a 
substantial residential component, depending on quality, use and location [...]“ (author’s translation).

174  Leutenegger Marius, Zürich wandelt sich. Zürich bleibt Zürich. Planen und Bauen für die Stadt von morgen, 
Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2008, “Dem Hürlimann-Areal die Krone aufgesetzt” in Neue Zürcher Zeitung, 14 October 
2008, online, last viewed on 2 November 2009, <http://www.nzz.ch/nachrichten/zuerich/dem_huerlimann-
areal_die_krone_aufgesetzt_1.1102710.html> (“Replacement constructions usually bring with them densification 
[...] Densification makes sense. Also for ecological reasons: dense cities need less energy and produce less pollution than 
those loosely built [...] Heat can be better used, distances are shorter. Moreover, densification is also a remedy for the 
urban sprawl: housing is concentrated, the so-called “urban pudding” does not stretch any further in the region.“ — 
author’s translation).

175  Stadtrat von Zürich, Strategien Zürich 2025. Ziele und Handlungsfelder für die Entwicklung der Stadt Zürich. 
Stadt Zürich, Zurich, February 2007 (“The city pursues a sustainable urban development with a densification of 
high quality that allows for a good supply of the district with public green and open spaces as well as with shopping 
facilities.“ — author’s translation).
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Affoltern: the “north coast” principle (Girot & 
Gmür, 2004) and aerial view of the city.
(source: Zürich baut, Zurich, 2007)
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examined as to their basic concepts of collective spaces’ design and relation to the 
surroundings. Every case study is therefore primarily described in terms of urban 
forms – slab, compact form, courtyard, etc. – presenting characteristics inherent to this 
morphological category176. 

Visiting two of the city’s neighbourhoods

The north coast / Affoltern – Seebach

This is an area located in the northern outskirts of Zurich, forming, along with the 
Oerlikon neighbourhood, City’s District n. 11. The national highway connecting 
Basel with Zurich and Winterthur passes through the northern borders of both 
neighbourhoods. Between them, along the Katzen stream and towards the 
homonymous lake, extends an agricultural zone as well as available for future 
construction lots. A strong activity concerning residential buildings, sometimes 
of important height, is already in progress, while Seebach is Zurich’s second 
neighbourhood, as to what concerns population numbers. It is the authorities’ intention 
to raise the district’s density creating at the same time a clear boundary to the northern 
natural landscape. A sequence of green spaces is to be formed in the area laying from 
Seebach to Affoltern and the lake, which will be made possible also by the highway’s 
partial covering. It is Christoph Girot’s and Patrick Gmür’s plan for Zurich’s “north 
coast”, a scheme aiming to taking advantage of the area’s inherent landscape qualities, 
transforming this part of the city to a neighbourhood of similar, to the right-hand 
lakeshore in the centre, attractions. The competition projects examined here, concern 
two lots of this intervention area, the first one to the northern edge of Affoltern and 
the second to the western border of Seebach. 

The Wolfswinkel complex was the result of a 2004 competition, conducted in two 
rounds, with eight invited architectural teams. It was realised in 2007 by the housing 
cooperative ABZ177. The project’s authors, the architects Egli & Rohr, proposed seven 
butterfly-like blocks of houses, transversally placed as to the parcel’s length. The 
plot's characteristic form was the fruit of careful reflection concerning the exterior 
spaces’ arrangement. The concept was resumed in a series of sketches illustrating the 
transfiguration of a pure, rectangular form of the same scale to the butterfly-shaped 
block. The main advantage of the design is the quality of “enclosed”, and at the same 
time permeable, interstitial spaces, every time contained between the convex angles of 
two dialoguing unities. The last block to the west is an exception to the rule, rather 
opening up the group to the neighbourhood, with its lower part entirely paved. The 
ensemble is crossed longitudinally by an access path for internal communication, 
binding all buildings together, on the articulation point of their symmetrical parts. The 
ground’s slope to the south, partly isolates this central “artery” from the motorway 
traffic of this side, while perpendicular alleys traverse the in-between the buildings 
green surfaces, guiding users to the central access path. From there, a series of ramps 
and stairways takes the pedestrian to an even higher level of gardens and private 

176  Katsakou Antigoni, Marchand Bruno, Concevoir des logements, op. cit.

177  For a presentation of the project, see the article “Ökologisches und ökonomisches Optimum” in Wohnen 
n. 5, 2008, pp. 16-20. Also Preisig Hansruedi, Pfäffli Katrin, “Genossenschaft Siedlung Wolfswinkel” in 
Schmid, Peter et al., Wohnen morgen, op. cit.
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Seebach area: general overview, Wolfswinkel and Stähelimatt competitions; left page: 
Wolfswinkel, Egli & Rohr, site plan and aerial view of the realised, right page: Stähelimatt, 
Philipp Esch, site (1:5000) and floor plan (1:1000) of the realised 
(source: Stadt Zürich (author’s collage); Wohnen n. 5, 2008 and online, <http://www.erp-
architekten.ch/pop.htm?217/Bild1_350.jpg>; wbw n. 1/2, 2008)
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Stähelimatt competition, site plan with the project by Loeliger & 
Strub, floor plan (1:500) and perspective
(source: Stadt Zürich, Loeliger & Strub - author’s collage and 
design)
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courtyards. The reigning logic is the creation of transversal interstitial exterior spaces, 
“openings” in the urban tissue’s border that can offer various perspectives to the 
natural landscape towards the north.  

The idea of consolidating the city’s front on the other hand has been characteristically 
expressed by the results of the Stähelimatt architectural competition organised in 
Seebach in 2003178. The proposition that won second prize, by the architects Loeliger 
& Strub, was a very evocative one, in contextual terms. The main idea was a double-
faced compact form. The architects wanted to underline the plot’s special position, and 
have thus chosen to create a “thick” linear building that, on one hand mounts a clear 
stop to the urbanised and highly heterogeneous constructed tissue to the east, while 
on the other, lets the agricultural landscape to the west penetrate its mass through 
an elaborated system of terraces and balconies. The conceptual principle is expressed 
clearly also in the proposed apartment typology. The housing units, of double aspect 
and clearly east-west oriented occupy the whole building’s depth, served in couples by 
a vertical circulation nucleus. Their central space is naturally lit also by internal courts 
and light wells that alleviate the construction’s mass and guarantee a continuation 
of the rather complex system of open spaces on the west side. The clear organizing 
logic of the plan is also evident in the façades’ architectural language. To the east the 
building raises a rather austere front to the dissolved tissue. With small-scale shelters 
that can serve as stocking and bike-parking spaces disposed in the plot according to 
a more playful way on this side of the parcel, the authors try to respond to the land’s 
perimeter. To the west, where the compact form establishes a dialogue with the 
surrounding forest and the little stream running close to the site, there is a meticulous 
study of the open spaces’ alternation, and a special preoccupation for the potential 
perspective views from the interior.

The winning project of Philipp Esch179 on the other hand, completed in 2008, opted 
for a less “hollowed” volumetric approach. In this case two slabs, two linear forms, 
of which the east appears slightly bended on the northern edge in order to respond 
to the plot’s specific form, create a solid barrier towards the natural landscape to the 
west. A discreet apophysis in the slabs’ northern extremities, accommodates more than 
one multi-oriented apartments, taking advantage of the spot’s unobstructed views and 
“fixing” the slabs at their exact position in the parcel. The apartment typology, more 
conveniently designed than in the second-prize proposal, and presenting considerable 
qualities as to the organisation of the living space, unwrapped diagonally through the 
building’s width, convinced easily the competition’s jury of the project’s feasibility. The 
study of the façades, with the collaboration of the artist Jürg Stäuble that developed an 
abstract motive on perforated lacquered aluminium, conferring a poetic quality to the 
exterior aspect as well as to the interior atmosphere of the housing units, contributed 
to a highly successful materialisation of the initial proposition that establishes the 
buildings as a recognizable land spot in the district’s life. The two slabs, slightly 
“moved” the one with relation to the other, create a “contained” central exterior space 
for the ensemble that could be read as the last “organised” open space before the 

178  For an account of the competition procedure see the competition’s jury report Schmid Martin, Stoffner 
Doris, Wohnüberbauung Stähelimatt, Zürich-Seebach, Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren, Bericht des 
Preisgerichts, August 2003, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2003.

179  For a presentation of the completed project see Jenatsch Gian-Marco, “Stähelimatt - Wohnüberbauung in 
Zürich-Seebach von Esch Architekten” in werk, bauen + wohnen n. 1-2, 2008, pp. 42-45. 
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Höngg, photo of the residential district near the river 
Limmat and general overview, Grünwald competition
(source: Stadt Zürich, Building Zurich, 2007; author’s 
collage on a map by Stadt Zürich)
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unhindered natural scenery. It is not cut down to small, private gardens, as is the case 
for the small scale houses surrounding the plot, for to declare more clearly its identity 
as open space of collective use.

The Höngg district

The neighbourhood of Höngg is a small village to the north of the river Limmat and 
the city’s centre. It is a district that has asserted since already the nineteen twenties 
its strong residential identity, in which a significant part of the built environment 
corresponds to single-family homes. There still exist some available plots of land, most 
of all in the riverside, often with impressive views to the city and the Alps that allowed 
already in the eighties a new flourishing period for the cooperative construction. 
Higher at the feet of the mountain Höngg in the same part of Zurich, is located the 
Campus Science City of the Polytechnic School. It is not a district that has known 
lately an extraordinary construction activity and its general atmosphere is planned to 
be preserved in schemes for the urban tissue’s future evolution. Still, as our study case 
will reveal, this does not mean that projects here designed are less interesting. 

In August 2004, the city of Zurich lanced the Grünwald competition180 conducted in 
two rounds by invitation procedure, on account of three housing cooperatives – one of 
which the Foundation for Elderly housing of the City of Zurich – that were to benefit of 
a leasehold on a large, state-owned parcel in the Rütihof quarter. The land was one of 
the last big plots still not constructed in this part of the urban tissue, where is already 
situated an important cooperative housing development by Metron architecture, 
realised in the mid-nineteen nineties, the Rütihof ensemble. This is a residential 
complex consisting of eight, four-storey slabs, well-adapted to the topography, parallel 
to the slope and slightly moved, in relation to one another, so that the best orientation 
and lighting conditions can be achieved for each one of them. The 2004 competition 
concerned a big plot of land, very close to the Rütihof estate, of a hexagonal form that 
aimed, except for the construction of 250 apartments, to creating a particular identity 
for the neighbourhood, reconciliating the investors’ distinct profiles. To this purpose 
a neighbourhood plaza and infrastructure of a respective scale (nursery, coffee-shops 
and groceries) were also to be part of the planned intervention. 

The winning project, by the architect Urs Primas, incorporated all different functions 
around a large courtyard in the size of a city block, following rigorously the lot’s 
borderline. This big-scale urban form, reminiscing block types of the interwar period 
(also of characteristic geometrical forms, for example in the Scandinavian countries), 
creates an immediate contrast with the modernist architecture of the Rütihof ensemble 
and most of all with the heterogeneous tissue, made up of single-family houses, 
in the surroundings. On the other hand, the project’s principle lies exactly to a clear 
confirmation of its collective character, referring both to the group of cooperatives 
that will provide its future population and the idea of contemporary, urban housing, 
around a large open space. Primas used as reference the Bullingerhof complex situated 
in the proximity of the Hardbrücke Train Station in the centre of the city and in a 
district where important high-rise structures are to be constructed. Bullingerhof (1930-31, 
Architects: Karl Kündig, Heinrich Oetiker) is Zurich’s largest block in the Aussersihl 

180  For an account of the procedure see the competition’s jury report: Walpen Lukas, Tschirren Ursula, 
Stoffner Doris, Wohnüberbauung Grünwald. Zürich-Höngg. Studienauftrag im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des 
Beurteilungsgremiums, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2005.
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Grünwald competition, Urs Primas, ground floor plan (1:2000), photo of the 
model and perspective of the project that is to be realised 
(source: Urs Primas, BG Sonnengarten, online, <http://www.bg-sonnengarten.
ch/pdfs/ProjektdokumentationGruenwald.pdf>)
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District - Hardquartier (District n. 4), a half-open, peripherally built by separate linear 
buildings, block, characteristic of design tendencies predominant in the first quarter of 
the twentieth century. On the opposite of Primas’ block with its uninterrupted aisles, 
Bullingerhof presents an undeniably fragmentary character, with its non-built angles 
that let the city’s movement partly penetrate its imposing central space. This kind of 
“porous” collective space, has been reinterpreted by the project’s author into a large 
unitary form that, with confirmed this time boundaries, embraces the entire plot’s 
perimeter, “suspended” only on ground level by large “gateways” arranged at the 
polygon’s angles; a central open space, distinguished by the urban tissue and partly 
“isolated” from it, but at the same time easily accessible and illustrating a clearly semi-
public character, is thus created. 

The competition’s jury was, during the first competition round, quite critical of the 
cutting-up of this magnificent central park, to provide private gardens for the housing 
units of the ground floor181. During the second round, the architects completed the 
principal concept by an extended garden that was proposed for the entire free surface 
in the centre of the form, with vegetation of various kinds that will confer to it a 
distinctive identity during the year’s different seasons. The “entrance gates” in the 
angles – reinterpreting in reality monumental entrances situated in the middle of the 
lateral sides in the between-the-wars urban block types – combined with small-scale 
commerce and other appropriate services, can assure the neighbourhood’s life in 
what is destined to become its central plaza. The project’s main concept is extremely 
interesting, most of all in terms of context but also in relation with the idea of mixing 
different social groups by the collaboration of various cooperative societies in the 
project. Each side of the block acquires a differentiated character, depending on the 
varying urban conditions to which it responds, and to appropriately placed housing 
types: unilaterally-oriented studios, a care centre and apartments for the elderly 
or larger units with double-aspect living spaces looking onto the courtyard. The 
scheme has met considerable opposition, due to its excessive “urban” references, 
nevertheless it seems that the investors’ communicative strategy will finally lead to this  
neighbourhood plaza’s realisation.  

The limited range of examples presented here, illustrate a conscious and well-
structured action plan, that has already provided significant results. On the basis of 
each intervention, as explained in the beginning, are new operating principles of 
dialogue and “cooperation” between distinct social forces are to be found; principles 
underlined by the former director of the Office for Urbanism, Franz Eberhard in every 
given chance: “Tant au niveau de l’urbanisme que de l’architecture, il est en effet capital 
d’inviter très tôt les principaux acteurs à se réunir autour d’une table. Par la suite, comme 
tout le monde se sent directement concerné et que les principes du processus ont été largement 
acceptés, cela débouche sur des résultats véritablement surprenants.”182. This particular 
interview was given on the occasion of a round-table discussion organised on April 3rd, 
2009 in the Swiss Cultural Centre of Paris entitled “Le miracle de Zurich; l’effervescence 
architecturale et urbanistique d’une ville devenue modèle” with the participation of 
Christophe Girot and Daniel Niggli (EM2N architects). The impact of Zurich’s success 
is important at European level and raises questions as to its model’s appropriateness 

181  Ibidem

182  Descombes Μireille, “Le modèle zurichois en quatre leçons” in Hebdo, 2 April 2009.
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regarding other study cases. One of the key questions addressed during this event: can 
Zurich’s example be adapted to cities of more important surface and complexity? Kees 
Christiansee remains doubtful: “The current situation in Zurich is largely the consequence 
of constellations of people that are random and in some cases not random at all. […] The 
cooperative processes might be a successful instrument right now, but they will not function 
without the right people. […] Still more important is building some sort of guarantee into 
the formula, so that the right people find their way to the decisive positions and can develop 
a lens together that will permit quality control.”183. Will it be the case with Zurich in the 
following years? The city has still to prove that its operating model functions in time.

Some resuming thoughts on regional differences

“Alors bien sûr, la Suisse n’est pas la Hollande et Lausanne n’est pas Zurich! […] Mais il y 
a certainement des principes que les agglomérations suisses confrontées aux mêmes problèmes 
pourraient reprendre à leur compte en tenant compte de leur situation particulière […]”184 
Particularities surely exist, from one district to another. A commentary regarding 
the Italian-speaking region is enlightening as to that point and as to the subject of 
the cooperative movement in general: “Le Tessin constitue un cas à part. Le directeur 
de l’Association suisse pour l’Habitat observe que dans ce canton toutes les expériences 
de construction sans but lucratif ont échoué. Les seules exceptions qui demeurent sont les 
coopératives traditionnelles des employés de la Confédération.”185 

But then again, certain characteristics, as the major percentage of renting tenures as 
well as elevated land prices, are inherent in the whole framework of the Swiss housing 
market. For these reasons, even if private initiative is the one to which this market’s 
functioning mostly relies, it is essential for the State to preserve and develop control 
mechanisms. Cooperative societies constitute an interesting intermediary situation: 
state-aided, they rely equally to private initiative, not only on the moment of their 
foundation but also for assuring their sufficient financial means. The competition 
device, judging from architectural results obtained mostly in the German-speaking 
part, characterised by the variety of proposed solutions and by the wide spectrum 
of built projects, can produce not only a, quantitatively important, outcome, but 
most probably, also a qualitatively significant one. Likewise, it can be successfully 
combined with the operative role of cooperative societies. Wouldn’t these points be 
worth the trouble of investigating ways of better communication between different 
parts of Switzerland? The fact that there has yet been no publication concerning 
architectural competitions in recent years for the whole country, is quite evocative of 
the current situation. Althouhg Switzerland is a small state, a lack of communication 
seems to exist between its various parts. A coherent federal policy regarding housing 
production, could certainly help to establish a fruitful dialogue.

Communities and cantons should pay extra attention to the fact that the competition 
device, as part of planning mechanisms, depends to a large degree on the land lease 
instrument, or else on a pressure device. One could suppose that qualitative results 

183  Eisinger et al., op. cit., p. 280.

184  Guidetti Laurent, “Peut-on encore construire des logements en Suisse ?” in Habitation n. 4, 2004, pp. 14-
15.

185  Curtat Robert, “Logement social en Suisse romande : état des lieux” in Habitation n. 1, 2001, pp. 14-18.
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have already convinced, at least investors of public utility, as cooperatives are, of the 
process’s efficiency. But the fact that these societies prefer restricted procedures – by 
invitation or prequalification – and even hybrid tender mechanisms (where often 
anonymity of participants is not a prerequisite), whenever they have the choice or 
whenever they do not need help of communal services186, is rather preoccupying. It 
shows that there still persists a tendency of “reducing risks” by applying well-known 
selection methods. And competitions have long been notorious for implicating the risk 
of an inexperienced construction partners (in the face of young architects), exactly as 
direct commissions to architects having already designed and constructed housing 
ensembles for specific investors, were systematically used in the past.

186  Interview with Peter Schmid, President of the Allegemeine Baugenossenschaft Zürich (ABZ) and of the 
Schweizerischer Verband für Wohnungswesen (SVW) - Zurich section, on 15 April 2009 (the SVW is the ASH 
(Association Suisse pour l’Habitat) branch of the German-speaking part of the country) and with Bernard 
Virchaux,  Director of the SCHL (Société Coopérative d’Habitation Lausanne), on 3 March 2009.
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Chapter 2: Architectural Innovation

Why bother with innovation…

It would probably be useful to state since the beginning the interest that the term 
“innovation” presents for our research. “Optimal, innovative apartments” are usually one 
of the basic competition objectives as expressed in a majority of briefs, where the term 
figures juxtaposed to the need for “quality and up-to-date urban, architectural and exterior 
space solutions within new constructions”187, referring to planned interventions / housing 
complexes as wholes. It has therefore been a necessity since our very first contact 
with the research material, to find some interpretation method not only for the term 
itself but also for the role that its use assumes, within the framework of competition 
procedures. It has also been obvious that the idea of innovation was the one most 
closely related to the changing social scenery that imposes, as put forward by scholars 
of different specialties, new approaches to the housing problem, and that innovation 
is the concept implied by terms such as “up-to-date” solutions. Innovation appeared 
equally firmly associated with the subject of densification, presented on the Swiss 
ground, of supposedly limited constructible surface, as a solution to the phenomenon 
of urban sprawl. 

It seemed therefore that determining a certain “notion” of architectural innovation 
would most possibly fix some additional criteria for filtering our research material, 
some specific reasons for retaining certain kinds of projects instead of others, within 
the abundance of interesting proposals, to which we have been affronted. It could also 
lead, through our effort to define the most common tendencies of Swiss architectural 
conception during the time frame to be examined, to solutions presenting an amplified 
interest, related as they could be, with the spirit of contemporary times, that is to 
say with an economic and social background, in which “innovation” seems to be a 
widespread theme.

Consequently, finding essential aspects of the term’s interpretation that could be suited 
to architectural conception dealing with collective housing appeared as a priority. 
Another point to clarify has soon become the relation of the construction market, of 
private or state investors, with the promotion and realization of “atypical” housing 
schemes, the practical therefore significance of the whole discussion around this matter; 
a point affecting and affected directly by the systematic integration of the competition 
practice to construction procedures and the market’s characteristics: types of tenure, 
types of housing plans, etc.

Resuming, we should already distinguish two different “kinds” of innovation: 
one that has to do with urban forms, refers to housing complexes as entities, to the 
connections they establish with the existing environment; a second sort that concerns 
apartment typology, changes in the interior functioning of the housing units. These 
two types of innovative procedures are not always distinguished in the debate 

187  As an example, we note here a passage from the Guggach competition brief: “Die Wettbewerbsziele lassen 
sich wie folgt benennen: Städtebaulich, architektonisch und aussenräumlich qualitätsvolle und zeitgemässe Neubauten. 
[…]; Optimale und innovative Familienwohnungen, die den spezifischen Wohnbedürfnissen von Familien oder anderen 
Haushaltsformen mit Kindern gerecht werden und einen hohen Gebrauchswert besitzen […]”. In Stoffner Doris, 
Wigger Ruth, Wohnüberbauung Guggach, Zürich-Unterstrass. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des 
Preisgerichts, August 2005, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 2005, p. 4.
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concerning architectural conception. Normally it is the second kind that is more 
widely commented, as specifically related to the act of “inhabiting” in its limited 
sense of every housing unit’s appropriation by its owner. Especially nowadays, this 
interpretation becomes more valid, since users living in collective complexes extend 
their interest in space arrangements only to their apartment’s threshold. In the 
following we will try to present the distinct faces of the existing debate on innovation 
and question ourselves as to its coherence with our specific area of interest.

Innovation and invention

A first helpful approach issued from the available bibliography would be to 
emphasize on the important, most of all for a profession that oscillates between art 
and science as architecture is, distinction, between the terms of innovation and 
invention. Dehan in his book Qualité architecturale et innovation, a study realized in 
the framework of the Plan Urbanisme Construction Architecture of France (a successor 
of the famous Plan Construction, initiated on 1971 and focusing on a more qualitative 
production of the collective and social housing in France), recalls the original sense 
of the term “innovate” (“innover” in French) as defined in the “Robert” dictionary: “to 
innovate means to introduce a novelty to an established thing”.188 In the Cambridge Online 
Dictionary we find: “invent: to design and/or create something which has never been made 
before”, whereas “innovate: to introduce changes and new ideas” and “innovation: the use of 
new methods or ideas”. 

Innovation is therefore naturally related to inventiveness but the basic difference 
between the two terms, between these two different stages of technical progress189 
remains, as Dehan underlines, the fact that innovation does not create something 
absolutely new but effectuates transformations or new combinations of existing 
resources, adapting procedures or products to economies and making them 
accessible to the large public. “Cette définition de l’innovation en tant que réalisation de 
combinaisons nouvelles entre différentes ressources semble particulièrement adaptée à la 
production architecturale, dans laquelle l’innovation s’appuie plus souvent sur du recyclage, 
de la réinterprétation ou des déplacements que sur des inventions pures.”190 In this sense, 
innovation can be better understood when perceived through its existing milieu. As 
such and especially in the field of architecture, innovation is measurable in terms of 
relative, rather than absolute performances.191 We could therefore say that innovation 
is a re-evaluation of existing forms and ideas, a new prism, under which we may re-
examine the existing context.

Dehan also relates innovation with the diffusion of information, either in the form 
of making a product well-known to the public or in the form of establishing a new 
production procedure in large scale 192. This is a point normally used for the definition 

188  Robert Paul, Dictionnaire Alphabétique & Analogique de la Langue Française, Le Robert, Paris, 1976.

189  Bullock Alan, Stallybrass Oliver et al., The Fontana Dictionary of Modern Thought, Fontana Press (An 
Imprint of Harper Collins Publishers), London, 1988.

190  Dehan, op. cit., p. 97 (emphasis according to original).

191  Formica Piero, “Punto di vista economico del progettto come impresa innovativa” in Praderio Giorgio 
(ed.), Innovazione e progetto, Clueb, Bologna, 1992, pp. 183-198.

192  “L’invention est acte de création. L’innovation est acte de diffusion. Celle-ci est bien sûr liée à la nouveauté et à 
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Zwängiwiese competition (1997), Metron Architekturbüro AG
(source: Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung Wohnüberbauung 
Zwängiwiese, Zürich-Wollishofen. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Januar 
1997, Zurich, 1997, p. 41)
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of innovation in economical sciences. In their book Invention, Innovation und Diffusion – 
Eine Simulationsanalyse des Managements neuer Produkte193, P. Milling and F. Maier situate 
innovation in the domain of “realized” progress, whilst invention belongs to a certain 
potential for technical or technological progress that has not yet been materialised. 
Invention refers finally to the state of technology and precedes innovation, that 
concerns techniques, and comprises the logic of “imitation” and diffusion.

In relation with diffusion David Gann explains: “For much of this century until the 
end of the 1960s, innovation in many industries was characterized by attempts to improve 
production processes concentrating on the returns to economies of scale derived from mass 
production. Manufacturers benefited because they were able to expand markets and increase 
profitability by producing more, cheaper goods, improving returns on investment in expansive 
factory equipment. Consumers benefited because many products became readily available at 
affordable prices. There was a compromise, however, in that approaches usually resulted in 
standardized products providing little choice for consumers.”194 Is housing a product? Can 
we claim that the same market laws characterize its production? For the moment and 
regarding housing competitions in Switzerland, a process deeply implicated to the 
rapid production of collective housing projects, not only by state but also by private 
promoters, we will accept a certain similitude. Besides, the systematic application 
of the competition system in the housing domain is in itself an innovative situation, 
in relation with past practices, and in terms of stimulation, provided to the sector 
of housing production. We will return in the following to the special interpretations 
that could be attributed to the term of diffusion, in the framework of housing 
competitions.

Innovation and quality

The qualitative aspect of the final product is one of the major objectives of an 
innovative process that is generally conceived as an ameliorating plus to certain 
existing conditions. The adaptation of a product to the needs of its users, the 
amelioration of the quality / price ratio, that allows for a majority of users to benefit 
from certain goods till then inaccessible because of their price, the improvement of 
the relation between the project and its surroundings, etc. are some of the questions 
affronted by innovative production logics.195 Generally, innovation is also related to 
quality by the fact that it aims to a longer duration of the product concerned. This 
aspect of innovation gains a particular importance in the housing production domain, 
a market relatively slow in integrating changes and technical ameliorations. We 
innovate for to predict changes and therefore secure the project’s coherence with its 
context, also in long-term perspective. We are trying to innovate for to react to rigid, 

l’invention. Mais la nouveauté réside dans le caractère pratique de l’application, qu’il s’agisse, comme pour l’industrie, 
d’une innovation de processus ou de produit.”, Dehan, op. cit., p. 97 (emphasis according to original).

193  Milling Peter, Maier Frank, Invention, Innovation und Diffusion : eine Simulationsanalyse des Managements 
neuer Produkte, Dunckler & Humblot, Berlin, 1996.

194  Gann David, “Housing Innovation: how we live and what we might live in” in Scroope – Cambridge 
Architecture Journal n. 11, 1999-2000, pp. 55-62. Gann is Professor of Technology Policy at the Science and 
Technology Policy Research Unit, University of Sussex and leader of the Programme on Innovation in the 
Built Environment.

195  Dehan, op. cit., pp. 101-102.
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almost unmodified through time, conventional housing forms, that do not any longer 
correspond to the social framework of contemporary times. 

Innovation is associated with quality through today’s western society and its changing 
structures. An “economy of knowledge” is developing in the cities “based not on manual 
skill, but on intellectual work, creativity, social interaction, and networking”196 and the 
“creative class” controlling the economic growth of this society raises the standards 
in all aspects of social and professional life. In the same time, its private cellule where 
working tasks can also be performed becomes one of its priorities. The quality factor 
comes forward in the most pressing way, related to this clearly “urbanized” mode of 
living. For this type of users a “symbolic” break with the past is equally important, 
not in the sense of not using any more existing forms, buildings and building types, 
as in the sense of transforming them exactly as an innovative procedure can claim 
to do. “Professional developers and politicians now have a heightened awareness of the effort 
that needs to be made with regard to the quality of the collective habitat, if the little house 
in the middle of its parcel of ground, safely ensconced behind big gates, is ever to become a 
less attractive proposition than a handsome collective project made up of individualized living 
quarters.”197 Innovation is therefore put forward in relation with quality results, quality 
in this case meaning both a broader choice, and a renewal of the product’s range at 
disposition.

Nevertheless, in the passage by Gann that has already been quoted, a saturation 
point that has to do with the diffusion of new procedures is mentioned. Sometimes 
the broader choice that in the beginning seemed as a quality guarantee factor, appears 
once more restricted: “In the last period of major government-led innovation in housing 
in the 1960s [the last echoes of the modernist ideals of “mass production” housing, 
adopted by a majority of European countries, abr nf], similar ideas were adopted, focusing 
on optimizing housing delivery systems to increase output in an attempt to meet aggregate 
demand for new housing. This approach largely failed to address user requirement or the 
social and political context within which novel forms of housing were produced and used.”198 
The author is basically explaining that one kind of architectural innovation, does not 
necessarily guarantee the product’s or project’s quality performance on all associated 
levels. We will return to the same subject in the next section.

Architectural innovation

According to Dehan, we can distinguish the following kinds of architectural 
innovation:

Formal –  innovations, dealing with transformations of the built objects’ form (their 
volumetric aspect).

Functional –  ones that can be detected in the evolution of the plan’s organization. 

Programmatic –  innovations, integrating for instance into the function of collective 
living certain qualities that would normally be related to other forms of dwelling.

196  Häussermann, op. cit., p. 223.

197  Fort Francine, “Introduction” in Arc en rêve centre d’architecture (ed.), New Forms of Collective Housing in 
Europe, Birkhäuser, Basel, 2009, p. 35.

198  Gann, op. cit.
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Urban –  innovation that is often trying to reconstitute certain liaisons with existing 
forms of urban space, popular and well-functioning in the past.

Technological –  innovation, mainly resumed in the use of new materials or 
constructing ways. In this last category, we should mention research axes 
treating the subject of sustainable development and environment-friendly 
construction.

The distinction that we have already established in the beginning of this chapter, 
corresponding to a categorization we will adopt for the analysis of competition 
projects and architectural tendencies in the following, the distinction concerning 
innovation of urban forms and innovation of architectural devices in the interior of the 
collective housing’s module, is still valid if juxtaposed to Dehan’s definitions: formal 
and urban innovations refer mostly to a larger scale, functional ones usually concern 
the interior of the apartment while programmatic and technological innovations 
can produce results both in larger (urban) scale, and in the limited scale of the unit. 
When different types of architectural innovation are pursued in the same project, 
its complexity can rise considerably, most of all with regards to the materialisation 
process.

Another important point to make in this introduction refers to the distinction between 
radical innovative operations and incremental ones. Dehan, once more offers a clear 
definition for both kinds, considering the first sort as major interventions on the 
production process, and the second as amelioration modifications, partially applied 
and concerning smaller scale changes: “Cette distinction entre deux degrés d’innovation 
peut être transposée dans le champ architectural. L’innovation radicale serait celle qui 
modifie fortement la fonction et l’usage (matériel et symbolique) de l’habitat, proposant une 
évolution du mode d’habiter. […] Les innovations incrémentales opèrent par touches plus 
modestes et se relient au modèle culturaliste : innovation spatiale, déplacement typologique, 
amélioration programmatique, etc., autant de petites modifications qui enrichissent le logement 
traditionnel en élargissant ses pratiques sans imposer de bouleversement fondamental.”199 
Thus, incremental innovations seem more easily assumed by the users, as implicating 
a lower risk. In any case, the type of the chosen intervention depends on the 
desired result, and the public concerned. Dehan is of course only transcribing in the 
architectural field the distinction between radical and incremental innovations applied 
in various disciplines, representative being the field of product management200.

Collective Housing Innovation – the “shared” and the “private”

Innovation in the collective housing domain seems to refer a great deal to the relation 
between the “private” and the “shared” available space, and this concerning closed, as 
well as open, zones. Ibelings notes characteristically in relation with the contemporary 

199 Dehan, op. cit., p. 105.

200  See Rebecca Henderson, Kim Clark, “Architectural Innovation: The Reconfiguration of Existing Product 
technologies and teh Failure of Established Firms” in Administrative Science Quaterly n. 35, 1990, pp  9-30. 
The authors argue that “the traditional categorization of innovation as either incremental or radical is incomplete” 
and introduce the terms of architectural and modular innovation. They note on the subject of architectural 
innovation: “The essence of architectural innovation is the reconfiguration of an established system to link together 
existing components in a new way.” (ibidem, p. 12) 
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collective complexes presented in a recent publication of the Arc en Rêve Research 
Center:

“Ground plans, accessibility, and the allocation of building land are generally closely linked, 
and it is through this connection between the private sphere, the collective sphere, and 
the public sphere that the habitat appears de facto as one of the most interesting fields in 
architecture. Given the very strong emphasis today on the private sphere, this cohesion is 
certainly not to be taken for granted […] Almost everywhere in Europe, the collective notion 
is viewed as obsolete, and the transition between public and private has been transformed 
into an uncrossable frontier, with no mediation, graduation, or exchange on the subject being 
possible […] As it happens, most of the projects described here are not located in the suburbs 
but in an urban context, where families with children, who normally manage to find collective 
housing space even in the least welcoming environments, are few and far between. It is striking 
that even in urban contexts like these, attempts are made to give real expression to a form of 
habitat which does not cease to exist in the threshold. Seldom is form and substance given to 
residential environments offering anything better than this, or recognition made of the fact 
that these environments have the potential to offer something more than a response to purely 
individual needs. In these times of individualism, they represent a heroic ideal that we can only 
applaud.”201

The private sphere becomes more and more important. Apartment plans that may 
“incarnate” new living ways either by their general articulation, or by specific 
architectural devices, are more and more demanded. The answer for designing 
adequate housing, seems to reside into a combination of these two spatial requests. 
Intermediate and transition spaces, the invention of zones of differentiated qualities, 
oscillating between the private and the collective may be a key element. Francine Fort 
wonders in the introduction of the Arc en Rêve publication: “Are we witnessing today 
the emergence of a new mode of living in a collective way, on a continental scale? […] Are we 
really seeing the emergence of a concept of “the individual within the collective”, a hybridizing 
process which tends to belong within the new dwelling modes?”202

Innovation and construction market

The idea of innovation has not always been well perceived by clients and contractors, 
or even some of the profession’s members – for these last associated as is usually, to 
younger and “inexperienced” collegues. To put it in the words of a private investor 
in the Chriesimatt competition, where the client appointed a jury of distinguished 
architects in order to encourage the selection of “new ways” among the proposed 
solutions: “[…] neue Wege bergen die Gefahr, dass sie nicht funtionieren könnten”203. 
Innovative operations implicate risks, due to false estimations either of the client’s 
receptive capacity or of the time needed for a new idea to mature through its repeated 
applications. Often an architect is able to detect, measuring to a certain extent by 
objective criteria, and to another by previous personal experience, the efficiency of a 

201  Ibelings Hans, “The Law of Diminishing Returns. The collective housing shortage in twenty-first century 
Europe” in Arc en rêve centre d’architecture (ed.), op. cit., p. 241.

202  Fort Francine, op. cit.

203  Marti Rahel, “Wohnsiedlung Chriesimatt, Baar, 2003; ein vorbildliches Verfahren” in hochparterre.
wettbewerbe n. 1, 2004, pp. 12-27 (“[...] new ways hold the risk that they could not function" — author’s 
translation).
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specific solution, or of a certain spatial device. But is this in accordance with the users’ 
habits or with their tolerance, regarding possible modifications of fixed routines? To 
this end, a close collaboration between architecture and other disciplines – sociology, 
management, etc. – often imposes.

The implicated risk depends, as already said, on the desired impact and the context 
into which the procedure is inscribed. Different types of innovative procedures present 
an increasing difficulty when they are simultaneously applied on the same project. 
But the greater the risk, often the bigger is the possibility of a more breaking-through, 
positive change. On the contrary, limited interventions have the advantage of being 
more easily integrated because the users can appropriate them more easily. 

In her book, Le logement collectif – de la conception à la réhabilitation, Françoise Arnold 
speaks of the “standard” apartment that housing promoters are normally reproducing 
till the nineteen nineties, due to a certain perplexity reigning on the matter and a 
certain force of habit. This standard model dating almost from the nineteen fifties 
is presented by the author as the “classic” one, that makes every other pattern look 
“atypical” and seems destined to a family with a small child; a lot of doors in the 
plan, separate mainly the public part from the private one. The author argues that this 
model, imposed as it seems by housing promoters – by right of their knowledge of the 
market or of their “usual” clients’ requirements – is considered as a neutral and long-
lasting solution that allows to the proprietors, if the private market is in question, to 
re-sell without difficulty.204 

Dehan also observes concerning residential markets where ownership is the dominant 
form of tenure, a certain tendency to plans having a more or less “universal”, 
“long-lasting” value. On the contrary, tenants under rented forms of tenure or even 
members of cooperative associations are more frequently searching new ideas. We 
could therefore form the hypothesis that there lies one of the reasons rendering certain 
housing markets, more susceptible to innovative concepts than others. Switzerland is, 
from this point of view, and as already pointed out, a rather special case, presenting 
a very low percentage of owners; only a third of Swiss people own their houses; at 
the same time, a rather low percentage of tenants consider themselves obliged, by 
their financial conditions to rent, in which case they perceive negatively their housing 
conditions205. If we relate the idea of collective housing, with living units occupied 
in their majority by rented forms of tenure, maybe this feeble ratio of propriety, is 
a reason for a more intensive effort to ameliorate the offered quality in this field of 
construction industry.

204  “Le plus souvent, le maître d’ouvrage défend le modèle classique, au nom de sa connaissance du marché et de 
sa logique de produit lorsqu’il s’agit de promotion privée, de sa connaissance des habitants lorsqu’il s’agit du 
secteur public. Ce dernier secteur semble toutefois moins résistant au changement. De fait, pendant très longtemps, 
les innovations ont émergé du secteur public et, plus précisément, de quelques maîtres d’ouvrage éclairés. Dans un 
contexte où la recherche typologique demeure exceptionnelle, cette situation n’est plus aussi monolithique. Il reste que 
l’innovation est toujours à comprendre dans sa définition la plus restrictive et traduit surtout la difficulté à mettre en 
oeuvre le plus léger décalage par rapport à une norme tacite.”, Arnold Françoise, “L’évolution de la demande des 
habitants” in Arnold Françoise, Le logement collectif : de la conception à la rehabilitation, Le Moniteur (second 
edition), Paris, 2005, p. 12

205  See Thalmann Philippe, Favarger Philippe, Locataire ou propriétaire ? enjeux et mythes de l’accession à la 
propriété en Suisse, Presses Polytechniques et Universitaires Romandes, Lausanne, 2002.
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Information leaflet published by the Architekturforum Zürich, in cooperation 
with the Verband für Wohnungswesen, Sektion Zürich in 1994, at the occasion of 
the exposition Standard contra Innovation? - Die Rolle der Architektur(schaffenden) 
im genossenschaftlichen Wohnungsbau (Standard versus Innovation? The role of the 
architectural(creative) in cooperative housing - translation by author). 
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Arnold argues that the capacity of more “innovative” projects to form long-term 
investments has not been incontestably tested and that the clients themselves can 
hardly express their feelings as to this kind of solutions, since alternatives do not seem  
that frequent. Finally, the author justifies the success of what she calls “standard” 
plans, by juxtaposing the factor of their commercial evaluation; it seems easier for the 
majority of investors to calculate the commercial value of a rectangular plan on long-
term, let alone the fact that a curved plan is in any case more difficult to understand. 

But how do housing contractors in Switzerland really consider innovation today? 
What does the term mean in nowadays’ conditions of the construction market? We 
have tried to pose the question to different types of housing promoters, representatives 
of state services using the term in the competition briefs they set up for their projects 
,and to directors of not-for-profit organizations that act as housing promoters. 
In one occasion we did receive a direct answer: “Innovation is related to new ways of 
living, it is to find proposals that can respond to social changes”. The example of a project 
recently primed in an architectural competition organized by the city of Lausanne, 
characterized by the “explosion of the apartment’s living zone, with the sitting room placed 
in one extreme and the kitchen to the other”, has been used to explain this notion; a plan 
distinct from the rest of the proposals206 but also, from widely accepted in the past 
apartment types.

In other occasions, the promoter did not seem particularly willing to emphasize on the 
idea of innovation; the term was in these cases seen as inevitable, a necessary evil that 
comes with commissioning professionals and with being obliged to include a majority 
of specialists in the jury. In one case, the promoter underlined the satisfactory, in 
terms of construction costs, financial investment of the operation, while talking of a 
happy coincidence making that the competition awarded scheme was also the most 
economic and “ecological” proposal; he seemed nevertheless, conscious of the realized 
project’s “atypical” urban form207. Innovation seems more related, for a large part of 
promoters, to something of a “frivolous”, “superfluous” value that has more to do 
with an unusual exterior aspect, than with changes in the apartment typology. Finally 
architects, with expertise in competition organizing, simply avoid a concrete answer 
when the question is posed. They are maybe the more conscious ones of the complex 
nature of the term…208

Innovation and housing competitions

Architectural competitions and what’s more, those regarding housing design, seem 
closely related, during their historical itinerary, to the idea of innovation and the 
notion of change in the production of housing. In his book L’apogée des concours 
d’architecture – L’action de l’UIA 1948-1975, Nicolas Aymone clearly establishes the 
relationship between architectural competitions and the act of innovating by using the 
paradigm of Europe’s reconstruction after the Second World War:

206  Interview with Elinora Krebs, Director of the Architecture Service of the City of Lausanne, discussion on 
the winning project of the Avenue de Morges competition (completed February 2009), on 3 March 2009.

207  Interview with Peter Schmid (see n. 185).

208  Interview with Jeremy Hoskyn (see n. 55).
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Avenue de Morges competition, Lausanne (2009), 
first-prize submission by Fruehauf, Henri & 
Viladoms, site (1:2000) and organisation of 
functions in a typical apartment (1:500).
(source: Ville de Lausanne)
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Covers from housing competitions' briefs, organised by the RIBA
(source: Royal Institute of British Architects)
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“[…], l’évolution des modes de vie s’étant accélérée après 1945 sous l’effet de l’économie, de 
la démographie et des transports, l’innovation architecturale fut largement sollicitée tant 
du point de vue du plan des appartements que des matériaux utilisés. Enfin, l’ampleur de la 
reconstruction en Europe était telle qu’elle entraîna un bouleversement profond de l’organisation 
professionnelle. Le procédé compétitif apparut donc aux yeux des maîtres d’ouvrage comme un 
moyen de répondre à trois objectifs : l’innovation, la normalisation et la rationalisation. Les 
concurrents furent invités à concevoir des organisations spatiales, des formes architecturales et 
des solutions techniques novatrices. Le caractère public du concours leur permettait de diffuser 
des modèles à l’intention des architectes, des constructeurs et des usagers. Le déroulement du 
concours et la rédaction du programme furent l’occasion d’expérimentations dans le champ 
professionnel, en particulier dans une collaboration accrue entre architectes, ingénieurs et 
entreprises.”209

Architectural innovation is synonymous with experimentation, change and the 
notion of diffusion, characteristic of the publicity around competition procedures. 
The competition system, as applied today in the framework of collective housing in 
Switzerland, seems positively evaluated for the same reasons; in addition, for the idea 
of ameliorating the quality of new constructions. To what concerns diffusion, Aymone 
explains firstly the term in relation with new ways of living, referring to a series of 
competitions organized in the beginning of the century by the magazines Architecture 
d’Aujourd’hui in France and Bauwelt in Germany. These procedures, treating various 
housing themes (“the cheap contemporary individual house”, “the growing house”, etc.) 
but with the common feature of not referring to specific sites, were mostly seeking 
proposals that could promote new living models such as the functionalist ideal of 
the “minimum dwelling”. They can be considered as characteristic of a generic type 
of competitions that is still in use nowadays, focuses mostly on ideas and pushes 
architectural conception to its limits. We mention as indicative examples some 
competitions organized in the United Kingdom by the RIBA, during the last fifteen 
years (sponsored by various enterprises in most cases): Room to Grow - A Child’s Space 
in the 21st Century Home (2002), Kitchen in the 21st Century Home (2001), Concept House 
’99 (1998-99) referring to the terraced house, and Future world (1992-93). On Swiss 
ground, we will state a more recent example, the idea competition Wie wohnen wir 
morgen? (How will we live tomorrow? – 2007), focusing on cooperative collective housing, 
and launched for the celebration of the centenary of the foundation of the first housing 
cooperative in the country. 

Besides, a similar kind of competitions is constantly represented by the Europan 
sessions that (though referring to specific European sites) “stimulate architectural ideas 
on themes relating to the evolution of lifestyles in the European cities.”210 The objectives of 
Europan competitions (destined exclusively to “young” architects under fourty) could 
also be resumed to the willingness to “transform the outstanding ideas into built reality” 
and “to investigate a genuinely European debate in the network of architects, clients, cities, 
administrations, researchers and critics”211. This last aim seems similar to the one fixed 

209  Nicolas Aymone, op. cit., p. 136.

210  Rebois Didier, “Europan. Zwischen Innovation und Realisation. Didier Rebois im Gespräch mit Yorgos 
Simeoforidis (Between Innovation and Realisation. D.R. in conversation with Y.S.)“ in Arch Plus n. 133, Sept. 
1996, pp. 67-71.

211  Ibidem
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by a series of annual competitions organized in the framework of the Foire de Gand 
in Belgium between 1957 and 1967 and focused on the formulation of a European 
identity in terms of housing, coinciding with the creation of the European common 
market, in 1957. These competitions presented clearly a theoretical and experimental 
character, but also associated the debate with the diffusion of specific housing types, 
such as the individual family house212.

This has not been the case of the procedures initiated in 1959 by the European 
Committee of Coal and Steel (Communauté Européenne du charbon et de l’acier – Ceca), 
aiming also to collective housing models (1959-1965)213. The importance of these 
competitions, apart from the fact that prototypes were in fact realized, as part of 
the promotion of greater scale materializations of new ideas, resides to the ideals of 
cooperation that accompanied the realisation procedures in various participating 
countries, diffusing information on materials and construction techniques. “Au 
lendemain du concours (du premier de 1959, abr nf), un comité international d’experts 
fut mis en place, qui avait pour tâche de superviser la programmation et l’exécution d’une 
unité d’habitation par pays […] La répercussion de ce concours n’emprunta pas les voies 
royales de la presse architecturale mais les couloirs des commissions d’experts européens. Un 
volumineux rapport comparatif consigna les résultats qui agirent un peu comme les normes 
du logement européen […] D’un côté, les autorités politiques s’attaquèrent aux problèmes de la 
qualité architecturale et urbaine du logement social. De l’autre, les architectes découvrirent la 
dimension européenne de leur profession.”214

Finally, the author relates another, chronologically earlier (initiated in 1935) and in the 
American context, series of competitions, organized by enterprises such as the General 
Electric; associated to the diffusion of the notion of modern comfort, they especially 
promoted the ideals of developing a prosperous, industrialized, American society. 

In general, competition programs applied in various European countries (France, 
Belgium, Holland, Germany) after 1945, are commented as a means of innovation 
and education. Aymone refers specifically to the situation in France, quoting a 
representative passage of the collective work Ministère de la reconstruction et de 
l’urbanisme 1944-1954, une politique du logement: “Dès 1943, le commissariat à la 
Reconstruction prend position en faveur de l’industrialisation du bâtiment […] L’esprit 
général de ces concours est ainsi définitif : le commissariat, en instituant le présent concours, 
se préoccupe moins de faire surgir des solutions entièrement nouvelles que d’adapter les 
très nombreuses et bonnes solutions connues à un rythme plus industrialisé du bâtiment. 
Fabriquer à moindre prix, telles sont les préoccupations essentielles qui doivent guider les 
concurrents.”215

As to what concerns the two basic types of architectural innovation in the 
competitions’ historical itinerary, the author concludes that innovation did not have a 
lot to do with urban forms. Since the modern movement has established its principles, 
and the forms expressing them essentially, slabs and apartment towers that were to 

212  See “L’innovation à travers l’habitat“ in Nicolas Aymone, op. cit., p. 26.

213  Characteristic is the case of the first session, the study of 400 individual and collective units for the 
personnel of the Ceca, ibidem.

214 Ibid.

215  Ibid., p. 136.
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liberate the most possible space for to be used as green recreation surface, there has 
not been a lot of variation regarding this particular question of collective housing 
production. Innovation during the first decades following World War II, has focused 
on the use of construction techniques and materials that could ensure the production’s 
industrialization in a large scale, essential for affronting housing shortages: “Tout 
comme les concours de la maison européenne de la Foire de Gand, il semble que le concours 
de la Ceca aient davantage contribué aux transformations structurelles de la construction 
de logement qu’à l’apparition de formes nouvelles de l’habitat. La diversification formelle 
interviendra après 1968.”216

At this point it would be useful to set a short parenthesis for to look into the various 
aspects and meanings of innovation through different historical periods and depending 
on distinct social circumstances, by examining a particularly evocative, specific example 
in the field of housing production. We will refer to the French post-war scenery, a 
period where large-scaled projects of collective (and in particular social) housing have 
been realized, setting negative connotations for the term “collective” but also different 
notions for the term of “innovation”.

216  Ibid., p. 144.
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Distance control by a Ministry’s employee, 
Bagnols-sur-Cèze, 1955
(source: Vayssière, Reconstruction - Déconstruction, 
Paris, 1988)
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Post-war social housing competitions in France – From modern 
rigidness to post-modern plurality

Referring to the post-war housing production in France, Dominique Boudet points 
out the role played by the French State, commenting its attitude towards the 
principles fixed before the war by the modern movement: “The period [1945 - 1975] 
was certainly marked by a strong state voluntarism, putting collective housing in focus and 
accepting the modernist principles without guilt and almost without restraint.”217 This 
generalised,  post-war consensus around modernist ideals, is of course markingly 
different from the situation traced by international competitions during the between-
wars period. Examining competition procedures of this era in France and Switzerland, 
Quincerot and Nicolas note that their interest on the subject, lies exactly in the fact 
that competitions were “snubbed” by “modern” historiographers, who based their 
narrative to a faith that the course of history will unequivocally lead to the prevalence 
of the modern218. Indeed, in the history of modern movement, competitions normally 
constitute a notorious object of study, often considered as lost opportunities for the 
predomination of a dynamic avant-garde. 

Quincerot and Nicolas argue over the importance of social mission for the definition 
of the architectural profession, directly associated with the idea of a “well-meaning”, 
“free concurrence” between architects, framed by the competition system. In addition, 
they equally underline the significance of the state’s attitude, commenting the results 
for the Palace of Soviets competition (1931): “[…] à la surprise générale, le jugement 
ne consacre pas cette architecture moderne qui avait fait la renommée internationale de 
l’ « architecture bolchevique » mais des projets très « monumentaux » […] ; simplement, les 
autorités soviétiques ne veulent plus de cette architecture-là.” 219

Discussing a more recent chronological period, Iain Borden argues that French social 
housing was, during the nineteen eighties and nineteen nineties, not so much the 
representation of a special social need, as “the representation of provision”: the measures 
taken by authorities, to organize everyday activities, and by specialists, to provide 
form and meaning for these activities.220 Following that logic, it is possible to form 
the hypothesis, that competitions often consitute an important scene of action in the 
housing domain, illustrating the state’s relevant mobilization; thus, they may serve 
as a background, in which different aspects of innovation, are constantly sought. This 
point is particular important regarding own specific case study, housing competitions 
in Switzerland during recent years.

The three competitions that will be examined in the following, focus on that point: 
they are emblematic, both for the theoretical frictions that are manifested in their 

217  Boudet Dominique, “End of the modernist housing type. What happened to architecture of housing in 
France?” in Steinemann, Ramias (ed.), Global housing projects: 25 buildings since 1980, Actar, Barcelona, 2008, 
pp. 214-221.

218  Tournikiotis Panayotis, The Historiography of Modern Architecture, The MIT Press, Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, 1999.

219  Quincerot Richard, Nicolas Michel, Concours d’architecture 1920-1940 : Une qualité en projet, Comité 
de la recherche et du développement en architecture France and Centre de Recherche en Architecture et 
Architecturologie / Université de Genève, Paris, 1980.

220  Borden Iain, “Innovation in Social Housing in France, 1970-1990” in AA files n. 23, Summer 1992, pp. 94-
96.
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Cover of the Techniques & Architecture issue 11-12, 1951, 
site plan and model of the Beaudouin project
(source: Techniques & Architecture)
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framework, and for the realisations they have engendered. All of them may be 
considered as illustrative examples of the architectural / urban debates characterising 
the thirty-year period after World War II, and as marking changes of course, in the 
politics of French social housing. Through the study of competitions in this period we 
pass from the time of a broad consensus favoring functionalist theories, to the fading 
out of these principles, and the emergence of new ideals. 

In the years immediately after the end of World War II, the housing shortage in France 
is a rather complicated affair. Not only a large number of dwellings are destroyed, but 
yet another large percentage is deteriorated. As reconstruction was the first priority, 
during the immediate post-war years there is insufficient financing for “updating” 
the housing stock. With the appointment of Eugène Claudius-Petit to the Ministry of 
Reconstruction and Urbanism (MRU) in 1948, France truly entered the post-war era of 
intensive social dwelling construction, the era of the grands ensembles221. The State’s 
first concern is producing a sufficiently large number of apartments in a short period, 
as the economic rebooting leaded increasing numbers of people away from the country 
to urban centers. The objective fixed is the industrialisation of housing production. 
Large contractors and engineers, working till that moment in the domain of public 
works integrating latest technological advancements, had to be drawn to the housing 
sector.

To this end, MRU launched a number of competitions for experimentation with 
building types and construction standardization. The competition for the Cité Rotterdam 
in Strasbourg in 1951 is the first competition aiming at the construction of such a large 
number of apartments – 800 units. The MRU followed its usual practice of asking 
for submissions by joint groups of architects and investors, while fixing a price and 
establishing an eighteen-month deadline for the project’s realization. The competition 
is won by Eugène Beaudouin, with the fourth prize awarded to Le Corbusier’s project. 
Thanks to an extremely rationalised construction system and a limited number of 
construction elements222, the completed project satisfied all program prerequisites.

Still, Beaudouin’s project is the exception to the rule. As most of his colleagues, he 
adopts unitary, linear forms of large scale, but his proposition is distinguished from 
theirs by its varied building height and the blocks’ positioning in the plot, forming 
a kind of “enclosed” open space: “[…] en faisant figure de quasi exception au milieu des 
vingt-trois autres projets, la proposition d’Eugène Beaudouin augure de ce que les positions 
mesurées qu’elle défend sont en voie d’être laminées par l’ordre ouvert et orthogonal des 
« grands ensembles », dont le concours de Strasbourg est paradoxalement l’annonce, en même 
temps qu’il représente la fin de l’époque des reconstructions.”223 The jury’s composition, 
where a significant number of Beaux-Arts architects participate, offers a probable 
explanation for the fact that Beaudouin’s project obtains first prize in a period where 
“modernist” doctrines get widely spread,, already “commented” at the moment: “En 
admettant l’existence d’un jury idéal, d’une réglementation parfaite et d’un énoncé excellent 

221  Lucan Jacques, Seyler Odile, “Logement social 1950-1980” in Bulletin d’informations architecturales n. 95, 
suppl., May 1985, pp. [1-16].

222  Raffaele Colette, Une école d’architecture et son système d’enseignement (1942-1968), Eugène Beaudouin et 
Genève, Thesis, École Polytechnique Fédérale de Lausanne (EPFL), Lausanne, 2004. 

223  Lucan Jacques, Architecture en France (1940-2000) : Histoire et théories, Éditions du Moniteur, Paris, 2001, 
p. 60.
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Site plans of the cité Strasbourg competition proposals
(source: Techniques & Architecture n. 11-12, 1951)
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des problèmes posés, les projets présentés échappent plus ou moins fatalement à un classement 
[…]”224 

In these first years of intensive production, with respect to the dwelling unit the 
struggle is more focused on the “modernization” of its equipment225, to make it accord 
with prototypes exhibited every year in the Salons des Arts Ménagers226, than on the 
radical re-organisation of the plan. The elimination of a number of small rooms and 
corridors, which had been essential for the representation of the bourgeois dwelling, 
the regrouping of certain functions and the granting of separate rooms to members 
of the family, are elements now constantly integrated in the plan227. The magazine 
Techniques et Architecture, while publishing with schematic plans the apartment types 
of the Strasbourg competition, comments: “[…] il faut tenir compte du fait que quelques 
concurrents avaient conçu des plans très libres, sans séparation entre certaines pièces, […] ; 
l’indication adoptée ici ne peut donc prétendre à une exactitude rigoureuse dans la délimitation 
des surfaces […]”228

A decade later and while the production scale increased consequentially, it was clear 
to authorities that even more drastic measures had to be adopted. “Modernist” urban 
dogmas are put to question by more ambitious “successors”, the movement’s second 
generation: the Team X group, and more specifically in France, the studio AUA and 
the Atelier Montrouge. In 1961, three years after the “invention” of ZUP urbanism 
– Zones à Urbaniser en Priorité, whose aim was to provide new housing districts 
with commercial infrastructure and equipment – the city of Toulouse organizes a 
competition for almost 30’000 dwellings, in the Toulouse-Le Mirail new district. This 
time, the authorities search for “new ideas”229, models for new cities where a part of the 
population can stay and work: the exact opposite of the cité-dortoirs that many grands 
ensembles have become. By winning the competition, Candilis, Josic & Woods get to be 
the first “moderns” to realize a complex of that size. Their project distinguishes itself 
from the rest of the competitors who follow more or less Beaux-Arts compositional 
principles, as well as from the Groupe Régional d’Architecture whose project featured 
a vague Le Corbusier collaboration. Candilis’ project is a multi-layered, continuous 
mesh with a central spine of public services in direct relation with the housing blocks 
posed in 120° angle. “Candilis, Josic, Woods, cherchaient à repenser la ville de manière 
topologique, comme un tissu continu fabriqué au moyen d’une trame. L’espace urbain ne 
devait plus être la résultante d’un travail de composition monumentale, mais une organisation 

224  “Concours pour l’édification de constructions expérimentales à Strasbourg” in L’Architecture d’Aujourd’hui 
n. 36, 1951, lxix-lxxiv.

225  Bullock Nicholas, “La 4CV et la maison idéale : Revue de presse 1950-1954” in Moniteur architecture AMC 
n. 163, 2006, pp. [104]-109.

226  Dumont Marie-Jeanne, Fromonot Françoise, Vayssière Bruno-Henri, “Le logement : Une histoire 
française” in L’architecture d’Aujourd’hui n.303, February 1996, pp. 75-[95].

227  Bullock Nicholas, ibidem, p. 109: “[…] l’excitation stupéfié des enfants devant leur nouveau logement : baignoire 
et chambres séparées, une pour la fille et l’autre pour le garçon.”

228  “M.R.U. Le concours de Strasbourg” in Techniques et Architecture vol. 10, n.11-12, November 1951, pp. 38-
93.

229  Candilis George, Josic Alexis, Woods Shadrach, Toulouse Le Mirail: Geburt einer neuen Stadt = la naissance 
d’une ville nouvelle = birth of a new town, Karl Krämer Verlag, Stuttgart, 1975.
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Site plan and perspective of the Toulouse-Le Mirail 
proposal by Candilis, Josic, Woods
(source: Candilis et al., Toulouse Le Mirail: birth of a 
new town, Stuttgart, 1975)
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Toulouse-Le Mirail competition, the rest of the submitted 
projects (from left to right and from top to bottom): Arretche et 
al. (2nd prize), Vetter et al. (3rd prize), Sonrel (4th prize), Perie et 
al. (5th prize), Aubert et al. (6th prize) Delfante et al. (purchase)
(source: Candilis et al., Toulouse Le Mirail: birth of a new town, 
Stuttgart, 1975)
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Toulouse-Le Mirail, the project by Candilis, Josic, Woods: typical 
floor plan and the “Center Street”, “the domain of the pedestrian 
freed from the bondage of the automobile”.
(source: Candilis et al., Toulouse Le Mirail: birth of a new town, 
Stuttgart, 1975)
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informelle susceptible de recevoir une multitude de fonctions.”230 For the apartment units, 
Candilis’ team uses prototypes already presented in previous studies231 whose attention 
to human quality do justice to their authors. The advantages of urban density “[…] 
social support, choice within walking distance – […] public transport, sense of connection”232 
are hailed in the project’s realization. But in terms of urban forms, although the 
problem of the housing blocks’ articulation to the public space is finally confronted 
and the buildings break up with the usual parallelepiped prisms, the project is already 
outdated by megastructures, conceived in the end of the fifties233. 

In the beginning of the seventies, despite the decrying of ZUPs’ “failure” by the social 
scientists, research in terms of urban planning still aims “big”, with an ever present 
optimism, and having no idea of the diminution of construction rhythms that was to 
come during the following decade. The competition for the ville nouvelle d’Évry (1971) 
presents two versions of urban megastructures234: a “vertical” and monumental one – 
by AUA and R. Bofill awarded second prize, and a horizontal and homogeneous one – 
by Andrault & Parat awarded first prize. Évry is one of the five “new cities” authorized 
in 1965 to impose order on the “anarchic growth of the Parisian agglomeration”235. 7’000 
dwellings, offices, shops, schools, sporting facilities constitute the competition’s 
program. The jury notes on the diversity of the propositions: “L’éventail très large des 
voies suivies par les groupements, […], peut montrer l’absence de doctrine sur les conceptions 
de la ville […], et le caractère très subjectif des études de marché […].”236 Issues evoked 
already in Toulouse, are reflected here as primary concerns of the organizers: quality 
of the general “cadre de vie”, “integration into neighborhood of public facilities”, praise of 
pluridisciplinary approaches: “Certain schemes have resulted from […] the participation 
of multivalent teams of architects, sociologists, artists, university teachers. A few never got 
away from a traditional scheme … (they set public facilities at peripheries and close to main 
motorways).”237 It is evidently the case of Niemeyer’s elegant bended bars (“barres pliées” 
according to our morphological classification238), not included among the premiated 
projects. Andrault & Parat note about their intentions as to the project’s urban 
character: “[…] une structure d’habitat qui fasse disparaître la notion de « bâtiment », dont 

230  Abram Joseph, L’architecture moderne en France. Du chaos à la croissance 1940-1966, vol. 2, Éditions Picard, 
Paris, 1999, p. 284.

231  Papillault Rémy, “Le Team X, les bâtiments et les théories qui les font naître : Toulouse-Le Mirail et la 
cellule de l’habitat” in Fayolle Lussac Bruno and Papillault Rémy, Le Team X et le logement collectif à grande 
échelle en Europe. Un retour critique des pratiques vers la théorie, Maison des Sciences de l’Homme d’Aquitaine, 
Pessac, 2008, pp. 177-200. 

232  Smithson Peter, “Toulouse Le Mirail” in Architectural Design vol. 41, n.10, October 1971, pp. 599-604.

233  Rouillard Dominique, “La théorie de la ville : Toulouse Le Mirail” in Moniteur architecture AMC n.103, 
pp. 126-133.

234  Lucan, op. cit., 1985.

235  “Évry 1 : concours d’aménagement urbain” in Cahiers de l’Institut d’Aménagement et d’Urbanisme de la 
Région Parisienne, vol. 31, 1973.

236  Ibidem

237  Ibid.

238  See Katsakou, Marchand, op. cit.
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Évry competition, specifications of the competition 
brief and projects awarded first (to the left) and 
second prize (to the right) award
(source: Cahiers de l’Institut d’Aménagement et 
d’Urbanisme de la Région Parisienne, vol. 31, 1973)
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Évry competition, the rest of the submitted projects (from left to 
right and from top to bottom): SO.PE.REV. (Niemeyer, Vigneron, 
Balick, Rathle), I.C.P.-J.C.B. (Bernard, Beuff, Bureau, Maillard, 
Robert), G.A.R.E.C., LECOUTEUR-G.T.M.-FOUGEROLLE, E1 
(Bertin & Co., Chedeau, Guillemaut, Silvy), GRAND-EVRY 
(Sloan & Ove Arup)
(source: Cahiers de l’Institut d’Aménagement et d’Urbanisme de la 
Région Parisienne, vol. 31, 1973)
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la « simplicité » des formes […] est alors vécue comme une contrainte imposée.”239 Their 
“pyramid” model, adopted later in several other state operations, also promotes a new 
ideal as to the unit’s organization; the “intermediate” housing type that “meets actual 
users’ wishes (semi-collective habitations with inside car parks).”240

With the creation of the Plan Construction by the Ministry of Equipement in 1971 
and while the issue of housing shortage has been already treated at least from a 
quantitative point of view, the authorities begin to focus on qualitative, innovative 
research regarding typological solutions for the dwelling unit. They rely once again 
to architects’ creativity, assuring – by the organization of the first PAN competitions, 
the Europan’s predecessor – the participation of younger members of the profession. 
“Cette recherche qualitative conduit à préconiser la diversification des logements, l’amélioration 
de leur flexibilité, et une offre de prestations – des terrasses, par exemple – qui rapprochent des 
maisons individuelles les appartements construits dans le cadre du logement social.”241 It is 
the time of appreciating traditional urban tissues’ complexity, of urban sociology and 
of multidisciplinary planning approaches…

We have followed the competitions’ issue in the framework of French mass housing 
production through the “trente glorieuses” of post-war reconstruction, where 
competitions and their results act as models for the production of housing in a wider 
level. In the first years, “…the rules of the competition were deliberately framed to be as 
souples and as flexible as possible in order to encourage the widest range of experimentation 
and innovation”242 and to attract large contractors; then, by giving emphasis to “new” 
ideas for the city, and finally refocusing on the cellule (the housing unit), the state 
functioned as model promoter and debate animator. Competition results can be read 
as decisions of certain professional “groups”, as it was, according to some critics, the 
case in the cité Rotterdam competition, but they can also be translated as procedures 
promoting architectural quality independently of predominant styles; in the Strasbourg 
competition, Beaudouin’s project was also practically the only one restoring particular 
attention to its surroundings and the already existing tissue. 

As for the way the term “innovation” is perceived in successive historical periods, 
it is impressive to track down changes, in relation every time, with pre-existing 
lines of research that almost give naturally birth to new interpretations: in the case 
of the examined period of the French architecture, interpretations covering from 
widely applied prefabrication techniques to formal investigations, and to typological 
changes associated with the single unit, as well as with the users’ more private 
spheres. Competitions certainly allow for the restauration of a historical continuum in 
architectural research, sometimes in a theoretical way, others in a practical one.

239  “Évry 1 : concours d’aménagement urbain”, op. cit.

240  Ibidem.

241  Monnier Gérard, “La croissance et l’innovation typologique” in Monnier Gérard, Klein Richard (eds.), 
Les années ZUP. Architectures de la croissance 1960-1973, Éditions Picard, Paris, 2002, pp. 281-292.

242  Bullock Nicholas, “Developing prototypes for France’s mass housing programme, 1949-53” in Planning 
Perspectives vol. 22, n.1, January 2007, pp. 5-28.
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Évry competition, Parisian officials in front of the model of the winning 
project; M.R.U. Stand at the Salon des Arts Ménagers
(source: Cahiers de l’Institut d’Aménagement et d’Urbanisme de la Région 
Parisienne, vol. 31, 1973; Vayssière, Reconstruction - Déconstruction, Paris, 1988)
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Innovation in the collective housing sector – what to expect

Architectural critics seem sometimes pessimistic as to the future of conception 
concerning the housing domain: “Europe has seen a number of housing projects in 
recent years with remarkable, even exceptional architecture. All the same, after a century of 
experimentation, there has been a considerable falling off in terms of plans, as well as access to 
– and allocations of – building land. The sum total of conceptual energy expended here seems 
to have produced relatively little in the way of innovation. The cycle of major changes that took 
place in the first half of the last century seems to have come to an end. As long as no radical 
new demands are made on housing, in terms of ergonomy, or ecology, we may assume that a 
saturation point has been reached: housing seems fated to keep on repeating the same typologies 
and morphologies that have been thoroughly explored in the past. These can sometimes lead to 
interesting examples, worthy of imitation, but will rarely throw up anything new.”243

This seems a rather discouraging approach, although it is maybe a justified one; the 
apartment’s interior will most likely serve for a long period the same fundamental 
needs: the sitting room is going to continue to be called sitting room for yet many 
years to come, and sleeping rooms will also continue to be part of the standard 
apartment plan244. But looking more carefully to the new spaces proposed sometimes 
in the shared zones of the collective complexes, and taking into consideration the 
most flagrant change of the bourgeois apartment during the 20th century, the kitchen’s 
transformations in relation with the sitting room, we could possible encourage for a 
little more optimism. The definition of innovation based on slight differentiations and 
changes relative to existing conditions, is one that can defend, in the first place, a more 
hopeful approach, since lower expectations are formed.  

On the other hand, we will see that specific competition projects of the contemporary 
Swiss architecture, allow discussing not only of innovation – always perceived in the 
particular terms presented in the beginning of this chapter – but also, in some special 
cases, of pure invention. Additionally, it seems important in our case, not only the 
radical character that we may or not, establish in relation with proposed changes, but 
also the wide-spread nature of the phenomenon. What seems innovative and worth 
mentioning is the ratio of private promoters that emphasize on quality architectural 
devices, and adress architects for their creativity, admitting the complexity of the 
given problems.

Innovation in projects

In the following, and to initiate the reader to the analysis of projects presented 
in the second part of this work, we will take a closer look to the different types 
of architectural innovation that the above setting stimulates. Every project will 
be examined from a specific point of view, emphasizing on a particular kind of 
architectural innovation, according to Dehan’s categorisation. It goes without saying 
that in the majority of cases, a project’s conceptual value cannot be restrained in so 
strict a classification, justified only by the purpose of a systematic, comparative 

243  Ibelings Hans, op. cit., p. 241.

244  Aldo Rossi has characteristically insisted on the fact that housing has not do with “invention”: “[...]
plus que tout autre architecture, l’habitat ne peut pas être le résultat d’une invention: elle est l’expression d’un 
mode de vie séculaire, de traditions anciennes et de techniques moderns.” Rossi Aldo, “L’habitation et la ville” in 
L’Architecture d’aujourd’hui n.174, p. 30 as cited by Marchand, op. cit., 2000.
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analysis. It is therefore understood that the following case studies could also be studied 
through a different prism, and perhaps associated to a distinct innovation type. 

In the first case we will focus on the idea of formal innovation that reaches in this 
particular example almost the point of pure invention: the authors reinterprete 
the classic urban block, deforming its most marking element, the continuous, 
uninterrupted fronts. The second example will serve us as a paradigm of functional 
innovation: an unexpected fragmentation of the principal form, reflects the different 
character attributed through a rich typological variety of housing types to each separate 
fragment and facilitates the construction in separate stages. With regard to the third 
case study, the insertion of the single-family house theme to the logic of a collective 
housing complex provides an example of programmatic innovation, on the fairly fertile 
research track of the collective housing units’ differentiation and individualisation. The 
last project presented here offers an example of urban innovation: the wide-spread 
form of the block (“point house”) is being re-examined within the spectrum of the 
global form that takes up its uniformity also thanks to the complimentary design of its 
interstitial open spaces. 

Residential complex Volta Mitte - Basel (2005), Arch.: Christ & Gantenbein 
(1st prize)

The competition’s site is located close to the French frontier, on the west bank of 
the Rhine (Grossbasel), in an area of the city that has been the object of important 
transformations and significant studies, as the one by Herzog & DeMeuron since 
already the beginning of nineteen nineties, and later on with their work in the 
framework of the “Studio Basel” teaching245. The district of St. Johann was originally 
developed around the industry placed along the river Rhine, and was mainly inhabited 
by this industry’s workers. Today, in the limits of the urban agglomeration, it 
constitutes the location of the prestigious Novartis Campus of Sciences and is particularly 
charged by traffic loads. The Volta Street, that crosses the district connecting the Swiss 
east tangent highway to the French highway, is to become a residential zone, by the 
underground, in this section, construction of the north tangent highway. Along with 
this new route, a new suburban underground train station will connect the railway 
station of St. Johann to the international airport and the city’s network. Trees will be 
planted to ameliorate the street’s front; a bicycle and a tram lane will be added. The 
competition’s district, the area west of the Rhine and mostly to the south of Volta street 
– the opposite of the plot’s in question – is characterized by its more or less regular 
structure; almost parallel streets that define mostly rectangular blocks of varying sizes, 
with their central space still occupied by outbuildings and secondary constructions.

Given the complex, evolving nature of the area, the competition’s organizer (the canton 
of the City of Basel) merely defined housing as the main programmatic function, 
leaving the invited teams free to propose, depending on their perception of the zone 
and their knowledge of the market, other compatible uses. For to secure the realization 
of the project, the city opted for a joint architects’ / investors’ competition; every 
architectural team should be allied to a contractor willing to assume the task of the 
project’s execution.  In terms of urban form, the participants were asked to complete 

245  See on that subject Marchal Katharina, “Ein Stück Stadt wird gebaut. Wettbewerb Neubebauung Volta 
Mitte, Basel” in werk, bauen + wohnen n.9, 2005, pp. 52-54 and Herzog Jacques, De Meuron Pierre, Herz 
Manuel, Métrobasel; un modèle de région métropolitaine européeen, ETH Studio Basel, Basel, 2009. 
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Overviews of the city near the Kleinhüningen port and the 
Voltastrasse plot, marked with orange and red, model of the city 
from northeast and aerial views of the site befote the execution 
of the planned works
(source: Provolta; Laedrach, Neubebauung VoltaMitte, ProVolta, 
Basel, 2005; <http://maps.google.ch/>)
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an urban block of the existing tissue and to deal with the corresponding issues of 
the regular and monotonous street façades, the space organisation of the semi-public 
courtyard, and the connection between the private residential and the public sphere. 
The proposals would also be judged on the basis of their originality regarding the 
complex’s image projected towards the railway station of St. Johann, the quality of the 
proposed housing typology, the possibility to shelter people coming from mixed social 
backgrounds, and the overall interest of the investment proposal. 

Christ and Gantenbein, a relatively young architectural firm, took into consideration 
the existing situation, studying the negative conditions imposed by the existing urban 
type. The fixed shape of the block’s envelope and the traditionally static character of 
the street front presented, along with the northern orientation of the courtyard façade, 
considerable constraints for reaching a satisfactory design. The radically changing 
scenery of the former industrial area, also on a social level, could not be adequately 
expressed through a sterile repetition of the urban form. The authors proposed a five-
storey high contour, formed by alternated brick and glass bands, which generally 
follows the block’s outline, but is drawn back diagonally at its corners, to accentuate 
the openings of the built urban tissue and the enlargements of the street’s space, the 
two plazas at the block’s extremities. While the Volta façade remains relatively calm 
(but for the distorted balconies), the courtyard’s front is strongly deformed. This 
arrangement serves two principal purposes. Firstly, the extended length of the façade 
is “decomposed” to give the impression of more than one building volumes. Together 
with the volume’s recessions on the level of the last two floors, this allows for a more 
user-friendly scale, that is restored on the free space of the courtyard. A calmer, 
residential ambiance can therefore be established. On the other hand, this “unaffected”, 
“relaxed” treatment of the building’s frontline secures an even longer, naturally 
lit, front with the additional advantage of its reacting differently towards distinct 
surrounding situations (the rest of the courtyard’s existing fronts). Varying views are 
created for the housing units while, at the same time, the disadvantageous orientation 
conditions for the rooms placed on this side of the building are cancelled. 

In total, ninety-six apartments, the majority of which represents moderately sized 
dwellings (3 ½ or 4 ½ rooms), are proposed. Twenty-two of them form a boarding 
house (destined to house employees of the closely situated pharmaceutical company 
or of the offices arranged in the complex’s first floor) whereas four of them are 
designed as duplex urban attics, placed in the upper floors. No apartment is identical 
to another. However, they all answer to a kind of free design, with a fluid living 
space unwrapped from one façade to another – incorporating the entrance area, the 
kitchen and the living room – along the building’s varying width (from 5m to 17m). 
The apartments’ changing depth is also a result of the courtyard front’s modulation, 
and is compensated in too profound units – where the lighting conditions seem less 
favourable – by increased room heights (2.8 – 2.9m). As for the proposed extreme 
typological variety, it aimed to a large, socially varied public, possibly interested by 
different forms of tenure. The living unit’s fluid central space, deserves some particular 
attention; the architects mentioned as reference the Italian post-war architecture and 
the Milanese architect Luigi Caccia Dominioni (1913 - …)246. Similarities can be found 
not only with the way that Dominioni forms his interior passages and organizes in 
a continuous, harmonious, almost “mellowed” way the internal organization of the 

246  Marchal, ibidem, p. 53.
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Volta Mitte: model, typical floor plan (1:1000) and perspectives 
of the Christ and Gantenbein project; top right: Luigi Caccia 
Dominioni, via Massena 18 (1959-63), façade, and appartment 
plan from a transformation project (1999-2002) 
(source: Christ & Gantenbein / Neubebauung VoltaMitte, ProVolta, 
Basel, 2005; <http://maps.google.ch/>; Irace et al., Luigi Caccia 
Dominioni, Venice, 2001)
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unit and the users’ trajectories in it247, but also with the exterior aspects of some of his 
creations: the continuous bands of the openings and the materials defining the façades 
of his buildings at the via Nievo (Nievo 28/ 1954-55 and Nievo 10/1964-65) or at the via 
Massena (1959-63)248. 

Besides, this is one aspect of the project touching directly the proposed by the authors, 
reinterpretation of the traditional block249. This new, innovative reading of the classic 
urban block, is made evident by the treatment of its exterior envelope. Firstly the 
traditional, clear distinction between the continuous, well-arranged street façade of 
public representation and the court façade, generally more neglected, less ordered 
and sometimes – as in characteristic polygonal Scandinavian blocks of the nineteen 
twenties – presenting various colours, has eclipsed. The building’s exterior envelope is 
homogeneous and uniform; be it the one towards the main street or the front dressed 
towards the interior courtyard it is composed by uninterrupted bands of openings and 
unpierced wall. Secondly, and exactly in the spirit of, in a way, “attenuating” (but not 
cancelling!) different “hues” of public life, between the common space of the street and 
the semi-public zone of the interior courtyard, the architects propose relatively distinct 
passages on the ground-level: a connection between the street’s universe and the calm 
space of the court, devoted to the social life of the relatively restricted urban nucleus, 
is restored, without employing emphatic means, often marking closed urban blocks 
of the late nineteen twenties (Vienna’s Karl Marx-Hof (1927-1930) is a characteristic 
example250). Yet the authors choose to invest to the courtyard’s openness towards the 
neighbourhood, established through the controlled flow of the ground passages, but 
also by the front’s voids on the side street, on each side of the existing Blaser building 
in Hüningerstrasse. The design of the court’s green surfaces is quite evocative. 

Picking up the strong lines determining the façade’s transformation, this last was 
criticised by the jury. According to the jury report, a calmer arrangement should be 
sought, reinforcing the desired contrast between the two different levels of social 

247  See on that subject Mosayebi Elli, “Wege und Räume. Wohnungen des Mailänder Architekten Luigi 
Caccia Dominioni” in werk, bauen + wohnen n.3, 2005, pp. 12-17: “To Luigi Caccia Dominioni, the subject of paths 
represents a central aspect of his work. This is evident from his sketches, in which he outlines possible paths for the 
future residents with a multitude of probing lines. […] The translation of movements into architecture leads to spatial 
figures that imitate this flow in spatial and plastic terms.” See also Staufer Astrid, “Hierarchische Konkurrenz” 
in werk, bauen + wohnen, n.5, 1996, pp. 26-35. Staufer comments on the fact that Dominioni has been rather 
neglected or criticised by leading historiographers.

248  For more details on the work of Dominioni see Irace Fulvio, Marini Paola (a cura di), Luigi Caccia 
Dominioni: case e cose da abitare: stile di Caccia, Marsilio, Venice, 2001. The book is illustrated with photos by 
Gabriele Basilico. See also Crippa Maria Antonietta, Luigi Caccia Dominioni: flussi, spazi e architettura, Testo & 
Immagine, Torino, 1996.

249  See Laedrach Ueli, Waltert Thomas, Neubebauung VoltaMitte, Projekt- und Investorenwettbewerb, Bericht 
des Preisgerichtes, ProVolta, Basel, 2005, p. 20: “Dabei wird das inhärente Thema des Innen und Aussen eines 
Blockrandes aufgenommen und auf geschickte Weise neu interpretiert.” (“Here the inherent theme of the inner and 
outer side of the block is taken up and skillfully re-interpreted.” — author’s translation). For its realization the 
project will adopt the name “Janus” (see Christ & Gantenbein architects, online, last viewed on 3 February 
2011, <http://www.christgantenbein.com/magnolia/>), for the double identity symbolized by the different 
character of the noisy street and the calm interior courtyard.

250  In this line of thinking, the Volta Mitte project could be juxtaposed to the Grünwald project (Zurich, Urs 
Primas, competition 2005), where the architect choose the form of the traditional urban block for building the 
proposed grounds and establishes an extensive courtyard of a less “private” character (see also “The Höngg 
district” part). Primas proposes large, emphasized passages on his polygonal structure’s angles.
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ESPACE PUBLIC - ESPACE COMMUN  - ESPACE VACANT

Site plans (1:10000) of the awarded projects (left to right 
and top to bottom): Christ & Gantenbein, Buchner Bründler 
& Komai, Baumann & sabarchitekten, Miller & Maranta; 
Christ & Gantenbein, ground floor plan and public spaces 
of the ensemble (author’s design)
(source: Laedrach, Neubebauung VoltaMitte, ProVolta, 
Basel, 2005)
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interaction. The jury also thought that the housing types should be better studied, 
especially given the fact that already some of the apartments’ exterior spaces (balconies, 
terraces), did not seem to present sufficient dimensions in the competition plans. The 
construction was planned for 2007; in the last chapter of this study, we will have the 
opportunity to speak more of the transformations imposed on the initial competition 
design during its “realisation process” and in relation with the recommendations of 
the competition’s jury: “Der zum Teil experimentelle Charakter der Wohnungen sollte 
diszipliniert werden; durch das dosierte „Einkochen“ des Projekts und durch einen guten 
Wohnungsmix kann der Risikoanteil massiv vermindert warden.”251 

Residential complex Chriesimatt – Baar (2003), Architects: Graber & Pulver 
(1st prize) 

This project issued from a private competition aiming to the preservation of the specific 
area’s identity by the construction of a well-designed, coherent residential complex. 
Baar is a small town located to the southwest of the metropolitan region of Zurich, 
close to the city of Zug with its lake.  The high demand in its housing market and 
a quite selective public related to it, make innovative solutions quite sought for. The 
specific competition site made part of one of Baar’s few areas that have not yet been 
built. The principal access to the terrain,  from the city’s street network, is located along 
the northern and narrower part of the plot. To the west, interesting views had to be 
searched diagonally through the existing residential buildings; to the east, the settings 
were dominated by small-scale villas and single-family detached, or row houses; to 
the south, the terrain reached the agricultural zone of Baar and an unobstructed view 
extended as far as the Alps of the Bern region. The competition could offer the terrain’s 
co-proprietors a wide range of choices, subsequently with increased chances for 
finding an original solution, but also with a means of reaching a common agreement. 
The clients demanded quality housing, enriched by an appropriate design of collective 
and private free spaces. Playgrounds and meeting points for the community should 
promote a vivid social life.  

The awarded solution managed to create a special image for the future buildings, 
taking advantage of the characteristic trapezoidal form of the terrain that is slightly 
twisted following the soft descending slope of the topography to the south252. Above 
all, the project convinced the jury of its practical, functional approach managing also 
to attribute to every building an autonomous identity. Two, at first sight, continuous 
linear constructions follow the terrain’s borderlines with light distortions. When 
examined more closely, they reveal eight distinct slabs, completed in the northern end 
of the terrain, by a block that forms the finishing point of the whole composition, and 
contains in the ground floor, some small-scale commercial facilities, compatible with 
the residential use. Between the two linear almost continuous buildings, a large free 
space, opening to the unobstructed view close to the southern border, forms a kind of 
central, green park for the complex.

251  Laedrach, op. cit., p. 16: “The partly experimental character of the houses should be disciplined; the risk involved 
can be decreased by a measured “preservation” of the concept […]” (author’s translation).

252  “Vorgeschlagen wird eine Wohnsiedlung mit hoher Identität und einem ausgesprägten Bezug zur Landschaftsebene 
Baar […]” (“It is proposed a housing development with a high-level identity and a distinctive relation to the 
landscape level of Baar […]” — author’s translation) See extract from the competitions‘ expert commitee in 
“Wohnsiedlung Chriesimatt, Baar” in hochparterre.wettbewerbe n.1, 2004, pp. 12-29.
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Graber & Pulver, plan of the green spaces’ network and model 
of their winning project; models of the other submissions: 
Burkhalter & Sumi, Dettli ‘Nussbaumer, Kuhn Fischer Partner
(source: Graber & Pulver, hpw n. 1, 2004)
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The buildings are disposed, according to the underground parking’s entrances, into 
four different groups that make possible diverse options of completing the construction 
into several stages. Except for the northern group, incorporating the unique polygonal 
construction, each of the resting three contains two separate fragments, corresponding 
accordingly to the east and the west “dashed” buildings. Each housing unit participates 
harmoniously to the formation of the ensemble, from one hand according modifications 
of its corresponding row’s direction, faithfully to the principle of maintaining a 
dialogue with the plot’s outline, and on the other by the common characteristic of a 
varying building width, created by distinctly placed bending points to the opposite 
sides of its obliquely delineated contour. 

The subtle design in the urban scale is translated into an exciting narrative in the 
construction bodies’ interior, enriched by several well-studied housing typologies. 
Three principal themes are treated by the apartment types’ distribution in the various 
buildings of the complex; the internal organization of the distinct housing types 
engenders at its turn, in the urban scale of the complex’s exterior arrangements, a 
great variety of public, semi public and private free spaces. The accordance between 
housing types and different contextual situations depending on the plot’s part, from 
the northern most “urban” part to the southern, more “rural” fragment, the treatment 
of each building’s differentiated width depending on the chosen, there accommodated 
apartment typology and finally the way the flats’ main, loft-type living sequences 
function in relation with their exterior extensions, be it for each unit, a loggia, a private 
garden or a terrace, are the central conceptual themes of this architectural solution. 

The project’s authors offered an in-depth analysis of three different fragments of 
the ensemble, presenting each, due to its position in the terrain, the combination of 
housing types in its interior and its volume, a special residential character. With the 
treatment of the first fragment, that is located in the northern extreme of the complex, 
they create a version of “urban living in the park”; a three-storey volume, close to the 
main connection route hosts one-level, loft-type apartments. There are no private 
gardens on the ground level but different kinds of trees are planted in the common 
free space. The second fragment shelters mostly duplexes, lowering its volume (two 
stories) when reaching the site’s south-western extreme. There, the proximity of the 
neighbouring slab that blocks the view to the east is amended by the asset of a private 
garden or a terrace. The third fragment, situated to the site’s south-eastern extreme 
and liberated from neighbouring buildings, contains large one-level apartments, 
among which, a special type taking advantage of an impressive, panoramic view in the 
building’s extremity. 

As to the isolated unit’s typology, less deep flats, such as those situated in the last 
floors that retreat as to the building’s overall volumetric outline, are endowed with 
spacious terraces and widened views. Middle-width apartments dispose either a 
shorter, double aspect living space, which is completed by a loggia facing east or west, 
or a unilateral living sequence naturally lit and ventilated also by an internal patio 
(attic floor). Duplex apartments follow more or less the same principles, with a type 
of two-storey loggia, marking their position to the complex’s façades and looking onto 
the same unit’s private garden. Building parts with exceeding widths acquire a kind of 
“open room”, a spacious, square-shaped loggia, integrated in the building’s volume. 
The apartments are sometimes marked by a slight difference of level, discreetly 
distinguishing the sitting-room from the kitchen, in case of a double aspect living 
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Repartition of apartment types in floor plans (1:5000), 
axonometric plans of different apartment types and sections of 
various parts of the buildings
(source: Graber & Pulver)
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space; also, a small hall creates in many cases, a transition space for the night zone, 
while a multi-purpose room forms frequently an extension for the entrance / kitchen / 
living room / loggia sequence, separated from it by a large sliding door. 

On the whole, Graber & Pulver offer a rigorously studied solution253 that is marked at 
first sight by its typological variety; it could be said that the project’s urban design is 
directly issued by this priority concern of the authors. But, what may better explain 
the innovative aspect of the design on the functional level is the three-fold attention to 
all different design levels influencing the unit’s plan; the scale of the complex and its 
general landscape quality developed in relation with its suburban context, the separate 
buildings’ interior order attaining – harmoniously integrated to the whole – a maturity 
degree of its own, and finally the different, and yet uniform, articulation versions of 
the unit’s distinct functional zones.

With respect to the complex’s general exterior aspect, the treatment of the buildings’ 
skin contributes to the special identity of the whole restoring its unity. Big square 
openings, corresponding either to windows or to the spacious loggias, are arranged in 
a somewhat fortuitous way in the façades. A discreet earth tone is used for the exterior 
walls, creating a strong contrast with the shining paintwork of vivid coral tones, 
applied to the loggias’ interior surfaces and to the windows’ frames.

Residential complex Weissenstein – Bern (2004), Architects: Graber & 
Pulver (2nd prize)

This competition was held by a cooperative society for the site of a disused gravel 
pit that has also served as dumping area in the past. A small river running along 
the northern border of the terrain and the close proximity of the Weissenstein sport 
ground, of some commercial uses and other complimentary to the residential use 
services, make up the scenery of the future complex. The client set as a priority the 
production of reasonably spacious, affordable housing with a certain typological 
flexibility that would allow it to be adapted to various forms of tenure and to future 
changes of the households’ structure. 

The two main characteristics of the project are its compactness and the originality of 
the proposed house type; it is a contemporary re-interpretation of the medieval urban 
tissue of Bern, combined with a sensitive reading of the single-family house idea. The 
authors propose five “Wohninseln” (“housing islands”) placed at a distance one from the 
other, thus allowing the creation of “green alleys” between them, and the promotion 
of the complex’s common life. The five fragments are aligned to the northern border of 
the site, with a kind of homologous growth of their length towards the biased southern 
line of the plot. The compactness of the proposition issues from the sophisticated 
organisation of every island’s main body. While its extremities are occupied by flats 
of one sole level served by separate circulation cores, the rest of the block is filled with 

253  See also the competition’s report where the experts refer to the project’s housing vision: “Gesamthaft 
gesehen überzeugt das Projekt durch seine eigenständige städtebauliche Haltung, die die Qualität des Ortes in einer 
Grossform als Sicht- und Landschaftsrichter umsetzt und gleichzeitig mit einer der heutigen Zeit entsprechenden 
Wohnvision anfüllt, die mittels typologischer und räumlicher Vielfalt dem heutigen Wunsch nach grosser Individualität 
nachkommt.” (“On the whole, the project convinces by its unique urban attitude that converts the place’s quality 
into a large-scale form from a visual and landscape design point and at the same time filled with a contemporary 
corresponding living vision, which by means of typological and spatial variety keeps up with nowadays’ demand for 
greater individuality.” — author’s translation), ibidem, p. 14.
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Site plan and section of the project (1:1000), aerial view from the 
old city of Bern and site plan of the Halen siedlung.
(source: Graber & Pulver; <http://www.viamichelin.fr/>; Atelier 5, 
Zurich, 1986)
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row houses, each extending on four different levels and interacting, in section and 
plan, with an adjacent housing unit. Every “island’s” middle space is hollow; modelled 
by a sophisticated sequence of private free spaces, it confers to the whole a unique 
neighbourhood’s ambiance. 

The maisonettes have their own roof gardens, private courtyards or spacious verandas 
that look onto the “green alleys” between the buildings or onto every building’s 
middle space. They are also served by their own private entrances and parking spaces 
on ground level, combined usually with spare rooms / storerooms. The smale halls 
enlarging the entrance zones can be handful for families with children, serving as 
indoor playing rooms on rainy days or as weather protected space on other occasions. 
In the intermediate levels, night zones are alternated with living spaces that combine 
kitchen, sitting room and dining. Every level is marked by its own spacious, outdoor 
extension, such as a terrace or a loggia, while in the last floor, a big space that can 
serve as library, playing or living space, is enriched by its direct connection to the roof 
garden. 

The two different housing types make the project attractive to various social groups 
and family structures. The authors create a proposal that could serve as a model project 
for Bern’s housing market, characterized by a particularly high demand. It offers a 
contemporary version of two different housing themes: living close to the centre of the 
city in a neighbourhood of high density, but with a quality that mainly reflects living 
in the country. By reinterpreting the medieval tissue’s compactness, the architects 
produce a strong residential image, thus also answering to the lack of identity of the 
surrounding built environment254. The history of the place is taken into consideration, 
not being contradicted by the proposed intervention; the ancient gravel pit is not to be 
“re-naturalised”. Trees are to be planted in the “alleys” between the housing blocks, 
wherever possible but mostly, intermediate open spaces are to be equipped with pieces 
of urban furniture, coinciding with the existing concrete coverings of the underground 
dump’s air wells. Moderately sized green surfaces are designed. They are destined 
to form small plazas contributing to the proposed qualitative variety of free spaces. 
An effort is made to integrate different branches of the existing stream to the alleys’ 
design, combining them with a system directing the rain water to a large basin, taking 
place in the complex’s main plaza, at the northwest side of the terrain. 

Undoubtedly, the project’s innovative aspect from a programmatic point of view is 
best advocated by the authors’ principal idea; their effort to integrate in a, not only 
denominated “collective”, but indeed answering to an increased density ensemble, a 
strongly individualized model of housing. The project’s main concept is marked not 
only by the direct references Graber & Pulver use255 – the historical, medieval part 

254  “Die Verfassenden reagieren auf die amorphe städtebauliche Situation mit einem hybriden urbanen Gewebe, das auf 
eine interessante Art die Typologie der Zeilenbauweise mit derjenigen der Teppichbauweise verbindet. Dadurch treten 
sie in eine Beziehung zu den benachbarten grossflächigen Industrie- und Gewerbebauten.” (“The authors react to the 
amorphous urban situation with a hybrid, urban fabric, which combines in an interesting way the typology of a slab-
like and a mat-like building. Thus they create a connection with the neighbouring industrial and commercial buildings’ 
large forms.” — author’s translation). Extract from the jury report in Laedrach Ueli (ed.), Baugenossenschaft 
Brünnen-Eichholz. Wohnüberbauung Weissenstein Projektwettbewerb. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Bern, 2004.

255  See Graber & Pulver, second presentation board for the Weissensteing competition, motto “Moon Safari”, 
under the heading “0 ‹Altstadt› in der Peripherie”: “Im Grenzgebiet zwischen den Gemeinden Bern und Köniz, 
inmitten eines übergeordneten, stadträumlich wichtigen Grünraumes bilden 5 flache aber dicht organisierte Baukörper 
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Aerial view of the site, site plans of the rest of the competitions’ 
awarded projects (left to right and top to bottom): Matti Ragaz 
Hitz (realised), Kistler & Vogt, Bünzli & Courvoisier, Rolf 
Mühlethaler.
(source: Laedrach (ed.), Wohnüberbauung Weissenstein, Bern, 2004)
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Three-dimensional representation of the 
Weissenstein unit, typology, section (1:500) and 
comparison with a unit type proposed by  Atelier 5 
in the Halen siedlung.
(source: Graber & Pulver; Atelier 5, Zurich, 1986)
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of Bern’s urban tissue – but also by their equally obvious – in terms of apartment 
typology and units’ interlocking – inspiration from significant in the international 
architectural scene, experimental designs of the Swiss architecture in the nineteen 
sixties and seventies, situated in the larger area of Bern’s periphery; first of all with 
the Halen Siedlung, and then – notably in terms of the vertical access’s position in the 
unit (parallel to its larger dimension) – with the flat-ground version of the Halen, the 
Flamatt 1 housing development256. This group of row houses was constructed by the 
Atelier 5 during 1957-58 and served as prototype for the Halen that was to be later built 
in a magnificent site characterised by a strong slope. As in Flamatt, where individual 
access is guaranteed to every house by the pilotis on the ground floor, Graber & 
Pulver are the only team to propose in the Weissenstein competition an ensemble 
without basement. In general, similarities of their proposal with projects by the 
Atelier 5 are marking, most of all in terms of the exterior spaces offered to each unit, 
answering to various ambiances and morphological devices – covered playgrounds 
of the ground floor, covered walkways and entrances (combined with cellars in the 
same level), double-height balconies, terraces and roof-gardens – while enriching 
the dwelling nucleus with an imperative quality: its stimulating, narrative, vertical 
unfolding (an element explored by the same architects in other projects, notably the 
Neuenhof development that will be examined later, in the chapter of “Hybrid forms”). 

The rationalization of the ground’s use is also set in the front line of Graber & Pulver’s 
concept, according to Atelier 5’s teaching. But the monotonous adjacency of similar 
units is surpassed in their work, obtaining an additional dimension: the units are this 
time studied in pairs. Halen’s typical row, corresponding to the unit’s delimitation is 
here interpreted by two intertwined flats, two “blended”, interdependent parts. That 
way, the unit is not forced into a stiff width module that opens it essentially to a fixed 
(though double-sided) direction (north / south); views are multiplied, perspectives 
diversified. The spatial qualities of the units’ open or semi-open extensions are re-
invented and expanded. 

This modified approach is equally legible in the site plan, which could be read as an 
effort of merging both the mat-type solution applied in Halen’s plan, and the medieval 
“islands” of Bern’s historical part, presenting similar traits. The units are re-arranged 
in clearly distinguished construction bodies; thus, the architects introduce once 
more in their landscape treatment of the project, an intermediate planning scale, and 
maintain the control of the the proposed forms’ “growth”. Meanwhile, as noted before, 
a second apartment type, in one sole level, is equally engendered by the ensemble’s 
configuration, in terms of urban design.

ein neues Stück Stadt. Spezifische räumliche Qualitäten, wie wir sie in der mittelalterlichen Altstadt schätzen, lassen 
Wohnvorstellungen von hoher Individualität aber auch verbindender Nachbarschaft Realität werden.” (“‘Old town’ 
in the periphery: In the borderline of the communities of Bern and Köniz, in the middle of a green space, paramountly 
significant for the urban region, 5 “built surfaces” but also densely organised constructions form a new urban patch. 
Specific spatial qualities that can also be found in the medieval historical city, allow for living concepts of strong 
individuality but also create a connective, neighbourhood’s reality.” — author’s translation).

256  See “Reihenhäuser Flamatt 1, 1957/58”, pp. 39-46 in Atelier 5: 26 ausgewählte Bauten, photographiert von 
Balthasar Burkhard : Werkverzeichnis : Gespräch mit Hermann Hertzberger: “Antitypologische Prototypen” = 26 
oeuvres choisies, photographiées par Balthasar Burkhard : liste des oeuvres : entretien avec Herman Hertzberger: “Des 
prototypes, mais pas de typologie”, Ammann Verlag, Zurich, 1986. For the Halen (1955-1961), ibidem, pp. 63-76. 
Also see the bureau’s website, Atelier 5 – Arbeiten, last viewed on 4 February 2011, <http://www.atelier5.ch/
de/Arbeiten/Arbeiten.php>.
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Residential complex Guggach - Zurich (2005), Arch.: Althammer & Hochuli 
(1st prize)

In this case the Baugenossenschaft der Strassenbahner Zürich (cooperative of Zurich’s 
Tram Workers), has aligned the competition’s objectives with the program “10’000 
apartments in 10 years” that focused, as it has already been mentioned, mainly to 
the renovation of the existing housing stock and the further production of large 
apartments. Already owning a residential complex with small-sized apartments in 
the district, the cooperative’s goal through this specific operation, was to provide 
its members (possessing the financial ability to ameliorate their living conditions 
but not being able to find a suitable apartment in the same area) with the option of 
bigger, appropriate for families flats (of 4 ½ and 5 ½ rooms), without changing 
neighbourhood. 

The site is located in close proximity of the plaza Buchegg – a turning point in the 
city’s traffic network – and of the 2009 constructed (also through a competition, won 
by the architects Mike Guyer and Annette Gigon) residential complex of Brunnenhof. 
To the west, the terrain reaches a large recreation area with a natural forest; to the 
north, Guggach sports installations; to the east, it is circumscribed by Hofwiesen 
Street, a busy road connecting different parts of the city. Thus the noise from the road 
traffic becomes an issue to be affronted by the participants, as well as the two existing, 
abandoned buildings of Zurich’s Electrical Company. 

The winning project integrated them both to the new complex. Their “artless”, “casual” 
emplacement in the site became for the authors an organising principle also for the 
rest of the composition and the future ensemble. Eight compact, moderately sized 
buildings (3-5 floors high), following the well-known and widely spread, especially in 
Switzerland, type of housing block, were arranged in the terrain as “carelessly” thrown 
pebbles. Looking more closely to the site plan, they seem to sketch with their borders 
the plot’s borderline, as if trying to fill its entire surface. They produce to the viewer 
the impression of a “built layer” that has been obliquely sliced in order to create 
openings with interesting perspectives onto the surrounding settings. At the same time 
the whole composition, through a consistent, well-studied design of exterior spaces, 
forms in the urban tissue, a passage from the busy route to the forest. By their turning 
and twisting in relation to one another, the blocks seem to carry progressively the 
pedestrian to the higher situated, natural landscape of the forest. Four platforms, four 
distinct plazas, each of a special character (Magnolienplatz, Brunnenplatz, Turmplatz, 
Aussenraum UGZ), link through a series of ramps and staircases, Hofwiesen Street to 
the calmer, small road boarding the green surface from the west. 

The relatively small scale of the blocks makes them easier integrated to their 
heterogeneous context. The two longer and finer construction bodies of the group 
follow Hofwiesen Street’s contour, thus forming, in combination with an adapted 
housing typology, an unforced barrier to the street noise. A tranquil character is 
established in the ensemble’s interior and the interstitial collective space between the 
building, reflecting a domestic identity for the whole set. 

A circulation core in the centre of every block, serves three apartments by floor. In 
the flats, the entrance hall is developed in such a way as to create a transition space 
between surfaces granted to collective use and more intimate zones. Loggias, placed 
in the floors’ angles, offer oblique, differentiated views. A spare room is usually 
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General overview of the site, site plans (1:5000) of the Althammer 
& Hochuli and the rest of the awarded projects (from top to 
bottom and from left to right): atelier 10:8 (2nd prize), Boltshauser & 
Thomet (3rd prize), Enzmann & Fischer (4th prize). 
(source: <http://www.viamichelin.fr/>; Stoffner et al., 
Wohnüberbauung Guggach, Zurich, 2005)
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Apartment typology (1:500), site plan and section (1:2000), 
perspective and model of the winning project.
(source: Althhammer & Hochuli)
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found in direct relation with the main living space, possibly assuming various uses: 
as an extension of the sitting and eating zone, as a home-office, library or additional 
bedroom. In the linear buildings along Hofwiesen Street, the common circulation 
cores are placed next to the street façade, protecting, together with the elongated 
sequence of living spaces, bathrooms and spare rooms placed to the east, the western 
private zones of the apartments, from the street noise. The night zone is completed by 
a balcony stretching along the respective façade’s entire length. 

The project’s innovative aspect with respect to its urban design can be resumed into 
the following essential points; firstly, in its double identity, marked by a suitable, 
close-to-the-user scale for the separate entities and a consistent, strong image for the 
group. The intermediate scale established by the separate blocks, is on one hand, 
close to the already existing historical buildings, and on the other, recalls small, multi-
family housing constructions, evoking more individualized suburban situations. The 
scale of the separate buildings also succeeds in “individualizing”, from a certain point 
of view, the exterior spaces of the complex; every house and its neighbouring ones 
are directly associated to a different type of plaza, an exterior space distinguishing 
itself from its adjacents257. Secondly, the authors offer a valid answer to the complex 
question of maintaining a relative standardization of the future constructions – that 
remains after all, crucial for the production of collective housing – yet not yielding to 
a uniformisation of the whole to the point of a repetitive monotony, for this “piece” of 
the urban tissue. The oblique lines characterizing the project’s morphology sufficiently 
differentiate the ensemble’s separate building volumes, while at the same time, being 
“re-composed” in an apparent entity. Thirdly, and as pointed out by the authors, all 
this is to happen by restoring into this urban fragment, a continuous spatial flow, 
produced by the intertwining of two different spatial qualities: a certain openness 
guaranteeing for the complex’s free spaces and the housing units, interesting views 
from varied angles, and a compactness, intelligible on the global concept and the 
choice of the building type. We deal in this case with a fluid space that seems capable 
of reconciliating the heterogeneity of the surrounding context and the strongly varied 
character of the immediate settings: the road nework and ambiances of the east side 
with the calmer situation to the west of the competition’s plot. 

Recapitulating 

To review the analysed examples, it is important to clarify two points concerning 
our particular selection of projects. The fact that their majority concerns winning 
designs does not reflect a special interest from our part, in awarded proposals, as 
has already been pointed out, when fixing the limits of this investigation work. 
Competition projects represent intellectual goods of an undeniable value regardless 
their materialisation. But searching to demonstrate in this chapter that construction 

257  “[…] mit der Umgebungsgestaltung werden die Binnenräume hierarchisiert und einem eher öffentlichen 
oder privaten Gebrauch zugeordnet. Je nach Sichtweise entsteht eine Einheit von eng gestellten Volumen oder eine 
Grossform mit ausgeschnittenen Teilen. Insgesamt schafft die vielteilige Anlage die Voraussetzung für ein schon 
fast nobles Wohnumfeld mit hoher Individualität.” (“[…] with the organisation of the surroundings the interstitial 
spaces are hierarchically set and a rather public, or private, use is arranged. Depending on the point of view, an 
entity of closely arranged volumes or a fragmented large-scale form comes into being. Altogether the in-various-parts 
ensemble creates the precondition  for an already almost noble living environment of high individuality.” — author’s 
translation).  In Stoffner and Wigger, op. cit., p. 18.
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managers do regard innovation with a different eye, we have intentionally opted for 
primed projects. It has thus been showed that housing promoters become in practice 
willing to “refresh” their existing range of solutions, as part of an effort to remain 
competitive in a demanding market. Secondly, the term of innovation is used here 
in full awareness of its various aspects and diverse interpretations, as a classifying 
criterion for the analysis of projects, studied until now mainly under the prism of 
a typomorphological method. It serves us therefore, mostly as a tool to confirm the 
interest of specific proposals in our corpus of case studies.  

We should likewise focus on another significant element. Certainly, innovation is a 
term frequently coming up in competition briefs and can be there perceived in relation 
with what seems to be, in the housing investment’s domain, an incontestable shift from 
the quantifiable to the qualifiable. But even though the housing market is changing in 
a way that the number of square metres reflects no more the primary criterion of an 
investment decision, construction promoters are not willing to take the risk without 
consequent guarantees on their priority interests. In other words, a competition’s 
objective is to provide the client with a variety of solutions, among which he can 
choose the most appropriate design in terms of function and aesthetics but also, the 
one most well-studied in terms of its future materialisation. As a consequence, a 
jury’s decision often stumbles to questions concerning a project’s complying with the 
program’s quantifiable requirements (number of units, costs, timetable, constructed 
surface, etc.), especially in relation with additional expenses, a point already proven by 
the historic example of French competitions. 

Comparing for instance, the Chriesimatt and Weissenstein projects, coming from 
the same office of architects, we can see how a detailed typological study in the first 
case, secured for the proposition, the first prize, while in the second case, doubts 
as to the project’s satisfying certain requisites of the program (the proposed built 
surface exceeded all other solutions, while the number of housing units pretended 
was not confirmed) classified the project in a second rank. Regarding this remark, we 
should also bear in mind that more innovative solutions often require an additional 
amount of energy, effort and time to mature and convince of their efficiency, which 
is not always possible in a competition’s restricted time frame. The jury’s comment, 
mentioned in the case of the most breaking through of all projects presented here, the 
urban block’s transformation, can also be explained from this point of view; that is to 
say, as referring to an obligatory adjustment of the solution to a more pragmatic and 
precise application frame. On the other hand, the competition’s type is an important 
point that may play particular role to its outcome; according to Ueli Laedrach258, the 
outstanding design by Christ and Gantenbein may not have been awarded if a joined 
developer/architect competition has not been preferred by the city. When an investor 
is already willing to guarantee for a project’s market value, the operation’s risk seems 
diminishing.

Finally, it is important to take into account the fact that housing competitions refer to 
a common good. They may represent “agons between artists”259 but they also reveal the 

258 Interview with Ueli Laedrach, architect, organiser or juror in many competition procedures, VoltaMitte 
and Weissenstein competitions being two of them, Bern, 7 April 2009.

259  Lipstadt, op. cit., 1989.
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“inescapably collaborative nature of architectural creation”260 – in the sense of an architect’s 
“relative autonomy”261. Housing competitions refer to a product that interests the public 
deeply. Any kind of dialogue developed in their framework is quite determining 
for the architects’ relation with the public and consequently, for the definition of the 
profession’s place in the society. The diffusion of innovative, ameliorated patterns, 
by means of an increasing publicity around the housing competitions subject, can 
reinforce the relationship between architects and public. And in this process, the 
participation of younger professionals is essential. Maintaining an important ratio 
of open competition procedures means nourishing the profession’s hopes; it means 
reacting against established systems and in several cases, reacting against “elitist” 
attitudes that alienate architects from the market’s principles and functioning codes, 
as well as from the public’s needs.

260  Lipstadt Hélène, “Are Competitions Populist? A Bourdieusian Alternative Perspective” in Shamiyeh 
Michael (ed), What People Want. Populism in Architecture and Design, Birkhäuser, Basel, 2005, pp. 132-149.

261  Ibidem, p. 147.
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PART ii: Contemporary Tendencies of Architectural 
Conception in the Field of Collective Housing 

(typomorphological study of the corpus of projects)

A few words on the use of our methodological frame

As pointed out before, the main corpus of our research was primarily classified in 
relation with nine categories of urban forms that helped us better study not only their 
common characteristics but also their differences and that, not exclusively in relation 
with the scale of the city and the neighbourhood but also with regards to the unit and 
its most recurrent and significant configurations. The first results of this work, that 
allowed us also to appreciate the richness and variety of our research field, referred to 
a narrower, but quite eloquent, chronological period – extending from the year 2000 to 
the year 2005 – were published in 2008 in the Cahier de Théorie n. 6 of the Laboratory of 
Theory and History of Architecture (EPFL)262. It was exactly the quantity and plurality 
of interesting case studies that led us to the adoption of a typo-morphological method, 
since a systematic and consistent approach seemed imperative. In this work, concise 
definitions of the following categories of conceptual principles were proposed in the 
French language, for which a short translation is provided below:

Bending. It refers to linear buildings, whose main construction body is deformed by 
inflexions that allow it to react to the implantation site’s topography, and display a 
renewed interest on the authors’ part, for the treatment of exterior spaces, point that 
is increasingly appreciated in juries’ decisions. These buildings are distinguished by 
the strictly linear modernist construction, the zeilenbau that would not allow by its 
schematic implantation to engage a direct dialogue with the surroundings or to qualify 
in a subtler way the ensemble’s exterior spaces.

Compacting. This category is embodied by buildings of four or five floors and of 
elevated density that are in general represented as concise unities, constructed masses 
of various forms that may manifest a certain autonomy as to their context thanks to the 
uniqueness of their form. Because of these forms’ characteristic “thickness”, incisions 
in their outline or the main mass of their construction body are introduced through the 
plastic treatment of the volume, often in form of successive peripheral patios or inner 
courts.  

Voiding. Here we refer to constructions that “borrow” in broad terms, the form of 
the plot of land in which they are integrated, in the sense that their contour remains 
roughly faithful to the general form of the plot’s boundaries; according to this logic, 
a large “building layer” that covers the plot is transformed by the use of oblique, 
principally transversal incisions to its mass, dissolving into distinct fragments, building 
blocks of habitually differentiated geometrical forms. The “origami” aspect of these 
“mat-type” complexes is accentuated by the generated perspectives that establish 
at least visual links with the context and create a particular set of conditions for the 
interstitial exterior spaces. The idea of a dual formal character reigns on these projects: 
reinforcement of the aspect of the whole and individualisation of the buildings making 
part of the ensemble by their “appearing unique” aspect, which reveals, if examined 
separately, forms of notable similarities with another category of buildings, that of 
compact blocks or point houses.

262  Katsakou, Marchand, Concevoir des logements, op. cit.
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Punctuating. Point houses represent a highly populated category in the corpus of our 
case studies corresponding to the frequency of their emergence among competition 
proposals in general. They are characterised by radiating plans, organised often 
around central vertical distributions. Various orientations are thus proposed for 
the apartment units and a good ratio between square meters of principal use and 
service zones is attained. From a formal point of view, the scale of these buildings, 
assembled in complexes by reiterative logics, situates them somewhere between the 
large modernist block and the single-family house, making them quite popular to the 
authors, the investors and the public. It engenders equally their easier adaptation to 
heterogeneous, urban or suburban, environments. Along with “standard” staggered 
site plans, more free or spontaneous configurations may be found nowadays.

Assembling. These are urban forms created by the articulation of housing units – that 
often correspond to the same apartment type – according to principles of symmetry 
and rotation. The combination of more than one, quasi identical building blocks, in 
slightly shifted complementary positions over the land parcel, engenders aesthetically 
interesting configurations which allow for differentiated frontal views between 
separate buildings of the ensemble and qualify common exterior spaces as both open 
and enclosed. On the other hand, multiple orientations are in general guaranteed for 
the majority of apartments in this kind of designs.

Enclosing. The last category focuses on unique, central exterior spaces, of large or 
intermediate scale, and on the urban forms encircling them. It comprises, on the 
one hand the traditional urban block, corresponding to the urban tissue’s parcel 
subdivision, and on the other, courtyards reinterpreting the standard urban type, 
either assembled according to reiterative principles in a single lot, or composed as 
single, unitary forms of unique identity. In this second case, the central open space 
continues to answer to an introverted motif but may at the same time, acquire 
a public or semi-public nature; a clear distinction between street façade and the 
one corresponding to the court and to a less formal architectural language, is often 
proposed. In any case, the status of this central exterior space depends on its size 
and aspect relatively to the surrounding tissue. In its more recent representations, the 
construction body materialising the courtyard’s “built limit”, takes up polygonal, less 
rigid forms that follow the contour line of the available grounds. As to the traditional 
urban block, a particular case study has been a competition focusing on its completion 
as part of a well defined street tissue that would seem, prima facie, less sensible to  
ersonal interpretations and variations. In this case, the central question has become the 
treatment of the urban front in a way that could assure a certain continuation of the 
context’s character as well as the integration of contemporary living styles.

In relation with urban forms, these types were cross-examined by various questions 
that seemed springing by the corpus itself and the architects’ self-interrogation with 
respect to their subject of interest: the individualisation of the unit and the search 
for various types of housing types, their integration to the site and the relation to a 
landscape of natural, urban or suburban character, the way exterior arrangements were 
defined by the projects’ authors, the regrouping of housing types and the subdivision 
of the typical floor plan as well as the organisation of distribution channels in the plan. 
On the other hand, the same categories served as basis for analysing the proposed 
plans of the units specifically in relation with questions such as the distinction 
between collective and more intimate zones of the apartment, the treatment of the 
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Site plans (1:5000, except for Chriesimatt 1:10000) corresponding to the 
established classification (left to right and top to bottom): bending: Kuhn Fischer 
Partner (Chriesimatt, 2003); compacting: Loeliger & Strub (Stähelimatt, 
2003); voiding: Arndt & Fleischmann (Leimbach, 2004); punctuating: 
Detlli ‘Nussbaumer (Chriesimatt, 2003); assembling: Spoerri & Thommen 
(Rautistrasse, 2005); enclosing: Urs Primas (Grünwald, 2005), 
(source: Concevoir des logements, Lausanne, 2008)
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entrance zone and of intermediary spaces in general, the use of quasi-independent 
rooms or separate entities in the apartment, the functional organisation of these in 
relation with the way between served and serving spaces are defined, the suggested 
relations between the kitchen and the living space or the rest of spaces making part of 
a living suite, the treatment of the living room and its possible expansions by means 
of interconnected rooms, the wet spaces, the exterior repercussions of the unit and the 
treatment of the plan in relation with devices answering to an elevated “thickness” 
such as inner courts and patios. More details concerning the above mentioned, basic 
conceptual principles and their main characteristics are included in the already 
cited publication, where a series of representative case studies are also commented 
successively. 

What is important for the present analysis is that a follow-up of this initial 
categorisation grid by applying it to a larger chronological period for to enlarge 
the number of cited case studies has somehow appeared, in the framework of this 
doctoral research, less interesting. We have therefore decided to emphasize instead, 
on projects that “fitted” in our morpho-typological grid with more difficulty – and 
seemed particularly intriguing for exactly that precise reason – or on project cases 
that, though departing from the initial classification, would manifest traits too 
particular to be left out of commentary. In any case, the preparatory work having to 
do with further identification of interesting examples and their classification has been 
performed in order to discern the cases that were worth mentioning in the framework 
of this new exercise. The work done from that point onward was only considered as a 
final and complementary, from a qualitative point of view, stage of the same exercise. 
That would in addition and most probably, enable the confirmation of our original 
approach, by affronting with sufficient attention “les caractères «ambigus et complexes» 
pour reprendre l’expression de Robert Venturi”263 of certain projects or even certain types 
that were omitted from our initial work and whose presence in this initial publication 
could not have been justified by the number of representative cases. Consequently, 
this latter stage of work – the one presented here – could also be supposed to be the 
“finalisation” in a way of our “conceptual frame of reference”264 that is most probable to 
serve didactical purposes.

Argan in his text “Sul concetto di tipologia architettonica” underlines the fact that a 
type is always an a posteriori paradigm for a series of examples – in this case projects 
–displaying significant similarities or even better, according to his terms presenting 
“un’evidente analogia formale e funzionale”265. For us, the goal fixed was in this sense, 
to enlarge the parameters of this analogy so as to explore its limits. Argan also adds 
that an architectural type is already existing at the moment of his introduction in the 
field “come risposta a un insieme di esigenze ideologiche, religiose o pratiche.”266 An in-depth 
analysis of a type, when in our case, already basically defined, can further guide us in 

263  See Lamunière Jean-Marc, “Le classement typologique en architecture.” in Habitation op. cit.

264  See on that subject Tice James, “Theme and Variations: A Typological Approach to Housing Design, 
Teaching, and Research” in Journal of Architectural Education vol. 46, n.3, 1993, pp. 162-175: “Typology is both a 
useful analytical tool and a conceptual frame of reference with which to generate form.” (p. 162)

265  Argan Carlo Giulio, Progetto e Destino, Casa editrice Il Saggiatore, Milano, 1965, pp. 76-77: “an evident 
functional and formal analogy” (author’s translation, emphasis added by the author).

266  Ibidem: “as an answer to a set of ideological, religious or practical demands.” (author’s translation)
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relation with the practical, social and political framework in which it was engendered. 
In our case, the analysis proposed in the following may be considered as a kind of 
backwards control on the reduction process performed during the first phase of our 
work267.

One could say that by “abandoning” the defined classes of projects, we missed a 
chance for tracing their genesis and evolution through time. In the beginning, this 
question endured. Finally, we realised that it would probably make part of a totally 
different approach. To explain this point we will stop for a minute to a recently 
launched research work treating library competitions and their representative images268. 
In this context, Francisco Gomes analyses his research corpus systematically by means 
of internal comparison269 – juxtaposing projects coming from the same competition 
procedure, as well as external – using projects designed by the same architectural 
bureau over time for the same or different themes. He is thus able to draw conclusions 
for the evolution of representation techniques over time or for the evolution of 
architectural firms and their “style” of expression over time. 

Such work seemed in our case somehow misplaced, as collective housing competitions 
answer to a more elevated number and treat a subject with less prerequisites and 
particularities than competitions for a public building of national importance. It 
appeared only logical, since our main question was the identification of innovative 
proposals for the urban and apartment design to appeal to our subject systematically 
but in a more open-minded way. The choice to concentrate to a particular question, 
as the evolution of these forms in time or the evolution of the architects themselves in 
relation with the studied subjects would mean sacrificing the number of case studies 
that were to be presented. This seemed a pity, also in relation with our basic motive 
towards our research corpus, the interest in its range and variety. Besides, we did have 
a chance to reconstitute certain continuity with regards to specific urban forms in time, 
studying the issue of innovation that most naturally poses the primary question “in 
relation with what background?”

Finally we should once more emphasize on the fact that typo-morphological 
classification has only served as a tool for analysis. The final objective was to situate 
our research subject in relation with more generic issues, as we are aware of the fact 
that it is not the “répertoire stylistique” that is important, but “le sujet dans un énoncé 
structuré par d’autres caractères typologiques, distributifs, constructifs et historiques”270. 

267  Ibid.: “Il tipo si configure cosí come uno schema dedotto attraverso un processo di riduzione di un insieme di 
varianti formali a una forma-base-comune.” (“The type is thus configured as a pattern produced through a reduction 
process of a set of formal variants to a common-base-form” — author’s translation).

268  See Gomes Francisco,  Haskins Jason, “National Library Competitions: Graphic Interpretation of Design 
Proposals as a Research Method”, paper presented in the second international conference on Architectural 
Competitions, Center for Management Studies of the Building Process, Copenhagen Business School, 
Copenhagen, May 5-7, 2010.

269  At this point, I feel obliged to Hélène Lipstadt for pointing out the term and making for me clear the 
distinction between internal and external comparative work in relation with my corpus of studies, although 
the original conversation was held on a slightly different question.

270  See Lamunière Jean-Marc, “Typologie und Moderne: die Distributions- und Konstruktionstypologie als 
Mittel der Kritik = La typologie distributive et constructive comme instrument critique” in werk, bauen + 
wohnen vol. 74, n. 7-8, 1987, pp. 20-21 and 63-64.
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Chapter 3: A passion for geometry

“Les caractères morphologiques offrent un intérêt majeur lorsqu’ils sont observés sous l’angle 
des significations implicites ou explicites que les formes évoquent à travers leurs géométries 
apparentes ou secrètes.”271

Urban forms of triangular morphology, a new version of plastic 
geometry 

Here we will deal with urban forms of an unusual geometry: the triangular 
morphology at which this group of projects answers, is not a very common one, 
although a brief historical retrospective will provide certain examples, associated 
with specific moments of the collective housing’s evolution in Switzerland and 
internationally. We will analyse in total a group of six projects, produced in the 
framework of various, quite recent – dating from 2005 – competitions. They belong 
generically to the category of point houses enclosing at its turn a grand majority of 
contemporary propositions and featuring well-known characteristics: reduced land 
print, compactness of the constructed mass that allows minimising vertical and 
horizontal common circulation surfaces and construction costs, differentiated views 
for the exterior spaces of the whole as well as for the separate housing units, multiple 
orientations and advantageous conditions of natural lighting and ventilation for the 
apartments. Nevertheless, their triangular form presents a particularity in comparison 
with the parallelepiped prisms or the articulated geometrical forms to which answers 
the majority of blocks.  The choice of the triangle as generic form of the block’s plan 
– a form that we could easily picture as relatively rigid, at least with respect to the 
arrangement of the units’ interior spaces and the produced oblique angles – reveals 
on the authors’ part a certain fascination for a geometry-oriented conceptual design 
process.  What does incite the architects to adopt this kind of morphology? Is it 
really inflexible to what concerns the sub-division of the typical floor and the internal 
distribution of the units? Do “transformation” techniques, “mutation” logics at which 
the projects’ authors appeal to soften the austerity of the form and its volumetric 
interpretation, exist? Are there advantages due to the choice of the geometrical form 
regarding the assemblage and arrangement of point houses in complexes, and with 
respect to their three-dimensional expression? To what urban-morphological concerns 
do they answer? 

Repertory of forms and some theoretical thoughts on geometry in 
general and on triangular geometry in particular

The plans of the projects analysed here are characterised by equilateral and in, one 
case, scalene triangular geometry. But it should be pointed out that the final expression 
of the typical floor plan does not represent normally a pure geometrical form, rather 
we deal in most cases with modified versions of the triangle, because of applied 
“transformations” to its contour: chamfered, rounded or accentuated angles, contortion 
of sides. These last may dilate towards the external or shrink towards the internal 
area of the plan, or even be combined with amplified angles turning into separate 

271  Lamunière Jean-Marc, op. cit., 1988, p. 10 
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Sullivan, A System of Architectural Ornament, Plate n. 3: “The 
Inorganic: Manipulation of forms in plane-geometry - Mobile 
geometry”, and detail: “one example of plastic development of 
equilateral triangle”
(source: Traité d’ornementation architecturale, Mardaga, 1990)
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Gio Ponti, sketch illustrating the transformation of a geometric 
form to a natural one (1953).
(source: Ponti Licitra Lisa, Gio Ponti, Cambridge, 1990)
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building branches and thus approaching the famous star or cloverleaf plan272, or even 
be transformed by reason of curved outlines, engendering more organic volumetric 
expressions; judging from the range of the final results these mutations make evident 
the initial geometry’s potential.

Frank Lloyd Wright refers to geometry in general, and to triangular geometry in 
particular, already in 1912 in a text entitled “The Japanese Print: An Interpretation”, 
where he underlines its symbolic value to human structures: “Geometry is the grammar, 
so to speak, of the form. It is its architectural principle. But there is a psychic correlation 
between the geometry of form and our associated ideas, which constitutes its symbolic value. 
There resides a certain “spell-power” in any geometric form which seems more or less a 
mystery, and is, as we say the soul of the thing. [...] certain geometric forms have come to 
symbolize for us and potently to suggest certain human ideas, moods, and sentiments - as for 
instance: the circle, infinity; the triangle, structural unity; the spire, aspiration; the spiral, 
organic progress; the square, integrity.”273. While Wright evokes the question of structural 
unity in relation with the triangle, his liebemeister insists on the dynamic character of 
the form. 

In the beginning of the nineteen twenties and in his work A System of Architectural 
Ornament, According with a Philosophy of Man’s Powers (1922), Sullivan formulates his 
concept of plastic geometry. In a plate called “The Inorganic: Manipulation of forms in 
plane-geometry - Mobile geometry” (n. 3) he explains the potential transformations of 
“basic elemental” forms inscribed in the circle – “the circle is assumed to be the Primal 
Form”, such as the equilateral triangle, the square and regular polygons towards more 
“fluid” expressions: “Technically, as an item in the progress of our demonstration, the above 
forms, rigid in their quality, are to be considered, in our philosophy, as containers of radical 
energy: Extensive and Intensive. That is to say: Extension of form along lines or axes radiating 
from the center and (or) Intention of form along the same or other radials from the periphery 
toward the Center. Here then appears the will of man to cause the Inorganic and Rigid to 
become Fluent through his powers. Note also that we assume energy to be resident in the 
Periphery and that all lines are Energy-lines. This may be called Plastic Geometry”274. Even 
if the developed principles refer mostly to compositions of two dimensions275, they 
seem to fit well also to our case: extention or intention, depending on the modifications 
applied in the triangle’s contour, leading to centripetal or centrifugal forms and to 

272  In French it is the famous plan en étoile, see Marchand Bruno, “Au-delà de la cellule” in op. cit., 2000, 
which also had a four-aisled version mentioned as “cross towers”. German translation “Sternhaus”, see on 
this subject Roth Alfred, “Sternhäuser-Siedlung Akterspegel” in (Das) Werk vol. 36, 1949, pp. 19-22. For the 
English term, the cross towers of Backström and Reinius in Stockolm: Donnelly Marian C., Architecture in 
the Scandinavian countries, MIT Press, Cambridge Massachusetts, 1992, p. 328. There is also a remark on a 
“skyscraper of the half-star-type” in the English translation of the “Minimum Dwelling”; see Teige Karel, 
The Minimum Dwelling, op. cit.

273  As cited in Pfeiffer Bruce Brooks (ed.), The essential Frank Lloyd Wright: critical writings on architecture, 
Princeton University Press, Princeton N.J. , 2008, p. 67.

274  “The Inorganic: Manipulation of Forms in Plane-Geometry – Mobile Geometry” in Sullivan H. Louis, 
Traité d’ornementation architecturale, Mardaga, Liège, 1990, p. 125, first edition : Sullivan H. Louis, A System of 
Architectural Ornament According With a Philosophy of Man’s Powers, Press of the AIA, New York, 1924.

275  See also plate 2 of the same work and his concept of Morphology, where he deals with forms of simple 
leaves and plants: “By manipulation any of these forms may be changed into any of the others through a series of 
systematic organic changes known technically as MORPHOLOGY”, Sullivan H. Louis, Ibidem.
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Flatiron building (1902, architect: D.H.Burnham); plans and 
photos of skyscraper projects by Mies van der Rohe (1921-1922).
(source: Scully, American Architecture and Urbanism,  London, 
1969; Blaser, Mies van der Rohe: Lehre und Schule, Basel, 1977; 
Neumeyer (a cura di Caja Michele e De Benedetti Mara, Ludwig 
Mies van der Rohe: le architetture, gli scritti, Milano, 1996 (original 
title Neumeyer Fritz, Mies van der Rohe. Das kunstlose Wort. 
Gedanken zur Baukunst, Berlin, 1986; Architectural Record n. 4, 
vol. 146, 1969)
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“Lake Point Tower: the first skyscraper with an 
undulating glass wall”, typical floor plan and model 
photo of the architects’ proposal (three towers 
instead of one finally built).
(source: Architectural Record vol. 146, n. 4, 1969)
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polygonal or star versions of the original geometry. A, to-the-letter interpretation 
of Sullivan’s drawings, is not though our aim; we will offer later in this text a rough 
taxonomy of the projects according to his logic, with the intention to further support 
one of our basic arguments; this geometry’s potential as to producing even greater 
variety. Sullivan’s work is used as a reference on the basis of his transformative logic, 
that allows rigid, austere geometrical forms to become organic paradigms. 

Triangular morphology: a retrospective

Even not so common in general, buildings of triangular morphology can be found in 
the history of the twentieth century architecture, hosting various uses. It is interesting 
to note that this morphology, often perceived as a quite autonomous one, is in some 
cases dictated by the form of the construction plot, as for example for the Flatiron 
building in New York, by Daniel Burnham & co. (1901-1903) or for buildings known 
in the Switzerland under the term of pointu. Featuring a rigorous compositional logic 
– that of modelling the building’s main mass around a central spine / structural core 
– the various proposals of Mies van der Rohe for the Friedrichstrasse office building 
competition (1932) are also based on geometrical modifications of the triangle through 
the contortion of its contour. The organic expression of the cloverleaf plan that Mies 
proposes in one of these projects, will not be incorporated in residential architecture 
till well after the World War II by two of his students, with the construction of Lake 
Point Tower by the shore of the lake Michigan in Chicago (1965-1968). The curtain wall 
of Schipporeit & Heinrich’s façade following a curved trail, creates a sort of envelope 
in motion for this sixty-five storey building, the form of which excludes undesirable vis-
à-vis between neighbours of adjacent units, and guarantees lake views to the majority 
of the flats. 

Wright on the other hand, associates the triangle to the idea of the skyscraper as free-
standing, architectural object. He writes in relation with St. Mark’s-in-the-Bouwerie, 
in downtown New York City: “This skyscraper planned to stand free in an urban park 
and thus fit for human occupancy, is as nearly organic as steel in tension and concrete in 
compression can make it… A one-two triangle is employed, because it allows flexibility of 
arrangement for human movement not afforded by the rectangle. The apparently irregular 
shapes of the rooms would not appear irregular in reality; all would have great repose because 
all are not only properly in proportion to the human figure but to the figure made by the whole 
building.”276 St. Mark’s unrealized project for an apartment complex of four cantilever 
towers, serves as reference for the nineteen story-high Price tower (1952-56), the only 
skyscraper realised by the architect, his famous “tree that escaped the crowded forest”277. 
Bruno Zevi quotes Vincent Scully’s commentary in relation with St. Mark’s project: 
“La St. Mark’s Tower che emerge con lo splendore di un gioiello dal periodo più tormentato 
dell’attività creativa di Wright, comunica il modo con cui egli intendeva rievocare astrattamente 
le forme organiche della natura.”278

276  As cited in “St. Mark’s-in-the-Bouwerie”, Kaufmann Edgar, Raeburn Ben, Frank Lloyd Wright: writings and 
buildings, Meridian Books, New York, 1960, p. 276.

277  Wright Frank Lloyd, The story of the tower : the tree that escaped the crowded forest, Horizon Press, New 
York, 1956.

278  As cited by Zevi Bruno (a cura di), Frank Lloyd Wright, Zanichelli Editore, Bologna, 1979, p. 236: “The 
St.Mark's Tower that emerges with the splendor of a jewel from the most troubled period of Wright’s creative activity, 
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Akterspegel ensemble, Stockholm, floor plans (approx. 1:500) of “detached” and 
“clustered” star houses, views of the area and comparative diagrams of the 
star-type disposition with conventional parallel blocks, proving that the star 
houses allow a maximal land use.
(source: (Das) Werk vol. 36, 1949)
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Map of the city of Zurich, red circles showing the position of the Heiligfeld 
and the Im Gut ensembles (top to bottom); floor plans (approx. 1:500) and 
photos of the two cases.
(source: Stadt Zurich; Construire des logements, Lausanne, 2000; Mehr Als 
Wohnen, Zurich, 2007)
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In Switzerland, projects of residential buildings adopting the cloverleaf plan and 
featuring an elevated height, linked to the idea of the green city, were built mostly 
in the German-speaking region and date from the nineteen fifties. They have been 
influenced by Scandinavian realisations of the immediate after-war period aiming 
to a maximum use of land; a representative example is the Akterspegel housing 
development constructed by Sven Backström and Leif Reinius in Stockholm (1944-
46). In this case the cloverleaf plan was adopted equally for isolated buildings and 
for larger cluster forms279. Characteristic is the comparison that the authors establish 
with a “conventional” site plan of parallel slabs of an 8.50 m width and an interstitial 
distance of 20 m. The “star-house” plan represents 15% more in terms of land use, 
while it allows for the houses’ entrances to be placed in shorter distances from the 
main street. Another advantage of this option in relation with the typical floor plan of 
a slab building, is that in the first case, one staircase serves each time three apartments 
per floor – every apartment normally corresponding to one aisle of the star – whereas, 
only two double-aspect apartments are normally served by each staircase of the 
second case. In the Akterspegel development, the building height remains limited to three 
floors for the cluster continuums and to four floors for the detached houses where two 
duplex units are accommodated in every star aisle, above the ground floor.

Scandinavian projects of this period get published in Switzerland by the Werk journal 
(the Akterspegel Siedlung was published in 1949). In Zurich’s area, two fairly similar 
examples can be mentioned: the first one is a twelve-story building, part of a housing 
development constructed by the cooperative construction society Im Gut during the 
period 1949-55, and designed by the architects Karl Egender and Wilhelm Müller; 
the second is an eleven-story construction, designed by the City Architect Alfred 
Steiner for the Heiligfeld housing development, in the Letzigraben district (1954-55). To 
the opposite of the Akterspegel example, both Swiss projects display staircases attached 
to the building’s perimeter and taking natural daylight laterally. In the Im Gut 
example the stairway is still rectangular, fixed at the central articulation point, while 
Steiner arranges the staircase clearly in the part of the plan he considers as the least 
advantageous: the northern concave angle between the east and west wings. 

Every star aisle is normally attributed to one sole apartment, although this 
compartmentalization of the typical floor plan is questioned by the Swiss examples, 
probably with more success in Steiner’s towers. In this case, the star’s south wing, 
longer than the other two, is divided in two identical units, with their rooms arranged 
in linear sequences along the branch’s length. Two other significant differences with 
the Scandinavian model with regards to the organization of the typical floor, seem to 
confirm the rigorous modern principles and hygienic concerns of the Swiss architects. 
While Backström and Reinius arrange at every aisle’s symphysis and close to the 
central articulation triangle a zone of service modules (kitchen / bathroom / storage), 
in the Swiss examples, south exposure is not to be wasted to service areas; rooms of 
principal uses, in the south part of the eastern and western wing reach the articulation 
point, bathrooms and kitchens take up their place to the northern part of these 
branches. In the Swedish example, balconies follow the course of the sun and, in the 

communicates the way in which he intended to recall abstractly nature’s organic forms.” (author’s translation)

279  See Roth Alfred, op. cit., 1949, p. 22. The authors of the article refer to detached houses of this type 
making part of the development, as “detached star houses”.
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detached houses the aisles’ longitudinal axes, subsequently oriented towards various 
points. In the Swiss cases, balconies and loggias take place exclusively facing south.

In France, the star plan clearly part of the grands ensembles politics, that flourished 
during the nineteen fifties and sixties, integrating construction techniques and 
experimentations already conducted during the fourties. The star plan’s logic and its 
structural compactness suited prefabrication methods, intended to intensify housing 
construction in a period of serious shortage. Star-shaped – or else Y-formed – high-rise 
buildings are built, according more or less the same construction technique: in situ 
casting, in the first place, of the triangular core of vertical distribution allowing rapidly 
access to workers and materials for completing the aisles with prefabricated concrete 
modules, and in situ casting also of horizontal elements – the slabs. Representative 
examples can be found in the periphery of Paris, in the district of Bobigny280 (1955-
1960) and in the Meaux-Beauval ZUP281 (Zones à Urbaniser en Priorité – first phase of 
construction in 1963).

It is perhaps through France, and the opening that the Soviet leader Nikita 
Khruchtchev made towards USA and France in the end of the fifties for a typical home 
unit of the Soviet proletariat282, that experimentations of this kind are to be found also 
in the Russian architecture of the sixties. The concrete prefabrication methods applied 
to large-scale projects of the French construction market found fertile grounds in the 
construction of millions of housing units in the Soviet Union, a country lacking at the 
time, skilled construction labour. We will comment on two examples published in a 
special issue of L’architecture d’aujourd’hui n. 147283 designed by the architect G. Gradov 
and corresponding to triangular or star towers. These two cases represent to the 
clearest way the construction logic reigning in the country during that period, related 
most of all with the abolishment of distinct boundaries (as traditionally perceived) 
between the city and the country, and the concentration of the construction activity to 
buildings of elevated height, minimising land footprints and mixing natural landscapes 
with urbanised areas. 

The first example is a project of several housing towers destined to accommodate 
10’000 inhabitants – expression of the commented before modern idea of the 
skyscraper in the park – in the form of a star with three aisles that follow the direction 
of the central triangular nucleus’s sides. A central corridor in every wing extending 
to its entire length serves the apartments placed on either side in linear sequences. 
The second case is a “neighbourhood unit”284 for 6000 inhabitants comprising two 

280  See Dumont, Marie-Jeanne, op. cit., p. 83

281  See on that subject the case of the Meaux-Beauval Z.U.P. (Y-form buildings of two different scales) in 
Lucan, op. cit., 1985.

282  See Dumont, op. cit., 1996, p. 86

283  “Architecture Soviétique” in L’architecture d’aujourd’hui n.147, 1970.

284  “Neighbourhood unit” is the English term (“unité de voisinage” in French, “mikrorayon” in Russian, “unidades 
vecinales” in Spanish) for typical housing sectors that include a range of public uses and services, a “key 
element in what became the global town planning movement after 1920”, see on that subject Call for Papers for the 
issue n. 2 of the journal Positions (a joint publication of the Netherlands Architecture Institute Publishers and 
the University of Minnesota Press), dedicated to the theme of Global Urbanisms, last viewed on 2 September 
2009, <http://www.positionsonmodernism.org/call-for-papers/>. For an ampler explanation of the term, see 
“L’unité de voisinage, une notion commune à la sociologie et à l’urbanisme” in Moley Christian, Les abords du chez-
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Typical construction procedure of a Y-shaped tower – France, site plan of 
housing developments in Bobigny, and contemporary aerial views of Bobigny 
and Meaux-Beauval.
(source: Dumont et al. “Le logement: une histoire française”, 1996; Lucan et 
al., “Logement social 1950-1980”, 1985; <http://maps.google.ch/>)
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G. Gradov, two proposals of housing towers.
(source: L’architecture d’aujourd’hui n. 147, 1970)
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residential 90-story towers in the form of equilateral triangles facing symmetrically 
one-another. This example, including a smaller number of units per floor is more 
interesting in relation with the contemporary competition projects that we will study 
in this chapter. Each side of the triangle incorporates four or five apartments, whose 
entrances are located in a corridor surrounding the vertical access area. Apartments 
situated in the middle of each side’s sequence are unilaterally oriented. In the angles 
of the triangle, an important change occurs; it seems as the especially advantageous 
– as to views and the potential for multilateral orientation – position of the volume’s 
extremity, is taken seriously into consideration by granting this area to one sole unit. 
Apartments in the triangle’s extremities are therefore clearly distinguished from 
the others, and benefit from an exterior space located in the angle, a loggia that is 
ultimately dematerialising the edge of the tower in terms of its exterior aspect. 

The examples presented so far, evoke two major characteristics concerning the 
triangular or star plan: it has often been related to constructions of elevated height 
favoured by the plan’s compactness. On the other hand, these forms have been 
associated to the “isolated” high-rise house and the question of constructions standing 
freely as sculptural objects in the natural landscape treated majorly by another master 
of the organic in the composition of two residential high-rise buildings, the only ones 
he ever designed (Wright and St. Mark’s project / Price Tower). 

The examples that are going to be examined in the following, with the exception 
of the high-rise building by the architects Burkhalter and Sumi, answer to limited 
construction heights that do not normally exceed seven or eight floors. One point that 
clearly distinguishes them from their historical precedents is the organisation logic of 
the site plan, resulting from their relatively smaller scale; the same form is repeated 
in a number of buildings creating a complex; it is no more question of a unique 
architectural object. Triangles and stars are disposed in the plots much like other 
medium-sized blocks of flats in regular or less ordinary patterns; still, are there any 
particular characteristics concerning these site arrangements? 

The Triangle and the Organic 

We have previously talked of Sullivan’s and Wright’s work in relation with the 
subject of the generic geometry of the plan and its mutations, implying this issue’s 
connection to an organic plan. There is an interesting question regarding the link 
between geometry and organic architecture, and American architects have played 
an important role to the subject. John Sergeant points out that “American organic 
architecture has always made use of geometric planning grids”285 and evokes the theoretical 
background of Sullivan and Wright in the face of Herbert Spencer and his belief that 
“crystalline organisation underlay the structure of all matter.”286 He talks of “a process 
of accretion” that “implies geometric structure” and has been adopted by organic 
architecture that is based on growth and continuity. Sergeant analyses Bruce Goff’s 
case, one of Wright’s disciples and most fervent admirer. Despite the grotesque aspect 

soi. En quête d’espaces intermédiaires, Éditions de la Villette, Paris, 2006.

285  See Sergeant John, “Bruce Goff: The Strict Geometrist” in AD Profiles n.16: Bruce Goff, Architectural Design 
n.10, v.48, 1978 (whole issue), pp. 55-62

286  Ibidem
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of Goff’s work – Jencks refers to him as “The Michelangelo of Kitch”287 – there are some 
elements of his architectural language, characterised by his “obsession with geometric 
themes and ornamentalised geometry”288, worth mentioning in our present analysis. Goff, 
a unique personage in the course of popular American architecture of the 20th century, 
collaborated with Wright to the realisation of his Price Tower and designed a studio 
for Joe Price, son of the homonymous Tower’s proprietor. He was the only person to 
use the duplex triangular unit of the Price Tower, as both office and apartment, as it 
was originally designed289. 

Goff, whose unique metaphoric language is also paralleled by Jencks with Gaudi’s 
architecture, built a number of private houses based on triangular plans – one of the 
most representatives the Gutman House (1958) that Sergeant compares to Wright’s 
Sundt project (1941) – or on other crystalline or curvilinear plan types, according to 
an elemental categorisation, established by the same scholar. But every time the final 
outcome is completely distinct: “From these generic plan types spring a whole family of 
building forms, all strictly geometrised”290. This is not only due on the use of different 
materials – Goff cedes during the war to the aesthetics of “as-found” materials – but 
mostly because of the three-dimensional expression of the triangle, its form in space: 
“The geometry of the same plan-type may be expressed in many different forms.”291 His 
geometry is described as “frozen”, “explicit” and “static”. But the fact remains that the 
final expression of the project is diversified through the process of accretion linking his 
work to an organic architectural perception. The centrality and inwardness stemming 
from his strict geometry, as well as the easily-readable hierarchy of the plan are 
characteristics worth investigating in relation with contemporary manipulations of the 
triangular or star geometry.

Goff adopts Wright’s triagrid or hex-triagrid in some of his plans and offers an 
extreme – as his architecture remains strictly personal – example of the link between 
geometrically based, organic conception292. The same issue has been examined in 
relation with Swiss architecture and the question of Swiss architects’ influence by their 
American colleagues, in the case for example, of the hexagonal – although star-shaped 
if referring to the main floor mass and excepting the rhombus-shaped balconies – 
Fanghölfli tower, designed by the architect J. Gasser in Lucerne (1960-1961). As already 
explained by Bruno Marchand293, Gasser’s tower presents significant differences with 

287  See Jencks Charles, “The Michelangelo of Kitch” in Ibid., pp. 10-14.

288  Ibidem 

289  “Biographical notes on Bruce Goff” in Ibid., p. 6.

290  Sergeant John, op. cit., p. 56.

291  Ibidem,  p. 59.

292    In an article that Goff publishes in 1964 in L’architecture’aujourd’hui, on Wright and his work, he notes 
in relation with geometrical forms (under the subtitle “La valeur ds formes géométriques simples”: “En 
lui demandant un jour pourquoi il n’avait jamais essayé de faire de formes libres, il répliqua: « Le carré, le triangle 
et le cercle comptent encore pour moi, je vous laisse le reste !. »” See “Frank Lloyd Wright par Bruce Goff” in 
L’architecture d’aujourd’hui n. 113-114, April-May 1964, pp. 67-71.

293  See Marchand Bruno, “Au-delà de la cellule”, op. cit., 2000, p. 12 : “Bien que le concept de Gasser s’apparente 
à la métaphore organique de l’arbre de Wright, il subsiste plusieurs différences : Gasser n’utilise pas la superposition 
de deux géométries pour régler la forme du plan, ni la fameuse coupe en porte-à-faux pour porter le bâtiment, au 
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Bruce Goff, Gutman House (1958), plan and photo, 
to the right Frank Lloyd Wright, Sundt project 
(1941)
(source: Architectural Design vol. 48, 1978)
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Frank Lloyd Wriht, Price Tower (1952-56), photo and plans, 
bottom J. Gasser, Fanghölfli tower (1960-61).
(source: Wright, The story of the tower: the tree that escaped 
the crowded forest, New York, 1956; Construire des logements, 
Lausanne, 2000)
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Wright’s Price tower, as to the materialisation of the tree’s organic metaphor, 
but handles essentially, the same question of a geometrically generated organic 
architectural expression, that Sergeant explains by “the concrete nature of building 
materials”294. Are there implications of the same question in the contemporary Swiss 
examples grouped here? We will return to this question in the final discussion of this 
chapter. A detailed comparative analysis of these examples’ principal features is first 
due.

Morphological and spatial characteristics of the forms

Concerning primary aspects of the here analyzed morphology, a rough categorization 
according to Sullivan’s “plastic” logic could turn out useful for our initiation into 
the subject. More specifically the logic in the project of the architects Frei & Gubler 
for the Rautistrasse competition in Zurich (2005), can be understood through an 
extension process, inflicted to the original equilateral triangle; the architects use for 
their proposal’s presentation the characteristic motto “EXPANDING”. A possible 
interpretation for the geometric concept generating the project by Diener & Diener 
for the competition in Zurich-Schwamendingen (2007), and the one by a4D architects 
for the competition in Johannes-Hirt-Strasse, Wädenswil (2008), may be provided 
by the transforming process of intention. Besides, the last two proposals could be 
associated also to Sullivan’s plate n. 2 – in which he deals with the “manipulation 
of the organic” – offering as they are, different versions of the cloverleaf plan. This 
subcategory incorporates some special characteristics, of which the most important 
is a morphological fluidity inherent in organic expressions. The “freer treatment of 
the hexagon” presented in the third plate of Sullivan’s study presents, with a total 
deformation of the form’s perimeter and the addition of new parts to the extension of 
the form’s sub-axes, resemblances to the almost deconstructive logic illustrated by the 
proposition of HHF architects for the Laubiweg competition in Zurich (2008), a project 
that distances itself from the rest of the group.

The majority of our case studies propose, as above mentioned, medium height 
constructions that attain sometimes seven or eight levels, with the larger number 
of floors corresponding to the cases of the Laubiweg and Wipkingen projects, due 
to the significant slope of the plot’s topography. Exceptions constitute Burkhalter & 
Sumi’s project for the competition at Pratteln and the Johannes-Hirt-Strasse project 
by a4D architects. In the first case, we deal in a way with a special issue, since the 
building has a multi-functional character: twelve triangular residential stories are 
generated by the bisection of a rhombus-shaped, four-storey basis attributed to office 
uses. Both geometrical archetypes are “softened” by rounded angles that produce a 
“blur” effect to the building’s edges and volumetric expression. The second example 
is differentiated due to its height reminding the scale of multi-family houses: four 
cloverleaf-shaped levels of curved outline lead to a similar spatial effect as Burkhalter 
& Sumi’s rounded angles. 

même titre qu’il délaisse le principe des appartements en duplex. L’affinité avec l’architecture du «maître» américain 
semble être plutôt d’ordre formel et esthétique comme en témoignent l’application de la géométrie «organique» à 120°, 
l’expression des angles évidés et le décor appliqué sur les contrecoeurs des terrasses.”

294  Sergeant John, op. cit., p. 55: “Growth and continuity are basic to organic architecture. It would be expected that 
this would be accomplished in a biological fashion, but the concrete nature of building materials makes this difficult.”
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Sullivan’s “manipulation of the organic” (detail from plate 2), 
model of the Laubiweg project by HHF architects.
(source: Traité d’ornementation architecturale, Liège, 1990; 
Rodriguez et al., Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg, Zurich, 2008)
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Diagramatic sketch illustrating the transformations performed to the initial equilateral 
triangle in our case studies’ geometry; typology of the six projects presented in this chapter, 
from top to bottom: POOL, Wipkingen; Frei & Gubler, Rautistrasse; a4D, Johannes-Hirt-
Strasse; HHF, Laubiweg; Burkhalter & Sumi, Pratteln; Diener & Diener, Schwamendingen 
(plans redesigned by the author, 1:500)
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Repartition of apartments in the typical and the last 
floor: a4D and POOL projects (plans redesigned 
by the author, 1:1000); perspectives of the Frei & 
Gubler and Burkhalter & Sumi projects.
(source: hpw, Frei & Gubler)
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POOL architects adopt more or less the same solution for their own equilateral 
triangle’s edges emptying the building’s mass in the angles by placing there, loggias 
for the respective apartments. Incidentally, their last floor’s plan is particularly 
evocative with regards to the concept of associating the star to the cloverleaf plan, on 
the basis of their generic geometry: it seems to have been created by the intersection 
of two triangles with chamfered edges: the one corresponding to the typical floor’s 
plan and its inverted copy. Regarding Frei & Gubler’s block, the generic form of the 
equilateral triangle is most of all perceptible to the building’s central core, since the 
plastic transformation of the original geometry creates in the end a hexagonal, non-
equilateral plan. Following the example of many residential constructions classified 
under the type of the point house, buildings of this group propose attic floors of reduced 
surface attributed to one or two more spacious apartments taking full advantage of the 
best views. A special treatment of this level is proposed again by the architects Frei & 
Gubler that reduce the last floor to almost a third of the typical floor’s surface, for to 
grant there to collective use, a spacious terrace with panoramic views.  

To what concerns the rest of the buildings’ volume, particularly their ground floor 
apartment and the way they are “posed” on the grounds, in most cases the typical 
floors’perimeter is identically repeated on the main entrance’s level. The Johannes-Hirt-
Strasse housing development constitutes a case apart; the cloverleaf form corresponds 
in fact solely to the continuous balcony’s trail. The principal mass of the building is 
materialised on the basis of a “hybrid” plan, a synthesis of an equilateral triangle and 
a three-aisled star whose extreme points almost “touch” the curved perimeter of the 
balcony. Consequently, the ground level’s surface is reduced to the footprint of the 
“closed” volume, while the plan of the attic is unexpectedly transformed to a recessed 
version of the balcony’s outline, coupled by a slightly overhanging porch adopting the 
same form. Finally and as already pointed out, the Laubiweg project by HHF architects 
is a special case on its own; its particularity reposes also on the fact that different parts 
of each façade detach from the main volume’s outline, conferring thus a much less 
“disciplined” aspect to the whole. 

Constitution of urban space, access and exterior spaces’ 
arrangement

The six projects examined here represent a wide range of possibilities as to urban 
spaces of different qualities, at the level of the entire city’s tissue, as well as for the 
collective spaces of each complex itself. The Pratteln project by Burkhalter & Sumi – 
parallel study commissions with seven invited architectural bureaus (2007) – is the only 
case where we deal with one single triangular house, making part of a multifunctional 
complex. It seems also to be the only example, where the form could be partially 
considered as generated by the parcel’s form. Pratteln is a small community near Basel. 
The plot in question is located right next to the railway station plaza, to the south. The 
area has already been the object of several private and state intervention schemes, in 
order to be transformed from a mere circulation nexus, to a new urban centre between 
the industrial zone to the north of the rail track, and the main part of the community 
to the south. A competition for redesigning the square has been organised in 2005 and 
the plan of the district is going to be the object of revision, after the completion of this 
tender procedure. Along the south side of the railway track, the neighbourhood’s land-
use plan proposes a three-storey high building of considerable length (125 m). The plot 
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Site plan of the Burkhalter & Sumi project and 
ground floor plan of the POOL project (1:2000).
(source: hpw)
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in question is part of an area containing already a parking lot. Half of its surface will 
be occupied by a new building complex composed by two complimentary parts: a five-
storey building in the form of an inverse L, with mixed commercial (ground floor) and 
residential (upper levels) use, and a curved, three-storey apartment building boarding 
the street to the south of the plot. The parcel is of rectangular shape, opposite to a five-
storey building, on the other (east) side of Bahnhofstrasse that connects the railway 
plaza with the heart of the agglomeration.

The authors of the project try to make maximum use of the grounds by planning a 
four-storey socle of extended surface destined to host the offices included in the 
competition’s program. The regular rhombus of the building’s basis is slightly 
deformed to leave sufficient free space to the east and the west, for generous access 
openings towards Bahnhofstrasse and towards the large complex (to be constructed)
to the west. At the same time, the importance of the plot’s southeast angle, at the 
intersection of boarding streets, is asserted by the rhombus’s angle, protruding to that 
spot. The choice of the basis’ form makes the triangular shape of the apartment floors 
seem natural and unforced. It also allows for an additional advantage regarding the 
disposition of the apartments in the interior of the plan. The triangle’s sides step back 
with regards to the plot’s limits and are thus partially isolated from car circulation 
noises. At the same time the disadvantageous north orientation of one of the triangle’s 
sides is attenuated by the interior organisational logic of the project and the typical 
floor’s division in apartments. 

To what concerns the rest of the projects and their site plans, two of them correspond 
to the rather common solution – in the category of point houses – of staggered rows. 
POOL architects’ proposal was submitted to a parallel study commissions’ procedure, 
conducted with the participation of ten invited architectural firms, for a residential 
colony at Breitenstein- / Hönggerstrasse / Im Sydefädeli in Zurich-Wipkingen (2006). 
It aimed to the reconstruction of three distinct plots in a relatively central district of 
Zurich, in a zone where the coefficient of utilization reaches the 90% as well as the 
imposed housing percentage. The already existing, 129 housing units, correspond to 
mostly to small (of 2 or 3-room) flats characterised by relatively small surfaces. The 
new buildings can be a lot denser; as a general rule three storeys with an attic and 
a basement are allowed, but for more complex developments – as the one concerned 
by this procedure – it is possible to attain a higher construction height, if maximum 
utilisation of the grounds is not applied. 

POOL architects were recommended for a continuation of their study that featured six 
triangular blocks of seven floors each, in the larger plot of the group. Buildings are 
posed symmetrically on both sides of a central interior access level extending to the 
whole of the plot’s length and assuming the role of the complex’s main open space. 
We find there arranged all pedestrian entrances while most of the resting surfaces are 
planted. Open-air ramps and staircases take the users from the central space to lateral 
areas, left more or less to their natural state, an easy solution for the architects to 
deal with the plot’s slope. Most of pedestrian circulation is thus drained to a central 
intermediate level that further emphasizes on the strong identity of the complex in the 
neighbourhood’s tissue. Their intention to reinforce the image of the ensemble in this 
part of the competition’s perimeter, as well as the much smaller surface of the other 
parts, whose larger side is the one boarding the biased Hönggerstrasse and could 
not easily host triangular forms, are probably the reasons that the project’s authors 
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Ground floor plans of the a4D and Frei & Gubler projects (1:2000)
(source: hpw, Frei & Gubler)
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decided not to adopt the same building type in all parts of the project. Instead, small 
longitudinal four-storey houses that can blend easily with the neighbourhood’s context 
are proposed for the other two plots. At the same time, with the underground garage’s 
entrance to the east and its organisation in a similar way – a central access route, 
on both sides of which are arranged the parking spaces – the concept reveals itself 
coherent on all levels, and allows for higher vegetation in the rest of the grounds. 

The second project featuring a staggered, although of completely different logic, 
disposition of the housing blocks, is the one designed by a4D architects for the parallel 
studies procedure – five participating bureaus in total – of the housing development 
“Johannes-Hirt-Strasse” in Wädenswil (2008), organized by Allreal Generalunternehmung. 
Wädenswil is a community of the Greater Zurich at the southern shore of Zurich’s 
lake. The plot in question is one of the larger land reserves of the community, with 
a view to the lake. The investor aimed to a maximum use of the grounds. a4D is a 
young architectural firm, whose structure has been enlarged in a short period of time 
by commissions of quite a few housing projects. In this case, house rows are in a way 
“camouflaged” by a mesh of pedestrian pathways applied on the trapezoidal grounds. 
To the northwest, a lane of the plot is left to two-storey, semi-detached maisonettes 
that benefit from a superb view to the lake. The pedestrian pathway’s mesh seems to 
be created on the main purpose of delimitating every building’s open space. That way 
the complex’s unity is confirmed by the repetition of the singular form but on the other 
hand every fragment’s autonomy is emphasized in the exterior spaces arrangement. 
The amoebaean-like, according to the jury’s description, apartment houses, seem to 
grow from the grounds as mushrooms scattered in the field, while the mesh’s nods 
are marked by trees, partly hiding the buildings’ entrances from the main street to the 
south. Perhaps for the same reason – to exclude direct views to the houses’ entrances 
– an alley is designed along the whole parcel’s length to that part of the perimeter. 
The underground parking organisation corresponds to three plateaus grouping each 
time the parking spaces corresponding to two separate building rows. It is accessible 
by an entrance to the south-eastern angle of the plot while a second ramp to the south-
western corner, leads to a separate section corresponding to a cloverleaf house and 
a semi-detached one. Although the organic expression of the complex’s open spaces, 
emphasizing on the cloverleaf house’s form, is not really in accordance with the more 
rigid row of the smaller houses that completes the proposed types to the north, the 
reduced height of these last – their ground level is a level lower than the rest of the 
houses – guarantees unobstructed views for the whole complex.

Double-aspect, transversal exterior spaces, opening up the ensemble to its surroundings 
and allowing diagonal views from various spots, are equally the main idea of the Frei 
& Gubler proposal for the Rautistrasse competition. This was organised in the city of 
Zurich in 2005 for the densification of a plot in the Altstetten area, located near the 
Eichbühl cemetery and the Uetliberg woods. The existing 44 housing units, constructed 
in the immediate post-war years, were to be replaced by 80 to 100 flats destined to 
small households or families. The city’s administration is interested in producing 
housing for a variety of user groups, in the framework of the program 10’000 
Apartments in 10 Years and Housing for All. The Altstetten district is characterised by 
a certain heterogeneity with small family houses and “denser” cooperative housing 
complexes in near vicinity. Frei & Gubler’s proposal is particular in relation with the 
already analysed examples. The positioning of the blocks seems in that case quite 
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random, not only for the varying distances between the complex’s buildings but also 
because of their rotation in relation with one another, in a way that entrances give 
always onto the collective space in the middle, allowing for green areas around the 
rest of each building’s perimeter. Nevertheless, no two entrances are facing one 
another, which makes wonder as to the future collective life of the designed spaces. 
The underground parking is organised in the plot’s northern border being accessible 
by the less charged with traffic, street, to the west. Four separate pedestrian access 
points, are traced by the complex’s paved pathway grid, three towards the south and 
one more on the reduced length side, to the east of the trapezoidal plot. Despite their 
considerable volume, the houses’ somewhat fortuitous arrangement – as carelessly 
thrown pebbles scattered in the grounds – reinterprets the surrounding tissue’s 
heterogeneity and facilitates the complex’s implementation.

This is almost the case also with Diener & Diener’s project. Nevertheless, their star 
houses are less voluminous in relation with the context and their disposition seems less 
random than that of the Frei & Gubler example. The garden city of Schwamendingen 
was designed in the fourties by Albert Steiner. It is a neighbourhood in the northern 
limits of the city, for which the state authorities have already established intervention 
principles, and the objective of densifying the tissue, while at the same time 
emphasizing to the creation of quality green spaces, as envisaged by Steiner’s original 
radial plan. Besides, Schwamendingen becomes progressively a centre for several 
other development areas, as Leutschenbach, Hochbord / Stettbach and Neu-Oerlikon. 
The plot in question is one of the larger in this residential area. In the competition 
program and as usual, there was not only a need for renovating the existing from the 
mid-fifties housing colony of 200 apartments, but also for building larger apartments. 
Diener & Diener aimed to a reinterpretation of the existing tissue’s design by creating 
somewhat “introverted” and yet porous, most of all “vaguely defined” open spaces 
for their complex. The three-aisled star houses gathered together in two major groups 
corresponding to the two distinct parts of the available grounds, organise “contained” 
parts of the available free space that are nevertheless, not confirmed by the design of 
the sitting areas, as these last are proposed mainly in the plot’s periphery and answer 
to free, oval forms. The ramps for the underground parking, coherent with the distinct 
block groups are placed to opposite edges of the ground; one to its south-east and the 
other to its north-eastern corner. Parking spaces for visitors are arranged to both sides 
of the street that divides the parcel in two.

Lastly, the HHF project is by far, the group’s less original example regarding 
the exterior spaces design. This was designed for a procedure of parallel study 
commissions organized by the cooperative Vrenelisgärtli – cooperative founded 
during the between-wars period and active in the quarter of Unterstrass – in 2008, 
for a total of three, available for future construction, plots. These are delimitated 
by the network of parallel to the ground’s contours streets, characteristic of the 
district. A project competition was simultaneously organized for the zone that was 
to be constructed in the first place, a small trapezoidal, isolated lot, in the ground’s 
south-eastern edge. The Unterstrass district is mainly characterised by residential 
buildings, due to a construction boom that has begun already before the World 
War I and has continued till the nineteen sixties. The cooperative’s target group are 
middle-class households. A clear distinction can be made between residential, more 
quite streets and those charged with car traffic, connecting Unterstrass with Oerlikon. 
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Site plans of the Diener & Diener and HHF project (1:2000)
(source: hpw; Rodriguez et al., Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg, Zurich, 
2008)
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Floor plan of the Diener & Diener proposal (1:1500)
(source: hpw; Rodriguez et al., Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg, Zurich, 
2008)
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The authors of the project arranged their blocks parallel to the contour lines in equal 
interstitial distances, in a quite monotonous way following the topography’s strong 
slope to the west. Limited seemed though the alternatives, since the triangular form’s 
proportions take up each time most of the plot’s width. The pedestrian entrances are 
normally placed almost on a higher than the car access, level, following a logic of clear 
separation between the two circulation networks of the complex. Due once more to the 
main form’s dimensions and to the fact that the surrounding tissue is characteristically 
shaped by continuous rows of detached and semi-detached single-family houses or 
by short-length slabs longitudinally placed with respect to contour lines, the chosen 
forms seem particularly out of scale in relation with their context. In addition, 
they seem as if they were completely denying the context’s character, tendency that 
appeared sometimes in a latent state as to the rest of the projects. The jury emphasized 
particularly this last point: “Diese eigenartige Gebäudeform findet absolut keine Anknüpfung 
an das restliche Quartier. Der Kontext sowie die baurechtlichen Grundlagen wurden negiert.”295 
Besides, the project was criticized for ignoring the construction regulations, proposing 
as it was seven floors already for this first construction segment, whereas an exception 
to the normally, three allowed floors, could only be made in the framework of a larger 
housing development and not only for this smaller plot that, according to the client, 
should be possible to be built independently from the rest.

Subdivision of the typical floor plan, access and apartment 
orientation

It seems that the rule regarding the subdivision of the typical floor plan is a type of 
radial tri-partition to medium or big size apartments (3.5 – 5.5 rooms), depending 
on the block’s dimensions, around a triangular shaped landing with the apartment 
accesses organized in its corners. Each apartment occupies an angle of the triangle 
taking thus advantage of multiple orientations and panoramic views. This seems 
to be the case for the triangular shaped buildings as well as the cloverleaf ones. An 
additional advantage is the exclusion of disagreeable vis-à-vis between the neighbours 
of the same block since the radial arrangement guarantees complete separation of the 
zones belonging to each unit. An exception is formed by the a4D plan and the balcony 
running along the whole perimeter of the floor, with its characteristic enlargements 
that provide two exterior spaces of considerable surface and totally different views to 
every apartment, but do not exclude indiscreet views between neighbours. 

Regarding the division of the second set of plans, the example by Diener & Diener 
constitutes a special case and a rather original solution. Every branch is divided in two 
– in a way that reminds Steiner’s plan and the solution he adopted for the southern 
branch of his star house – and the three flats of the typical floor take up their surface on 
two different star branches at a time. Particular attention is paid to the space contained 
in the concave angles attributed each time to one sole apartment. In this way, every flat 
occupies one side of the “conceptual” triangle instead of an angle and benefits of even 
more diversified views. We should also note the subtlety of the architectural treatment 
allowing for a slightly larger apartment unit (though of the same typology) in one of 

295  Rodriguez Felipe, Bürgi Lorenz, Tschirren Ursula, Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg, Zürich-Unterstrass. 
Projektwettbewerb und Studienauftrag im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts / Beuerteilungsgremiums, 
Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 2008, p. 50: “This strange building form finds no link with the rest of 
the neighbourhood. The context and the principles of the building regulation are denied.” (author’s translation)
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Subdivision of the typical floor plan in the (top to bottom) HHF, 
POOL, a4D and Burkhlalter & Sumi projects (1:1000), top right: 
Heiligfeld, repartition of apartments in the typical floor plan  
(1:500).
(source: hpw; Rodriguez et al., Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg, Zurich, 
2008)
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the star’s aisles, elongated thanks to a slight shifting of the triangular circulation core’s 
position, away from the overall form’s gravity centre. 

Allowing for a certain generalisation, we could say that the projects of this category 
cannot claim maximum flexibility with respect to the plan’s division. It seems that the 
triangular form offers limited possibilities as to generating varied apartment types. 
The additional unilaterally oriented small flat, engendered by the scalene form of the 
conceptual triangle in the case of the HHF project, could not really be considered as 
an exceptional alternative. As to the rest, POOL architects, Burkhalter & Sumi and 
A4D architects propose different floor arrangements, concerning exclusively the 
size of the flats and not their organisational principles. This is made possible by the 
rooms’ modularity and their positioning in rows that allow for certain spaces to be 
attributed either to one unit or to its adjoining one. The Frei & Gubler project responds 
also to this logic. Otherwise and in some proposals, the plan is divided in two with 
the respective sub-spaces of a dichotomised angle attributed to a pair of units. This 
solution, creating immediate vicinity between certain spaces of adjacent apartments, 
most of all with respect to exterior spaces – terraces or balconies – as in the POOL and 
a4D projects, could be considered problematic considering the plan’s main conceptual 
principle that seems to focus on the unit’s individualisation and autonomy. Finally and 
as common to point houses in general, the last floor, of a reduced surface, is divided 
between two larger flats or even entirely assigned to an even more privileged, larger 
flat.

The organisation of every floor’s horizontal circulation seems to materialise the 
compactness of the form, as in every case the landing presents rather restricted 
dimensions. In the HHF project and the Burkhalter & Sumi proposition for Pratteln, 
due possibly to the elevated construction height and to fire regulations, the staircase 
is attached to the block’s periphery being naturally lit from the side, as is the case 
in the historical examples analysed. In the first project, the authors also make an 
attempt of creating a more lively space for socializing between neighbours, assuring a 
comparatively generous space to the floor’s common circulation and voiding the centre 
of the block in a kind of interior patio with daylight arriving from above. This is also 
the case with the a4D and the POOL project that take up one side of the triangular 
central space with a single-flight staircase dramatising the access to the flats. The 
Diener & Diener example presents the most reduced circulation surface on the typical 
floor with a “cramped” effect right next to the elevator door, where two directly facing 
one another, entrances are placed. 

Apartment typology 

The typical apartment in the a4D project is the most characteristic one as to assuming 
the radial distribution of the units in the floor, to the compactness of the block’s form. 
Wet and service spaces are organised concentrically around the triangular circulation 
core in the middle while the next layer is attributed to spaces of principal uses; the 
living / dining / kitchen suite occupies the privileged spot of the angle with two 
exterior extensions provided by the enlargements of the continuous balcony’s form, 
while separate rooms are organised to both sides of the enlarged hall / anteroom of 
the partitioned entrance. We are far from the typology of the nineteen fifties where 
the sitting room extends timidly to one side of the aisle. The living space now takes 
up the most advantageous position in the unit’s plan and becomes, either as a 
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Apartment typology (left to right and top to bottom): 
HHF, Diener & Diener, Frei & Gubler
(plans redesigned and adapted by the author, 1:500)
(source: hpw; Rodriguez et al., Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg, 
Zurich, 2008; Frei & Gubler )
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continuous entity or as articulated suite, the most important place in the apartment. 
This organisational logic creates also a kind of clearly legible hierarchy while the 
subdivision of the rest of the apartment accentuates the uniformity of the living space, 
by a strong contrast effect. 

The same concentric setting up of the plan, typical of block houses in general, is 
found in the cases of Burkhalter & Sumi and POOL projects, except for the fact that 
these plans manifest also a clearer separation of private and common zones: private 
rooms are mostly organised to a single side of the flat instead of articulated around 
the living space, evidently in an effort to draw advantage of the best orientation either 
for a big living suite in the south, or for the equal treatment of private rooms aligned 
towards the east or west. This device also leads sometimes to a different treatment of 
the entrance space in distinct housing units. In both examples, the triangle’s angles 
are voided, to provide exterior spaces with the best possible views. It should be said 
though, that at least for POOL’s project, despite the multiple orientations of the living 
space, a large part of it turns to the north, which is also due to the rigid arrangement 
of the blocks in the plot. The Frei & Gubler example follows the concentric pattern, 
but with an interesting articulation between the kitchen alcove, and the slightly rotated 
living room, both taking up their surface on different sides of the polygonal form, and 
thus succeeding in establishing a clear direction for the suite of the living space whic 
terminates to a spacious loggia of the same width.

A limpid organisational principle is legible also in the apartment typology proposed 
by the architects Diener & Diener, but this time in a much more organically 
unravelled plan. From the triangular circulation space in the middle, three branches 
accommodating secondary functions, grow in the middle of the star plan’s different 
aisles. This sequence is each time attributed to one sole apartment in a way that the 
service strip corresponds to the more private zone of the unit. The two parts of the 
plan, of which we have earlier spoken, “enclose” the apartment’s exterior space with 
an increased width in the angle’s cavity. The second part, containing the living suite 
of the unit is organised as a free space without partitions or fixed pieces of furniture 
but in an order of clear succession, starting from the entrance hall to the kitchen 
laboratory, the dining room and finally the sitting space completely open laterally. The 
sub-regions of this sequence are defined by differentiations in the façade’s openings: 
a small window is placed right opposite the entrance door, another window after a 
small solid interstice marks the table’s position. On the whole, an artful solution that 
aims also to the reinterpretation of the form’s structural logic – with relation to the 
historical prefabrication references of the star plan, based to the solid structural centre 
and a lighter construction of the aisles – by creating a kind of core, also for each 
branch, and a peripheral load-bearing system at the façades thus enabling the creation 
of a completely uniform living suite in the interior.

Finally, and concerning the type of apartments proposed by the Laubiweg project, we 
seem to deal with a plan structured by an additional logic of sub-grouped spaces in 
a somewhat random order. The triangle’s angle is there assigned to a group of two 
rooms while the living room, bilaterally oriented resembles to a kind of residual 
space after another two-room module and a service core – consisting by the kitchen’s 
equipment, a bathroom and some storage space – have been posed into the apartment’s 
available surface. This impression is accentuated by the fact that the rooms protrude 
from the contour, while the living-dining sequence is in retreat as to the building’s 
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perimeter. Balconies are delimitated by these projections and it seems difficult, because 
of this choice, for the living room or for the eating corner to be sufficiently exposed to 
natural daylight. 

Organization of the façades

As mentioned before, the compactness of the building’s central core can allow for less 
load-bearing structural elements in its volume’s periphery – according more or less 
to Mies van der Rohe’s logic in his Friedrichstrasse project. But the fact that in our 
series of case studies, the choice of the triangular geometry is not associated to clear 
structural logics, constitutes one more a significant difference in relation with historical 
precedents of the form. The Diener & Diener project as well as the a4D proposal, 
constitute exceptions to the rule, with the almost entirely transparent extremities of 
the star branches in the first case and the equally open, but mostly this time laterally, 
polygonal edges of the form in the second case. 

Besides, Diener & Diener are the only bureau in this group of projects, proposing a 
rather sophisticated structural system with direct references. The strip of secondary 
spaces in the middle of every branch, built-up by a series of parallel, although slim, 
partitions and featured as a part of the building’s vertebral column corresponding to 
each aisle, could be supposed to represent the main structural element of the block, 
almost reminiscing prefabrication techniques commented on the subject of Y-formed 
buildings of the sixties and seventies. But the authors of the project make explicit 
reference, regarding their blocks’ exterior aspect, to the students’ residence of St. 
Hilda’s College, designed by Alison and Peter Smithson between 1967 and 1970, and 
its façade frame, made up from characteristic diagonal elements operating “as a kind 
of visual filter between inside and outside.”296 In Smithsons’ work, this particular device 
of the façade represents a shift to their architectural language, a softening of their 
accent, which has to do with layer overlaying and using the lattice system as a sort 
of “decoration”. This solution has later been adopted also in Lucas Headquarters (1973-
1974) and in the Yellow House (1976) and does have a principal structural role. Besides, 
the chamfered angles of St. Hilda’s Garden Building, characteristic of their era’s 
aesthetics, seem to find a direct relation to the treatment today of the triangular form. 
Chamfered or rounded angles are used to dissolve the form’s acmes and soften its 
contour; “blurring” the triangle’s edges seems a standard technique for the treatment 
of the volume. 

Although the form’s compactness is not reflected to excessive transparency of the 
façades, continuous openings to the volume’s entire periphery, make allusion to 
a reduced number of structural elements in the building’s periphery, exactly as the 
“voided” angles. This is the case for the Frei & Gubler proposal as well as for the 
one by POOL architects, where the author’s additional intention to emphasize on 
horizontality, may be read in parallel with the a4D example and the protruding slabs 
of differently shaped balconies. This is done probably in order to put an accent on the 
regularity of the volume and the lack of hierarchy because of the equal treatment of 
every side, that correspond to the regularity of the typical floor’s interior organization. 
In the Frei & Gubler project a continuous – but of changing position in relation to 

296  Van den Heuvel Dirk, Risselada Max (eds.), Alison and Peter Smithson – from the House of the Future to a 
house of today, 010 Publishers, Rotterdam, 2004, p. 23.
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Perspective images from the (top to bottom) Burkhalter & Sumi, a4D, and POOL 
projects; to the right, Garden Building - St.Hilda’s College, architects: Alison & 
Peter Smithson (1967-1970)
(source: hpw; <http://www.flickr.com/photos/seier/5182279122/>)
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Façade of the HHF project for Laubiweg and section of the Frei 
& Gubler project for Rautistrasse (1:500)
(source: Rodriguez et al., Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg, Zurich, 2008; 
Frei & Gubler).
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the floor’s height – frieze is deployed all around the building’s perimeter. In POOL’s 
project this zone of openings is occasionally interrupted by short, solid wall intervals 
rendering the horizontal “engraving” of the façade more interesting. The Frei & Gubler 
project offers an interesting space interpretation device by proposing a chromatic 
difference between every building’s spaces of collective use and the ones attributed to 
private apartments. The block’s main entrance as well as the floor landings and the 
stairway surfaces are marked by a live red, while the building’s vertical circulation 
core unfolds till the last floor and the equally soaked in red, terrace, attributed to 
common use. The concept is successfully represented in a section of the block, featured 
in one of the competition boards.

In the case of the Burkhalter & Sumi project – the tallest building of the group – 
vertical elements posed in regular intervals, search a sense of balance in the façades 
with horizontal window friezes. Finally in the HHF scheme, deconstruction principles 
that confer to the plan its particular aspect, seem to take over also with respect to the 
façades expression: solid and transparent parts emphasizing either on the horizontal or 
the vertical direction create confusing complexity. 

Summing up…

Let us recall on that point the questions posed at the beginning of this chapter, in 
relation with the rigidness of the plan as to the apartment typology and the subdivision 
of the typical floor, in relation with the volumetric expression of the single building 
and with the organizational logic of its different assemblages in housing complexes, 
and examine them, this time in reverse order. Proposed apartment typology in our 
series of examples, seems in fact, offering a limited range of options. The same goes for 
the subdivision of typical floor plans, since a more or less standard logic of three units 
assembled around a central triangular circulation core, can be traced in all case studies. 
Equally standardised, maybe to the exception of zones requiring more privacy, seems 
the internal organization of everyday uses, according to a concentrically structured 
model of zones attributed to principal or secondary uses. 

But there is something ravishingly clear in the almost perfectly organized hierarchy 
that is installed between the receiving space of the entrance hall, providing – due to 
its central position – access to the rest of the rooms, and the “largeness” of the living 
suite dilating the housing unit towards exterior collective spaces and the complex’s 
immediate surroundings. This sense of expansion is each time emphasized by the 
exterior aspect of the building and the fact that the “voiding” of oblique in this case 
angles – as opposed to rectangular ones of parallelepiped prisms employed for the 
majority of point houses, allows for the volume’s “dissolving” and the visitor’s seeing 
through this fading outline. The loggias in the angles take up an almost symbolic 
meaning – both with respect to the unit’s individualisation and in general with respect 
to the offered quality of life – as each foyer’s unique mirador. The mirador metaphor is 
in this case more consistent since it refers to a liberated 120° angle instead of a 90° one, 
as is the case also for the majority of pinwheel – in French moulin-à-vent – apartment 
typologies, disposing equally voided by loggias, angles. Or, as architects Frei & 
Gubler point out via an explanatory diagram used in one of their competition plates 
and a short, we must admit, reference to their choice of form in their accompanying 
text: “Zentraler Entwurfsgedanke ist die Entwicklung eines ‘Dreispänner Typus’, der für alle 
Wohnungen eine ideale Belichtung und Orientierung ermöglicht. Der vorliegende Grundriss 
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Frei & Gubler - Rautistrasse competition, diagram showing the 120° orientation 
of every unit, the repartition of the typical floor in service and served zones, 
the orthogonality of the arranging logic and other possibilities of subdividing 
the floor’s space.
(source: Frei & Gubler)
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bietet jeder Wohnung eine Orientierung von 120°. Dadurch kann jeder Baukörper frei gesetzt 
werden, immer bleiben die Wohnungen optimal orientiert und belichtet.”297 

In the triangle, more than in other frequently adopted – parallelepiped or cubic – 
morphology, this symbolisation is rendered more explicit, as every side of the unit 
is aligned to a unique direction and as the whole “merges” towards the centre either 
of the unit – the appartment’s entrance and the living suite, or of the block – the 
circulation core; somewhat as Goff’s houses are turned to their central nucleus, the 
symbolic hearth, and seem stemming from it. In the analysed examples, the blocks’ 
centre of gravity is formed by the staircase, accompanied sometimes by an interior 
court and lit from above. The a4D example is the most representative of this solution, 
as sufficient surface seems attributed to this common patio. In Frei & Gubler’s blocks 
the centrality of the form is materialised by the red-coloured circulation sequence,  
reminiscent of organic metaphors. 

According to these authors, the heterogeneity of the competition context was 
another determinating factor for the choice of morphology: “Das Quartier am Fusse 
des Üetliberges ist geprägt durch kleinteilige, durchgehende Aussenräume. Verschiedene 
Wohntypologien und Volumetrie bilden eigene Einheiten, die sich durch ihren Massstab und 
ihre Struktur zum Teil stark unterscheiden. Der vorliegende Entwurf bildet in dieser Logik eine 
weitere neue Einheit und nimmt auf keine bestehende Struktur direkten Bezug.”298 This brings 
us to our last commentary referring to the complex’s scale: the effect of triangular 
morphology to the arrangement and design of exterior spaces. Oblique building sides 
have a direct influence to created views, to almost “channelled” perspectives that are 
engendered by the employed geometry, open-up selectively to the surroundings and 
establish a certain degree of porosity in the design of collective exterior spaces. The 
buildings’ form seems to contribute to spatial organisations promoting a kind of serial 
vision of the immediate and macro-scaled context, allowing for a certain visual depth 
in its various points but at the same time revealing only a part of these spaces’ content, 
thus establishing “perceptual pathways” for its complete discovery. But this is an issue 
that will be discussed in more detail, in one of the following chapters299.

Finally, motivation for studying this particular set of projects was provided by an urge 
to investigate the real potential of a geometry-oriented conceptual procedure, based 
on a primary geometrical form, at first sight, difficultly transformable. Can conceptual 
principles of austere two-dimensional geometry lead to plastic expressions of a three-
dimensional “reality”, in the contemporary architectural frame? The plurality of 
proposals point to this direction as well as to a certain link of these expressions with 
an “organic” order – the Diener & Diener block being one representative example. 
Frei & Gubler’s project on the other hand, speaks of a certain mouldable quality of 

297  Frei & Gubler Architekten, first presentation board of their proposal by the motto “Expanding”, 
competition’s second stage: “The project’s central idea is to develop a ‘Triangular Type’ that makes possible for all 
the apartments, ideal lighting and orientation. This plan offers every flat 120° orientation. Thus each building can be 
freely placed, the flats stay always optimally oriented and lit.” (author’s translation)

298  Ibidem: “The neighbourhood at the foot of Üetliberg is characterized by small-scale, continuous exterior spaces. 
Various housing types and volumetric expressions form separate entities, which differ strongly between them by their 
scale and fragmentary structure. The project forms, according to this logic, another new entity and takes on no direct 
relation to the existing structure.” (author’s translation)

299  See chapter “Fluid Spaces”.
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the triangular geometry, proved in the architects’ skilful orthogonal treatment of the 
oblique pattern corresponding to the overall form, in the apartments’ interiors.

The analysis of competition projects in these pages does not pretend to be exhaustive. 
We particularly regret for many examples of our study, the fact that all original 
competition documents, regarding these projects, were not available; this means also 
that certain aspects of the proposals may have escaped this comparativea analysis. 
But as pointed out in the beginning, our objective was the widest possible scope, 
capable of suggesting further research axes. It is certain though, that it has not been 
possible to discern, in our research material, earlier examples of this morphology – 
all projects date from 2005 to the present. Should it be considered as a meaningful 
clue for the evolution of the Swiss architectural conception? It has certainly to do 
with a preference, of architects and investors, for buildings of reduced land footprint, 
that present more possibilities in relation with views and orientations as well as to 
an easier identification of the users, and of the units, featuring qualities of the single-
family house. In this light, triangular or star blocks could be perceived as an effort for 
variety within the hegemonic regime of more common prismatic morphologies; the 
particularity of the form confers in that case the unique character of the complex.
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Chapter 4: The Quest for Plurality – Hybridisation

At the beginning of this part, we have specified that we would, among others, analyse 
projects that did not “fit” so easily in our initial system of classification. The set of case 
studies presented in this chapter correspond to this type of proposals. They can be 
explained only on the basis of “merging” various characteristics linked with more than 
one, standard urban forms that remain recognisable only in the background. These 
projects are described as hybrid urban forms, in the following the choice of term will be 
throughly explained. 

Defining the hybrid

Although a quick look at the group of case studies in this chapter can help maybe form 
a first impression of the criteria playing an important part to our selection, assigning a 
general definition to the term hybrid in architecture, to be able to use it here in relation 
with housing projects, seemed at the beginning a rather complicated issue. The hybrid 
appears to hold various interpretations in the international bibliography according to 
morphological features, cultural, functional and structural ones. We are particularly 
interested in the first category and in specifying morphological qualities that can be 
attributed exclusively to hybridisation processes. But with regards to the rest of the 
proposed interpretations the structural ones could not be treated sufficiently in this 
text, since competition proposals, usually remain quite vague regarding envisaged 
structural systems. Cultural interpretations – as some projects designed by Kazuyo 
Sejima300 – could not really be applied either, as we are not really dealing in our field 
of analysis, with various cultural identities; the plots in question are not located in 
communities of particular cultural characters, charged with special meaning. Lastly 
and to what concerns the hybrid’s functional aspect, we should say that it appears to 
be the most dominant interpretation of the term; three recent issues of the accredited 
Spanish review a+t301 confirm this explanation: “[…] hybrid buildings, […] are structures 
able to combine different programs and encourage the interaction of a disparate sequence of 
urban uses, combining private activities with the public realm.”302

In our own research corpus, this line of thinking was not one that could particularly 
serve. We are dealing here, apart from a few exceptions, with complexes whose 
principal use, is the residential one. Any mixing of uses concerns only the limited 
integration to the residential of neighbourhood services, like kindergartens, nurseries 
and small commercial infrastructure. Instead, explaining the hybrid on the basis of 
morphological characteristics seemed an interesting challenge. Finally, there was one 
additional reason for dealing with this type of projects: in one of the introductory 
articles of the a+t series, “the re-emergence of the hybrid building” is affirmed, mostly as a 

300  Wortmann Arthur, “Culturele hybrides: woningbouwexperimenten in Japan = cultural hybrids: 
experimental housing in Japan” in Archis n.11, 2000, pp. 50-57.

301  See “Hybrids I. High-Rise Mixed-Use Buildings”, a+t n.31, 2008, “Hybrids II. Low-Rise Mixed-Use 
Buildings”, a+t n.32, 2008 and “Hybrids III. Residential Mixed-Use Buildings”, a+t n.33/34, 2009.

302  Announcement concerning the series “Hybrids” on the review’s site, last viewed on 21 September 2010, 
<http://aplust.net/tienda.php?seccion=revistas&serie=Serie Hybrids>
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result of “the current boom in high density buildings.”303 Moreover, the editors announce 
that treating the subject of hybrids makes part of their effort to “keep up with society’s 
pulse.”304 Are we really dealing with the re-apparition of hybridising processes and 
what would be the contributing factors to that tendency? 

Regarding the definition of the hybrid, Hubertus Adam states a certain vagueness 
reigning on the subject305. He uses as a first example Tate Modern Gallery, defined as 
a hybrid by the architects themselves, on the basis of the conceptual solution’s various 
components: tradition, art deco and supermodernism. It is argued that the hybrid 
character of the intervention is comprised in the fact that “old” and “new”, “existing” 
and “modern” are not only placed side by side but form a whole, the authors of the 
project having opted for the harmonic coexistence of distinct elements in the final 
outcome rather than for a direct confrontation of the contemporary with the past. 
Adam uses as references the Greek origin the word, emphasizing on a negative 
connotation to be found there (hybrid: creature of mixed blood) and associates almost 
immediately afterwards the term to a technical definition: “Est hybride, dans le domaine 
technique, une combinaison d’éléments distincts les plus divers” and continues: “La notion de 
ce qui est hybride en architecture s’applique à différents phénomènes, […] ; tous ont cependant 
en commun que ce qui est disparate et initialement séparé est rassemblé en un tout bâti ou un 
tout urbain.” And finally: “[…] ce qui est hybride dans le domaine de l’architecture l’est en 
réponse à un environnement où se superposent la tendance à une complexité croissante et une 
individualisation en progression constante.”306 

Two points therefore should be retained: hybrid forms are created frequently as a 
response to increasing complexity and are the result of merging distinct elements 
into a united whole. This last point is best resumed by Ben van Berkel and Caroline 
Mos in their essay “Hybridization”307 on Friedrich Kiesler’s Manimal, “a computer-
generated image of the hybridization of a lion, a snake and a human”: “The Manimal does 
not divulge any concrete information about its complex parentage. All traces of the previous 
identities have been seamlessly absorbed within the portrait; they exist simultaneously and 
integrally within one, cohesive organization. While the Manimal projects its own strong 
identity, it is one of questions and indeterminacy, not of direct reference.”308 For the authors 
this work of art represents a distinct hybridisation technique that is interesting in 
relation with the process of architectural conception due mainly to three points: its 
relation to authorship (“The Manimal was produced by one artist, but looks like the product 
of a group […]”309), to time and to the fusion of its components into a new whole.  

303  Musiatowicz Martin, “Vigor híbrido y el arte de mezclar = Hybrid vigour and the art of mixing” in a+t 
n.31, 2008, pp. 4-17. 

304  Announcement concerning the series “Hybrids” (online), op. cit.

305  Adam Hubertus, “Hybride Strukturen = Structures hybrids” in Archithese n.3, 2000, p. 5.

306  Ibidem

307  UN Studio-Ben van Berkel and Caroline Bos, Techniques: network spin, Move vol. 2, Goose Press, 
Amsterdam, 1999, pp. 78-85.

308  Ibidem, p. 80.

309  Ibid., p. 82.
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Manimal, artist Friedrich Kiesler
(source: UN Studio, Techniques: network spin, Move 
vol. 2, Amsterdam, 1999)
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Cover Pamphlet Architecture n. 11 and view of the 
Bridge of Houses project
(source: <http://pamphletarchitecture.blogspot.
com/>; Holl, “Teeter-Totter principles” in Perspecta, 
vol. 21, 1984, pp. 31-51, online, last viewed on 18 
February 2011, <http://www.jstor.org>)
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Regarding authorship, the authors explain: “Architecture too must get used to ambiguous 
authorship issues, entering a dialogue within design processes that have many, sometimes 
invisible, participants […]”310. It would be useful in that point to recall Lipstadt’s remarks 
on authorship of competition projects: “The public meaning created by the competition is 
simply this: architecture is co-made, and co-made competitively. The design competition is a 
representation of the social conditions of architectural creation.”311 From this point of view, 
competitions as procedures may play an important role to the generation of hybrids, 
depending on the complexity of their framework, and on the number of implicated 
parts or of explicit demands in relation with the outcome. As to the time factor, the 
authors of MOVE accentuate on the uncertainty it confers to the concept: “[…] the 
morphed picture is just one still frame in a sequence that could, in principle, run indefinitely. 
[…] when to stop, when is it finished?”312 Hybrid forms present a rather particular quality: 
their transformation potential remains invariable since their generating procedure 
can be re-launched at any given moment of time. Regarding the third aspect, 
juxtaposition with another category of projects, the “collage” proposals, is useful for 
its best understanding: “[…], the fact that the unity is not disrupted by the diversity of its 
ingredients is what distinguishes this hybridizing technique most from traditional collage.”313 
“Collage” proposals preserve the autonomy of the ingredients that could almost 
be divided without any serious aftermath, while hybrids are already referring to 
inseparable entities; the “components” of the hybrid remain vaguely distinguishable 
but have certainly lost their autonomous character. Furthermore, the identity of the 
final outcome deserves our particular attention: a strong image for the whole, questions 
and indeterminacy regarding this image’s particularity.

UN Studio’s explanation of hybridisation, makes Steven Holl’s analysis seem a bit 
simplistic. Holl examines for the first time the issue of hybrid buildings relatively early, 
studying New York’s urban tissue314. Different volumes of his Pamphlet Architecture 
refer to the subject directly or indirectly. His bridges of houses315 represent proposals for 
hybrid forms of inhabited bridge buildings while Pamphlet n. 11, is entirely dedicated 
to the subject. Distinctions are there established between different types of hybrids, 
always in relation with American cities’ urban tissues: fabric or graft hybrids depending 
on the merging technique of the different components in the final form, and monolith 
hybrids of monumental scale concentrating “an encyclopaedia of metropolitan life within a 
single building block.”316 The geneticist concept of Hybrid Vigour or Heterosis and that of 
Hybrid Sterility are commented in relation with architecture and its fruits: “[…] richer, 
more elemental wholeness, invigorated by a poetic union of its minor parts”317 or sterile urban 

310  Ibid.

311  Lipstadt Hélène, “Are competitions populist?”, op. cit., p. 140.

312  UN Studio, op. cit., p. 82

313  Ibidem, p. 83.

314  Holl Steven, Pamphlet Architectures 5: The Alphabetical City, New York / San Francisco, 1980.

315  Holl Steven, Pamphlet Architectures 7: Bridge of Houses, New York, 1981. In this work Holl notes laconically 
on Hybrid Forms (see issue’s introduction): “Hybrid Forms: a combination of architectural structures.”

316  Fenton Joseph, Pamphlet Architectures 11: Hybrid Buildings, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 1985, 
p. 8.

317  Fenton Joseph cites from Kenneth Kaplan’s “Heterotic Architecture”: “Kölreuter was also the first scientist to 
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forms invading the urban landscape? For Holl’s approach, the functional aspect of the 
hybrid remains though, the central element of his interpretation. The co-existence of 
multiple programmatic functions into the same envelope generates hybrid forms and 
morphological variety: “Hybrid buildings have been rendered in a series of formal variations 
[…], establishing a richness in architectural expression which has infiltrated the American 
built environment. The resultant forms are as numerous as the potential combinations of 
program.”318 From this point of view, UN Studio’s definition is more ample, capable 
of explaining hybrid architecture through multiple aspects although Holl, emphasises 
equally on the disparate nature of hybrid’s components. For UN Studio, exactly as for 
Holl, this form of conception responds to complex urban situations. 

It is interesting to comment though, that despite their theoretical positions and 
the fact that Holl values as principal factor for the generation of hybrid buildings 
the functional diversity, Holl’s realised hybrids do reflect in their morphological 
expression, the mutation and merging of various components, to the opposite of 
UN Studio’s work; most representative example, his Linked Hybrid, completed in 
Beijing, China in 2009. The building hosts various uses, commercial and public 
activities mostly on ground level and on a “sky loop” linking from the twelfth to 
the eighteenth floor, the eight residential and a single round tower, attributed to a 
hotel. But its concept is based on two different urban characters describing, according 
to the architect, Beijing in the past (before the nineteen eighties) and now (after the 
nineteen eighties): horizontality of the traditional urban structure and verticality of the 
contemporary one. These two different situations can be read in the final outcome, 
as the towers get slightly deformed, “pulled” by the skybridges stretched in the void 
between them. And in this case, the hybrid is created not simply by two different 
“components” or qualities – horizontality and verticality of the urban tissue – but 
from two contradicting elements. 

The same,  potentially contradictory duality of the composing conceptual elements 
is underlined in a, characterised as hybrid by his author, Toshiko Mori project for 
the Sternbrauerei housing competition in Salzburg (2007): “Situated between intense 
cliffs which surge in height, the city’s architecture is confronted with the duality of nature 
and urbanism. Our conceptual approach seeks to address this duality by proposing a scheme 
which establishes a symbiotic relationship between the low rise urban context and the sublime 
beauty of the cliff. We propose a new hybrid housing typology constructed of two contrasting 
architectures that each uniquely respond to the site’s duality.”319 In this case two different 
housing types, a low-rise construction and a, suspended over this, luxurious form, 
entertaining a dialogue with the imposing hill cliff, are the material representation 
of the site’s (and in extension the city’s) hybrid landscape, engendered by the 
intertwining of the natural and the man-made, urban environment; although the unity 
of the final result seems, we have to say, disputable.

observe and describe HYBRID VIGOUR, or HETEROSIS: “[…] the tendency of cross-breeding to produce an animal 
or plant with greater hardiness and capacity for growth than either of the parents.” Since Kölreuter, the converse 
has also been extensively demonstrated: HYBRID STERILITY, the mutual disturbance of the parental chromosomes 
causing infertility in the hybrid individual.” In Fenton Joseph, op. cit., p. 4. 

318  Ibidem, p. 7.

319  Toshiko Mori Architect, Salzburg Sternbrauereu Housing Competition, online, last viewed on 
17 September 2010, <http://www.tmarch.com/projects/residential/salzburg_sternbrauerei_housing_
competition/>
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To the left: Toshiko Mori, Sternbrauerei housing competition 
(Salzburg), to the right: Linked Hybrid (Beijing)
(source: Toshiko Mori Architect, <http://www.tmarch.com/>; 
Steven Holl Architects, <http://www.stevenholl.com/>; a+t)
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Overview of the competition site (1:10000) with the parallel slabs of the Rütihof ensemble 
to the southwest of the plot, and ground floor plan (1:2500) of the Bünzli & Courvoisier 
project; diagram (proposed by the author) featuring a potential explanation for the genesis 
of the project's basic form, via a hybridisation process (between a slab and small-sized 
courtyards).
(source: Walpen, Wohnüberbauung Grünwald, Zurich, 2005)
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Finally, we should add another element of hybrid architecture, as “invented” by Holl 
in his realised work: “One of the ongoing fascinations of Steven Holl’s work is his ability 
to take the particulars of a given site, its history and its programme, and bring out their deep 
currents through a process of abstraction. The exploration unfolds with strong narrative and 
psychological undertones, resulting in designs of engaging strangeness. The process of mixing 
and hybridisation filtered through a gifted artist’s mind.”320 For Holl himself this process 
is linked to his study of the site and the “adaptation” logic adopted in his projects: 
“Especially when it’s in a different culture, I use the principles I described in Anchoring, 
developing hybrids to create an identity unique to the circumstances of the project.”321 
But a quality of strangeness attached to the result of his conceptual process is most 
interesting: should strangeness of the design be also retained as a characteristic of the 
hybrid? Would this strangeness be resulting by the originality of the “new” situation, 
generated as an amalgam of already existing, but strongly varied, resources? According 
to this reflection and the so far used definition of innovation, hybridisation reveals 
itself as a genuinely innovative procedure. Let us proceed now in the examination of 
our series of case studies and see what characteristics of the process interesting us here, 
may be detected.

Bünzli & Courvoisier, project for the Grünwald competition (2005)

This competition was organised by three different cooperative societies – the 
cooperative Sonnengarten (BGS), the Gemeinnützige Bau- und Mietergenossenschaft 
Zürich (GBMZ - Social Housing and Tenants’ cooperative of Zurich) and the Stiftung 
Alterswohnungen der Stadt Zürich (SAW - Foundation of housing for the elderly) – in 
collaboration with the city of Zurich that was to grant leasehold of the land. Near 
the plot in question is located another complex of collective housing, the famous 
Rütihof project by Metron Architektur, constructed in the mid-nineties, a paradigm 
of modernist architecture with eight slabs posed in staggered rows parallel to the 
ground’s contour lines and guaranteeing best orientation and aeration conditions 
for each one of them. The goal of the competition, except for an enlarged offer of 
apartment types that could satisfy the cooperatives’ varied target groups, was also to 
propose an open space that could promote the collective life not only of the complex 
but also of its immediate context. 

The authors of the project opted for what seems at first look, a series of linear forms. 
But the building masses are bended and their width varies strongly from one end 
to the other. Their thinner edges are anchored to the concave side of the parcel (Im 
oberen Boden street) while their main bodies are radially posed in the polygonal lot. 
The complex’s integration to the grounds is characterised by one more particularity; it 
reacts in a subtle way to the slope, each part obtaining a different construction height. 
More than half of the building’s length is three-stories high, being placed to a higher 
ground level, while the rest acquires a five-storey height. The last building of the group 
– the sole originally bended slab – is one more storey high along its entire length. The 
enlargements at the buildings’ width correspond to different apartment types. The 

320  Jefferson Everardo, “Holl on Hybrids” in Architectural design vol. 75, n.5, Sept.-Oct. 2005, pp. 78-83 
(emphasis proposed by the author).

321  Ibidem, p. 79.
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Model of the Bünzli & Courvoisier project, apartment typology 
(1:500) of the slab and of the courtyard part of the hybrids.
(source: Walpen, Wohnüberbauung Grünwald, Zurich, 2005)
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slabs are transformed to compact forms with interior courts or to compact apartment 
houses with smaller courtyards, individual for every housing unit. 

The chosen forms’ hybrid character has not passed unnoticed by the competitions 
jury: “Die Anordnung der Volumen prägt in ihrer Disposition auch die städtebauliche Lösung, 
die Außenräume zwischen den Gebäuden sind weder Hof noch offener Raum eines beliebigen 
Zeilenbebauungsmusters, sondern durch die Knickungen gefasst und reagieren durch die 
konkave geometrische Ausbildung subtil mit dem Höhenverlauf.”322 And it is exactly in the 
open spaces’ arrangement of the ensemble that its complex identity is made evident. 
The interstitial space acquires suddenly a more important surface through the slight 
movement of each building’s bending with relation to its adjacents. It can therefore 
not be explained plainly as an open space between two slabs, all the more because the 
housing units typology in the interior do not answer to a uniform rule – not always 
the same spaces arranged on both sides of the in-between space. On the other hand, 
and partly for the same reason, it cannot pretend the absolute advantages of a court, 
as for example, an elevated degree of intimacy and familiarity. Nevertheless, it is a 
short of “contained” space between the angles formed by the surrounding buildings, 
with a certain fluidity expressed by its differentiated width: a “narrower” entrance (Im 
oberen Boden street) leading to a more substantial sitting place where we find separate 
accesses for the building on one side, and finally degenerating to a walking path, part 
of a rather labyrinthical network in an extended green surface that seems to refrain the 
building from further growing to that side.

The shorter construction in the complex is the one establishing a stronger dialogue 
with this part of the surrounding tissue. By its bending, a kind of plaza is formed 
in this side of the lot, where can also be found the meeting hall of the complex, a 
cafeteria and some commercial facilities. In that area, are also placed the units for the 
elderly, solution that the competition’s jury found a bit restraining.323 On the other 
hand the gradual rotation of the forms in the lot is inversing (although not entirely), 
the disadvantageous orientation conditions of the north-south axis: a variety of 
intermediate situations is proposed combined with the elevated degree of variety as 
to the units’ typology. Regarding the single-level apartments filling the buildings’ 
narrower parts, there are two flat types depending each time on the living room’s 
organisation: mono-oriented to the south or south-west, uniform living / dining / food 
preparation space with its sub-areas articulated around the same loggia, or double-
aspect, continuous living zone terminating to a loggia of equal width facing the best 
orientation. These two housing types are each time served by the same staircase and 
are characterised, as well as the units corresponding to court typology, by a strong 
subdivision of rooms contrasting the unity of the living space, and by a sometimes 
excessive circulation surface. 

Concerning the duplex and court apartments, the typological variations are formed 
basically by the dining kitchen’s varying position in the unit. The duplexes are created 
by the interweaving of two units in a total of three different levels. The medium level 

322  Walpen, op. cit., p. 66: “The arrangement of the volume marks as to its disposition also the urban design solution, 
since the outdoor spaces between buildings are neither courtyards nor open spaces of any slab-type ensemble, but 
are fromed by the volume’s bending and react through the concave geometric design subtly to gradation of building 
heights.” (author’s translation)

323  Ibidem
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is divided equally to both of them while the ground floor as well as the higher one 
are exclusively attributed every time to one single unit of the couple. A small surface 
of the ground floor is granted to the separate entrance of the maisonette extending on 
the middle and upper level. That way every duplex corresponds to an organisation 
“im holländischer Art”324 of night and day zones; the middle level is always attributed 
to private uses, with two bedrooms, giving onto the same loggia. In the remaining 
surface of the floor, the kitchen’s laboratory in the middle becomes the link between 
the day zone and another pair of rooms to the opposite side, in an inverse, this time, 
arrangement, with one room looking onto the interior court and its bathroom naturally 
lit by the articulating loggia. 

In the part of the buildings corresponding to the bigger courts the staircase and the 
elevator are placed between the court and a common room opening up to this last. 
The space gives access to four smaller apartments of 2.5 rooms. Once more, two 
different typologies are proposed depending on the dining kitchen’s position: one, 
single-oriented to the south or south-west living room and another with a double-
aspect kitchen arranged on opposite sides of the flat or double-aspect living room 
(looking onto the in-between the buildings space and the interior courtyard) with a 
loggia extension and a kitchen posed next to the staircase’s core and mono-oriented 
to the courtyard. It is strange though that, in this case, the authors of the project do 
not opt for a continuous living and eating room instead of subdividing the available 
surface and obliging the flat’s inhabitants to pass through the kitchen for to attain the 
living room. 

Despite certain difficulties and disadvantages as to the apartments’ interior 
organisation and orientation conditions – the disproportionate circulation spaces in 
many cases have been criticised for these reasons by the jury as well as the kitchen’s 
positioning and views – the interest of the proposition resides to its typological 
variety, the different possibilities offered for living around interior courtyars or patios 
and its potential regarding interior ambiances. If not for this precise plot the project, 
because of its organisational logic, could easily carry on to a multiplied number 
of buildings maybe of even increased length. A look at the project’s model, where 
evident similarities of the complex’s separate fragments offer a rather unitary image 
of their volumetric treatment, imply a provisional character for the singular forms – 
in the sense of UN studio’s a “still frame in a sequence”.  On the other hand the jury’s 
commentary makes wonder about the project’s nature of hybrid character, following 
Fenton’s definition: is it about hybrid vigour or hybrid sterility? “Das in der Situation 
überzeugende und dem städtischen Ort im Rütihof angemessene Projekt löst die Bewältigung 
der Wohnungen mit grösser Tiefe wenig überzeugend. Den wenigen Formulierungen zur 
atmosphärischen Stimmung haftet etwas beliebiges und aseptisches an.”325 

324  Ibid.: “in the Dutch way” (author’s translation).

325  Ibid.: “The convincing in the context, and suitable for the urban district of Rütihof, project copes with flats of 
larger thickness not very convincingly. The few arrangements aiming to an atmospheric ambiance adhere to something 
arbitrary and aseptic.” (author’s translation)
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Graber & Pulver, project for the Härdli-Areal competition at 
Neuenhof (2008)

In this case, the object of study was a plot next to Limmat’s riverbank in Zurich’s 
periphery. Neuenhof is a neighbourhood owing its growth as residential community to 
the industrial development of the district around Baden. During the last few years, the 
composition of the community’s population has changed and almost half of the people 
living there nowadays, are immigrants lodged in small and obsolete flats. On the other 
hand, and because Neuenhof is served by an efficient transportation network that 
connects it to the city of Zurich as well as to commercial activities and other services in 
the neighbouring regions of Baden, Spreitenbach and Wettingen, it becomes more and 
more attractive for Zurich’s agglomeration, and for new social groups of commuters 
with strong financial basis. The district’s building stock, Siedlungen (housing estates)
dating from the nineteen sixties and seventies, need reconstruction in the upcoming 
years, not answering contemporary needs. The plot in question, not yet built, presents 
considerable constraints as to its future use. It is a strip of land, quite isolated of the 
community’s centre, between the riverbank and the railway track which, along with 
the highway crossing the river to the north of the parcel, creates considerable noise 
problems. At the same time, the river’s natural landscape remains particularly attiring.

The possibility of mixing different social groups was asked by the competition’s 
program while the immediate surroundings, to the north rather plain commercial 
buildings and to the south tennis courts with a multi-storey apartment house for 
elderly people, offered additional difficulties for specifying a strong conceptual 
principle. The contradictory identity of the place inspired the authors of the project 
towards an unusual solution: a series of individualised units offers an alternative to 
standard single-family houses; a new interpretation of the contemporary collective way 
of living is comprised in a surface-dense building form326. Once more we deal with a 
case of slightly bended, compact construction bodies, whose width increases towards 
the riverbank acquiring there a height of three stories, and which climbs gradually 
towards the south west and the train track, following the topography’s slightly 
mounting slope. In that part of the area, a two-storey longitudinal circulation space 
connects the three fragments of the complex – the three “Wohninseln” (housing islands), 
as the architects name them. This device performs an additional task, protecting the 
buildings from the railroad noise and offering the possibility of a vertical separation 
between pedestrian and car circulation, organised in different levels. 

The buildings are radially arranged on the grounds with varying lengths depending 
on the lot’s respective width. Their masses are voided by interior courts corresponding 
to single units for the larger part of the building. The interstitial exterior spaces 
between the buildings seem to take part to their internal organisation thanks to the 
constructions’ reduced height – only two-stories above the level of principal access 
– while at the same time they let the riverbank’s natural landscape penetrate the 
complex’s grounds. These surfaces are marked by a central pathway providing access 
to each unit’s individual entrance on ground level. On the other hand, the apartment 
typology in that part of the building proposes alternatively a direct access by the lower 
level where the car circulation is organised and where ateliers and storage spaces can 
also be found.

326  See the extract of the competition jury report “Hin zum Limmatufer” in hochparterre n. 12, 2008, p. 24.
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Left page: site plan of the Graber & Pulver project (1:5000) and 
photos of the plot; right page: ground floor plan and sections of 
the project (1:1000), diagram (proposed by the author) explaining 
the genesis of the project's form, via a hybridisation process 
concerning a large slab and various types of courtyards.
(source: hp; Graber & Pulver)
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Diagram showing the repartition of the apartment typology in 
the complex (1:2500), axonometric plans of the various apartment 
types (red: split-level maisonette with courtyard, ochre: single-
storey apartment, olive: three-storey maisonette with loft, blue: 
atrium house)
(source: Graber & Pulver)
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On the whole, the authors propose three different typologies, marking each time a 
distinct part of each building’s length and corresponding to various construction 
widths. The articulation point distinguishing the first third of the building from the 
rest of the construction body, signals a change in the applied typology, between an 
apartment type still not too deep, enclosing a private interior courtyard by two sides, 
and another, deeper type, embracing its corresponding courtyard by three sides. 
Between this intermediate part and the building’s last section towards the river, of 
larger construction height, the variation of the proposed typology – single-level flats 
inserted in their section – is marked by a car access road crossing the lot transversally 
and separating the parking spaces located beneath individual units, from the big 
courtyard close to the riverbank. The individual row units are lined-up symmetrically 
to both sides of the building’s central axe, creating a unique spatial sequence of open 
and closed collective and private spaces. 

In the case of the two-sided courtyard typology, a party wall in the middle is separates 
facing units, protecting their intimacy and making the respective courtyards look rather 
introverted. The living room and the dining kitchen are diagonally placed around the 
central exterior space while at the upper level – served alternatively by an exterior 
staircase placed in the courtyard – the built surface is reduced allowing for two more 
spacious terraces on opposite sides of the unit, one facing the interstitial space and 
the other one, looking onto the courtyard in the middle. For the three-sided courtyard 
typology, the organising logic of the plan remains much or less the same, with the 
living room and the eating kitchen articulated diagonally, but with the elongated this 
time, living space, acquiring a level difference of few steps and giving access to a big 
bedroom closing the third side of the court opposite to the kitchen. On the upper level, 
the spacious terrace is located this time, in the open space at the middle of the volume. 
Reduced height for one of the rooms on that last floor differentiates, along with the 
terraces’ protecting parapets, the building’s volumetric expression in an interesting 
way. As to single-level flats, large double-aspect living spaces are oriented towards the 
interstitial spaces of the complex or towards the riverbank while the apartments in the 
angles take advantage of spacious balconies, protruding from the buildings’ volumes. 
It should be said that every typology is also presented by the architects in various 
versions increasing the proposal’s solution range.

A wide typological spectrum treating the subject of the individualised housing unit, 
a subtle volumetric treatment of the composition and the search for a complex grid 
of exterior spaces with varying qualities as to their collective or private character, are 
frequently encountered questions in the work of the architects Graber & Pulver, as 
well as the use of compact, surface-dense forms to solve them. The Neuenhof project 
becomes quite special by morphological transformations performed in many different 
levels and conferring to the final result its hybrid character. The sizes and qualities 
of the inner patios and courtyards, the varying length of the otherwise longitudinal 
construction bodies and their differentiated width, their almost pinwheel disposition in 
the plot, dictate complex rules for a particularly rich outcome that cannot be analysed 
only in terms of compactness. It is the outcome of a hybridisation process, of which 
a “thick” bended slab (claiming its principal feature of double-aspect orientation for 
the flats there inserted) and a denser, compact, more centripetal and inward-looking 
form, are the principal components. The entire grounds seem to be covered by a richly 
etched carpet...
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Site plan (1:5000) of the Baumann & Roserens project, model and ground 
floor plan (1:1000), diagram proposed by the author to explain the project's 
morphology via a hybridisation process between two slabs and two 
parallelepipedal urban forms.
(source: Müller et al., Wohnüberbauung A-Park, Zurich, 2003)
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 Baumann & Roserens, project for the A-Park competition at Zurich-
Albisrieden (2003), realised

The competition for the residential complex of A-Park was organised by the city 
of Zurich, the land’s owner, on account of the Cooperative Construction Society 
Zurlinden that was to benefit from leasehold having already two more Siedlungen, 
neighbouring with the land in question. The scheme was part of the Wohnen für 
Alle program. The plot is situated in a rather special spot between a piece of natural 
landscape to the north and Albisriederstrasse, the neighbourhood’s main route, 
boarding it from the south. Industrial buildings of the Altstetten district are also to be 
found in the suburban tissue towards north-east. The proximity of schools, commercial 
services, green spaces and leisure spots, as well as the proximity of the forest to the 
west make it attractive for residential use, even more so because of an already large 
number of housing complexes situated in the area. 

The investor’s objective was not only to create a new ensemble with units answering 
to contemporary styles of living but also to upgrade the neighbourhood’s life. For that, 
the cooperative aimed to users coming from mixed social groups and to the integration 
of commercial activities, a supermarket/gross distributor, some infrastructure facilities, 
such as a nursery and a day-care centre, offices and a health care centre for the 
elderly. A connection between the building of the Community Centre to the east – an 
important building of the nineteen thirties – and the complex’s public spaces should 
be established and in general, different qualities of public or semi-public space should 
be attained. Once more, in the competition brief flexibility for the proposed typologies, 
capable of answering to future changes of social structures, is explicitly demanded: 
“Vermehrt sind nutzungsneutrale Räumlichkeiten gefragt, d.h. die einzelnen Räume sollen 
nicht von vornherein zugeordnet werden (z.B. als Eltern- oder als Kinderzimmer), sondern je 
nach aktuellem Bedürfnis genutzt und entsprechend verschieden möbliert werden können.”327 

The Baumann and Roserens project answers directly to the need for open spaces of 
distinct character and various ambiances. Its hybrid character is expressed in the 
project’s main morphological features. At first look, the ensemble is composed by two 
bended five-storey slabs following more or less the plot’s west and east borderlines, 
perpendicularly posed as to the main street and narrowing their interstitial distance 
towards the north. Also the eastern building advances towards the north taking into 
consideration the Community Centre’s retreat with relation to the main street and 
lining up to its street front, in order to enlarge its main open space by the street. At 
the same time, a three-storey apophysis organizing the complex’s street front hosts in 
the ground and underground levels, the commercial uses included in the program. 
This parallelepiped encloses the central free space that is destined to collective use 
but yet clearly introverted as to the front plaza. The interior courtyard is completed 
by a single-storey volume, developed this time as an apophysis of the eastern slab’s 
northern extremity. Thus, a sort of narrow landscape corridor is created to the north 
limit of the complex creating a coherent passage from its courtyard towards the 
extended non-built area to the north. 

327  Müller Ursula, Stoffner Doris, Wohnüberbauung A-Park, Zürich-Albisrieden. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven 
Verfahren. Bericht des Preigerichts, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2003, p. 4: “Are increasingly 
in demand functionally neutral spatialities, i.e. separate rooms should not be assigned in advance (for example, as 
parents’ or children rooms), but should be able to be used according current needs and appropriately furnished in 
different ways.” (author’s translation)
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Floor plan (1:1000), typology (1:500), façades 
(1:1000) and perspectives.
(source: Müller et al., Wohnüberbauung A-Park, 
Zurich, 2003)
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The entire ground level of the eastern slab is attributed to other than residential units 
(notably the kindergarten and the children day care unit in the volume’s northern 
outgrowth), while at its main part the elderly care centre is located. The front part – 
towards the main street – is occupied by offices in accordance with the supermarket’s 
proximity, while in the western edge of the plot, the underground parking access 
is arranged, both for its public sector – the supermarket’s parking spaces – and the 
private one. The distribution of the various uses to the complex’s surface is coherent 
with the sequence of varying qualities attributed to the proposed open spaces: the 
front open space with an alley of trees growing at its eastern edge to mark the eastern 
border of the lot, on the other side of which a narrow passage between the western 
slab and the parallelepiped volume, leads to the central courtyard, where all house 
entrances are located and where green surfaces of different polygonal shapes are 
randomly designed. Lastly, a second passage towards the north and another plaza – 
unfortunately facing north – to the retreat of the western slab from the plot’s northern 
borderline, serving as the kindergarten’s exterior space. 

In terms of the proposed typology the apartments in the main linear construction 
bodies are extremely interesting thanks to their clear organizational logic. Each of 
the three stairways in the typical floor serves two symmetrically placed apartments. 
A certain fluidity marking the exterior spaces is prolonged to the interior: access to 
the flat’s meander-shaped, double-aspect living space is secured by a spacious hall 
serving also as anteroom to an autonomous unit (a room with its separate bathroom), 
appropriate for office use, for guests, for an adolescent longing for his independence 
or for an elderly member coming to live with the family. By turning 180° around, 
we reach the living space, a homogenous, double-aspect, “hinged” sequence. Its plan 
takes up a meander form, unwrapped around a protrusion of the flat’s main room 
sector, situated to the other end of the apartment. Into an alcove to the east side of 
the volume, is placed the kitchen’s laboratory with the dining room next to it. A 
continuous balcony along the typical floor’s west side provides a sufficiently spacious 
surface as an exterior continuation of the living room to that side. Making once more a 
180° turn, we find the passage to the room unit with another hall organizing the access 
to rooms. 

Another important element of the project is the duplex typology proposed for the 
apartments situated over the supermarket, in the three-storey southern apophysis, 
establishing a link between the large regulary form of the parallelepiped and the slab’s 
slimmer figure; a separate unit of rooms at first level – answering to the same concept 
of flexibility to the plan’s organization – and a loft-like space at the second,  flowing 
around a central nucleus of wet space, storage and the kitchen’s laboratory. In the 
realized project this flat type becomes more interesting and coherent as to the slab’s 
apartment concept: the longitudinal loggia towards the interior plaza of the ensemble 
is replaced by a small interior courtyard that becomes the plan’s central element, 
conferring a unique atmosphere to its domestic ambiance. In some distance and to the 
other side of the plan, an enclave containing the bathroom creates a second articulation 
point for potential subdivisions of the flat’s living space. The kitchen’s laboratory and 
the eating corner are situated in the centre, naturally lit by the courtyard. 

Other than this amelioration it should be said that the realized project rests majorly 
faithful to the competition plans. Nevertheless, the nursery’s apophysis was eliminated; 
an alteration that affects partly the hybrid expression of the form, and associated to 
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General overview of the competition area, site plan (1:5000) and 
sections of the Bauart project (1:1000), diagram (by the author) 
featuring a hybridisation hypothesis, between a slab and a 
courtyard.
(source: hpw; Bauart Architects, <http://www.bauart.ch/upload/
File/BQ_Areal%20Schleife%20Zug.pdf>)
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the  changed design of the central plaza, that is this time organized as a homogeneous 
green surface. Towards the main street, the mixing of uses and housing typologies 
remains equally legible as in the competition proposal: the continuous bands of 
alternated solid and transparent elements going along almost the entire contour of the 
complex are slightly displaced to tell the story of the distinct forms’ fusion: “Im Bereich 
des Vorplatzes zur Albisriederstrasse führt die Verschiebung der Fensteranordnung zu einer 
spannenden, blockartigen Verschmelzung von Sockel und Zeile.”328 The interior façades of 
the complex are more pierced by windows, a less strict urban character underlines the 
different quality of the open space.

Bauart Architekten und Planer, project for the Schleife Area, Zug 
(2006)

The competition for the Schleife area in Zug was organised in December 2006 as 
two-round parallel study commissions to seven invited architectural offices. Zug 
is a small city located more or less in the middle of the Zurich-Lucerne distance 
and making part of the Greater Zurich area. The Swiss Railway (CFF – Chemins de fer 
fédéraux suisses) is the owner of the strip of land in question, divided by Feldstrasse in 
two parts, delimitated to the east by the railroad track, and surrounded by a highly 
heterogeneous tissue. The northern part of the competition area makes part of a semi-
circular non-built zone, for which another competition – also conducted as a parallel 
study commissions’ procedure – was organised in 2001. In this case the investor, Alfred 
Müller AG, and the competition aimed to the design of numerous apartment houses 
and office buildings. To this day, there has not yet been any realisation related to that 
scheme. Concerning the competition that interests us here, the CFF decided to build 
apartment units (at least 50% of the built area should be attributed to residential uses 
according to the zone’s construction regulation) destined at different tenure purposes: 
50% to rental contracts and another 50% to ownership tenures. In addition, the 
investor was interested in various housing concepts and other compatible uses, such as 
offices or studio apartments and ateliers. The proximity of the railroad, as well as the 
disparity of the surroundings – to the south of the site there are numerous industrial 
buildings and head offices of international companies – increased the complexity of the 
architectural problem. 

Bauart Architects proposed two different urban forms for the distinct parts of the plot 
and the distinct tenure types demanded. To the south a long linear form is occupied 
by loft-type apartments sometimes organised as duplexes and proposed to an urban 
public interested in acquiring its own housing unit. To the north, the authors of the 
project propose a large form, organised around an interior court with elongated 
proportions and with a considerable part of its ground footprint attributed to a ramp-
like arrangement, like a large boulevard crossing it longitudinally. This building raises 
to the sky an undulated contour, characterised by as an equally varied baseline, due to 
the treatment of the façades and the biased manipulation of the large north and south 
passages. Thus the proposal presents similarities with the well-known residential 
complex Whale, designed by De Architekten Cie. and realised in Amsterdam between 
1998 and 2000; another common point between the two buildings is to be found in 
the organisation of the façades, in the interior by friezes of unequal height and to the 

328  Ibidem, p. 16: “In the zone of the forecourt to Albisriederstrasse, the movement in the windows’ arrangement leads 
to a thrilling, block-like fusion of the basis and the slab.” (author’s translation)
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Plans of the second and third floor (1:1000), apartment typology 
(1:500) and exterior perspective.
(source: hpw; Bauart Architects, <http://www.bauart.ch/upload/
File/BQ_Areal%20Schleife%20Zug.pdf>)
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exterior by staggered square, or rectangular openings. Taking into consideration the 
implementation of the Whale to Amsterdam’s developed harbour district and its iconic 
status, it is strange on the jury’s account to declare that the chosen by Bauart grand 
building form is not becoming to the place: “[...] der Ausdruck erscheint überinstrumentiert 
und dem Ort nicht angemessen.”329 To the contrary of the Whale, Bauart’s Living Club 
is posed longitudinally to the grounds and seems to be casted to its final polygonal 
shape along by the plot’s borderline, with the building’s different branches affected in 
a subtle way. 

The central exterior space is combined present additional features of a hybridised 
morphology. The architects work with two storey volumes either to abridge the 
courtyard’s entire width to four selected positions in distinct floor levels or to further 
void the polygon’s branches peripherally and as a continuation of the double-level 
bridge, in each case creating collective spaces of different qualities. This kind of 
treatment presents parallels with the horizontal and vertical unfolding of Holl’s Linked 
Hybrid with its sky bridges creating sequences of collective space in different levels 
and its porous, intriguing urban space in the middle. Much as, in Bauart’s project the 
central space acquires an adventurous, varied character by the presence of the bridges’ 
volumes, the generated meander-like floor plans cannot be consequently read in a 
three-dimensional reality, since they do not correspond to sequences of collective or 
semi-collective space; they are filled with apartment units. This choice could be related 
to some doubts of the jury expressed mostly in relation with the solution’s economic 
viability: “Unklar ist, die diversen großen Gemeinschaftsräume betrieblich und wirtschaftlich 
funktionieren sollen, wenn sie nicht zur Ausnutzung zählen und damit nicht kommerziell 
genutzt werden dürfen.”330

On the other hand the differentiated views guaranteed in the inside and the outside 
of the building and to the majority of apartments as well as the elevated number of 
balconies placed in random order to the building’s exterior façade create a dense urban 
experience of residential space. In addition, the volumetric variety of the entire form 
gives birth to a large spectrum of double-aspect apartment typologies corresponding 
to different lengths and to alternated urban spaces and views. We shall not examine 
here in detail these typologies, since they do not seem to correspond to a coherent 
conceptual pattern, still they represent potential solutions of unusually-shaped plans 
extending sometimes in two levels. On the whole, the most interesting attribute of 
the project remains the central free space, in which, due to the differentiated height 
of the bridges’ emplacement – lowering gradually to the passage’s level in the middle 
and then taking once more sufficient distance from the ground – the impression of a 
pedestrian stroll is even more accentuated. And it is exactly the varied position of the 
bridges and the flexibility of the form’s exterior outline that confer a subtle plasticity 
to the ensemble of the courtyard, that seems almost still in transformation as if it were 
possible to stretch even more transversally or longitudinally, filled with even more 
abridging sequences…

329  “Neunutzung Areal Schleife, Zug” in hochparterre.wettbewerbe n.2, 2007, p. 22: “[…] the [architectural] 
expression appears overinstrumentalised and not appropriate to the place.” (author’s translation)

330  Ibidem: “It is unclear how the various big communal spaces should function operationally and economically, if 
they do not count for the utilization index and thus may not be used commercially.” (author’s translation)
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General view of the competition area, model of the Neff & 
Neumann project, site plan (1:2000), diagram (by the author) 
showing the transformation of the slab and its hybridisation 
process with two courtyards of significant size.
(source: hpw)
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Neff & Neumann, project for the competition in Altwiesen and 
Heerenschürli streets, Schwamendingen, Zurich (2007)

This last project of the group, presents a particular interest due once more to the 
effort made by the authors to produce “thick” urban forms, capable of answering the 
competition’s requisites. We have already commented slightly on the site’s geometry, 
presenting the Diener & Diener project for the same competition in the chapter of 
“Plastic Geometry”. The parcel is divided in two by a low-circulation street serving 
mainly the immediate neighbourhood area while the context follows the “garden city” 
pattern. The city aims to reinforcing the network of green spaces while at the same 
time ceding priority to densification operations in the existing tissue. The already 
existing housing complex dates from the mid-nineteen fifties and is composed by slab 
buildings, the condition of which demands for immediate measures. Housing units 
corresponding to the existing buildings are small with a net surface oscillating between 
49 and 65 m2. Additionally, the complex does not answer to the maximum use ratios 
for the land, according to contemporary building regulations. 

The architects Neff & Neumann propose five buildings that represent on their whole 
a rather resourceful reinterpretation of the slab morphology. The reigning logic is still 
that of linear constructions which nevertheless presents, with relation to the existing 
ensemble, some marking differences. First, all of them are transversally posed to the 
parcel’s length forming in the interstitial distances, free spaces to be used by future 
inhabitants as places of social encounter and interaction. This idea is also promoted 
by the bending of the buildings, a device that allows for varied widths on the free 
spaces, qualifying them as passages, sitting areas or simply green recreation surfaces.  
It provides also the possibility of establishing a more intensive dialogue between 
neighbouring buildings, emphasized by their complementary bending. Finally, the 
proposed forms seem to be generated by the idea of expressing the desired by the 
investor density, into different versions of a linear thickness. Their width, significantly 
increased as to the slabs already existing in the plot, varies from 13.5 m to almost 
25.5 m when an interior courtyard is also arranged. Thus results a special fragment 
of the project, almost cancelling the linear morphology, if only it were not so directly 
associated to the rest of its “family” buildings and if it were not so skillfully designed 
by the authors with respect to its interior organization. This last fragment can be 
interpreted by a hybridizing process between a linear form, legible in plan while 
repeating and complementing the bending of the neighbouring fragments, and a 
courtyard archetype. 

It is exactly the ambiguous character of this patio that encourages this building’s 
interpretation as a hybrid from. The construction seems at first sight as engendered 
by the reiteration of the courtyard on both sides of the central symmetry axis. On the 
other hand the bilateral orientation of its longest branches refers clearly to a slab’s 
conceptual logic. The two symmetric courtyards are joined in a single entity at a central 
articulation point. A staircase there located is transversally posed to the building’s 
width, bilaterally lit by the voids and linking them visually into an inseparable suite. 
This point is emphasized by the symmetrical positioning of the other two staircases 
to the courtyards’ opposite sides, parallel this time to the east-west orientation axis of 
the units’ majority. The building’s circulation system remains coherent as to the site’s 
arrangement and design. Its “thicker” fragment is posed right next to the crossing 
street accessed by this side.    
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Floor plan of the courtyard building (1:1000),  
apartment typology (1:500) and perspectives
(source: hpw)
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The variety of the building’s width allows for distinct typologies to be proposed. In 
all buildings the principal concept for the interior arrangement of the housing units is 
a meander-like, or else diagonally unraveled plan of the living / eating / kitchen suite. 
The two slimmer buildings host, among other, duplex types, and there the authors 
seem more tempted by a clear separation of activities requiring privacy – to the east 
– and the more common ones of the family – living space to the west. In the rest of 
the buildings, the reigning typology is based on double-aspect living rooms. In the 
slabs the entrance is located in the middle of the living space suite while in the hybrid 
building, the entrance is found in the apartment’s extremity, since the living suite is 
in that case revealed in length rather than in depth due to the smaller width of the 
courtyards’ branches. The introverted character of the courtyards’ space is clearly 
acknowledged by the typological proposition, as the authors place always towards the 
interior void the kitchen and dining room, spaces that seem more tolerant as to vis-à-
vis. With respect to the thicker slabs, the kitchen and living room interchange positions 
along the construction’s length.

Sometimes the flats’ surface becomes exceedingly generous, most of all in the case of 
the hybrid building, a point that has been criticized by the jury331. But this feature is 
balanced by the exceptional organization of the plan, in accordance with a dexterous 
subdivision of the typical floor to apartments of various sizes. The entrance leads to 
a generous hall / anteroom, giving access to a pair of rooms with their own bathroom 
and storage space, and to the dining room with the kitchen in the back, articulated 
with the living room to the other side of the plan, which provides on its turn access 
to two more rooms. A spacious loggia brings the sequence to an end and associates 
the sitting room with the bigger bedroom. The plan’s arrangement allows for the 
apartment’s space to be directly perceived in length by the entrance. It offers varying 
views from distinct points conferring a special quality to everyday’s experiences in the 
specific housing unit.  

On plurality still…

In the beginning of this section we have spoken of contemporary theoretical 
analyses on the subject of hybridisation and its relation to architecture. The 
examples of competition proposals examined under this prism, apart from their 
singular morphological expressions, are endowed with extreme typological variety. 
It seems a safe conclusion that they provide emphasis on complex urban situations. 
In the Grünwald competition the large-scale lot has to become a symbol in the 
neighbourhood’s area, in the Neuenhof and Schleife projects the plots are close to 
sources of noise in the urban tisses, part of highly heterogeneous contexts, while in the 
A-Park the new residential project has to form the link between the natural landscape 
and the district’s centre. This is also a project in which a certain degree of functional 
complexity, having to do with including in the program an important commercial 
surface, can justify its characterisation as a hybrid through the most current functional 
interpretation. In all study cases though, the proposed range of flat types is enlarged in 
an effort to sufficiently respond to the complexity of the contextual situation and that 

331  “Wohnen in Zürich-Schwamendingen” in hochparterre.wettebewerbe n. 5, 2007, p. 56: 
“Einsparungsmöglichkeiten bestehen bei der Abwicklung der Aussenwand, bei den zu grossen Einzelwohnflächen und 
Tiefgaragen.” (“Saving possibilities exist regarding the exterior wall’s treatment, the, too large, surfaces of the units 
and the underground parking.” – author’s translation)
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of the investing proposal: as often in competition procedures of this last decade, it is 
specified, on behalf of the organiser, the need to provide different kinds of apartments 
for various kinds of users and target-publics.

In the Schwamendingen competition, the main affronted issue is the densification of 
a “garden city” tissue. The answer of the architects Neff and Neumann is pushing to 
its extreme the standard form of the slab by increasing its width and by generating 
a new form, “containing” in its body a fragment of green space, when this increased 
compactness needs to be alleviated. On the basis of this proposal, we could also 
argue that the totality of our examples is linked to potential expressions of density. 
Apart the A-Park’s linear building sections remaining within the limits of a medium 
construction width, the rest of the examples present an elevated width. The fact that 
the majority of the projects are hybrids created by the combination of thick linear 
forms and courtyards, whether these last refer to a single building or to a group of 
buildings, should also be considered as significant, the form of the courtyard being 
traditionally related to dense urban fragments. 

Lastly, it is clear that we deal with “new” urban forms that cannot be classified under 
explicit morphological categories, such as “slab”, “block”, “mat building”, etc. They 
incorporate in original new entities, morphological and typological characteristics of 
other groups of residential buildings, while introducing new ones. They distinguish 
themselves clearly from “collage” proposals that use different urban forms in distinct 
parts of the concerned sites. Hybrid buildings propose new entities, manifesting an 
elevated degree of autonomy in their contexts; if repeated, in case of reiterative logics 
in the organisation of the site plan, it is certain that the “copies” of the originating 
form will also be differentiated. This feature, pointing to a transformation process that 
could still be in progress, is indicative of the fact that only hybridisation techniques 
can be juxtaposed and not their outcomes as such. We could, for example, find certain 
parallels between the Grünwald example and the Neuenhof one, regarding the 
processes of bending, inflating or voiding originally linear forms. But the final outcome 
is always markingly distinct buildings of complex organisation, demonstrating their 
authors’ taste for diversification, experimentation and research of plurality in their 
architectural expression, and eagerness to deal with increasingly urban situations.

As we said in the beginning in most of the related bibliography, hybrids are associated 
with functional diversity. In the a+t series, another interesting point is made: hybrids 
are an effort not only to deal with density, but to revitalise entire neighbourhoods, “set 
up devices able to exert a strong centripetal force on their surrounding elements and activities, 
so that they counteract the effect of the centrifuge force produced by mainly private interests, 
that incite the city sprawl.”332 In this line of thinking maybe the use of hybridisation as 
a conceptual process in the framework of residential production, is also a way to 
create buildings of larger radiance, extending away from their immediate context, a 
factor that would be in accordance with the fact that in the city of Zurich, for example, 
residential tissue is used as a way of “re-shaping” entire city districts. 

To complete this chapter we would like to come back once more to the definition 
of the hybrid and formulate a doubt as to its various interpretations: it would seem 
that a confusion reigns around the term, mostly having to do with the fact that the 
cause, is used to describe the effect: that is to say, functional diversity or tangled 

332  Announcement concerning the series “Hybrids” (online), op. cit.
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Transformation of the Entrepôt Macdonald, architects: OMA, 
FAA+XDGA, program (blue: housing, yellow: offices, rose: retail, 
green: schools, grey: car park)  and perspective
(source: A+t, n. 33-34, 2009)
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The Whale, De Architekten Cie (1998-2000), manipulations of 
the project’s form (sketches and working models), perspective 
drawing from the interior court; section, compared to the one 
proposed by Bauart architects (1:1000).
(source: Lotus int. n. 94, 1997 / n. 132, 2007; hpw)
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cultural frameworks that may be in the origins of “strange” hybrid forms’ generation 
are confused with detecting and describing such forms. Contributing factors for the 
generation of the hybrid may aid to recognize and acknowledge its existence, but for 
a satisfactory interpretation one would think that the hybrid should be firstly outlined 
by its inherent qualities. In other words it should be firstly defined the way as to its 
morphological characteristics and then be justified by social or economical factors. 
This becomes obvious when examining projects that do not respond to mixed-use 
scenarios and where, for example, the functional interpretation becomes meaningless. 
That way, a clear distinction could also be made with cases characterised by functional 
diversity but not necessarily establishing new autonomous entities in the urban tissue; 
representative of this last type of buildings usually named “hybrids”, are large-scale 
rehabilitation operations hosting multiple uses, usually distinct from its original one: 
examples of that kind of confused interpretation could be the Toni-Areal project in 
Zurich, by EM2N architects333 and the transformation of the entrepôt Macdonald in 
Paris, by OMA, FAA+XDGA334, both featured among others in the “Hybrids I” issue 
of the a+t review. Although it is noted “Fenton argued that there was a distinct difference 
between the hybrid building and mixed-use, in that the individual programs relate to one 
another and begin to share intensities”335, the projects included in the publication do not 
convince that the distinction was taken into serious consideration.

333  See “Hybrids II”, op. cit., pp. 94-107.

334  See “Hybrids III”, op. cit., pp. 242-257.

335  See “Hybrids II”, op. cit., p. 7.
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Chapter 5: Fluid Spaces

Till now, we have examined two separate types of urban forms and their particular 
characteristics. The first two chapters of this part were referring to case studies that 
were either specifying particularities of an already defined urban morphology – the 
case of triangular point houses – or evoking a new one – projects generated by hybridising 
processes. In the following two chapters, we will examine mostly qualities, without 
especially insisting this time to the question of urban forms. Instead, we will try to cast 
some light in two distinct and promising aspects of a series of projects, developing and 
explaining their complexity and architectural concept. 

The concept of fluidity and the question of diagonal articulations

In an article entitled “Spatial comfort as an argument for the design of collective housing”, 
Rafael de Càceres searches for “added values” in the design of collective housing, a 
sector where usually economy and functionality prevail, and examines different spatial 
arguments by a series of projects classified into six different types. One of these types 
is the Diagonal House. Projects belonging to this category are described as follows: “Son 
soluciones que buscan la fluidez especial rompiendo las referencias ortogonales y que aspiran a 
conseguir la máxima sensación de espacio a partir de las visiones oblicuas.”336 References are 
made to Aalto’s Hansaviertel project, as well to the architecture of Gio Ponti and Juan 
Antonio Coderch. It is also automatically implied that diagonal articulation of spaces is 
associated with enriched spatial experience. Of course, the author of the article speaks 
mostly of interior space arrangements and typology of the unit. But how exactly the 
concept of “fluidity”, so central in his definition, can be explained in a more general 
framework? Does it find applications to different levels of the project? And on the 
other hand in what way spatial qualities implied by the concept of spatial fluidity, can 
be more explicitly defined? The analysis of a number of competition proposals and 
their compositional logic will provide supplementary data on these questions.

The search for multiple perspectives and alternated views seems quite generalised and 
corresponding not only to organisational principles of the apartment itself but also to 
logics reigning to the exterior spaces’ formulation and design. The concept of “fluidity” 
is here understood in relation with spatial sequences that offer diverse viewpoints to the 
user and visitor, often physically materialised by the division of the available surface 
to smaller areas, and the diagonal concatenation of created spaces in interior or exterior 
“itineraries” of particular interest. In both scales, the one of the complex and that of 
the unit, it is the same kind of interaction between built surfaces and generated void 
that produces the effect of a continuous spatial flow; the unfolding of new parts of the 
sequence, and its gradual revelation. 

This concept can be better understood through Cullen’s theory of the Townscape337. In 
this book, Cullen examines the way cities work for their inhabitants and draws a map 
of distinct, and according to him, manipulable, qualities referring to optics, the sense 

336  De Cáceres Rafael, “El confort espacial como argumento del diseño de la vivienda colectiva” in Quaderns 
d’arquitectura i urbanisme n.256, Winter 2007, pp. 142-149: “These are solutions that search a special fluidity 
breaking up with orthogonal references, and aspire to achieving a maximal sensation of space through oblique views.” 
(author’s translation)

337  Cullen Gordon, Townscape, The Architectural Press, London, 1961.
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of place and its content, the fabric’s character. With regards to optics, he develops the 
idea of serial vision in relevance with “the series of jerks or revelations”338 within which a 
town is often revealed to pedestrians. As Rapoport339, Cullen explains that “the human 
mind reacts to a contrast, the difference between two things” and that “the town becomes 
visible in a deeper sense” through the “drama of juxtaposition”. He also introduces 
two other interesting terms, the existing and the emerging view, both to be found in 
a traditional town from an optical point of view. Cullen explains that even better, 
through a series of sketches in which he illustrates “the sense of discovery and drama 
that we experience in moving through towns” and talks of “shifting interplays” of elements 
such as towers and spires, as well as of spatial sequences in relation with the quality of 
fluctuation, characteristic of traditional towns: “The typical town is not a pattern of streets 
but a sequence of spaces created by buildings. Fluctuation […] is implicit in this conception, 
it is the stimulation of our sense of position through moving from the wide to the narrow and 
out again into some fresh space.” 

Of course Cullen is mostly linked to the pittoresque and the study of Italian cities 
and their piazzas, and tendencies of urban design marking the nineteen fifties: “En 
Grande-Bretagne, au lendemain de la Seconde Guerre mondiale, le townscape a donnée une 
nouvelle actualité aux dispositifs pittoresques. […] Pour Cullen, afin de définir ces principes, 
pour en vérifier l’efficacité, rien ne vaut l’examen des villes anciennes ou de l’architecture 
vernaculaire.”340 While Ponti and Coderch, mainly attached to modernity, despite 
their interest for local architectural characters and the traditional architecture of their 
countries, refer to the irregularity of interconnected spaces, and to an “orchestrated” 
opening from the interior to the exterior space, that breaks up – according the basic 
principles of the modern – with the traditional relatively fragmented plan and dilates 
the apartment’s small space by in-depth perspectives and by the manoeuvring 
of interior partitions.  Ponti’s work is the praise of visibility by the harmonious 
arrangement of penetrating oblique perspectives through concatenated areas of the 
unit, under the influence of Wrightian principles, to which he is also linked by the 
emblematic, for the Italian modern architecture, figure of the Napolitan historian 
Edoardo Persico341. One of his projects, the villa Planchart in Caracas and his plans 

338   Ibidem, p. 11

339  Rapoport Amos, Human Aspects of Urban Form. Towards a Man-Evnironment Approach to Urban Form 
and Design, Pergamon Press, Oxford a.o., 1977 and more specifically the chapter “Importance and Nature 
of Environmental Perception, The Notion of Noticeable Differences”, p. 220. Rapoport explains their number is 
also related to the concept of complexity: “Overload or deprivation depend on how many elements are perceived, 
and complexity is also closely related to the number of distinct elements which can be perceived; it is these elements 
which constitute variations from a perceived order.” And he continues: “… relationships among elements are 
more important than the elements themselves […] since it is the juxtaposition of elements which leads to noticeable 
differences.”

340  Lucan Jacques, Composition, non-composition. Architecture et théories, XIXe – XXe siècles, Presses 
Polytechniques et Universitaires Romandes, Lausanne, 2009, pp. 446-447.

341  On that subject see Irace Fulvio, Gio Ponti, La casa all’italiana, Electa, Milano, 1988, pp. 21-22 and Ponti 
Lisa Licitra, “Portrait” in Ponti Lisa Licitra, Gio Ponti. The Complete Work 1923-1978, Thames & Hudson, 
London, 1990 (first edition Passigli Progetti, 1990), p. 17: “Ponti always declared himself «illuminated» by 
Persico. Perhaps it was a two-way process […]” Persico, “an uncompromising antifascist” (see Zevi Bruno, 
“Wright and Italy. A recollection” in Alofsin Anthony, Frank Lloyd Wrigth. Europe and Beyond, University of 
California Press, Berkeley and Los Angeles, London, 1999, p. 66) was the one to bring “a more sophisticated 
understanding of Wright to Italy” (see Casciato Maristella, “Wright and Italy. The promise of organic 
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Gordon Cullen, the first page of the Townscape’s casebook.
(source: Cullen, Townscape, London, 1961)
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Gio Ponti, villa Planchart, Caracas (1953-56), plans 
and exterior aspect
(source: Irace, La casa all’italiana, Milano, 1988)
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designed for it (always elaborated in close collaboration with his clients) where optical 
cones mark all possible – intersecting, oblique – views across the domestic space342 
are particularly evocative; this work recalls a spatial concept introduced by Wright, 
the depth-dimension or fourth dimension and is commented by Jacques Lucan343 in the 
following passage: “Dans son Testament, Wright […] insistera encore sur l’apport qui fut 
le sien du nouveau concept d’espace, d’un « sens de l’espace » qui réside dans la « dimension 
de profondeur (depth-dimension), une quatrième dimension, dit-il « peu-être telle que l’avaient 
vue les cubistes européens ». La continuité spatiale, Hitchcock l’appelle « fluidité spatiale 
(spatial flow) », ou évoquant les extensions du plan cruciforme, notamment de la maison 
Ward W. Willitts, il parle d’espace fluide, « interior space “flowing” ». Scully, lui parle de 
la qualité d’espace constamment fluide, « the constrantly fluid spatial quality », comme d’un 
apport crucial de Wright, faisant au demeurant et plus généralement de la continuité une 
caractéristique essentielle de l’architecture moderne. Selon ce point de vue, pour établir cette 
continuité, Wright a défait les équilibres conventionnels, a « décomposé » ou fragmenté le 
bâtiment pour en réordonner les éléments selon une nouvelle logique.”344

But for Wright (and Ponti) as for Cullen, the design objectif remains the same: “la 
ricerca del continuum spaziale” as noted by Bruno Zevi345 for the presentation of a series 
of homes designed by Wright during the nineteen fourties and nineteen fifties (Zevi 
concludes with the Price Tower and Scully’s citation on St. Mark’s project, already 
referred to, in the chapter of “Plastic Geometry”). “Al simbolo corbusieriano dell’uomo col 
braccio alzato, che occupa spazio, Wright contrappone l’uomo in movimento che fnede lo spazio. 
Con Le Corbusier l’accento è sulla verticale, sull’uomo e l’architettura che sfidano la gravità; 
con Wright, invece, è sull’orizzonte, sullo spazio e l’uomo fluenti e mobili sulla superficie 

architecture” in Alfonsin, Ibidem, p. 78) with his lecture in Turin (January 1935), a year before his death, 
“Profezia dell’architettura” (“Architectural prophecy”). Persico also promoted Wright’s work through 
the pages of Casabella, to which he served as editor in chief since 1933, together with Giuseppe Pagano-
Pogatschnig, appointed as director of the Milanese magazine.

342  See on that subject Irace, op. cit., pp. 150-161: “Costellate da una minuta grafia di coni ottici a segnare le 
intersezioni di sguardi che avviluppano la casa in una continua introspezione reciproca dei suoi vari elementi, le piante 
che si accumulano nella correspondenza con i signori Planchart sono la traccia più evidente di questa dimensione dello 
spazio domestico come carta d’identità culturale dei suoi naturali, futuri abitatori.” (“Filled with a tiny handwriting 
of optical cones marking the intersections of views that wrap the house in a continuous mutual introspection of its 
various components, the plans accumulated by the correspondence with the Plancharts are the most evident trace 
of this dimension of the domestic space as a cultural, identity card of its natural, future inhabitants.” — author’s 
translation). Irace cites Ponti who, writing in Domus, refers to the house as “Una scultura astratta in scala 
enorme, non da guardare da fuori, ma da guardare dal di dentro, penetrandovi e percorrendola: fatta per essere 
osservata girando continuamente l’occhio.” (“An abstract sculpture in an enormous scale, not to look at from the 
outside, but from the inside, penetrating it and walking it through: made to be observed by continuously turning the 
eye.” — author’s translation, ibidem, p. 152, see also Ponti Gio, “Una villa ‘fiorentina’” in Domus n.375, 1961, 
pp. 1-40).

343  Lucan, op. cit., 2009, pp. 343-344. Lucan also presents a significant argument with respect to Wright’s 
new concept of space: “[…] à partir du moment où la distinction des pièces de la maison s’atténue au profit de ce 
qui sera nommé la fluidité ou l’interpénétration, le mot espace devient nécessaire à la description architecturale. Il le 
deviendrait d’autant plus que fluidité et interpénétration produisent des visions diagonales qui vont à l’encontre de la 
rectitude perceptive des enfilades traditionnelles, les angles eux-mêmes des « pièces » étant maintenant très souvent 
ouverts – à l’instar de ce que proposent des dispositifs dissymétriques et « ouverts » de maisons japonaises dont Wright 
a connaissance.”

344  Ibidem, pp. 343-344.

345  Zevi, op. cit., 1979, p. 200.
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terrestre.”346 Cullen speaks also of the “eye as movie-camera” as Lucan notes still: “La 
relation qui s’instaure entre deux bâtiments les empêche de s’isoler et de devenir autonomes. 
Le townscape vise à rapprocher les bâtiments, à produire des proximités, mais sans pour 
autant que les dispositions soient nécessairement orthogonales [almost the contrary: 
oblique arrangements seem rather desired, n.d.l.r.]. Pour percevoir les relations entre les 
bâtiments, le spectateur est obligé de se déplacer […]”347 Clearly, his research is directed to 
the urban scale and territory, trying to restore to it a particular character; the research 
field presents probably an increased complexity. Nevertheless, Lucan’s remark 
establishes a connection also with spatial effects explored also by Holl (although this 
last searches alternate perspectives and views also to the vertical dimension, focusing 
on creating level differences). Holl talks of “parallax spatial experience”, of “perspective 
warp” that occurs “while moving through overlapping spaces defined by solids and cavities” 
and that “opens the phenomena of spatial fields.”348 And concludes: “An infinite number 
of perspectives projected from an infinite number of viewpoints could be said to make up the 
spatial field of the phenomena of a work of architecture.”349 Holl applies these principles 
both to the interior spaces of his projects and the exterior forms and arrangements, 
reaching the scale of the city.

Our understanding of the term fluidity in this chapter is linked to diagonal articulation 
of voids and built volumes since this kind of space linkage produces an in-depth 
perceptual effect, often based on the juxtaposition and alteration of narrower 
“passages” and wider “rooms”. This relationship can be valid for exterior sequences 
of the complex or interior sequences of the unit. Let us describe this idea more 
concretely through a competition project, designed by the architects Meili & Peter for 
the Hunziker-Areal in Zurich-Leutschenbach (2009). This was an interesting procedure 
because it introduced new ideas, to be foung in an extended number of submitted 
projects, both concerning the urban concept and the typology of the isolated buildings, 
and because it was the first to be organized for a concrete site by the cooperative 
mehr als wohnen, founded in 2007 by fifty other cooperatives at the occasion of the 
cooperative movement’s centenary. But the procedure itself is commented in another 
part of this study along with characteristics of competitions’ operating framework in 
Switzerland. For this specific project, there was an elevated degree of complexity to 
take into account, most of all in relation with the variety of housing types demanded – 
for invalids and elderly people, special studios that could be rented for short periods, 
working / living flats, and large apartments for cohabitation, etc. but also with the 
character of the district, a developing one in Zurich’s periphery, in proximity to the 
airport. The Meili and Peter project was awarded 6th prize. The architects aimed to 
the creation in the urban environment, of a micro-scale, in the interior courtyards of 
three blocks arranged in the competition’s plot. To do so, they created recessions and 
protuberances of the built volume, varying the perception of the void for the visitor/
passenger and offering an interesting architectural promenade in this introverted, 
semi-public sequence of open spaces. This perceptual adventure is represented by a 
series of three-dimensional snapshots that, although remaining abstract, communicate 

346  Frank Edward, Pensiero organico e architettura wrightiana, Dedalo libri, Bari, 1978, p. 32.

347  Lucan, op. cit., 2009, p. 447.

348  Holl Steven, Anchoring, Princeton Architectural Press, New York, 1989, p. 11

349  Ibidem
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Meili & Peter, competition in Zurich-Leutschenbach, model and 
perspectives
(source: Kiss & Tschirren, Neubau Project 1 der Baugenossenschaft 
Mehr Als Wohnen, Zürich-Leutschennbach. Projektwettbewerb im 
selektiven Verfahren, Bericht des Preigerichts, Amt für Hochbauten, 
Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2009)
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POOL architects, competition in Zurich-Wipkingen 
and Frei & Gubler, Rautistrasse competition
(source: hpw, Frei & Gubler)
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effectively the sense of discovery that can be experienced by the pedestrian user. We 
will also see that in some cases, an unforced compliance between urban form and 
apartment typology, in a more direct way than the one concerning the study of other 
categories of urban forms, can be traced. 

Regarding the complex’s scale; affinities with triangular geometries 
and “mat” ensembles

The subject of diagonal views already came up during the analysis of triangular 
geometries, where sometimes the lining-up of the blocks and their positioning 
in symmetrical and slightly “moved” offsets gave way to oblique openings to 
the surrounding environment, and bonded the project together with its context. 
The example of POOL architects’ triangular point houses for the Breitenstein-/
Hönggerstrasse/Im Sydefädeli competition (Zurich, 2006) in their chessboard 
arrangement, is quite characteristic of this logic, displaying also an easily readable 
hierarchy established between the central open space of the complex that takes the 
form of an elongated platform, the interstitial green surfaces between the blocks and 
the openings of the surrounding tissue. The apartments are arranged in the interior 
of the blocks in such a way that the available views towards immediate and larger 
context are forcibly diagonal just as the views in various spots of the exterior spaces, 
are locked-up by the blocks’ position in the complex’s urban design. 

The issue is also partially implied by the architects Frei & Gubler in their proposal 
for the Rautistrasse competition (2005). In the explanatory text they provide in the 
first of their plates and under the column “Landschaftsarchitectur” (“Landscape 
architecture”) they describe the arrangement they propose as follows: “Die Zugänge 
in die Wohnüberbauung erfolgt dezentral und unhierarchisch über fünf ‘Andockstellen’ von 
der Rauti-, Girhalden- und Stampfenbrunnenstrasse. […] Eine dynamische Weg-/Platzfigur 
(‘Drachenplatz’) bildet das soziale Zentrum der Siedlung. Sie windet sich zwischen den Bauten 
hindurch und führt über Rampen zu Hauseingängen. Die variable Ausdehnung und Neigung 
des ‘Drachenlplatzes’ schafft eine wiedererkennbare Platzfolge mit hoher Aufenthaltsqualität.”350 
Describing the project’s general idea in relation with the heterogeneous character of 
the neighbourhood’s tissue they also point out: “Die Anlage lässt den Raum offen und 
durchlässig.”351 So through these authors, a lack of hierarchy (in this case among various 
entrance points in the complex) can be vaguely related to the concept of “fluidity” even 
if no mention – apart from qualifying as durchlässig (porous) the created urban space, is 
specifically made to the term. This seems to be a feature of fluid spaces also created by 
“mat” buildings as we will see in the following. 

It has to be pointed out though a surprising point about blocks of triangular geometry: 
even if the external form of the building promotes diagonal perspectives with respect 
to collective open spaces and exterior views of the apartments, it seems to have little 
incidence whatsoever on the organization of the interior space and the sequence 

350  Frei & Gubler Architekten, first presentation board of their proposal by the motto “Expanding”, 
competition’s second stage: “The entrances to the residential development take place in a decentralized and non-
hierarchical way over five docking spots at the streets Rauti, Girhalden and Stampfenbrunnen. [...] A dynamic figure 
of paths / space (‘dragon square’) forms the social center of the settlement. It twists through the buildings and leads via 
ramps to the houses’ entrances. The variable size and inclination of this ,Dragon square’ creates a recognizable spatial 
sequence of high sitting place quality.” (author’s translation)

351  Frei & Gubler Architekten, Ibidem: “The complex leaves the space open and porous.” (author’s translation)
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Jessen & Vollenweider, Schaffhauserrheinweg 
project, aerial view of the competition area, site 
plan and sketches explaining house views (1:5000)
(source: Wirz, Wohnen am Schaffahauserrheinweg, 
Basel-Stadt, 2009)
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of distinct or interconnected rooms of the unit. Oblique geometry of the outside 
is normally interpreted in more “orthogonal” arrangements in the inside, as if the 
authors’ interest was exactly to “normalise” in the interior the unusual geometry of the 
urban form. Propositions of a more “oblique” logic, as to interior arrangements are the 
ones that will be examined here, and in the majority of case studies they do not rime  
with special urban forms. 

The issue of fluidity also comes up in the analysis of projects belonging to the category 
of mat-type buildings and this time the subject of diagonal views seems a lot more 
associated with the questions examined in this chapter. “Mat” buildings can be 
considered as generated by the oblique cutting down of an imaginary layer of built 
mass corresponding approximately to the surface of the available plot, in a way of 
creating “matching” blocks of built volumes and voids, answering the needs for open 
spaces on the complex’s scale352. This type of projects emphasize equally on the idea 
of their fragments’ uniqueness and on that of the complex’s cohesion, guaranteed by 
the complimentary character of the employed forms and the oblique lines mentally 
connecting them, that mark principal vanishing points and varying points of view. 

This kind of analysis is explained by the authors of the awarded project in the 
“Wohnen am Schaffhauserrheinweg (altes Kinderspital-Areal”) idea competition 
organized recently (2009) in the city of Basel. In this case study assembling or fitting 
up the “patchwork parts” is a task a bit more complicated; built parts, open spaces 
– the “Garteninseln” (garden-islands) as they are called by the design team – and 
pedestrian pathways, have all to be taken into consideration to reconstitute the plot’s 
contour. Architects Jessen & Vollenweider make evident the type of research that 
generated the proposed solution, through a series of explanatory sketches treating 
the subject of light and views; oblique lines sketched out from the blocks’ sides or by 
tangents generated by the blocks’ rounded angles, describe the lighting conditions and 
unobstructed views, enriching different parts of the complex. The “garden-islands” 
corresponding to every block constitute open sub-areas of the whole, of fairly equal 
importance to the created sequence. The authors emphasize the relation between the 
projected complex and its context and speak of re-establishing the sequence of green 
spaces along Rhine’s riverbank: “In der Fortsetzung der angrenzenden Stadtblöcke, deren 
Porosität eher auf der historischen Zufälligkeit ihrer parzellierten Realisierung beruht, wird ein 
neues Geviert formuliert, das gezielt die Stabilität des Blocks mit der Transparenz einer offenen 
Bebauung kombiniert und als grünes Pendant die Raumsequenz des benachbarten Warteck-
Areals aufnimmt und diese bis an die Rheinpromenade verlängert.”353 The dual character 
of the project (uniqueness of the separate block - cohesion of the complex) is also 

352  As opposed to Smithsons’ definition of “mat buildings”, implying a gradual accumulation of volumes in 
time.

353  Extract from the explanatory text by Jessen+Vollenweider accompanying the project’s presentation, as 
cited in Wirz Nicole, Wohnen am Schaffahauserrheinweg (altes Kinderspital-Areal). Anonymer Ideenwettbewerb im 
selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Bau- und Verkehrsdepartement des Kantons Basel-Stadt, Basel-
Stadt, 2009, p. 19: “In the continuation of the adjacent city blocks, the porosity of which is based rather on the historic 
coincidence of their parceled realisation, a new square is formed that systematically combines the stability of the block 
with the transparency of an open building and receives as green counterpart, the spatial sequence of the adjacent 
Warteck Areal, extended to the Rhine promenade.” (author’s translation)
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Althammer & Hochuli, Wasserschöpfi project, model and images 
from the competition and the realisation, below: their Guggach 
project; Burckhardt & Partner, Avenue de Morges competition 
(site plans 1:10000)
(source: Althammer & Hochuli; Wirz, Wohnen am 
Schaffahauserrheinweg, Basel-Stadt, 2009)
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underlined in this passage: “Jeder der vier Hauskörper findet seine eigene Orientierung zum 
Wasser, bindet sich gleichzeitig aber auch in die räumliche Logik des Blockganzen ein.”354

Another typical example of this category can be considered the project by Althammer 
& Hochuli for the Guggach competition (2005) that we have commented also in relation 
with the subject of innovative urban proposals. The architects explain as to their initial 
urban space concept: “Die Freiräume werden eher lose gefasst. Sie sind eingebunden in einen 
kontinuierlichen Raumfluss mit unterschiedlichen Akzenten, einem fortwährendem Spiel 
von Raumöffnung und Raumverdichtung.“355 The creation of a fluid urban space, taking 
the pedestrian from a lower, denser (in terms of urban activities) level to the higher 
green surface, is their main intention. Free space is described as the complementary 
component of the built mass in an effort to create a consistent urban continuum. The 
idea of alternated views is accentuated by tracing the plazas between the blocks, with 
convergent to the block’s perimeters, lines. 

The Guggach proposal can be more thoroughly understood in relation with another 
project of the same firm, this time for the Wasserschöpfi parallel study commissions 
in Zurich-Heuried, a procedure organized by Helvetia Patria Versicherungen in 2004. 
Here the architects choose linear urban forms corresponding to the cooperative 
complex previously existing in the competition’s perimeter, that put an accent on the 
surrounding tissue’s dominant direction. The four slabs of the western part of the 
plot and the seven slabs of the eastern part are deformed to accentuate the ground’s 
slope and offer interesting viewpoints in the interstitial open spaces. The blocks of the 
western plot, already in use since the beginning of 2010, seem composed by merging 
two separate fragments, bended slightly on their turn. The slabs of the eastern part, in 
construction during 2010, seem to prolong the linear forms of the western side but are 
in fact slightly moved in relation to them; in the second and most distant row, two out 
of the three proposed slabs are placed in the projection of the in-between open space 
of the adjacent sector, a fact that dictates to the visitor, along with the bending of the 
slabs, specific viewpoints and oblique perspectives through carefully formed, limited 
openings to the surrounding tissue.

Finally, it is interesting to comment in relation with the Guggach project, the fact that 
the most characteristic representation of its “views” concept is the perspective from 
a normal person’s height when standing in the entrance point of the new “park”. 
The volumes of the ensemble seem to converge with harmonic complicity towards 
the plot’s background, implying various “channels” of view by the oblique-shaped 
voids generatel between them. An image of similar compositional character is used 
by Burckhardt & Partner to illustrate a project following the same principles here 
described, for the competition of the Avenue de Morges in Lausanne (2009). The authors 
evoke the idea of an urban form that suggests both continuity and discontinuity, as the 
oblique lines of the blocks’ contours open up selectively to other parts of the complex 
and the surroundings: “Le projet propose une forme urbaine en adéquation à sa situation, 

354  Ibidem: “Each of the four house buildings finds its own orientation towards the water, integrating itself at the 
same moment, also to the spatial logic of the entire block.” (author’s translation)

355  See Althammer & Hochuli, first presentation board for the Guggach project (2005) under the sub-title 
“Bebauung und Freiräume: eine vielschichtige Komplementärstruktur“ (“Building and Open Spaces: a complex 
complementary structure”): “Free spaces are rather loosely composed. They are integrated into a continuous spatial 
flow with different accents, a perpetual game of space openness and space compression.” (translation and emphasis 
added by author).
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Egli & Rohr, Wolfswinkel ensemble, explanatory diagrams 
and photo of the realised project; Peter Zumthor, Güterareal 
competition, view of the project and its surroundings, diagonal 
views of the project’s interior streets, plazas and spatial 
sequences.
(source: AWS; Wohnen n. 5, 2008)

Zwischenraum Binnenraum Orientierung
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une morphologie à la fois continue et discontinue. Issue de l’îlot urbain (immeuble à cour), la 
forme est découpée en six parties […] Ensemble, les six blocs forment deux squares protégés, 
qui sont, grâce aux découpes, reliés à la vie du quartier. L’ensemble évite ainsi les rapports 
abrupts de vis-à-vis frontaux […]”356 

Lastly the same logic of a kind of double aspect, permeable urban space characterised 
by the biased lines of its blocks’ design is illustrated by a series of three-dimensional 
representations in Peter Zumthor’s project for the Güterareal competition in Lucern 
(2006). This time, the much more elongated shape of the blocks, especially those 
situated in the middle of the composition, bestows a clearly transversal direction to the 
interstitial spaces, opening it up in a “controlled” way to its immediate surroundings. 
Voids are of a more confined character and the “slashed” layer of built mass, suggested 
as generic figure of the adopted urban form, os more easily legible. 

Perspectives of a diagonal kind have been the reason of special urban forms, as in the 
case of butterfly-shaped blocks of the Wolfswinkel ensemble where architects Egli & 
Rohr explain through a series of sketches the gradual deformation of a rectangular 
block to the final proposed form. The bending of a common rectangle confers, 
according to the authors of the project, a special quality to the complex’s exterior 
spaces, rendering a simple in-between surface to a double aspect, “contained” urban 
area. The directions imposed by every block’s oblique sides bestow non-frontal 
perspectives to the context.   

Regarding the unit’s scale

To what concerns the unit’s scale, speaking of diagonal views and relevant reining 
perspectives in the interior arrangement, we refer mostly to diagonal articulation of 
rooms and separate “territories” of the same unitary space. A situation like that is 
created by sliding one sub-space in relation with the other and by creating narrow 
passages, channels that open-up anew to another part of the sequence. That way new 
angles are discovered while the viewer / user moves in the domestic space and while 
its entire depth is revealed before him in explicitly chosen points. The “sliding” of 
sub-spaces generating diagonal articulations, can be better understood by examining 
already some typical case studies.

The first project was designed for the Triemli I competition that was organized by 
the city of Zurich in 2009, on behalf of the housing cooperative Rotach in the district 
of Zurich Wiedikon, Friesenberg neighbourhood. This, characteristically filled by 
cooperative housing, zone is situated in the foot of Üetliberg and along the river Sihl. 
The problem of heavy noise coming from the district’s two main circulation axes that 
serve equally the plot in question, has to be faced by the design of the new complex 
of 150 apartments that is to replace one of the existing cooperative ensembles. After 
consideration and test planning performed by the city of Zurich, the decision not to 
build high blocks in this specific neighbourhood has been taken, a formula valid also 
for the plots in question, where only isolated blocks of up to 25 m high are allowed. 
Of the ten invited teams, architects Hauenstein LaRoche Schedler were awarded first 
prize with a characteristic typology based on the unfolding of the apartments’ main 
living space in a diagonal direction: from the entrance to the kitchen space and the 

356  Burckhardt & Partner, first presentation board for the Avenue de Morges project, under the sub-title 
“Forme urbaine”, 2009.
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Hauenstein LaRoche Schedler, Triemli I competition, site plan (1:5000) and 
apartment typology (1:500); Philipp Esch, Stähelimatt project, site plan 
(1:5000), apartment typology (1:500) of the western slab (author’s diagram) 
and photo of the realised.
(source: Dirlewanger & Tschirren, Ersatzneubauten Wohnsiedlung Triemli I, 
Zürich-Wiedikon. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung, Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt 
für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2009; wbw n. 1/2, 2008)
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eating corner, to the sitting room and the exterior space of a spacious balcony. This 
last, is the essential element of the composition that underlines not only the diagonal 
axis of all proposed apartment types, placed as it is off centre, in relation with the 
living room’s main axis, but also the entire arrangement of the rectangular blocks 
in the plot; situated primarily in the prisms’ angles, balconies of distinct apartments 
face each other diagonally following each time the main axis of their corresponding 
block. The blocks themselves confirm in alternated directions their radial grouping 
around a central open space, anchored every time in the middle of a corresponding 
green surface, among which the radial design gets concretised in the pedestrian 
pathways,leading to peripheral green surfaces, and to the linear buildings forming a 
noise filter for the rest of the complex, in its north-eastern corner. 

A well-known project by Phillip Esch, the Stähelimatt ensemble built in Zurich-Seebach 
offers another typical example of the compositional logic interesting us here. It has 
been completed in 2008 after a competition organized by two cooperatives (Linth-
Escher and Schönau) five years before. The competition was aiming at the construction 
of a considerable number of apartments in a lot situated in a residential district of 
Zurich’s periphery, neighbouring to the east and south with a green zone along the 
Katzen stream and to the west with a heterogeneous tissue made up by single-family 
houses, cooperative ensembles and high point houses. The architect moves one of the 
two proposed slabs slightly towards the south bending it discreetly in order to follow 
the plot’s border to the east. He looks for diagonal relations in his distinct types of 
double-aspect apartments, either among the entrance space, the living room and the 
kitchen (situated to the opposite side of the flat), or between the kitchen, the living 
room and a multifunctional room communicating with this last via a sliding door, or 
even among kitchen, living room and a small hall giving access to the most private 
rooms of the flat. In the larger apartments of 5.5 rooms, these articulations are most 
impressive offering the possibility to the visitor to discover gradually the most 
common zones of the apartment while having already perceived them in perspective 
from the entrance hall. Moving up from the main door of the flat, one finds to his 
right hand the kitchen and eating space, only to “discover” a little bit further the main 
sitting space, prolonged to the west by a well-proportioned loggia, and to the north by 
the multi-functional room placed in the plan in such a way that ensures direct access 
to the main rectangular-shaped loggia by its narrower side.

From what has been already said and for the sake of a systematic analysis of our main 
corpus of corresponding case studies, we may distinguish two separate categories 
that will be presented in the following. In the first class of proposals diagonal design 
focuses on the sequence of the unit’s common space and most of all to the articulation 
of kitchen with the eating and living space, or on a spatial suite comprising, apart 
from the functions described above, also a multifunctional room operating as an 
extension of the living room and an exterior space in the form of a balcony, winter 
garden or loggia. It refers mainly to double aspect typologies as the two already 
analysed above, where diagonal spatial sequences are unfolded according to the unit’s 
transversal direction. With respect to the second, the basic organising element is the 
circulation and distribution of the unit on the whole, described by the imaginary line 
of a meander-shaped movement giving access to all different parts of the unit. The 
flat’s main circulatory path is deployed to a longitudinal direction, from which stem 
access paths to other rooms. That way multiple diagonal relations are engendered 
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in varying directions instead of a principal diagonal axis revealing the flat’s depth 
and characterising projects of the first category. The second class of projects will be 
examined in the following part.  

Meander-shaped or branch-like sequences

We use the term “branch” sequences to better explain a class or projects in relation 
with the idea of a main circulatory stem of which access paths to the remaining 
rooms of the apartment, run off. The proposal of sabarchitekten in the competition 
for the Schaffhauserstrasse complex in Zurich-Seebach, organised by the cooperative 
ASIG in 2005, is maybe the most representative of this category. The authors arrange 
slabs of varying heights parallel to the plot’s longitudinal side, higher next to 
Schaffhauser street presenting a sharper noise emanating, slimmer towards the calmer 
Mattacker street. 150 apartments are to be arranged in the complex to replace the 
existing buildings as part of the “10’000 apartments in 10 years” program, providing 
accommodation mostly for large families. The typology proposed for the larger 
apartments of 5.5 rooms, is the most explicit: the common space seems sub-divided 
in four different “territories”, all diagonally interconnected between them. The 
entrance hall gives access also to an easily isolated unit of a room with separate WC 
/ shower next to it, while from the short, wardrobe passage where gives directly a 
second room, one finds the generous living space extended on one side by a loggia 
and on the other by the kitchen and eating space, these last being equally equipped 
by another exterior space, complementarily oriented. The sequence ends up to a well-
proportioned hall serving two additional rooms and their bathroom. The apartment’s 
space is revealed to the visitor solely by oblique views; from the main door to the 
salon and the other side of the apartment and the second hall, from the kitchen to the 
salon and the opposite side of the building. Variety of viewpoints, direct perception 
of the apartment’s width (longitudinal direction of the circulatory path) and at the 
same time, gradual perception of its depth (transversally), are qualities detected in the 
plan’s organization. 

A similar case is established by the 4.5 room typology proposed by Fischer architects 
in the framework of the Aspholz-Süd competition in Zurich-Affoltern. The terrain, 
belonging to the city of Zurich, has been leased to the cooperative Zentralstrasse 
(BGZ) for the construction of around 70 new units in the Ruggächer neighbourhood, 
that becomes, by means of various planned interventions an increasing attractive 
residential neighbourhood. In a slab of moderate width, east-west orientated are 
disposed double aspect apartments of various sizes, as the project is supposed to meet 
the objectives fixed by the city for the 2002-2006 period of construction. This time, 
in a plan organization very close to the one described above, the authors propose a 
more isolated kitchen, which is removed of the sequence’s flow and replaced by 
a multifunctional space that can be used for the dining table, an extra recreation 
activity or even a working surface – as demanded by the program’s prerequisites. 
Thus the circulation meander is set up by the entrance hall, in the dimensions of 
an antechamber, the sitting room and the multifuntional space. Two more rooms 
of distinct sizes to which an isolated passage and the bathroom are attached, are 
interlocked to the main spatial sequence, collaborating actively to its formation.
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Top to bottom: sabarchitekten, model and apartment typology (1:500); Fischer 
architects, site plan (1:2000) and typology (1:500, author’s diagram)
(source: Kerland & Stoffner, ASIG Wohnsiedlung Schaffhauserstrasse, Zürich-
Seebach. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren, Bericht des Preisgerichts, 
Dezember 2005, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2009; Wakefield & 
Tschirren, Neubau Wohnsiedlung Aspholz-Süd, Zürich-Affoltern. Projektwettbewerb 
im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Amt für Hochbauten, Stad 
Zürich, Zurich, 2007)
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Juan Antonio Coderch, sketch for the Puertas house 
(1953), plans of the projects for the Instituto Social 
de la Marina (1951) and for the Uriach house (1962) 
(source: Pizza et al. (eds.), Coderch 1940-1964, 
Barcelona, 2000)
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When urban form meets apartment typology

Diagonal articulations are sometimes imposed, or at least presented as the most evident 
solution by the urban forms chosen. Coderch’s architecture is a typical example with 
the jagged, overlaying volumes of his houses and the diagonal linking of their distinct 
spaces. Uriach and Rozès houses, both dating from 1962, are two representative 
examples of this articulating morphology, although Juan Antonio Coderch uses 
exactly the same logic for compiling also units in housing developments – such as the 
Villaverde project in Madrid (1958) or his hotels at Sitges (1956) and Illetes, Mallorca 
(1962) – or for organizing the facades of housing blocks – as is the case for the housing 
development of the Instituto Social de la Marina, in Barcelona (1951). Of course, this 
kind of research becomes explicit after 1949, when he meets Ponti357, who assists at 
the exposition dedicated to the Contemporary Hispano-American architecture, in the 
framework of the Vth National Assembly of Architects, organized in Barcelona, Palma 
de Mallorca and Valencia. Ponti is interested in Coderch’s Garriga-Nogués house and 
from that point on promotes Coderch’s work internationally. For Coderch, this kind 
of research is directly linked to a conceptual process applied from the interior to the 
building’s exterior, linked to the idea of the house’s dilatation towards the exterior, 
according to Ponti’s philosophy. He comments in relation with the characteristic 
diagonal openings that are projected to the street Compositor Bach (1958-1963): “Las 
ventanas en la esquina las hago por dos rezones: la primera para que no haya el choque o rebote 
de fachada a fachada como el movimiento continuo de las pelotas que van botando y hacen 
siempre lo mismo. Que la calle pueda mirarse en diagonal, con lo que el ancho de la calle no se 
aprecia con la monotonía de las vistas frontales, y que haya una posibilidad de aprovechar las 
orientaciones. […] Las casas van de dentro hacia fuera, trabajando el subconsciente por la parte 
de afuera, pero siempre de dentro hacia afuera.”358

Of course it is also after 1951, at the occasion of the ninth edition of the Triennale di 
Milano where Coderch operates, via Ponti’s mediation, as commissioner of the Spanish 
pavilion, through which modern Spanish art is for the first time amply presented to a 
wider public359, and in which Coderch gets personally acquainted also with a number 
of his contemporary, important European architects, Van Eyck, Max Bill, Richard 
Rogers360, that his knowledge of their architecture is concretised in some of his most 
significant projects. In the Ugalde house, Coderch connects himself with more organic 
tendencies, expressed in the work of Hans Scharoun361 and uses a much more dynamic 
design not only for the articulation of his interlocking volumes, but also for the interior 

357  See Pizza Antonio, Rovira Josep (eds.), Coderch 1940-1964. En busca del hogar, Col·legi d’Arquitectes de 
Catalunya, Barcelona, 2000, p. 73.

358  As cited in Pizza, op. cit., p. 136: “The windows in the corner, I do them for two reasons: first, to avoid the shock 
or the rebounding from one façade to to the other as the continuous movement of rebounding balls that always do the 
same thing. So that the street can be seen diagonally, for the street’s width is not appreciated through the monotony of 
frontal views, and so that there exists a possibility to take advantage of the orientations. […] The houses deploy from 
the inside towards the outside, working in the subconscient regarding the outside, but always from the inside to the 
outside.” (author’s translation)

359  Ibid., p. 98.

360  Ibid.

361  Ibid., pp. 110-116 and “Tre ville di Scharoun” in Domus n.183, 1943, pp. 104-111.
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partitions of his spaces. This last example is naturally, a much more useful reference 
for the kind of interior space’s that we are going to comment in the following. 

In the framework of competitions we have detected a series of projects not only of 
a similar to the proposed by Coderch exterior morphology, but also corresponding 
to different solutions, but always “implying” the use of diagonally linked, fluidly 
organized apartment types. To explain this idea we will analyse two projects coming 
from the same competition organized in 2006 by the city of St. Gall, for the housing 
ensemble Notkersegg Wiesen. The plot in question is situated in a special landscape in 
the city’s periphery and about 100 m higher than the main urban tissue, at the edge of 
a forest extending to the north. The context is completed by some single-family houses 
of reduced height and by a traditional farmhouse, while to the south another complex 
with single and double-family houses is soon to be constructed. Given that the 
population’s composition seems changing during the last years, the city was asking 
for a satisfying number of apartment types in the competition program.

Second prize was awarded to Park architects with Jan Kinsbergen, that proposed four 
cluster constructions, created each time by the assemblage of two to five rectangular 
prisms, some of elongated and slimmer form and others of almost cubic outlines. 
One of the larger-sized apartment types and interesting for our case, is the z-type (as 
described by the jury), apartments courageously taking up the articulation points of 
the grouped building blocks. With strongly varied urban forms that guarantee fluidity 
already in the exterior spaces’ design by their stapling together in obtuse or right 
angles, increasing or diminishing each time their interstitial distances, the apartments 
at the articulation points present equal qualities. The living sequences corresponding 
to them are divided in the kitchen and dining space and the sitting room that occupy 
the different angles where the blocks meet, arranged in distinct volumes. The main 
entrance is normally situated closer to the kitchen. Through that point, it is possible 
in some cases for the visitor, to have an unobstructed perspective to the apartment’s 
deeper point, with the sequence of spaces being enriched by two different loggias; one 
at the interlocking of the living room and the dining space and the other next to a 
group of more intimate rooms.

The second project here presented is the one awarded third prize, designed by Ramser 
Schmid architects. This time the competition grounds are sub-divided in four parts, 
while jagged forms of an equal number are there arranged in a mirror logic that 
produces a deformed, fragemented X-figure. The staircase cores are placed every time 
in the middle of the rectangles forming the jagged volume. That way the apartment 
types are organized in their articulation points and this arrangement is accentuated in 
the interior by obliquely placed partitions. The sub-division of the living sequence’s 
functions is similar with that of the second prize, with the kitchen /dining table placed 
in a “different” that the main sitting area, part of the building’s volume. One side of 
the loggias taking place in the buildings’ southern oriented angles are also obliquely 
defined, while this exterior space serves also in some cases as a connecting one 
between the living room and a more intimate one.    

When the diagonal gets materialised into room partitioning

Among the examples proposing a diagonal logic in matters of apartment typology, 
there exist cases where this main characteristic is materialised by the oblique direction 
of certain internal partitions. These last seemed placed in such a way as to accentuate 
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(Top to bottom) Notkersegg Wiesen competition: Park architects, site plan 
(1:5000) and typical floor plan (1:1000);  Ramser Schmid architects (author’s 
diagram).
(source: Wohnüberbauung Notkersegg Wiesen St.Gallen. Jurybericht, Direktion Bau 
und Planung, Stadt St.Gallen, St.Gallen, 2006)
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Miller & Maranta, site plan (1:2000), model and apartment 
typology (1:500)
(source: Wirz, Wohnen am Schaffahauserrheinweg, Basel-
Stadt, 2009)
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the impression of a continuous flow among the spaces constituting the largest unitary 
surface of the apartment, the one concerning the living sequence (kitchen, eating and 
sitting corners, main living space and exterior extensions of this last). In the cases that 
are going to be presented in this part of our essay the architects seem determined to 
make an emphasis on a somewhat “twisted” perception of the flat’s main space, not 
only articulating rooms on imaginary continuous lines representing the users’ possible 
movements within their residing “territory”, but also procuring physical oblique 
boundaries for these movements by the more private spaces’ definition. 

The example of the Miller & Maranta project that won fourth prize in the competition 
of the cooperative complex Triemli I – earlier discussed in relation with the winning 
project of Hauenstein LaRoche Schedler – provides an opening example. The authors 
of this case study propose a polygonal serpentine urban form colouring the whole 
plot’s perimeter, sometimes closer and others more distant of its physical limits, to 
enclose an interior verdant courtyard of a semi-private character. The apartments 
are of double aspect with the living sequence extended between the two differently 
treated façades of the building; the exterior one, appearing silent and strictly rhythmic 
with its small openings, and the more “outgoing” one that opens up to the courtyard 
with the additional device of a continuous balcony. Despite the oblique direction of 
some of the polygon’s sides, the staircases situated in the middle of the building’s 
width and serving each two housing units could have followed a rectangular pattern 
if not intentionally placed in the polygon’s articulation points; the oblique partitions 
proposed in selected places of the apartments’ interiors seem springing from the 
obliqueness of the staircases. For the three vertical circulation cores situated in the 
longer and straighter, southern side of the polygon, a greater standardisation is 
possible. To what concerns the interior arrangement of the flats, this time the entrance 
is obligatorily situated in the middle of each unit’s length; it gives way to a generous 
space linking the kitchen and the living room where the dining table, a working desk 
and even a small sitting corner may find their place. All access to other parts of the 
apartment is merged in the continuous living space emphasizing even more its fluid 
character despite the fact that the jury remained sceptical of its appropriateness for 
cooperative type housing: “Ob aber diese Offenheit als genossenschaftliche Familienwohnung 
funktioniert ist fraglich, jedenfalls sind einzelne Sanitärräume in eher ungünstiger Position 
zum Wohn-und Essraum gelegen.”362 The central zone of the arrangement, more closely 
related to the main entrance and sometimes becoming even more generous as a hall or 
antechamber for the most private spaces of the family has been also criticised: “In den 
Knickpunkten entstehen unvorteilhafte Restraume, deren Belichtung teils kritisch ist.”363

In the case of Meier & Hug’s project for the “Wohnen am Schaffhauserrheinweg” 
competition, awarded with 7th prize, diagonal perspectives are materialised by the 
partitions forming up the apartments’ loggias. In two compact polygonal volumes 
extending along the northern and southern side of the plot, apartments of various 

362  Dirlewanger Ariane, Tschirren Ursula, Ersatzneubauten Wohnsiedlung Triemli I. Zürich-Wiedikon.  
Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, 2009, p. 24: 
“Whether this openness, however, works for a cooperative family apartment is questionable, in any case, the separate 
bathrooms are placed in a rather inopportune position with relation to the living and dining room.” (author’s 
translation)

363  Ibidem: “In the inflection points disadvantageous restrooms come into being, whose lighting is partly critical.” 
(author’s translation)
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Meier & Hug, ground floor plan (1:2000) and 
apartment typology (1:500, author’s adaptations).
(source: Wirz, Wohnen am Schaffahauserrheinweg, 
Basel-Stadt, 2009)
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widths are arranged. They are characterised by diagonal articulations between the 
kitchen and the living room organised often by opposite façades, or between the living 
room and a multifunctional space serving as its prolongation. In every case, at least one 
partition of those defining the loggia space breaks the orthogonal grid of the plan and 
seems answering to the projection of a perspective line guiding the sight of the visitor 
to the exterior. This repetitive, uncommon arrangement creates an untypical contour 
affirming the cohesion of the complex’s parts and confers to it, by means of the varied 
shadows on the building’s exterior envelope, a special identity. A perspective image 
of the living sequence proposed for a 4.5 room apartment is quite explicit: from the 
more obscure space of the kitchen we perceive the unitary space’s entire depth, thanks 
to the loggia’s glass partition its facing wall “approaches” the viewer inviting him to 
“discover” the living space in all its surface, also thanks to the interesting contrast of 
its surfaces; the interior seems vanishing towards the exterior and the natural light 
invading the domestic space…

Conclusions

Diagonal typology seems to present considerable advantages. In the unit’s scale the 
main characteristic of this kind of compositional logic remains the same as in the 
design of exterior spaces: the possibility to “cut down” in the same continuous global 
space smaller “rooms”, obtaining a certain degree of autonomy for each of them and 
at the same time remaining clearly attached to the whole. That way, although a large 
unitary living space is traced, it is possible to use more restricted areas for separate 
purposes; a variety of uses may be served and the unit’s main surface becomes multi-
functional. Typical case study the Miller & Maranta project for the Triemli I complex. 
The jury’s comment on the conceptual principle of the proposed typology is indirectly 
expressing this idea: “Alle Wohnungen basieren auf einem verwandten konzeptionellen 
Aufbau. Mittelpunkt ist eine räumlich vielgestaltige, durchgehende, zweiseitig belichtete 
Wohnhalle. […] Zudem gibt der mögliche Einbezug von Individualräumen zum Wohnbereich 
vielfältige Raumbezüge und Nutzungsvarianten.”364

On the other hand, diagonal articulations guarantee in most cases glimpses, or even 
“generous” views of the exterior already from the entrance zones. It is about allowing 
the exterior space penetrate the interior, associating the context to the more private 
zone of the user. It is about dilating the common living space, making it flow towards 
the exterior. This idea can be better understood by the project of Michael Meier & 
Marius Hug, for the “Wohnen am Schaffhauserrheinweg” competition as well as by the 
projects making explicit the relationship between apartment typology and exterior 
morphology. By this quality, the specific examples are situated in the line of proposals 
made by Gio Ponti, although it should be analysed in detail, if one could claim a kind 
of scenographic intention from the part of Swiss architects, as the one characterising 
Ponti’s work: “Con Gio Ponti, las diagonales ya no son fruto de la geometría de la planta, sino 
que nacen de la voluntad de diluir el espacio, de convertirlo en una escenografía cambiante.”365 

364  Ibid.: “All apartments are based on a similar conceptual design. The centerpiece is a spatially diverse, continuous, 
two-sided lit living room. [...] Thus various spatial relationships and alternatives of use are given to the possible 
incorporation of individual rooms to the living area.” (author’s translation)

365  See De Cáceres, op. cit., p. 149: “With Gio Ponti, the diagonals already are not the result of the plan’s geometry, 
but are engendered by the desire of dilating space, of converting it to a changing scenery.” (author’s translation)
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On the other hand, examples of “mat” complexes as the one by the architects 
Althammer & Hochuli for the Guggach competition, also with its successive plazas 
evokes urban design attitudes more relevant to the kind of pittoresque townscape, 
proposed by Cullen. And they seem also associated with plans of housing units that 
begin to present an increasing complexity as to the proposed to internal trajectories: 
plans, as the ones for the Schaffhauserstrasse competition by sabarchitekten and for 
the Triemli I competition by Miller & Maranta. In this last the depth of the apartment 
approaches in some case the 15m, unfolding a particularly long spatial sequence 
between the two opposite façades of the building. The same would go for the case of 
the Wohnen am Schaffhauserrheinweg project by Jessen & Vollenweider, manifested in a 
particularly expressive way in their interior three-dimensional image that has already 
been commented.

It is a pity that texts produced by the architects themselves have not always been 
available. From some isolated examples, we would say that concrete, theoretically 
based references are scarce. This kind of research seems lined up with a more general 
quest for enriching everyday experience in apartments of collective complexes. In any 
case, even if a direct influence cannot be easily traced, it is coherent with arguments 
predominant in Ponti’s work, among others: “Non dobbiamo mai chiudere le prospettive, 
dobbiamo far vedere ‘più che si può’, far infilate, fughe, aperture di luci, e lo spazio a 
disposizione non scomporlo in stanze eguali ma farne risorse per le risorse dell’Architettura; 
[…] risorse fugate delle prospettive, naturali e artificiali, […], dei punti di vista, delle luci.”366

366  Ponti Gio, L’architettura è un cristallo, 1957, as cited in Irace Fulvio, Gio Ponti: La casa all’italiana, Electa, 
Milano, 1988, p. 151: “We should never close the perspectives, we should make see ‘more than possible’, make 
sequences, fugal points, openings of light, and not to decompose the available space in equal rooms, but make of it 
resources for the resources of Architecture; […] fugal resources of the perspectives, natural and artificial, […], 
viewpoints, lights.” (author’s translation)
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chapter 6: space hierarchies

“From the intimately private to the intensely communal...”367 or 
Spaces of intermediate qualities and outdoor extensions of the 

dwelling unit

The design of exterior spaces, whether referring to housing units or to groups of 
housing blocks, constitutes a particular criterion for judging architectural quality, at 
least as presented in competition briefs. The attention that the architects grant to such 
spaces in their proposals as well as the mere fact that their surface increases nowadays 
constantly, as to its relative ratio with interior spaces of collective or semi-collective 
use, testify equally of their importance in the conscience of designers, investors and 
the public in general. In this chapter we will be principally interested in those exterior 
or semi-exterior spaces that are in immediate relation with the unit and play the role 
of transition zones between the apartment and the group of units, into which this is 
integrated. In short, we will be interested in spaces oscillating between the private and 
the public sphere of a housing complex that can be considered as prolongations of the 
unit, its extensions to areas of more common use. Their particular interest and appeal 
springs from three principal reasons: their basic reason of existence, meaning the 
compromise they are called to effectuate between situations of, prima facie, opposing 
character, not only with respect to the “private” and the “collective” realm but also 
essentially between the “indoors” and the “outdoors”; the wide variety of proposed 
solutions which generates ambiguity regarding their current interpretations; finally, 
their symbolic meaning in relation with nowadays living modes, in the framework of 
which, collective housing is confirmed as the prevailing type. What are the principal 
issues regarding exterior spaces of the unit and their character, affronted by the 
architects? Would they have to do with assuring privacy or with sewing more solid 
connections with the public?

Another, less direct, motive for investigating contemporary housing propositions 
under this prism, is of course that discussion on their principal attachment, whether to 
the sphere of collective or that of the private, is quite long and associated with concrete 
sociological ramifications. Christian Moley comments on the different terms and 
characterizations of these zones: “intermediate spaces”, “spaces of transition”, “semi-
collective”, “semi-public” or “extensions of the housing unit”. For him, this profusion 
of employed terms has its origins to the nineteen seventies, when the absence of such 
spaces in the planning of housing, first became evident: “On pourrait alors avancer que 
vouloir nommer de tels espaces vise implicitement à en conjurer la disparition, d’abord mise en 
lumière par le procès des grands ensembles et de leur vide urbain imputé à l’application de la 
Charte d’Athènes, puis par la prise de conscience progressive d’une dissolution des liens sociaux 

367  See on this subject Alexander Christopher, Chermayeff Serge, Community and Privacy. Toward a New 
Architecture of Humanism, Anchor Books, New York, 1963. In the chapter “Erosion of the human habitat – The 
Search for Privacy”, the authors talk of “an entirely new anatomy of urbanism [that] is needed” in order ot bring 
bach “helath and sanity […] to the world of mass culture” and add: “Such an urban anatomy must provide special 
domains for all degrees of privacy and all degrees of community living, ranging from the most intimately private to the 
most intensely communal. To separate these domains, an yet allow their interaction, entirely new physical elements 
must be inserted between them.“ (pp. 38-39)
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de proximité.”368 For Moley, the abundance of describing terms would be a substitute 
for the lack of their physical representation in housing projects. From the rupture 
between the industrial society of the 19th century and the individual, and the question 
of the industrial worker’s easier transition into the life of the city – materialized in the 
front-gate house gardens meant to offer a device reminiscent of their previous way 
of life – to Camillo Sitte and the “central void” of his Städtebau – the plaza enclosed 
by contiguous houses, and then to Le Corbusier and his prolongements du logis, to the 
Smithsons’ doorstep and Van Eyck’s in-between, Moley reaches the contemporary way 
of living and the introverted character of the unit. He suggests that the continuous 
employment of the term nowadays, would be masking the incertitude of their 
nature: “Ce terme générique appliqué à des situations différentes, permet en effet de recouvrir 
les aspects architecturaux et micro-sociaux sans les préciser ni aborder la question de leurs 
liens.”369 But in the light of the rapid alteration of living modes and of the important 
changes in family structures and the urban population’s composition, most of all in the 
light of the Cooperative movement’s “revival” – though “revival” may be a slightly 
overestimated evaluation – and of the collaboration between private and public 
initiative, in which the competition institution is lately inscribed in Switzerland, this 
analysis seems more pertinent. The success of cooperative housing and especially the 
genesis of cooperatives of the “third generation” with an intermediate administrative 
basis makes it safe to suppose that a different attitude towards the “collective” exists; 
and this attitude would imply an effort to find viable links between collective and 
private. Which kinds of links are proposed concretely by contemporary architectural 
conception?

In the prerequisites of a competition’s program, it is always noted that a “sufficient” 
exterior space should be accorded to every unit. Sometimes an indication of type or 
size is given in the form of a minimum width or surface370. Equally important for 
the definition of exterior spaces in the unit’s plan seems to be a relative flexibility 
that is often discussed in the programs. This has also to do with the flexibility 
demanded in the interior space arrangements, and with the organizers’ desire to 
design multi-functional rooms that can be furnished in varied ways371. The same 

368  Moley Christian, “« Espace intermédiaire » : généalogie d’un discours” in La société des voisins, Éditions 
de la Maison des sciences de l’homme, Paris, 2005, pp. 38-47.

369  Ibidem, p. 47.

370  As indicative examples we note firstly the Brunmatt Ost competition in Bern (2008), in the jury report 
it is noted: “Zu jeder Wohnung ist ein attraktiven Aussenbereich in Form eines grossen Balkons, einer Loggia oder 
einer Terrasse vorzusehen.” (“For each apartment, an attractive exterior space, under the form of a balcony, a loggia or 
a terrace, should be provided” — author’s translation). See Merz Emil, Die Jury hat entschieden. Jurybericht zum 
Bauprojekt Brunmatt Ost Bern, Bern, 2008, p. 4; secondly, the Notkersegg Wiesen competition in St. Gallen 
(2006) where a minimum of 10m2 is required for the balconies, see Wohnüberbauung Notkersegg Wiesen St. 
Gallen. Programm offener anonymer Projektwettbewerb, Stadt St.Gallen, Direktion Bau und Planung, St. Gallen, 
2005, p. 17; lastly the jury report from the Leimbach competition in Zurich (2004), quite a standard document 
for competitions organized by the city of Zurich, where a minimum width of 2m is defined for the exterior 
space: “Zu jeder Wohnung war ein attraktiver privater Aussenbereich vorzusehen (Balkontiefe mindestens 2m).” 
(“For each apartment, an attractive outdoor space should be provided, at least 2m large” — author’s translation). 
See Gavriilidis Aris, Stoffner Doris, Wohnsiedlung Leimbach, Zürich Leimbach. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven 
Verfahren. Bericht des Preigerichts, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2004, p. 5. 

371  See the chapter of “Hybrid forms” and the part on the Baumann & Roserens project for the A-Park 
competition at Zurich-Albisrieden (2003), also Hoskyn Jeremy, Tschirren Ursula, Sihlbogen Wohnsiedlung 
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principle seems applicable to the exterior zones of the apartments. In the jury report 
of the Friedhofstrasse competition, apart from a well known passage on spaces 
functionally “neutral”, cited in another chapter372, it is also noted: “Die qualitätvollen 
Wohnungen haben also einen hohen Gebrauchswert aufzuweisen und die Aussenbereiche sollen 
nutzungsmässig differenziert gegliedert werden.”373

Two additional parameters appear in the list of requirements as to exterior zones of 
semi-public character, the first one concerning circulation spaces of separate buildings 
and the second, circulation spaces attributed to every unit itself: “Hauseingangsbereiche 
und Waschküchen waren großzügig, übersichtlich und sorgfältig als Orte der Begegnung 
zu gestalten. Die Zuordnung und Erschließung der Wohnungen und Nebenräume hatte in 
solcher Art und Weise erfolgen, dass für die Bewohnerinnen und Bewohner ungezwungene 
Kommunikationsmöglichkeiten entstehen.”374 Collective spaces are therefore explicitly 
treated by the investors as meeting zones that can promote the social life of the 
ensemble – even if the factor of economic viability remains crucial – while the flat’s 
exterior spaces should be characterised by their ability to serve different functions, 
and different therefore degrees of intimacy. It is clear from this short overview of 
competition briefs that the arrangement of common zones in general becomes a 
question of well articulating different needs and possibilities of use. This organisational 
logic, that establishes legible hierarchies in spatial qualities swaying between the 
private realm and the collective one, or between more and less intimate zones of the 
appartment seems a prevailing element for a majority of case studies. 

How exactly this sequence between private and public can be represented? Christopher 
Alexander and Serge Chermayeff talk of “urban hierarchy of spaces or realms for 
community and privacy”375 that correspond to six domains: the urban-public and urban 
semi-public, the group-public and the group-private, the family-private or we would 
correct unit-private in nowadays living conditions, and lastly the individual-private. 
They refer to the need for “an entirely new anatomy of urbanism, built of many hierarchies 
of clearly articulated domains. Such an urban anatomy must provide special domains for all 
degrees of privacy and all degrees of community living, ranging from the most intimately 
private to the most intensely communal. To separate these domains, and yet allow their 
interaction entirely new physical elements must be inserted between them.”376 New physical 
elements must be invented, not only for separating domains, but mostly for securing 
easy transitions between strongly contrasted urban conditions, and a progressive 
isolation of the intimately private.  

und Gewerbezentrum, Zürich-Leimbach. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung mit Überarbeitung, Stadt Zürich, Amt für 
Hochbauten, Zurich, 2006, p. 6 and several other competition briefs issued from the city of Zurich.

372  See the analysis of the Baumann & Roserens project for the A-Park competition.

373  See Gerber Robert, Stoffner Doris, Wohnüberbauung Friedhofstrasse, Zürich-Altstetten. Projektwettbewerb auf 
Einladung. Bericht des Preigerichtes, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 2000, 
p. 4: “The high-quality apartments should then have a high utility value and it should be possible to divide outdoor 
areas according to differentiated uses.” (author’s translation)

374  See Gavriilidis, op. cit., p. 5: “Building entrances and laundry rooms should be generous, of an open layout and 
carefully designed as places of encounter. The assignment and distribution of apartments and storage rooms should be 
done in such a way that possibilities of casual communication among residents may be created.” (author’s translation)

375  Alexander, op. cit., p. 121.

376  Ibidem, p. 37: “The search for Privacy”.
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Chermayeff & Alexander, “Anatomy of urban realms: 
areas of responsibility”
(source: Community and Privacy, New York, 1963)
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Another interesting for the present analysis concept is the one introduced by Juhani 
Pallasmaa in his sensible interpretation of home, where he indirectly underlines the 
importance of boundaries. For him “homes delineate the realms of intimacy and public 
life”377. A home “functions as a two-way mediator – personal space expresses the personality 
to the outside world, but, equally important, it strengthens the dweller’s self-image and 
concretizes his world order.”378 Pallasmaa talks of lived space and “emotions deriving from 
built form and space [that] arise from distinct confrontations between man and space. […] The 
phenomenology of architecture is founded on verbs rather than nouns. The approaching of the 
house, not the façade, the act of entering, not the door; the act of looking out of the window, not 
the window itself; […]”379 According to this logic, spaces that prolong the intensiveness 
of the experience make a discernible difference between what can be perceived as a 
cellule of intimacy and what can be lived as interaction between the individual and 
the others. Here we are mostly interested in the level of interplay between zones 
accommodating, according to Alexander’s definition, the unit-private – that is to 
say living and kitchen / dining suite – and the ones referring to the group-private – 
circulation spaces at the unit’s level, staircase and landing – or to the group-public – 
exterior spaces of common use on the ensemble’s scale. We intend to examine different 
expressions of this interplay as spaces introducing varied degrees of intimacy between 
the realm of the unit and the collective.

Let us further explain this by looking into an illustrative example, designed by the 
architect Adrian Streich for the Bernerstrasse competition (2001-2002). It is a project that 
has been realized between 2004 and 2007. The architect has placed blocks of different 
sizes in two staggered rows extending along the longitudinal plot. Medium-scale 
buildings are clearly east-west oriented, by means of balconies, extending laterally to 
the whole length of their respective sides. In the standard floor plan, four apartments of 
various sizes are served by a single-flight staircase. But the floor’s common circulation 
space is not limited to the staircase’s surface. The author transforms this zone of the 
building to a real space of sociability between neighbors. An interior patio or courtyard 
is proposed for the block’s middle space offering sufficient aeration and physical 
light to this part of the building. The typical floor is therefore organized following 
a very clear hierarchical logic between the collective and the private with different 
intermediate grades, different zones in the plan: the central void, not accessible, but 
allowing diagonal views to the lower or higher levels, accommodating the circulation 
of other floors and referring to the total of this block’s inhabitants, the zone of the 
floor’s horizontal circulation referring to this specific floor’s users, the enlarged zone 
of the apartment’s entrance that, granted with an unusually wide opening for a main 
door relates, mostly visually, this first unit-private zone with the adjacent circulation 
area, the main sitting area that is the heart of the unit’s collective life and the part of 
the flat opening most frequently to selected “outsiders”, and finally the exterior space, 
the balcony, an “ambiguous” transition zone, attached by definition to the unit-private 
but already “in touch” with the semi-public realm, visually exposed to the other blocks 
of the group (especially to the one placed north and its south-oriented balcony). The 

377  Pallasmaa Juhani, “Identity, Intimacy and Domicile. Notes on the Phenomenology of Home” in Arkkitehti 
n.1, 1994, pp. 14-25 (also online, last viewed on 20 March 2011, < http://www.uiah.fi/studies/history2/e_ident.
htm>).

378  Ibidem

379  Ibid.
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Adrian Streich, Bernerstrasse competition / Werdwies Siedlung (2001-
2007): site plan (1:10000), photos of the realised complex and typical 
floor plan (1:500), in which six different grades of urban hierarchy are 
noted, in relation with Alexander's concept an intermediate degree 
(Unit-Private) has been added, to underline the project’s elaborated 
organisation logic (author’s diagram).
(source: Städtische Wohnsiedlung Werdwies, Grünau / Zürich-Altstetten, 
Ersatzneubau Juni 2007, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2007; 
wbw n. 1-2, 2008)
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project remains coherent to what concerns the individual private, proposing different 
degrees of intimacy equally for the separate rooms: in a flat of 4.5 pieces, one room 
is placed in direct connection with the entrance’s anteroom, the other in retreat as 
to the entrance zone claiming an increased degree of privacy and finally a multi-
functional space with alternative access also from the entrance’s anteroom, and with 
the possibility of opening up entirely to the sitting-room, via a mobile partition. 

As mentioned in the beginning, the unit’s exterior spaces – in the form of loggias, 
balconies or terraces – take sometimes the size of an interior room competing 
proportionally with indoors sitting areas. An important indication of their character 
is whether they remain within the general outline of the building’s volume or they 
introduce a kind of “rupture” in it, allowing the complex's visitors to see through the 
building’s mass. Both possibilities are valid and frequently reappearing in our corpus 
of study. In the first case, a most interesting solution is the one establishing the loggia 
– of particularly generous surface – as a principal articulation point for more than 
one spaces of the apartment. In that sense, the plan corresponds more to a U-shaped 
pattern that “adds” façades to the configuration of the unit’s exterior skin380. The 
“semi-exterior” space preserves thus its private character, intimately intertwined with 
the interior of the unit, while some rooms of the apartment take up a more collective 
hue because they become visually accessible from the loggia. It is here question of an 
attenuation of the public/private contrast by “moving up” in the hierarchy – towards 
the semi-public realm – more zones of the unit. Having referred extensively to loggia 
typologies and especially to loggia types articulating kitchen and living room, in the 
2008 publication381, we will not insist on the question in the present essay; only a 
significant example will be cited.

The first part of this chapter will be devoted to spaces of “intermediate” character that 
have mostly to do with the entrance zone of the apartment while in the second part 
we will try to interpret spaces forming the unit’s urban “setup”: outdoor zones of the 
apartment – loggias, balconies or terraces – establishing most of all visual relations 
with the arrangement of free zones in the scale of the building group, following a 
classification concept based on these spaces’ degree of “detachment” or “autonomy” in 
relation with the unit’s plan. The qualification of our case studies in relation with such 
devices will be considered as an important indication concerning the particular zone’s 
more private or collective character, as well as for that of the whole corresponding 
unit. Exterior prolongations having to do with the apartment’s more private sphere 
are not taken here into account. It appears in any case, as if the architects are a lot 
more preoccupied with providing different possibilities for the apartments’ main 
common zones, the living rooms, as these last are transformed to a lot more multi-
functional areas.

Spaces of intermediate qualities linked with the entrance / 
principal access

The proposed materialisations of these areas seem to illustrate equally an ambiguous 
identity, since their physical boundaries are either not explicitly defined, or present a 

380  De Cáceres mentions this type as the “house that sees itself” and associates it with Le Corbusier’s 1922 
immeuble-villas. See DeCáceres, op. cit., p. 146.

381  Katsakou, Marchand, op. cit.
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Gigon & Guyer, Brunnenhof competition, site plan (1:5000) and apartment 
typology (1:500 - redesigned by the author); ADP Architekten, Contraves-
Areal competition, model and apartment typology (1:500)
(source: rt n. 19-20, 2005; AWS)
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provisional character, with the use of transparent, mobile elements. One representative 
example is the project by the architects Gigon & Guyer for the 2004 Brunnenhof 
competition in Zurich. The aim of the competition was the construction of large-size 
apartments appropriate for families with children. An important characteristic of 
the site was the difference between the urban situations surrounding the two parts 
of the lot: a strip of it following a highly loaded route to the west of the existing, 
neighbouring to the plot park, and the other one extending along a more residential, 
quiet side-street to the north of the green space. Opting for a neutral zone that would 
isolate the units from the street noise answering at the same type to a slab typology, 
the authors of the project elongate the vertical circulation cores placed on this side; a 
single-flight staircase is posed parallel to the street and followed up by an interesting 
spatial sequence, creating a sufficient noise-filter zone. A non-heated room, a sort of 
“interior loggia” leads to the kitchen and to the apartment’s main entrance hall. As 
only two flats are regularly served by the staircase, this room “belongs” officially to 
a semi-collective zone that manifests nevertheless increased privacy: normally only 
a reduced number of people will use the landing, fact that makes the loggia more 
propitious to the everyday use of the unit’s inhabitants. It can serve for temporary 
storage: shopping bags before entering the kitchen, children’s skates or bicycles. It can 
also serve as an extension for the kitchen’s eating corner, by means of a connecting 
French window. Apart from its practical role, it seems that the immediate effect of 
this arrangement, is the blurring of the limits between unit-public and group-private 
domains, without nevertheless, avoiding a certain confusion regarding the main access 
to the apartment that seems possible both from this intermediate space (to the kitchen 
and from there to the main hall), and directly to the main hall. To a certain degree, it 
can be supposed as affecting positively the insertion of the unit to the whole building, 
facilitating the appropriation of a part of the collective space by each unit’s inhabitants. 
This first “preparatory” to the entrance, area, is “separated” from the floor’s collective 
circulation space by transparent partitions. A symbolic meaning should be attached to 
this architectural treatment. Although the number of users is reduced, the room needs 
to be clearly attributed to the unit, despite the fact of its visual exposure.

This particular arrangement, proposed by Gigon & Guyer also in other cases of 
residential complexes, would appear as an interpretation of past devices related to the 
use of non-heated passageways for the horizontal floor circulation, highly common in 
modernist examples of residential architecture, and frequently used by Swiss architects 
till the mid-nineteen nineties. A project designed by A.D.P. architects for the idea 
competition of Contraves Areal in Zurich (1995) can be read as an earlier illustration 
of Gigon & Guyer’s solution, while staying relatively close to functionalist traditions, 
regarding the coursive device (exterior longitudinal circulatory zones of the typical 
floor). Indeed, the project reinterprets modern ideals that introduce the complete 
separation of the unit’s outdoor prolongations from the floor’s exterior or semi-
exterior horizontal circulation. In the A.D.P. example, five slabs are posed parallel 
in equal interstitial distances, linked at their extremities with surfaces attributed 
to vertical collective circulation of varying widths that depend on the staircase’s 
position: parallel to the slabs’ longitudinal axes or perpendicularly in relation with 
them. These stairways serve mostly the apartments in the angles while the rest of the 
units, in every slab’s interior are accesible in pairs by separate single-flight staircases, 
longitudinally inserted in the slab’s length. The “preparatory” to the entrance loggia 
forms an L with the kitchen space and in some units, it has no direct connection with 
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Eberli Weber Braun, Stöckenacker competition, 
model and apartment typology (ground floor plan, 
1:500); HHF architects, Oberentfelden area, site 
(1:5000) and floor plan (1:500); bottom right: Powell 
& Moya, Churchill Gardens Estate, 1949
(source: AWS; hp; French, Key Urban Housing of the 
20th Century, New York, 2008)
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the flat’s main entrance. This way it can not be read as a physical continuation of the 
kitchen but it allows no confusion regarding the flat’s main access.

A similar case is the proposal of the architects Eberli Weber Braun (Zurich) for the 
Stöckenacker competition (5e rank / 5e prize) a bit later than the Contraves Areal 
procedure, in 1997. The authors arrange two, almost perpendicular to each other, 
slabs  in the northeastern corner of the plot, with a large majority of double-aspect 
appartments posed transversally in the buildings. The elongated zone of the vertical 
access in the slab which is oriented east-west, assumes also the role of an exterior 
extension zone for the larger units served each time by this core: with the use of glass 
partitions or other light-type modules, each 3.5 room flat is granted with an exterior 
or semi-exterior sitting zone associated with the kitchen and the entrance hall or more 
directly with the double-aspect living room. This solution establishes though a ckearky 
privileged treatment of the bigger units, since the smaller 2.5 room flats not only 
do not dispose of extension space towards the stairway but are also single oriented 
towards the west. The spacious balconies in the west façade are the only device to 
amend the disadvantaged situation of the smaller modules.

A recent example by HHF architects designed in the framework of the competition 
for the Oberentfelden area in Aarau (2008) adopts a different design technique for the 
“loggia” preceding the flat’s principal entrance door, from the one commented with 
relation to Gigon & Guyer’s 2004 project. In this case, we deal with an articulated 
urban form repeated in a series of five L-shaped buildings arranged parallel in the site. 
Rooms placed in retreat as to the building’s general outline accentuate the conceptual 
articulation logic and create a varied volumetric expression for the form’s exterior 
aspect. Following that principle, the two stairways of the typical floor, located to 
each aisle’s centre, are arranged in the space generated by the retreat of the last room 
modules of adjacent apartments, in the volume. The elevator is located in the landing 
facing the staircase. What is interesting in the landing’s solution, in relation with the 
preparatory space for each apartment’s entrance, is the inversion of the hierarchy 
concerning exterior and interior zones of the group-private and the unit-public 
domains. To enter the apartment one has to exit the landing’s closed zone to pass 
through an exterior space, the loggia in question. From this point of view, the HHF 
project is closer to the type of main floor access designed for example in Churchill 
Gardens Estate by Powell and Moya (London, 1949), though in this last the staircase 
is clearly detached from the building’s volume. A prolongation of the landing to both 
facing sides becomes a separate porch for each of the apartments served by the core. 
The landing is though enclosed by glass creating thus a contrast with the open porch. 
In the HHF project the reduced width of the door leading to the loggia of the entrance, 
accentuates the effect of this unexpected interior/exterior sequence. As the building is 
cladded with wood, there is a certain merging between common and private exterior 
areas – no change of material marks each realm’s limits – that confers to the landing 
an increased sense of intimacy. 

Outdoor extensions of the unit, inscribed into the building’s 
volume

In this part we make reference to spaces of transition, serving as exterior prolongations 
of the dwelling but not protruding from the general outline of the building, are 
instead integrated into its volume. They acquire surprisingly, an intermediate status 
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Aspholz Süd competition: Theo Hotz, site plan (1:2000) and 
apartment typology (1:500); Haerle & Hubacher, site plan 
(1:2000), apartment typology (1:500) and persp. of the façade.
(source: Wakefield et al., Neubau Wohnsiedlung Aspholz-Süd, 
Zurich, 2007)
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between the group-private and the group semi-public or clearly public domain. Just 
to enable an immediate juxtaposition of basically different organisations we will only 
comment on a single example of “enlarged” but otherwise typical loggia that is related 
to an interesting typology of the unit. The rest of the here presented case studies deal, 
with exterior prolongations of the unit that play also the role of a preparatory for the 
entrance zone, correspond to significant voids in the building’s mass, and let the semi-
public or even the urban public exterior space penetrate the building visually.

Theo Hotz’s project for the Aspholz-Süd competition is particularly interesting since 
it is also an example where the apartment’s typology is organized around the kitchen 
space, located in the heart of the apartment. The longitudinal plot of the competition 
called for a typical slab building that left little option as to possible manipulations 
of the urban form. Hotz is proposing a relatively thick bar – of a 12 m width – with 
double-aspect units served in pairs by a double-flight vertical circulation core, 
posed perpendicularly with relation to the slab’s longitudinal axis. The apartment’s 
organization is based on a clear division in three zones; the central space is the one 
where all circulation is “drained” and onto which all other, more private rooms, 
situated to the east or west strip of the arrangement, give directly. The longitudinal 
open kitchen is arranged in the middle accentuating by its prolongation with the 
dining table the zoning concept, and with one of its equipment benches in contact 
with the “exterior room” of the apartment: the spacious loggia, of equal, to the main 
bedroom, size. Depending on the apartment’s type, the other two sides of the loggia 
are enclosed by two bedrooms or by a bedroom facing the living room. The loggias 
manifest an accentuated privacy towards the semi public, since an important part of 
their surface is visually “protected”. Adopting almost square proportions and thus 
penetrating the building’s main mass, they take up the role of the flats’ main common 
space thus becoming, more collective zones.

The project designed by the architects Haerle & Hubacher for the Aspholz-Süd 
competition in Zurich (2007) is a representative example of the second type of projects 
described in this part’s introduction. In the typical floor plan of this proposal each of 
the five stairways is united with a nucleus of a solider expression corresponding to 
every unit’s more private zones. The rest of the plan answers also to this principle 
of alternating solid and transparent zones. Solid parts – referring to the openings in 
their contour – are constituted by wide nucleuses of living rooms and supplementary 
modules of separate rooms. The more transparent ones are double-aspect intervals to 
every unit, serving as entrance and sitting zones. Sometimes, they coincide with totally 
new, additional surfaces for the living suites of the apartments while the authors do 
not hesitate to transform them to the main living areas of the smaller flats. They can be 
entirely open or partially protected thanks to movable partitions that sometimes split-
up the generous surface in open and closed sections. These intervals are manifested in 
the continuous façade of the slab almost as areas of collective use, reminding, by their 
scale, voids of purely collective character in modern examples that were less used by 
the inhabitants. In addition, their width is marked by a translucent parapet of vivid 
colour. 

Another similar case is the project of POOL architects for the Tägelmoos Seen 
competition in Wintherthur (2006). Here, the transition space is more closely related 
to the landing, maybe as a result of the fact that the competition aims both to the 
construction of apartments for standard users as well as for elderly people or people 
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Tägelmoos Seen competition: POOL architects, model, floor plan 
(1:2000), apartment typology (1:500); Studer Strasser architects, 
model, site plan (1:2000), apartment typology (1:500).
(source: Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Wohnüberbauung 
“Tägelmoos” Seen, 8405 Winterthur. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, 
Zurich/ Winterthur, 2006)
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Galli & Rudolf, Aspholz Süd competition, site plan (1:2000) 
and apartment typology (1:500); Valerio Olgiati, Areal Schleife 
competition, site plan (1:5000), apartment typology (1:500).
(source: Wakefield et al., Neubau Wohnsiedlung Aspholz-Süd, 
Zurich, 2007; hp)
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with special needs; two different cooperatives participated as investors, the ASIG 
Baugenossenschaft and the GAIWO (Genossenschaft für Alters- und Invalidenwohnungen). 
So the solution of the landing’s extension to form an exterior space for the units 
may be considered as a logical continuation of the fact that vertical and horizontal 
communication play an even more important role in this complex. The elongated 
landings as well as the transitional exterior spaces of the units are designed in such a 
way as to really become the connecting point of the different parts of the block. On the 
other hand, this means that exterior spaces of adjacent units are separated only by a 
light partition which can be supposed to present a certain difficulty in its everyday use, 
lacking, privacy. The same feature is presented also by the project by Studer Strasser 
Architekten in the same competition, where the landing “penetrates” the unit’s surface, 
intervening between the two transitional spaces that correspond to apartments served 
by the same staircase.

Outdoor extensions of the unit, “semi-detached” 

The term ”semi-detached” is used with reference to the link of the exterior extensions 
to its corresponding unit and can be understood equally in a literal way as well as in 
a metaphorical one; literally because exterior zones of this category begin to acquire 
a certain degree of autonomy as to the sequence of the rest of the unit’s spaces, and 
metaphorically because this quality seems to be characteristic of the ambiguous place 
these zones occupy in the standard group-private or semi-public and unit-public realm 
according our argumentation. Spaces of that kind have often to do with an architectural 
language that places particular emphasis to the façade, as if this part of the building 
was really perceived like a self-sufficient element, functioning independently of the 
rest of the construction body. It is a logic that takes even further the idea of the façade 
belonging both to the unit but also to the collective part of the building, the ensemble 
or even the city: “Les portes des logements et les façades des édifices assument l’aspect 
symbolique de limite entre la vie privée et celle publique, elles sont des éléments de transition 
et des liens. La façade n’est pas uniquement l’enveloppe de l’immeuble mais elle est surtout le 
décor de la vie publique”382. Here we will describe the façade more as an intermediate 
terrain between the private and the public and less as a background of the collective 
life, that is to say that the façade is analysed from the point of view of the unit and its 
typology. 

This is the case of the project by the architects Galli & Rudolf for the Aspholz-Süd 
competition (2007). A light construction extending to the entire surface of the eastern 
façade takes up a renewed importance for the exterior aspect of the whole and mounts 
a filter for all the flats, towards the semi-public sector. Even if a certain part of that 
zone is attributed to each unit, clearly delimitated on the basis of the typical floor’s 
plan thanks to its saw-toothed pattern, limited privacy is in reality allowed, as the 
“movement” of these exterior spaces from one floor to the other, allows indiscreet 
diagonal views between neighbours of overlaying levels. A similar example is offered 
by Valerio Olgiati (Areal Schleife competition) with a superinstrumentalisation, in this 
case, of the façade’s elements: a made-of-concrete filter is placed between the group-
public and the unit-public realm. Regarding its correspondence to the unit, this part 
of the construction occupies the entire width of the western façade while a similar 
arrangement is repeated in smaller scale, on the east side of the building, where 

382  See Moruzzi Silvio, “Les sept points de l’habitat collectif” in Habitation, n.4, 1999, pp. 16-18.
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intimate rooms are mainly arranged. As a unifying element of the exterior skin of 
the building, this construction belongs already to a domain of more collective value. 
Although its space is subdivided to serve each unit separately, its continuity on the 
entire outline of the building symbolises already a passage from a more intimate to a 
more “public” area. Despite its form’s singularity, this “filter” does not present other 
worth mentioning features, in relation with the apartment’s typology.

A project designed by the architects Stürm & Wolf, awarded in the framework of the 
Furttalstrasse competition in Zurich (2008) treats the question of individual balconies. 
These prolongations of the unit protrude strongly from the articulated urban form 
and suggest an intermediate quality between the collective and the private. Almost 
equitable by size, to half of the entire indoor space of the living room, they search 
to establish a link between the group-public exterior domain and the unit-public, 
most of all in relation with the reduced width of the proposed to the northern façade 
balconies that confirm the distinct status of the two building’s sides. It is surprising 
though the difference of treatment regarding the stairways’ landings, of an extremely 
limited surface, serving three or four units each, and the generosity demonstrated in 
the balconies’ proportions. Such inequitable relations insinuate the apotheosis – in the 
investor’s or the architect’s conscience? – of the unit’s priority regarding the standard 
floor’s design.

The most interesting example of this category is provided by a project that could 
seem an interpretation of Le Corbusier’s “suspended gardens” in his 1922 immeuble-
villas. The proposal of the Büro B for the competition in Zofingen area, Aarau (2008) 
concerned a housing development of five groups of buildings following the same 
“cluster” logic. The entire site plan seems to be developed on the basis of a clear 
hierarchy between the private and the collective and a regular alternation between 
the “indoors” and the “outdoors”, organised as it is in parallel zones corresponding 
each time to living spaces, services zones or private rooms. Every stairway in the 
typical floor plan, serves three apartments at a time, two studios unilaterally oriented 
to the east, of which one is proposed as separate entity, in continuation with one of 
the bigger double-aspect apartments following a meander-shaped plan. In these 
arrangements, we note again the device of a “preparatory” space to the entrance that 
seems, by means of form and treatment, more associated to the “collective” landing, 
while playing the role of an amplified threshold, for the main entrance door. 

Already from the collective staircase’s landing we perceive, to the opposite of the 
corbusian plan – where the terrace is visually accessible only from the private vertical 
circulation core – an exterior space, physically accessible only by the unit itself: the 
principal “loggia zone” for adjacent apartments of considerable size is located right 
opposite to the group-private domain of the landing, separated by it with a void 
playing the role of an interior court, extending to the whole construction height. It 
is divided in two equal parts, each one corresponding to a double-aspect apartment 
joining its neighbouring unit to this particular articulation point. This singular terrace 
benefits evidently, only from limited privacy: it is visually exposed to the collective 
horizontal circulation zone and appears, moreover, “loosely” attached to the unit, 
placed between two zones of different – semi-collective and semi-public – character. 
The courtyard separates the terrace from the landing but on the same time disconnects 
it from the unit-public domain of the living room situated aside, and establishes a link 
with the group-public domain of the complex’s exterior arrangements. Besides, were 
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Stürm & Wolf, Furttalstrasse competition, site plan (1:2000) and apartment 
typology (1:500); Büro B, Zofingen area competition, floor plan (1:2000), 
apartment typology (1:500) and façade (1:1000)
(source: Hoskyn et al., Ersatzneubau Wohnsiedlung Furttalstrasse, Zürich-Affoltern. 
Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren mit anonymer Überarbeitung. Bericht des 
Preisgerichts, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2008; hp)
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Le Corbusier, the “immeubles-villas” project, sketch of the “jardin 
suspendu” and apartment typology (1:500); Aebi & Vincent, 
Brünmatt Ost competition, site plan (1:2000), perspective and 
apartment typology (1:500).
(source: Le Corbusier et Pierre Jeanneret. Oeuvre complète 1910-1929, 
Les Editions d’Architecture, Zurich, 1964; Die Jury hat entschieden. 
Jurybericht zum Baumprojekt Brunmatt Ost Bern, Emil Merz AG, 
Bern, 2008)
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it not for the loggia to the opposite side of the building that allows for a relatively 
increased privacy, it would seem that the apartment lacks sufficient exterior space for 
more intimate use. 

The same device – of the “suspended”, between the group public and the group 
private realm, terrace – is proposed by the architects Aeby & Vincent in the Brunmatt 
Ost competition in Bern (2008). But this time, the terrace cannot be perceived by the 
landing that gives directly to the living suite, without the interposition of a hall or 
other enlargement of the doorstep. It faces a more private room and its importance is 
strongly attenuated by the more spacious loggia to the other side of the double-aspect 
living suite.

Outdoor extensions of the dwelling unit, “detached”

The set of examples classified under this term, include exterior prolongations 
characterised once more by their large size but also by their, almost disconnected to 
the unit, status, “suspended” between two zones of a more “public” character. They 
are placed on articulation points of repeated urban modules in the same housing 
complex, and although they continue to serve the individual unit belong, in a sense, to 
the group-public open space.

When “detached” exterior prolongations of the unit become articulation 
points of urban forms and... an interesting case of a competition with 

homogeneous proposals

A case study issued from the Oerlikon competition (2008) in Zurich, by the architects 
Waeber & Dickenmann, is quite evocative for the kind of space quality we argue on, 
in this last part of our essay. Although the areas in question are not located to the 
proximity of the staircase, their position in the floor’s space sequence is crucial. Exterior 
zones of adjacent units touch one another and form the articulation point between 
fragments of T-shaped buildings, corresponding to the L-shaped ones proposed for 
a future evolution of the project in the adjacent plot. They are of equal, to the main 
indoor living area of the apartment, size, area to which they constitute an “extension”. 
They are protected by glass cladding from one side – as the plot is bordered to the 
south by a heavy circulation route – but the link they establish between the courtyards 
in the heart of the plot, otherwise the group-public domain, and the urban public is 
clear. Once more, by size and volume these zones create voids significant for the whole 
ensemble. 

Waeber & Dickenmann’s project makes indirect allusion to well-known modern 
examples, as the Casa Rustici by Giuseppe Terragni in Milan (1933-35). But it remains 
rather an organic re-interpretation of his typology without straight similarities with 
regards to the building’s exterior envelope, where parapets of varying height run along 
its volume. There exist case studies of much more direct references to this historical 
paradigm, by the ortogonality of their compositional logic and the austere architectural 
language of their façades. In the Tägelmoos Seen competition in Winterthur (2006), 
three out of four awarded projects adopt not only the same urban form, but also almost 
identical apartment typologies. We refer to the projects by Neff & Neumann (1st prize 
/ 1st rank), Spiro & Gantenbein (2nd prize / 2nd rank) and Loeliger & Strub (4th prize / 
4th rank). In each of these case studies, a series of three-storey blocks are associated 
to each other by means of terraces serving as articulation points in the cluster-type 
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Waeber & Dickenmann, Oerlikon competition, site plan (1:2000), apartment 
typology (1:500) and façade; Giuseppe Terragni, Casa Rustici (1933-35) and 
façade from the Spiro & Gantenbein project.
(source: Mathis & Tschirren, Ersatzneubauten Wohnsiedlung Oerlikon, Zürich-
Oerlikon. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren, Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt 
für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2008; Zevi (ed.), Giuseppe Terragni, 
Zanichelli Editore, Bologna, 1980 / Giuseppe Terragni 1904-1943, tipografia 
Editrice Cesare Nani, Como, 1982)
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Tägelmoos Seen competition: Neff & Neumann; Spiro & Gantenbein, Loeliger 
& Strub, models, perspectives and units’ typologies (1:500).
(source: Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Wohnüberbauung “Tägelmoos” 
Seen, 8405 Winterthur. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Zurich / Winterthur, 2006)
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Gigon & Guyer, Am Langhagweg competition, site plan (1:5000), 
apartment typology (1:500) and perspectives; bottom, from left 
to right: Frank Zierau, Burriweg ensemble and Kistler & Vogt, 
Löhre complex.
(source: Hoskyn et al., Ersatzneubauten Wohnsiedlung Am 
Langhagweg, Zürich-Albisrieden. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung 
mit anonymer Überarbeitung. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt für 
Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2008; photos by the author)
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complex. These exterior spaces are immediately linked to the living rooms, either in 
direct prolongation of their axes, or forming with it L-shaped sequences. A marking 
difference exists between the three projects defining their “intermediate” character. It 
concerns the degree of the loggias’ penetration to the building’s volume: in the first-
rank project, the terraces equal the blocks’ interstitial distances, equitably divided 
between facing units, while in the second-rank a part of the indoor living room is 
also exposed to the interstitial group-public open space, establishing thus an easier 
transition. In the last, fourth-prize proposal, the terrace is fixed in the building’s angles, 
cutting into the volume of the rectangular block. This time it is the group-public that 
penetrates to the unit private domain.

To conclude, we will comment on another interesting architectural device of this 
category. In a project awarded third prize in the Am Langhagweg competition in Zurich 
(2008), Gigon & Guyer propose terraces connected with the living suite of the unit 
only by a narrow passage, a kind of short bridge corresponding to the width of a 
French window. No provision for allowing more privacy to this zone is taken by the 
architects, by the addition, for example, of a lattice system for climbing plants. On the 
contrary the lightness of the construction is emphasized also in the competition’s three-
dimensional image, where the terraces are represented as a filter of undefined and 
vague character in front of the main façade, and where the passage connecting them 
with the corresponding unit almost fades away. 

The proposal repeats an architectural device used already in another well-known 
contemporary project, the Burriweg complex designed by Frank Zierau for a 1999 
competition, as well as in a 2001 realisation by the architects Kistler & Vogt, the 
residential complex Löhre II in Bienne. In both cases these special terraces were 
designed with the intention of ensuring a degree of privacy to their use: a lattice-
system for the Zierau project and laterally protecting, made of concrete walls for the 
Löhre complex. Also, these “open-air rooms” concern one single floor above the ground 
level while Zierau’s terraces are proposed in double height. In the project by Gigon 
& Guyer, it is on five levels above the ground floor that the terraces are repeated. 
Given the introverted character of the complex’s central exterior space, “contained” 
as a courtyard between the L-shaped building and an existing neighbouring one, it 
can be supposed that no increased degree of privacy was necessary. This courtyard’s 
ambiance is also the main factor transforming this terrace’s design to a device 
searching to vindicate additional surfaces for the private in the zone of the collective. 
On the other hand, already from the moment that the users cross the, leading to this 
“outdoor room” bridge, they are visually exposed. The term “detached”, refers thus 
exactly to this kind of connection, designating a space of ambiguous character, between 
the collective and the private, of a rather “intermediate” degree of intimacy. This space 
hierarchy is also accentuated by the design of the complex’s exterior arrangements. 
A continuous pathway delimitates the ground surface corresponding to the terrace 
system, from the rest of the courtyard, whose middle space is organised as a free green 
space. Its figure seems boarding a less public area in the group-public domain, as a 
substitute architectural device that would contribute to the classification of the terraces 
under the label of “private gardens”.

A rather similar, but peculiar in form, example is provided by the architects 
Knapkiewicz & Fickert (Zurich) in their proposal for the “Triemli I” competition 
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Knapkiewicz & Fickert, Triemli I competition, site plan (1:2000) 
and apartment typology (1:500)
(source: Dirlewanger et al., Ersatzneubauten Wohnsiedlung Triemli 
I, Zurich, 2009)
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(2009). This time the terraces make part of an urban ensemble of meander-shaped 
exterior space. They are organised as Siamese twins to either side of the extended 
party wall between adjacent apartments. But even if visual contact is less direct, sound 
isolation cannot possibly be achieved, potentially making the symbiosis of neighbouring 
households, problematic. Besides, the fact that these singular devices are placed rather 
randomly to the length of the serpentine urban forms, indiscriminately in areas of 
large or limited interstitial distance make them look more like a device of decorative 
character, than meaningful utilitarian zones. The project was nevertheless awarded 
second prize.

Resuming remarks

The classification, in this chapter, of exterior spaces linked to the unit, following 
Alexander’s logic, was of indicative character. It was used, most of all, because it gave 
the possibility of defining various “hues” of spatial qualities, helping us organize an 
extremely rich number of proposals that would be otherwise difficult to understand 
otherwise. Defining “shades” of the public or the intimate were our principal interest. 
The final objective was to reveal the variety of solutions adopted by nowadays 
architectural conception, and investigate if their scope provides indications for a more 
general issue, that of the relationship collective and private entertain in the sector 
contemporary housing. 

Regarding this last question, it seems that effort is done for “re-linking” the private 
sphere at least to the ensemble’s “public”; this remains though strictly related to the 
interior organization of the unit and therefore to the private sphere. We refer of course 
to the fact that few examples of those analysed here, presented a particular concern 
for the collective circulation spaces of the typical floor, in the form for example of 
generous landings or other architectural solutions; it is maybe significant the fact that 
the majority of our examples – as the majority of competition proposals – are either 
prismatic blocks or linear constructions. In the few exceptions where a particular 
treatment was reserved to the landings, it seemed that it had to be, once more, justified 
by advantages conferred to the unit; and thus, exterior prolongations of this last 
coincide in part with the horizontal circulation of their level. It seems therefore that the 
research remains mainly focused to the housing cellule, and unilateral: from the inside 
to the outside and not so much the other way round. The study of significant cases of 
exterior spaces organization would provide more information on this subject.
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part III

Chapter 7:  Representing Ideas and Concepts - On A 
Domestic Iconography of Competition Projects

What does the term representation mean in the framework of architectural 
competitions? Some remarks concerning the elaboration and analysis of our 

study material 

In the competitions’ framework, we could distinguish two levels of representation for 
the architectural projects reaching judgement procedures. This distinction is useful 
from a methodological point of view because it reveals inherent research problems, 
which should be taken into account, in order to put into perspective any conclusion.

First, we should refer to representation of architectural projects in the specialised 
press, which constitutes one primary source of material for our research; as specialised 
press are here understood some of the sources already described in the introduction 
of our work. They are considered as such, journals publishing regularly competition 
procedures with details about the process, and with a certain number of data for at 
least some of the participating proposals, as well as jury reports prepared in most 
cases as part of a standard procedure, by the organiser of the competition or his 
representative, at the moment of the competition’s completion. In this first level, the 
represented objects are the architectural proposals taking part in the competition 
procedure, and the means of representation, the data concerning the projects the 
editors choose to include in their files. 

In Switzerland, predominant position in this sector of architectural press holds the 
review hochparterre.wettbewerbe – the specialized in competitions branch of the monthly 
architectural review hochparterre – coming our five times per year. Then there are 
the tec21 – the technical bulletin of the Swiss Society of Engineers and the tracés – 
its French branch – as well as the reviews werk, bauen + wohnen, rivista tecnica of the 
Italian side, and the cooperative periodical Wohnen with its French branch Habitation 
(Association Suisse de l’Habitat, four issues per year). There is also a limited number 
of Swiss competitions, published by a German architectural review specialized in 
competitions, the architektur+wettbewerb. In the following, we have considered as 
most representative the review hochparterre.wettbewerbe, as it is the more systematic 
and constituted our primary source of material. It must be said that tec21 and tracés 
play more of an institutional role, announcing and acknowledging the organization 
of competitions but without providing an complete overview of the participating 
proposals. Projects are mostly presented by means of a model’s image or of a situation 
plan in small dimensions. On the other hand werk, rivista tecnica and habitation / wohnen 
publish only selected competition procedures and proposals.

The second level of representation is in a sense, more important, having to do with 
the architectural solutions in their original form, as “shaped” and expressed by the 
architects themselves; we refer to representation techniques the architects use in their 
competition boards, in order to explain their projects. We will not mention here oral 
presentations of the project and discussions with the members of the jury taking place 
in some restricted tender procedures, as this kind of data implies a different research 
approach. The only representation means that we will take here into account are 
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Cover of the review Habitation (n. 2, 2006) 
and interior pages (n. 4, 2005, pp. 9-10) 
(source: SEALS – Swiss Electronic Academic Library Service)
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Cover of the review tec21 (n. 15, 2007) 
and interior pages of the review tracés (n. 20, 2005, pp. 6-7) 
(source: SEALS – Swiss Electronic Academic Library Service)
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plans, illustrations, diagrams and texts that aim to communicating, indirectly (the 
term is used for explanations given without the possibility of a conventional face-to-
face dialogue), the project’s general idea and the architectural proposal’s meaning. 
This kind of information is of course less accessible to the scholar, since a “complete” 
archive of competition proposals does not yet exist in Switzerland, as in other 
countries with a strong competition tradition (notably Finland383, Canada or Germany). 
On the other hand, sometimes the good will on the architects’ side that hand over 
competition material to academic research, may indirectly lead to additional problems; 
documents and files, kindly bestowed by their authors, do not always originate from 
the moment of the competition; they may have been created or modified a posteriori to 
complete the office’s portfolio or to further promote the project, in case of a winning 
proposal. They soon become the firm’s essential material regarding the specific 
competition procedure, especially in case of architectural firms of great renown where 
numerous publications of the same project see the light. If the question is posed – are 
the documents really issued from the competition submission – it is even possible that 
no one remembers any more with exactness.

The first representation level, as above defined, can offer significant information in the 
form of almost “statistical” data, concerning most common representation techniques, 
evolution of representation “styles” in the framework of specialised publications 
(that is also indicative of the evolution of the architects’ design techniques), lastly, of 
the choices made by organizers as well as of their goals referring to the competition 
procedure itself. The second part of this introduction will comprise observations 
regarding what we have defined as second level of project representation. The order 
in which these two levels are commented is not due to chance. It reflects in a way 
the hierarchy reigning in our research approach. We have firstly set up a background 
with across-the-board research in the specialised press and then procured more 
complete information for projects presenting specific interest for our research aims. 
The first marking stage, offering a more “comparative” overview of the situation, 
was completed by the second, where we had the chance to study in detail specific 
architectural proposals and reveal their particularities. 

383  “The competition system made Finland a significant country in the field of architecture.” See Solla Pertti, 
“Architectural Competitions in Finland” In Korvenmaa Pekka (ed.), The work of architects. The Finnish 
Association of Architects 1892-1992, The Finnish Building Centre, Helsinki, 1992, pp. 269-281. For more 
information on competitions in Finland see the website of the Finnish Association of Architects, last viewed 
on 21 January 2011, <http://www.safa.fi/fin/safa_in_english/architectural_competitions/>. There exists also 
the archive of Architectural Competitions of the Museum of Finnish Architecture, and the Competitions 
Databank, last viewed on 21 January 2011, <http://www.mfa.fi/architecturecompetitions>. For Canada, see 
the Canadian Competitions Catalogue, an interactive publication by the Laboratoire d’Etude de l’Architecture 
Potentielle (L.E.A.P., Université de Montréal), online, last viewed on 21 January 2011:  <http://www.ccc.
umontreal.ca/cataloguep.php?lang=en&sortBy=annee&sortOrder=d>. For Germany, the site CompetitionLine, 
Wettbewerbe und Architektur, last viewed on 21 January 2011, <http://www.competitionline.de/>. In 
Switzerland, as mentioned in the beginning of this study, the SIA has launched in 2007 the Foundation 
“Research Design Competitions” to the purpose of promoting research, information and knowledge 
exchange on competitions in Switzerland; a complete database remains one of the principal goals, without 
much progress made to this moment towards this end, online, last viewed on 21 January 2011, <http://www.
research-design-competitions.org/en/>. 
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First level of representation: specialised press and competition 
projects 

As explained above, concerning the specialised press in the matter of competitions, 
our observations focus mainly to the review hochparterre.wettbewerbe. In every issue 
practically the same kind of data is provided for all the competitions included; a 
part of the competition’s brief describing the architectural problem as well as the 
organizer’s demands, the competition’s chronological data and details about the type 
of adopted procedure, all of this published in an introductory page. Several pages are 
then devoted to the presentation of submitted proposals; sometimes only awarded 
projects are published – notably if they answer to an elevated number – in case of a 
restricted procedure, all invited projects get published; the only difference is that often 
more space is devoted to the winning project (four pages instead of two). Sometimes 
an interview of the winning project’s authors makes part of an introductory article 
in the beginning of the folder. Participations are published by means of drawings, 
perspective images and diagrams making part of the delivered presentation. Some text 
accompanies the layout, which is normally part of the jury report, not composed by 
the project’s authors or the editors. 

Any hope of having through these means some of the written descriptions provided by 
the authors themselves, remains only with the possibility of the jury’s copying some of 
the terms used by the architects. In some isolated examples, competition boards have 
been procured and comparisons enabled, allowing for this interpretation to emerge. 
Otherwise it is difficult to reach a conclusion as to the original source of the published 
information. The critique administered by the jury is in fact crucial for a third part 
to understand the competition procedure and value its results in separate, since how 
projects have been “seen” by the jury offers a fairly reliable indication of the filtering 
process operated in the competition framework. Nevertheless, it would seem that even 
hochparterre.wettbewerb’s approach is somewhat “scholarly”, not really proceeding in an 
overall critique of the procedure and the implicated actors, but most of all confirming 
the jury’s expertise, or “exposing” it equally to public comments.

If we were to comment the layout of the review in the period corresponding to 
our research lapse, we would say that there have not been considerable changes. 
Documents considered as essential are always a model photo and a general situation 
plan in the first page, floor plans and at least one drawing providing information on 
the third dimension, such as a section or a façade. Drawings are normally reduced to 
scale, without this last being often noted down, as it the publication was not addressed 
to members of the profession; one only supposes that there is some relation between 
the presentation of two separate projects, as this often depends by the scales used by 
the participants in their original documents, at least for the obligatory ones. In 2002 
the review changes its name – from Aktuelle Wettbewerbs Scene (1973-2002) becomes 
hochparterre.wettbewerbe (2002-…) – and cover layout. It switches from black and white 
to colour publication; one can only suppose that the original material becomes also 
more interesting chromatically. On the other hand, the actual information concerning 
every project does not change significantly. Surely perspective images become more 
numerous, probably because more of them are always provided by the authors. 
Interviews and research with the authors of the projects, indicated that the change from 
hand drawing to computer-aided design becomes more generalised in the end of the 
nineties, a fact consistent with perspectives gaining ground in the competition boards 
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Interior pages of the review Aktuelle Wettbewerbs Scene
(n. 1/1995, pp. 20-21) 
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Cover and interior pages of the review 
hochparterre.wettbewerbe (n. 5/2006, pp. 78-79) 
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while model photos, always black and white as the physical models themselves, 
occupy less space in specialised publications. 

Regarding competition reports published normally by the organizer in the end of a 
competition procedure, it all depends on his intention to render the results public 
and complete the procedure more thoroughly. Jury reports offer more extended 
information on the competition procedure and the demands of the investor, 
allowing for a general overview of the architectural problem. This is a systematic 
tradition in the German-speaking part and mostly for competitions organized by city 
departments. Zurich has always published competition reports, of fairly good quality, 
while Winterthur, St. Gall and Basel have done it to a smaller extent; in any case, 
fewer competitions are organized there. In Bern many competitions are organised by 
private offices commissioned for specific procedures, and reports seem generally more 
carefully done in this case than the ones edited by city administration departments: 
often in colour instead of the black and white version of the city services. Private 
investors normally commission architectural bureaus to hold competition procedures, 
unless the competition is organized in collaboration with a state service.

To examine more in detail the case of Zurich, the most characteristic one as to 
publishing jury reports, there has been a change of layout in 2000; documents 
become coloured and landscape layout changes to portrait. Even if in Switzerland, 
as in many other European countries, the documents demanded of the participants 
are obligatorily black and white, with the exception of an explanatory board where 
colour use is allowed, boards published by the city of Zurich often reproduce, soft 
shades used as background of a project’s entire presentation (something normally 
allowed by the organizer). In many such cases, the quality of the reproduction, if a 
comparison with the original material is possible, turns out quite poor. At the same 
time, a considerable change regarding the content of each project’s presentation 
is performed. In the previous landscape layout, the first page was devoted to the 
jury’s description of the project, while the photo of the model took up the whole of 
the second page. The remaining two pages could be supposed to be hosting original 
competition boards’ scale reductions. Even if the final document would not be easily 
legible in its details, the viewer could at least form a more complete idea of the project 
since drawings and perspective images were combined together and sometimes even 
text proposed by the architects as an explanation of the concept, could be deciphered 
in more persistent examination. In the portrait reports the editor’s role is accentuated. 
The same layout is drawn up for all projects, comprising the jury’s assessment in the 
first two corresponding pages, along with the data concerning the architectural team, 
its collaborators of various fields, as well as a perspective image – obviously playing 
the card of the project’s “ambassador” – in the first page and the black and white 
model photo in the second, always in the same scale (1:500). Then a general plan, the 
apartment typology, separate floor plans and sections or façades, as well as additional 
perspective images are published in another pair of pages. Drawings are regrouped 
and lined up: all floor plans together in the same scale and all sections or façades 
following more or less the same logic. 

Even if the particular layout and the drawings’ order do not remain exactly the same 
for the presentation of all organized competitions (as expected), it is nevertheless in 
the same “rational” way that they are all presented. Drawings and images are treated 
as separate data that can function independently from their original framework, 
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Cover and interior pages of the jury report for the 
Wallisellenstrasse Süd competition, 
published by the city of Zurich in 1998
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Cover and interior pages of the report for the 
Wohnsiedlung Tiècherstrasse competition,  
published by the city of Zurich in 2010.
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Covers of competition reports published by the city of Geneva 
in 2004 and in 2006 (Département de l’aménagement des 
costructions et de la voirie, Ville de Genève, Genève, 2004).
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the board in which they were arranged in the first place, by their authors. This is 
not automatically problematic if the proposal is a rather “typical” one. But who is 
to judge “typical” and according with what “criteria”? Systematic selection of data 
from the competition material without worrying about its being part of an ensemble 
in the first place, introduces on the editor’s part a kind of interventionism that may 
privy the projects of important elements as to the proposal’s “feeling” and to the 
representation technique (style?) that its authors have chosen. The applied by the 
editor presentation formula allows a quick comparison between competing projects 
and provides sufficient information for a certain number of them. But for the sake of a 
homogenised presentation, certain kind of information such as sketches or explanatory 
diagrams, when they are available by the participants, are excluded from the reported 
data. An artificial impression of widespread repetitive motives is created, that may not 
correspond entirely to reality, although it should be pointed out that the passage from 
hand drawing techniques to computer-aided ones seems to have marked the scarceness 
of more “impulsive” presentation techniques. Examining a certain number of original 
competition boards has persuaded us that this kind of data becomes more and more 
rare. But we will comment more on that issue in the following part of this essay.

With respect to jury reports, there are many cases, often in the French speaking part 
of the country, that complete publications of competition reports do not get public 
as separate documents; sometimes only the text of the jury’s assessment is available 
without any substantial information concerning the proposals (such as drawings and 
three-dimensional representations). In some competitions organized by the city of 
Lausanne, files of participating proposals have been retrieved in the city’s archives 
but it was clear that publishing a thorough report that could possibly answer to 
professional editorial standards, was not one of the city’s main concerns. Certain 
competition procedures are published by the review Habitation in black and white; 
in the beginning of the examined period they are actually of poor quality with the 
published drawings reduced to such scales that they could not be very helpful, neither 
to the scholar nor to a less specialised public. Since the beginning of this decade, in 
the city of Geneva some publications of equal quality to those of the German speaking 
part, have seen the light – it should be underlined though that we refer clearly to 
housing competitions, Geneva has published jury reports well before 2005 but mostly 
for competitions of institutional programmes384. In combination with the fact that 
the city organizes more competitions during the last five years, we could form the 
hypothesis that the competitions’ utility, both in relation with their results regarding 
architectural proposals and as marketing strategies, have been consequently evaluated 
meantime. 

Second representation level: architects “speaking” through their 
work

With respect to representation modes chosen by the architects themselves for their 
creations, we will firstly make some introductory remarks easy to confirm both by 
means of the material available in specialized publications – as they are in any case 
indicative of the original documents, even if these last get edited by people external 
to the projectual team – and from the original presentation boards made accessible 

384  As indicative examples we would note the reports concerning competitions for the rearrangement of 
plazas, like the one for the Place Neuve (1996) and the Place du Molard (2002).
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Central perspective of an apartment’s interior, Kuhn Fischer Partner, motto 
“Agapanthus”, Wohnüberbauung Zwängiwiese competition, 
(source: Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung. Wohnüberbauung Zwängiwiese Zürich-
Wollishofen. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Januar 1997, Gebossenschaft Neubühl 
Zürich, p. 37).

POOL architects, Brunmatt Ost competition 
(source: Die Jury hat entschieden. Jurybericht zum Baumprojekt 
Brunmatt Ost Bern, Emil Merz AG, Bern, 2008, p. 27).

Theo Hotz, Wohnsiedlung Zürich-Oerlikon / Baufeld C4 (ZZN) 
competition, 
(source: Studienauftrag an vier Architekturbüros. Baufeld C4 (ZZN), 
Zürich-Oerlikon. Bericht des Beuerteilungsgremiums, November 1997, 
ABZ - Allgemeine Baugenossenschaft Zürich, Zurich, 1997, p. 8).
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Project by Luca Merlini, motto “The land of long houses” and by 
FUTURAFROSCH, motto “Kodex”, both for the “Wie wohnen wir morgen?” 
competition (source: Zukunft des Gemeinnützigen Wohnungsbaus. Wie wohnen 
wir morgen? Stadtraum Zürich. Ideen wettbewerb für alle. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, 
Amt für Hochbauten - Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2007, p. 15, 19).
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by certain authors. Our first remark that should be anticipated, concerns the quasi 
elimination of certain representation techniques that seemed mostly associated 
to the use of hand drawing. We refer to free-hand sketches that used to be the 
professional’s “writing” character, typical of the author himself. Inherent qualities of 
this kind of “spontaneous” expressions, such as accentuated angles by extinguishing 
to their length, crossing lines, human figures of “personal style” or close to Modulor’s 
man and other elements of complimentary character that allowed for more liberal 
interpretations, depending on personal taste and experiences, miss subsequently from 
more recent competition proposals. 

On the whole, more liberal representation modes, such as collages or images of 
fainted output, used sometimes in the past as standard backgrounds for the ensemble 
of competition boards in a single presentation confirming its unitary character, are 
nowadays equally scarce. Plans accompanied by explanatory text of immediate 
vicinity or construction details and elaborated sections, sometimes populated by 
human figures, also become rare. Explanations of construction logics – except for 
the usual section of a part of an external wall in bigger scale, normally 1:50 or 1:20 – 
remain mostly in the leaflets accompanying the proposals (normally in A4 format) that 
are forcibly less systematic and homogeneous, due to the variety of elements that have 
to be included. Bird’s eye views and central perspectives seem also eclipsing. 

These last two techniques appear, in any case, particularly associated to certain urban 
forms and spaces less common nowadays. As architects seem to abandon gradually, 
during at least the last five years, unitary linear constructions of big scale or plain 
blocks in simple repetitive logics, they leave equally behind “endless” perspectives 
generated from central vanishing points, that have characterised also in the past this 
kind of compositions. The public’s increasing demand not only for the personalisation 
of its unit but also for domestic environments evoking micro-scales and qualities close 
to past neighbourhood forms, is answered by a greater variety of urban approaches; 
“grand gestures” defining landscape in absolute manners seem given up both as 
concepts and as corresponding representation techniques. 

On the other hand, these modes mark a significant difference between the French 
and the German-speaking part of the country. A certain number of “abandoned” 
viewpoints or other ways of three-dimensional representations of the “past”, such 
as sections combined with central perspectives, can still be found in documents 
coming from this region. Would it be its closer connection with the French post-war 
architecture that makes difficult to abandon habits? Equally interesting is the fact 
that more liberal techniques, such as collages, superposition of plans and use of 
images as background to entire presentation boards, are also still in use by architects 
working in the French side. Would there be a question of evolution of habits, just as 
the application of the competitions’ system itself suggests, with its difference of phase 
concerning its systematic use, of almost five years from one part of the country to 
the other? Or should we read only a marking feature of two different architectural 
“cultures”, pluralistic French influences and rationalistic German ones?  

Lastly, another remark that seems obvious: there appears to be an important 
incidence of competition types, on techniques used by the architects to express their 
ideas. Standard representation techniques that seem to be normally the predominant 
features of the large majority of proposals are vanished in the framework of ideas 
competitions; most of all if the program refers to research of living prototypes or 
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generic concepts for parts of the house. On the other hand, such procedures are not 
very common nowadays; consequently the existing material is not that abundant.

Competition representations: “reconstruction” of spaces or 
“presentation drawings”

Regarding architectural representation and drawing, Rykwert introduces an idea 
interesting to follow in the framework of competitions. He speaks of a double passage 
happening during the translation of “mental conception to the build form”: “first, from the 
architect’s mind to the graphic – usually his own – presentation, and second, from the drawing 
to the building, through the collaboration of those craftsmen who, like Alberti’s carpenter, 
would act as ‘his hands.’”385 In the competition framework, the second part of this 
“passage” does not exist for the participating projects, to the exception of the winning 
one. But it can be considered as replaced by the kind of “reconstruction”, if we can 
call it so, of the architect’s idea, to the mind of the people making part of the jury 
and filtering different proposals. And while Rykwert points out that Alberti insisted 
on three-dimensional representations that “he considered as an essential element for the 
designer”, “almost immaterial – instruments for the full working out of the conception” and 
he is “strenuously opposed to prettified or over-realistic ones”, in competition procedures 
these representations loose something of their original reason of existence and 
become, possibly because of the second kind of “reconstruction” mentioned above, as 
embellished and realistic as possible. This could be a theoretical explanation for the 
prevailing “naturalistic” tendency to what concerns perspective images. 

Another explanation is of course, that in competitions we deal principally with images 
of the category that Evans calls “presentation drawings” that “are not supposed to have 
any effect on the design. Their job is to propagate a completely defined idea, not to test it or 
modify it.”386 Evans makes a very interesting remark on this type of drawings that can 
make re-emerge the question of the competitions’ nature in general: “Their status [of 
presentation drawings] is unclear because they are neither impressions received from a real 
object, as would be a perspective from life or a photograph, nor are they directly instrumental 
in the making of what they represent. They are neither received from nor transmitted to a 
building, but are pulled into a sort of cul-de-sac somewhere between the beginning and the end 
of a process.”387 And he concludes: “They should then be classed as records.” Is that the real 
character of the majority of competition images?

In the chapter of “Fluid Spaces” we have cited the example of Meili & Peter’s project 
awarded sixth prize in a competition organized in 2009, by the cooperative mehr als 
wohnen. The computer-produced perspective images proposed by the architects on that 
occasion are indeed quite abstract and impressively “immaterial”. They are interesting 
because they convey (and at the same time maybe still study, as it is equally probable 

385  Rykwert Joseph, “Translation and / or Representation”, Mellon Lecture, Canadian Center for Architecture, 
19 April 2005, p. 4 (see Canadian Centre for Architecture, Joseph Rykwert: Drawing and Architecture, 
online, last viewed on 3 February 2011, <http://www.cca.qc.ca/system/items/1944/original/Mellon08-JR.
pdf?1241160715>).

386  Evans Robin, “Architectural Projection” in Blau Eve, Kaufman Edward (eds.), Architecture and Its Image. 
Four centuries of Architectural Representation, Works from the Collection of the Canadian Centre for Architecture, 
Canadian Centre for Architecture, Montreal, 1989, p. 18.

387  Ibidem, p. 18 (emphasis according to the original).
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Urs Primas – Grünwald project, perspective views  
of the balcony (source: Urs Primas)
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that they constitute raw working material and are thus transmitted as such to the 
competition boards and judging committee) only the volumes interlocking in the 
ensemble. Of course, as one that have followed many competition procedures is now 
used in “naturalistic” or else “literal” pictorial representations, these perspectives seem 
almost as if they were not finished, easily creating the impression that their authors 
did not have at the moment a more precise idea of what the proposed exterior spaces 
should look like. Such an approach could also be considered as compatible with the 
early stage of conception that the competition should normally introduce. Another 
example of relatively abstract images are the ones proposed by the architect Urs Primas 
for his project in the Grünwald competition, Zürich-Höngg (2005). But this time, the 
desired effect seems a different one, focusing on strong contrasts, vivid colours and 
concretised on the objects’ sharp black contours. 

Sequential order of representation

Before commenting specific images, another important remark on the subject of 
representing architecture should be made: it concerns the hierarchical order of the 
images’ presentation. In our own corpus, it is true that it is not so easy to arrive to 
conclusions in relation with this subject since the competition boards with which a 
project has been presented in a competition procedure are not always available. Eve 
Blau and Edward Kaufman, launching the publication Architecture and its Image, on 
the occasion of the Canadian Centre’s for Architecture inauguration, propose “that, for 
the most part, architectural representations are not single images but group of images; that the 
full significance of architectural imagery can best be recovered within the serial context of the 
group.”388 They suggest therefore that “the interpretation of the image is most revealing on 
the level of the group.”389 Now, this is a remark that is also significant in relation with 
the role of the editor in publishing the competition proposals. Isolating an image 
from its context probably deprives the viewer from some of its meaning that can be 
restored only when this image is once more set into its original framework390; but it can 
offer other advantages, enabling for example, a direct comparison, between different 
competition projects that are presented through the same layout. This was also, our 
organizing logic in the 2008 publication that presented various architectural proposals 
as elements of a primary typological classification. 

We think that the way the architects present their three-dimensional representations is 
particularly important because it adds a complimentary idea of the spatial experience 
they wish to suggest. Regarding this question, we will not insist on the relation 
of three-dimensional images and orthogonal projections of the buildings, plans or 
sections that present a more easily “measurable” aspect of the problem. We shall refer 
to the relation established sometimes by the authors between various perspective 
images for the same project. Is it linear and narrative sequences we are talking 

388  Blau Eve, Kaufman Edward (eds.), Architecture and Its Image, op. cit., p. 13.

389  Ibidem, p. 13.

390  See also the confirmation of this in ibid., p. 14: “[…] the relationship between image and represented object is 
not direct, but mediated by the relationship among the images; and it is these latter relationships, binding the images 
together into large entities that structure the subject of the architectural representation as a whole. Whenever this 
structure changes – whenever a sequence is altered or an image removed from its original context and placed in a new 
one – the significance of the image, and indeed of the representation as a whole, also changes.”
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Frei & Gubler - Rautistrasse competition, series of perspective 
images showing the unit’s multiple orientations; Urs Primas - 
Grünwald competition, perspective images of the courtyard  in 
winter and summer
(source: Frei & Gubler; Urs Primas) 
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about or merely “glimpses” of the proposed reality? Our general impression is that 
architects are less inventive in relation with that point. UNDEND’s proposal for the 
Rautistrasse competition consitutes an exception, as the project of Urs Primas for the 
Grünwald competition (2005) or finally certain projects – the Frei & Gubler proposal 
for Rautistrasse is also one of them – where a sequence of interior views are lined up 
in order to offer an overall aspect of the apartment’s interior scope of view. In the 
first case, the UNDEND project, a part of the housing unit is presented in everyday 
use, which begins to tell a story about dwelling and enlivens the concept. It seems, 
in a sense, to be making an extra step towards the translation, which Rykwert was 
commenting. The imagination of the viewer is further triggered; he may begin to 
imagine a sequence of everyday life. This is the story also for our second example, 
where the architect chooses to offer a perspective image of the project’s interior 
courtyard during two different seasons of the year: suddenly, the architectural project 
acquire life in the conscience of its viewers; trees bloom, the sky brightens and the 
building changes its colours accordingly. In the third case, the viewer is actually 
“transported” in the apartment’s interior. The range of the offered view corresponds 
to a sequence that one could only acquire by actually, literally wandering his eyes in a 
materialised interior.

About a contemporary domestic architectural “iconography”

Contemporary architectural production, especially to what concerns buildings of 
particular public importance, disposes of a variety of representation techniques thanks 
mainly to the progress of Computer Aided Design, model making and photography. 
But in the field of housing, at least within local contexts, the media in which architects 
seek sufficient communication methods are usually more conventional and cover a 
less impressive range. Collective housing is nevertheless to a large extent responsible 
for nowadays landscape transformations, in relation with the phenomenon of urban 
sprawl or with disused parts of nowadays cities. Images related to the production of 
residential buildings – the striking majority of built environment, present a particular 
interest for understanding how man-made landscape, is perceived by architects, 
market investors and users.

In the framework of housing competitions these images become valuable sources of 
information for an additional reason: they speak of design priorities and represent 
what is considered as “innovative”, “desired”, “qualitative” but also “collective”, 
“private”, “shared”, “personalized” or “intimate”. Images produced by architects for 
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housing competitions, even if they are less “inventive” than they can usually be, when 
referring to buildings of international radiance, are directly related to the conception 
of built space. Being frequently the only channel of communication between the 
project’s author and the jury (or by extension the prospective client), architects have to 
present in a concise manner not only interior or exterior “landscapes” but also clearly 
“coloured” ambiances and spatial experiences. In need of being persuasive, they 
insist on what could be described or considered as “essential values” for the public, 
the users. It is not unusual or surprising that perspective snapshots of this kind, 
many times represent spatial elements or qualities that cannot yet be distinguished 
in the accompanying plans. Which are the recurrent qualities that the architects try 
to put forward for to capture the jury’s regard? Are there standard viewpoints and 
favourite “angles”, perspective or other views that appear over and over again in the 
participants’ boards? And finally are these images speaking of the everyday routine or 
of situations that seem less likely to be produced?

In this part we will try to trace principal characteristics indicative of the contemporary 
tendencies of the Swiss architectural conception and of the housing market’s 
nowadays priority “values”. We will not be particularly preoccupied by the 
representation levels distinguished before, conclusions must be considered as the 
fruit of information coming from all possible, already described sources. The two 
representation levels were used as a framework set up to draw the reader’s attention 
to the fact that this research cannot pretend an exhaustive exactness, that would 
normally spring from a systematic study focusing on statistical data. Our remarks are 
based on a general appreciation of the available material, which we think corresponds 
to a relatively reliable sample, thanks not only to extended research with regard to the 
2008 publication, but also to contacts and interviews made more recently in various 
parts of Switzerland. 

What principally interest us are the questions architects mainly choose to affront 
by their proposals. It is contemporary architectural problematic to what concerns 
domestic environments of collective character that we want to detect and of which we 
try to make the outline. Nor will we linger on the question of whether these issues 
reflect primarily desires of the competitions’ organizers or of the architects themselves. 
It is, in any case, difficult to believe that a definite answer to that question is possible. 
Only partial observations may be noted down, as this architectural era cannot be 
any different from the others and the formation of a hegemonic architecture – where 
hegemonic is understood as this period’s leading architectural idiom – must be equally 
due to combined regulatory forces. 

What interests us here is to set up a basis for a contemporary iconography of the 
domestic. How is the term iconography defined? In international bibliography, 
iconography describes not only the study of a group of images but also the group of 
images itself391. In this chapter we wish to focus not only on the objects the selected 

391  In greek “εικονογραφία” [ikonografia] means the art of pictorial representation of religious subjects 
and figures, as well as the group of this art’s products, see Triantafyllidis Dictionary online, last viewed 
on 21 October 2010, <http://www.komvos.edu.gr/dictionaries/dictonline/dictonlinetri.htm>. Similar are 
the interpretations of the word in other European languages, deriving from the original Greek version. 
See Cambridge Dictionaries Online, last viewed on 21 October 2010, <http://dictionary.cambridge.org/
dictionary/british/iconography>: “Iconography: the use of images and symbols to represent ideas, or the particular 
images and symbols used in this way by a religious or political group, etc.” and Oxford Dictionaries online, last 
viewed on 21 October 2010, <http://oxforddictionaries.com/view/entry/m_en_gb0398020#m_en_gb0398020>: 
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representations depict, but also to these representations themselves, hoping to draw 
more general conclusions in relation with prevalent ideas in the field of collective 
housing in our days and in the framework we have defined392. We are interested in 
the intention of drawing, according to Rykwert who emphasizes on the “statement 
of intention towards some artefact other than itself”393 that the drawing expresses. To 
conclude, our analysis of competition images in this chapter has the objective to detect 
the architects’ intentions in order to reveal the specific visions of “home” proposed 
within the competition framework394. This last seems to be a particularly fertile ground 
for such a kind of investigation395.

Tools for building-up a domestic iconography in the framework of 
collective housing competitions

Rose Gillian in her well-known work Visual methodologies396 proposes five basic 
parameters for a compositional interpretation of images that can be applied, according 
to her, on different types of images, such paintings or “moving” images/videos, etc. 
These are:

The  – content, associated in our case to the represented spaces

The  – colours used and their different interpretations

The  – spatial organisation, which depends primarily on chosen geometrical 
perspectives  

The  – light having a direct influence to colours and created impressions

“Iconographie : études des diverses représentations, figurées d’un sujet; ensemble de ces représentations”. Also Robert 
Paul, Petit Robert. Dictionnaire alphabétique et analogique de la langue Française, Dictionnaires Le Robert, Paris, 
1987: “Iconographie : Étude méthodique des représentations plastiques (peintures, sculptures, gravures) d’un sujet 
donné (personne, époque, thème, symbole, lieu, civilisation, religion), avec leurs sources, leurs significations et leur 
classement ; Ensemble de ces représentations, répertoriées et classées; ouvrage qui les contient ; Images et illustrations 
d’une publication.”

392  This is the case with both of the bibliographic references that are principally mentioned. Rykwert points 
out in the beginning of his lecture that “In the era of paperless office, which the computer has introduced, the place 
of the drawing in the creation of buildings seems to […] require renewed and close attention.” (Rykwert Joseph, 
“Translation and / or Representation”, op. cit.). Equally it is noted in the Blau and Kaufman publication: “The 
exhibition invites viewers to look not only through these representations to the objects they depict but also at thee 
representations themselves and the ways in which they convey information, ideas, and attitudes about architecture.” 
(Blau & Kaufmann, op. cit., p. 13, emphasis according to the original)

393  Rykwert, op. cit., p. 2.

394  Regarding this remark see Evans Robin, “Architectural Projection” in Blau, op. cit., pp. 19-20: “We are 
now witnessing a critical pincer movement that is at once more aware of, more wary of, and more interested in the 
active part played by the images on either side of architecture. The modish thing to do would be to argue that, in this 
expanding field of projections and  images, the building itself has no special priority; […]”

395  Bassin argues that the competition system was the one responsible for the evolution of style in 19th 
century England: “In the best-run contests everything possible was done to eliminate all factors except drawing. […] 
It is not surprising that elaborate rules about the size and nature of the drawings became part of the competition codes 
of the nineteenth century. […] The preoccupation with drawing, of course, encouraged the emphasis on style which was 
such an important aspect of Victorian architecture. It is here that the competition system may be regarded as a force 
which inhibited the development of a progressive modern style in English public building.” See Bassin, op. cit., p. 17.

396  Gilian Rose, Visual Methodologies, SAGE, London, 2001.
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The image’s “ – feeling” or expressive content, a less precise parameter from the 
point of view of methodology.

In the following we will use the described values to address the question of defining 
a competition iconography, as outlined before. As we have already mentioned we will 
associate the content of the represented images not so much with the specific elements 
that dress up the image but mostly with the kind of space illustrated: collective 
exterior or interior, circulation zone of the building or the apartment, living space of 
the apartment or its more intimate areas, bedrooms, multifunctional rooms, kitchen, 
entrances, etc. As for the rest, we are particularly interested in the last parameter, the 
expressive content of the proposed images; it is mostly in relation with that factor that 
a number of competition perspectives have been chosen and will be subsequently 
analysed.

Roland Barthes, in his meticulous analysis of an advertisement image397, defines three 
kinds of messages emanating from the pictorial framework: 

The  – linguistic message, related to the accompanying text, printed over, under or 
in the picture and itself two-fold (denotational – connotational)

The  – denoted message, otherwise the literal, non-coded iconic message that is 
based on direct perception and on the represented objects’ quasi-tautological 
value (for example, a couch is a couch, an object to sit on and relax – Barthes 
notes that this “is a matter of an almost anthropological knowledge”)

The  – connoted or coded iconic message, a symbolic message based on the viewer’s 
cultural knowledge.

The two last levels of interpretation are not separated in reality since “the literal 
message appears as the support of the ‘symbolic’ message”398. It is important though for 
to understand the logic of competing architects and their principal concerns, while 
designing housing forms that the attractive scenes proposed to the competitions’ 
organizers make reference to specific cultural values brought forward by a whole set 
of contributing social factors.

Regarding Content: the predomination of the collective over the 
intimate

The large majority of competition images focus on exterior spaces of the proposed 
compositions. This could be considered as something evident since emphasis is given, 
in the competition briefs, on their formation as prerequisite of the best solution; but 
what about the rest of the program’s usual evaluation points? Are they put equally 
forward by the architects? For example, functionally “neutral rooms” destined to 
serve various purposes, are also a common expectation of the investors, as these are 
formulated in competition programs. Although architects do seem to respond to these 
demands regarding apartment typologies, and actually sometimes emphasize on their 
corresponding solutions by proposing additional texts or explanatory diagrams, they 
do not often provide three-dimensional representations of such required spaces. In 
fact, any perspective images of more private rooms or of connecting spaces, such as 

397  “Rhetoric of the Image”, pp. 32-51 in Barthes Roland, Image, Music, Text, Fontana Press, London, 1977.

398  Ibidem
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corridors and halls, between the unit’s collective sphere and its more intimate part are 
rather scarce. This observation can only point to an increased interest for the design 
of exterior spaces, which is not only dictated by the investors’ demands but also 
motivated by the authors themselves. In the following we will examine firstly three-
dimensional representations concerning the collective sphere of the ensemble, and then 
we will focus to images dealing with the “collective” or “shared” realm of the housing 
unit itself.

The kinds of exterior spaces that seem privileged by the architects’ representations are 
taken into consideration is quite characteristic. They appear interested in representing 
“enclosed” exterior spaces of a kind of private and at the same time public, quality. 
In that sense, the design of exterior spaces continues in accordance with urban space 
values re-examined in the end of the nineteen seventies, where the “public” seeks to 
be re-invented in a more human scale399. This time though, the authors of the project 
usually do not reach with their drawing pens further than the interstitial collective 
spaces of their complex or its immediate surroundings. One would say that architects 
– and maybe investors – remain conscious of their “influential” range, abandoning 
definitively the logic of large-scale architectural gestures. 

It would not be particularly useful to provide an endless list of projects characterised 
by the proposed perspective views of exterior spaces. It would be, indeed, quite an 
easy task. We will restrict our analysis to the presentation of three projects, each one 
illustrating an exterior collective space of a different degree of intimacy, adopting a 
hue of distinct intensity regarding its public character. Their immediate juxtaposition 
seems more instructive as to the points already made. All three of them are quite 
evocative of the hypothesis that a large majority of contemporary projects base their 
principal landscaping concept to a relatively new perception of the public as “shared”, 
potentially “tamed” and why not, “interiorised” space, a kind of “hidden Eden” in a 
context of “controlled urbanity”.

The first two cases issued from the Katzenbach (Zurich-Seebach, 2003) and the Volta 
Mitte competition (Basel, 2005). Both of the projects in question, the first by the 
architects Althammer & Hochuli and the second by Buchner, Bründler and Komai, 
have been commented in the 2008 publication and will not be presented here in detail 
here. In the first case, the cooperative Glattal aimed to the construction of a large 
number of apartments in several phases, while in the second case, a joint architects/
investors competition was organized by the Cantonal Administration of the City 
of Basel in order to complete a characteristic triangular-shaped block in a city area 
neighbouring with the Novartis campus and located close to St-Johann’s train station400. 

399  “The town square, public space par excellence, forgotten or dismissed as left-over space until recently, when it has 
emerged in architectural discourse as a fundamental instrument for the reconquest of the city.” And: “Most of the 
projects which deal with public spaces contain more or less explicit historical references such as the square, the street, 
and the arcade. Some, however, propose new types, as in Portzamparc’s and Benamo’s scheme for the existing square in 
the La Roquette competitions, in which they surrounded its periphery with housing, enclosing the square to turn 
it into a private/public garden.” And finally: “A response to the ecological demand for more greenery appears in 
most competitions entries. Many of these schemes avoid open deserts (designated so often as “green spaces”) by seeking 
reciprocal relations between building materials and vegetation, creating urban gardens based on historical models, … 
or even going so far as to faithfully copy them, […]” in Deshouliéres Dominique, “Architectural Competitions in 
France: A comparative analysis” in AD Profiles n.15, Architectural Design vol. 48, n. 8-9, 1978, p. 18 (emphasis 
added by author).

400  For more details see chapter 2 and the part about the Christ & Gatenbein VoltaMitte project.
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Althammer & Hochuli – Katzenbach competition, 
site plan (1:5000) and perspective images
(source: Althammer & Hochuli)
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The Katzenbach competition dealt also with the question of re-evaluating the site 
along the little stream running to the north of the ground, and creating at its front an 
attractive urban park. 

Althammer & Hochuli proposed a series of polygonal courtyards of rounded angles 
that seemed to float in the site and turn slightly deformed while interacting with one 
another. Apart from a peaceful perspective image, featuring the entire urban park, 
filled with happily employed in their leisure users – joggers, children playing football 
on the lawn and under the shade of high trees, mothers walking their babies, elderly 
going to shopping and couples street-watching by their balconies – the authors of the 
project proposed a perspective image of the interior courtyard. The viewer is this time, 
almost “contained” in the image, situated as it seems to one of the four angles of the 
courtyard and with the two converging sides closing up on his spot. The effect of the 
“enclosed” space is accentuated by the regularity of the slightly protruding floor slabs, 
and their emphasized by the rounded angles continuity, as well as by the fact that 
although various entrance points may be distinguished in the courtyard’s periphery, 
only the blue, almost cloudless sky, strikes as an apparent optical issue. The viewer 
seems to be standing in the first floor gallery, watching the children playing happily in 
the interior: a scene of familiar, well-arranged domestic environment. 

In the second case, the character of the courtyard proposed in the interior of the 
urban block seems more close to the scale of the urban park featured by Althammer 
& Hochuli outside of their project’s interior courts. Elements of a large-scale, as well 
as of a smaller courtyard, seem merged in this image. A lively, vivid court, where 
children can play safely and where the viewer seems once more to take part, protected, 
as it seems, under magnificent trees. The more “urban” scale of the illustration 
is pointed out also by the fact that the authors chose to present also the part of the 
block where the new construction “touches” the existing one. Thus the particular still 
is further more symbolising the reconciliation and co-existence of the past and the 
new; the architects aim to constructing in continuation of the existing, revitalising and 
renovating its essential qualities. The colours used in the case of the Althammer & 
Hochuli project are matte, of mild contrasts while in the second the brightness of the 
light and the, thus issued, intensity of the trees’ green foliage, underline the animated, 
lively character of the “protected” plaza.

The last project that will retain our attention here is the winning proposal for the 
Avenue de Morges competition in Lausanne (2008), designed by the architectural 
office Fruehauf, Henry & Viladoms (Basel). This time the competition was organized 
for a part of the urban tissue characterised by heterogeneity and one of the immediate 
requirements was the densification of the area. In Lausanne, the construction rules 
are more restricting, in terms of distances and building heights, than the framework 
normally defined in the German-speaking part (where exceptions in building 
regulations are often envisaged for ensembles of large scale). Thus, it is important for 
the architects to show that they sufficiently understand the character of the context, 
and that their proposal may thus be well integrated. 

From the seven presentation boards submitted, the last one was entirely reserved to 
two exterior perspectives: the first one featuring the complex from the “outside” and 
the second revealing its interior ambiance. Four polygonal blocks following roughly 
the plot’s outline retreat in the middle of the grounds to form a private piazza, a space 
that seems mostly reserved to the people inhabiting the complex, which is “described” 
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Buchner, Bründler & Komai – Volta Mitte competition, 
perspective image of the courtyard
(source: Buchner & Bründler)
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Fruehauf, Henry & Viladoms – Avenue de Morges 
competition, perspective images
(source: City of Lausanne)
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Ernst, Niklaus, Fausch – Härdli Areal competition, 
site plan, section and perspective images
(source: hochparterre n. 12, 2008, pp. 22-23)
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like a kind of oasis proposing an element of surprise, in the urban tissue. The order of 
the images and the contrast between the grey and monotonous façades of the new, as 
of the existing in the neighbourhood buildings, with the verdant environment of the 
complex’s middle space, both contribute to enhancing the impression of a reserved 
space. In the first perspective, some of the trees’ foliage is barely distinguishable in 
what seems like a narrow passage on one side of the street. Surprise, for the wandering 
city visitor, comes once he has passed through this point and has discovered the 
hidden green plaza; this turns a key composition element of the project as well of 
the three-dimensional representation images. The strong contrast between bright and 
dark zones of the illustrations is another: the blue sky indicates that the images refer 
to daytime scenes, while the contrast between light and shadow is so strong that 
would better correspond to a night scene. Once more an “interiorised” exterior space 
is put forward: this time, while children are still playing on the grass and people lay 
peacefully under the trees, a dramatic effect is sought. The almost nocturnal lighting 
accentuates the voids of the urban tissue and alludes to the, almost private garden’s 
existence.

At this point, it would be worth commenting on one last project that illustrates even 
better the interest of the architects well-delimitated open spaces for the new complexes; 
it suggests regrouping four rectangular blocks, of varying length and height, around 
a large central garden, linking them by means of a continuous boundary wall. It 
is a proposal submitted by the bureau Ernst Niklaus Fausch Architekten during the 
restricted competition for the Härdli area in the Neuenhof community, Aargau (2008). 
This competition was part of a series of procedures (parallel study commissions) 
organized by the Canton’s Department of Constructions, Transport and Environment, 
for five different locations401, with the participation each time of three invited 
architectural bureaus. The fact that the other two architectural firms competing in the 
Härdli procedure, offered completely different type of urban forms (with Graber and 
Pulver choosing the hybrid mat buildings presented in the corresponding chapter, and 
Team Stoos Architekten proposing seven high-rise buildings with relatively reduced 
footprint on the grounds) proves that the competition’s program was of a large enough 
range to leave free choice to the architects as to their urban design, turning thus Ernst 
Niklaus Fausch’s particular choice even more significant. With respect to this last, 
once more the juxtaposition of two perspective images, the one illustrating the “within 
the gates” situation and the other the surrounding landscape is quite evocative as to 
the architects’ intentions. In the external perspective, trees are represented along the 
river bank following the bicycle lane that boards the river but the immediate green 
zone around the complex is covered by growing, wild grass; people in motion – 
jogging or riding bicycles – complete the scene. Within the complex’s gates however, 
it is a well-arranged garden that is presented, a garden where people can stand and 
talk or contemplate from the balconies the nicely ordered “paradise”; fruit trees and 
meadows and a swimming pool find their place in this central green “island” while 
over the flat rooftops of the complex’s lower east building – composed by 5-room, 
three-storey high row houses – the green outline of the surrounding hills accentuates 
the autonomous and isolated character of the internal open space. In a section, the 

401  The following locations were assigned: Baslerstrasse in Laufenburg, Luwa-Areal in Muri, Härdli in 
Neuenhof, Bürstenfabrik Walther in Oberentfelden, Untere Vorstadt in Zofingen. For additional details see 
“Ein Wettbewerb für fünf Orte: Auf Wohnungssuche im Aargau” (“A competition for five sites: Searching 
Housing in Aargau”) in hochparterre n. 12, 2008, p. 7.
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boundary wall is shown acquiring almost the complete height of the ground floor 
that is praised by the jury “Mit einer Mauer umschlossen definiert er [dieser Garten] den 
privaten Aussenraum der Bewohner und das Zentrum der Anlage. Er steht für das Besondere, 
das Einmalige und Neuartige dieser Beabuung.”402 Even if the danger of creating a sort of 
“gated community” is pointed out403, the project was recommended for realization by 
the group of experts.

Regarding light, two characteristic cases

The Althammer and Hochuli project for the Sandfelsen competition

For the architects Althammer & Hochuli in their project for Sandfelsen competition, 
the light used in three-dimensional representations, not only of interior but also for 
exterior spaces, becomes a kind of rhetoric strategy that comes as complimentary piece 
of evidence for desired ambiances described in the images’ accompanying text. It is 
a dazzling summer light that transforms the spaces and creates a blurring effect to 
the elements defining the rooms. The season’s choice is evident as the authors show a 
kind of yellowish low herb that covers the ground and wheat, of medium height. But 
in the interior perspective something else is added as a rhetoric argument: the way the 
light in the interior perspective is reflected on the glowing parquet floor, uniform and 
continuous for the flat’s interior and exterior space. The objects’ contours seem diluted 
by the lighting conditions, forming a strong contrast with the sharpness of the floor’s 
boards. This impression is much stronger on the white walls of the image. There the 
edges get fainter as the contour of the building shown in the background. 

On the whole, we can speak of an image characterised by a romantic sentimental, 
poetic approach that surely embellishes the kind of domestic life inspired in its 
interior; moreover so, because the building’s exterior façade does not seem the fruit 
of exhaustive study, as not many details are provided. This is of course, something 
to be taken into consideration. The architects note: “Wohnzimmer, Wohnküche und ein 
Zimmer öffnen sich auf den gemeinsamen Balkon und erweitern so die Wege und Abläufe 
in der Wohnung, vor allem im Sommer.”404 And they continue: “Die Entwicklung des 
Wohnungsgrundrisses über die Diagonale ermöglicht seine Anwendung sowohl für die Nord/
Süd- als auch für die Ost-/West-Ausrichtung der Gebäude.”405 Incidentally, they further 
insist on the diagonal unravelling of the plan and the idea of a fluid domestic space, 

402  Extract “Die andere Gartenstadt” from the competition’s jury report in hochparterre n. 12, 2008, p. 22: 
“Surrounded by a wall, [this garden] defines the private outdoor space of the residents and the center of the ensemble. 
It stands as a special, unique and novel element of this development.” (author’s translation)

403 “Es besteht jedoch die Gefahr, dass durch die Bildung einer Enklave im Siedlungsgefüge eine soziale Abschottung, 
ein <Resort> oder eine <gated community>, entsteht und die ursprüngliche Idee des kollektiven Gartenraumes 
abschwächt. Dabei stellt sich die Frage, welche Qualität die Siedlung an die Öffentlichkeit geben will und kann.”, 
ibidem. (“However, there exists the danger that by forming an enclave in the form of a complex, social isolation, a 
<Resort> or <gated community> is created, and the original idea of the collective garden space is weakened. This raises 
the question of what quality this settlement will, and can, give to the public.” — author’s translation)

404 See Althammer & Hochuli, Projektwettbewerb Areal «Sandfelsen», presentation board n. 1, under the title 
“Spezifische Wohnformen”: “Living room, kitchen and another room open up onto the collective balcony and thus 
expand the trajectories and itineraries of the apartment, notably during the summer.“ (author’s translation)

405 Ibidem: “The diagonal distribution of the apartment plan makes possible its use both for the northsouth and the 
east / west orientation of the building.“ (author’s translation)
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Althammer & Hochuli – Sandfelsen competition, 
apartment plan (1:500) and perspective images
(source: Althammer & Hochuli)
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a concept commented in another chapter: “Die Besonderheit der Wohnungstypologie 
liegt in der kontinuierlichen Reihung von Diele, Wohnküche, Wohnzimmer und Balkon 
zu einer gestaffelten, grosszügig wirkende Raumfigur. Die gegenseitigen Versätze zonieren 
die verschiedenen Nutzungsbereiche. Aus diesem offenen Binnenbereich werden auch 
die Individualräume erschlossen. Das Wohnzimmer liegt mit einem vorgeschalteten, 
langgestreckten Balkon in der Gebäudeecke und ermöglicht mehrseitige Ausblicke und 
Durchblicke auf die gartenartige Umgebung. [...] Dem Wohnzimmer ist ein zuschaltbares 
Zimmer zugeordnet. Trotz der Beschränkung der Wohnungsgrösse entsteht so eine beachtliche 
Weiträumigkeit und Flexibilität in der Bespielung der Wohnung.”406 A flowing, “happy” 
light is therefore used to accentuate the main concept of the apartment’s interior 
organisation logic.

The whole image emanates, as the one we will comment immediately afterwards, 
an aura of “newness”, presents an impressive, brand new, domestic milieu. In her 
work Architecture and Rhetoric407, where the subject of architectural representation is 
examined in the framework of Oslo competitions during the crucial period between 
1939 and 1997, Elisabeth Tostrup questions the issue of “newness as goodness” 
discussing the “new”, defended and produced by a constant belief in progress in 
Western culture (since 17th and 18th c.), in relation with the “old”. She argues that 
in the after-war years the dominant tendency was “to eradicate the old”408 while in 
the following two decades new buildings were represented “in co-existence with the 
old”409.  Could the argument of the “new” be decisive for the production of housing 
space nowadays? It would certainly be in accordance with the search for innovation: 
innovation incorporates the notion of “new”, as ideas, techniques and practices, 
methods. But it would also be in accordance with the fact that a large percentage of 
housing competitions correspond to re-constructions: demolishing existing housing 
complexes (often dating from the fifties), that do not answer to nowadays standards 
and users’ needs – be it for their state and infrastructure, energy consuming or flat 
and room sizes – for to build brand new residential ensembles on their place. It is 
reasonable then to presume, that competition images are used to put forward the 
shining new character of the proposed spaces.

The new, luminous and private and the domestic adventure: the 
Mediterranean house

The same diffuse light is characteristic of the perspective images referring to exterior 
spaces of the unit produced by the architects Graber & Pulver for the Areal Härdli 
competition in Neuenhof, Aarau (2008). This project has been previously examined 

406 Ibid.: “The particularity of the apartment’s typology lies in the continuous suite of the hall, the kitchen, the 
living room and the balcony arranged into a stepped, generous spatial figure. Double-sided offsets organise in zones 
the different functions. Individual rooms also open up onto this internal area. The living room is situated, with 
an additional, elongated balcony, in the angle of the building and enables multiple exterior, clear views towards 
the arranged as garden surroundings. [...] The living room has a switchable room assigned. Despite the restricted 
apartment size, a considerable spaciousness and flexibility is created for the ‘fitting’ of the house.” (author’s 
translation)

407  Tostrup, op. cit.

408  See chapter “Newness as goodness: a story of discontinuity and contrasts”, ibidem, pp. 39-67.

409  Ibidem
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in another chapter for the interest of its morphologic characteristics410. The proposal 
was equally intriguing in terms of housing typology. Graber & Pulver are often 
preoccupied by the question of offering a large variety of housing guaranteeing each 
time a certain quality of living conditions and focus on devices associated to detached 
single-family houses. The Neuenhof complex is made up by three building bodies of 
singular morphology that lower their volumes toward the river, where better views 
towards the riverbank are to be found. The first part of these construction bodies is 
composed by a series of row duplexes, which also support different housing types 
depending on the number of levels – taking into consideration the ground’s inclination, 
or different house sizes and other organization principles. Thus we find among these 
types: the atrium-house with one or two sunrooms (Sonnenzimmern), the three-level 
courtyard maisonette, the split-level courtyard maisonette, where the living suite is 
organized on split-levels around the internal courtyard of the housing unit, and finally 
a variety of single-level housing units that are disposed in the construction bodies’ 
extremities, closer to the river bank. 

The authors provide two perspectives, both of private exterior spaces. The first offers 
a direct view of the atrium in the house type with the atrium (from the exterior to 
the interior space) while the other captures a snapshot from the interior of the split-
level duplex towards the private patio. In the case of the Graber and Pulver Neuenhof 
project either, there can be no doubt of the season these snapshots are representing: the 
vividness of the colours, the clearness of the blue sky, only disrupted by some remotely 
represented, white little clouds, adding some well-counted adventure to the idyllic 
domestic environment, the bright orange fruits that are decorating the white surface 
of the veranda table, the contrasting green climbing plant and the small bush of an 
equally vivid-green in the terrace of the upper level, the white automated roman roof 
blinds proposed as awning for the patio, the discreetly shadowed interior space in the 
background with the slightly lifted curtain, offer an intense interpretation of a summer 
family scene. The children toys scattered around in the picture’s first plan, mostly 
the sentimentally charged wooden rocking horse, complete this idyllic, domestic, 
summer scene, from which only miss the users; same spirit reigning in the second 
representation, same glaring light and same long shadows indicating summer season 
stills. The authors note: “Die gewählte Volumetrie der Gebäudekörper und die vorgeschlagene 
Befensterung der Aussenfassaden streben nach Vereinheitlichung und Kompaktheit - ohne die 
Individualität der einzelnen Einheiten zu schwächen. Gesucht wird ein lichter, mediterraner 
Charakter der Anlage - weisse Hofhäuser im grünen Limmattal.”411 

Two are the basic ambiance elements emerging from the presentation as communication 
bases with the viewer: the season light that has been commented and the impression 
that we deal with a new (and most of all attractive) domestic environment that creates 
the impression of a single-family house space. The courtyard and the atrium seem 
completely isolated from other units and if it weren’t in each case for the party wall 
that remains inexpressive to the right of each photo we wouldn’t be able to guess that 

410  See chapter “Hybrid forms”.

411  Graber and Pulver, “Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau, Neuenhof, Areal Härdli”, presentation boards 
for the Neuenhof competition in Aarau (2008): “The chosen volumetric aspect of the buildings and the proposed 
fenestration of the exterior façades strive for standardisation and compactness – without weakening the identity of the 
separate entities. A lighter, mediterranean character is sought for the complex – white houses with courtyards in the 
green scenery of the Limmat.” (author’s translation)
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Graber & Pulver – Härdli Areal competition, 
axonometric plans of apartment types and 
perspectives 
(source: Graber & Pulver)
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we have to do with a row unit either. Let’s see what are the values brought forward 
by the authors in the rest of the explanatory text, included in the presentation boards; 
mostly expressive the part on the marketing strategy, indicative of the housing 
market’s tendencies and making clear the authors’ attitude: “Wir bieten Haushalten 
unterschiedlicher Grösse, in erster Linie aber Familien aus dem Mittelstand die Möglichkeit, 
in einem neuen Einfamilienhausquartier - fast auf dem Land, aber dennoch nicht abgelegen, 
sondern nahe der Stadt (Baden, Aarau, Zürich) und an zentraler Lage, direkt beim Bahnhof - in 
einer kleinen, architektonisch aussergewöhnlichen Siedlung mit hohem Identifikationspotential 
direkt am Wasser (Limmatufer, dass hier dank der Staustufe zum See wird) in einem eigenen 
Haus, bzw. in einer eigenen Wohnung individuell und zurückgezogen, in Ruhe und für sich 
allein, aber eingebettet in einer Nachbarschaft unter lauter seinesgleichen zu leben (‹leben und 
leben lassen›) und den Traum von den eigenen vier Wänden zu verwirklichen.”412 

“Live and let live” continues to be the golden slogan for nowadays society, the 
possibility for middle-class users to live in a “green” suburban environment without 
being away from the city, staying in a place characterised from a density close to the 
urban tissue but with a clearly different quality of life in neighbourhood with other 
users of the same life dream but with the possibility to take their desired distances, 
because as said: “Es sind Menschen, die gute Beziehungen mit den Nachbarn haben wollen 
(man macht auch einmal etwas gemeinsam), aber ebenso genügend Distanz suchen (man will 
nicht alles gemeinsam machen), […]”413 and because: “Über allem steht der Wunsch nach 
einem hohes Mass an ‹Privacy› (keine Einsicht in die individuellen Aussenräume).”414 

This is also a project searching for poetic, almost onirical values of the house in the 
background of “shared” housing and collective estates. One of the main elements 
of the plan brought forward is its vertical development. This is especially legible in 
the second perspective, presenting the house type where a difference of levels is 
introduced between living space and kitchen: apart from the stairs corresponding to 
this split level, there are also an interior staircase in the background and an additional 
stair in the courtyard providing directly access to the terrace in the upper floor; an 
allusion to the kind of ascension and adventure that add for Bachelard415 its meaning 
to the notion of “foyer” and that allow for the human beings to create souvenirs and 
cultivate the sense of belonging to their home, is offered.

412  Zeugin Peter (Zeugin Gölker, Immobilienstrategien), ibidem: “We offer to households of varying sizes, but 
primarily to middle-class families, the possibility to live in a new single-family district – almost in the country but 
still not remoted, close to the city (Baden, Aarau, Zurich), and in a central location, directly by the train station – in 
a small, architecturally extraordinary estate with high identification potential directly by the water (the riverbank of 
the Limmat that becomes here, thanks to the barrage, a lake) in their own house, or rather in their own, individual and 
secluded apartment, calm and isolated, but embedded in a neighbourhood with people of their own kind (“live and let 
live”), and to realise the dream of their own four walls.” (author’s translation) 

413  Ibid.: “There are people that desire good relations with neighbours (to do sometimes something together), but seek 
equally sufficient distance (one does not want to do everything in company), […]" (author's translation)

414  Ibid.: “Most of all, there is the desire for high "privacy" standards (no views onto individual outdoor spaces)." 
(author's translation)

415  Bachelard, op. cit. See also similar interpretations in the work of Antonio Coderch by Pizza, op. cit.
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Made in – Avenue de Morges competition, 
presentation board n. 3
(source: City of Lausanne)
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Synthesis of interpretation parameters – representation “styles” and 
“expressive contents”

Although, the majority of projects seem to adopt a rather “litteral” or “naturalistic” 
representation style, in the following we examine a series of cases that seemed 
interesting, either because of their diverging style or because of the force of their 
expressive content.

Abstraction

The high-tech representation style

It seems only appropriate, after underlining the fact that architects’ representation 
techniques in the framework of collective housing competitions seem to become more 
and more homogeneous, adopting the same, standard ("faithful to reality") style, to 
talk of a particular case that seems proposing a slightly different concept. For this 
project by Made-in architects, seems innovative not only from the point of view of its 
morphological and typological elements but also because of the way its authors choose 
to bring forward its original character by a presentation of a rather “purified” style 
that reminds of technical drawings, while almost completely dismissing a housing 
project’s emotional charge. The study of the project in the present analysis aims to 
prove that, despite the usual routine, distinct, engaging techniques do find their ways 
to competition procedures.

Made-In is a young architectural bureau (founded 2003) based in Geneva; the project 
we are interested in, was a proposal for the Avenue de Morges competition organised by 
the City of Lausanne, in 2008, one of the six reaching final assessment. The competition 
was part of the program “3000 apartments” established by the City in 2005 and aiming 
to reduce the housing problem within the city’s limits. One of its main objectives was 
the densification of the designated area, but this time the housing to be constructed 
was not subject to subsidies – as in many cases in city-driven tender procedures in the 
French-speaking part of Switzerland – and therefore answered to relatively elevated 
standards of surfaces and overall living quality. Nevertheless, it was important for 
the city services, that the new complex proposed various housing types, capable of 
addressing and attiring a mixed public of users. 

Made-in answered to the densification issue and the fragmented character of this 
district’s urban tissue, by a residential block – organised around an interior court – 
occupying maximum possible surface in the plot, with a, boarded by green surfaces 
of private gardens, perimeter. They also choose to maintain as part of their design 
the existing garage on the west side of the grounds, arranging in its large hall, two-
room housing units destined to various generations and user profiles416. In the large 
block, the majority of the apartments arranged in seven floors – four typical levels, an 
extra one in retreat with regard to the building’s exterior volume and two ultimate 

416  “Nous avons donc fait le choix à priori de construire le plus grand objet possible (36mx36m) pour obtenir la 
densification maximale de la surface bâtie. Ensuite, nous avons décidé de conserver les éléments existants qui permettent 
une meilleure solution du point de vue urbanistique que s’ils étaient détruits et remplacés : le volume historique du 
garage le long de la rue Couchirard et à l’angle de l’Avenue de Morges. Ainsi, nous associons deux objets de taille 
suffisamment importante pour définir le bloc parcellaire comme une entité urbaine non morcelée au sein du tissu 
existant.” See Made-in Architects, first presentation board by the motto “230926”, Concours – Avenue de 
Morges.
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levels, hosting duplex apartments – correspond to typologies of extremely generous 
(104 m2) two-room apartments or other types reaching up to five-room units of 167 m2. 
Normally each of these flats takes up almost the entire length of one side of the block, 
but also disposes another façade to the adjacent side in the angle, acquiring thus the 
possibility of varied views. Every room of the apartment has a double orientation to 
the exterior space of the block and to the interior space of the central courtyard. The 
interior outline of the building is strikingly different from its exterior perimeter, made 
up from protrusions and retreats of every flat’s various functional parts – narrow 
passages, bathrooms and entrance balconies. The exterior façades reserve no surprises 
of this kind, built as continuous uninterrupted fronts, except for the varied sizes of 
their openings and their irregular arrangement.

Except for the first presentation board, where some text is included almost as a 
"manifesto" and where the upper part of the board is taken up by the proposal’s site 
plan, the rest of the panels, of portrait layout, illustrate a strict tripartition. The upper 
part is always occupied by an almost diagrammatic perspective drawing, while in 
the middle part a new floor plan is each time completed by an explanatory diagram, 
concerning the circulation logic and the apartment types included on this floor. In the 
lower zone, sections, façades or details of the existing building’s arrangement wrap 
up the project’s presentation. The proposal is illustrated in strictly black and white 
colours; dotted or black-dashed line hatches are used as elementary shading not for 
the façades, but exclusively for the axonometric drawing. This last is completely 
isolated from the context. Although the architects make allusions to the existing 
tissue, to justify their concept, no hint of this tissue is provided in their unique three-
dimensional representation. 

Moreover, and despite the fact that the proposed apartment typology is quite singular 
– diminution of circulatory surfaces and obligatory passage, for example from the 
kitchen to reach the kids’ rooms, entrance organised as an oval-shaped, “bourgeois” 
distributing plateau, alternative vertical distributions by lift and staircases on different 
spots of the plan – the architects do not propose even a single perspective image of 
the interior. On the contrary, sufficient labelling is provided on the plan by text for 
the distinct parts of the apartments, while even the proposal’s motto, “230926”, seems 
determined to maintain the strictly “technical” character of the project, as if more 
probable to convince of its validity. Finally, no hint regarding the houses’ ambiances 
is given, as if to insinuate that the project was issued by purely scientific thinking and 
almost a kind of sentimental “detachment”. 

“Flexibility” and a comeback of the seventies

This example, designed by UNDEND & SAND architects for the Rautistrasse 
competition, was first presented in our 2008 publication; it will be examined in 
detail also in relation with another interesting parameter concerning his conceptual 
elaboration in the final chapter of this work. For now, a certain aspect of the second 
phase project, emphasizing to a newly-perceived notion of flexibility. 

The plan is organized around a solid core, where the bathroom and the WC are 
arranged along with the kitchen bench and its respective equipment. This is a cellule 
centrally located, placed a bit off centre and facilitating the distribution of the available 
space to two to four other private rooms, that are partly isolated from the larger 
common living suite of the apartment, by means of light partitions and incorporated 
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UNDEND & SAND, Rautistrasse competition, site plan (1:5000), perspectives 
featuring the loggia’s “living cycle”and floor plan (1:500); top right: La casa 
adatta, Ponti (1956), plan; photo and apartment type from a more recent 
example, Duinker & Torre, Dapperbuurt housing, Amsterdam, 1989
(source: UNDEND; Licitra Ponti, Gio Ponti, London, 1990; Pisos Piloto, 
Barcelon, 1997)
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closets. Along with the hall/antechamber of the main entrance a free circulation space 
is created around this solid core. Particular emphasis is given to the situation created 
in the angle, where the exterior space of the unit, a spacious loggia taking advantage 
from various views to the surroundings, is organized. The two sides that “separate” 
and at the same time "unify" the loggia with the living suite, are made by movable 
glass partitions that offer the possibility to open up in part or entirely, the interior 
space to the exterior. 

A series of characteristic three-dimensional representations illustrate the premises 
of the particular concept. These images as well as the rest of the three-dimensional 
pictures proposed by the group are of particularly vivid colours. Besides the whole 
complex is designed in a vivid red colour that has required some special research on 
the architects’ part (as to teh realisation proposal) and aims to creating a special image 
for the neighbourhood in the future. In the series of images mentioned before, the 
logic of the arrangement is presented and the two partitions are showed unfolded, in 
distinct possible positions. The aesthetic of the images is quite cold, accentuated by 
the impression of the represented device; trying to liberate views from the inside to 
the best possible degree, the architects create entirely glazed surfaces extending to the 
whole room’s height (characteristic also for the entire façade and the vertical window 
band arranged in the angle of the building). The images produced are “prismatic”, 
with vivid colours and clear contours, surfaces meddling in the viewer's eye, that need 
to be looked more closely to reveal their veritable content and remain nevertheless 
quite diagrammatic. The furniture is also of a nineteen seventies' aesthetic that recalls 
housing schemes emphasizing on the concept of flexibility, with the use of mobile 
partitions. 

What is interesting in relation with this interpretation is that the kind of flexibility 
associated here with the movable partitions around the loggia, does not emphasise 
on a notion of "easily-changed", capable of serving modified needs, space, but on 
the possibility of a freer, fluider circulation around the solid core of the plan, that 
creates alternative trajectories and variety in living experience. The authors write on 
this subject: “Die Loggia funktioniert im neuen Grundriss als Bindeglied für die gesamte 
Wohnung. Durch eine zweiseitige Öffnung der Faltwand wird der Kern mit den Badezimmer 
und der Küche freigespielt und ein Rundlauf grosszügigen Ausmasses entsteht. Dies begünstigt 
die freie Interpretierbarkeit der Wohnung. So kann beispielsweise dieses Zimmer nach Wegzug 
eines oder mehrerer Kinder dem Wohnbereich zugeordnet werden.”417 The architects' interest 
in the flexibility issue is not explicited; the term “flexibility” is not employed, instead 
the authors use the term “freie Interpretierbarkeit” (“free interpretability” of the unit). The 
project is in any case close to the logic of “movable walls”, first introduced by Gio 
Ponti in 1956 with his “House for four people”418 and then expanded in the concept of 
the “casa adatta” in 1970419, a proposal presented at Eurodomus 3 (pilot exhibition of 

417  Arge UNDEND SAND, “Überarbeitung Wohnsiedlung Rautistrasse August 2005” (under the heading 
“Wohnungen”), presentation boards, second stage of the Rautistrasse competition: "The loggia works in the 
new [second stage, abr nf] plan as a link for the entire apartment. Through a double-sided opening of the folding 
partition, the core with the bathroom and the kitchen is released, and a circular trajectory of generous dimensions is 
created. This favours the apartment's free "interpretability". Thus, for example, this room may be arranged as an issue 
for one or more children from the living area." (author's translation)

418  Gustau Gili Galfetti, op. cit., pp. 24-27.

419  Ponti Lisa Licitra, op. cit., pp. 248-249.
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the modern house), “an example of a non-Utopian way of creating a «large» dwelling in a 
«small» area”420.

The dense colour or coloured density

The project examined here was a proposal for the La Fontenette competition organised 
in Geneva in 2008 by the foundation Emma Kammacher, a not-for-profit organisation 
(Fondation immobilière de droit public) owning a piece of land in the southern periphery 
of Geneva, close to the Carouge cemetery and to the former industrial site of La Praille 
that has made, during these last few years, the object of several studies421.  This is a 
suburban part of the city’s tissue characterised by strong disparity. The competition 
aimed to the construction of a new residential complex that was to replace the 
existing ten residential slabs, constructed in the end of the nineteen fourties. Some 
communal spaces – common rooms for the neighbourhood, rooms for musical 
repetitions, administrative spaces, and spaces for the elderly – were also part of the 
program. The objective was, in the words of the organiser, to “conceive an «urbanity» 
and a new optimal living frame for the inhabitants”422 while at the same time constructing 
economic housing units, with regard to construction costs and with rent prices. The 
site disposed some significant landscape qualities with an important green surface 
toward its southern limit and the cemetery, and some unobstructed views towards the 
north, the river Arve and the hills of the opposite site. The competition presented also 
another particular characteristic: the jury report was a collection of several submitted 
projects, represented by their, reduced in scale, boards of presentation. The report 
was published in A3 format423, apparently the collection of A3 reductions, normally 
demanded by the participants. 

The proposal by the architect Philippe Meyer was one expressing strongly this idea of 
conferring to the site an “urban” character, by increasing the density of its occupation. 
A series of cluster buildings – eight in total – each time constituted by, from two to 
four partly attached residential blocks, corresponding to a height of four to seven 
storeys, are arranged in the plot. The “urban” quality of the complex is undoubtedly 
declared also by the regrouping of the blocks, creating among them interlocking, 
enclosed interstitial spaces, and by the regularity of the façade openings, almost all of 
them responding to the same pattern of a single tilt-and-turn window door. In the last 
board, the only one into which colours are allowed, three exterior perspectives and 
another perspective drawing – featuring mostly the complex’s volumetric treatment – 
are offered. The strong contrast between directly illuminated and shadowy building 

420  Ibidem.

421  Most important and maybe the one that has initiated an official discussion on the subject, the 
international competition of architecture and urbanism that the Swiss Federation of Architects (Section 
of Geneva) organized in 2005 under the title “Genève 2020”, on its own initiative, for the densification of 
the sector Praille-Vernets-Acacias. As we have seen in another chapter, this action was intended as a critic 
towards State’s passive attitude with respect to the field of urban design and planning.

422  Original text in French (Rappel des objectifs): “[…] concevoir une « urbanité » et un cadre de vie optimum pour 
les habitants” in the jury report  entitled Un habitat économique en milieu urbain – concours SIA La Fontenette, 
Fondation Immobilière de droit public Emma Kammacher, Genève, 2008.

423  It should also be noted that the A3 was the format chosen so far for other competitions conducted 
notably by the city of Geneva like the ones for the Place Neuve et the Place du Molard that were already 
mentioned.
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Philippe Meyer, project for the La Fontenette competition
(source: Un habitat économique en milieu urbain – Concours SIA 
La Fontenette, Fondation Immobilière de droit public Emma 
Kammacher, Genève, 2008)
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sides, as well as the strong contrast between the surfaces of the exterior walls and 
the glazed window openings – represented in tones of black – is only appropriately 
accompanied by the vivid orange and oil-green, animating the sky and the grounds. 
The range of greys in the picture is severely limited, even for the human figures, 
appearing to float in rather vague, plane, homogenously coloured zones. The images 
are overflowing with data, even if precisions on the imagined arrangement of the 
site are not particularly provided. But the elevated number of windows repeated in 
the façade, the number of buildings presented and, most of all, the fact that almost no 
clear perspective or focal point is suggested in none of these three “snapshots” of the 
complex’s life, give the impression not only of a condensed urbanity but almost of a 
“crowded” man-made landscape. 

Most of the few human figures presented are chopped by the picture’s outline. 
Combining the fact that the position of the viewer is not very well-defined – as is 
the case also with the human figures represented in the images – does not help the 
observer identify with the illustrated environment. The created “crowded” feeling 
is accentuated in the perspective image proposed at the bottom of the board as an 
additional explanation of the construction logic demonstrated mainly in the 1/20 
obligatory section. Once more, certain elements of the picture are cropped. No other 
colour but the already mentioned, reduced, scale of greys, is used. But what is more 
important, the image is totally occupied of the represented part of an exterior façade, 
the snapshot made by too close a distance to the wooden-cladded exterior wall, which 
is pierced by canonical window-doors. Even in the windows’ reflexions, no other 
elements than this hard, dark façade are implied; only some more similar austere fronts 
made by equally canonical banisters and windows... Une journée particulière seems to be 
a well-deserved motto for a project featuring mostly density’s hard-to-live part...

“Reconstruction” of ambiances

Back to the notion of comfort…

It would not have been possible to speak of the notion of house and the ideas 
expressed in current proposals issued from the field of collective housing, without 
addressing the subject of comfort, in the sense of a general well-being in the housing 
unit. When one speaks of comfort it is indispensable to clarify the concept implied, 
because of the matter’s complexity – the term comfort “incorporates many different layers 
of meaning – privacy, ease, convenience – some of which are buried deeper than others.”424 – 
and its various interpretations depending on distinct historical periods – “It is an idea 
that has meant different things in different times”425. Rybczynski goes as far as to speak 
of a “scientific” definition of comfort that takes into account only easily measurable 
aspects of the issue and is based more on the notion of discomfort, than that of actual 
comfort. In the nineteen fifties and sixties, the idea of comfort was strongly related to 
the notion of facilitating the domestic tasks by taking advantage of the technological 
progress concerning mainly the house's electrical equipment, but progressively it came 
to implying a general condition of well-being in the domestic ambiance, something 

424  Rybcynski Witold, Home: a short history of an idea, Penguin Books, New York, 1987 (first published in the 
USA by Viking Penguin, 1986), p. 230.

425  Ibidem, p. 231.
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:mlzd, Rautistrasse competition, perspective image; top right: 
Koenig, Case Study House n. 21, 1958 (photo: J. Shulman),
(source: :mlzd architects; Julius Shulman, Köln, 1998).
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presupposing a certain degreen of "cohesion" between the unit and its occupants. In an 
article relating the history of housing in France during the nineteen fifties, through the 
idea of comfort, it is noted: “Bref, le confort est une valeur récurrente vers laquelle converge 
la majorité des discours ; il dépasse désormais l’ancienne question des commodités et s’incarne 
dans la vision globale du logement confortable, entité complexé et productrice de bien-être, qui 
repose sur la parfaite adéquation de la famille moderne à son espace privé.”426 This is of course 
the era of the American ideal of domestic happiness, the era of what Beatriz Colomina 
calles “the Technicolor representation of everyday life”427: “Life itself is seen as a continuous 
advertisement for itself, with every citizen acting as if being filmed or about to be filmed.”428

Looking at some of the proposed competition images, one would say that the décor 
has not really changed all that much. The same “modern”, elegant interiors, floors, 
walls and ceilings in light homogenous colors, clearly defined geometrical planes, 
transparency and large-sized openings, unobstructed perspectives towards impressive 
exterior views. An illustrative example of this tendency, is provided by a perspective 
image, integrated in the presentation boards of the architects :mlzd for their proposal to 
the Rautistrasse competition in Zurich (2005). Transparency is not here understood as 
an inherent characteristic of the plan; light partitions do not make part of the proposal. 
But the architects aim to creating the impression of a large central space in every 
apartment and to do so, the separating, free-standing wall accommodating in part 
the kitchen’s equipment, is in a way “dematerialized” in the image, represented as a 
translucent element of distinct color. The kitchen wall is of course not the only “see-
through” part of the picture. Human figures are also semi-transparent, represented 
as floating over, or interwoven with the explicitly present furniture that reminds 
equally the lines of a nineteen fifties’ fashion – most of all the oval-shaped bulbs of 
the pendant lamps. The featured users are "fashionable" people, dressed nowadays not 
with elegant evening clothes, but displaying their "cool", stylish, street fashion / yuppie 
looks. Of course, kids are also present in the background: playing happily in the in-
between space from the kitchen’s wall towards the more intimate part of the house. 
Under the picture it is marked “Wohnung mit Stadtsicht”. And indeed the represented 
view of the city in the distance, recalls strongly the magnificent views visible from the 
huge openings of the American villas of the nineteen fifties and sixties, only this time 
the garden, offered as an immediate prolongation of the interior space, is replaced by 
a balcony, represented as slightly more spacious than it would seem in the plan and 
characteristically painted in green… The only thing missing seems to be the hint of 
the family’s independent transportation means, of the car as last member of the ideal 
family… If, to define more precisely the idea of a general well-being in the house 
we would think that: “[…] domestic comfort involves a range of attributes – convenience, 
efficiency, leisure, ease, pleasure, domesticity, intimacy, and privacy – all of which attribute to 
the experience; […]”429, then :mlzd's image proposes it all.

426  Engrand Lionnel, “Le « confort pour tous » : Une histoire du logement des années cinquante” in Cahiers 
de la recherche architecturale n. 38-39, 1996, p. 44.

427  Colomina Beatriz, Domesticity at war, Actar, Barcelona, 2006, p. 31.

428  Ibidem; see also on that subject the well-known publication Abalos Iñaki, La Buena Vida, Editorial 
Gustavo Gili, Barcelona, 2001.

429  Rybcynski, op. cit., p. 231.
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Bearth & Deplazes – Letzi competition, site plan (1:5000) and 
perspective images, top right: cover with a Valloton  painting of 
Eleb & Debarre's well known book on domestic architecture
(source: Bearth & Deplazes; Eleb Monique & Debarrre Anne, 
L'invention de l'habitation moderne : Paris 1880-1914, Hazan, Paris, 
1995)
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Domesticity and the regeneration of the bourgeois house

This is a proposal designed by the architects Bearth & Deplazes for the Letzi 
competition, organised in 2005 by a private investor,  and where the standards of the 
housing types were quite elevated (logement de luxe). It was question of building in 
a private green park where already existing buildings of relative architectural value, 
were to be preserved. Two predominant themes defined therefore the competition’s 
programmatic axis: designing units that could be integrated into a collective complex 
but would remain strongly characterised by their own, particular character, conferring 
and confirming a certain desired standard and affronting the question of living in a 
natural green park, preserving a direct link with this environment. The architects 
Bearth & Deplazes, awarded fourth prize in the procedure, proposed blocks of a 
particular shape, implanted into the park according a less inventive logic of staggered 
rows. The buildings are of a curved, almost oval plan that reacts to the natural 
ambiance of the park, by opening up all rooms equally to it. Its interior organisation 
manifests itself as a lot more rigid, being plainly divided in two, with a pair of housing 
units per floor, each a mirror offset on either side of the plan’s symmetry axis. The 
most interesting device of the plan, a terrace that opens up the twin apartments to 
the park, could reveal itself equally problematic in everyday use, apart the fact that it 
seems almost unacceptable if the set by the operation standards are considered, almost 
in an unacceptable with nowadays standards of vicinity manner, as exterior spaces of 
adjacent units dispose minimum protection of privacy. 

The three-dimensional images that the authors use for the illustration of their idea 
are interesting for three different reasons: first, the technique of representation itself, 
second, the space’s equipment – not only the proposed furniture and artwork but 
also the proposed colours – and third, the actual spatial devices there featured, all 
pointing to an architectural ambiance, characteristic of the end of nineteenth century, 
where “l’art de vivre” becomes one of domestic architecture’s main arguments. The two 
images, one of the interior and the other of an exterior aspect of the low block fading 
into the park, seem worked as pastel drawings, fact introducing a romantic aspect in 
the representation, compatible with the nostalgic nature of the rest of its characteristic 
elements; there is also the interior decoration of the home: furniture of a classical kind,  
French-style sofa and armchair, and the same type of dining table barely distinguished 
in the background, finally what seems like a Modigliani canvas over the fireplace. Most 
of all, the illustrated human figures, extremely vague but most characteristic because 
of their postures, constitute a direct reminiscence of the bourgeois mise-en-scène of the 
private sphere, confirmed also by the presence of the little child, looking curiously into 
the interior from the outdoor terrace.

What completes the suggested living style is also the palette of colours used, strong 
red reminding some of Valloton’s domestic paintings from the same eclectic period. 
Finally the most important part of the interior image is the glass façade opening up to 
the terrace. Naturally, the windows are of contemporary configuration but stay faithful 
to the suggested motif of a “bourgeois” style of life, reigning in the end of 19th century, 
in domestic French architecture: “D’une part, les architectes s’attachent à une adaptation 
aux nouvelles données du confort, à promouvoir de nouveaux matériaux ou à procurer un autre 
plaisir dans l’habitat urbain, lié à la présence des bow-windows, cours-jardins, toits-terrasses et 
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Spiro & Gantenbein – Leimbach competition (2004), ground floor 
plan (1:1000) and perspective images, top right: Hockney, Mr and 
Mrs Clark and Percy, 1970-1971
(source: Spiro & Gantenbein, Schumacher Alexandra, David 
Hokney - Zitate als bildstrategie, Reimer, Berlin, 2003)
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autres jardins d’hiver.”430 A proposal therefore that recalls the principles of the bourgeois 
urban housing, applied this time, on a collective complex. It could have to do with the 
notion of domesticity as promoted by the Domestic Revival movement, during the same 
historical period, “illustré par les architectes Philippe Webb et Norman Shaw, épris de confort 
et de vie à la campagne.”431

The black-and-white “instantané” or Domesticity in the foreground of the 
collective

There are of course, in the field of competitions, images that refer directly to familiar 
interpretations of middle-class domesticity. A project that may be classified in this 
category is the one designed by the architects Spiro & Gantenbein for the Leimbach 
housing development competition in Zurich (2004). They propose a medium-sized, 
triangular, three-storey high courtyard that turns its back to the noisy street on 
the south-eastern side of the plot, thus engendering a more intimate and relaxed 
environment in its interior. The courtyard’s form accentuates the form of the land 
plot and the principal idea is reinforced by the totally distinct treatment of the court’s 
interior and exterior side. On the outside, the complex raises red-brick fronts with 
regular, horizontally oriented openings; there the question is to get integrated to 
a complex context, composed by small residential properties but also by large office 
buildings, boarded to its north-eastern side by the river Sihl, where the attractiveness 
of the natural landscape can be enhanced by appropriate arrangements. In the inward 
part of the courtyard, the proposed atmosphere is completely different and successfully 
represented by a black and white perspective, expressing its almost “intimate” 
character. The perspective’s focal point is situated at the height of the human eye, 
giving the impression to the viewer that he is actually in the courtyard – and more 
importantly, "protected" – by the protruding slab of the first floor’s balcony. Wooden 
decks run along the entire internal periphery of the courtyard while shutters made of 
the same "familiar" material take up the whole floor height, framing sometimes double 
French windows. The deck gives directly to a lawn-covered, central surface, where a 
cast, long shadow implies the comfortin presence of an old tree.  

The viewer looks toward the only four-storey part of the courtyard, placed next to 
the river, where smaller apartments are arranged in the, slightly withdrawn from the 
general volume’s outline, upper floor. Into this façade, plant pots insinuate a probable 
separation of the ground floor’s deck and of the other floors’ continuous balconies to 
individual parts corresponding to the apartments, although this kind of device is not 
present on the side, to which the viewer is supposed to be standing. The separation 
of the deck to equal parts for every apartment in its periphery was commented by 
the jury, somewhat putting into question the realisation potential of this intimate 
courtyard’s idea: “Es ist aber nur schwer vorstellbar, wie sich die rund 50 Mietparteien 
diesen doch eher schmalen, private, ja fast intimen Binnenraum im Alltag teilen sollen.”432 

430  Eleb Monique, Debarre Anne, L’invention de l’habitation moderne. Paris 1880-1914, Éditions Hazan et 
Archives d’Architecture Moderne, 1995, p. 7.

431  Ibidem, p. 10.

432  Gavriilidis, op. cit., p. 50: "However, it is difficult to imagine, how these almost 50, tenant parts of small, private, 
already almost intimate interior space, should be shared daily." (author's translation)
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But then again the jury was sceptical also about the idea of the courtyard, that reduced 
the possibility for direct river views to only a third of the proposed apartments and 
did not seem appropriate to the site433. The choice of the apartment typology – the 
more intimate rooms are always facing the interior courtyard, while the living rooms 
are either mono-oriented or of double-aspect and sometimes with a circulation/
working longitudinal zone extending to the whole length of the private part’s length 
in the apartments of the south-eastern aisle, to isolate them from the street noise – 
was also criticised by the jury434. It is a pity that the elegance of the project – with 
the fine aisles of the courtyard and sensible retreats of the plot’s outline in specifically 
chosen spots, establishing either “security” distance from the noisy street or creating 
a small plaza to the south-western side of the terrain – as well as the sensibility of the 
envisaged domestic ambiance did not retain the jury’s attention.

Indeed, this perspective image is undoubtedly the incarnation of a strong longing for 
domestic ambiances of smaller-scaled, more familiar neighborhood images of the past. 
The details of the wooden casings, of the overhanging balcony’s surface, of the lawn 
carpet in the centre of this “interiorized” exterior space, of the plants in the pots, of the 
tree-shadows cast over the grass, the docks and the walls of the building, restoring the 
unity of the whole, the detail even of the small part of the sky, visible on the upper 
zone of the image, the reduced building height and the regularity of the protruding 
slab widths, discreetly framed by the canonical banister, the mild, gradual contrast 
between sunny and shady pieces of the picture, the ajar window doors alluding to the  
ongoing family life in the intimate, interior spaces, all suggest an image of serenity 
and calmness… 

This is how the architects describe their compositional intention: “Der Hofraum bietet 
den Kleinkindern einen sicheren Ort zum Spielen, hier kommt man nach Hause und trifft sich. 
Eine lichte Bepflanzung belebt den Hof, schützt vor Einsicht und schafft je nach Jahreszeit eine 
andere Stimmung.”435 It is the idea of the home they look for, in this composition, an 
atmosphere (Stimmung), an ambiance, something reminding familiar images of homes 
that users have already, probably experienced. The fact that the image is presented 
in black and white only accentuates the effect of this almost nostalgic proposal, 

433  “Insgesamt vermag die Wahl und die Ausarbeitung dieses Hofgebäudes als Bebauungstyp jedoch nicht zu 
überzeugen. Mit seiner Grossform einerseits und seiner Feingliedrigkeit andererseits versucht das vorgeschlagene 
Projekt an diesem städtebaulichen Übergang zu vermitteln, ohne jedoch selber klar Position zu beziehen. […] Ein 
solch introvertiertes Konzept, das sich von der Aussenwelt stark abwendet und dieser eine eigene Binnenwelt 
gegenüberzustellen versucht, ist in diesem doch recht intakten Wohnquartier unangemessen und entspricht zudem 
auch nicht dem Selbstbild der Genossenschaft Hofgarten.” (“Altogether, the choice and the elaboration of this 
courtyard building as building type cannot convince. With its large form from one hand and its slender figure on 
the other, the proposed project tries to fit this crossing point, without however, adopting its own, clear point of view. 
[…] Such an introverted concept that turns itself away strongly from the outside world and seeks to confront it with 
its own internal world, is in this almost intact residential district unreasonable and thus, does not correspond to the 
image of the cooperative Hofgarten” — author’s translation), ibidem.

434  “Die gegenüberliegende Anordnung der Schlafzimmer im Innenhof wird in dieser Form als problematisch 
eingeschätzt.”, ibid. (“The arrangement of the sleeping room opposite to the courtyard is, in this form, problematically 
conceived.“ – author’s translation)

435  Spiro Annette & Gantenbein Stephan, Presentation boards of the Leimbach project, under the title 
“Umgebung” (“Surroundings“): "The courtyard offers small children a safe place to play, here people return home 
and meet. A light green revives the courtyard, prevents from regards and creates every season of the year a diffrent 
ambiance." (author's translation)
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refraining from invading colours that monopolize the viewer’s attention and deprive 
the “described” objects’ details of their true significance.

Resuming

We have seen that architects in the framework of competitions do not seem to use 
nowadays, at least as often as in past decades, the sketch for to represent their ideas. 
A comment by Robin Evans on this issue may lead us to a different kind of conclusion 
bringing the discussion back to the nature itself of contemporary competition 
procedures. “The sketch is a peculiar phenomenon. […] In so far as it is like a scale drawing, 
it is projective; but its capacity to absorb so many interpretations, to be whatever one wants 
to see in it, and to multiply ambiguities and inconsistencies, make it work differently. […] Its 
relation to its object is far more uncertain than with the drawings discussed so far [mainly the 
orthographic projections], being more a matter of suggestion than designation. The sketch has 
become a way of holding back, keeping everything in a state of suspension, of refusing to give 
in too quickly, to the parti, a way of staving off the fixation of a particular figure or shape. Its 
amorphous, unformed, embryonic character is what distinguishes it.”436 

Following this line of interpretation for architectural competitions that are mainly 
focused to realisation, the sketch seems an "inappropriate" means of communication, 
where “efficiency” of held procedures indicates a strong functionalist logic of 
the applied system, the sketch seems quite inadequate to convince that a project, 
understood as a means for constructing correctly and rapidly, is ready-to-build; this 
may be a plausible explanation of the more and more increasing use of representation 
techniques and images that illustrate “well-finalised” spaces, imitating feasible realities. 
This last remark does not mean to reduce the importance of the images produced in 
the competitions’ frame. But it intends to stretch their newly acquired character and 
changing nature. 

Of course, the interpretations of these comport a degree of subjectivity. But among the 
objectives of this analysis is to instigate the imaginary of the reader for to “discover” 
the images in a more “conscious” manner. What are the elements that make an image 
a direct allusion to a concrete sentiment, a feeling of familiarity, strangeness, progress, 
material and psychological comfort? Thus, our aim was from one hand, to see if 
standard domestic myths still exist in relation with contemporary housing production 
(and mostly with a domain that does not seem very propitious to such matters, 
destined to productivity, efficiency (financial aspect) and effectiveness (functional 
level)); on the other hand, it was to reveal what concepts these “domestic” ideals are  
probably based on: flexibility, interiorisation of exterior spaces, "controlled" urbanity, 
appropriateness of the unit, comfort, ease, gaiety, abundance, unobstructed views. 

This analysis seems more pertinent as architects are nowadays prompted to design 
“icons”, projects destined “to be exceptionally expressive”437 and act as poles of wider city 
parts than the ones corresponding to their strictly defined boundaries. Ensembles of 
collective housing are asked to solidify a part of the urban or suburban tissues into 
which they are implanted; play the role of “reanimation injections” for entire city parts, 

436 Evans Robin, “Architectural Projection” in idibem, p. 19.

437  Mateo Josep Lluis, «Iconoclastia» in Sauter Florian (ed.), Iconoclastia. News from a Post-Iconic World, 
Architectural Papers IV, ETH Zurich, 2009, p. 4: “In the contemporary world, a project that aspires to be exceptionally 
expressive (almost all) is commonly called an Icon.”
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and often of symbols for the cooperative investors that are building them: “Die neue 
Siedlung soll ein den heutigen Ansprüchen entsprechendes Image bildendes Zeichen setzen 
und zur Aufwertung des Quartiers beitragen.”438 A unique “identity” is most of the times 
among the basic requirements for an award-winning project: “Die Baugenossenschaft der 
Strassenbahner Zürich strebt ein Konzept an, welches der Überbauung eine eigene Identität 
verleiht und den zukünftigen Bewohnerinnen und Bewohnern Identifikation bietet.”439 

Writing about “icons” Mateo mainly implies certain negative aspects in relation with 
the architectural project: icons “live” only for given moments, have “no spaces, …
no interior, …no thickness, …no purpose”440. And Krunislav Ivanišin adds: “Inevitably, 
a work of architecture that sets claim to an instant Iconic status must rely on immediate 
perception, and even if some understanding is required, it should not imply too much effort. 
Consequently, either the differences a work of architecture usually contains have to be blurred 
in order to create an appealing and unitary image, or a simplified story must be told, joining 
the parts to excite and observer usually ignorant of architectural matters. In either case, the 
complex logic of an architectural project must be reduced.” And of course, when one takes 
into consideration the winning project for the Avenue de Morges competition and its 
perspective images, published in journals with an emphasis on their emblematic 
character441, he tends to think of “icons” indeed depriving architecture by some of its 
content. 

What is the predominant style among three-dimensional images proposed in the 
framework of competitions?  “Representations are first of all likenesses. […] There is […] 
no representation without style”442. To describe the majority of the images proposed for 
interior and exterior spaces, it would be coherent to presume that the reining style 
is, a naturalistic interpretation of the proposed arrangements, intended to convince of 
the author’s concrete project vision, or even to produce easily decipherable messages, 
for all members of the jury. Competitions images should be supposed to represent 
icons of potential domestic realities. But one wonders: is this literal style that prevails 
nowadays in their framework, the only apparent way? The answer remains that it is 
possibly the easiest and most efficient, more likely convincing of the project’s ready-
to-build aspect.

438  “The new complex must set a symbol-forming image appropriate to nowadays requirements and contribute to the 
reevaluation of the district.” in Müller, op. cit., p. 3. This reference is of course provided as indicative as similar 
phrases can be found in a quite large number of competition briefs. This is of course the result of the fact 
that most competition briefs, for example in the case of Zurich but also for other municipalities, are written 
according to the same general pattern. See also the critique made by the jury in the case of the Leimbach 
project of Spiro & Gantenbein that did not “correspond to the self-image” of the investing cooperative (n. 419). 
Another interesting example the one of the competition for La Fontenette in Geneva (2008): “L’objectif de ce 
concours vise à definer le développement du secteur et a pour but de faire émerger les potentialités du lieu. Il s’agit de 
créer un « morceau de ville » pour quelques centaines d’habitants, et de façonner l’image urbaine de ce secteur.” In 
Un habitat économique en milieu urbain – concours SIA, La Fontenette, op. cit.

439  Stoffner, op. cit., 2005, p. 4.

440  Mateo, op. cit., p. 5.

441  Ibidem: “The Icon has no thickness, it is pure skin. It knows itself to be pure appearance and does not blend in. 
The skin must be spectacular in the sense of offering spectacle – night lighting is fundamental.”

442  Hacking Ian, Representing and Intervening. Introductory topics in the philosophy of natural science, Cambridge 
University Press, Cambridge Great Britain, 1983, p. 137.
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Chapter 8: From First to Second Stage and to 
Materialisation or Competitions as Discursive 

Procedures

Coming back in this chapter to the idea of architectural competitions as participative 
processes, a concept underling also in the “collective” nature of the outcome’s 
authorship443 we will further insist on the “special” kind of dialogue444 developed in 
their framework; a dialogue consisting of visual elements, written texts, plans and 
diagrams, and conducted among a variety of actors: the competition’s organizers and 
/ or project investors, the architects, in extension the public and the specialized press. 
Quincerot & Nicolas445 speak of the competition institution as a kind of abridging 
device between theory and practice; a process aiming to reconciliate the “ideal”, 
expressed by the architects’ visions, and the “practical”, represented by the market’s 
laws, to which any architectural realizations must yield. In no other sector of the 
construction market is distance between theory and practice as marking as in the 
housing sector, because of the symbolic value of the unit for the individual; and so 
much more for the collective housing domain where the confliction between private 
and public, is more than ever the predominant question. 

Constructing housing is a complicated business, especially when big-scale interventions 
are planned. The main problem consists in offering to various population groups 
real alternatives to suburban “autonomy” expressed in the ever present dream of 
the detached single-family house. Thus housing construction becomes a question of 
creating convincing patterns, even more so when it has to do with state’s schemes for 
ameliorating the quality of living in entire urban districts and for mobilising private 
investors, as in Switzerland’s case. Architectural competitions aiming to the production 
of housing units represent, an important step in the process of reshaping entire city 
districts and reshaping neighbourhoods’ identities. In Zurich’s case, competitions are 
directly linked with urban rehabilitation procedures and are advertised explicitly as 
quality-guarantee processes. 

Among different kinds of tendering, the model of project competitions in one or two 
stages reveals prevailing, as well as the procedure of parallel study commissions 
that becomes gradually more frequent, offering as an alternative to the “indirect” 
dialogue between investor and architect, oral presentations by the projects’ authors 
commented directly by the jury members. Concerning competitions conducted in more 
than one stages, recommendations provided by the Swiss Society of Engineers and 
Architects446 specify that the jury remains the same till final decision is reached and 

443  See Lipstadt, “Are Competitions Populist?”, op. cit., 2005.

444  Tostrup, op. cit.; also Strong, op. cit., 1996, p. 30: “The aim of the architectural competition system is not just to 
offer clients a wider choice or to distribute work more evenly throughout the profession (though it can do both things). 
It relates to the development of the art and science of architecture. The objective is to open up the commissioning process 
and introduce a whole interplay of different interests and in so doing encourage debate, discussion and exploration.” 
And she continues by quoting the RIAS catalogue of the exhibition Winners and Losers, 1991: “It is the peculiar, 
special and temporary relationships of the promoter, the architect, the jury and the public which constitute the essence 
of the architectural competition”.

445  Quincerot, op. cit., p. 12.

446  SIA 142, Règlement des concours d’architecture et d’ingénierie, édition 1998.
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that it transforms the competition brief accordingly to knowledge acquired in 
previous rounds. This means that the jury is responsible for adapting the architectural 
problem’s parameters to new questions potentially emerging from the first stage 
proposals; it may therefore, further define points revealed as ambiguous in the original 
brief. In their turn, architects are expected to provide more detailed information as to 
the project’s realisation, construction system, time and budget frame. If new demands 
are added to the program’s prerequisites, architects are allowed to enlarge their team 
in order to deal more efficiently with the new guidelines, in case, for example, where 
additional expertise would be recommended for the project’s elaboration. Second 
rounds can prove particularly useful for the evolution of the architectural proposal. 
The possibility to develop their ideas further in the competition framework, provides 
the authors with a chance to correct precipitated choices of the first round, and offers 
the jury the opportunity to estimate authentic viability among probable solutions. 

For a scholar, two-stage competitions and realised projects, offer an occasion for 
observing the project’s “coming of age” and offer meaningful data for the interplay 
between evaluation actors (the jury) and evaluated ones (the authors and their 
creations). We propose the analysis of several proposals, issued from collective 
housing competitions in Switzerland, in relation with the following questions: what 
kind of mutations architectural projects go through from the initial competition 
proposal to the more detailed second-stage plans and to realised buildings? To 
what degree juries’ comments affect architects’ proposals, especially during second 
stages and while taking into account that the final decision for a commission not yet 
attributed, will come from the same group of people that evaluated the project the 
first time? Which are the “sensitive” points of architectural projects that get more often 
eliminated into the materialised schemes, if such exist? 

Competition system’s efficiency, possible explanations

Certainly, a preliminary study of our corpus of examples in the majority of cases, 
reveals few significant changes between competition plans and realised ones. But this 
is an interesting point in itself, if we take into account a long list of architectural works 
incarnating deficiencies of the competition system by their poor realization. It shows 
that no excessive questioning of competition results, and doubtful whining about 
the jury’s decision, takes place normally after the projects’ assessment. This point 
may imply financial backgrounds providing adequate resources for the operation’s 
accomplishment, or / and a serious consideration of the financial factor, not only by 
the investor but also by the organizer and the participants, since the very beginning of 
the study. 

In Zurich’s advertising leaflet Der Architekturwettbewerb im Wohnungsbau. Das Amt 
für Hochbauten als Partner 1998-2007, the importance of a correct cost control for the 
efficiency of a competition procedure is accentuated, as already mentioned before: “Im 
Wohnungsbau ist die angestrebte Höhe der Miete oft vorgegeben. Das Amt für Hochbauten 
stellt den Wettbewerbsteilnehmenden ein «Kostentool» zur Verfügung. Die Architekten können 
damit schon in der Wettbewerbsphase ihr Projekt auf das definierte Kostenziel hin optimieren. 
Ihre Selbstdeklaration wird von unabhängigen Kostenpla nnern nachkalkuliert, wobei sich eine 
hohe Übereinstimmung ergibt.“447 

447  Kurz, op. cit., 2008: “In housing construction, desired rent prices are often predetermined. AHB provides 
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Bünzli & Courvoisier – Hagenbuchrain  competition, exterior 
perspective from the competition and photo of the realised 
project (© Hannes Henz)
(source: Bünzli & Courvoisier)
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Most “frequent” questions, posed by the investors regarding the system’s 
performance, are noted, for to be contradicted: “Is the competition a waste of time?”, 
“Is the building owner outvoted?”, “Does the building owner buy a pig in a poke? It is 
explained that a competition project, is a better thought projects, where still exists 
room for improvement after the winner has been announced. It is pointed out that 
competitions “open doors at the approval authorities” since discussions with various 
actors already take place in their framework, and the confidence that alternatives have 
been considered, mollifies public reactions. The city’s administration claims realisation 
ratios approaching the ideal.

Should such success be explained by better structured competition briefs, documents 
that indeed lucidly interprete essential points of the architectural problems? Is it due 
to a general financial ease in the housing market, or to a long tradition in organising 
competitions that ameliorates procedures, with organisers providing the participants 
with the right amount of data while equally allowing them, the necessary liberty to 
set their inventiveness in motion? Does it allow for optimistic interpretations as to the  
profession’s relation with the market? Does it reveal a substantial change to investors 
and construction managers’ attitudes, concerning innovative architectural proposals?  

The variety of urban forms and housing typologies of realised examples manifests 
a live research in the collective housing domain that cannot justify unilateral 
interpretations as for example, consensus due to the architects’ unconditional 
surrender to the market’s economic aspect, or the jury’s transforming that criterion 
to the most determining one for deciding on the best solution. It is the range of the 
competition system’s outcome as a whole, that can safely guide us to detecting any 
special conditions, applied in the specific framework we deal with, currently in 
Switzerland. We tend to explain the phenomenon from a more “consensual” point 
of view; we shall speak more of converging factors and combined interests than of 
authoritative prevalence of one implicated actor (investor, jury, architects) over 
another.

In the rest of this essay, we will be mainly interested not by the fact that significant 
modifications between competition and execution plans are not very common – a 
general overview can easily prove the truth of this statement, but by representative 
changes, the study of which can reveal the nature of the actors’ interaction of the 
dialogue occurring in the competitions’ framework. We will see to what extent jury 
remarks affect submitted projects, from first to second rounds and to the construction 
process. Or else, as Quincerot & Nicolas point out, we will pose the following 
questions: “À quels calculs se livrent-ils [les concurrents] pour anticiper le jugement, et 
augmenter leurs chances de succès ? […] Qui, des techniciens, des hommes politiques, des 
architectes, emporte la décision ?”448 Although, we choose a less rigid approach; through 
the study of the evolution of competition proposals’, principally of those that reach 
realisation, we ask if similar operations allow suggesting the existence of an authentic 
consensus between conception and practice, architectural composition and housing 
market.

competition participants with a “cost tool”. With it, the architects may already in the competition stage, optimise their 
projects towards fixed cost objectives. Their statement is controlled by independent cost planners, thus a high level of 
conformity is reached.“ (author’s translation)

448  Quincerot, op. cit., p. 14.
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Composing from first to second rounds

For two relatively large-scale interventions (80-100 apartments), originating from 
two-stage competition procedures organized in 2005, execution is being delayed by 
objections in the neighbourhood or by the City’s Urban Department, due principally 
to the chosen urban forms449. The Grünwald competition held in the Rütihof quarter, 
Höngg was won by the architect Urs Primas with a large urban block, covering the 
whole land’s perimeter. The main idea was to create an interior court of semi-public 
character that could embrace all housing types and mix different social groups into 
a uniform ensemble, transforming at the same time neighbourhood’s life by taking 
up the role of a central plaza. During the first stage, the jury found that the exterior 
space’s design, with a central green surface, a peripheral path and private gardens for 
the ground floor apartments was impoverishing the project’s concept: “Im Hofinnern 
überlagern sich ein mittiger Park mit einem Rundweg und individuell den Wohnungen 
zugeordnete Gärten. Die vorgesehenen Freizeitnutzungen bis zum Biken und Schlitteln 
einerseits und die Privatisierung im Erdgeschoss andererseits strapazieren allerding diese 
gefasste, kollektive Räumlichkeit nicht unerheblich.”450 

Moreover, the housing types around interior patios in the southeast / southwest 
corner of the polygonal block, are criticised: “Die Lichthofwohnungen an der Südost- 
und Westecke stellen sich nochmals den Anforderungen der Lärmimmission, sie sind aber in 
ihren anspruchsvollen Übergriffen bezüglich Lärm, Einsicht und Belüftung noch unklar.”451 
The project wins, during the final competition phase, the jury’s recommendation for 
the execution, but this time private gardens and patio typology are omitted from the 
final plans. Although one cannot be sure if the same modifications would have taken 
place if the jury had not made these specific remarks, the final proposal seems indeed 
more coherent with the project’s central idea, than the first stage site plan. Applied 
alterations serve as a reinforcement of the principal idea while the six alleys guiding 
to the central plaza through the hexagon’s angles are particularly emphasized, thanks 
also to some changes of the design style.

In the Rautistrasse competition, UNDEND / SAND architects won first prize during the 
first stage of the competition and a recommendation to develop their proposal, while 
in the competition’s final phase, the jury recommended to the organizer the project’s 
materialisation. On the whole, the competition’s jury has spoken very enthusiastically 
of the project for its urban and typological choices: “Obwohl die immer dreiseitig 
orientieren Wohnungen mit Korridoren oder Dielen klassisch einteilbar wären, schlägt SUR 
ein innovatives Raumgefüge vor und gewinnt damit grosszügigen Wohnraum.”452 Special 

449  Interview with Jeremy Hoskyn (see n. 55).

450  Walpen, op. cit., p. 58: “In the inside overlap a central park and a peripheral path individually assigned to the 
apartments' gardens. The planned leisure uses for bikes and sledges on one hand, and the privatisation of the ground 
floor on the other, spoil, indeed not insignificantly, the composed spatiality.” (author’s translation)

451  Ibidem: “The patio houses in the southeast and western angle meet the requirements regading noise emissions, 
but they remain unclear as to their demanding spreading from the point of view of the noise, views and aeration.” 
(author’s translation)

452  Müller Ursula, Stoffner Doris, Wohnsiedlung Rautistrasse, Zürich-Altstetten. Projektwettbewerb im offenen 
Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, September 2005, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2005, p. 44: 
“Although the always trilaterally-oriented apartments are classically partitioned with corridors and halls, SUR 
[the project’s motto] proposes an innovative spatial structure and thus gains spacious living room.” (author’s 
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Urs Primas – Grünwald  competition, 
site plans (1:5000) and models from the first and 
the second competition stage
(source: Bünzli & Courvoisier)
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UNDEND / SAND – Rautistrasse  competition, 
site plan (1:5000) and perspective, unit’s typology (1:500) from 
the first and the second competition stage 
(source: UNDEND architects; plans redesigned by the author)
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mention is made to the loggia placed in the building’s angle without any comment to 
wrong choices of the adjacent spaces’ arrangement: “Die übereck angeordnete Loggia mit 
der abgeschrägten Glasecke, im Winter als Glasgarten benutzbar, gibt jeder Wohnung einen 
Panoramablick. So vernetzt sich das Raumgefüge immer wieder neu mit dem Kontext und 
keine Wohnung gleicht der anderen, […]”453 

Despite positive remarks, authors change radically the apartment’s typology from 
first to second stage; instead of diagonally articulated next to the block’s central, 
vertical circulation core as in the first stage plans, kitchen / dining corner and living 
room are now merged into a uniform living sequence. The service core, incorporating 
a bathroom and a WC, moves to a more central position organizing the apartment’s 
circulation, while the living space occupies the whole block’s width in both of the 
building’s extremities, in the pair of units constituing the project’s typical floor. 
Flexibility seems to be a principal concern for the architects and their second stage 
plan which, with its rationalized interior arrangement, reflects a lot better this 
attributed spatial quality. The jury comments on the changes, through the second 
stage assessment: “Die Verfassenden entschließen sich in der Überarbeitung, die Typologie 
der Wohnungen radikal zu ändern. […] Weiterentwickelt wird der offene Wohn-, Koch- und 
Essbereich. Durch Durch- und Diagonalblicke entsteht trotz im gemeinnützigen Wohnungsbau 
begrenzt zur Verfügung stehender Flächen ein sehr großzügiger Raumeindruck.”454 

In the first example, the jury’s remarks seem to help strengthen the main idea pointing 
to a more radical treatment. The discourse developed in the assessment seems to have 
played in this case a determining role to the project’s development. This could be 
an anticipated remark, since the commission is not yet decided and the participants 
continuing to the second round, need to secure the jury’s good opinion. But it would 
risk being a rather forced one for not taking into consideration all specific parameters. 
Primas’s proposal was the one presenting the larger urban form and maybe the most 
daring of all participations, relating the idea of the district’s central plaza to interwar 
urban morphologies. The jury’s remark seeks therefore to promote its integrity 
liberating architectural conception of mere adjustments to the program. The second 
study case features an occasion, where the architects seem willing to jeopardize the 
command for the sake of the project’s evolution. There is no guarantee that the jury 
will remain favorable to the changed typology but the authors show a certain faith 
to its judgement. Naturally, the analysis of only two case studies cannot lead to 
generalized conclusions, but the points noted seem significant. 

Execution modifications

In a majority of study cases, changes seem to be foretold by the juries’ evaluations. 
This could reinforce the concept of a real “synergy” between the investor, the 
competition participants / authors of the project and the jury, constituted equally by 

translation)

453  Ibidem: “The arranged in the corner loggia with the chamfered glass angle, potentially used during winter as a 
glazed garden, endows every flat with a panoramic view. Thus, the spatial structure is even more linked to the context 
and no flat resembles the other, […]“ (author’s translation).

454  Ibid., p. 30: “The authors decide to change radically in the continuation of the work, the aparment’s typology 

[…] The open living / kitchen / dining zone is further developed. Through transversal and diagonal views, despite the 
limited in collective housing available surfaces, a generous spatial impression is created.” (author’s translation)
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architects and non-architects. One of the few competitions of the 1998-2006 series, not 
considered as entirely successful, although having produced a built final result, is the 
one for a small housing complex at Friedhofstrasse, in the Altstetten district of the city 
of Zurich. The competition was organized by Zurich’s Amt für Hochbauten in 2000 and 
the architect Zita Cotti was awarded first prize in a procedure held by invitation to six, 
in total, architectural offices. At the moment the City was to provide a land lease to 
St. Jakob Construction Cooperative, as part of the program “10’000 apartments in 10 
years”. The construction of the winning project began in 2006, with a different investor 
(Swissbuilding Concept AG) as the Cooperative could not finally cover the operation 
costs. The competition is a relatively “early” procedure and the majority (70%) of the 
demanded fourteen units are large flats of 4.5 pieces. 

In the jury report, the winning project chooses two different building types for the 
front and the rear part of the plot, according to different urban contexts. The architect 
places a three-floor apartment house of six units near the main street bordering the 
northern side of the grounds, while four row houses, each one containing two 
superposed duplexes, are arranged near the open natural landscape in the back of the 
plot, well adapted to the terrain’s slight slope from southwest to northeast. We read 
in the evaluation report of the jury: “Die kürzere Zeile, an der Friedhofstrasse gelegen, 
erreicht bezüglich Einfügen in die Topografie nicht die Präzision des Gebäudes B. [the one 
containing the duplex apartments, abr nf]”455 And further on: “Allerdings entspricht 
die Qualität des Hauses A nicht ganz derjenigen des Hauses B.”456 Indeed the row houses 
seem better studied than apartments in the front building, that do not present any 
exceptional typological characteristics. Depending on the level, each duplex disposes of 
an outdoor sitting space: a private garden in the ground floor, a terrace in the attic. In 
the realized complex, fourteen units can be counted, as originally planned, but they are 
all duplexes, as the front building has been replaced by a second linear construction 
(three row houses), similar to the rear one. 

Another procedure organized the same year with the one for the Friedhofstrasse 
housing estate, concerning the construction of 25 apartments in the Affoltern 
region, was won by the architect Ueli Zbinden. The realization of Schürliweg was 
completed last year (2009). The proposed plan was one of highly innovative character, 
corresponding to a kind of radical innovation457 due to the central position of the 
kitchen in a plan organized around an interior courtyard. This time the execution 
modifications are considerable. The building’s figure is slightly changed in its 
south extremity, imitating its northern edge (as presented in the competition plan) 

455  Gerber, op. cit.: “The shorter slab, situated along Friedhofstrasse, does not attain from the point of view of the 
integration in the topography, the precision of the building B.” (author’s translation)

456  Ibidem: “Indeed, the quality of House A does not correspond to that of House B.” (author’s translation)

457  For the definition of the term innovation in architectural conception, see Katsakou Antigoni, “Collective 
Housing Competitions in Switzerland. The parameter of innovation in architectural conception” in 
Architectural Competitions, Nordic Journal of Architectural Research, vol. 21, n. 2/3, 2009, pp. 80-81. For an 
explanation of the plan’s radically innovative character see also Bassand Nicolas, Densité et logement 
collectif : innovations architecturales et urbaines dans la Suisse contemporaine, doctoral thesis no. 4276 (2009), 
EPFL, Lausanne, 2009, p. 146: “Il faut à ce propos considérer que l’espace en question [corresponding to a 12m 
kitchen including the entrance’s wardrobe, n.d.l.r.] n’est pas une rétro-innovation mais une innovation radicale, car 
on ne connaît pas de véritables antécédents à cette cuisine de forme allongée dans le logement collectif, ce qui augmente 
bien entendu la notion de risque inhérente à ce type d’innovation.” The same author notes a bit further: “Il semble 
que les plans realisés à l’heure de la rédaction ont atténué ce caractère innovant.”
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Zita Cotti – Friedhofstrasse  competition,
typical floor plans (1:500, redesigned by the author) and model 
from the competition, aerial view of the realised project
(source: Gerber et al., Wohnüberbauung Friedhofstrasse, Zürich-
Altstetten, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 2000; <http://maps.
google.ch/>)
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Ueli Zbinden, Schürliweg  competition, site plan 
from the competition (1:2500), typical floor plan 
from the competition and the realised project (1:500) 
(source: Hauser et al., Wohnüberbauung Schürliweg, 
Zürich-Affoltern, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 2000; 
plans redesigned by the author)
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and  revealing the courtyard arrangement in its middle to both side façades. This 
choice cancels the competition concept regarding the building’s integration in the 
neighbourhood. As the surrounding tissue of existing, linear buildings changes 
direction between north and south part of the complex, the difference in the way the 
construction was terminated in these opposite sides seemed to confirm its introverted 
character: closing up towards an open space and opening up on an already existing 
barrier. On the other hand, it communicates better the project’s internal conceptual 
logic, based exactly to the units’ repetition and making it seem only a fragment of a 
compact construction that could theoretically continue indefinitely. Another significant 
mutation is the change of position between night and day zones, according evidently 
to a commentary by the jury: “Obwohl grosszügig dimensioniert, wird das Potential des 
innen liegenden Patios weder in Bezug auf eine mögliche Grünraumgestaltung noch im 
Verhältnis zwischen Innen- und Aussenraum ausgeschöpft. So bleibt die Orientierung des 
Wohnzimmerbalkons nach Südosten statt in Richtung Abendsonne unverständlich.”458 

Maybe the most important alteration of the competition’s plan is the arrangement 
concerning the kitchen space. In the realized plan the kitchen / wardrobe sequence, 
a strip of a 2 m width and a 14 m length, containing the technical equipment and a 
circulation space linking the front and the rear space of the flat, is broken by a WC 
posed in the middle of the itinerary, taking up half of the available width, and 
distinguishing the entrance zone from the living space to the west. The length of the 
kitchen bench is shortened. The jury notes: “[...] Ansonsten sind die Räume grossgüzig 
ausgelegt, mit Ausnahme der Küche, die als Arbeitsplatz und Durchgangsbereich zu eng 
geplant ist.”459 In this case it is exactly the most innovative device of the plan that is 
altered in the realization, although not completely omitted, testifying of the investor’s 
reluctance to go all the way with the operation’s implicated risk; maybe also of a 
disagreement between the jury’s members in the first place. 

A similar case, where the principal innovation device of the plan has been modified 
in the execution is the one of Brunnenhof competition. Gigon & Guyer, that won 
first prize, had then designed an ensemble composed by two linear constructions, 
two medium width “slabs” that followed in a subtle way the lot’s perimeter. The 
main problem of the plot, extending around an existing park, was the noise coming 
from the adjacent Hofwiesen street, an urban artery, linking the busy Buchegg 
plaza with northern Zurich neighborhoods. The completely different ambiance of 
Brunnenhofstrasse – the street boarding the plot from the north, of a calmer character 
– added a grade of difficulty to the architectural problem. The solution proposed by 
the architects concerned two different apartment typologies, corresponding each to 
the particularities of the respective side. Towards Hofwiesenstrasse, a filter zone 
was made up by the double aspect living room’s northern part, the Wohnküche – 
large enough to include a dining table for the family, and a kind of loggia forming 

458  Hauser Michael, Stauffner Doris, Wohnüberbauung Schürliweg, Zürich-Affoltern. Projektwettbewerb auf 
Einladung. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 
2000, p. 26: “Although generously dimensioned, the potential of the interior patios is, neither with regard to its 
possible arrangement as green space, nor concerning the relation between interior and exterior space, yet exhausted. 
Thus the living room’s balcony facing southeast instead of the evening sun's direction is incomprehensible.” (author’s 
translation)

459  Ibidem: “Otherwise, spaces are generous, to the exception of the kitchen that, for a working and circulation zone, 
is too narrow.” (author’s translation) 
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Gigon & Guyer, Brunnenhof  competition, site plan (1:5000), 
typical floor plan from the competition and the realised project 
(1:200) and exterior view from the realised
(source: Gigon & Guyer; floor plans redesigned by the author 
/ Kurz Daniel, Wohnsiedlung Brunnenhof: Zürich-Unterstrass: 
Ersatzneu, Dezember 2007, stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2008)
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an additional transition space between the collective staircase’s landing and the 
private unit’s territory. That way all rooms belonging to the apartment’s night 
zone were successfully integrated to the east part of the slab. Towards the calmer 
Brunnehofstrasse the authors did not hesitate to change the kitchen’s position as well 
as place separate rooms to both sides of the building. 

In the execution plan the loggia of the Hofwiesenstrasse slab, is merged with the 
entrance space. This last preserves its autonomous character, separated by light, 
transparent partitions, from the kitchen and the corridor crossing the apartment’s 
night zone, but is this time arranged transversally in the plan. According to its final 
report, the jury of the competition seemed to wholly appreciate the loggia, without 
taking notice of a slight confusion created by the alternative itineraries in the entrance 
zone: “Beim Typus der Wohnungen an der Hofwiesenstrasse gelingt es, alle Schlafräume 
und das Wohnzimmer auf den Park zu orientieren und dies zudem mit einer sehr attraktiven 
Eingangssequenz mit offener Loggia und genügend großer Wohnküche auf der Abendseite 
zu kombinieren.”460 The result points more to the investor’s side as instigator of the 
plan’s transformation through the realization process. It should be pointed out that, 
although more “conventional” – resembling to a relatively common antechamber than 
to a transition space with a quite “ambiguous” quality of a semi-collective touch – the 
apartment’s entrance space, seems to now functioning in a clearer way.

In many cases of execution plans, “simplification” seems to be the key word. More 
specifically, in two other case studies issued from the Chriesimatt (Baar) and the Volta 
Mitte (Basel) competition, the already realised winning projects proposing different 
kinds of architectural innovations, the authors talk of typological simplifications, that  
had a direct connection with cost reductions, but were in accordance with the general 
conceptual logic, not altering the principal characteristics of the built results. This 
kind of interventions could be understood as a maturing of the main idea, a kind of 
purification treatment that has to occur sooner or later in a project’s life and may have 
positive effects to its original concept, stripping it from secondary devices and thus 
reinforcing its principal advantages.

For the Chriesimatt project, satisfaction seems to be the general feeling among 
architects and land owners. The Schmid family, architect Marco Graber explains, was 
one with concrete views concerning the desired effect. Without naturally, putting 
aside the economic aspect, they were interested primarily to the quality of the built 
complex and the living quality offered to its future users (apartments destined to 
rental tenures). They confess certain “compromising” from their part for the benefit of 
the final result and of “good” architecture. The complex being now partly completed 
the investor sizes up the outcome as following: “Erstaunlicherweise ist dieser spezielle 
Bau nur wenig teurer als einer konventioneller. […] Die moderater Mieten sind möglich, weil 
wir den Wert des Grundstücks nicht voll in die Investition einrechneten und weil wir eine 
moderate Rendite anstreben. […] Ob sich die ‚gute‘ Architektur aber auszahlen würde, war 
offen. Der Erfolg gab uns dann recht. […] Die Mieter haben grosse Freude an den besonderen 

460  “Wohnsiedlung Brunnenhof, Zürich” in hochparterre.wettbewerbe n. 2, 2004, p. 23: “In the Hofwiesenstrasse 
apartment type it is managed that all sleeping rooms and the living face the park, and this is combined with an 
attractive entrance sequence with open loggia and sufficiently large living kitchen on the evening side.” (author’s 
translation)
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Wohnungen – so wie wir. Für die zweite Etappe werden wir darum nichts am Konzept und an 
der Ausführung ändern.”461 

The competition project (2003) communicated mostly the architects’ will to create in 
the future living context an individualized variety. The concept seems to have been 
respected by the land owners. Among the ninety-nine apartments already built, forty-
one different plans are introduced. The apartment types seem now grossly fixed. Some 
competition typologies are missing from the executed plan. Smaller apartments had to 
be added, while “difficult” to realise points – the slabs’ converging outlines, slight level 
differences “distinguishing territories” in central uniform spaces – were eliminated. 
But the main idea of a double aspect living sequence was maintained and enriched, 
maybe also by the elimination of the single apartment type of the competition that did 
not correspond to this clear organizational logic, some flats of 4.5 pieces in the attic 
level with “Sonderzimmern” / interior courts to bring light into the kitchen and the flat’s 
middle space. Corridor kitchens in the middle were generally replaced by the standard 
type of a “living” kitchen placed to the extreme of the interior circulation path – 
equally an idea of the competition project, but less accentuated at that moment. 

As the western slab is now composed by five different fragments – the polygonal 
building completing the competition composition and positioned next to the main 
street access was not realized, small commercial use in its ground floor no longer 
considered necessary – the architects adapted the general plan in such a way that the 
two more “exposed” fragments to the north of the plot would be better integrated. 
Loggias exist now in both sides of the buildings, to facilitate the “change of direction” 
characterizing the complex: for the above described fragments, the house accesses 
are located on the east side of the building, while for the rest of the complex, where 
emphasis is given to the central open space, house accesses are located to “external” 
building sides. Private gardens corresponding to the western slab and showed in the 
competition plans on the side facing neighbouring to the complex buildings, are now 
integrated to the general landscape concept of this main green space. We read in the 
jury’s final report: “Es wird deutlich, dass die ausgewogene Balance zwischen öffentlicher und 
privater Grünraumzuordnung, sowie die sorgfältige Ausbildung des länglichen Parks als das 
grüne Zentrum ausschlaggebend für die Qualität des Projekts sind. Damit der Parkbeidseitig 
durch die Hecken der Privatgärten zu einem eigenständigen Grünraum geformt werden kann, 
müsste die linke Zeile noch mehr nach Westen gerückt werden.”462

Although this particular alteration seems to have been dictated by the jury, it was 
nevertheless justified also by different factors in the execution phase. The general 
impression from a direct juxtaposition of competition and realisation plans is that of a 
well-developed project where no choice was left to chance. The architects seem content 
with the complex’s image from the main street made possible by the prolongation of 

461  Marti Rahel, “Von Z bis Z” in hochparterre n. 9, 2009, p. 31: “Astonishly this special building is only a bit 
more expensive that a conventional one. [...] Moderate rents are possible, because we count the land’s value not fully 
in investment terms and because we have aimed to a moderate profit. [...] Whether “good” architecture would pay off, 
remained open. The success proved us right. [...] The tenants are very happy with the unusual apartments - so are we. 
That’s why, we will change nothing in the concept and execution, in the second phase.” (author’s translation)

462  Marti Rahel, op. cit., 2004, p. 14: “It is clear that a good balance between public and private green space 
arrangements, like the attentive formation of the elongated park as a green centre, are crucial for the project’s quality. 
Thus, for the double aspect park to become, through the private gardens’ hedges, an independent green space, the left 
slab should be moved more to the west.“ (author’s translation)
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Left page: Graber Pulver – Chriesimatt  competition, site 
plan (1:5000) from the competition and the realised project, 
right page: competition typology and execution plans 
(source: Graber & Pulver, hochparterre n. 9, 2009)
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the western linear construction. The addition of loggias reinforced the loggias in-the-
angle device, present also in the competition proposal and establishing an additional 
link between the buildings’ different fragments. The colour concept, one of the main 
ideas for the organisation of the façades in the original project is thoroughly studied, 
contrasting the neutral colouring of the interior and the exterior skin, as well as 
strengthening the unit’s individualised treatment. Alterations seem more the outcome 
of a well-matured project than the result of restrictions and negatively perceived 
simplifications from the investor’s part.

Another competition-issued project, is occupied in 2010 by its users. It is the Volta 
Mitte complex, designed by architects Christ & Gantenbein with the support of 
Marazzi General Enterprise, during the joint architects / investor competition, 
organized in 2005. The execution has lasted a bit more than a year and a half, and 
the result seems leading to the same, as the Chriesimatt project, conclusions. 
Although the jury was wondering if there was going to be an equally diversified 
public to occupy the ninety-six, all different one from another, apartments, the final 
scheme still presents typologically distinct flats on the operation’s totality. Most of all 
thanks to the undulating building’s skin, each unit benefits from different views. The 
“rationalisation” of the plan demanded by the jury463 seems to have been concretised 
in the design of a more “orthogonal” staircase, standard for the whole floor plan 
(except for the east aisle). Thus the six staircases of the southern aisle are aligned to the 
building’s sides and the only difference between them is the position of the elevator to 
the east or west side of the stairs. In the competition typical floor plan, the convergent 
lines describing the northern limit of the stairways seemed to provoke a congestion 
of small, not always convincing of their utility, spaces. Besides, a large number of 
2.5 room apartments, often unilaterally oriented (east aisle), appeared to be coming 
from a lack of consideration as to this specific point of the project. In the execution 
plans, the number of apartments in the typical floor is a bit smaller (22 instead of 25) 
while the available unit number on the whole is not significantly reduced (92 instead 
of 96). This allows for a really “rationalised” plan with less changes of direction in the 
perimeter, happening in the competition project, sometimes without obvious reason. 
The result is a “netter” design where situations that could prove disagreeable for next-
door neighbours – such as the divided between two adjacent apartments, balcony in 
the middle of the southern aisle – are avoided. 

To what concerns the building’s exterior aspect, the architects confirm having to 
change the red brick originally envisaged, to a cheaper one of a darker grey colour. 
This modification does not necessarily have a negative effect, with the building now 
associated to a neighbouring construction using the same material in a calmer way, 
avoiding strong contrasts. Changes in the building’s oblique outline are not significant, 
as they refer mostly to the random logic describing the balconies’ emplacement on 
the street side and less to alterations affecting the undulating northern front, where 
solving unfavourable orientation remains a crucial issue. In any case, the forms of the 
balconies seem more adapted to a fixed minimum, as should be expected for their 
right use of the inhabitants. In the end, differences between competition plans and 
execution appear the result of carefully studied adjustments of an evolving proposal, 
rather than modifications imposed by serious compromising in the financial level. 

463  See n. 244.
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Christ & Gantenbein, Volta Mitte  competition, site plan (1:10000), typical 
floor plans from the competition and the realised project, perpectives from the 
competition and the realised project, 
(source: Christ & Gantenbein; author’s diagram, Laedrach et al., Neubebauung 
VoltaMitte, ProVolta, Basel, 2005)
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Chapter 8

The outcome’s variety means the system is working

So far, we have looked into a number of representative cases of the Swiss framework 
concerning housing competitions. We can safely argue that all of them designate 
successful procedures: the corresponding ensembles are realised by the architects 
that have won first prizes and the projects’ general aspects did not change radically. 
On the whole, we have discussed small-scale – depending on every project’s overall 
grade of difficulty – modifications, covering a large spectrum of alternative scenarios 
as to the final result: a case where the building form was partly altered and where 
the jury’s remarks seemed to have played some role (Friedhofstrasse), another 
one where a rather innovative architectural device was attenuated without any 
apparent suggestion on the jury’s part in the first place (Brunnenhof), one where a 
highly innovative characteristic of the original plan was transformed in relation with 
relevant recommendations from the  jury (Schürliweg), and finally two projects (the 
Chriesimatt, proposing a typological variety closely associated to the plot’s form 
and context, and the VoltaMitte, suggesting typological variety and innovation of 
a morphological kind), where certain modifications have taken place. We have also 
seen how sometimes the jury’s remarks during first rounds’ evaluations, guide the 
competitors’ choices during second rounds and that in other cases, the participants 
have the courage to restudy a crucial point of their proposal, even if the project has 
already succeeded in convincing. 

These alternative scenarios show primarily that even if competitions present certain 
common characteristics, every procedure is a different case, a unique architectural 
problem with varied parameters. It testifies of different patterns developed within the 
same framework – the rules dictated by the SIA, the Swiss Society of Engineers and 
Architects, and the various competition types proposed. If we take into account the 
overall realisation percentage, this fact points to a live institution producing concrete 
results. It verifies interaction between various actors, as the variety of proposed forms 
and housing types confirms a plurality of architectural voices, and the experimental 
character of the competition institution that provides them with the possibility of 
being heard. Interaction, more expected from first to second rounds is prolonged also 
after the completion of the competition and the jury’s “official” task. Investors seem to 
take into account the experts’ recommendations. 

Judging also from the outcome, investors also seem to opt for architectural quality. 
Main concepts generally survive the execution phase, even if the intensiveness of a 
certain characteristic is sometimes attenuated. However, relating the original proposal 
with the realised one and evaluating a competition’s outcome is not an affair to be 
taken light-hearted. A realised competition project represents or not its consistent 
evolution on the whole, but it is also an accomplished architectural work that is 
going to be judged for its efficiency and popularity by its future users. It is possible 
sometimes that certain architectural devices seem interesting for the idea they are 
introducing in the competition’s phase, where simplified representations make them 
more legible. As architects themselves very well know, the same solution may turn 
deprive of meaning or even impossible to realise in combination with more specific 
technical requirements, appearing in later stages of a project’s study. The most 
important challenge of a competition proposal (as well as of an architectural concept 
in general) is to prove its feasible, practical character, for the investor and for future 
users.
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Afterword

Since 2006, when we started studying the housing competitions’ phenomenon – 
although at the beginning, in a less theoretical way, turning our interest almost 
exclusively to architectural typologies, and leaving out the analysis of the competitions’ 
system operating mode – we have witnessed several times the repetition of the same 
process: the coming out, at the moment of a competition’s completion, of certain 
architectural bureaus – usually, the first-prize winner and / or other awarded 
participations – by appearing for a moment often in the specialised press, and after 
another success, in a subsequent competition or two, their becoming more and more 
discussed, year by year more well-known in the country’s architectural scene, invited 
to teach in architectural schools of Switzerland and other parts of the world. 

Competitions have indeed proven, with respect to architects’ public recognition and 
the emergence of younger professionals’ in the field’s leading stage, particularly 
efficient. This effect of the system seems almost typical, in any case quite well-known. 
Sudjic reports a similar practice in Spain, arguing that by teaching, young architects 
take the time to advance in the practice arena: “The typical pattern in Spain for example, 
is for a close connection between teaching and practice. Younger architects support themselves 
by teaching, in order to build up the visibility to be invited to take part in competitions. When 
they win a commission in one, they will often employ former students to boost their studio 
manpower, and concentrate on their practice for a while, then later go back to teaching. It is a 
mutually beneficial relationship which allows for practice to inform theory, and theory to shape 
practice in a manner which has produced a thriving and vigorous architectural culture.”464 
In Switzerland, young architects support themselves by teaching, to be able, at least 
financially to participate in competitions, and win a chance to significant commissions 
and clients. 

Through this customary process, it is possible to detect a clear evolution path, in the 
work of some architectural bureaus, almost exclusively by following their design 
submissions in competitions, through the years. An eloquent example comes from 
the work of Graber & Pulver; a clear modification of their design line maybe traced 
between their bureau’s first housing competitions, in the beginning of the nineteen 
nineties to contemporary proposals: from canonical, rather rigid patterns (for instance, 
their proposal for the Wohnüberbauung Kirschenacker, organized by the municipality of 
Bern in 1992, or the one for the Wohnüberbauung Schäffereiareal, Zollikofen, in 1993, both 
in a period of crisis in the construction market, when competitions become for the state, 
a means of ensuring work to the suffering architectural profession) to the dynamic 
logic reigning in their latest project (for example, the Wohnhaus Feldeggstrasse, in 
Zurich, 2008 or the Wohnüberbauung Neuenhof, in Härdli, 2008). Apart from their 
research towards more complex solutions, an evolution in relation with the firm’s 
representation line can also be identified. It is interesting though, that the architects 
themselves do not seem particularly concerned about elaborating a special character 
for their firm in that level; they rather suggest, that this design aspect depends also on 
the taste and preferences of the firm’s collaborators, responsible in each occasion for 
the final submission465.

464  Sudjic Deyan, “Design Competitions”, op. cit., p. 55.

465  Interview with Marco Graber, on 9 April 2010, in the firm’s headquarters in Zurich.
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Graber & Pulver, Kirschenacker housing 
development (competition, 1992) and  
Feldeggstrasse residential building (study 
commission, 2008) 
(source: Graber & Pulver)
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A second point worth making, before reaching our final conclusions, is that the subject 
of competitions and their relation with innovation in architectural design, seems a 
particularly fertile ground for further research, both in relation with Swiss architectural 
conception and with international housing experimentations. Only a small part from 
our original corpus of case studies has been here analysed in detail.  Merely a few 
aspects of the architectural production issued from housing competitions between 
1997 and 2010, the ones that seemed to us claiming priority have been treated. Equally 
important questions, such as the morphology of contemporary courtyard buildings, 
of large unitary or articulated forms, of the bended slabs’ sometimes particularly 
elaborated volumetric aspect, or questions more relevant to the apartment’s typology, 
such as original connections between its specific parts, unique distribution patterns, or 
plans proposing completely new forms of collective living, remain pending and prove 
furthermore, the proliferal character of this particular field.

Lastly, we should point out that competitions remain, perhaps more than ever, an open 
issue in the country. Zurich continues its systematic approach: since 2008, the focus has 
been transposed to the ecological aspect of its housing stock, with the program “2000 
Watt society” and the construction or renovation of residential buildings, in order to 
answer specific requirements of energy saving. In other cases, even the impression that 
maybe an intensive discourse around the competition subject – or the effort of other 
cantons to follow Zurich’s example – is coming to its end, may be created. 

Recently, an article appeared in the journal Le Temps, under the title “Concours 
d’architecture, pourquoi dépenser tant?”466, resuming a round-table discussion with the 
same subject, that took place in Lausanne’s Forum d’Architecture (FAR) – an independent 
association for the promotion of architectural and “urban” culture – in November 
2009. Apart from recycling the usual ideas of architects being the only profession to 
apply such emulation procedures, and of competitions being a way for professionals 
to put themselves and their practice in question and maybe secure commissions, some 
interesting numbers are noted: during the last ten years, a total of 25 competitions 
would have been organized only by the City of Lausanne, and according to FAR’s 
president while the rhythm of competitions has been one per year till 2000, since this 
date the average number of competitions has increased to 2.5 annually. What is more 
impressive is the way a small municipality’s competition adventures are reported; in 
a competition for the design of a sports hall, a foreign architectural bureau has won 
first prize: “L’anonymat, maintenu jusqu’au verdict du jury, garantit en effet les chances de 
chacun. Quitte, pour les autorités organisatrices, à se retrouver au final avec une très jeune 
équipe, parfois peu experimentée, pour mener des projets de plusieurs millions et sur plusieurs 
années… Ou issu d’un autre pays. Ainsi de cette mairie de la côte lémanique, qui a découvert 
avec stupeur que le bureau gagnant pour la construction de sa future halle de gymnastique 
(devisée à 5 millions) était… sicilien.” The fact is reported almost as an irreparable harm. 

Although the author of the article seems trying to balance between polemical and 
positive attitudes towards the competition system – as one can easily imagine also for 
the course of the round-table discussion – the fact that the debate was organized under 
this title, rightly described as “un brin polémique”, and that an undoubtable focus on 
detailed calculations of the “lost”, for the professionals, working hours and their cost, is 

466  Hoffmeyer Valérie, “Concours d’architecture, pourquoi dépenser tant?” in Le Temps, Wednesday 8 
December 2010, online, last viewed on 6 February 2011, <http://www.letemps.ch/Page/Uuid/a81b17a6-024a-
11e0-91f8-4a13a27137cc>.
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From top to bottom: Brunmatt Ost competition – large unitary 
forms of courtyard typology, site plans by: Mazzapokora, 
Reinhardpartner, Amrein & Giger (approx. 1:2000); 
Schaffhauserstrasse competition, Galli & Rudolf, site (1:2500) 
and apartment typology (1:500), direct connection between the 
kitchen and the larger bedroom.
(source: Die Jury hat entschieden, Bern, 2008; ASIG Wohnsiedlung 
Schaffhauserstrasse, Zurich, 2005)
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made – leaving aside that the style of the discourse seems returning to issues related to 
the system’s, and maybe to the architectural scene’s past – provides grounds of serious 
questioning for the competitions’ future, at least in this part of Switzerland. 

Afterword

Competition “Projekt 1 der Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen”, 
first-prize awarded project by futurafrosch and DUPLEX 
architects: situation plan (1:2500), floor plan (1:500) and 
perspective.
(source: Neubau Projekt 1 der Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnnen, 
Zurich, 2009)
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Conclusions

The competitions' system and its practice in Switzerland – general 
characteristics and regional differences

Competitions, as a scientific investigation field are a multidisciplinary subject 
concerning specialists coming from all following fields: architects, historians, 
sociologists, economists, politicians, etc. The repercussions of this system in the 
architectural domain and in fields interacting with this last were also made clear, both 
in theoretical and practical level: repercussions on the social role of the professional 
architects, economic consequences having to do with the satisfactory or not application 
of the system in a specific local background, influence on the general perception of 
quality and aesthetics of the built environment and therefore a undoubtful impact on 
the public’s further “education” on relevant matters, etc.

One of the reasons of the competition system’s success in the country has to do with 
the fact that in a majority of cases the awarded architects are also commissioned 
for the project having the chance to see their ideas materialised467. The fact that the 
outcome is often concreticised not only enhances the faith of the professionals in 
the system – and therefore their further support to its perpetuation – but it most 
probably, attenuates the developers’ doubts regarding risks, generally considered as 
implicated by such procedures. The analysis effectuated in relation with the application 
of the competition system in various parts of the country, shows that although this is 
not a homogeneous situation and competitions are far from becoming the standard 
procedure for launching construction schemes at least in the housing sector of the 
market, there are significant similarities in the ways this model is applied during the 
last fifteen years in the country, having mainly to do with the following points:

Such procedures make normally  – part of broader urban design schemes for 
the construction of a large number of dwellings and for the regeneration or 
rehabilitation of large sectors of the Swiss cities, often disused industrial areas in 
the periphery or closer to urban centers; this is the case of the program “10’000 
apartments in 10 years” in Zurich (1998-2008), the “3’000 appartments” in Lausanne 
(2005- …), the “5000 apartments in 10 years” launched in 2001 in Basel, and 
managed by Logis Basel – regrouping representatives of all real estate circles, 
including private, cooperative and State-driven associations468 – etc. Even if the 
French-speaking part presents considerable delay with regard to the German-
speaking region, it seems that the same procedural pattern is set as ideal; this has 
of course to do also with the role competitions have traditionally played in the 
country for restructuring its territory on the level of urban design469.

467  “Quelle qu’en soit la forme, il [le concours] sur trois principes essentiels : l’anonymat des concurrents, la 
compétence du jury (formé principalement de professionnels, et la garantie que le lauréat soit effectivement mandaté.” 
In Ducret André et al., op. cit., p. 21.

468  For more information see the website of Logis Bâle, last viewed on 7 January 2011, <http://www.logisbale.
ch/d/Zielsetzungen.html>.

469  See Allenspach Christoph, L’architecture en Suisse. Bâtir aux XiXe et XXe siècles, Pro Helvetia, Fondation 
Suisse pour la culture, Zurich, 1999, p. 129. The author talks of a generation of Swiss architects born in the 
nineteen fourties and their practice of creating “reparing” typologies reinterpreting liberally the historical 
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An effort for  – systematically implicating housing associations of not-for-
profit character to competition organization and to construction procedures 
via competition organizing, is consistently carried out. This has also to do with 
the fact that since 1998, federal aid to housing construction is being reserved to 
not-for-profit developers. In any case, the State can influence more easily the 
housing market through subsidized developers, such as housing cooperatives, 
welfare institutions, pension associations and foundations. Maintaining control 
on a market traditionally characterized by the majority of renting tenures is a 
crucial point for the Swiss State and the country’s population. Organizing 
an architectural competition has often been posed as prerequisite by the 
State (mostly on cantonal and municipal level) for leasing land to housing 
cooperatives. On the other hand, because of the connection established between 
State’s housing programs and cooperative societies, the success of interventional 
schemes depends on the way cooperative housing is perceived in different parts 
of the country; at this point, regional differences are quite distinguishable.

Basically, Zurich remains the model example with regards to competitions’ system, 
from the point of view of realization percentages, the innovative aspect of the 
proposals and the realized developments – of which many have already been tested 
sufficiently by the public’s preferences – and finally because of the particularly 
effective partnership the City has established with developers of various profiles. The 
majority of housing competitions held in this part of Switzerland during the period of 
our study, is carried out in collaboration between one or more cooperative societies 
and the State services, either exclusively for organizing the competition or both for the 
competitive procedure and the project’s realization. 

In the French-speaking part, cooperatives seem to a greater degree associated with 
segregation phenomena, low income groups, and limited surfaces; in the German-
speaking part, we deal in any case, with a larger number of cooperatives, with 
various characteristics and standards (the State-driven Foundation for Families with 
children, cooperatives for the elderly or people with special needs, cooperatives with 
reference to principal occupation, etc.). Indispensable for reconstituting the operational 
framework of competitions in distinct parts of Switzerland, is the priority local 
authorities place each time to the sector of social housing. Extremely important is that 
in the German-speaking part, a large majority of the newly-constructed complexes 
are destined to mixed target publics of the market: part of the new units in a same 
complex to renting tenures and others to ownership, some destined to subsidized 
housing and other to residential free market, etc. In the French-speaking part, for 
instance in Geneva’s case, the State’s priority has so far been the construction of 
social and low-income housing which, in this particular example, poses different 
design standards: architects often complain about strict and rigid regulations that 
narrow design alternatives. In this line of thinking, there seem to exist differences even 
among cities of the French-speaking part; Lausanne has managed to organize during 
this last decade, a series of fairly interesting – judging from the variety of proposed 

substance of the cities in order to “continue” certain urban structures and points out: “Cette stratégie de 
régéneration des villes a été reprise dans de nombreux plans d’urbanisme. À Bâle, par le biais de plusieurs concours, 
l’architecte Carl Fingeruth (*1934) réalise diverses opérations réparatrices dans la structure urbaine avec des bâtiments 
individuels de qualité. À Saint-Gall, Baden et Martigny, les services d’urbanisme travaillent au renouvellement du 
tissu urbain en lançant des concours pour des projets urbanistiques à grande échelle.”
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in their frameworks’ solutions – competitions, as the one of the Avenue de Morges, the 
Avenue de Provence one, etc. In Geneva, the competitions of the Foyer de Sécheron or of 
the Rue du Cendrier refer to operations of smaller range while two additional factors 
create less flexibility regarding the outcome: a large number of common spaces are 
included in the competition programs (for relatively restrained pieces of land), with 
the objective of enhancing the entire neighbourhood’s infrastructure, narrowing design 
possibilities and housing surfaces470, while sometimes regional plans have already been 
approved defining the urban forms to be integrated in particular sectors.

The developers’ priorities and the system’s influence on the 
architectural profession

Through the competition framework, two main tendencies, regarding the desired 
by the developers housing solutions, are manifested as predominant: the systematic 
promotion of collective housing forms – such as apartment complexes – and the set 
priority for a certain quality of living. 

The first point answers to State-established principles for urban and suburban 
densification, crucial both because of excessive land costs and of the limited surface 
of constructible land. The problem of urban sprawl is one widely discussed in 
Switzerland, also because of the mountainous contour of the country. Of course, 
residential differences are discernible also in relation with promoted housing types; in 
Basel, for example, housing destined to ownership is relatively more common. 

As to our second remark, clearly programs concerning the construction or renovation 
of the country’s housing stock, as the ones mentioned before, place emphasis not 
only to desired numbers of dwellings but also to their qualitative aspect, which 
is made evident by demands for carefully-designed exterior spaces both for the 
ensemble and the unit, for multifunctionality of certain areas of the apartment, for 
an enlarged typological variety, as well as for mixing in the same complexes users of 
distinct age and social profiles. This situation leads to a rather generalised, conscious 
research aiming at innovative solutions and new ideas, both in urban scale – the 
overall form of the new complexes – and in that of the unit’s interior arrangement. 
Acknowledgement of rapidly changing social conditions and the need to affront in an 
efficient way radical alteration of social structures, points also to a general desire for 
new propositions.

Two other points, regarding the influence of the competition system on social level 
and with relation to professionals, deserve attention: in Switzerland, the tradition of 
competition proves the argument of their contribution to an equitable distribution 
of commissions and seems also related to the country’s democratic regime and 
the population’s interest in issues of spatial design. Competitions do constitute an 
important part of the procedure of distributing professional commissions among 
architects and surely provide chances of success to younger professionals. They also 
take part in an active dialogue regarding building processes and new constructions, in 
a social milieu sensible to democratic ideals and particularly interested in the quality 
of its environment, be it natural or man-made. 

470  Interview with Isis Payeras, Director of the Service d’Architecture de la ville de Genève and Philippe Waller, 
architect of the Service d’Architecture Department, Geneva, 11 June 2009.
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Various authors seem to confirm these two essential characteristics of the system in 
the country. Judith Strong notes in her 1996 publication: “The average standard of entry 
is very high because architects all see competitions as a way of winning valuable commissions 
for their practice and because, with more compeititions to choose from, they can be more 
selective. This aspect of regarding competitions as a normal way of getting work is reflected by 
a clause in the regulations which states that employees may enter a competition only if their 
boss is not competing.”471 She goes as far as confirming a general satisfaction reigning in 
the public with regards to the competition system that nourishes an ampler dialogue 
on the construction process: “Generally the promoters and the public are happy with the 
results of competitions and this is obviously helped by the fact that the public is called on to 
ratify the scheme at various stages, including the financing of the project and the budget and 
the final instruction to build.”472

On the other handa and regarding the same question, Christoph Allenspach cites 
the Austrian architectural critic Friedrich Achtleitner, that describes the Swiss milieu 
during the late sixties as following: “Ce qui frappe d’emblée et que l’on se rappellera 
peut-être le plus longtemps, c’est une conception très répandue de l’espace en Suisse. Que 
l’espace extérieur ou intérieur et leurs interactions répondent ou non à une affectation donnée 
est de moindre importance. C’est la spatialité, les séquences d’espace […] bref, toutes les 
manipulations possibles de l’espace qui figurent au centre de l’intérêt […]”473Allenspach also 
warns on the dangers implicated by an increasing number of restricted procedures in 
relation with an equitable distribution of architectural work through competitions: “La 
grave crise du bâtiment des dernières années a mis au jour l’instabilité des rapports de force 
sur le chantier. Le système des concours, traditionnellement un des piliers de l’industrie du 
bâtiment en Suisse, est en péril. De tous temps, les concours publics et anonymes ont permis 
aux petits ateliers et plus spécialement à la jeune garde de se qualifier pour des mandats 
importants. Aujourd’hui, de nombreux maîtres d’ouvrage restreignent d’emblée le cercle des 
soumissionnaires.”474 

More than a decade later, this may indeed be an even more serious problem, with 
competitions undeniably more popular also among private developers; restricted 
procedures seem to gain grounds, as investors insist on maintaining control of the 
final decision. Inviting architects with whom they have already collaborated in the 
past and with whose work they seem to acknowledge affinities, appears as a way 
of controlling the realised project more effectively. This is particularly evident in 
the French-speaking part where, from systematic research through the web pages 
of various architectural bureaus, the impression that a large number of “private” 
procedures – restricted and only in part applying the SIA regulations – take place, 
may easily be formed; for such cases, additional information seemed often impossible 
to gather while sometimes, limited available images of the submitted projects could 
not awaken further interest with respect to innovation issues.

471  See Strong, op. cit., 1976, p. 87.

472  Ibidem, p. 88.

473  Allenspach, op. cit., 1999, p. 96.

474  Ibidem, p. 16.
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Regarding innovation and contemporary living modes

As a general conclusion, housing competitions in Switzerland indicate that innovation 
exists, both as intention from the developer’s part, and as a conceptual concern from 
the projects’ authors. The first point is proven also by the materialized ensembles 
presenting relatively original approaches as to the proposed layouts of the unit or 
of the urban design referring to the whole, with the additional – and significant to 
this argument – advantage that no dramatic changes are imposed to the original 
competition plans, at least in the majority of the examined study cases. Of course, 
it cannot be said that the developers do not continue to revolve around financial 
investments and renderings; but it appers certain that among the prerequisites of what 
is nowadays considered a successful housing operation, several criteria pointing to 
a a qualitative research are usually added: proper, careful design of exterior spaces, 
uniformity and special identity of the ensemble or else for its public “image”, spaces of 
sociability capable of genuinely promoting the common life of a complex’s inhabitants, 
sometimes also influencing a larger range of the urban tissue, typological variety and a 
certain adaptability to future needs, varying views and optimal orientation conditions 
for the units and various zones of the complex, connection with the neighbourhood’s 
context or at least a conscious effort for understanding its special character and 
reacting to it appropriately, concern for mixing various social groups and generating 
creative diversity. Nevertheless, innovation seems relatively easier to imagine with 
respect to urban design solutions, than regarding the unit’s interior organization 
and articulation of functions. This was something almost to be expected since the 
beginning: not only in relation with past conditions of the housing market, but also 
because diversity in the contemporary urban environment has so far revealed a 
concept easier for the architects to apprehend than difficultly definable, changing living 
routines.

Innovation has been discussed in the scale of the city as well as in the intermediate 
level of the neighbourhood. Certain examples have shown programmatic and 
functional changes coherent in all scales of construction, employing devices destined 
to acknowledge the particularity of each user’s habits and living modes: the effort 
for establishing an equilibrium between the private and collective, in a society 
where the social contact does not seem necessarily desired, remains one of architects’ 
principal points of interest. Another common investigation line seems to be that of 
combining advantages of living in the city – such as easy access to road and public 
transportation networks, to essential commercial and administrative infrastructure, 
and recreation activities – with qualities traditionally associated to suburban housing 
types: private gardens or well-defined exterior spaces of apartments in the ground 
floor certainly answer concerns of this type. This research is also related with the fact 
that no significant distinctions seem anymore to exist between housing types referring 
to the cities’ peripheries and those designed for more central areas of the urban tissues; 
in the interior of the unit as well as in the exterior form of the building type, architects 
seem more or less to draw inspiration in the same resources, whether for suburban or 
urban locations.

It should be noted though, that a relative eclecticism as a conceptual attitude from 
the architects part, that seemed quite obvious in the beginning of this study shuffling 
a large number of competition-issued projects adopting various morphological 
approaches related to different historical periods – “urban villas” co-existing with 
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modernist slabs and more unitary, large scale forms – appears finally less prominent. 
Swiss architects present a certain preference for certain formal approaches deriving 
from the modern, and seem eager to focus on their reinterpretation in relation with 
contemporary social and financial data. Thus we could even speak of a quite explicit 
“revival” of organic tendencies, as initially suggested by certain masters of the 
modern. 

Finally, the market’s demands (and therefore the investors’ interest) are constantly 
conditioned by the users’ profiles and financial situation. It is to wonder though, if 
fascination for changing social conditions will remain equally vivid in the future. Since 
the beginning of this period of intensive construction, in Zurich for instance, the goals 
of the applied programs have considerably changed. In the beginning, the fact that 
many families moved out of the city in search of accommodation units, appropriately 
large at affordable prices, has led to spacious apartments; later on, it was proved that 
family households could attain financially, apartments of a maximum size only  from 
4.5 to 5.5 rooms. It was also revealed that other population groups,  such as younger 
people and elderly needing proximity to particular facilities, also encountered 
difficulties in finding suitable accomodation. Nowadays, apart from the apartment’s 
size, the focus turns equally on ecologically friendly constructions; in general, a 
certain adaptability of the political action regarding the residential stock, should be 
considered as a sign of the State’s well-functioning in this particular domain.  

Contemporary tendencies of architectural conception

Broadly speaking, architects seem to emphasize on the following design aspects:

The diversity and uniqueness of the proposed forms and housing types – . The 
concern of providing the most adequate solution in morphological or typological 
terms seems associated with the demand for an increased density as well as for 
expressing the ideal of an urban society. In practice, it is also directly associated 
with the demand for particular identity, regarding the new ensembles, from 
the investors; sometimes the discussion around the image of the planned 
complexes reaches the principal social objectives of a cooperative society and 
thus, for instance particularly introverted forms may be rejected as not opening 
up enough socially, or in other occasions approved as promoting the complex’s 
special character. This situation seems also to be leading in some cases to a 
certain manierism, mostly in terms of urban form and less, in terms of interior 
spaces.The triangular blocks or some cases representative of the hybrid, may be 
examined under this angle; in such examples, the architectural research seems 
to reach a point of fascination with the form that estranges it from its principal 
objectives regarding practical, everyday uses.    

Exterior spaces and an  – increasing attention to “interiorized” open spaces, 
maybe with the objective of enhancing a feeling of “belonging” to the users. 
This last aspect is identifiable not only in relation with large “enclosed” or 
“semi-closed” urban forms, such as courtyards and urban squares, but also in 
configurations based on the fragmentation of the complex’s volumes: once more, 
some of the examples presented in the chapter of triangular morphologies may 
be thus interpreted. Even when large forms that quite autonomous in site plans, 
are in question, as for instance the Weissenstein proposal by Graber & Pulver, 
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architects emphasize on an intermediate urban scale by using terms such as 
“alleys” for the interstitial spaces between the proposal’s separate “buildings”.

Attention to an intermediate design scale that defines conformity and  –
accordance between the public and the private sphere. It may be concluded 
that the concern for this medium-range, design scale, leads also to an abundance 
of corresponding urban types, such as housing blocks. Even mat-type buildings 
seem to answer a need for attenuating the repetitiveness of the large scale 
collective, by searching a more “personalized” version of the isolated buildings. 
Such urban forms offer also significant advantages in terms of view diversity 
and perspective openings, reminiscing “urban villa” situations and assets of the 
single-family house. This particular research line is therefore directly associated 
to a more generalised research for “personalized” spatial qualities in the domestic 
space. 

Dynamic lines and a certain organic character –  of the final solution that, 
sometimes may be observed both in the unit’s interior and the building’s exterior 
form. It is almost impossible not noticing the constant resurging in our project 
analysis of the question of fluidity and that of a dynamic, unforced, unraveling 
of the proposed spatial arrangements. Even in projects that are not immediately 
associated to this theoretical reflections – for example, the Volta Mitte ensemble 
primarily commented for its morphological aspect altering positively orientation 
conditions for the courtyard façade – the authors’ in-depth references reveal once 
more the same concerns. The unfolding of the exterior sequence is in accordance 
with the design of the interior, moreover it is engendered by it. Christ & 
Gantenbein, of the specific Volta Mitte example, mention Luigi Caccia Dominioni, 
whose work focuses on “flowing” interior paths and “dramatical” effects in 
the interior spaces’ organization: “Curved stretches of paths generate interesting 
and unexpexted moments. Whereas a straight path divulges what is to come from afar, 
a curved path reveals it only gradually. The spatial impression of the straight path is 
therefore perspectival, that of the curved walkway scenographic. […] The home as the 
scene of “idleness” offers comfortable and restful cosiness. […] The gaze which is often 
directed towards the interior, transforms the space into a stage on which the member of 
the family dominate the scente as actors and spectators.”475

Views and interesting perspectives for the unit and the whole – . Alternated 
viewpoints conferring to the housing unit additional advantages, seem to be a 
central theme in contemporary Swiss architecture. This question is also related to 
the subject of establishing intermediate spatial qualities for the transition between 
the public, the collective and the private, since through this type of research 
architects aspire also to acquiring in-depth interior perspectives. They search 
unobstructed but specifically focused perspectives, capable of creating a certain 
openness to an ampler urban context; it is question of reactivated modernist 
design devices as well as a clear tendency towards more fluid forms of spatial 
organizations.

475  Mosayebi, op. cit., p. 17.
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Luigi Caccia Dominioni, residential complex, 
Verona 1998-2002 
(source: Irace et al., Luigi Caccia Dominioni, 
Venice, 2001)
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Representation techniques and “potential” ambiances of domestic 
spaces

The analysis of representation material issued from housing competitions made evident 
the existence (and importance) of two representation levels meddled inseparably in 
the immediate output of the competition system, the drawings and projects that reach 
publication: the first level refers to the way architectural proposals are presented by 
the specialised press (including jury reports published normally by the competition’s 
organizer). The second has to do with the way architects themselves, choose to present 
their work in the submitted competition boards, the graphic and textual means they 
employ to convince the audience of their arguments’ validity. In practice, conclusions 
on questions concerning the predominance of certain representation techniques over 
others and rhetorical arguments used by the contestants, can be drawn equally by 
both levels; but it is important for the scholar to be aware of this distinction in order 
to identify the profile of competitions procedures as an inescapable institution of the 
architectural profession in every era’s social scenery, and the “images” sought for 
by the experts and professionals, regarding a certain domain of architectural activity 
during this specific period.

To what concerns the publication of architectural work coming from competition 
participations, one issue deserving attention is the editing techniques of this material, 
especially within the jury reports’ framework. Once more, certain differences 
depending on the geographical area of the competition and its organizer were revealed: 
reports prepared by the administration of the city of Zurich opt for a homogeneous 
presentation of the most significant projects, extracting at will, drawings and images 
from the original presentation boards of the participating architectural bureaus. In 
Geneva, the strategy of publishing reduced copies of the presentation boards seems 
still active, although the A3 format normally demanded as standard scale reduction for 
the rendering of competition proposals, is not always applied.

Housing competitions (and especially their contemporary versions aiming at 
immediate construction), constitute a particular field of study, not only because of 
the dwelling cellule’s importance over the physiological and psychological bien-être 
of the individual user, but also because of the need to provide alternative solutions 
to the persisting ideal of the single-family house in the urban periphery. Collective 
housing competitions held in Switzerland during the last fifteen years illustrate 
also the particularity of competitions clearly destined to the rapid construction of 
residential units, in order to affront an important housing shortage and balance the 
prices of a housing market characterised by the majority of renting tenures; new 
ideas and innovative proposals that could mark this activity by their effectiveness, 
were systematically sought. Analysing material issued from this framework, we have 
lingered over the subject of architectural representations with respect to domestic 
ambiances, based on methodological principles established by well-known authors. 
Some interesting points have been revealed:

The passage from drawing  – à main to computer-aided design not only magnifies 
the importance of three-dimensional representations but also allows to form the 
hypothesis that certain representation techniques are closely related to specific 
urban forms: for example, central perspectives emphasizing on almost endless 
spatial depths seem linked to linear constructions more à la mode still during the 
nineteen nineties. 
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The  – predominance of a naturalistic representation style – making probably 
architectural proposals more accessible to the non-specialised public and the 
laymen of competition juries – maybe attributed to the fact that collective 
housing competitions are directly associated to the construction process. The 
idea that increasingly “real” perspective images convince the organizer of the 
solution’s validity and of the architects’ thorough study of the specific problem 
posed by the competition’s framework, seems prevailing, judging from the 
frequence of this representation “style” in the analysed material.

Regional differences probably related with varying architectural backgrounds –  
and traditions, also with a less or more intensive applications of the competition 
system, may be noted. Thus, jury reports coming from the German-speaking part 
are characterised by their rational style, with editors opting for the homogeneity 
of the projects’ representation instead of preserving the sequential order 
suggested by the authors themselves in the original documents. To the contrary, 
reports from the French-speaking part still sometimes propose scale reductions 
of the original presentation boards, while these last are characterised by a more 
liberal style, regarding the choice of techniques. 

Finally, and most importantly, there exist certain ideals that tend to be “recycled”  –
in the architects’ proposals, a characteristic confirming the less innovative aspect 
of this conceptual scale: the bourgeois house, the flexible house, the comfortable 
unit, the house in the park, even the futurist version of the residential private 
space are directly derived from past historical periods, reproduced through 
subtle interpretational variations, clearly (and intentionally?) recalling well-
known ideals of domesticity, further affirming the dominant theme in research 
for the unit’s interior organization.

Ponti, “the architect’s head”, drawing, 1969 
(source: Licitra Ponti, Gio Ponti, London, 1990)
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Appendix





La Matze1.

PlaceYear

2010

City

Sion

Canton

VS

Organiser

UBS Fund Management (Switzerland) SA (UBS FMCH)

Ville de Sion

Promoter

UBS Fund Management (Switzerland) SA

Type of competition and procedure

ideas competition and parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

12 (4)

Program

housing

community space (La Matze hall)

Participating Architects

Bonnard Woeffray

Von Ballmoos Krucker

Steinmann & Schmid

DVarchitectes & associés

Anzevui & Deville

Bakker & Blanc

Jürg Bumann - Birchmeier Uhlmann

Frundgallina

Käferstein & Meister

Nunatak

Peter Märkli

Savioz Fabrizzi

Monthey

Zurich

Basel

Sion

Carouge

Lausanne

Zurich

Neuchâtel

Zurich

Fully

Zurich

Sion

(second stage) recommendation

(second stage)

(second stage)

(second stage)

Jury

Fernanda Balducci Otter

Jörg Koch

Marcel Maurer

Jean-Michel Roten

Jean-Paul Jaccaud

Andreas reuter

Doris Wälchli

Nathalie Luyet

Gaëlle Métrailler

UBS FMCH

architect, UBS FMCH

Président de la Ville de Sion (votes first stage)

UBS FMCH

architect

architect

architect

architect, Ville de Sion (votes second stage)

déléguée à la culture de la Ville de Sion (votes second stage)

Publications

1. Teckne SA, Mandat dʹétudes parallèles / Studienauftrag in zwei Stufen La Matze - Sion. Rapport final / Schlussbericht, Lausanne, le 16 septembre 2010,

Lausanne, 2010

2. Bonnard & Woeffray architectes, <http://www.bwarch.ch/>

3. Katsakou Antigone, ʺEin Häuserblock – neu interpretiert. Zum Studienauftrag für die Bebauung „Matze“ in Sittenʺ in Werk, bauen & wohnen, n.12,

2010, pp.52-54, original text in French (ʺRéinterpréter l’îlotʺ / http://www.werkbauenundwohnen.ch/otext_read.php?oid=141)

Construction periodCompleted Source wbw



Wohnüberbauung am Katzenbach III-IV2.

Place

Seebach

Year

2010

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft Glattal Zürich (BGZ)

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Glattal Zürich (BGZ)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

72 (10)

Program

housing

nursery

Participating Architects

Edelaar Mosayebi Inderbitzin

manerschmeyer.architekten

Igual & Giggenheim, Horisberger Wagen

Zita Cotti

Spoerri Thommen

Fischler & Lo Verdi

Edelmann Krell

BMKP

Baumann Roserens

Schneider Studer Primas

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Albert Deubelbeiss

Thomas Lohmann

Kurt Williner

Katrin Wächter

Markus Zimmermann

Jeremy Hoskyn

Dalila Chebbi

Roger Boltshauser

Brigitte Nyffenegger

Lukas Huggenberger

Jacob Steib

Präsident BGZ

Vizepräsident BGZ

architect, BGZ

Grün Stadt Zürich

architect

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Ersatzneubauten Wohnüberbauung am Katzenbach III-IV, Zürich-Seebach. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preigerichts, Amt für

Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, BGZ, Zurich, 2010

2. Edelaar Mosayebi Inderbitzin, <http://www.emi-architekten.ch/>

Construction period 2010-2019Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnsiedlung Altwiesenstrasse3.

Place

Schwamendingen

Year

2010

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Bau- und Wohngenossenschaft Graphis

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Bau- und Wohngenossenschaft Graphis

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

66 (10)

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Enzmann + Fischer

Chebbi.Thommet

Mathias E. Frey

Boltshauser

huggen_berger fries

Esch.Sintzel

Matti Ragaz Hitz

Hara & Vogel

KilgaPopp, Edelaar Mosayebi Inderbitzin

von Ballmoos Krucker

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Liebefeld-Bern

Zurich

Winterthur, Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Beat Aberegg

Heinz Berger

Fritz Wälchli

Peter Roland Wittwer

Michael Tschofen

Jeremy Hoskyn

Alain Roserens

Margrit Althammer

Ivo Moeschlin

Lukas Schweingruber

Ariane Dirlewanger

Präsident Graphis

Direktor Graphis

Graphis

WMI Bern

architect Graphis

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

Publications

1. Ersatzneubauten Wohnsiedlung Altwiesenstrasse, Zürich-Schwamendingen. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preigerichts, Amt für

Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Graphis, Zurich, 2010

Construction periodCompleted Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnsiedlung Tiècherstrasse4.

Place

Wipkingen

Year

2010

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft des eidgenössischen Personals (BEP)

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft des eidgenössischen Personals (BEP)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

107 (12)

Program

housing

nursery

Participating Architects

Buchner Bründler

Luca Selva

Neff Neumann

Christian Scheidegger

agps.architecture

Caruso St John

von Ballmoos Krucker

Edelmann Krell

A.D.P. Walter Ramseier

Guignard & Saner

Braendlin Kreiselmayer

Basel

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

London

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Kurt Altenburger

Ralf Escher

Jürg Keller

Urs Küng

Erich Meier

Christoph Rothenhöfer

David Leuthold

Cornelia Mattiello-Schwaller

Cristoph Schubert

Samuel Bünzli

Barbara Thommen

Präsident BEP

Baukommission BEP

Liegenschaftverwaltung Stadt Zürich

Real Estate AG, Zürich

Baukommission BEP

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Ersatzneubauten Wohnsieldung Tiècherstrasse, Zürich-Wipkingen. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preigerichts, Amt für Hochbauten,

Stadt Zürich, 100 Jahre BEP, Zurich, 2010

Construction periodCompleted Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnüberbauung Sandfelsen5.

Place

Sandfelsen

Year

2009-10

City

Erlenbach

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Gemeinde Erlenbach

Planpartner AG

Promoter

Gemeinde Erlenbach

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

67 (10)

Program

housing

Participating Architects

phalt

Raderschall Partner / Edelaar Mosayebi Inderbitzin

Althammer & Hochuli

Zurich

Meilen, Zurich

Zurich

1
st

prize

2
nd

prize

3
rd

prize

Jury

Susi Lötscher

Mario de Capitani

Dany Lanter

Martin Rübel

Barbara Neff

Yvonne Rudolf

Yves Schihin

Lukas Schweingruber

Gemeinderätin Erlenbach, Präsidentin Liegenschaftenkommission

Bauunternehmer, Liegenschaftenkommission

architect, Liegenschaftenkommission

Rechtsanwalt, Liegenschaftenkommission

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

Publications

1. competitionline, <http://www.competitionline.de/upload/downloads/13xx/1322_3017563_Sandfelsen.pdf>

2. Planpartner AG, <http://www.planpartner.ch/>

3. SVW-Sektion Zürich, <http://www.svw-zh.ch/resources/1/uploads/Erlenbach%202010-02-17%20Medienmitteilung%20Resultat%

20Projektwettbewerb%20Sandfelsen.pdf>

4. Raderschallpartner AG, <http://www.raderschall.ch/aktuell/index.php>

5. EMI-Architekten, <http://www.emi-architekten.ch/>

6. phalt, <http://phalt.ch/3_0/3_p.php?CONT_ID=31&PIC=23>

Construction periodCompleted Source Althammer & Hochuli



Wohnen am Schaffhauerrheinweg6.

Place

Kinderspital-Areal

Year

2009

City

Basel

Canton

BS

Organiser

Kanton Basel-Stadt

Promoter

Kanton Basel-Stadt

Type of competition and procedure

ideas competition

selective

No of particip.

30

Program

housing

offices

commercial

Participating Architects

Jessen + Vollenweider

Fischler & Lo Verdi

Christ & Gantenbein

sabarchitekten & Wagner

Darlington Meier

KCAP

Meier + Hug

Burkhardt + Partner

Steinmann & Schmid, Arcoplan Rapp

Basel

Basel

Basel

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Basel

1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
rd

prize

3
rd

prize

4
th

prize

5
th

prize

6
th

prize

7
th

prize

8
th

prize

9
th

prize

Jury

Fritz Schumacher

Andreas Kressler

Patrick Gmür

Elisabeth Boesch

Peter Zeugin

Ruedi Stauffer

Rodolfo Lindner

Kantonsbaumeister Kanton Basel-Stadt

Geschäftsleiter Immobilien Basel-Stadt

architect

architect

Zeugin Gölker Immobilienstrategien

Metron Raumentwicklung

Nationale Suisse

Publications

1. Wohnen am Schaffhauserrheinweg (altes Kinderspital-Areal). Anonymer Ideentwetbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Bau- und

Verkehrdepartement des Kantons Basel-Stadt, Immobilien Basel-Stadt, Basel, 2009

2. Jessen Vollenweider Architekten, <http://www.jessenvollenweider.de/projekte/was.html>

Construction period 2012-14Completed Source Basel-Stadt



Logements à lʹavenue de Morges7.

PlaceYear

2009

City

Lausanne

Canton

VD

Organiser

Ville de Lausanne

Promoter

Ville de Lausanne

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip.

52

Program

housing (also social)

community spaces

Participating Architects

Fruehauf Henry & Viladoms GmbH

2b

Jean-Paul Jaccaud

Bonhôte Zapata

Burckhardt + Partner

Made In

Basel

Lausanne

Geneva

Geneva

Lausanne

Geneva

1
st

rank,1
st

prize, recommendation

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, mention

6
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Silvia Zamora

Elinora Krebs

Nicole Christe

Mireille Adam Bonnet

Mathias Müller

Vincent Rapin

conseillère municipale de la Ville de Lausanne

architect, cheffe du service du logement et des gérances (SLG) de la Ville de Lausanne

architect, cheffe du Service dʹArchitecture de la ville de Lausanne

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Concours de projet dʹarchitecture organisé en procédure ouverte selon le règlement SIA 142. Construction de logements à lʹavennue de Morges, Lausanne sur les

parcelles 354 et 20361, Programme du concours doc. n.1, Service dʹarchitecture, Ville de Lausanne, September 2008

2. Construction de logements à lʹavenue de Morges, Lausanne, sur les parcelles 354 et 20361. Concours de projet dʹarchitecture organisé en procédure ouverte selon

le règlement SIA 142. Rapport du jury, Service dʹarchitecture, Ville de Lausanne, February 2009

Construction periodCompleted Source Ville de Lausanne



Wohnsiedlung Triemli I8.

Place

Wiedikon

Year

2009

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Rotach

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

community spaces

offices, commercial

Participating Architects

Hauenstein LaRoche Schedler

Knapkiewicz + Fickert

Adrian Streich

Miller & Maranta

von Ballmoos Krucker

Haerle Hubacher & Hofmann

Ruppeiner Deiss

Galli & Rudolph

Hasler Schlatter Partner

ADP Architekten

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Felix Zimmermann

Berti Brenner

André Rickli

Andreas Hofer

Marianne Dutli Derron

Jeremy Hoskyn

Patrick Gmür

Cornelia Pauletti

Hans Rohr

Regula Hodel

Luca Selva

BG Rotach

BG Rotach

BG Rotach

Schweizerische Verband für Wohnungswesen

Schweizerische Verband für Wohnungswesen

Amt für Hochbauten Stadt Zürich

architect, Amt für Städtebau Stadt Zürich

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

Publications

1. Ersatzneubauten. Wohnsiedlung Triemli I, Zürich-Wiedikon. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt

Zürich, Zurich, 2009

2. Baugenossenschaft Rotach, <http://www.rotach.ch/resources/0/uploads/Projekte/Triemli1RotachInfo2010.pdf>

Construction period 2010-...Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Projekt 1 der Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen, Zürich-Leutschenbach9.

Place

Leutschenbach

Year

2009

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

26

Program

housing (and ʺspecialʺ apartment types)

community spaces

commercial and services

Participating Architects

futurafrosch & DUPLEX

Müller Sigrist

Mirošlav Šik

POOL

Hara & Vogel, Wingender Hovenier

Meili & Peter

Stücheli

Mischa Badertscher

Scheidegger & Karamuk

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich, Amsterdam

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recom. urban design, isolated buildings)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (recom. isolated buildings)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize (recom. isolated buildings)

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize (recom. isolated buildings)

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

6
th

rank, 6
th

prize

7
th

rank, 7
th

prize

8
th

rank, 8
th

prize

9
th

rank, 9
th

prize

Jury

Kathrin Martelli

Peter Schmid

Ruth Buchholz

Iris Vollenweider

Dagmar Reichert

Martin Alder

Ursula Müller

Urs Primas

Astrid Staufer

Philippe Cabane

Katrin Jaggi

Andreas Hofer

Gerold Löwensberg

Lukas Schweingruber

Stadträtin, Hochbaudepartement Stadt Zürich

Präsident Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen, Präsident SVW Sektion Zürich

Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen, Stiftung Ponte Projektfonds, BF Kraftwerk1

BG Dreieck, Gleis 70, Verein Viereck

Kulturwissenschaftlerin

Liegenschaftverwaltung Stadt Zürich

Amt für Hochbauten Stadt Zürich

architect

architect

Soziologe, Raumplaner Basel

Amt für Städtebau Stadt Zürich

architect, Geschäftsleistung Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen

architect, Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen

landscape architect

Publications

1. Neubau Projekt 1 der Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen, Zürich-Leutschenbach. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt für

Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2009

2. Baugenossenschaft mehr als wohnen, <http://www.mehralswohnen.ch/>

Construction periodCompleted Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnsiedlung Tram-/Funkwiesenstrasse10.

Place

Schwamendingen

Year

2009

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Wohnbaugenossenschaft BAHOGE

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Wohnbaugenossenschaft BAHOGE

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

51 (10)

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Baumberger & Stegmeier, Edelaar Mosayebi

Zita Cotti

POOL

manerschmeyer.architekten

giuliani.hönger

Meier & Hug

Spiro + Gantenbein

Allemann Bauer Eigenmann

Gigon Guyer

ADP Architekten

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Franz Cahannes

Martin Schmid

Hans Fehr

Martin Mirer

Erich Rimml

Maria Fernandez

Jeremy Hoskyn

Gret Lowensberg

Martina Voser

Erika Fries

Zeno Vogel

Daniela Staub

Präsident BAHOGE

Baukommission BAHOGE

Baukommission BAHOGE

Baukommission BAHOGE

Geschäftsführer BAHOGE

Bereichsleiterin BAHOGE

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Ersatzneubauten. Wohnsiedlung Tram-/Funkwiesenstrasse, Zürich-Schwamendingen. Projektwettbewerb im offenen Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt

für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Wohnbaugenossenschaft BAHOGE, Zurich, 2009

2. Baumberger Stegmeier AG, <http://www.baumbergerstegmeier.ch/tram/daten.html>

Construction period 2011-2013Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohn- und Gewerbesiedlung Kalkbreite11.

Place

Aussersihl

Year

2009

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Genossenschaft Kalkbreite

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Genossenschaft Kalkbreite

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip.

55

Program

housing

offices

commercial spaces

Participating Architects

Müller Sigrist

Spoerri Thommen

bernath+widmer/Braendlin, Kreiselmayer/De Pedrini

huggenberger fries

Meier & Hug

atelier ww

Boltshauser

Hauenstein La Roche Schedler

POOL

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

6
th

rank, 6
th

prize

7
th

rank, 7
th

prize

8
th

rank, 8
th

prize

9
th

rank, 9
th

prize

Jury

Arno Roggo

Astrid Heymann

Res Keller

Gudrun Hoppe

Sonja Anders

Peter Ess

Patrick Gmür

Sabina Hubacher

Mateja Vehovar

Barbara Burren

Direktor Liegenschaftverwaltung Stadt Zürich

Vizepräsidentin Genossenschaft Kalkbreite

Geschäftsführer Genossenschaft Kalkbreite

Genossenschaft Kalkbreite

Genossenschaft Kalkbreite

Direktor Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Neubau Wohn- und Gewerbesiedlung Kalkbreite, Zürich-Aussersihl. Projektwettbewerb im offenen Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt für Hochbauten,

Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2009

2. Müller Sigrist, <http://www.muellersigrist.ch/#wohn-und-gewerbesiedlung-kalkbreite-zuerich>

3. Genossenschaft Kalkbreite, <http://www.kalkbreite.net/>

Construction period 2011-...Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau (Muri, Luwa-Areal)12.

PlaceYear

2008

City

Aarau

Canton

AG

Organiser

Kanton Aargau

Promoter

Kanton Aargau

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

3

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Burkard Meyer

Architheke, A.Roth, creato

Metron Architektur

Zurich

Brugg

Brugg

awarded, recommendation

awarded

Jury

Paul Pfister

Kuno Schumacher

Christian Bachofner

Sibylle Bucher

Peter Degen

Ruedi Eppler

Massimo Fontana

Peter Frei

Daniele Marques

Beatrice Bayer

Josef Etterlin

Daniel Dill

Paul Bachmann

Auftraggeberschaft, Leiter Abteilung Raumentweicklung, BVU, Aarau

Leier Architektur+Entwicklung, Immobilien Aargau, Departement Finanzen und Ressourcen, Aarau

Ersatz Auftraggeberschaft, Projektleiter Abteilung Raumentwicklung, BVU, Aarau

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

architect

Geneindeammann

Hesta Immobilien für Grundeigentümerin Otto Wild AG

Regionaldirektor Aargauische Kantonalbank

Publications

1. Bayer Beatrice, Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau,5 parallele Studienaufträge, Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums, Kanton Aargau, 2008

2. Kanton Aargau, <http://www.ag.ch/wohnkantonaargau/de/pub/>

Construction periodCompleted Source hp



Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau (Laufenberg, Baslerstrasse)13.

PlaceYear

2008

City

Aarau

Canton

AG

Organiser

Kanton Aargau

Promoter

Kanton Aargau

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

3

Program

housing

Participating Architects

POOL

Hüsser & Schmid

von Ballmoos Krucker

Zurich

Lenzburg

Zurich

awarded, recommendation

Jury

Paul Pfister

Kuno Schumacher

Christian Bachofner

Sibylle Bucher

Peter Degen

Ruedi Eppler

Massimo Fontana

Peter Frei

Daniele Marques

Beatrice Bayer

Peter Oswald

Manfred Gollin / Silke Burkhardt

Lukas Fässler

Auftraggeberschaft, Leiter Abteilung Raumentweicklung, BVU, Aarau

Leier Architektur+Entwicklung, Immobilien Aargau, Departement Finanzen und Ressourcen, Aarau

Ersatz Auftraggeberschaft, Projektleiter Abteilung Raumentwicklung, BVU, Aarau

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

architect

Bauverwalter

Energiedienst Holding AG, Grundeigentümerin

Regionaldirektor Aargauische Kantonalbank

Publications

1. Bayer Beatrice, Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau,5 parallele Studienaufträge, Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums, Kanton Aargau, 2008

2. Kanton Aargau, <http://www.ag.ch/wohnkantonaargau/de/pub/>

Construction periodCompleted Source hp



Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau (Neuenhof, Härdli)14.

PlaceYear

2008

City

Aarau

Canton

AG

Organiser

Kanton Aargau

Promoter

Kanton Aargau

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

3

Program

housing

Participating Architects

ernst niklaus fausch

Graber Pulver

stoosarchitekten

Aarau

Zurich

Brugg

awarded, recommendation

awarded

Jury

Paul Pfister

Kuno Schumacher

Christian Bachofner

Sibylle Bucher

Peter Degen

Ruedi Eppler

Massimo Fontana

Peter Frei

Daniele Marques

Beatrice Bayer

Peter Richiger

Hanspeter Benz

Bruno Renggli

Auftraggeberschaft, Leiter Abteilung Raumentweicklung, BVU, Aarau

Leier Architektur+Entwicklung, Immobilien Aargau, Departement Finanzen und Ressourcen, Aarau

Ersatz Auftraggeberschaft, Projektleiter Abteilung Raumentwicklung, BVU, Aarau

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

architect

Abteilungsleiter Bau

Gemeinderat ressort bau, Grundeigentümerin Ortsbürgergemeinde

Regionaldirektor Aargauische Kantonalbank

Publications

1. Bayer Beatrice, Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau,5 parallele Studienaufträge, Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums, Kanton Aargau, 2008

2. Kanton Aargau, <http://www.ag.ch/wohnkantonaargau/de/pub/>

Construction periodCompleted Source hp



Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau (Oberentfelden, Bürstenfabrik Walther)15.

PlaceYear

2008

City

Aarau

Canton

AG

Organiser

Kanton Aargau

Promoter

Kanton Aargau

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

3

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Galli & Rudolf, Stirnemann

Gmür & Steib

HHF

Zurich, Baden

Zurich

Basel

awarded, recommendation

awarded

Jury

Paul Pfister

Kuno Schumacher

Christian Bachofner

Sibylle Bucher

Peter Degen

Ruedi Eppler

Massimo Fontana

Peter Frei

Daniele Marques

Beatrice Bayer

Markus Stuker

Ruedi Berger

Dieter Bruttel

Auftraggeberschaft, Leiter Abteilung Raumentweicklung, BVU, Aarau

Leier Architektur+Entwicklung, Immobilien Aargau, Departement Finanzen und Ressourcen, Aarau

Ersatz Auftraggeberschaft, Projektleiter Abteilung Raumentwicklung, BVU, Aarau

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

architect

Bauverwalter

Gemeindeammann, Grundeigentümerin Einwohnergemeinde

Regionaldirektor, Aargauische Kantonalbank

Publications

1. Bayer Beatrice, Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau,5 parallele Studienaufträge, Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums, Kanton Aargau, 2008

2. Kanton Aargau, <http://www.ag.ch/wohnkantonaargau/de/pub/>

Construction periodCompleted Source hp



Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau (Zofingen, Untere Stadt)16.

PlaceYear

2008

City

Aarau

Canton

AG

Organiser

Kanton Aargau

Promoter

Kanton Aargau

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

3

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Büro B

werk 1

Zimmermann

Bern

Olten

Aarau

awarded, recommendation

awarded

Jury

Paul Pfister

Kuno Schumacher

Christian Bachofner

Sibylle Bucher

Peter Degen

Ruedi Eppler

Massimo Fontana

Peter Frei

Daniele Marques

Beatrice Bayer

Werner Ryter

Hansruedi Gilgen

Hansruedi Hohl

Auftraggeberschaft, Leiter Abteilung Raumentweicklung, BVU, Aarau

Leier Architektur+Entwicklung, Immobilien Aargau, Departement Finanzen und Ressourcen, Aarau

Ersatz Auftraggeberschaft, Projektleiter Abteilung Raumentwicklung, BVU, Aarau

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

architect

Bauverwalter

Stadtrat / Grundeigentümerin Einwohnergemeinde

Leiter Privatkunden, Aargauische Kantonalbank

Publications

1. Bayer Beatrice, Wohnstandort-Wettbewerb Aargau,5 parallele Studienaufträge, Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums, Kanton Aargau, 2008

2. Kanton Aargau, <http://www.ag.ch/wohnkantonaargau/de/pub/>

Construction periodCompleted Source hp



Wohnüberbauung ʺAareparkʺ17.

PlaceYear

2008

City

Aarau

Canton

AG

Organiser

Einwohnergemeinde der Stadt Aarau

Ortsbürgergemeinde der Stadt Aarau

Promoter

Einwohnergemeinde der Stadt Aarau

Ortsbürgergemeinde der Stadt Aarau

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

188 (52)

Program

housing

working spaces

Participating Architects

Hasler Schlatter Werder

Rosemarie Araseki-Graf

René Stoos

Frei + Moser

Schregenberger

Maissen & Zumbach

Ken Architekten

Itten + Brechbühl

Roland Burkard

Baden

Baden-Dättwil

Brugg

Aarau

Zurich

Aarau

Ennetbaden

Bern

Zug

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
rd

prize

3
rd

rank, purchase

4
th

rank, 3
nd

prize

5
th

rank, 4
th

prize

6
th

rank, purchase

7
th

rank, 5
th

prize

8
th

rank, 6
th

prize

9
th

rank, 7
th

prize

Jury

Marcel Guignard

Andreas Baumann

Christoph Fischer

Urs Hoffmann

Mariann Weber

Carl Fingerhuth

Jacqueline Fosco-Oppenheim

Felix Fuchs

Alexander Henz

Olivier Neuhaus

Hansueli Remund

Sibylle Aubort Raderschall

Stadtamann, Aarau, Präsident

Präsident Ortsbürger-Finanzkommission

Ortsbürgergutsverwaltung

alt Vizeammann, Aarau

Ortsbürgerkommission

architect

architect

Stadtbaumeister, Aarau

architect

Stadtarchitect

architect, Raumplaner, Schenkon

LSA, Meilen

Publications

1. AWS n.2, 2000, pp.49-70

Construction periodCompleted Source AWS



Überbauung Brunmatt Ost18.

Place

Schwarztorstrasse (Inselspital)

Year

2008

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Emil Merz AG

Promoter

Emil Merz AG

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

97 (12)

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Esch Sintzel

Amrein Giger

Reinhardpartner

Burkard Meyer

Mazzapokora

Jomini Zimmermann

W3A

Aebi Vincent

Graber Pulver

POOL

Kistler & Vogt

Zurich

Basel

Bern

Baden

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Bern

Bern

Zurich

Biel

1
st

rank, winning team

2
nd

rank

3
rd

rank

purchase

Jury

Hansmartin Merz

Andreas Lauterberg

Hans Merz

Christian Sumi

Magdalena Rausser

Erwin Werder

Jürg Krähenbühl

Karoline Leuenberg

Emil Merz AG, Bern

Domänenverwalter, Bern

Bern

architect

architect

architect

Stadtplanungsamt Bern

architect

Publications

1. Die Jury hat entschieden. Jurybericht zum Bauprojekt Brunmatt Ost Bern, Emil Merz AG, Bern, 2008

2. Esch Sintzel Architekten, <http://www.eschsintzel.ch/brun.html>

Construction period 2008-2012Completed Source Christian Wiesmann



La Fontenette19.

Place

Carouge

Year

2008

City

Geneva

Canton

GE

Organiser

Fondation immobilière de droit public HBM Emma Kammacher (FEK)

Promoter

Fondation immobilière de droit public HBM Emma Kammacher

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip.

59

Program

housing HLM

community spaces

Participating Architects

Frundgallina

Jean-Paul Jaccaud

Golchan & Localarchitecture

Esposito & Javet

Bonhôte-Zapata

LRS architectes

Patrick Mestelan & Bernard Gachet

Marc Widmann & Nicolas Fröhlich

Blaise Sahy, Anne Lacaton, Jean-Philippe Vassal

Lütjens Padmanabhan

Neuchâtel

Geneva

Geneva

Lausanne

Geneva

Geneva

Lausanne

Geneva, Vevey

Vevey, Paris

Zurich

1
st

prize

2
nd

prize

3
rd

prize

4
th

prize

5
th

prize

6
th

prize

7
th

prize

8
th

prize

1
st

mention

2
nd

mention

Jury

Eric Dunant

Jacques Béné

Jean-Marie Bondallaz

Massimo Lopreno

Jean-Louis Aubert

Wuest Frédéric

Christine Massot-Braun

Ueli Brauen

Sandra Maccagnan

Anne-Marie Claude Matter

Théodore Necker

Charles Pictet

Christian Sumi

Pascal Vincent

architect, FEK

economist, président FEK

architect, FEK

architect, FEK

DCTI, représentant les autorités cantonales

architect, engineer, représentant les autorités cantonales

architect, représentant les autorités communales de Carouge

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. La Fontenette, route de Veyrier à Carouge. Concours de projets dʹarchitecture pour la construction de logements économiques. Rapport du jury, FEK, Juin 2008

2. Un habitat économiques en milieu urbain. Concours SIA, FEK, 2008

Construction periodCompleted Source Bonhôte & Zapata



Logements à lʹavenue de Provence20.

PlaceYear

2008

City

Lausanne

Canton

VD

Organiser

Ville de Lausanne

Promoter

Famille Giobellina (Losinger Construction SA)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip.

16

Program

housing (social also)

community spaces

Participating Architects

Farra & Zoumboulakis

Itten & Brechbühl

Fasst architectes associés

MPH architectes sàrl

Duygu Okay

Tangram design

Lausanne

Lausanne

Lausanne

Lausanne

Geneva

Lausanne

1
st

rank,1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, mention

3
rd

rank, 2
nd

prize

4
th

rank, 3
rd

prize

5
th

rank, 4
th

prize

6
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Silvia Zamora

François Vaultier

Elinora Krebs

Nicole Christe

Yves Braunschweig

Willi Frei

Philippe Bonhôte

Christian Lengacher

Pierre de Almeida

conseillère municipale de la Ville de Lausanne

Losinger Construction SA

architecte, cheffe du Service du Logement et des Gérances de la Ville de Lausanne

Architecte, cheffe du Service dʹarchitecture de la ville de Lausanne

administrateur ICC SA

architect

architect

Losinger Construction SA

architect

Publications

1. Concours dʹarchtiecture ouvert à un degré selon SIA 142 pour la construction de logements à lʹavenue de Provence, parcelle n.4304, Règlement - programme,

Document n.13.1, Service dʹarchitecture, Service du logement et des gérances, Ville de Lausanne, December 2007

2. Concours dʹarchtiecture ouvert à un degré selon SIA 142 pour la construction de logements à lʹavenue de Provence, parcelle n.4304, Rapport du jury, Service

dʹarchitecture, Service du logement et des gérances, Ville de Lausanne, May 2008

Construction periodCompleted Source Ville de Lausanne



Wohnsiedlung Furttalstrasse21.

Place

Affoltern

Year

2008

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Waidmatt

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (two stages)

selective

No of particip.

80 (10)

Program

housing

ateliers and commercial

community space

Participating Architects

Stürm & Wolf

hls

Urs Primas

ernst niklaus fausch

Boltshauser

Sergison Bates

Frei & Ehrensperger

Meletta Strebel

Spiro + Gantenbein

Zita Cotti

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

London

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (second stage, recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (second stage)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize (second stage)

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Liz Lei

Peter Gugger

Rolf Schoch

Silvia Eigensatz

Markus Zimmermann

Jeremy Hoskyn

Anne-Marie Fischer

Kaschka Knapkiewicz

Markus Gasser

Mike Guyer

Rolf Diener

Präsidentin BG Waidmatt

BG Waidmatt

BG Waidmatt

BG Waidmatt

Schweizerischer Verband für Wohnungswesen

Amt für Hochbauten Stadt Zürich

architect

architect

Fachbereich Architektur, TU Darmstadt

architect

architect

Publications

1. Ersatzneubau. Wohnsiedlung Furttalstrasse, Zürich-Affoltern. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren mit anonymer Überarbeitung. Bericht des

Preisgerichts, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2008

2. Stürm Wolf Architekten, <http://www.stuermwolf.net/work/showprojectzoom.php?r=1&width=1229&height=768&id=81#>

3. BG Waidmatt, <http://www.waidmatt.ch/index.asp?Page=Projekte,14.SiedlungFurttalstrasse,Information>

Construction period 2011-2014Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnsiedlungen am Langhagweg22.

Place

Albisrieden

Year

2008

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Gemeinnützige Baugenossenschaft Limmattal (GBL)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

12

Program

housing

commercial

community spaces

Participating Architects

Boltshauser

Chebbi Thomet

Gigon & Guyer

Gret Lowensberg

Galli & Rudolf

Barth & BKG

huggen_berger

Adrian Streich

Morger + Dettli

kfp

Andreas Zimmermann

von Ballmoos Krucker

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (recommendation)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Vivian Helg

Manfred Scheidegger

Dölf Lüscher

Walter Müller

Mark Jäggi

Jeremy Hoskyn

Carl Fingerhuth

Sibylle Aubort Raderschall

Rolf Mühlethaler

Peter Hurter

Mireille Blatter Mathys

GBL

GBL

GBL

GBL

GBL (Ersatz)

Amt für Hochbauten Stadt Zürich

architect, Stadtplaner Zürich

landscape architect

architect

architect

Amt für Städtebau

Publications

1. Ersatzneubauten. Wohnsiedlungen am Langhagweg, Zürich-Albisrieden. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung mit anonymer Überarbeitung. Bericht des

Preisgerichtes, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2008

2. Gemeinnützige Baugenossenschaft Limmattal, <http://www.gbl-online.ch/index.php?id=172843>

Construction periodCompleted Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg (1. Bauetappe)23.

Place

Unterstrass

Year

2008

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Vrenelisgärtli

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (perimeter A), parallel study

selective

No of particip.

81 (8)

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Harden Spreyermann

Hara & Vogel, Wingender Hovenier

Guignard & Saner

Ramser Schmid

weberbrunner

Neff Neumann

Park

HHF

Zurich

Zurich, Amsterdam

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize  (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Hansrudolf Frei

Stefanie Suwanda

Tiziana Werlen

Adrian Probst

Dieter Hanhart

Jeremy Hoskyn

Samuel Bünzli

Bruno Krucker

Anne Marie Wagner

Regula Iseli

Christoph Rothenhöfer

Präsident BG Vrenelisgärtli

BG Vrenelisgärtli

BG Vrenelisgärtli

BG Vrenelisgärtli

WohnBauBüro

architect, Amt für Hochbauten Stadt Zürich

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. Ersatzneubau 1. Bauetappe, Wohnsiedlung Laubiweg, Zürich-Unterstras. Projektwettbewerb und Studienauftrag im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des

Preisgerichts / Beuerteilungsgremiums, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2008

2. <http://www.vrenelisgaertli.ch/pdf_p/trapezinfoapril10.pdf>

Construction period 2010-...Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnsiedlung Oerlikon24.

Place

Oerlikon

Year

2008

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Linth-Escher

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

76 (10)

Program

housing

offices and commercial space

Participating Architects

Luca Selva

Waeber/Dickenmann

phalt, Jaeger Baumanagement

Froelich & Hsu

Esch.Sintzel

weberbrunner

Durrer Linggi

Elmiger Tschuppert

Hauenstein LaRoche Schedler

Baumann Roserens

Basel

Lachen

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Franz Halbritter

Reto von Planta

Pia Anttila

Adrian Rehmann

Henri Périsset

Martin Schmid

Vera Gloor

Andi Scheitlin

Marie-Noelle Adolph

Reto Pfenninger

Lukas Walpen

Präsident BG Linth-Escher

BG Linth-Escher

BG Linth-Escher

Stiftung PWG

BG Linth-Escher

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. Ersatzneubauten, Wohnsiedlung Oerlikon, Zürich-Oerlikon. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt

Zürich, Zurich, 2008

2. Baugenossenschaft Linth-Escher, <http://www.linthescher.ch/Links/Neubau.html>

Construction period 2010-...Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnüberbauung ʺJohannes-Hirt-Strasseʺ25.

Place

Wädenswil

Year

2008

City

Horgen

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Allreal Generalunternehmung AG

Promoter

Allreal Generalunternehmung AG

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

5

Program

housing

Participating Architects

a4D

Von Ballmoos Krucker

Bauart

Baumschlager & Eberle

Burckhardt Partner

Zurich

Zurich

Bern

St. Gallen

Zurich

recommendation

Jury

Christian Huber

Bruno Bettoni

Eugen Bentele

Sacha Menz

Paul Meyer-Meierling

Silva Ruoss

Lukas Shweingruber

Stadtrat, Wädenswil

CEO Allreal

Allreal

architect

architect, em.Prof. ETHZ

architect

landscape architect

Publications

1. hpw n.4, 2008, p.30

2. a4D Architekten, <http://a4d.ch/index.php?id=699>

Construction periodCompleted Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Brünnen, Baufeld 1126.

Place

Brünnen

Year

2007

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Promotionsgemeinschaft Baufeld 11, Partnerfirmen:

Wirz Tanner Immobilien AG Bern, Nüesch Development AG Bern

Hofstetter Holding AG Bern

Promoter

Promotionsgemeinschaft Baufeld 11

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip.

16

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Matti Ragaz Hitz

Patrick Gmür

Althaus

Andrea Roost

Arbeitsgemeinschaft Schurter-Wettler

Liebefeld

Zurich

Bern

Bern

Wabern

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Klaus Baumgartner

Ulrich Hofstetter

Ruedi Tanner

Fernand Raval

Hans Wirz

Dieter Blanckarts

Regina Gonthier

Claudine Lorenz

Ueli Marbach

Christian Wiesmann

Jürg Sollberger

Vorsitz

Hofstetter Holding AG

Wirz Tanner Immobilien AG

Liegenschaftsverwalter der Stadt bern

Wirz Tanner Immobilien AG

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect, Stadtplaner Bern

architect

Publications

1. Wohnüberbauung Brünnen, Bern, Öffentlicher Projektwettbewerb für Baufeld Nr.11, Bericht des Preisgerichts, Bern, 2007

Construction period 2008-2011Completed Source Christian Wiesmann



Wohnüberbauung Brünnen, Baufeld 8+927.

Place

Brünnen

Year

2007

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

FAMBAU Genossenschaft

Promoter

Promotionsgemeinschaft Baufeld 11

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open (limited in the canton of Bern)

No of particip.

32 (8 by invitation)

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

R.+ A. Gonthier

w2 - Stäuble

Matti Ragaz hitz

Atelier Werner Schmid

Martin Spühler

Planschmiede / Weiss+Kaltenrieder

Haerle Hubacher

Bern

Bern

Liebefeld

Bremgarten

Zurich

Bern

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

6
th

rank, 6
th

prize

mention

Jury

Max Brüllmann

Peter Steiner

Walter Straub

Paul Gygax

Ueli Laedrach

Rita Schiess

Paul Meyer

Jacqueline Fosco-Oppenheim

Geschäftsführer FAMBAU

Verwaltungsrat FAMBAU

architect, Verwaltungsrat FAMBAU

architect, FAMBAU

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. FAMBAU Bern, Projektwettbewerb Wohnüberbauung Brünnen, Baufelder 8+9, Bericht des Preisgerichtes, öffentlicher Projektwettbewerb über zwei kleinere

Baufelder 8+9, Berne, Reinhard+Partner, Bern, 2003

2. Come West, Buaherrschaft FamBau, <http://www.comewest.ch/>

3. R. & A. Gonthier Architekten, <http://www.gonthier-architekten.ch/fileadmin/projekte/Come_west/Projektdokumentation_come_west.pdf>

Construction period 2006-2006Completed Source Christian Wiesmann



Wohnen in Bern-Ausserholligen28.

Place

Ausserholligen

Year

2007

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Stadtbauten Bern

Promoter

Stadt Bern

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

6

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Regio WBG Bern / ARB

wok Lorraine AG / werkgruppe agw

BG Brünnen/Eichholz, Bern / matti ragaz hitz

npg AG / Reinhard+Partner

WBG Via Ausserholligen / Planergemeinschaft - Via

Ausserholligen

GWB / Planwerkstatt

Bern

Bern

Bern, Liebefeld

Bern

Bern

Bern

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

Jury

Rudolf Muggli

Simon Flückiger

Walter Däppen

Jürg Krähenbühl

Beat Jordi

Maria Zurbuchen-Henz

Evelyn Enzmann

Heinrich Sauter

Martin Burkhardt

Fürsprecher

Adjunkt Liegenschaftsverwaltung

stv. Bereichsleiter Immobilienmarkt Liegenschaftsverwaltung

architect, Staplanungsamt Bern

architect

architect

architect

architect, Stadtbauten

architect, Stadtbauten Bern

Publications

1. Wohnen in Bern-Ausserholligen; Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung für Bauträgerschaften bestehend aus gemeinnützigen Wohnbaugenossenschaften und

Planungsteams. Bericht des Preisgerichts Mai 2007, Stadtbauten Bern, Bern, 2007

2. Wohnen in der Stadt Bern - Die Überbauung Cres-cen-do, <http://www.cres-cen-do.ch/cms/>

Construction period 2008-2011Completed Source Christian Wiesmann



Wohn- und Geschäftshaus Bahnhofstrasse / Güterstrasse29.

Place

Pratteln

Year

2007

City

Basel

Canton

BL

Organiser

Linintra AG (UBS Fund Managmenent (Switzerland AG), Basel

Promoter

Linintra AG (UBS Fund Managmenent (Switzerland AG), Basel

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

7

Program

housing

commercial spaces

offices

Participating Architects

Christ & Gantenbein

Miller & Maranta

Burkhalter & Sumi

Steinmann & Schmid

Guagliardi Ruoss

HHF

Otto+Partner

Basel

Basel

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Basel

Liestal

reconmmendation

Jury

Victor Holzemer

Urs Küng

Rolf Wehrli

Ernst Spycher

Bruno Clerici

Alfred Hersberger

Jörg Koch

Luca Selva

Raumplaner, Oberwil

Immobilien-Treuhänder/SPG Intercity, Zürich

Gemeinderat, Pratteln

architect

architect

architect

architect, UBS Fund Management

architect

Publications

1. ʺWohn- und Geschäfthaus Bahnhofstrasse / Güterstrasseʺ in hpw n.2, 2008, pp. 47

2. Christ & Gantenbein, <http://www.christgantenbein.com/magnolia/en/main/projects/1079?mode=popup>

Construction period 2010-...Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Quartier résidentiel de Pinchat30.

Place

Carouge

Year

2007

City

Geneva

Canton

GE

Organiser

Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de lʹinstruction publique et des

fonctionnaires de lʹadministration de Genève (CIA)

Promoter

Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de lʹinstruction

publique et des fonctionnaires de lʹadministration de Genève (CIA)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

5

Program

housing (2 residential buildings)

Participating Architects

Aebi & Vincent

Jean Montessuit & Alain Carlier

ASS

Bassi-Carella

De Giuli & Portier

recommendation

Jury

Massimo Loreno

Marc Brunn

Jean-Louis Rimaz

Claude-Victor Comte

Francis Gilliéron

Pierre Piguet

Bertrand Reich

Ariane poussière

John Lateo

Pierre Bosson

André Gremion

Kemal Gulen

architect

architect

vice-président du comité de la CIA

directeur du sécrétariat

président de la CIM (commission immobilière de la CIA)

vice-président de la CIM

CIM

architect, DT

architect, division immobilière

architect, division immobilière

architect, division immobilière

architect

Publications

1. Manzoni Béatrice, ʺTiefe Wohnungenʺ in wbw n.4, 2007

2. ʺCinq projets de logement collectif à Genèveʺ in Tracés n.22, 2001, pp. 20-30

3. Della Casa Francesco, ʺQuartier du Pommier, la métamorphose dʹune campagneʺ in Tracés n.10, 2006, pp. 19-22

4. Huber Werner, ʺMit grossem Herzʺ in hp n.12, 2005

Construction period 2001-2005Completed Source Logements suisses contemporains



Siedlung Grünmatt31.

PlaceYear

2007

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Familienheim-Genossenschaft Zürich (FGZ)

Promoter

Familienheim-Genossenschaft Zürich (FGZ)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

limited

No of particip.

6

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Graber Pulver

weberbrunner

Guagliardi Ruoss

Miller & Maranta

Patrick Gmür

Beat Rothen

Bern-Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Winterthur

recommendation

Jury

Alfons Sonderegger

Josel Köpfli

Reto Sigel

Jakob Zahner

Evelyn Enzmann

Heinz Aeberli

Mireille Blatter

Reto Pfenninger

Rolf Mühlethaler

Sabina Hubacher

Beatrice Friedli

Gundula Zach

Präsident FGZ

Geschäftsführer FGZ

Vizepräsident FGZ

Vizepräsident Baukommission FGZ

architect, Mitglied Baukommission FGZ

Leiter Planung und Bau, FGZ

Amt für Städtebau der Stadt Zürich

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

Publications

1. arc Consulting, Studienauftrag Ersatzneubauten 3. Etappe, Familienheim-Genossenschaft Zürich (FGZ). Bericht des Preisgerichts (Jury), FGZ, Juin 2007

Construction period 2009-2012Completed Source Graber & Pulver



Wohnsiedlung Aspholz-Süd32.

Place

Affoltern

Year

2007

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Zentralstrasse (BGZ)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

83 (8)

Program

housing

ateliers and community space

Participating Architects

Darlington Meier

Buchner Bründler

Esch

Theo Hotz

Fischer

Haerle Hubacher

Galli & Rudolf

Isler

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Winterthur

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

Jury

Theo Schaub

Ruedi Jeker

Ulrich Nater

Jürg Müller

Ursula Müller

Hans Rohr

Ursina Fausch

David Leuthold

Christine Enzmann

Präsident BGZ

ETH, Berater

Geschäftsführer BGZ

Liegenschaftverwaltung Stadt Zürich

Bereichsleiterin AHB

architect

architect

architect

AHB

Publications

1. Neubau. Wohnsiedlung Aspholz-Süd, Zürich-Affoltern. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt

Zürich, Zurich, 2007

2. Krucker Daniel, ʺKeine Grund für <Ghettoängste>ʺ in wohnen n.5, 2007, pp.89-92

3. hpw n.1, 2008, pp.74-81

Construction period 2011-...Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnüberbauung Lebern-Dietlimoos, Baufelder 1/2/333.

Place

Lebern-Dietlimoos

Year

2007

City

Aldiswil

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Allreal Generalunternehmung Zürich

Helvetia Versicherungen Basel

Promoter

Allreal Generalunternehmung Zürich

Helvetia Versicherungen Basel

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions (two stages)

by invitation (not anonymous)

No of particip.

6

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Baumschlager Eberle

Kaufmann van der Meer & Partner

Metron

POOL

GKS

Hotz/Moccetti/Supaarch

St. Gallen

Zurich

Brugg

Zurich

Lucerne

Aldiswil

second stage (recommendation)

second stage

Jury

Dominic Speiser

Bruno Brettoni

Peter Pantucek

Sacha Menz

Paul Meyer-Meierling

Martin Spühler

May Stenz

Immobilien Portfoliomanagement, Helvetia Patria Versicherungen

CEO ALlreal

Immobiliendienstleistung Allreal

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.1, 2007, pp.39-51

Construction periodCompleted Source hpw



Wie wohnen wir morgen?34.

Place

Zürich-Aussersihl / Quartier Leutschenbach

Year

2007

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Schweizerische Verband für Wohnungswesen (SVW), Sektion Zürich

Promoter

Stadt Zürich

Schweizerische Verband für Wohnungswesen (SVW), Sektion ZH

Type of competition and procedure

ideas competition

open

No of particip. Program

housing

Participating Architects

Müller Sigrist

Luca Merlini

Metron

Rainfried & Hana Rudolf

Mischa Badertscher

futurafrosch

Zurich

Lausanne

Brugg

Stuttgart

Zurich

Zurich

awarded

awarded

awarded

awarded

awarded

awarded

Jury

Ursula Müller

Martin Vollenweider

Peter Schmid

Andreas Hofer

Dietmar Eberle

Urs Primas

Dagmar Reichert

Thomas Sevcik

Elke Delugan-Meissl

Philipp Klaus

Amt für Hochbauten Stadt Zürich

Stadtrat, Finanzdepartement Stadt Zürich

Präsident SVW Sektion Zürich

architect, SVW Sektion Zürich

Professor Architektur, ETH Zürich

architect

Kulturwissenschaftlerin

arthesia AG

architect

Wirtschaftsgeograf

Publications

1. Zukunft des Gemeinnützigen Wohnungsbaus Wie wohnen wir morgen? Stadtraum Zürich. Ideenwettbewerb für alle. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Amt für

Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, 100 Jahre mehr als wohnen, Genossenschaften und Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2007

Construction periodCompleted Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnen in Zürich-Schwamendingen35.

Place

Schwamendingen

Year

2006-07

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Freienberg AG, Zürich (UBS Fund Management Switzerland)

Planpartner Zürich

Promoter

Freienberg AG, Zürich (UBS Fund Management Switzerland)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions (two stages: ideas,

by invitation

No of particip.

12 (5)

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Patrick Gmür

Neff Neumann

Diener & Diener

Egli Rohr Partner

Althammer Hochuli

Burkard Meyer

Baumann Roserens

von Ballmoos Krucker

Zita Cotti

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Baden Dättwil

Zurich

Baden

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

recommendation

Jury

Alfred hersberger

Jörg Koch

Birgit Kurz

Urs Küng

Christian Sumi

Martin Spühler

Iris Reuther

Silva Ruoss

architect, UBS

architect, UBS

architect, Amt für Städtebau Stadt Zürich

Immobilientruhänder / SPG Intercity

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.5, 2007, pp.53-61

2. Gmür & Geschwenter, <http://www.gmuergeschwentner.ch/projekte/16/?top=100&left=50>

Construction periodCompleted Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Brünnen-Nord, Baufeld 1036.

Place

Brünnen

Year

2006

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Burkhalter Architekten AG, Itiigen/BE

Büro Urfer Architekten AG, Freiburg

Promoter

Burkhalter Architekten AG, Itiigen/BE

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip. Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Bachelard+ Wagner

Halle 58, Schürch Peter+Central

Reinhard+Partner

Atelier WW

Schurter & Walthert

Ernst Gerber

Basel

Bern

Bern

Zurich

Wabern

Bern

1
st

prize

2
nd

prize

3
rd

prize

4
th

prize

5
th

prize

6
th

prize

Jury

Markus Burkhalter

Roland Kautschitz

Danilo Menegotto

Fernard Raval

Hans-Rudolf Zollinger

Martin Erny

Frank Geiser

Jacob Steib

Thomas Urfer

Doris Waelchli

Christian Wiesmann

architect - Kauftrechtnehmer Baufeld 10

Projektleiter Westside, Rhomberg Bau AG

architect

Leiter der städtischen Liegenschaftsverwaltung Bern

Immobilientreuhänder

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect, Stadtplaner Bern

Publications

1. Offener einstufiger Projektwettbewerb nach SIA 142. Wohnüberbauung Brünnen-Nord, Bern. Baufeld Nr.10, Jurybericht, Mai 2006, Burkhalter Architekten

AG, Ittigen, 2006

2. Bern Brünnen, <http://www.bruennen.ch>

3.bürkle fertigkeller, <http://www.buerkle-fertigkeller.de/de/bildergalerie.html>

Construction period 2008-2010Completed Source Christian Wiesmann



Wohnüberbauung Brünnen-Nord, Baufeld 16-1837.

Place

Brünnen

Year

2006

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Reinhard+Partner AG

Promoter

Fonds für die Boden- und Wohnbaupolitik der Stadt Bern

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip. Program

housing

services

Participating Architects

Süd 5

Boehm, Liverani/Molteni

Kaufmann / Rüf

Proplaning, Bercelly+Stefani

w2

Biel

Milano

Dornbirn

Basel

Bern

1
st

rank, purchase

2
nd

rank, 1
st

prize

3
rd

rank, 2
nd

prize

4
th

rank, 3
rd

prize

5
th

prize, 4
th

prize

Jury

Rudolf Muggli

Theres Giger

Albert Krienbühl

Eberle Dietmar

Marianne Burkhalter

Christian Wiesmann

Heinrich Degelo

Klauspeter Nüesch

Franco Masina

Markus Bichsel

Betriebskommission Fonds, Bern

Adjunktin Liegenschaftsverwaltung

Begleitteam Vermarktung Brünnen

Prof. ETHZ

architect

architect

architect

Nüesch Development AG

Fischer+Cie AG, Beaugragter Vermarktung Brünnen

Grolimund & Partner AG, Akustik/Lärmschutz

Publications

1. Fonds für die Boden- und Wohnbaupolitik der Stadt Bern, Öffentlicher Projektwettbewerb Brünnen-Nord, Bern 2006. Baufeld 16-18, Bericht des Preisgerichtes,

Reinhard + Partner AG, Bern, 2006

2. Bern Brünnen, <http://www.bruennen.ch>

3. Süd 5, <http://sued5.ch/index.php?id=projects!p2&detail=0&l=de>

4. hpw n.4, 2006, pp.43-53

Construction periodCompleted Source Christian Wiesmann



Neubebauung VoltaZentrum, Neugestaltung Vogesenplatz38.

Place

St. Johann

Year

2006

City

Basel

Canton

BS

Organiser

Kanton Basel-Stadt

Einwohnergemeinde der Stadt Basel

Pensionskasse des Basler Staatspersonals

Promoter

Kanton Basel-Stadt

BICN c/o Batigroup AG

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions (two parts: projects for

by invitation

No of particip.

5

Program

housing

offices, commercial

urban spaces

Participating Architects

Buchner Bründler

Venhoeven CS

Rosenmund + Rieder

Luca Selva

Ernst Niklaus Fausch

Basel

Amsterdam

Liestal

Basel

Aarau

recommendation (project and idea perimeter)

recommendation (project perimeter)

recommendation (idea perimeter)

Jury

Fritz Schumacher

Roger Reinauer

Niklaus Wild

Maria Lezzi

Martina Münsch

Markus Spiess

Stefan Kuhn

Peter Martin

Klaus Peter Nüesch

Jürg Rehsteiner

Timothy Nissen

Christophe Girot

Kantonsbaumeister Kt. Basel-Stadt

Kantonsingenieur

Portfoliomanager, Zentralstelle für staatlichen Liegenschaftsverkehr

Leiterin Hauptabteilung Planung

Stadtgestaltung öffentlicher Raum, Hauptabteilung Planung

Batigroup AG

IttenBrechbühl

CPV/CAP

Nüesch Developement

Amt für Städtebau Zürich

architect

landscape architect, Prof. ETH Zürich

Publications

1. Neubebauung VoltaZentrum-Neugestaltung Bogesenplatz. Studienauftrag. Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums, ProVolta, Stadt Entwicklung Basel, Kanton

Basel Stadt, Basel, 2006

2. Buchner Bründler Architekten, <http://www.bbarc.ch/>

3. Logis Bâle, <http://www.logisbale.ch/download/Immofoire-2007.pdf>

4. Simon Axel, ʺThe good, the bad and the ugly im Basler Norden, Basel, Wohnungsbauʺ in hp n.5, 2010, p.18

Construction period 2009-2010Completed Source Ueli Laedrach



Entwicklung Güterareal39.

Place

Bahnhof Luzern

Year

2006

City

Lucerne

Canton

LU

Organiser

SBB Immobilien-Portfoliomanagement, Zürich

Promoter

SBB Immobilien-Portfoliomanagement, Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

6

Program

housing

commercial

offices

Participating Architects

Lussi + Halter

Meili & Peter

Diener & Diener

Peter Zumthor

Burkhalter Sumi

Daniele Marques

Lucerne

Zurich

Basel

Haldenstein

Zurich

Lucerne

recommendation

Jury

Werner Felber

Rolf Baumeler

Jean-Pierre Deville

Kurt Greuter

Ulrich Günthard

Mike Guyer

Sabina Hubacher

Urs Kamber

Quintus Miller

SBB Projekt-Management Archiektur, Luzern

SBB Immobilien Bewirtschaftung, Luzern

Stadtarchitekt, Luzern

SBB Immobilien-Portfoliomanagement, Zürich

SBB Immobilien-Portfoliomanagement, Zürich

architect

architect

SBB Projekt-Management Archiektur, Luzern

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.3, 2006, pp.27-39

2. Lussi+Halter Partner AG, <http://www.lussi-halter.ch/loader.html>

Construction periodCompleted Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Notkersegg Wiesen40.

Place

Notkersegg

Year

2006

City

St. Gallen

Canton

SG

Organiser

Stadt St.Gallen

Swissbuilding Concept AG, St. Gallen

Promoter

Stadt St. Gallen

Swissbuilding Concept AG, St. Gallen

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip.

64

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Bob Gysin + Partner

Park & Jan Kinsbergen

Ramser Sschmid

Beat Müller

Bernoulli Traut / Tom Weiss

Edelaar, Mosayebi, Mueller Inderbitzin

Matti Ragaz Hitz

Lämmli, Wydler & Wydler

Zurich

Zurich

Winterthur

Herisau

Zurich

Zurich

Liebefeld

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (recommendation)

3
nd

rank, 3
rd

prize (recommendation)

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

6
th

rank, 6
th

prize

7
th

rank, 7
th

prize

8
th

rank, 8
th

prize

Jury

Elisabeth Beéry

Maria Wetzel

Mark Besselaar

Wiebke Rösler

Peter Mettler

Mario Eberle

Silva Ruoss

Tina Arndt

Christian Kerez

Lukas Schweingruber

Meinrad Hirt

Direktorin Bau und Planung Stadt St.Gallen

Leiterin Liegenschaftenamt, Stadt St. Gallen

Leiter Stadtplanungsamt, Stadt St.Gallen

Stadtbaumeisterin, Stadt St.Gallen

Swiss Building Concept AG

Swiss Building Concept AG

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

Stadtbaumeister, Stadt St. Gallen

Publications

1. Wohnüberbauung Notkersegg Wiesen St.Gallen. Jurybericht, Direktion Bau und Planung, Stadt St. Gallen, St. Gallen, 2006

2. hpw n.4, 2006, pp.29-40

Construction periodCompleted Source Stadt St. Gallen



Wohnüberbauung Areal Brun, Ascona41.

PlaceYear

2006

City

Ascona

Canton

TI

Organiser

Gebrüder Brun Generalunternehmung Zürich

Wüest & Partner

Promoter

Gebrüder Brun Generalunternehmung Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions (two stages)

by invitation (not anonymous)

No of particip.

4

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Daniele Marques

Baserga & Mozzetti

Buzzi & Buzzi

Giraudi Wettstein

Lucerne

Muralto

Locarno

Lugano

second stage, recommendation

second stage

Jury

Adolf Brun

Miriam von Frisching-Brun

Reto Brun

Adrian Brun

Aldo Nolli

Valentin Bearth

architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.1, 2007, pp.65-73

Construction periodCompleted Source hpw



Immeubles de logements à la rue de la Borde42.

PlaceYear

2006

City

Lausanne

Canton

VD

Organiser

Fondation Pro Habitat Lausanne

Société Coopérative dʹHabitation Lausanne (SCHL)

Promoter

Fondation Pro Habitat Lausanne

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

5

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Atelier dʹarchitecture CUBE

Atelier dʹarchitecture CCHE

TRIBUʹarchitecture

Devanthéry - Lamunière - Marchand

ONZE Architecture

Lausanne

Lausanne

Lausanne

Lausanne

Lausanne

recommendation

Jury

Maryse Perret

René Stucki

Gilbert Faucherre

Fabienne Abetel Béguelin

Adrien Rizetto

Bernard Virchaux

Grégoire Andenmatten

Elinora Krebs

Nicole Christe

André Baillot

Pascal Dunand

présidente de la FHPL

vice-président de la FPHL

secrétaire FHPL

membre comité direction FHPL

Mmmbre comité direction FHPL

architect, directeur SCHL

architect, chef du service des bâtiments de la SCHL

architect, cheffe du service de lʹenvironnement, de lʹhygiène et du logement de la ville de Lausanne

architect, cheffe du service dʹarchitecture de la ville de Lausanne

urbaniste, adjoint au chef de service de lʹurbanisme de la ville de Lausanne

adjoint au service du SELT

Publications

1. Commande dʹavant-projets pour la construction dʹimmeubles de logements à la rue de la Borde à Lausanne. Rapport du groupe dʹappréciation, Fondation Pro

Habitat, Lausanne, December 2006

Construction period 2008-2011Completed Source Bernard Virchaux - SCHL



Neunutzung Areal Schleife43.

Place

Feldstrasse

Year

2006

City

Zug

Canton

ZG

Organiser

SBB Immobilien-Portfoliomanagement, Zürich

Promoter

SBB Immobilien-Portfoliomanagement, Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions (two stages)

by invitation

No of particip.

7

Program

housing

commercial

Participating Architects

Valerio Olgiati

Gigon / Guyer

agps

Bauart

Baumschlager Eberle

von Ballmoos & Krucker

huggen_berger

Chur

Zurich

Zurich

Bern

St. Gallen

Zurich

Zurich

recommendation

Jury

Werner felber

Kurt Greuter

Ulrich Günthard

Urs Kamber

Leinrad Morger

Alain Paratte

Barbara Schudel

Tomaso Zanoni

Michael Schmid

SBB Projekt-Management Archiektur, Luzern

SBB Immobilien-Portfoliomanagement, Zürich

SBB Immobilien-Portfoliomanagement, Zürich

SBB Projekt-Management Archiektur, Luzern

architect

architect

architect

Stadtarchitect, Zug

SBB Immobilien bewirtschaftung, Luzern

Publications

1. hpw n.2, 2007, pp.13-29

Construction periodCompleted Source hpw



Siedlung Breitenstein- / Hönggerstrasse / Im Sydefädeli44.

Place

Wipkingen

Year

2006

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft Denzlerstrasse (BDZ)

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Denzlerstrasse (BDZ)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

selective

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

Participating Architects

POOL

Galli & Rudolf

von Ballmoos & Krucker

Weberbrunner

Adrian Streich

Gigon / Guyer

Meier & Hug

Herczog Hubeli / Riegler Riewe

ADP Architekten

Baumann Roserens

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich, Graz

Zurich

Zurich

recommendation

Jury

Marc Briefer

Bettina Gysi

Harald Hediger

Karin Mächler

Zuzanas Stajfer Mitrovi

Beat Schwarz

Alan Dragan

Jakob Steib

Ursina Fausch

Yves Junod

Anja Maissen

Dani Ménard

Alain Paratte

Peter Schneider

Baukommission BDZ

Baukommission BDZ

Baukommission BDZ

Baukommission BDZ

Baukommission BDZ

Baukommission BDZ

architect

architect

Baukommission, Vizepräsident BDZ

architect

architect, Baukommission BDZ

architect

architect

Publications

1. Baugenossenschaft Denzlerstrasse, <http://www.bdz.ch/bauprojekte.html>

2. POOL Architekten, <http://www.poolarch.ch//site/php/projDetail.php?id=37>

3. hpw n.3, 2007, pp.59-70

Construction periodCompleted Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Tägelmoos45.

Place

Seen

Year

2006

City

Winterthur

Canton

ZH

Organiser

ASIG Baugenossenschaft Zürich

Genossenschaft für Alters- und Invalidenwohnungen Winterthur (GAIWO)

Stadt Winterthur

Promoter

ASIG Baugenossenschaft Zürich

GAIWO

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (two stages)

selective

No of particip.

12

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Neff Neumann

Spiro Gantenbein

Beat Rothen

Strub Loeliger

Struder Strasser

Kilga Popp, EMI

Stutz & Bolt

Architekten Kollektiv

atelier 10:8

P & B Partner

Kreis Schaad Schaad

POOL

Zurich

Zurich

Winterthur

Zurich

Basel

Winterthur, Zurich

Winterthur

Winterthur

Zurich

Winterthur

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (recommendation)

3
nd

rank, 3
nd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

purchase

Jury

Ernst Wohlwend

Maja Ingold

Peter Hurter

Hans Rudolf Koblet

Peter Schneider

Walter Ramseier

Tina Arndt

Werner Heim

Sabina Hubacher

Heinrich Irion

Roland Leu

Stadtpräsident Winterthur

Stadträtin Winterthur, Departement Soziales

ASIG Geschäftsleitung

GAIWO Geschäftsführer

ASIG

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.5, 2006, pp.77-86

2. Neff Neumann Architektinnen, <http://www.neffneumann.ch/>

3. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Wohnüberbauung Tägelmoos Seen - 8405 Winterthur. Bericht des Preigerichtes, 11. April 2006, Urs Brunner &

Partner, Baumanagement, Winterthur, 2006

Construction period 2010-2014Completed Source hpw



Sihlbogen Wohnsiedlung und Gewerbezentrum46.

Place

Leimbach

Year

2006

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden (BGZ)

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden (BGZ)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (two stages)

by invtation

No of particip.

15

Program

housing (also for the elderly)

commercial

Participating Architects

Dachtler Partner

Althammer & Hochuli

Fischer

atelier ww

Meili & Peter

Harder Haas Partner

Stücheli

EM2N

POOL

Weber + Hofer

Miller & Maranta

KGP

Patrick Gmür

Leuppi Schafroth

Horgen

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Wil

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (second stage, recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (second stage)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize (second stage)

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize (second stage)

Jury

Urs Frei

Kurt Balmer

Fredi Brönnimann

Jürg Keller

Jakob Thöni

Peter Ess

Walter Fischer

Christian Hönger

Barbara Holzer

Yvonne Rudolf

Adrian Streich

BGZ

BGZ

BGZ

BGZ

BGZ

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden. Sihlbogen Wohnsiedlung und Gewerbezentrum, Zürich-Leimbach. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung mit Überarbeitung, Amt für

Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2006

2. Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden, <http://www.bgzurlinden.ch/>

3. Dachtler Partner, <http://www.dachtlerpartner.ch/>

4. hpw n.4, 2006, pp.16-27

Construction period 2011-2013Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnsiedlung Triemli47.

Place

Albisrieden

Year

2006

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Sonnengarten

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (two stages)

open

No of particip.

66

Program

housing (also for the elderly)

community space

Participating Architects

Andreas Zimmermann

von Ballmoos Krucker

Brandenberg & Müller

Gäumann Lüdi von der Ropp

Kreis Schaad Schaad

manerschmeyer.architekten

Covas Hunkeler Wyss

Edelmann Krell

GXM

werner neuwirth

Peter Zirkel

Zurich

Zurich

Zug

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Vienna

Dresden

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (second stage)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (second stage, recommendation)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize (second stage)

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize (second stage)

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize (second stage)

6
th

rank, 6
th

prize (second stage)

7
th

rank, 7
th

prize

8
th

rank, 8
th

prize

9
th

rank, 9
th

prize

Jury

Urs Erni

Ernst Meier

Thomas Braun

Markus Zimmermann

Georges Tobler

Michael Hauser

Simon Courvoisier

Patrick Gmür

Margrit Althammer

Sibylle Aubort Raderschall

Mireille Blatter

Präsident, BG Sonnengarten

BG Sonnengarten

BG Sonnengarten

Förderstelle gemeinnütziger Wohnungsbau

Geschäftsführer BG Sonnengarten

Bereichsleiter Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect, Amt für Städtebau

Publications

1. Ersatzneubau. Wohnsiedlung Triemli, Zürich-Albisrieden. Projektwettbewerb im offenen Verfahren (2 Phasen). Bericht des Preisgerichts, Amt für Hochbauten,

Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2006

2. BG Sonnengarten, <http://www.bg-sonnengarten.ch/aktuelles/projekte.html>

3. Von Ballmoos Krucker Architekten, <http://vbk-arch.ch/preview-detail/items/084-ersatzneubauten-triemli-zuerich.html>

Construction period 2009-2011Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohn- und Geschäftshaus Langstrasse 20048.

PlaceYear

2006

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Stadt Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip.

106

Program

housing

working spaces

commercial space

Participating Architects

Zita Cotti

Peter Märkli

Conen & Sigl

Imoberdorf Jenatsch

Baumann Roserens

Meyer Dudesek

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

6
th

rank, 6
th

prize

Jury

Hans Graf

Hugo Stahel

Rolf Vieli

Jürg Müller

Ursula Müller

Thomas Hasler

Robert Hösl

Andreas La Roche

Katrin Jaggi

Bereichsleiter Liegenschaftverwaltung

Teamleiter Liegenschaftverwaltung

Projektleiter Langstrasse Plus

Teamleiter Liegenschaftverwaltung

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. Ersatzneubau Wohn- und Geschäfthaus Langstrasse 200, 8005 Zürich. Projektwettbewerb im offenen Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Januar 2006, Amt für

Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2006

2. Zita Cotti, <http://www.swiss-architects.com/zitacotti/>

Construction periodCompleted Source Stadt Zürich



Wohn- und Geschäftshaus Badenerstrasse 38049.

Place

Aussersihl

Year

2006

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden (BGZ)

Genossenschaft Migros (GMZ)

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden (BGZ)

Genossenschaft Migros (GMZ)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

5

Program

housing

commercial spaces

Participating Architects

POOL

Harder Haas

Kuhn Fischer Partner

Rëgg + Sieger

Chebbi Thommet

Zurich

Wil

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

reconmmendation

Jury

Urs Frei

Gerhard Lang

Paul Bauer

Jürg Keller

Michael Hauser

Adrian Streich

Christine Covas

Jürg Burkhard

Peter Althaus

Präsident BGZ

Leiter Immobilien Genossenschaft Migros Zürich

Grün Stadt Zürich

BGZ

Projektentwicklung, Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect, Winterthur AXA

architect

Publications

1. Wohn- und Geschäfthaus Badenerstrasse 380, Zürich-Aussersihl. Studienauftrag auf Einladung. Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums, Amt für Hochbauten,

Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2006

2. POOL Architekten, <http://www.poolarch.ch//site/php/projDetail.php?id=36>

3. hpw n.1, 2007, pp.76-87

Construction period 2008-2010Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnen im Schönbergpark50.

PlaceYear

2005

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Stadt Bern

Promoter

Stadt Bern

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open

No of particip.

130

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Gerber Ernst

Lüscher & Marchal

GXM

Bern

Basel

Zurich

1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

prize

3
rd

prize

Jury

Hanspeter Graf

Marcel Mischler

Martin Erny

Bernhard Furrer

Frank Geiser

Doris Wälchli

René Haefeli

Christian Wiesmann

Betriebskommission (Eigentümervertreter)

Liegneschaftsverwalter der Stadt Bern

architect

architect, Denkmalpfleger der Stadt Bern

architect

architect

landscape architect, Stadtgärtner der Stadt Bern

architect, Stadtplaner der Stadt Bern

Publications

1. Wohnen im Schönbergpark, Stadt Bern, offener einstufiger Architekturwettbewerb nach SIA 142, Jurybericht, Stadt Bern, Direktion für Finanzen, Personal

und Informatik, Bern, 2007

Construction periodCompleted Source Christian Wiesmann



Wohnnutzung Melchnaustrasse Langenthal51.

Place

Ausserholligen

Year

2005

City

Langenthal

Canton

BE

Organiser

Berner Fachhochschule, Hochschule für Architektur, Bau und Holz HSB,

Burgdorf, Biel

Promoter

Baugesellschaft Melchnaustrasse (Grevag Immobilien, Lagenthal)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

3

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Graber & Pulver

Morger & Degelo

Stäuble

Bern, Zurich

Basel

Solothurn, Bern

recommendation

Jury

Th. Andres

H.U. Geissbühler

H.J. K¨ser

U. Affolter

S.Glaus

Th. Maurer

H.M. Sturm

Geschäftsfrau

GREVAG Immobilien

Stadtpräsident, Langentahl

Stadtbaumeister, Langenthal

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Wohnen in Bern-Ausserholligen; Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung für Bauträgerschaften bestehend aus gemeinnützigen Wohnbaugenossenschaften und

Planungsteams. Bericht des Preisgerichts Mai 2007, Stadtbauten Bern, Bern, 2007

2. Graber & Pulver, <http://graberpulver.ch/index.php/projects/mfh-langenthal>

3. tec21 n.38, 2005, p.14

Construction periodCompleted Source Christian Wiesmann



Neubebauung VoltaMitte52.

Place

St. Johann

Year

2005

City

Basel

Canton

BS

Organiser

Kanton Basel-Stadt

Promoter

Type of competition and procedure

project and investors competition

selective

No of particip.

8

Program

housing

offices

commercial

Participating Architects

Christ & Gantenbein / Marazzi GU AG

Buchner Bründler & Komai / Halter Gu AG

sabarchitekten, Basel & Baumann / Publica PK

Miller & Maranta / Anliker AG

Baumschlager-Eberle / Senn BPM AG

Burckhardt+Partner & HRS / Credit Suisse

Itten+Brechbühl & Batigroup / Coop CVP/CAP

Zophoniasson+Partner / Helvetia Patria

Basel, Bern

Basel, Zurich

Basel, Magden, Bern

Basel, Emmenbrücke

Lochau, St. Gallen

Basel, Zurich

Basel

Basel

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (proposal to negotiate)

2
nd

rank, 2
rd

prize (proposal to negotiate)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Walter Hofer

Thomas Riedtmann

Peter Zeugin

Dominik Egli

Fritz Schumacher

Sabina Hubacher

Markus Peter

Toni Weber

Thomas Pulver

ASTRA, Bern

Finanzdepartement Kt. Basel-Stadt

Immobilienstrategien, Zürich

Baudepartement Kt. Basel-Stadt

Kantonsbaumeister Kt. Basel-Stadt

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.4, 2005, pp.30-43

2. Logis Bâle, <http://www.logisbale.ch/download/Immofoire-2007.pdf>

3. wbw n.9, 2005, pp.52-54

4. Simon Axel, ʺThe good, the bad and the ugly im Basler Norden, Basel, Wohnungsbauʺ in hp n.5, 2010, p.18

5. Christ Gantenbein Architekten, <http://www.christgantenbein.com/magnolia/>

Construction period 2008-2010Completed Source hpw



Baufeld B, Erlenmatt53.

PlaceYear

2005

City

Basel

Canton

BS

Organiser

Marazzi Generalunternehmung AG

Promoter

Marazzi Generalunternehmung AG, Pensionskasse des Bundes

Kanton Basel-Stadt,

Vivico real Estate, Frankfurt am Main

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

4

Program

housing

infrastructure

Participating Architects

Hans Jörg Fankhauser

Christ & Gantenbein, Sergison Bates

Ernst Niklaus Fausch

Baumschlager & Eberle

Reinach

Basel, London

Aarau

Lochau

1
st

rank

2
nd

rank

Jury

Danilo Menegotto

Werner Müller

Hannelore Deubzer

Fritz Schumacher

Elmar Schütz

Hanspieter Lienhart

Jürg Specogna

architect, PUBLICA, Bern

Direktor Marazzi Generaunternehmung AG, Muri

architect, Stadtbildkommission Basel-Stadt

Kantonbaumeister Basel-Stadt

Stadtplaner, Abteilungsleiter, Qualitätsmanagement Architektur und Stadtplannung, Vivico Real Estate

Präsident Kassenkommission PUBLICA

architect

Publications

1. Bericht des Preisgerichts. Studienauftrag Baufeld B, Erlenmatt, Basel, 21. September 2005, Marazzi Generalunternehmung AG, Bern, 2005

2. Fankhauser architektur, ʺWohnen in Baselʺ, <http://www.wohnen-basel.ch/Wohnen_Basel_20080701.pdf>

3. Regierungsrat des Kantons Basel-Stadt, Regierungsratsbeschluss (27. Januar 2009), <http://www.grosserrat.bs.ch/dokumente/100304/000000304944.

pdf>

Construction period 2007-2009Completed Source Basel- Stadt



Le Pommier - Perimètre A54.

Place

Campagne du Pommier, Le Grand-Saconnex

Year

2005

City

Geneva

Canton

GE

Organiser

Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de lʹinstruction publique et des

fonctionnaires de lʹadministration de Genève (CIA)

Promoter

Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de lʹinstruction

publique et des fonctionnaires de lʹadministration de Genève (CIA)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

5

Program

housing

commercial

Participating Architects

Pierre-Alain Renaud

3 BM3

Bugna & Barro

Giovanoli & Mozer

MPH

recommendation

Jury

Patrick Devanthéry

Jean-Jacques Oberson

Diana Stiles

Michel Ducommun

Jean-Pierre Lewerer

Pierre Piguet

Louis Cornut

Georges Albert

Anne-Marie Gisler

Jean-Marc Maulet

John Lateo

Pierre Bosson

André Gremion

Kemal Gulen

architect

architect

architect

président du comité de la CIA

architect, président de la commission immobilière du comité de la CIA (CIM)

vice-président de la CIM

architect, DAEL

architect, DAEL

société MIGROS

société MIGROS

architect, division immobilière

architect, division immobilière

division immobilière

architect

Publications

1. ʺLe Pommier : Concours CIAʺ in Habitation n. 2, 2006, pp. 8-11

2. Pierre-Alain Renaud architectes SA, <http://www.pa-renaud.ch/habitat/pom2/descriptif.html>

3. Le Pommier - périmètre A, mandat dʹétude parallèle. Recommandations du groupe dʹexperts au Maître de lʹouvrage, CIA, November 2005

4. CIA Pommier A, <http://www.cia.ch/images/Immobilier/Construct/Archives/ConstructArch_PommierA.pdf>

Construction period 2005-2009Completed Source Habitation



Rue du Cendrier 1-355.

Place

Saint-Gervais

Year

2005

City

Geneva

Canton

GE

Organiser

Ville de Genève

Promoter

Ville de Genève (nursery)

land lease (housing)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

limited

No of particip.

7

Program

social housing

nursery and other community spaces

Participating Architects

Sergison Bates & Jean-Paul Jaccaud

Bonhôte - Zapata

Meier & associés

POOL C

Geneva

Geneva

Geneva

Geneva

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Isabelle Charollais

Bénédicte Montant

Bruno Marchand

Carole Berset

Denis Woeffray

Oleg Calame

Marie-Françoise de Tassigny

Isis Payeras

Pascal Roulet-Mariani

Alain Louis

Roberto Broggini

Pierre-Alain Schussele

architect, codirectrice du Département de lʹaménagement, des constructions et de la voirie, Ville de Genève

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

déléguée à la petite enfance, Ville de Genève

architect, cheffe du service dʹarchitecture, Ville de Genève

architect, cheffe de projets, service dʹaménagement urbain, Ville de Genève

architecte, Fondation Ville de Genève pour le logement social

Habitants associés de Saint-Gervais  AHSG, Geneva

Association des commerçants et habitants du faubourg Saint-Gervais

Publications

1. Rue du Cendrier 1-3. Saint-Gervais - concours dʹarchitecture pour la réalisation dʹun immeuble de logements et dʹune crèche de quartier, Service dʹarchitecture,

Ville de Genève, 2005

2. Concours dʹarchitecture pour la réalisation dʹun immeuble de logements et dʹune crèche de quartier. Rue du Cendrier 1-3. Rapport du jury, Département de

lʹaménagement, des constructions et de la voirie, Service dʹarchitecture, Ville de Genève, May 2006

Construction period 2006-2011Completed Source Isis Payeras



Edificio abitativi della Cassa Pensioni dei dipendenti dello Stato56.

Place

Molino Nuovo

Year

2005

City

Lugano

Canton

TI

Organiser

Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano

Promoter

Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (two stages)

No of particip.

22 (6)

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Cattaneo, Cattaneo, Mengani, Consoli, Roverendo

R.  Briccola

C. Pellegrini

S. Caccia

Buzzi, Carmellini, Scardua

Moro & Moro

Grisons

Giubiasco

Bellinzona

Faido

Locarno

Locarno

1
st

prize

2
nd

prize

3
rd

prize

4
th

prize

5
th

prize

6
th

prize

Jury

Ivano Gianola

Ivo Trümpy

Attilio Panzeri

Mitka Fontana

Claudio Mazzoleni

Edy dellʹAmbrogio

Mauro Firschknecht

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Archi n.4, 2005, pp. 42-49

2. SIA Ticino - Commissione concorsi, Dati statistici sui concorsi pubblici di architettura in Ticino (ultimo aggiornamento: luglio 2008), <www.sia-

ticino.ch/download.asp?ogg=Allegato&name=pages_15212...>

3. Comunicato stampa della Cassa pensioni, 2 maggio 2005, <http://www.ti.ch/DFE/CPDS/COMUNICATI/com_09.pdf>

Construction periodCompleted Source archi



Logements à lʹavenue Victor-Ruffy57.

PlaceYear

2005

City

Lausanne

Canton

VD

Organiser

Coopérative dʹutilité publique Cité-Derrière

Promoter

Coopérative dʹutilité publique Cité-Derrière

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

8

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Bonhôte & Zapata

Frei & Rezakhanlou

Matti Ragaz Hitz

Rapin, Saiz, Wolff

Bakker & Blanc

L-architectes

Simonet & Chappuis

Tribuʹarchitecture

Geneva

Lausanne

Bern

Lausanne

Lausanne

Lausanne

Fribourg

Lausanne

recommendation

Jury

F.-J. ZʹGraggen

U. Brauen

Ph .Diensbach

P. Dunand

A.-C. Javet

E. Krebs

M. Reichard

architect, membre de la coopérative

architect

président de la coopérative, Lausanne

adjoint au Service cantonal du logement, membre du Conseil de la coopérative, Lausanne

architect

architect, cheffe du Service communal de lʹenvironnement, de lʹhygiène et du logement, membre du Conseil de

engineer, chef du Service communal des forêts, domaines et vignobles, Lausanne

Publications

1. Site officiel de la Ville de Lausanne, <http://www.lausanne.ch/view.asp?docId=29405&domId=64724&language=F>

2. Hahne Antoine, ʺProjet des logements Victor-Ruffy à Lausanneʺ in Habitation n.4, 2005, pp. 6-11

Construction period 2008-2010Completed Source Ville de Lausanne



Quartier de la Papeterie, Vouvry58.

PlaceYear

2005

City

Vouvry

Canton

VS

Organiser

Commune de Vouvry

Promoter

Commune de Vouvry

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

7

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Bonnard Woeffray

Fournier Maccagnan

U15

Gagna

Drei Punkt

Groupe Alpa & Franzetti

Monthey

Bex

Vevey

Sion

Brig

Sion, Martigny

recommendation

Jury

Bernard Attinger

Albert Arlettaz

Yvan Tornay

Fernando Jimenez

Guy Saillen

Jan Perneger

Emmanuel Rey

Martin Steinmann

Architecte cantonal, Etat du Valais, Sion

Commune de Vouvry

Commune de Vouvry

Commune de Vouvry

SAT, Etat du Valais

architect

architect

Prof. EPFL

Publications

1. hpw n.2, 2006, pp.51-61

2. Bonnard & Woeffray architectes, <http://www.bwarch.ch/>

Construction period in construction (2010)Completed Source hpw



Wohnsiedlung Rautistrasse59.

Place

Altstetten

Year

2005

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Stadt Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (two stages)

open

No of particip.

118

Program

housing

Participating Architects

UNDEND SAND

Frei & Gubler

Adrian Streich

Werner Neuwirth

Fehr + Scherrer + Cadisch

:mlzd

hls

Spoerri Thommen

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Vienne

Zurich

Bienne

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (recommendation)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize (recommendation)

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

6
th

rank, 6
th

prize

7
th

rank, 7
th

prize

8
th

rank, 8
th

prize

Jury

Martin Vollewyder

Alfons Sonderegger

Renato Weilenmann

Hans Graf

Jürg Müller

Alex Martinovits

Peter Ess

Michael Hauser

Isa Stürm

Elke Delugan-Meissl

Anne Uhlmann

Harry Gugger

Patrick Gmür

André Schmid

Stadtrat, Vorsteher Finanzdepartement

Departementssekretär, Finanzdepartement

Pensimo Management AG

Liegenschaftenverwaltung

Liegenschaftenverwaltung

Fachstelle für Stadtentwicklung

Direktor Amt für Hochbauten

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

Publications

1. hpw n.5, 2005, pp.34-48

2. Stadt Zürich, <http://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/internet/fd/lvz/home/Rautistrasse.html>

3. Wohnsiedlung Rautistrasse, Zürich-Altstetten. Projektwettbewerb im offenen Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, September 2005, Amt für Hochbauten,

Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2005

Construction period 2007-2009Completed Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Guggach60.

Place

Unterstrass

Year

2005

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Baugenossenschaft der Strassenbahner Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft der Strassenbahner Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Althammer Hochuli

Atelier 10:8

Boltshauser & Chebbi Thomet

Enzmann + Fischer

Luca Selva

Lussi + Haler

Dettli ʹNussbaumer

Ueli Zbinden

Bandi & Donis

Loeliger Strub

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Lucerne, Zurich

Zug

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Urs Hürlimann

Paul Thoma

Richard Heim

René Büttiker

Jürg Müller

Jeremy Hoskyn

Beat Jordi

Zita Cotti

Matthias Stocker

Christof Glaus

Karin Vasella

Präsident BG der Strassenbahner

Geschäftsführer BG der Strassenbahner

BG der Strassenbahner

Immobilien-Bewirtschaftung der Stadt Zürich

Liegenschaftenverwaltung der Stadt Zürich

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. Stadt Zürich, <http://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/internet/hbd/home/ausschreiben/wettbewerbe_architektur/ww-2005/guggach.html>

2. Wohnüberbauung Guggach, Zürich-Unterstrass. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, August 2005, Amt für Hochbauten,

Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2005

3. Althammer Hochuli Architekten, <http://www.swiss-architects.com/althammer-hochuli/projects.html>

Construction period 2009-2011Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnüberbauung Grünwald61.

Place

Höngg

Year

2005

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft Sonnengarten (BGS),

Gemeinnützige Bau- und Mietergenossenschaft Zürich (GBMZ)

Stiftung Alterswohnungen der Stadt Zürich (SAW), Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Sonnengarten (BGS)

Gemeinnützige Bau- und Mietergenossenschaft Zürich (GBMZ)

Stiftung Alterswohnungen der Stadt Zürich (SAW)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions (two stages)

selective

No of particip.

12

Program

housing (also for the elderly)

community spaces

commercial

Participating Architects

Urs Primas

von Ballmoos Krucker

A.D.P. Walter Ramseier

Stücheli

Kuhn Fischer Partner

BCEFH

Graber Pulver & Metron

Beat Rothen, Bosshard & Luchsinger

Morger & Degelo, Marques

Burkhalter Sumi, J.L.Mateo

POOL, Gmür & Steib

Beat Kämpfen, Haerle Hubacher

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich, Brugg

Wintethur, Lucerne

Basel, Lucerne

Zurich, Barcelona

Zurich

Zurich

second stage, recommendation

second stage

second stage

second stage

Jury

Urs Erni

Ernst Meier

Felix Bosshard

Alan Wakefield

Linda Mantovani

Andreas Wirz

Mirjam Schlup

Jürg Müller

Christine Stokar

Ilse Kaufmann

Michael Hauser

Alexander Henz

Markus Peter

Adrian Streich

Mateja Vehovar

Iris Reuther

Katrin Gügler

Ursula Müller

Präsident BGS

BGS

Präsident GBMZ

GBMZ

Direktorin SAW

architect, SAW

Departementssekretärin Tiefbau- und Entsorgungsdepartement

Liegenschaftenverwaltung

Gemeinderätin, Quartiervertreterin Rütihof

Sozialzentrum Höngg

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect, Stadtplanerin

architect, Amt für Städtebau

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. Stadt Zürich, <http://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/internet/hbd/home/ausschreiben/wettbewerbe_architektur/ww-2005/gruenwald.html>

2. Baugenossenschaft Sonnengarten, <http://www.bg-sonnengarten.ch/pdfs/MItteilungsblatt_Juli_05.pdf>

3. GBMZ, Wohnen für alle am Grünwald, <http://www.wohnen-am-gruenwald.ch/>

4. Wohnüberbauung Grünwald, Zürich-Höngg. Studienauftrag im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich,

Zurich, 2005

5. hpw n.1, 2006, pp.77-86

Construction period 2010-2012Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnsieldung Schaffhauserstrasse62.

Place

Seebach

Year

2005

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft ASIG

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft ASIG

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

122 (12)

Program

housing (also for the elderly / communities)

community spaces

commercial

Participating Architects

Bünzli & Courvoisier

Guignard & Saner

Adrian Streich

weberbrunner

Detlef Schulz

Kistler & Vogt

Architektick

sabarchitekten

Darlington Meier

Gigon / Guyer

Galli & Rudolf

Philipp Esch

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Biel

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Armand Meyer

Peter Schneider

Yvonne Brand

Othmar Räbsamen

Bruno Burri

Michael Hauser

Markus Peter

Annette Helle

Tina Neumann

Jakob Steib

Ursula Müller

Präsident BG ASIG

BG ASIG

BG ASIG

Geschäftsführer BG ASIG

BG ASIG

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

BG ASIG

Publications

1. ASIG Wohnsiedlung Schaffhauserstrasse, Zürich-Seebach. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Dezember 2005, Amt für

Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2005

2. Bünzli & Courvoisier, <http://www.swiss-architects.com/buenzli-courvoisier/>

Construction period ...-2013Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnüberbauung Weissenstein (Hardegg)63.

Place

Hardegg

Year

2004

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft Brünnen-Eichholz

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Brünnen-Eichholz

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

13

Program

housing (large, good value, suitable for families)

community spaces

Participating Architects

Matti Ragaz Hitz

Graber Pulver

Kistler Vogt

Bünzli & Courvoisier

Rolf Mühlethaler

Althaus AG / Furrer und Partner AG

arb Arbeitsgruppe

Burckhardt + Partner

Rudolf Rast

Reinhard + Partner

Andrea Roost

sam Schneli Ammann Menz

Martin Spühler

Bern

Bern

Biel

Zurich

Bern

Bern

Bern

Bern

Bern

Bern

Bern

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, mention

2
nd

rank, 1
st

prize

3
rd

rank, 2
nd

prize

4
th

rank, 3
rd

prize

5
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Othmar Balmer

Rolf Schneider

Severin Weiss

Ulrich Zingg

Robert Braissant

Ueli Laedrach

Annette Spiro

Jacob Steib

David Bosshard

Präsident BG Brünnen-Eichholz

Geschäftsführer BG Brünnen-Eichholz

VR Brünnen-Eichholz

VR Brünnen-Eichholz

architect

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

Publications

1. Wohnüberbauung Weissenstein, Berne-Hardegg, Projektwettbewerb, Bericht des Preisgerichts, April 2004, BG Brünnen-Eichholz, Berne, 2004

2. ʺEdificazione residenziale Hardeggʺ in rt n.19/20, 2005, pp.86-93

3. Rotzler Krebs Partner Landschaftarchitekten, <http://www.rotzler-krebs.ch/>

4. Leben in Bern-Weissenstein, <http://www.hardegg-bern.ch/>

5. Architekturfotografiegempeler, <http://www.architekturfotografie.ch/en/projekte/wohnueberbauung-hardegg-bern-weissenstein-2008-15.html>

6. Matti Ragaz Hitz Architekten AG, <http://www.mrh.ch/t3_mrh/index.php?id=15&L=3>

Construction period 2005-2008Completed Source Graber & Pulver



Parcelle du Foyer de Sécheron64.

Place

Quartier de Sécheron

Year

2004

City

Geneva

Canton

GE

Organiser

Ville de Genève

Promoter

Ville de Genève

Type of competition and procedure

project competition - two stages

open

No of particip.

38 (10)

Program

social housing and nursing home

nursery and other community spaces

commercial

Participating Architects

MPH

Luscher

Wagner & Seiler

Kauffmann & Berset

Lausanne

Lausanne

Zurich

Fribourg

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, mention

Jury

Michel Ruffieux

Patrick Aeby

Marie Bonnard

Fonso Boschetti

Ueli Brauen

Andreas Furrer

Jordi Garces

Jean-Yves Le Baron

Bernard Leutenegger

Philippe Aegerter

Louis Cornut

Marie-Christine Fellay

Antoni Leonelli

Isis Payeras

Sylvia Pommaz

Jacques Reverchon

architect, directeur de la division aménagement et constructions, Ville de Genève

architect

urbaniste et aménagiste

architect

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

directeur du département des affaires sociales, des écoles et de lʹenvironnement, Ville de Genève

architecte, chef de la division de lʹaménagement local au DAEL, Etat de Genève

chef de projet EMS à la direction générale de lʹaction sociale à la DASS

architect, service dʹurbanisme, Ville de Genève

architect, cheffe du service dʹarchitecture, Ville de Genève

association des parents dʹélèves Prieuré-Sécheron

association des habitants de Prieuré-Sécheron

Publications

1. Parcelle du Foyer de Sécheron. Quartier de Sécheron - concours dʹarchitecture pour la réalisation de logements, dʹun établissement médico-social, dʹéquipements

de quartier et dʹun parc public, Département de lʹaménagement, des constructions et de la voirie, Ville de Genève, 2004

Construction period 2004-2011Completed Source Isis Payeras



Edificio abitativo della Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano65.

Place

Molino Nuovo

Year

2004

City

Lugano

Canton

TI

Organiser

Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano

Promoter

Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

13

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Giorgio Grasso

Stefano Tibiletti

Rolando Zuccolo

M. Vristen

R. Sorgesa

S. Trevisani

C. Barchi

A. Bernardazzi

I. De Carli

L. Orsi

H. Meneghelli

I. Pavlovic / P. Vitali

N. Probst

Lugano

Lugano

Lugano

1
st

prize

2
nd

prize

3
rd

prize

Jury

Calderari Panzeri

E. Croci

A. Guerra

A. Pini

D. Cattaneo

Presidente Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano

Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano

Cassa Pensioni dei Dipendenti della città di Lugano

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Archi n.6, 2004, pp. 70-77

2. SIA Ticino - Commissione concorsi, Dati statistici sui concorsi pubblici di architettura in Ticino (ultimo aggiornamento: luglio 2008), <www.sia-

ticino.ch/download.asp?ogg=Allegato&name=pages_15212...>

Construction periodCompleted Source archi



Wohnsiedlung Leimbach66.

Place

Leimbach

Year

2004

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Genossenschaft Hofgarten

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Genossenschaft Hofgarten

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

ateliers and cooperative bureau

Participating Architects

Galli & Rudolf

Adrian Streich

Urs Birchmeier

POOL

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
rd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

U.Frank

E.Wirth

M.Hutmacher

M.Zimmermann

R.von Burg

M.Hauser

M.Vaquer

J.Fosco-Oppenheim

Y.Stump

A.Roserens

J.Hoskyn

Präsident Genossenschaft Hofgarten

Vizepräsidentin Genossnschaft Hofgarten

Genossnschaft Hofgarten

Förderstelle gemeinnütziger Wohnungsbau

Genossnschaft Hofgarten

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. Wohnsiedlung Leimbach, Zürich-Leimbach , Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren , Bericht des Preisgerichts, Juni 2004, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt

Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 2004

2. ʺZwischen Berg und Tal - Galli & Rudolf: Siedlung Leimbach, Zürichʺ in Archithese n.1, 2008, pp. 48-51

3. wbw n.1-2, 2008

4. hp 1-2008, p. 61

Construction period 2004-2007Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Siedlung Letzi67.

Place

Küsnacht, Zumikon

Year

2004

CityCanton

ZH

Organiser

Thomas Vogel Family (Geneva)

Promoter

Thomas Vogel Family (Geneva)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation (not anonymous)

No of particip.

5

Program

high-standard housing

Participating Architects

Peter Kunz

Dietrich Untertrifaller

Bearth & Deplazes

e2a, Eckert & Eckert

EM2N

Wintherthur

Bregenz

Chur

Zurich

Zurich

recommendation (Küsnacht)

recommendation (Zumikon)

Jury

Thomas Vogel Family

conseil :

F.Romero

Th.Ryffel

Ch.Sumi

architect

landscape architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.2, 2005, pp.19-29

2. Peter Kunz Architektur, <http://www.kunz-architektur.ch/static/KunzB05a.D.html>

Construction period 2004-2009Completed Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Wasserschöpfi68.

Place

Zürich-Wiedikon

Year

2004

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Patria - Schweizerische Lebensversicherungs-Gesellschaft

Promoter

Helvetia Patria Versicherungen, Immobilien / Bau I

Planpartner AG, Zurich

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Althammer & Hochuli

architektick, Arndt + Fleischmann

Burckhardt + Partner

Dettli ʹNussbaumer

Fischer

Bob Gysin + Partner

Haerle Hubacher & Streich

ARGE Romero & Schaefle, Knapkiewicz + Fickert

Voelki Partner

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zug

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

winning team

Jury

Dietmar Eberle

Astrid Staufer

Rainer Zulauf

Thomas Seiler

Hans-Rudolf Blöchlinger

Emil Huber

Kurt Stamopoulos

Stephan Gmür

Prof. ETH Zürich

architect

landscape architect

architect, Amt für Städtebau der Stadt Zürich

Leiter Immobilien Schweiz, Helvetia Patria Versicherungen

Leiter Bau I und Immobilien Ausland, Helvetia Patria Versicherungen

Leiter Region Ost/Immobilienverwaltung, Helvetia Patria Versicherungen

Projektleiter immobilien Helvetia Patria Versicherungen

Publications

1. Studienauftrag Wasserschöpfi, Zürich-Heuried. Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums,Helvetia Patria, St.Gallen, 2004

Construction period 2004-2010Completed Source http://www.swiss-architects.com/



Wohn- und Gewerbeüberbauung Lienihof69.

Place

Wollishofen

Year

2004

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden (BGZ)

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden (BGZ)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip. Program

housing

commercial

Participating Architects

Adrian Streich

Althammer & Hochuli

Peter Märkli

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

Jury

Peter Ess

Urs Frei

Hansruedi Lienhard

Jürg Keller

Sabina Hubacher

Raphael Frei

Fredi Brönnimann

Amt für Hochbauten Stadt Zürich

Präsident BGZ

Verwaltung Lienihof

Liegenschaftverwaltung Stadt Zürich

architect

architect

BGZ

Publications

1. Althammer & Hochuli, <http://www.swiss-architects.com/althammer-hochuli/competitions.html>

2. Adrian Streich Architekten, <http://www.adrianstreich.ch/pub/index.php>

3. wbw n.1-2, 2008, pp.38-41

4. tec21 n.14-45, 2005, p.20

Construction period 2004-2007Completed Source http://www.swiss-architects.com/



Wohnüberbauung Wolfswinkel70.

Place

Zürich-Affoltern

Year

2004

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Allgemeinen Baugenossenschaft Zürich (ABZ)

Planpartner AG, Zürich

Promoter

Allgemeinen Baugenossenschaft Zürich (ABZ)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions  (two stages: ideas,

by invitation

No of particip.

8 (3)

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Egli Rohr Partner

ernst niklaus fausch

Beat Rothen

Loeliger Strub

Baumschlager & Eberle

Zach + Zünd

Gigon Guyer

Ruoss & Zimmermann

Baden-Dättwil

Aarau

Winterthur

Zurich

Lochau

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

recommendation

Jury

Marcel Meili

Sabina Hubacher

Christophe Girot

Gerold Loewensberg

Martin Grüninger

Peter Schmid

Rolf Schweizer

Jürg Müller

Christian Rusterholz

Prof. ETH, architect

architect

Prof. ETH, landscape architect

architect, ABZ

Siedlingsplaner HTL, Leiter Kauf/Bau und Umbau ABZ

Präsident ABZ

architect HTL/STV, Vertreter Nachbarn

Liegenschaftenwerwaltung Stadt Zürich

Präsident Baukommisision ABZ

Publications

1. Egli Rohr Partner, <http://www.erp-architekten.ch/47.html>

2. ABZ, <http://www.abz.ch/aktuell/medienmitteilung_baubeginn_wolfswinkel_02.02.2006.pdf>, <http://www.abz.ch/siedlungen/siedlung65.html>

3. ʺGenossenschaft Siedlung Wolfswinkelʺ in Wohnen morgen - Standortbestimmung und Perspektiven des gemeinnützigen Wohnungsbaus,Verlag Neue

Zürcher Zeitung, Zurich, 2008

4. Wohnen n.5, 2008, pp.16-20 (also online, <http://www.svw.ch/data/05_16-20_7935.PDF>)

5. Stadt Zürich, <http://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/content/fd/de/index/liegenschaftenverwaltung/immobiliengeschaefte/Realisierte_Projekte.html>

6. Knüsel Paul, ʺNeu entdeckte Leichtigkeitʺ in hp n.4, 2008, p.67

Construction period 2004-2007Completed Source tec21



Areal ʺIm Forsterʺ71.

Place

Zürichberg

Year

2004

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Familien von Stockar und Diez

Stadt Zürich

Wüest & Partner

Promoter

Familien von Stockar und Diez

Stadt Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

selective (not anonymous)

No of particip.

7

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Jakob Steib

EM2N

Richter & Dahl Rocha

Atelier 5

Burkhalter Sumi

David Chipperfield

SANAA

Zurich

Zurich

Lausanne

Bern

Zurich

Berlin

Tokyo

recommendation (Baufeld ʺMittelbergʺ)

recommendation (Baufeld ʺGärtnereiʺ)

recommendation (Baufeld ʺGarageʺ)

Jury

Monica Diez

Urs von Stockar

Denise von Stockar

Wolfgang Diez

Paul Rambert

Christophe Girot

Thomas Pulver

Ruggero Tropeano

Regula Lüscher Gmür

Regula Iseli

Karin Dangel

Silvia Steeb

Martin Hofer

Oliver Hagen

land owner

land owner

land owner

land owner

persönlicher Berater der Grundeigentümer, Lausanne

landscape architect

architect

architect

Amt für Städtebau Stadt Zürich

Amt für Städtebau Stadt Zürich

Denkmalpflege Stadt Zürich

Gartendenkmalpflege Stadt Zürich

Wüest & Partner

Wüest & Partner

Publications

1. hp n.3, 2005, pp.2-19

2. Jakob Steib Architekten, <http://www.jakobsteib.ch/projekte/>

3. EM2N, <http://www.em2n.ch/em2n.php?p=2&id_projects=41>

Construction period 2009-2011Completed Source hp



Wohnsiedlung Chriesimatt72.

PlaceYear

2003

City

Baar

Canton

ZG

Organiser

Miteigentümergemeinschaft Chriesimatt (Schmid Family)

Promoter

Miteigentümergemeinschaft Chriesimatt (Schmid Family)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation (not anonymous)

No of particip.

7

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Graber Pulver

Burkhalter Sumi

Dettli ʹNussbaumer

Kuhn Fischer Partner

Liechti Graf Zumsteg

Wiederkehr Krummenacher

Zurich

Zurich

Zug

Zurich

Brugg

Zug

recommendation

Jury

Heini Schmid

Thomas Schmid-Bucher

Ingrid Burgdorf

Hans Cometti

Mike Guyer

Andrea Grolimund Iten

Stefan Rotzler

lic. lur., MG Chriesimatt

MG Chriesimatt

architect

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

Publications

1. hpw n.1, 2004, pp.12-29

2. wbw n.3, 2005, pp.4-10

3. ʺDer Wettbewerb als privatsacheʺ in hp n.4, 2004, pp.34-35

4. “Von Z bis Z” in hp n. 9, 2009, pp.28-31

Construction period 2007-2011Completed Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Stähelimatt73.

Place

Affoltern

Year

2003

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

BGen Linth-Escher und Schönau

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

BGen Linth-Escher und Schönau

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Philipp Esch

Loeliger Strub

Meier & Hug

Haerle Hubacher

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

F.Halbritter

F.Lack

H.Egli

B.Mörgeli

J.Müller

Peter Ess

B.Krucker

A.Spiro

R. Frei

Matthias Krebs

P. Anttila

E.Nüesch

Präsident BG Linth-Escher

Geschäftsführer BG Linth-Escher

Präsident BG Schönau

Kassier BG Schönau

Liegenschaftenverwaltung

architect, Direktor Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.4, 2003, pp. 1-13

2. tec21 n.37, 2003, p.24, and tec21 n.37, 2003, pp.24-25

3. BG Linth-Escher, <http://www.linthescher.ch/Siedlungen/Staehlimatt/St%C3%A4helimatt01.PDF>

4. Wohnüberbauung Stähelimatt, Zürich-Seebach, Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren, Bericht des Preisgerichts, August 2003, Hochbaudepartement der

Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Zürich, 2003

5. wbw n.11, 2003, pp. 54-57, and n.1-2, 2008

6. Archithese n.1, 2008

Construction period 2005-2006Completed Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Katzenbach74.

Place

Seebach

Year

2003

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Baugenossenschaft Glattal Zürich (BGZ)

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Glattal Zürich (BGZ)

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

12

Program

housing (also for the elderly)

community spaces

Participating Architects

Zita Cotti

Birchmeier Kaufmann

von Ballmoos Krucker

Althammer Hochuli

Rolf Mühlethaler

Roger Boltshauser

Baumann & Frey

Jandll & Quade

Erny & Schneider

Werner Neuwirth

A.D.P.

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Bern

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich, Basel

Basel

Vienna

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Albert Deubelbeiss

Gunthard Niederbäumer

Kurt Williner

Markus Zimmermann

Michael Emmengger

Michael Hauser

Jakob Steib

Gabrielle Hächler

Christian Zimmermann

Beatrice Fridli Klötzli

Daniela Staub

Präsident BGZ

Vizepräsident BGZ

architect, BGZ

Förderstelle Gemeinnütziger Wohnungsbau

Fachstelle für Stadtentwicklung

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. tec21 n.37, 2003, p.24

2. wbw n.11, 2003, pp.54-57

3. wbw n.1-2, 2008

4. Zita Cotti, <http://www.cottiarch.ch/pages/D/D1.html>, <http://www.swiss-architects.com/zitacotti/#>

5. Baugenossenchaft Glattal Zürich, Wohnüberbauung Katzenbach, Zürich-Seebach. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren. Bericht des Preigerichts, August

2003, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2003

Construction period 2005-2007Completed Source tec21



Wohnsiedlung Brunnenhof75.

Place

Unterstrass

Year

2003

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Stiftung Wohnungen für kinderreiche Familien

Promoter

Stiftung Wohnungen für kinderreiche Familien

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

12

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Gigon Guyer

Zach & Zünd

Enzmann & Fischer

huggen_berger & Fries

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Eva Sanders

M.Brunner

C.Rutherfoord Kleimann

H.Simoni

M.Koller

M.Hauser

C.Fingerhuth

S.Gmür

H.Neuweiler

S.Ruoss

D.Schulz

Geschäftsleitung Stiftung Wohnungen für kinderreiche Familien

Vizepräsident des Stiftungsrat

architect

Marie Meierhofer-Institut

Stiftungsrat / Finanzdepartement

Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect / Stiftungsrat

architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.2, 2004, pp. 22-31

2. rt n.19-20, 2005, pp.76-85

3. Wohnsiedlung Brunnenhof Zürich-Unterstrass. Projektwettbewerb im selektiven Verfahren, Bericht des Preisgerichts, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich,

Amt für Hochbauten, Stiftung Wohnungen für kinderreiche Familien, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2004

4. wbw n.4, 2009

5. hp n.11, 2007, p.88

Construction period 2004-2007Completed Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Hermetschloostrasse76.

Place

Micafil-Areal, Altstetten

Year

2003

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

ABB Immobilien AG

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen SBB

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

ABB Immobilien AG

Schweizerische Bundesbahnen SBB

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

anonymous

No of particip. Program

housing

office spaces

Participating Architects

Atelier WW

Kaufmann, van der Meer + Partner

ADP Architekten

EM2N

Morger & Degelo

Harder Haas Partner

Egli Rohr Partner

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Wil

Baden-Dättwil

recommendation

Jury

Martin Spühler

Bruno Krucker

Gundula Zach

Manfred Stulz

Andreas Steiger

architect

architect

architect

ABB Immobilien AG, Projektleiter Projektentwicklung, Baden

SBB ImmobilienPortfolio, Management, Leiter Development Zürich

Publications

1. hpw n.2, 2004, pp.32-45

Construction periodCompleted Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung A-Park77.

Place

Albisrieden

Year

2003

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Zurlinden

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

selective

No of particip.

12

Program

housing

commercial

services and community spaces

Participating Architects

Baumann Roserens

Peter Märki

Aschwanden Schürer

Spiro & Gantenbein

Kuhn Fischer Partner

Felber Keller Lehmann

Zbinden / GMS Partner

Leuppi & Schafroth

Werkgruppe agw

Weber + Hofer

Fuhrimann Hächler

b2-architektur

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Bern

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
rd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

Jury

Urs Frei

Fredi Brönnimann

Jakob Thöni

Jürg Keller

Mark Würth

Peter Ess

Tina Arndt

René Hochuli

Peter Joos

Christophe Girot

Martin schmid

Präsident BG Zurlinden

BG Zurlinden

BG Zurlinden

Liegenschaftverwaltung Stadt Zürich

Fachstelle für Stadtentwicklung

architect, Direktor Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

Prof. landscape architecture ETH Zürich

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. Architekturforum Zürich, <http://www.af-z.ch/node/249>

2. Baumann Roserens Architekten, <http://www.brarch.ch/br/bauten_apa.html>

3. SWV-Zürich, <http://www.svw-zh.ch/resources/1/uploads/2008.04.04_Handout%20A-Park.pdf>

4. ʺAlbisriedencity, Zürichʺ in wbw n.7, 2009, p.22, also wbw n.3, 2005, pp.4-10, and wbw n.11, 2003, pp.54-57

5. ʺIm städtischen Dorfkern, A-Parkʺ in hp n.6, 2009, p.64

6. tec21 n.37, 2003, pp.24-25

Construction period 2004-2008Completed Source wbw



Wohnen im Glattpark78.

Place

Opfikon

Year

2003

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Allreal Generalunternehmung Zürich

Turintra (UBS Fundmanagement, Basel)

Stadt Zürich, Stadt Opfikon

Promoter

Credit Suisse Asset Management Zürich, Turintra AG Basel,

Wincasa AG Winterthur

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

7

Program

housing

offices

services

Participating Architects

Von Ballmoos Krucker

Fischer & Visini

Haerle Hubacher

hls

Knapkiewicz & Fickert

Linearch

Peter Märkli

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

recommendation

Jury

W.Schett

D.Eberle

M.Jauch-Stolz

S.Ruoss

St.Rotzler

B.Bettoni

A.Hersberger

M.Bürke

Professor für Architektur und Entwurf

Professor für Architektur und Entwurf, Leiter Wohnforum

architect

architect

landscape architect

Allreal Generalunternehmung

Turintra, UBS Fund Management

Liegenschaftenverwaltung der Stadt Zürich

Publications

1. hpw n.3, 2003, pp.50-61

2. wbw n.1-2, 2008, pp.26-29

Construction period 2006-2007Completed Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung ʺPlus Arealʺ (Rheinresidenz)79.

Place

Plus-Areal

Year

2002

City

Basel

Canton

BS

Organiser

Kanton Basel-Stadt

Promoter

Kanton Basel-Stadt

Type of competition and procedure

design competition (two stages)

open

No of particip.

92 (9)

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Neff & Neumann

sabarchitekten

Spiro + Gantenbein

Kury Stähelin & Salvi

Hess & Maier

Tringler Engler Ferrara

Itten + Brechbühl

a4D

Strasser

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Basel

Basel

Zurich

Bern

1
st

rank (recommendation)

2
nd

rank

3
rd

rank

4
th

rank

Jury

Barbara Schneider

Fritz Schumacher

Bruno Chiavi

Claudine Lorenz

Roland Radrschall

Thomas Lutz

Werner Strösslin

Jürg Sulzer

Thomas Blanckarts

Frédéric Deutsch

Thomas Brodbeck

Regierungsrätin Basel-Stadt, Baudepartement

Kantonsbaumeister Basel-Stadt, Leiter Hochbau- und Planungsamt (HPA)

HPA, Leiter Hauptabteilung Hochbau

architect

landscape architect

Denkmalpflege Basel

Zentralstelle für staatlichen Liegenschaftsverkehr (ZLV)

Stadtplaner Stadt Bern

HPA, Hauptabteilung Hochbau

HPA, Hauptabteilung Hochbau

Liegenschaftsverwalter ZLV

Publications

1. wbw n.1-2, 2008, pp. 34-37

2. Neff Neumann, <http://www.neffneumann.ch/>

3. hp n.5, 2007, p.74

4. Wettbewerb Wohnüberbauung ʺPlus-Arealʺ. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Baudepartement des Kantons Basel-Stadt, Finanzdepartement des Kantons Basel-

Stadt,Stadt Entwicklung Basel, Basel, 2002

Construction period 2002-2006Completed Source wbw



Parco Nocc80.

Place

Gentilino, Collina dʹOro

Year

2002

City

Lugano

Canton

TI

Organiser

Parco Nocc SA, Lugano

Promoter

Parco Nocc SA, Lugano

Type of competition and procedure

ideas competition and parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

13

Program

luxury housing

Participating Architects

Gabriele Bertossa

Betrix & Consolascio, Maier

Giraudi & Wettstein

Giorgio Guscetti

Buzzi & Buzzi

Sordina & Maffioletti

Magginetti, Cottier

Luigi Snozzi

Moro & Moro

Andrea Bassi

Gianfranco Vielmo

Paris

Zurich

Lugano

Ambrì

Locarno

Venice

Bellinzona, Fribourg

Locarno

Locarno

Geneva

Treviso

recommendation (second stage)

recommendation (second stage)

recommendation (second stage)

recommendation (second stage)

Jury

A. Nolli

P. Bürgi

C. Dermitzel

P. Fumagalli

P. Durisch

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Archi n.6, 2002, pp. 14-27

2. Architettura Guscetti, <http://www.architetturaguscetti.ch/allegati/302706029.pdf>

3. Fondazione Archivi Architetti Ticinesi AAT, <http://fondazioneaat.ch/upload/images/pubblicazioni/Concorsi%20in%20Ticino%201935-2005.pdf>

4. Giraudi & Wettstein, <http://www.giraudiwettstein.ch/progetti/concorsi/43.nocc.html>

Construction periodCompleted Source archi



Edificazione residenziale a Montagnola81.

Place

Montagnola, Collina dʹOro

Year

2002

City

Lugano

Canton

TI

Organiser

D.C.F. Promozione Immobiliare SA, Lugano

Promoter

D.C.F. Promozione Immobiliare SA, Lugano

Type of competition and procedure

ideas competition and parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

14

Program

luxury housing

Participating Architects

Durisch + Nolli

Ammann & Havenstein

Moro & Moro

Sergio Calori

A. Agazzi

L. Antorini

P. Boschetti

W. Egli

U. Früh & A. Viscardi

I. Ghirlanda

I. Gianola

G. Giudici

A. Pallaoro

Lugano

Verscio, Zurich

Locarno

Lugano

Lugano

Massagno

Lugano

Baden

Massagno

Sorengo

Mendrisio

Lugano

Trento

1
st

rank (recommendation, second stage)

2
nd

rank (recommendation, second stage)

3
rd

rank

4
th

rank

Jury

B. Brocchi

C. Dermitzel

N. Matter

A. Pini

M. Huber

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. Archi n.6, 2002, pp. 28-37

2. Fondazione Archivi Architetti Ticinesi AAT, <http://fondazioneaat.ch/upload/images/pubblicazioni/Concorsi%20in%20Ticino%201935-2005.pdf>

3. SIA Ticino - Commissione concorsi, Dati statistici sui concorsi pubblici di architettura in Ticino (ultimo aggiornamento: luglio 2008), <www.sia-

ticino.ch/download.asp?ogg=Allegato&name=pages_15212...>

Construction periodCompleted Source archi



Überbauung Kirchenacker82.

Place

Hirzenbach

Year

2002

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Verband der stadtzürcherischen evangelisch-reformieten Kirchgemeinden

Promoter

Verband der stadtzürcherischen evangelisch-reformieten

Kirchgemeinden

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

5

Program

housing (also for people with special needs - BEHINDA)

Participating Architects

Kuhn Fischer

Baumann & Frey

Martin & Elisabeth Boesch

Frei & Ehrensperger

Spiro & Gantenbein

recommendation

Jury

Martin  Zollinger

Roger Möri

Max Munz

Albert Nef

Matthias Hubacher

Bob Gysin

Gret Lowensberg

Finanzvorstand der stadtzürcherischen evangelisch-reformieten Kirchgemeinden

Liegenschaftverwalter der reformieten Kirchgemeinden Hirzenbach

Präsident BEHINDA, Verein zur Förderung von Menschen mot geistiger Behinderung

Baureferent, Verband der stadtzürcherischen evangelisch-reformieten Kirchgemeinden

architect, Mitglied der Baukommission des Verbandes der stadtzürcherischen ev.-ref. Kirchgemeinden

architect

architect

Publications

1. hpw n.1, 2003, pp.65-77

2. ATP kfp Architekten und Ingenieure AG, <http://www.kfp.ch/home.html>

Construction period 2004-2006Completed Source hpw



Neubau Schwarzpark Süd83.

Place

Gellertstrasse

Year

2001

City

Basel

Canton

BS

Organiser

Kanton Basel-Stadt

Promoter

Kanton Basel-Stadt

Type of competition and procedure

overall performance and parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

6 (2)

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Miller & Maranta / Glanzmann Service AG

Morger & Degelo / Mobag AG

Burckhardt & Partner / Allreal AG

Erny & Schneider / Göhner Merkur TU AG

Urs Gramelsbacher / Zschokke GU AG

Gmür & Vacchini / Karl Steiner TU & GU AG

Basel

Basel, Allschwil

Basel

Basel, Olten

Basel

Basel

recom. parallel studies + realisation

recom. parallel studies

Jury

Fritz Schumacher

Werner Strösslin

Bruno Chiavi

Dietmar Eberle

Sabina Hubacher

Thomas Blanckarts

Claudine Lorenz

Kantonbaumeister Basel-Stadt

Zentralstelle für staatliche Liegenschaftsverkehr

Leiter Hauptabteilung Hochbau, Baudepartement

architect

architect

Projektleiter Hauptabteilung Hochbau, Baudepartement

architect

Publications

1. Gesamtleistungswettbewerb Neubau Schwarzpark Süd. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Basel im März 2001, Baudepartement Basel-Stadt, Finanzdepartement

Basel-Stadt,Basel, 2001

2. Studienauftrag Neubau Schwarzpark Süd. Bericht des Preisgerichts,, Basel, im September 2001, Baudepartement Basel-Stadt, Finanzdepartement Basel-

Stadt,Basel, 2001

3. Miller Maranta Architekten, <http://www.millermaranta.ch/>

4. Jenatsch Gian-Marco, ʺWohnen im Park: Wohnhaus ʺSchwarzparkʺ in Basel von Miller & Marantaʺ in wbw n. 3, 2005, pp. 30-35

5. Landes Anton, ʺStadthaus im Park: Wohnhaus Schwarzpark in Basel - Architekten, Miller & Marantaʺ in Detutsche Bauzeitung n.5, 2005, pp. 38-45

Construction period 2001-2004Completed Source Logements Suisses Contemporains



Feldhof-Areal84.

Place

Areal Feldhof (Schleife)

Year

2001

City

Zug

Canton

ZG

Organiser

Alfred Müller GU AG, Baar

Stadt Zug

Promoter

Alfred Müller GU AG, Baar

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

6

Program

housing

office and commercial spaces

Participating Architects

KBCG - Zwimpfer Partner

POOL

ASTOC

Müller+Partner

Axess Projects

Wiederkehr Krummenacher

Zug

Zurich

Cologne

Baar

Zug

Zug

recommendation (urban design)

recommendation

recommendation

Jury

Heinz Schöttli

Elisabeth Boesch

Julia Bolles-Wilson

Andrea Grolimund

Harry Klein

Alfred Müller

Peter Schlumpf

Thomas Sieverts

Andreas Wirth

Stadtarchitekt, Zug

architect

architect

architect

Stadtplaner, Zug

Alfred Müller AG

Alfred Müller AG

architect

architect

Publications

1. AWS n.4-5, 2001, pp.75-88

Construction period -2013Completed Source AWS



Wohnsiedlung Leimbach85.

Place

Leimbach

Year

2001

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

BGen Freiblick und Zurlinden

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

11

Program

housing

Participating Architects

POOL

Stücheli

Zach & Zünd

Bosshard & Luchsinger

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Lucerne

1
st

rank, recommendation

2
nd

rank

3
rd

rank

4
th

rank

Jury

M. Grieger

U. Frei

J.Müller

A.Brönnimann

K.Knobel

P.Ess

W.Fischer

A.Spiro

B.Widmer

M.-N. Adolph

M.Schneider

Präsidentin BG Freiblick

Präsident bG Zurlinden

Liegenschaftenverwaltung Stadt Zürich

Vizepräsident BG Zurlinden (Ersatz)

Geschäftsführer BG Freiblick (Ersatz)

Direktor AHB

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

Publications

1. AWS n.3, 2001

2. wbw n.3, 2005, p.18

3. hp 10-2005, p.64

Construction period 2002–2005Completed Source hpw



Wohnüberbauung Bernerstrasse (Werdwies)86.

Place

Altstetten

Year

2001

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Stadt Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

open (two stages)

No of particip.

4 (second stage)

Program

housing

community spaces

commercial

Participating Architects

Adrian Streich

UNDEND

Bosch, Primas, Karamuk, Richter, Kittinger

Fries & Rabinovich

Zurich

Zurich

Amsterdam

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, purchase

4
th

rank, 3
nd

prize

Jury

Arno Roggo

Jürg Müller

Hans Graf

Michael Emmenegger

Hanna Munz

Dorothea Rios

Peter Ess

Roger Diener

Annette Gigon

Alexander Fickert

Kamiel Klaamse

Rainer Zulauf

Michael Hauser

Christine Bräm

Liegenschaftverwaltung

Liegenschaftverwaltung

Liegenschaftverwaltung

Fachstelle für Stadtentwicklung

GZ Grünau

Quartierbeauftragte

Direktor Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

NL architects

landscape architect

Amt für Hochbauten

Amt für Städtebau

Publications

1. Stadt Zürich, <http://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/content/hbd/de/index/hochbau/realisierte_bauten/Realisiert_2007/Wohnsiedlung_Werdwies.html>

2. ʺWohnsiedlung Werdwies, Zürich-Grünauʺ in hp n.12, 2007, p.59, and Humm Othmar, ʺGünstiges update, Zürichʺ in hp n.1, 2007, p. 67

3. wbw n.1-2, 2008, pp.10-13

4. Städtische Wohnsiedlung Werdwies, <http://www.stadt-zuerich.ch/content/dam/stzh/hbd/Deutsch/Hochbau/Weitere%

20Dokumente/Staedtische_Bauten_realisiert/Ausgefuehrte_Bauten_2007/WS_Werdwies/FB-WS-Werdwies_monitor.pdf>

5. Wohnüberbauung Bernerstrasse Zürich-Altstetten, Projektwettbewerb im offenen Verfahren. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Oktober 2001,Hochbaudepartement der

Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2001

6. Wohnüberbauung Bernerstrasse, Zürich-Altstetten : Projektwettbewerb Überarbeitung der vier erstrangierten Projekte. Bericht der Expertenkommission,

Hochbaudepartement der Stadt Zürich, Amt für Hochbauten, Zurich, 2002

Construction period 2005-2007Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnüberbauung Paul-Clairmont-Strasse87.

Place

Zürich-Wiedikon

Year

2001

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Genossenschaft Rotach

Promoter

Genossenschaft Rotach

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Gmür & Steib

Loeliger Strub

Baumann & Roserens

Atelier 5

Buol & Zünd

Dalbert & Wyrsch

Haerle & Hubacher

Liechti Graf Zumsteg

Beat Rothen

Schregenberger

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Bern

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Brugg

Winterthur

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

Jury

Kkaus Riesenmey

Walter Montigel

Dominique Marchand

KurtJeggLi

MichaeL Hauser

Philipp Fischer

Matthias Müller

Hans Rohr

Gundula Zach

Beatrice Friedli

Baugenossenschaft Rotach

Baugenossenschaft Rotach

Baugenossenschaft Rotach

Liegenschaftenverwaltung Stadt Zürich

architect, Leiter Projektentwicklung AHB

architect

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

Publications

1. tec21 n.6, 2001, pp.11-18

2. Züger Roland, ʺSphinx oder Serie?ʺ in Bauwelt n.27, 2006, pp.10-15

3. Steib & Geschwentner Architekten AG, <http://www.gmuersteib.ch/archiv/4/kenndaten/?top=59&left=276>

4. Hanak Michael, ʺRäumlicher Luxus. Wohnüberbauung Paul Clairmont-Strass, Zürich, Gmür & Steibʺ in wbw n.6, 2006, pp.44-51

5. Loederer Benedikt, ʺDen Balkon neu erfinden, Zürich, Wohnüberbauung Paul Clairmont-Strasseʺ in hp n.5, 2006, p.64

6. Gabler Christiane, ʺVariable Wohnboxenʺ in Archithese n.5, 2006, pp.24-29

Construction period 2003-2006Completed Source Logements Suisses Contemporains



Von Roll Areal Bern88.

Place

Von Roll Areal

Year

2000

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Emsch+Berger AG Gesamtplanung Hochbau

Promoter

Von Roll Immobilien AG

Type of competition and procedure

ideas and project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

10 (project

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Architekturbüro Rykart

Althaus & Krauss

Itten + Brechbühl

Metron

Architekturbüro Rykart

Itten + Brechbühl

Metron

Fähndrich Riesen Bucher + Partner

Bern

Bern

Zurich

Bern

Berne

Zurich

Bern

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (ideas competition)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (ideas competition)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize (ideas competition)

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize (ideas competition)

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (project competition)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize (project competition)

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize (project competition)

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize (project competition)

Jury

Daniel Rauber

Arlette Brunner-Bill

Erich Weber

Franz Biffiger

Jürg Sulzer

Walter Fischer

Sylvia Schenk

Daniel Kramer

Direktor Von Roll Immobilien

architect, Bauunternehmung Bill A. AG

Immobilientreuhänder, Immobilien u. Verwaltung

architect

Stadtplaner Stadt Bern

architect

architect

Geschäftsleiter Emsch+Berger AG / Gesamtplanung Hochbau

Publications

1. Von Roll Areal Bern. Jurybericht. Ideenwettbewerb / Projektwettbewerb. Mai 2000, Emsch+Berger AG, Gesamtplanung Hochbau, 2000

2. Rykart Achitekten AG, <http://www.rykartarchitekten.ch/neubauten/0009_wohnpark_von_roll_bern/0009_wohnpark_von_roll_bern_a4.htm>

3. Rykart Achitekten AG, <http://www.rykartarchitekten.ch/fotos_60_jahre_rykart/60_jahre_rykart.pdf>

Construction period 2002-2006Completed Source Christian Wiesmann



Le Pommier - Périmètre B189.

Place

Campagne du Pommier

Year

2000

City

Geneva

Canton

GE

Organiser

Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de lʹinstruction publique et des

fonctionnaires de lʹadministration de Genève (CIA)

Promoter

Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de lʹinstruction

publique et des fonctionnaires de lʹadministration de Genève (CIA)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

6

Program

social housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Groupe me.col, Metron & Collectif dʹarchitectes

Groupe Devanthéry, Lamunière, Renaud

Groupe Snozzi-Rezakhanlou

Groupe Concerto, Baillif, Loponte & Schaer

Luscher

Graf & Menoud, Catela, Hauenstein, Ehrensperger

Zurich-Geneva

Geneva

Locarno-Geneva

Geneva

Lausanne

Geneva-Lausanne

recommendation

Jury

Laurent Chenu

Jean-Jacques Oberson

Michel Ducommun

Pierre Piguet

Marcel Ryser

Claire Heiniger

Jean-Pierre Lewerer

Louis Cornut

John Lateo

Philippe Meylan

architect

architecte-urbaniste pilote de la LER

président/vice-président du comité de la CIA

président de la CIM

Vice-président de la CIM

CIM

CIM

DAEL

division immobilière

division immobilière

Publications

1. ʺCIA au Grand-Saconnex, Campagne du Pommierʺ in Habitation n.1, 2001, pp.9-13

2. ʺCinq projets de logement collectif à Genèveʺ in Tracés n.22, 2001, pp.20-30

3. SIA-Section Genève, <http://www.siavd.ch/Documents/POMMIER.pdf>

4. ʺEspace dans la géométrie. Logements dans la Campagne du Pommier (Genève)ʺ in Faces n.56, 2004, pp.50-53

5. ʺImmeubles résidentiels Le Pommier, Grand Saconnexʺ in Holzbulletin n.73, 2004, p.1328

Construction period 2001-2004Completed Source Habitation



Wohnüberbauung Hagenbuchrain90.

Place

Albisrieden

Year

2000

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Baugenossenschaft Sonnengarten

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Sonnengarten

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

coopʹs administration

Participating Architects

Bünzli & Courvoisier

Adrian Streich

Ernst & Niklaus

Erny & Schneider

Arcoop

Wydler & Bauersima

Kästle + Thommet

Froelich & Hsu

Marcel Thoenen

Grego + Smolenicky

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Basel

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Urs Erni

Hanspeter Ruppert

Kurt Jeggl

Ernst Meier

Markus Zimmermann

Peter Ess

Elisabeth Blum

Annette Helle

Markus Peter

Urs Primas

Roland Raderschall

Präsident BG Sonnengarten

Geschäftsführer BG Sonnengarten

Liegenschaftenverwaltung Stadt Zürich

Baukomission BG Sonnegarten

Förderstelle gemeinnütziger Wohnungsbau

architect, Direktor Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

Publications

1. AWS

2. Schweizer Ingenieur und Architekt n.33-34, 2000, pp.709-712

3. wbw n.10, 2000, pp.62-67

4. wbw n.1-2, 2006

5. Bauwerk n.106, <http://www.architectes.ch/files/file_id=4584>

6. Baumeister n.1, 2006

Construction period 2003-2004Completed Source AWS



Wohnüberbauung Steinacker91.

Place

Witikon

Year

2000

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Genossenschaften ASIG, WSGZ

Type of competition and procedure

project competiion

by invitation

No of particip. Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

Hasler Schlatter Werder

R. & A. Gonthier

Neff & Neumann

A.D.P.

Gautschi Storrer

G.Lowensberg

Metron

Pfister Schiess Tropeano & Partner

Vehovar & Jauslin

Yamamoto & Faessler

Zurich

Bern

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Brugg

Zurich

Zurich

Zug

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

Jury

Werner Bosshard

Hanjörg Fehr

Othmar Räbsamen

Rolf Keller

Kurt Jeggli

Michael Hauser

Elisabeth Blum

Jacques Blumer

Annette Helle

Markus Peter

Roland Raderschall

Präsident BG ASIG

Präsident BG WSGZ

Geschäftsführer BG ASIG

archtect, BG WSGZ

Liegenschaftverwaltung Stadt Zürich

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

Publications

1. Schweizer Ingenieur und Architekt Nr.33-34/2000, pp.709-712

2. wbw 10/2000, pp.62-67

3. tec21 17-78/2006, pp.5-7

4. tec21 45/2005, p.23

5. Detail n.9, 2008, pp.935-937

Construction period 2002-2004Completed Source wbw



Wohnüberbauung Schürliweg92.

Place

Affoltern

Year

2000

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Baugenossenschaft Hagenbrünneli

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft Hagenbrünneli

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

6

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Ueli Zbinden

Bob Gysin

Zimmermann

Vaquer & Bosshard

GBG Gautschi Bolli Gerber

Baumann & Frey

Zurich

Zurich

Aarau

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Werner Berger

Franz Butscher

Kurt Jeggli

Markus Zimmermann

Mireille Turin

Elisabeth Blum

Annette Helle

Markus Peter

Roland Raderschall

Ruedi Zai

Michael Hauser

Doris Stoffner

Präsident BG Hagenbrünneli

Geschäftsleiter BG Hagenbrünneli

Liegenschaftverwaltung Stadt Zürich

Förderstelle gemeinschaftlicher Wohnungsbau

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. wbw n.10, 2000, pp.62-67

2. Schweizer Ingenieur und Architekt n.33-34, 2000, pp.709-712

3. Architekturbüro Prof. Ueli Zbinden, <http://www.uelizbinden.ch/>

4. Wohnüberbauung Schürliweg, Zürich-Affoltern. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, Juli 2000, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich,

Zurich, 2000

Construction period 2009Completed Source wbw



Wohnüberbauung Friedhofstrasse93.

Place

Altstetten

Year

2000

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Baugenossenschaft St. Jakob

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft St. Jakob

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

6

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Zita Cotti

Alioth Langlotz Stalder Buol

Büsser Hürlimann

Lambert & Blatter

architektick, Arndt & Fleischmann

Rüegg & Partner

Zürich

Zürich

Zug

Zurich

Zurich

Dielsdorf

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

Jury

Arthur Egli

Rolf Stauffer

Peter Pantucek

Michael Hauser

Philippe Fischer

Hans Rohr

Beatrice Friedli

Robert Gerber

Doris Stoffner

Präsident BG St. Jakob

BG St. Jakob

Liegenschaftsverwaltung der Stadt Zürich

architect, Leiter Projektentwicklung AHB

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect, Projektentwicklung AHB

Administration, Projektentwicklung AHB

Publications

1. Zita Cotti, <http://www.swiss-architects.com/zitacotti/>

2. tec21 n.3, 2001, p.56

3. Wohnüberbauung Friedhofstrasse, Zürich-Altstetten. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, November 2000, Amt für Hochbauten,

Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2000

4. Architron, <http://www.architron.ch/projects/friedhofstrasse/friedhofstrasse.html>

Construction period 2006-2007Completed Source Logements Suisses Contemporains



Wohnüberbauung Burriweg94.

Place

Schwamendigen

Year

1999

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Bau- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Vitasana

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Bau- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Vitasana

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

7

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

Frank Zierau

Ueli Zbinden

Waeber & Dickenmann

Gret Loewensberg

Peter Braden

S+M

Burkhalter+ Sumi

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Schwerzenbach

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, purchase (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 1
st

prize

3
rd

rank, 2
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 3
nd

prize

Jury

Hans Raug

Roland Lütolf

Roger Ryffel

Peter Ess

Regula Lüscher Gmür

Christoph Luchsinger

Annette Spiro

Hermann Böhringen

Ugo Galli

Ruedi Brandenberg

Präsident Bau- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Vitasana

Geschäftsführer Bau- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Vitasana

Kassier Bau- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Vitasana

architect, Direktor Amt für Hochbauten (Vorsitz)

architect, Leiterin, Amt für Städtebau (Ersatz)

architect

architect

architect, Bau- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Vitasana

Projektleiter PG 2 Projektmanagement, AHB

architect, Fachstelle Wohnbauförderung, Volkwirtschaftsdirektion des Kantons Zürich

Publications

1. AWS n.4-5, 1999

2. Frank Zierau, <http://www.zierau.ch/docs/Zierau_Bauten_Projekte_0808.pdf>

3. Wohnüberbauung Burriweg, Zürich-Schwamendingen. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht des Preisgerichts. Mai 1999, Bau- und

Siedlungsgenossenschaft Vitasana, Zurich, 1999

Construction period 2000-2002Completed Source AWS



Wohnüberbauung Hegianwand95.

Place

Wiedikon

Year

1999

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Familiengenossenschaft Zürich FGZ

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Familiengenossenschaft Zürich FGZ

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

community spaces

Participating Architects

EM2N

Enzmann, Enzmann & Fischer

Martin Spühler

Hauenstein La Roche Schedler

Guignard & Saner

Lehmann

Broggi & Santschi

Egli & Rohr

Fahrländer + Fries

Kuhn Fischer Partner

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Baden-Dättwil

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, purchase

5
th

rank, purchase

Jury

Willy Küng

Alfons Sonderegger

Josef Köpfli

Daniel Hausherr

Peter Ess

Alexander Henz

Andreas Hurter

Rita Schiess

Jens Studer

Jacob Zahner

Hansruedi Trittibach

Doris Stoffner

Stadtrat, Finanzdepartement

Präsident FGZ

Geschäftsleiter FGZ

Abteilungsleiter Liegenschaftsverwaltung

architect, Direktor Amt für Hochbauten

architect

building engineer, PräsidentBaukommission FGZ

architect

architect

architect, Mitglied Baukommission FGZ

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. AWS n.6, 1999

2. EM2N architects, <http://www.em2n.ch/em2n.php?p=2&id_projects=7>

3. Überbauung Hegianwand Zürich-Wiedikon. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht des Preisgerichts, Juni 1999, Familienheim-Genossenschaft Zürich,

Zurich, 1999

4. Lignum n.73, 2004, pp.1318-1322 (http://www.lignum.ch/deutsch/files/FP/FP_Hn_73.pdf)

Construction period 1999-2003Completed Source AWS



Studienauftrag Wohnungsbau ʺWander-Arealʺ96.

PlaceYear

1998

City

Bern

Canton

BE

Organiser

Göhner Merkur AG

Promoter

Göhner Merkur AG

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

7

Program

housing

commercial

Participating Architects

Luscher

AAP Atelier

Bauzeit

Herren + Damschen

Jomini/Gross, Werkgruppe

Rolf Mühlethaler

Andea Roost

Lausanne

Bern

Biel

Bern

Bern

Bern

Bern

recommendation

Jury

N. Gadient

Daniel de Zordo

Kurt Hürzeler

Andreas Akeret

Hugo Mattmann

Feri Khanlari

Gabriela Bader

Georgette Mollet

Wiebke Rösler

Silvio Ragaz

Jürg Sulzer

Nick Gartenmann

Rudolf Rast

Novartis Nutrition AG

Göhner Merkur AG

Göhner Merkur AG

Göhner Merkur AG

HIG Anlagestiftung

Eidg. Finanzverwaltung

Mitverfasserin Quartierzeitung, Quartiervertretung

Krankenschwester, Quartiervertretung

architect

architect

Stadtplaner, Bern

architect

architect

Publications

1. AWS n.3, 1998, pp.25-46

2. Luscher architectes, <http://www.luscher.ch/f/references/habitat/302.html>

Construction period 1998-2000Completed Source AWS



Le Pommier - Périmètre C97.

Place

Campagne du Pommier

Year

1998

City

Geneva

Canton

GE

Organiser

Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de lʹinstruction publique et des

fonctionnaires de lʹadministration de Genève (CIA)

Promoter

Caisse de prévoyance du personnel enseignant de lʹinstruction

publique et des fonctionnaires de lʹadministration de Genève (CIA)

Type of competition and procedure No of particip. Program

housing HLM (habitations à loyer modéré)

Participating Architects

Aeby & Perneger 1
st

prize

Jury

Publications

1. ʺCinq projets de logement collectif à Genèveʺ in Tracés n.22, 2001, pp. 20-30

2. Della Casa Francesco, ʺQuartier du Pommier, la métamorphose dʹune campagneʺ in Tracés n.10, 2006, pp. 19-22

Construction period 2001-2005Completed Source Logements Suisses Contemporains



Wohnen im Tribschen98.

Place

Tribschen

Year

1998

City

Lucern

Canton

LU

Organiser

Investorengruppe WIT

Stadt Luzern

Promoter

Investorengruppe WIT

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (two stages)

by invitation

No of particip.

15 (3)

Program

housing

offices

recreation spaces

Participating Architects

Peter Baumann

Scheuner-Mäder-Schild & Rüsslii / Eggstein

Matti Ragaz Hitz

Lucerne

Lucerne

Liebefeld

recommendation

Jury

Werner Schieper

Hans Lustenberger

Alfred Müller

Hansruedi Rüfenacht

Peter Unternäher

Hugo Weibel

Carl Ginferuth

Jean-Pierre Deville

Beat Heggli

Regula Lüscher Gmür

Ueli Marbach

Martin Müller

Andreas Rigert

Baudirektor der Stadt Luzern

GSW, Luzern

Alfred Müller AG, Baar

Anliker AG, Luzern

CSS, Luzern

ABL GSW, Luzern

architect

Stadtarchitekt, Luzern

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect

Publications

1. AWS n.2, 1999, pp.5-16

2. Kunz Gerold, ʺWohnen mit Ambitionen: Projektwettbewerb ʹWohnen im Tribschenʹ, Luzernʺ, in Archithese v.28, n.4, 1998 (July-Aug.), pp.64-67

3. Kunz Gerold, ʺGut, aber ernüchtend: Überarbeitung Projektwettbewerb ʹWohnen im Tribschenʹ, Luzernʺ in Archithese v.29, n.1, 1999 (Jan.-Feb.),

pp.66-67

4. Schweizerische Eidgenossenschaft, Bundesamt für Wohnungswesen BWO, <http://www.bwo.admin.ch/wbs/00214/00265/index.html?lang=fr>

5. Allgemeine Baugenossenschaft Luzern, <http://www.abl.ch/de/02-siedlungen/tribschenstadt1.asp?Siedlung=TribschenStadt%201&navid=46>

6. Höing & Voney Architekten, <http://www.hoeingvoney.ch/de/01_projekte/projekte.asp?script=/de/01_projekte/wScripts/index.

ws&dataid=93626372#>

Construction period 2000-2006 (firstCompleted Source AWS



Wallisellenstrasse Süd99.

Place

Oerlikon

Year

1998

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Baugenossenschaft GISA

Promoter

Baugenossenschaft GISA

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

10

Program

housing (also with working spaces)

community space

Participating Architects

Spiro & Gantenbein

Stählin Helle Kämpfer

Kreis Schaad Schaad

Frei & Ehrensperger

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Elmar Ledergerber

Willy Küng

Jürg Keller

Alfred Kölliker

Dora Stähli

Remo Steinmetz

Peter Ess

Michael Alder

Patrick Gmür

Stephanie Schafroth

Walter Vetsch

Mark Werren

Stadtrat, Hochbaudepartement

Stadtrat, Finanzdepartement

Vizedirektor Ligenschaftverwaltung der Stadt Zürich

Präsident BG GISA

BG GISA

BG GISA

Direktor Amt für Hochbauten der Stadt Zürich

architect

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

Publications

1. BG Gisa, <http://www.bg-gisa.ch/>

2. Bund Schweizer Landschaftsarchitekten und Landschaftsarchitektinnen, <http://www.bsla.ch/media/sprachfrei/gartenjahr/zh.pdf>

3. Spiro+Gantenbein, <http://www.swiss-architects.com/spiro-gantenbein/>

4. Wallisellenstrasse Süd, Zürich-Oerlikon. Genossenschaftliche Wohnüberbauung. Gebäude mit gemischter Nutzung. Projetktwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht

des Presigerichtes. August 1998, Hochbaudepartement-AHB, Baugenossenschaft GISA, Zurich, 1998

Construction period 2003-04Completed Source <http://www.swiss-architects.com/>



Überbauung am Rigiplatz100.

Place

Oberstrass

Year

1998

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Wohn- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Zürich

Promoter

Wohn- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

6

Program

housing

commercial

offices

Participating Architects

Knapkiewicz & Fickert

Ruchat Roncati, Casiraghi, La Roche

Dürig & Rämi

Kuhn Fischer Partner

A.D.P. Walter Ramseier

GAP-Architekten

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank (recommendation)

2
nd

rank

3
rd

rank

Jury

Ursula Koch

Willy Küng

Rolf Keller

Dieter Siegmann

Kurt Jeggli

Wolfgang Schett

Ernst Stücheli

Christian Sumi

Peter Ess

Stadträtin, Hochbaudepartement

Stadtrat, Finanzdepartement

Wohn- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Zürich

Wohn- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Zürich

Liegenschaftverwaltung der Stadt Zürich

architect, Professor ETH Zürich

architect

architect

architect, Direktor Amt für Hochbauten der Stadt Zürich

Publications

1. Überbauung am Rigiplatz. Studienauftrag auf Einladung. Bericht des Presigerichtes. Januar 1998, Hochbaudepartement-AHB, Wohn- und

Siedlungsgenossenschaft Zürich, Zurich, 1998

2. Wohn- und Siedlungsgenossenschaft Zürich, <http://www.baugenossenschaft-zh.ch/>

3. Knapkiewicz & Fickert, <http://www.axka.ch/>

Construction period 2008-2010Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Wohnüberbauung Auwiesen (Q-bus)101.

Place

Töss

Year

1997-98

City

Winterthur

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Gesellschaft für Erstellung billiger Wohnhäuser in Winterthur

Promoter

Gesellschaft für Erstellung billiger Wohnhäuser in Winterthur

Type of competition and procedure

project competition (two stages)

open

No of particip.

70 (4)

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Gian Paul Pescatore

Kreis Schaad Schaad

Heinrich irion

Ruedi Lattmann

Bednar & Albisetti

Antonio Larocca

Meier Schneider Gmür

Althammer & Hochuli

Thomas Schneider Hoppe

Winterthur

Zurich

Winterthur

Winterthur

Winterthur

Winterthur

Winterthur

Zurich

Winterthur

1
st

prize (second stage)

2
nd

prize (second stage, recommendation)

3
rd

prize (second stage)

4
th

prize

5
th

prize

6
th

prize

7
th

prize

purchase

purchase

Jury

Jack Brunnschweiler

Christian Gebhardt

Paul Wanner

Carl Fingeruth

Michael Hauser

Jürg Burkhard

Sabina Hubacher

Walter Muhmenthaler

Martin Spühler

Verwaltungsratsmitglied, Gesellschaft für Erstellung billiger Wohnhäuser

Leiter Liegenschaftverwatlung, Gesellschaft für Erstellung billiger Wohnhäuser

Geschäftsführer, Gesellschaft für Erstellung billiger Wohnhäuser

architect

architect

architect, Wintherthur Versicherungen

architect

architect, Sulzer Immobilien AG

architect

Publications

1. AWS n.2 and n.6, 1998

2. SIA, <http://www.sia.ch/cf/referenzdetail.cfm?RefNr=10483901>

3. Kreis Schaad Schaad Architekten, <http://www.kreis-schaad-schaad.ch/qbus.swf>

4. wbw n.9, 2002

Construction period 1998-2001Completed Source AWS



Wohnüberbauung Zwängiwiese102.

Place

Wollishofen

Year

1997

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Genossenschaft Neubühl

Promoter

Genossenschaft Neubühl

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

11

Program

housing

ateliers

Participating Architects

Kuhn Fischer Partner

ARCOOP

Fosco, Fosco-Oppenheim, Vogt

Metron

Peter Trachsler

Zangger

Eidenbenz & Loewensberg

Bridevaux + Zimmermann

A.D.P. Walter Ramseier

P.Cerliani, Ch.Cerliani, P.Cerliani, Albers

Peter Schmid

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich, Scherz

Brugg

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Jürg Kaufmann

Barbara Friedeberg

Alex Naegeli

Marcel Herbst

Marie-Claude Bétrix

Willi Egli

Prof. Jacques Schader

Marcel Thoenen

Peter Ess

Robert Gerber

Michael Hauser

Genossenschaft Neubühl

Genossenschaft Neubühl

architect, Genossenschaft Neubühl

architect, Genossenschaft Neubühl

architect

architect

architect

architect

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

architect, Amt für Hochbauten

Publications

1. AWS n.4-5, 1997, p.23

2. Kuhn Fischer Partner, <http://www.kfp.ch/home.html>

3. ʺWohnsiedlungenʺ in Arch n.139 , p.7, <http://www.eternit.ch/fileadmin/content/beratung_verkauf/prospekte/Allgemein/Arch_139_D.pdf>

4. Projektwettbewerb auf Einladung Wohnüberbauung Zwängiwiese, Zürich-Wollishofen. Bericht des Preisgerichtes. Januar 1997, Genossenschaft Neubühl

Zürich, Zurich, 1997

Construction period 1998-2000Completed Source AWS



Wohnüberbauung Stöckenacker103.

Place

Affoltern

Year

1997

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Stadt Zürich

Baugenossenschaft Süd-Ost Zürich

Walter Bader Zürich

Promoter

BG Süd-Ost Zürich

Walter Bader Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

community space

Participating Architects

von Ballmoos & Krucker

Keller + Landolt

Scherrer, Wohlgemuth, Valentin

Christen & Zeller

Weber Fritz, Eberli Weber Braun

Elsohn + Hanhart

Fischer

Jakob Steib

Max Keller Studios

Hasler Schlatter Werder

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Ursula Koch

Walter Bader

Albert Lang

Erwin Ackermann

Fritz Nigg

Penter Pantucek

Hans Rüegg

Regula Lüscher Gmür

Walter Fischer

Walter Ramseier

Peter Ess

Stadträtin, Hochbaudepartement

Bauherrschaft

Präsident BG Süd-Ost

BG Süd-Ost

BG Süd-Ost

Liegenschaftverwaltung der Stadt Zürich

Stadtbaumeister

architect

architect

architect

architect, Direktor Amt für Hochbauten der Stadt Zürich

Publications

1. AWS n.4-5, 1997, pp.107-120

2. wbw n.7-8, 1997, and n.12, 2002

3. Stand der Dinge: neustes Wohnen in Zürich, Ausstellung und Katalog, Amt für Hochbauten, Stadt Zürich, Zurich, 2002

4. Archithese n.1, 2003, pp.38-43, pp.88-89

5. Wohnüberbauung Stöckenacker, Zürich-Affoltern. Projetktwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht des Preisgerichtes, März 1997, Hochbaudepartement der Stadt

Zürich, BG Süd-Ost, Walter Bader, Zurich, 1997

Construction period 2001-2002Completed Source AWS



Baufeld C4 (ZZN) - Regina Kägi-Hof104.

Place

Oerlikon

Year

1997

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Oerlikon-Bührle Immobilien AG (IMAG)

Allgemeinen Baugenossenschaft Zürich (ABZ)

Promoter

Oerlikon-Bührle Immobilien AG (IMAG)

Allgemeinen Baugenossenschaft Zürich (ABZ)

Type of competition and procedure

parallel study commissions

by invitation

No of particip.

4

Program

housing

Participating Architects

Theo Hotz

Guagliardi Ruoss

Kuhn Fischer Partner

A.D.P.

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

recommendation

Jury

Peter Schmid

Beatrice Bürgin

Christian Rusterkolz

Hans Schneider

Marcel Leupi

Richard Heim

Beate Schnitter

Wolfgang Schett

Peter Noser

Bruno Bettoni

Franz Ulmann

Präsident ABZ

Bauherrschaft ABZ, Vizepräsidentin der ABZ

Präsident der Baukommission ABZ

ABZ

ABZ

ABZ

architect

architect

architect

Geschäftsleiter Oerlikon-Bührle Immobilien AG

Promotion Oerlikon-Bührle Immobilien AG

Publications

1. Baufeld C4 (NZZ), Zürich-Oerlikon. Studienauftrag an vier Architekturbüros. Bericht des Beurteilungsgremiums - November 1997, Oerlikon-Bührle

Immobilien AG, Allgemeine Baugenossenschaft Zürich, Zurich, 1997

Construction period 1998-2000Completed Source Peter Schmid - ABZ



Wohnüberbauung ʺLimmatgutʺ105.

Place

Höngg

Year

1995

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Hochbauamt der Stadt Zürich

Siedlungsgenossenschaft Eigengrund Zürich

Promoter

Siedlungsgenossenschaft Eigengrund Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

project competition

by invitation

No of particip.

10

Program

housing

community space or offices, commercial

Participating Architects

Eidenbenz & Lowensberg

Fischer

Kuhn Fischer Partner

Fosco, Fosco-Oppenheim, Vogt

Metron

Fischer & Visini

arc-Architekten

Ueli Zbinden

Fahrländer & Fries

Silva Ruoss

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Brugg

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

Jury

Ursula Koch

Martin Christ

Adele Nussbaumer

Bernhard Sigel

Jürg Keller

Michael Alder

Monika Hartmann Vaucher

Franz Oswald

Hans Rudolf Rüegg

Peter Ess

Stadträtin, Bauamt II

Präsident Siedlungsgenossenschaft Eigengrund

Vorstandsmitglied Siedlungsgenossenschaft Eigengrund

Vorstandsmitglied Siedlungsgenossenschaft Eigengrund

Vizedirektor Liegenschaftenverwaltung

architect

architect

architect

Stadtbaumeister

Stadtbaumeister, Hochbauamt

Publications

1. Wohnüberbauung ʺLimmatgutʺ, Am Wasser, 8049 Zürich-Höngg. Projetktwettbewerb auf Einladung. Bericht des Presigerichtes. Oktober 1995, Hochbauamt

der Stadt Zürich, Siedlungsgenossenschaft Eigengrund Zürich, Zurich, 1995

2. Eidenbenz.Architekt, <http://www.swiss-architects.com/eidenbenz/>

Construction period 1995-1999Completed Source Stadt Zürich



Contraves-Areal106.

Place

Seebach

Year

1995

City

Zurich

Canton

ZH

Organiser

Oerlikon-Contraves AG

Stadt Zürich

Promoter

Oerlikon-Contraves AG

Stadt Zürich

Type of competition and procedure

ideas competition

by invitation

No of particip.

8

Program

housing

Participating Architects

ADP Architekten (Jordi & Angst)

Ueli Zbinden

Frei & Ehrensberger

Stutz & Bolt

Willi Kadler

Zurich

Zurich

Zurich

Winterthur

Zurich

1
st

rank, 1
st

prize (recommendation)

2
nd

rank, 2
nd

prize

3
rd

rank, 3
rd

prize

4
th

rank, 4
th

prize

5
th

rank, 5
th

prize

Jury

Ursula Koch

Hans Widmer

Hans Rüegg

Bruno Bettoni

Mario Campi

Arthur Rüegg

Walter Vetsch

Silvia Ruoss

Franz Ulmann

Bauamt II, Stadt Zürich

Oerlikon-Bührle Holding AG

architect, Stadtbaumeister

Geschäftsleiter, Oerlikon-Bührle Holding AG

architect

architect

landscape architect

architect

Oerlikon-Bührle Holding AG

Publications

1. AWS n.1, 1996, pp.23-36

Construction periodCompleted Source AWS




